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End of SAARC Summit?
Kuldip Nayar
India’s foreign minister Sushma Swaraj may sound
belligerent in her speech at the United Nation. But she
indicates India’s exasperation over Pakistan’s
interference in Kashmir or elsewhere. After the killing
of 14 jawans at Uri, one widely supported demand is:
retaliation.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has promised counter
action at the time and the place that the armed forces
chose. What would be India’s next step not yet known
but the retaliation part is very much true. It is a sad option
and to exercise it without action requires patience which
is getting exhausted. War is not considered an option.
Yet what is the way out?
Pakistan had admitted that some non-state actors
could have indulged in straightening things at Uri. But
now after the whole world has expressed horror over
the Uri incident. Islamabad says that India had stage
managed Uri and Islamabad had no hand in it. But
how does it explain that its soil was used by the forces
who attacked Uri. Pakistan has raised the Kashmir
issue to divert attention from everything else. It
expects New Delhi to participate in the talks which it
would initiate.
Probably its eyes were on the SAARC summit at
Islamabad. India’s formal ‘no’ to participate has ended
the meeting because both Nepal and Bangladesh have
expressed their inability to attend the Summit at
Islamabad. Obviously it had to be cancelled when India
said no.
The question is where we go from here. War is no
option but talks also have not fructified. Sushma’s speech
is another warning to Pakistan that India was tired of
Pakistan’s doings and may be driven to take some action.
All eyes are on New Delhi because it has to decide what
steps should be taken because it is becoming increasingly
clear that talks are no solution.
India has considered the revision of Indus Water Treaty
which was signed in 1960 by Jawaharlal Nehru and
Pakistan military chief Mohammad Ayub Khan. Sartaj
Aziz who represents Pakistan’s foreign affairs has said

that anything done to revise the treaty without Pakistan’s
participation would be ‘an act of war’. This has
complicated the matters still further.
In view of this deadlock, no progress has been made.
This should be told to the people on both sides. They
have been urging their respective governments to sort
out the matter through dialogue. Pakistan says again and
again that some settlement over Kashmir is necessary
for any peace in the subcontinent.
We come back to square one. By all means the
partiess concerned should sit across the table to find a
solution. But India and Pakistan cannot do by themselves.
The Kashmiris want to have their say. Recently, when I
went to Srinagar at the invitation of students, I found
that the youth wanted a country of their own sovereign
and independent. They do not realize that India did not
favour another Islamic state on its border when it is
exasperated by the one, Pakistan, it has.
But the mood of the youth is that of anger and they
would not compromise their demand for azaadi. They
do not realize that azaadi is an ideal, not a feasible
proposition. When the British left India in August 1947,
they gave the princely states an option to stay
independent if they did not want to join either India or
Pakistan. Maharaja Hari Singh, the then Jammu and
Kashmir ruler, declared that he would stay
independent. The land-locked state had to have the
support of both India and Pakistan for access to the
outside world. He did not want to depend on one.With
the Muslims in a majority in J and K, Pakistan expected
its accession. When it did not take place, Pakistan sent
its irregulars, backed by the regular troops. The
Maharaja sought the help of India which insisted on
the accession before sending its troops. He had to sign
the Instrument of Accession Act.
The two parts of the states are against azaadi. Jammu,
the Hindu majority part, would like to join India. The
Buddhist majority Ladakh, the other part, want to be a
union territory of India. Therefore the demand
for azaadi is essentially that of the valley which has
nearly 98 percent of Muslims.
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When India is in the midst of endeavour for polarization
and when the ruling political party is playing a Hindu card,
it is difficult to imagine that the Congress or any other
political party, including the Communists, would support
the azaadi demand. Even otherwise, all political parties
are opposed to the demand for independence, although
some may go to the farthest in giving powers to the state.
After 70 years of partition, the wounds inflicted
because of the division have not healed yet. How does
anyone expect the people in India to reconcile to another
partition, however genuine and strong are the sentiments
of the Kashmiris? If partition is again on the basis of
religion, the secular state may not survive as it is. True,
the 25 crore Muslims in India are equal citizens and they
cannot be treated as hostages. But the valley’s secession
may have such repercussions which are dreadful to
imagine. The constitution, guaranteeing equality to all
Indian citizens, may be of no avail.

India and Pakistan have fought two regular wars
on Kashmir, apart from a mini misadventure in Kargil.
The valley continues to remain part of the Jammu and
Kashmir state. Several thousand Kashmiris have died
for the cause of azaadi. For India, they were
insurgents. They were crushed by the security forces
which too lost thousands. Even now some militants
from across the border attack some places but are
rebuffed. For example, on the day of Zubin Mehta’s
concert, a post of Central Reserve Police Force in
the southern Kashmir was targeted with rockets.
There was a hartal at Srinagar. But this exercise has
been gone over by many a time before.Sushma’s
warning may also go unanswered. But hers is yet only
a warning because the next step can lead to war
between the two countries. There seems to be some
rethinking at Islamabad because they have said through
their envoy Abdul Basit that the Uri was “stage
managed” and Pakistan had no hand in it.

Linking Economics With Ethics
The dominant trends in economics have generally de-linked economic development from ethical considerations.
However some leading thinkers have been emphasising the need to move away from such an approach to
economic development.
E. F. Schumacher has written, “To think that the only way to promote economic growth in the so-called
underdeveloped countries is to imitate as closely as possible the current practices of the advanced countries
.... and to force every time-honoured institution into the service of material aims of purely Western inspiration,
betrays not only an astonishing lack of imagination but also a truly ominous lack of awareness of the dehumanizing
deformities of the modern west.”
For Mahatma Gandhi emphasising ethical values was integral to his understanding of economics. He wrote,
“That economics is untrue which ignores or disregards moral values. The extension of the law of non-violence
in the domain of economics means nothing less than the introduction of moral values as a factor to be considered
in regulating international commerce.”
One important aspect which Mahatma Gandhi emphasised was the need to give the highest priority to the
poor. Gandhi said,
“Whenever you are in doubt, or when the self becomes too much with you, apply the following test:
Recall the face of the poorest and the weakest man whom you have seen, and ask yourself if the step you
contemplate is going to be of any use to him. Will he gain anything by it? Will it restore him to control over his
own life and destiny? In other words, will it lead to Swaraj for the hungry and spiritually starving millions?
Then you will find your doubts and self melt away.”
Secondly Gandhi emphasised the cooperation of people in meeting human needs, “What we seek to do is
substitute false and non-human economics by true and human. Not killing competition but life giving cooperation is the law of the human being.”
–Bharat Dogra
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We Want Not War, But Solution to Kashmir Problem
Sandeep Pandey
After the Uri attack an atmosphere of jingoism is being
built which can lead the country to war. While war may
be necessary for the rulers, no war is in the interest of
common citizens. A India-Pakistan war has the added
danger of converting into a nuclear war. People who are
talking about war should be asked if they are prepared
for a number of cities on both sides turning into
Hiroshimas and Nagasakis? India and Pakistan have
already fought four wars. There was no solution, neither
was any of them so conclusive that a next one was not
needed. Hence possibility of a solution emerging from
war is slim. So, why should we even consider the option
of war? Talk about war is sheer madness.
The reason behind war, the Kashmir problem needs
to be solved so that in future no soldier or common citizen
has to die. It is government’s responsibility to normalize
the situation in Kashmir and talk to Pakistan so that a
solution which is agreeable to all Kashmiris can be arrived
at. While it is admirable that our soldiers are brave and
are prepared to lay down their lives performing their duty,
their lives are precious, especially for their family
members. Why should we let them die unnecessarily?
The government policy will determine how safe are our
soldiers? The governments of India and Pakistan can
instantly create friendship and in the next moment become
treacherous enemies. The common citizens of the two
countries meet with warm cordiality whenever they get
a chance. Why should the soldiers have to pay with their
lives for the whims and fancies of leaders?
It has been hardly two years for the Narendra Modi
government and he has already faced two terrorist
attacks. In addition to ruling the centre, Bhartiya Janata
Party is also an alliance partner in Jammu & Kashmir.
Situation has never been so bad in Kashmir. Why is it
that with BJP coming to power situation inside the country
and threat from outside becomes worse? Has it got
something to do with the ideology and manner of
functioning of BJP? The Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh,
it’s ideological parent organisation, must introspect about
this.
So far it was the Indian government which was trying
to prevent the internationalization of Kashmir issue. But

by raising the issue of Balochistan the Indian government
is now responsible for internationalizing the issue. The
Indian government has every right to raise the issue of
Balochistan but its priority should be Kashmir. If over 80
people are killed in J&K over two months and we’ve to
use pellet guns against people in which children lose their
lives and some people lose their eyesight then it doesn’t
send a very good message to the world. It is a proof that
people of Kashmir are not with Indian government. India
blames Pakistan for happenings in J&K. While it is true
that some Kashmiri youth have received training in
terrorism in Pakistan, when the children and women pick
up stones against the security forces then it is a failure
of our policies there. Without putting its house in order,
blaming outsiders for every wrong in Kashmir doesn’t
build any credibility for India internationally.
India wants the international community to label
Pakistan a terrorist country. Why are no questions raised
on the role of United States? There was a US citizen
involved in the planning for attack on Mumbai, David
Coleman Headley, about whom we don’t mention when
we blame Paksitan for the attack. Why does the US
continue to supply weapons to Pakistan in spite of the
fact the Osama bin Laden, perpetrator of the 9/11 attack
on twin towers and its biggest enemy in recent times,
got refuge there? If our response is going to be dictated
by our bias against Pakistan alone, we’ll never be able
to stop these attacks on India.
We also need to secure our border against repeated
infringements. It will be better that instead of investing
in offensive armament we gave priority to modern
equipment to make our borders secure. Leaders who
play with the emotion of nationalism on such occasions
must be asked how is it that terrorists enter out territory
so easily without our intelligence agencies getting a whiff
of it? People responsible for these lapses must be held
accountable.
If the BJP government is hiding its failure in economic
policies behind this jingoism then it is utterly shameful. It
is a fact that not much investment has come in, in spite
(Continued on Page 23)
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The Forgotten Mahatma
Brij Khandelwal
We remember Mahatma Gandhi only on October
2 and January 30. The symbolic spinning of charkha,
recital of bhajans and selling khadi at a discount are the
only activities that remind us of him. For the rest of the
year, Gandhi remains a forgotten Mahatma deified like
one of our numerous gods and his teachings reduced to
mundane rituals.
Long back Albert Einstein had said that the coming
generation would scarcely believe that a man like him
had ever walked the planet earth. Einstein was probably
thinking of the very distant future when people might
raise their eyebrows in sheer disbelief and ask ‘was there
a man like Gandhi in flesh and blood?’
Seven decades after his death Gandhi who preached
the gospel of truth and non-violence all his life and strove
to liberate India, has become in his own country, among
his own people a legend and a myth. What Gandhi said
or did is mostly forgotten and we are stuck up with
symbols like the charkha and khadi.
Abdul Ghaffar Khan, known as the “Frontier Gandhi”
caustically remarked when he visited India in 1969 on
the occasion of Gandhi’s birth centenary celebrations “I
have come to remind the people of India that they have
forgotten the Mahatma.”
If the people have forgotten Gandhi, it is not because
there are inherent contradictions or flaws in the Gandhian
philosophy. In fact, what he wrote in the Harijan, Young
India or elsewhere or said at his prayer meetings has
relevance not only today but until man either degenerates
into a beast or is reduced to a robot.
When several varieties of Marxism and liberal
socialism are current, it has become fashionable in elite
circles to criticize Gandhi and blame him for all the
problems confronting us. But in the midst of jibes and
questionings it would be worthwhile to do a bit of soulsearching to find out if we have understood and
followed Gandhi in letter and spirit.
Horace Alexender rightly
asked
us
to
bring Gandhi ”down to earth again as a living man among
his men, which is what he wanted to be” to strip him of

his mahatmaship and look at him, if we can, as
plain Mr. Gandhi.”
Many in this country would create an orgy of violence
and a carnival of bloodshed just for the thrill of it. Many
would be interested in sitting at the head of political
dinners and getting photographed. But few would be
prepared to die for their country in obscurity, unwept
and unsung.
Unlike most leaders anywhere in the
world Gandhi knew how to risk his popularity. Dr
Ram Manohar Lohia wrote about Gandhi ”he had a calf,
the child of a sacred cow injected to death in a certain
situation, he had a monkey shot, he took Harijans into
temples, he refused to attend weddings unless they were
inter-caste , he sanctioned divorce, he had a large sum
of Rs 55 crore and more given to Pakistan at a time when
Hindus held that treasonable, he acted and not alone
spoke against property, in brief, he hardly ever missed
doing anything that brought danger and calumny to him.”
The reason why, we, as a nation are still struggling
hopelessly is that we have shown more interest in aping
the West and adopting western growth models. The result
inevitably is that while we have created “islands of
prosperity” the masses continue to exist in vast areas of
darkness.
Hypocrisy has become our new religion and falsehood
our way of life. We have fatal doses of these in all spheres
of our life. Fat pundits stooge on gullible masses; pseudoleftists and chauvinistic scoundrels run the circus that is
our politics. Public and private monopolies sustain the
“functioning anarchy” that is our economy. Gandhi had
warned us of an anomie that will have overtaken us but
we never bothered to create conditions in which life will
have some mission and purpose. Little wonder we are
overwhelmed by rank passivity and continue to wait for
a messiah for our deliverance.
The relevance of Gandhi is now being realized the
world over as mankind grapples with one vast problem
after another. The schizophrenic despair resulting from
(Continued on Page 23)
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Gandhism and Socialism
Rammanohar Lohia
A great man, if he is connected for half a century
or more with public life, must have made contradictory
statements, Mahatma Gandhi, with his rare insight,
made nevertheless certain conflicting assertions on
the British Empire, the caste system and capital and
labour relationships.
From his belief that the caste system was a part of
religion, he went on to say that it was a sin. From his
belief that the sum total of the British Empire tended to
act for good, he went on to say that it was satanic, and
from a certain underlying belief in the sanctity of private
property, he went on to demand its confiscation without
compensation and termination of land ownership.
These are statements so contradictory of one another
that if they had come from another man, the charge of
inconsistency would be levelled against him. It will,
therefore, be necessary on our part to examine Mahatma
Gandhi’s specific statements in order that we can apply
them in their entirety, in their essence, to situations of an
allied character which may arise in the future, and to
discover, if it is at all possible, the continuity of his thought
and action. It will be necessary also to imagine how he
would conduct himself in a situation of a different kind.
A mere record of his wishes with reference to his writing
of an earlier period would probably contradict certain
assertions that he made from time to time as he developed.
Gandhiji is more specific than Buddha or Christ,
whose sayings have been liable to various
interpretations according to persons and climes. At
the same time, he is more general than, let us say,
Karl Marx, whose writings in themselves have given
us an elaborate system; more specific than the prophet,
more general than the philosopher. Furthermore, the
only treatise which Mahatma Gandhi wrote in order
to elaborate what he thought was a system, is rarely
read at any time by any considerable number of people:
the Hind Swaraj. Mahatma Gandhi has influenced his
generation in India and in the world not so much by
his writings, certainly not by any systematic writing,
as by his living and his action and what he said in
illustration of them. There are persons with whom the
written or the spoken word is what matters and their

life is but a secondary annotation to what they have
said. Mahatma Gandhi also wrote and spoke
voluminously, but whatever he wrote and spoke was
a commentary on how he lived and how he acted.
To seek, therefore, the meaning of his life one would
have to go more to his life and action, and the written or
the spoken word merely as an illustration of what he did.
Efforts may still be made to devise some kind of a system
out of his action. Persons of that type are not wanting.
“Gandhism” and “Gandhites” are still fairly attractive
terms in our country. However, it would be some time
before a system could come into existence, and should
of course come, but none exists today. I do not know
how it could emerge but its desirability is unquestionable,
based as it would be on so dynamic a life as Mahatma
Gandhi’s.
The world today is in the grip of two systems and the
third one is in the making. Capitalism and communism
are almost fully elaborated systems, and the whole world
is in their grip, and the result is poverty and war and
fear. The third idea is also making itself felt on the world
stage. It is still inadequate, and it has not been fully
elaborated, but it is open. In an open system there is still
some chance of truth and progress, while a closed system
does violence to facts and wishes them away in order to
prove their meaninglessness. Open systems live in
accordance with the facts, and in any case expect such
systems to revitalize themselves with obstinate or
changing situation. This idea is the Socialist idea. Instead
of seeking to elaborate a new doctrine of Gandhism, it
would be far more desirable if the contents of Gandhiji’s
life and action were to operate on systems that already
exist on the stage of the world. As to capitalism and
communism, one may doubt if these can be influenced,
considering that they are closed. But for socialism
Gandhiji’s action may well act as a filter through which
socialist ideas flow and get rid of their dross or as the
strain which may colour them generally. Nobody would
be happier than I if Gandhiji’s ideas were also to
influence the other two systems, capitalism and
communism, but one may reasonably doubt that this can
be done. In what lies the specific value of Gandhiji’s
action?
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Everybody knows that tens of millions throughout the
world saw in him their spokesman, the solace and the
remedy for their sufferings and their distress. No matter
to what part of the world one might go, one would find
numberless people who look upon Gandhiji as the world’s
greatest symbol for resistance to oppression and injustice
and even solace in suffering, suffering that may have
nothing to do with government and laws, suffering that
may result out of the very fact of living.
It is not as if our world has not abounded in persons
who have resisted oppression. If our century has known
barbaric cruelty, it has also known heroic resistance to
oppression. Why then should this name be singled out by
the peoples of the world to act as their solace? The
explanation is obvious. In the modern world, organization
has become so embracing and powerful that the individual
is completely subservient to it. No matter where the
origins of modern civilization lay, it is today the civilization
of the collective, where the individual is only a number in
the mass and his effectiveness exists in so far as he is a
part of the mass. Europe too resists injustice but only
when there is an organization. Europeans have been
known to carry out epic acts of resistance but only when
they are assisted by an organization and, I would like to
add, weapons. An individual in Europe feels helpless; he
cannot act unless he is supported. He is very often an
isolated item surrounded by a hostile world and, when a
suitable organization is lacking, he is reduced to the status
of the rats.
When Herr Hitler came to power in Germany, it was
easy enough to notice how those brave and valiant and
thinking Europeans belonging to the Socialist and
Communist parties had lost all their manhood and,
although I regret to have to say this word they behaved
more or less like rats, scurrying to and fro for shelter
from Hitler. Individuals unsupported by organization and
weapons are negligible in the context of modern
civilization. And in the context of this modern civilization
Mahatma Gandhi came along and said that even if you
do not have an organization to support you, even if you
do not have arms to wield, you have got something inside
you which enables you to resist oppression and injustice
and also to bear suffering manfully. It was this strange
and powerful quality of Gandhiji’s actions in his last thirty
years that fascinated the attention of modern man and
made him believe that the future might still contain the
ingredients of a new world.
Gandhiji also had other qualities, which I will not

elaborate yet, which made a woman who had lost her
son or a man who had lost his sweetheart find a little
solace in him. It is a most peculiar phenomenon, but there
it is. All those who were distressed and suffering found
some kind of a solace in that man, and when he died the
volume of personal and poignant grief that tens of millions
shivered with throughout the world has perhaps never
been equalled. Their little stories from Paris or New York
or Berlin, and I imagine also from Moscow, although
they are not known to us, would convey to you how the
taxi man or the porter or the labourer or the farmer or
the school teacher felt his absence from this world.
This enabling the individual to resist oppression by
himself and without any support is, to my mind, the
greatest quality of Mahatma Gandhi’s action and life.
Some persons at this stage may be inclined to think of
means and ends. The doctrine of means and ends has
naturally much to do with the quality of Gandhiji’s action.
Means and ends, according to the philosopher John
Dewey, are more or less convertible. Means are ends in
the short run and ends are means in the long run.
Whatever method one employs in order to achieve one’s
desired aim tends to become the end in the long run and
whatever aim one desires to achieve, if one goes about
the process intelligently, the means are piecemeal
achievements of the end. It is not possible to achieve the
victory of truth through falsehood, of health through
murder, of one world through the sacrifice of national
freedom, of democracy through dictatorship. These are
pretty obvious propositions, for the means employed are
ends in the short run, and if a system believes or acts so
that dictatorship or sacrifice of national freedom or
falsehood is expected to achieve the victory of its
opposite, it is going against a very simple, easily
understood, and perfectly obvious proposition that
whatever one does in the immediate goes into the total
of what one achieves in the future. No special logic is
necessary to prove that. Ends and means may not be
wholly convertible but they are so interrelated that
opposites stay opposites and cannot be reconciled. That
is why Gandhiji was often inclined to say “one step
enough for me”. This doctrine of “one step enough for
me” ties up with the doctrine of ends and means and is
perhaps even bigger than the latter.
The world today is inclined to think so much of the
future and whatever aims are laid in the future that the
present is sacrificed. One does not pay enough attention
to the immediate steps that one undertakes, with the result
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that a certain mysticism has begun to operate in collective
life. When asked as to how an immediate and a particular
act is related to the end in view, one is told “wait for the
next act,” and when one has waited for the next act and
is still waiting to get an answer, one is again told, “wait
yet for the next act”. The chain of acts goes on
lengthening and no single act is a justification in itself. Its
justification is continually sought in the succeeding act
that never occurs, and the chain goes on lengthening,
and in the name of truth and world peace, wickedness
abounds. The extent to which the world of today has
forgotten this lesson “one step enough for me”—to that
extent has it surrendered itself to the dark forces of—I
do not like to use the word “mysticism,” “mystic” is a
good word—to the dark underground forces of illogic or
whatever you call them. Such systems, incidentally, pride
themselves on their science and their logic. That is not,
however, to say, that those who subscribe to the doctrine
of immediacy should be unaware of the end that they
have in view. The immediate step is, of course, related
to the distant aim in view, but is should not be considered
to be a passing and transitory stage to which one need
not pay attention.
There is a danger that those who adopt the doctrine
of immediacy may lose the end from view. That again
would be as disastrous as the fallacy of not paying any
attention whatever to immediacy. At times, when I have
tried to think of Gandhiji, he has come to me in the shape
of an image; a series of steps mounting upwards, all set
in a specific direction, but the top of it never yet
completely formed, and ever continuing to go up, a man
who goes along with cautious but firm steps and leads
with him millions of his countrymen; “one step enough
for me.”
There are other parties and creeds which have a fully
formed idea of the ultimate destination, and they are
probably in a far better position to relate their immediate
steps to their destination. They sometimes hasten
towards their destination so quickly that millions of their
followers are unable to follow them. But here is a doctrine
in which one step goes on leading to the next step in
such a fashion that not alone a great man but millions
alongside of him mount up the unending ladder going
into a specific direction. This is the image that has
sometimes formed itself in my mind when I have thought
of Mahatma Gandhi. But, as all images go, one should
not take it as a completely adequate one, for it may well
be that there were occasions when Gandhiji should have
acted differently from what he actually did. When one
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thinks of individuals like Mahatma Gandhi one is prone
to the fallacy of thinking of the ideal in terms of the actual,
and I confess to you that at times I have thought like a
Communist or a Catholic with regard to Mahatma Gandhi.
A Communist is one who allows his ideal to be embodied
in a particular individual or a country or a particular age
so that his critical faculties are destroyed and he is unable
to see the mistake of his embodied ideal. I have tried to
get into the communist mind at times and have finally
succeeded only when I got into my own mind with regard
to Mahatma Gandhi. I do not think I have liberated myself
completely from it because certain elements of unthinking
loyalty must still obtain, for no devotion can be freed of
them entirely. Nevertheless, I warn you against this
danger. Luckily, however, there were only two or three
occasions when I made mistakes because of assimilating
the ideal with the actual.
This doctrine of ends and means, together with the
doctrine of immediacy, has given to modern man a
weapon of unexampled strength. This weapon is being
used in increasing fashion by the world. The freedom
forces of Tunisia are using it, the dark races of South
Africa are using it, and, if for the time being a momentary
eclipse seems to have come over it in our own country,
do not forgot that a great man’s ideas and teachings are
not to be judged by what has happened three or four
years immediately after his death but what may happen
in the rest of the century and after. Before this weapon
came into frequent use in our political or collective life,
the world had known alone of two other modes of
operation, the parliamentary and the insurrectionary.
There was either the parliament to remove wrongs or if
the parliament proved faulty the masses could mount the
barricades and try to defeat authority. Friedrich Engels
of the earlier period said that history was made by the
people and that parliaments could not achieve anything
worth much. Ultimately the mass of the people so thought
Engels, would have to rush to the barricades in order to
defeat authority. After the experience of the German
parliament and the victories achieved by Lassale’s social
democratic party, Engels revised his opinion and thought
that parliamentary means could be sufficient and that
revolutionaries would do well to look upon parliament as
an agency of change. In this statement of Engels, the
contrast is between parliament and insurrection, between
democratic constitutional life on the one hand and
barricades on the other. The European mind was unable
to go beyond these two alternatives until Gandhiji came
on the scene and showed that there was a third course
of action.
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I believe that parliament may not always prove to be
a satisfactory agency of change, and I am not prepared
to subscribe to the reactionary view of Engels that
parliament is capable of achieving the revolution,
particularly in the modern world where two-thirds of the
world is so steeped in misery and poverty that
parliamentary means will often be found to be inadequate.
In India and, of course, other similarly situated countries,
the extent of under-employment, dismissals, starvation,
and even deaths due to famine would indicate that to
depend upon parliamentary means alone would be in the
ultimate instance to defeat parliament. If the mass of
the people began to believe that the country’s sane politics
depended on parliament alone, they would rush to insane
political parties that showed them another way out. If it
were suggested that legislation in assemblies and
parliament alone would afford redress to all kinds of
grievances, whether increasing prices or increasing
starvation, and the sole remedy offered were an election
once in five years, the mass of the people would perhaps
lose their patience and distress would pile upon distress
and their minds would lose all balance, so that when a
party or creed came along and said, now rush to the
barricades, if not to the barricades, to the dagger and the
acid bulb — yes, that is the latest fashion — and the
pistol and the revolver, the mass of the people would
perhaps resort to or at least welcome those methods.
I do not have to tell you how robbers and dacoits can
win the applause and affection of the people. I mean
ordinary dacoits and robbers like Bhupat and Mansingh.
They are simple dacoits and murderers and robbers, and
yet when they loot certain property in certain areas they
distribute about 20 or 25 per cent of it to the poor and
also enable needy fathers to marry off their daughters,
particularly when there is the system of dowry, and so
on and so forth. If parliament and constitutional methods
were the only way to achieve salvation, I have no doubt
in my mind that two-thirds of the world, particularly Asia,
will rush to systems and creeds that believe in insurrection
or violence of the dagger and the acid bulb. It is here
that the third course of action suggested by Mahatma
Gandhi comes to be singularly effective. It is not
necessary for a people suffering from starvation or largescale dismissals to depend on parliament or to wait
expectantly for another general election. They have this
priceless, matchless weapon of civil disobedience in their
hands when injustice and oppression go beyond bearable
bounds. When constitutional methods have proved
incapable of achieving redress, it should be open for the
people to violate unjust laws and wrongs and injustices
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that are inflicted upon them.
To violate laws, to court imprisonment, to invite
punishment by authority, even to the extent of death,
although that is not a very happy thing, is the only
satisfactory way of effecting change. I believe that any
creed or party wanting to achieve something worthwhile
in the world must be ready for death, not in speech but
death as a matter of course like life. At the very moment
when one has to die, one does feel rotten about it, but
the worth of a party consists in making a person feel
rottener if he were not ready to die when he should. In
any case this is the specific contribution to political action
which Gandhiji made.
The way has been opened to the mass of the people,
to the individual, to groups of people to violate laws. I
will not go into that rather elementary discussion as to
whether satyagraha is permissible in a state of freedom,
whether it was permissible only when British rule
prevailed, and all that kind of rather childish prattle.
Satyagraha as a weapon will prevail as long as injustice
and oppression prevail, and it should prevail, because if
it does not, the gun or the bullet will. That is the specific
alternative which India in the last thirty years has placed
before the world: Civil Disobedience or the Bullet? The
alternative is not between parliament and insurrection,
between the bullet and the ballot, which poisonous
doctrine learned men are trying to place before the world.
The alternative is between satyagraha and the bullet.
The ballot has its own place. It is supreme in its own
sphere. The people exercise their vote, they express their
will, and this expression prevails for five years. In that
sphere there is no challenge to the ballot. But with regard
to injustices and oppression, when they have assumed
unbearable proportions, the alternative is between the
bullet and civil disobedience. Should our century, before
it dies out, learn this lesson all the world over, that the
individual as well as the mass have had placed in their
hands this unique weapon of civil disobedience to defeat
their tyrants, we may be ushering a new civilization.
It is true that civil disobedience or satyagraha must
register many more victories before they are recognized
as effective and universal weapons like the bullet. When
I cite to you the example of South Africa and Tunisia or
the Negroes of the U.S.A., where whites and Negroes
are trying to violate unjust laws, I do not deny that much
of that may be due to expediency. Let no one imagine
that the Tunisian or the South African has grasped the
effectiveness of civil disobedience also with regard to
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building up a good and worthwhile civilization. They are
probably using it because they have no other weapon in
their hands.
Even that is enough. “One step enough for me.” They
have come to it after a long exercise; they will probably
begin to see its usefulness for building up the future world.
This principle of immediacy must not, however, be
restricted to the weapon of civil disobedience. It spreads
further; it goes into economics and politics, and has, so
far Gandhiji is concerned, given us two concepts, one of
the self-sufficient village and the other of the village
republic or village government. These two concepts are
based on decentralization. The self-sufficient village is
to run on the basis of an economy more or less fulfilling
its own needs and depending upon machines or tools like
the spinning wheel. The idea of village government is
also an experiment in achieving democracy of the first
grade, for democracy in the modern world is of the second
grade. A student of Greek politics may well think of the
Athenian and other republics where democracy of the
first grade prevailed, at least in so far as citizens went. I
wish there were similar descriptions of democracy
prevailing in our country or elsewhere, of remote antiquity,
but the only illustrations that are common are those from
Greece and it was first-grade democracy, where the mass
of the people operated on the political scene and governed
itself without the mediation of representatives.
Representatives of course are not always undesirable.
Some of them may be eminently good persons. But, in
any event, if you have to govern yourself through the
medium of a person whom you have elected, it is no
longer direct democracy, it is indirect democracy. And if
direct democracy were possible even in limited areas
for limited subjects, that would be a great achievement.
Gandhiji put forward the idea of the self-sufficient village
and the autonomous village republic in order that the mass
of the people might be able to decide their fate, govern
themselves, order their own interference. I have
overgeneralized. Naturally, with a proposition such as
this, it would be utterly possible to discover quotations
from Gandhiji which would deny it. For instance, Gandhiji
had subscribed to rather complicated machines. He
subscribed to the aeroplane, to the locomotive, to the
railway industry, and so forth. It would be possible to
find quotations from him which would deny the complete
validity of what I have said, but, as I have said, it is the
general direction of his thought and action which matters
and not the specific assertions which he may have
sometimes made on the subject of machines or on the
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subject of representative government.
The general direction of his mind leaves no doubt that
it tended to go towards the self-sufficient village and the
village republic. How can this be related to a creed or a
system which would usher the new world? A great
difficulty arises, for I do not believe that the modern world
with all its faults will let us create a new world which
dispenses with its tools altogether. There has been a
surfeit of tools. Man has become a slave of tools. That
fact has to be recognized. Modern man in Europe and in
the U.S.A. lives very often and in a large part of his life
as to possess the things that he does. Radios, cars,
television, vacuum cleaners, are not slaves to the modern
man or to the housewife, who indeed are slaves of the
things they own. This may appear to be a fanciful
proposition because we of India do not own those things,
and people and persons who do not own the good things
of life cannot believe that those who own them in surfeit
may have become utterly dissatisfied with them. I do not
for moment assert that the people of India or similarly
situated countries should not go in for things. They have
to, if they want to achieve a decent standard of living,
but those people who for the past three hundred years
have been thinking in terms of a continually increasing
standard of living have now come to a debacle, where
they are no longer master of things they possess but the
things have begun to possess them. In a public meeting
in the U.S.A. certain Americans tried to twit me over
this subject and I thought that I would have a hostile
audience before me, but when I tried to talk about
housewives and how they were related to various objects
in their home, I found that there was applause of rather
massive proportions.
Tools have multiplied, but to dispense with them
altogether is bound to lead to a situation in which the
spinning wheel, however much it may come in for
ceremonial attention on a specific day, let us say
Independence Day, when the President of the Republic
spins in a public park and hundreds or thousands spin
along with him, is dead or dying out. It would, therefore,
be neither logical nor worthwhile to go on singing praises
of the self-sufficient village and the spinning wheel and
simultaneously enabling the erection of huge factories
for the production of cloth or cement or something, and
that is precisely the situation which the people of India
have to face today. The village republic may also be
heading towards a similar disaster, for when the
Constituent Assembly of Gandhi-India met to frame the
Constitution for India, it had over three hundred articles
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for division of power between Delhi and Hyderabad,
between the President of the Republic and the Governor,
between parliament and the state assemblies and similar
matters, but it had no time to consider the concept of
village government and village republic, until someone at
the very end thought that the foundation of Gandhism
had been missed and suggested the inclusion of an article
about village government. Any student can go through
the Constitution of India, and will find that out of 392
articles just one article enunciates how extremely
desirable village government is. What is it? How is it to
be worked out? What powers are to be distributed? All
that is awarded to village government is ceremonial
attention and that too as an afterthought. Here then is a
situation where the mind must exercise itself and cannot
be content with any specific solutions which Gandhiji
himself may have offered. It is the direction alone that
matters, and the direction is one of decentralization, a
decentralized economy and decentralized political system.

become so complicated that it violates the principles of
democracy, that the kind of civilization it has built up is
dependent on certain driving forces, for instance, on the
concept of an increasing standard of living, or everincreasing output. Modern civilization of the late 300 years
can be distinguished from all those that went before it
with regard to certain points. One is that every modern
individual wants a house, clothes, and furniture that are
increasingly expensive. Such a demand exist that the
total output keeps on increasing, and so the ever
increasing produce of a nation is invested in other tools
which further increase output. All this is dependent on a
sound application of science and technology and
inventions of all kinds. It is a patent fact that these driving
forces are no longer applicable to the world as a whole.
Two-thirds of the world has no use for them, and where
these have been forced upon the people, the result has
been a stunting in the material and moral growth of a
nation.

What would be a socialist’s application of this
principle? Such an application will have to make use of
tools, not necessarily those already in use but tools that
may have yet to be invented and manufactured. As to
the decentralization of political power, the principle may
be laid down straightaway as one of the maximum
divisible powers to the village or the city consistent with
the integrity and unity of the country. The principle may
not be worked out in elaborate detail at a shot. It may in
fact take the rest of the century to work it out. If it is
acknowledged that the individual residing in his village
where he can practice democracy of the first grade will
be given abundant powers so as to decide his own destiny,
that principle is accomplished.

Going, therefore, into further detail will serve no useful
purpose, and I would assert that the India that we must
try to build should be of a truly different character. In
place of an ever-increasing output, we should aim at a
decent standard of living; in place of the desire of modern
man to increase the comforts of life within the frontiers
of his own nation, the wish of the new man to achieve
the desired comforts for the world as a whole. This is
where Gandhiji’s life and action can prove to be of great
benefit to us all, provided his action is fully understood.
It must be an independent course of action and point in
the direction that he wanted. I would not worry too much
whether this particular direction can be proved in detail
from Mahatma Gandhi’s writings. That should not be of
vital consideration, so long as it is understood that the
modern world is without principles, so long as it is
understood that the Russian and the American of today,
no matter if they belong to very divergent systems, are
both motivated with the same animal drives and fight to
increase their comforts within the frontiers of their own
nations, the American within the frontiers of the United
States, and the Russian within the frontiers of Russia. In
place of that, the Socialist should place before the world
three programmes for a decent standard of living for the
world as a whole.

Any socialist ideology would have to consider
immediacy with regard to economy as well as political
administration, not necessarily in terms of the spinning
wheel or those of the village republic but perhaps in those
of the small-unit tool, which would not require enormous
blocks of capital, and also those of autonomous village
government. I have deliberately used the word
“autonomous” rather than “independent.” The concept
of self-sufficiency had better be eliminated. The village
must stay in close relationship with numerous other
villages and also the world at large. At the same time the
concept of divisible political power would have to be
treated so elastically that it becomes capable of continual
stretching consistent with the integrity of the country.
I do not have to tell you that the modern tool has

Socialism is an open doctrine, while the two systems
of capitalism and communism are closed. The new world
must get ready to strive for a decent standard of living
for all humanity. I believe that decent living rather than
prosperity is the keynote of the day.
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I will now go on to certain other aspects of Gandhiji,
but only briefly. So soon after his death there has been
an eclipse; I believe that it is a temporary eclipse. There
is a great deal of ceremonial mention of his name and
erection of monuments, but so far as the great effect of
his teaching is concerned, it has been absent or
comparatively absent after his death. What is
that due to? Is something lacking in what Gandhiji did
and said and wrote? Perhaps so, and if this is true, there
is no use blaming alone the men of today for their doings.
I believe that Gandhiji did not pay sufficient attention
to the physical basis of life, physical and economic. I am
using these words as in their scientific connotation. He
did suffer from some fear which resulted from a
heightened awareness of the body. There is no doubt
about it that to keep the body clean was his first care
and anybody who wishes to follow him would do well to
study those precedents. There are also many quaint things
Gandhiji said or did about food, clothes, the relationship
between man and woman, and the like. Besides, Gandhiji
tried to change the habits of his fellow men and
undoubtedly was able to influence a large number of his
countrymen and was always thinking as to how the people
of India could have healthy bodies. He also said that he
would rather have just a few followers who put his
teachings loyally into practice than have the multitude
follow his words with indifference. Together with his
excessive concern for the physical and the best ways to
purify it, there is a pronounced tendency in him to deny it
or at least to reduce it. Apparently the purification and
the reduction of the physical and the economic are up to
a point interchangeable terms.
Ever since the Kathopanishad raised the dichotomy
of the lovely and the good, the desirable and the
necessary, the pleasing and the ennobling, perhaps for
the first time in thought, Indians have been at the problem,
and the greatest of them have tended in the general
direction of the first answer. The lovely and the pleasing
have been sacrificed for the good and the ennobling.
Gandhiji also did that, by and large. It is possible to argue
for the ascetic austerity, in patches, barrenness of his
life also on social grounds. Complete identification
between the leader and his people in a poor country like
India can perhaps be effected alone on levels of austerity.
Under conditions of more relaxed prosperity, the level
might have been different.
Nevertheless, it would be futile to deny the element
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of ultimate philosophy in Gandhiji’s austerity. He did not
really come to terms with the devil of gold or music or
loveliness or what one may call rising economic standards.
Like his great predecessors, he denied or overwhelmingly
reduced the material. It may be doubted whether the
material and the spiritual, the lovely and the good, in fact,
the beautiful and the true can ever come to terms except
by a trick of definition in which the one is absorbed by
the other. Furthermore, the possibility of a continuing
equilibrium in view of the dynamism and the demonism
of the material may also be denied. As an American
undergraduate once asked me, once we have the
materialist bull by the horns, how do we ever let him go?
How could we ever live a relaxed existence if the
material needed to be controlled permanently? The
question stumped me then, as it stumps me now. I have
no answer to it except the wills of life and
experimentation.
The mainstream of life as outlined by, let us say, Adam
Smith and Truman or Karl Marx and Stalin gives them a
certain power over men’s minds and bodies. When
persons like Gandhiji tend to go too far away from
prevalent attitudes and objects and offer solutions which
are no longer acceptable to mankind, then they reduce
themselves to the status of ceremonial remembrance,
once a year entertainment or that of half an hour in the
course of a day of 24 hours. Gandhiji’s name is now
reduced to that status of ceremonial remembrance, of
presence in reference libraries or a great mention in
college rooms and public lectures. But the main stream
of life runs without any heed to Mahatma Gandhi, his
action and his teachings. The bulk of his followers have
become moderate and have settled down to enjoyment
of the fruits of this labour towards change of heart. They
have no need to change the hearts of the oppressed and
to put courage into them. They find it easiest to take to
the cosy activity of changing the heart of the oppressor
and the exploiter. Their way of life ties up without much
difficulty with any of the prevalent world attitude of
capitalism, liberalism, mixed economy, or the orthodox
varieties of reformist socialism.
The more extremist of his followers have gone on to
embrace the ideas of Karl Marx. They too have
abandoned the genuinely revolutionary in Gandhiji, that
which made him take to the path of civil disobedience,
village government, and controllable tools. They have
tried barely to keep alive Gandhiji’s passion for
identification between the mass and the leaders, and while
their ways of conflict are unhemmed, they have acquired
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the communist’s devotion to the current civilization, with
its urges and its technology, which is incidentally also the
capitalist’s devotion.
As a result we have the Gandhian by-products with
some saintly variants more particularly of the former,
the capitalist and the communist. India, which has been
stagnant all these ages, must try to achieve a system of
economy and administration in which the basic postulates
of Mahatma Gandhi prove workable. Otherwise,
Gandhism will be reduced to the ceremonial status of
the spinning wheel and village republics will not come
into existence.
Larger and yet larger factories will be erected and
the mass of the people will think in terms of increasing
standards. India will become a weak imitation of the
U.S.A. or the U.S.S.R. Existing civilization will have
another stage to play on. But if an effort is made to build
Gandhiji’s postulates into economic and administrative
systems and work them out, it would be possible for India
to help in the creation of a new civilization. This is the
specific job of socialism all over the world and especially
of socialism in India.
Systems that have been so far elaborated, socialism
being no exception, would make it necessary for the
individual to be good. The transitional individual would
just need time in which to make necessary adjustments.
Our task now is to elaborate a system in which it would
be possible for the individual to be good but also necessary
for him to be so. Capitalism and communism have both
tried to put before the world certain systems of thought
and action where all will be automatically good. It will
not be necessary for one to be good. That has been the
specific quality of sages all over the world. To deal with
systems and to elaborate them on paper and to change
society in accordance with them has sufficed for these
sages, but they have invariably failed. What should be
done, however, is to take advantage of certain essential
virtues of the individual and then to weave them into
systems where it would be possible to be good but where
the individual will always find it necessary to strive to be
good. Socialism has hitherto generally been the system
where such necessity did not arise, where the
environment alone mattered, where changes in law and
in government and administration were sufficient to make
the individual good. This is a vice which socialism has
hitherto shared with communism and capitalism. I
deliberately call it a vice, the vice of environmentalism,
where the environment alone is of importance and where
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with improvement in it the individual is believed to change
automatically.
It may well be that Mahatma Gandhi tended to
overemphasize the individual and under-emphasize the
environment. Let it also be realized that socialism has
tended to over-emphasize the environment and underemphasize the individual. If a logical system of thought
were to be devised, equal emphasis would have to be
laid on both, for man is both end and means, and while
he may enact virtues which do not change, he has also
got to be an instrument of better future. Let me close
with the remark that the need today is to combine the
sage and the saint.
Socialism has dealt too much with the sage studying
environment with discovery of principles of good
organization. The saint has emphasized qualities of living
and denial of the flesh. Each one of us has latent in him
the virtues of the sage and the saint. But the virtue of
the sage has tended to degenerate into the vice of cruelty
just as the virtue of the saint has tended to degenerate
into the vice of narrowness. Sage and saint have both
become narrow and cruel. The sage becomes cruel,
because he begins to hate all those who are unable or do
not wish to think like him. The saint becomes narrow,
because there is no effort like the effort to be good or
pure. The distance between cruelty and narrowness is
very small. If there is any lesson to be learned from
Mahatma Gandhi’s life and action, every one of us should
strive to bring out the latent qualities of satyagraha and
sagehood as well as sainthood. Let us not be frightened
of sainthood. Not to wish to deny the flesh is almost
always to deny the saint altogether, and that is bad.
Knowledge and good conduct, change of environment
and change in the individual, revolution and religion, social
reconstruction and moral uplift, education of the mind
and training of habits have hitherto appeared as antipoles
because of man’s incurable inclination to monastic solace.
Whether or not Mahatma Gandhi was able to combine
well the sage and the saint in his own person without
being predominantly the one or the other is a speculation
of little interest. Among leaders of men, he was the first
in world history to be a revolutionary of political and social
structures together with being a revolutionary of the inner
world and ways of conduct. Frequent mental gymnastics
are conducted by persons so as to make some ropes of
theory take a strand from Marx and a strand from Gandhi
and weave them together. That is a pursuit which to my
mind is utterly hopeless and produces no results. But if
(Continued on Page 23)
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Anthropocene Age
Samar Bagchi
The geologic age in which we are living now is known
as Holocene Age. This age started after the last ice age
ended about 12000 years ago. The human civilization
developed in different regions of the earth from about
10000 years. Industrial Revolution arrived between the
middle of 18th and 19th centuries. Two great changes took
place in human society after the Industrial Revolution.
In 1830, when Industrial Revolution was ending the
human population was only 1000 million. In 2000 it
crossed 6000 million. Humans like us, Cro-Magnon man,
arrived on Earth about 40 to 50 thousand years back.
Through evolution it took so many years to bring the
world population to 1000 million. But Industrial Revolution
brought in so much productive forces in the hands of
humans that earth added 5000 million more people in
170 years only. The demands from nature for timber,
water, minerals, etc. went on increasing at a galloping
speed, specially after 1950s.
That humans are the masters of the earth is a JudeoChristian world view. In the Book of Genesis Bible says,
“God said unto them, be fruitful and multiply, and replenish
the earth and subdue it and have command over the
fish of the sea and fowl of the air, and over everything
that moveth the earth.” During the Scientific Revolution
between 16th and 18th Centuries the philosophy of science
was given by Francis Bacon and the mathematicianphilosopher Rene Descartes. They talked about
becoming masters of nature. Descartes in, “Discourse
on Method” writes, “We can have useful knowledge by
which, cognizant of the force and actions of fire, water,
air, the stars, the heavens and all other bodies which
surround us – knowing them as distinctly as we know
the various crafts of the artisans – we may be able to
apply them in the same fashion to every use to which
they are suited and thus make ourselves masters and
possessors of nature.” Humans are not the masters of
nature. It is just ‘a link in the immense web of nature’ as
Blaise Pascal has said.
The second major change that took place was in the
explosion of gluttonous consumerism among the rich and
middle class of the world. The change can be understood
from the example given below. In the middle of the
Industrial Revolution when an American used to go to

the market one had a choice of a maximum of 300 items
in a market space of about 150 sq. meter. But, in 2000
when an American, living in a city having a population of
one million, goes to the market one has a choice of one
million items in a market space of 1.5 million sq.mt. This
is the reason Mark Twain writes, “Civilization is a limitless
multiplication of unnecessary necessities.” When we
look at the burgeoning growth of glittering shopping malls
in the big cities like Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata we can
understand the situation. If you go to such shopping malls
you will not find a Rama Kaibartya (low caste), a Hansda
or Tudu (tribal). Because of such proliferating production
for making profit by the corporate and satisfying the
gluttonous consumerism of the rich few of the world the
earth is very fast losing its forests, biodiversity, water,
soil with melting of glaciers and ice in the arctics and
advancing deserts. To produce such consumables you
need energy and major part of it comes from fossil fuels.
Every year the need for energy in the world is increasing
at the rate of 2%. Millions of tons of carbon dioxide
(CO2) is liberated that is causing global warming and
climate change. If the average temperature of earth
increases by only 2 degree Celsius then there will be a
catastrophe in earth. Scientists predict that if humans
do not make a drastic change in their lifestyle global
temperature may rise up to 6 degree Celsius by the end
of 21st. Century. Scientists from Stanford, Princeton and
Berkley have recently informed that sixth mass extinction
is coming when the first species that will go out of the
earth is Homo sapiens. Fifth mass extinction came 65
million years back when with other species Dinosaurs
became extinct.
Because of this great change that has taken place on
earth some scientists are proposing that we have entered
the Anthropocene Age crossing Holocene. The word
Anthropocene has not yet come in the dictionaries. In
2009, a Working Group on the Anthropocene was formed
at the Leicester University under the leadership of
Professor of Geology, Jan zalasiewicz. Zala Siewicz
informs. “The significance of Anthropocene is that it sets
a different trajectory of the earth system, of which we
of course are part. “ He goes on, “We have lived most of
our lives in something called the Anthropocene and just
realizing the scale and permanence of the change. “
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When with chemical agriculture, use of nitrogen and
phosphorus were started being used more and more and
from then on the footsteps of Anthropocene Age started.
The climate scientist of University of London Prof. Chris
Replay, who was also the Director of London Science
Museum, informs,” Anthropocene makes a new period
in which our collective activities dominate the planetary
machinery.” He further says, “We are playing with fire,
a potentially reckless mode of behavior which we are
likely to come to regret unless we get a grip on the
situation.”
In 1970 started the observation of Earth Day in USA.
It is observed every year. In 1962 Rachel Carson wrote
‘Silent Spring’ and made the world aware of the great
environmental crisis. In 1972 we had Stockholm
Conference in which late Indira Gandhi said, “Poverty is
the greatest polluter”. In 1992 we had the Earth Assembly
at Rio. President of USA senior George Bush was not
coming. When Reily, the head of American delegation,
informed Bush that if he does not come America will be
isolated. Then Bush came. But, before coming he gave
a statement that,’ I shall not change the lifestyle of
Americans’. What is that lifestyle? America has only
5.6% of world population. But it consumes 40% of the
natural resources of the world. Information about the
consumerism has been given earlier. In 2002, Sustainable
Development Conference was held in Johannesburg. As
per the decision of Rio Meet 21st. Conference of Parties
(COP21) was held in Paris in last November-December.
But after all these conferences and meets the need for
power is increasing at the rate of about 2% every year.
The power comes mostly from fossil fuels. So, CO2 in
air is increasing by millions of tons every year. The
devastation of nature goes on unabated. It is projected
that all ice of Arctic will melt within the next few decades.
If all ice melts then calthrage ( methane ), that is lying
under ground for millions of years, will be released which
is many times more Green House Gas ((GHG ) than
CO2. Thereby, the global warming and climate change
will be faster.
Humans are the most intelligent of all animals. But, it
is digging its own grave. Philosophers and poets gave
warnings long back. 17 th Century philosopher and
mathematician Blaise Pascal (born 1621),whose law on
hydrostatics have to be studied by every student, wrote,
“Humankind is a very small link in the immense web of
nature, but it is the only one that through thought
understands nature; it is the only species on earth to be
responsible for the earth and will be able to transform it
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for the better or for worse.” Are the humans taking the
earth towards a better or towards a dark future taking
away the right of life of the future generation?
The year Tagore died in 1941, in his famous essay”
Crisis in civilization, he wrote, “At an early age I had
believed with all feeling the gift of European civilization.
But today, at the time of my departure that belief has
become completely bereft.” In 1940, in a letter to poet
Amiya Chakrabarty, then teaching in USA, wrote,” Using
Brahmin’s brain, Kshatriya’s services and shudra’s
services today’s commercially-minded Europe has
become irresistible. But, I can see their feet on a
downward slope towards extinction.” English poet
W.B.Yeats (1865-1919) wrote, “Things fall apart, the
centre cannot hold; Mere anarchy is loosed upon the
world, / The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and
everywhere/ The ceremony of innocence is drowned;/
The best lack all conviction, while the worst/ Are full of
passionate intensity.” When we take a look at the media
we feel how true is the vision of the poets. What violence
has gripped over nature and society?
Tagore and Gandhiji understood that city- based
industrial civilization will collapse. Rabindranath
establishes Santiniketan and Sriniketan to start a new
kind of education and rejuvenation of villages. Sriniketan
was working in 50 villages and more than 10 tribal villages.
In 1904 Tagore wrote,”Swadeshi Samaj”, in 1905, ,”
Bilasher phans”( noose of luxury), in 1922, breaks away
dam in the drama,”Muktadhara”(Freed stream) . The
words that the farmers of Sibtarai village downstream
the dam speaks is as if Medha Patkar of Narmada
Banchao Andolan is speaking. In 1924 Tagore
writes,”Raktakarabi”, a severe critic of the dehumanized
modern civilization. In the same year in 1924, in a lecture
in China, Tagore says,” We have for over a century been
dragged by the prosperous West behind its chariot,
choked by the dust, deafened by the noise, humbled by
our own helplessness and overwhelmed by the speed.
We agreed to acknowledge that this chariot drive is
progress and that progress was civilization. If we ever
ventured to ask “progress towards what, and progress
for whom”- it was considered to be peculiarly and
ridiculously oriental to entertain such doubts about the
absoluteness of progress. Of late, a voice has come
bidding us to take count of not only the scientific
perfection of the chariot but of the depth of ditches lying
on its path.”
Tagore is raising question about civilization and
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progress. What will we call civilization, progress and
development? If we take a look at the old civilizations
we value Greek civilization, which we now call
Mediterranean civilization, we value Gupta period of India
when we had a flourishing of arts and sciences. We value
the Islamic renaissance of Bagdad Caliphate when there
were great outpourings in science, mathematics,
astronomy, medicine etc. We value European renaissance
from 15th to 17thCenturies and of the Bengal renaissance
of 19th and early 20th Century. There was no internet,
computer or mobile then. Did it deter the creativity of
mind? The aspect in which humans are unique is in its
immense creativity of producing literature, arts,
architecture and sciences. No other species can do that
though they have the need to procreate, they need shelter
and need food for survival. A society that fosters the
creativity of human is more civilized, more developed.
Gandhiji writes, “God forbid India should ever take to
industrialization in the manner of the West. A tiny island
kingdom is today keeping the whole world in chains. If
an entire nation of 300 million took to similar kind of
economic exploitation the whole world will be bare like
locust.” We can now understand the meaning of these
words of Gandhiji and the words of Tagore like ‘ditches’
through the ecological sciences. Ecological Footprint
(EFP) is a new concept that has come in ecological
science. When we stay in a house, eat vegetables, eat
fish, eat meat we need some land or water space. When
we breathe out CO2 we need space for trees to absorb
it. The carrying capacity of earth is 1.9 hectares(ha)
per person. But in the 1980s already average EFP per
person was 2.3ha which is 20% more than the carrying
capacity of the earth. If we look at the burgeoning
glittering shopping malls of the big cities of India during
the last three decades or so it is sure that EFP has
increased greatly. But in 1980s the EFP of USA was
10ha per person, Australia 8ha, Europe 5ha while Asia
and Africa 1.4 to 1.5 ha per person. Hence, it is not the
poor people of the third world that is responsible for the
catastrophe that the earth faces. It is the rich few of the
world including that of India that is responsible for the
environmental degradation
Rabindranath and Gandhiji did not want urbanization.
In 1928 in the article,’ Samabay Niti’ (Rules of
cooperative) Tagore writes, “ Socialization is the heart
of the village. This socialization can never be achieved
in a town. One reason for this is that, as town is large
social relations become loose. Another reason is that
because of business and other special needs and
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opportunities population becomes large. There humans
primarily want to satisfy its own essential needs, not each
other. Due to this even when people living in the same
locality they don’t feel ashamed if they don’t know each
other. With the complication of our life this alienation is
gradually growing.” Tagore more specifically speaks
about alienation in a talk before the villagers during the
yearly festival in 1930 thus, “You don’t have to go farKolkata, where we live, know there is no relationship
between neighbors in their joy, sorrows and during some
troubles. English poet T. S. Eliot (b.1888) writes about
alienation in the Western society thus, “The desert is not
only in the southern tropics/ The desert is around the
corner/ The desert is squeezed in the tube train/ And the
desert is in the heart of your neighbor.”
In this human-centric Anthropocene Age both nature
and society are crumbling. The difference between rich
and poor, violence and untruth are gallopingly increasing.
What kind of India Gandhiji dreamt? On 5th of October,
Gandhiji wrote a letter to Pt. Nehru, “The first thing that
I want to write about is the difference in outlook between
us. If the difference is fundamental then I feel the public
should also be made aware of it”. Then Gandhiji
expressed his dream of future India and the world in the
letter thus, “I am convinced if India is to attain true
freedom and through India the world also then sooner or
later the fact must be recognized that people have to live
in villages, not in towns, in huts, not in palaces. Crores of
people will never be able to live at peace with each other
in towns and palaces. They will then have no recourse
but to resort to violence and untruth …while I admire
modern science (he did not say this in Hind Swaraj)
...which should be reclothed and refashioned aright…
the village of my dream is still in my mind… My ideal
village will contain intelligent human beings. They will
not live in dirt and darkness as animals. Men and women
will be free and able to hold their own against anyone in
the world.”
Pt. Nehru replied thus on 9th October. “It is 38 years
since Hind Swaraj was written. The world has completely
changed since then, probably in a wrong direction…You
are right in saying that the world or a large part of it
appeared to be bent on committing suicide. That may be
an inevitable development of an evil seed planted in
civilization that has grown.” Knowing that the Western
paradigm of development is in a ‘wrong direction’,
‘committing suicide’ and an ‘evil seed’ we drank that
poison of Western paradigm of development and we have
an India now where the hungriest people live, every 3
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seconds a child dies out of malnutrition, about 1 million
farmers commit suicide in 10 years’ time. The West could
develop the way it did because the world was divided
between the ‘core’ and ‘periphery’ after colonization in
the 18th and 19thcenturies. By plunder, extermination,
deindustrialising and deeducating the peripheries the West
could develop the way it had. Dadabhai Nauroji, Ramesh
Chandra Datta, Ganesh Deuskar have described this in
their books. Charles Darwin writes, “Wherever the
Europeans have trod death seems to follow”. Daniel
Defoe of Robinson Crusoe chastises the Spaniards for
their barbarities in America thus, “Where they destroyed
millions of these people…a mere butchery, a bloody and
unnatural piece of cruelty, unjustifiable either to God or
men; as for which the very name of Spaniard is reckoned
to be frightful and terrible to all people of humanity or of
Christian compassion”. Where is our ‘periphery’? So,
we are attacking Singur, Nandigram, Niamgiri,
Jagatsingpur etc and ousting millions of adivasis, dalits,
farmers from their hearth and home and destroying the
ecology of our beautiful and rich country with its natural
resources. The looting and exploitation of our natural
resources is still going on with globalization.
Rabindranath and Gandhiji had given a new vision of
India which will have equity and village-centered
development shunning urbanization. In 1922, Tagore in
“Cooperative” gives plan for development of villages thus,
“We have to reconstruct all our villages to satisfy all our
needs. It is necessary to form a zone. If the heads of
zones can organize all works and redress the deficiencies
by themselves only then the cultivation of self-rule will
become true all over the country. It is necessary to help
and inspire the villagers to start their own school,
cooperative and bank. By this way if the villages become
self-reliant and united then only we will be saved. Our
greatest problem is how to reconstruct our village
society.”
We all hoped that socialism will show a new way.
But, after 70 years of existence Soviet Union collapsed.
China has adopted large scale industrialization with
freedom of capital. Marx and Engels said when
communism will be established the productive forces will
increase to an “infinite extent”. In ‘Communist Manifesto’
Marx-Engels write that communist society will, “increase

the total of productive forces as rapidly as possible”.
Engels more clearly in “Principles of Communism”,
which is published as an appendix of Communist
Manifesto, writes, “It is obvious that hitherto the
productive forces had not yet been so far developed
that enough could be produced for all… Now, however,
when the development of large scale industry has
created, firstly, capital and productive forces on a scale
hitherto unheard of and the means are available to
increase these productive forces in a short time to an
infinite extent”. USSR tried to beat America in per
capita production and collapsed. In 2005, late Harry
Magdoff, editor of the famous Marxist journal of USA
“Monthly Review”, in a letter to Michael Lobowitz
writes, “When I worked at the War Production Board I
met with members of the Russian purchasing Mission
and was astonished among other things, by their worship
of the big and the focus on catching up and overtaking
the United States.”
Lot of research is going on today by the Marxist
scholars about the ecological vision of Marx. Marx
dreamt that , “Communist society…makes it possible
for me to do one thing today and another tomorrow, to
hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon, rear cattle in
the evening, criticize after dinner” ( German Ideology
). Rabindranath and Gandhiji dreamt and worked for
such a society with equity, without violence , simple
living but rich in culture. Gandhiji says, “Exploitation is
the greatest of violence”. Tagore writes, “No, no you
will not achieve heaven as much as you crave for
pleasure”. As long as humans do not come out from
the “Noose of Luxury” it will be impossible to stop the
collapse that the world is facing today.
We listen to the footsteps of change when we hear
about – Give us Right over Water, Forest and Land,
Occupy Wall Street, Another World is Possible or Arab
Spring. To change this decaying consumerist industrial
society for a new kind of society envisaged by
Rabindranath and Gandhiji we have to take part in an
united “struggle and
Construction’, a slogan that was coined by Sankar
Guha Neogi. Tagore said,” To lose faith in man is a
sin.”

Sometime in the middle decades of the twenty-first century, Galbraith’s great unanswered question
“How Much Should a Country Consume?” - with its Gandhian corollary, “How Much Should a
Person Consume?” – will come finally to dominate the intellectual and political debates of the time.
–Ramachandra Guha
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Gandhian Economics in the 21st Century
Smitha Khadri V.

“India’s way is not Europe’s: India is not Calcutta and Bombay. India lives in seven hundred
thousand villages.” – M. K. Gandhi
65 years since adopting the constitution of India with
a force of diversified, eager 1.311 billion Indians (second
only to Cina by a margin of 0.07 billion numbers!) want
to cross the threshold of economic thirst to join the
economically developed side of the globe. It is easily
said than happening with the 0.27 billion Indians not having
the economic and so the nutritive stamina to even reach
the finishing line. This is going to be pipedream with the
prediction of the population to cross 1.6 billion by 2050,
which could mean more disparity, inequality economically
and further away from the dreams weaved by Gandhi
for his India.
The successive governments have been doing their
entire bit, opening the markets to foreign investments
in critical areas of Defence, Railways, Insurance to
Unified National tax to ‘Make in India’ initiative with
the growth staggering at 7.1 % and inflation glaring at
5.9%. With these daily inflation and counter inflation
headlines tango, a series of lecture announcement by
the American Economics Professor, Mark Lindely
specializing in Gandhian Economics in Bengaluru was
intriguing. I chose the Sunday retreat in Gandhi Bhavan
with a curiosity: if Gandhi did hold any solution to the
current conundrum.
Prof. Mark Lindely, was as agile as Gandhi would
have been at that age of 79 years enthralling the majority
student audience and a few Gandhians at heart like me
with the relevance of Gandhian economics today. Gandhi
was not an economist, but for him everything was
measured in truth and non-violence. An economist whose
convictions matched his economical theories was J.C.
Kumarappa, known as Gandhi’s Economist. Gandhi once
replied to a compliment for having groomed Kumarappa
to his convictions that Kumarappa came readymade.
Educated in London and Columbia University on Public
Finance, Kumarappa started his career with a strong
conviction that man is not merely a wealth producing
agent but essentially a member of the society with
political, social and spiritual responsibility. This resulted
in Kumarappa losing interest in money making and wrote

articles catching the attention of Gandhi. Together they
forged the way to Gandhian Economics of Truth and
Non-violence, Moral Economics.
Gandhi, a man known for perfection and ground reality,
requested Kumarappa to take up the house to house
economic survey of 50 villages in Gujarat assisted by
Gujarat Vidyapeeth students. The data collected was first
of its kind highlighting the ground economic status of
Indian villages. Gandhi published the data in five
languages. This was followed by 600 village survey in
Central and North-West Province. These data were very
useful in the negotiations in the round-table conferences
and help Gandhi strengthen his concept of making every
village independent democratic unit. In 1934, under the
stewardship of Gandhi and Kumarappa as secretary, the
All India Village Industries Association was founded
paving way for welfare economics.
The partnership of Gandhi and Kumarappa gave two
gifts to build a just and happy nation – Fair trade and
Sustainability, the very mantra the United Nations
Development Programmes are based on. Prof. Lindely
used a tagline for every transaction we carry out for
everyone of us, “Sweeten your Life” by buying fair trade
goods, where a good part of the money is going directly
to the poorest people in the process of producing the
goods. Transferring the purchase power is the essence
of economics. This transferring power should also include
moral and humane transaction with an element of ‘free
will’ as advocated by Gandhi. That is, bringing in moral
exchange between buyers and sellers, in simple words
‘bargaining’. With a little exchange, you are bringing the
moral option in the transaction.
During the Second World War, J.C. Kumarappa was
jailed as were most of the Congress leaders. This period
brought out a beautiful book, “The Economy of
Permanence” which was way beyond the days’ need.
Kumarappa was the first economist to talk on
sustainability, the future economics, 60 years ago. By
taking up material reckoning as way of valuation,
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Kumarappa was a pioneer as an Ecological Economist.
He valued a tree in terms of fruits, shade, amount of
oxygen supplied, so on and so forth. The Economics of
Permanence theory raised a question on the concept of
‘free-will’. Free will is a choice which is bestowed on us
humans only. Along with Gandhi’s love, Kumarappa added
fear, fear of nature. How nature would punish if we did
not tread the path of co-ordination and co-operation with
it while exercising our gift of freewill. The current climate
change and global warming is the result of the unchecked,
unethical freewill exercising.
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A beautiful word, ‘Satisficing’ was coined by
American economist, Herbert Simon 50 years ago with
the combination of two words, ‘Satisfy’ and ‘Suffice’.
This is the single mantra for sustainability. This brings to
mind the RBI Governor , Raghuram Rajan’s opinion,
‘Make for India’ better approach than ‘Make in India’.
Gandhi and also Kumarappa were not against technology
or machines, but instead believed in managing work in
coordination with nature. As Gandhi believed, “that
economics is untrue which ignores or disregards moral
values”.
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Seven Questions about education and Shiksha Swaraj
Anand Kumar
A. Any education system is expected to contribute
towards a) making of a proper personality and capability
building of students through imparting values and
knowledge, b) nation-building, and c) humane world
order. Indian educational setting is going through rapid
expansion without expected contribution in these three
contexts. At the same time, any evaluation of the
education system of India today will lead us to three
conclusions: 1. Growing hunger for good education in
all Indian households irrespective of caste, tribe, class,
gender, region, religion. It is a positive factor for
creating a healthy and democratic educational setting.
2. A disturbing trend of unchecked commercialization
of education from nursery to university levels without
any accountability. It is being promoted by a nexus of
profit seeking businessmen, powerful politicians and
bureaucrats. 3. Increasingly declining commitment of
central and state governments in promoting universal
availability of good education to children and youth. It
is combined with increasing interference of bureaucracy
and politicians in the matters of education leading to
corruption and devaluation of standards in government
run educational institutions.
B. There is a global education market where
anyone can get education for a price. Indian elite is
making use of it for several decades. But any education
market is based upon commodification of education
and knowledge. Like all markets, it will have the limit
of money power where only wealthy people will be
able to provide education for their children as is the
case with the Indian elite who are paying a large amount
for schooling and college degrees for their children all
over the country. Let us not ignore that it is proving to
be counter-productive and anti-social in advanced
capitalist countries like the US and UK. Certainly, we
cannot afford it at present as we need a system of
education which is not only available but also affordable.
Our social formation needs education to function as a
bridge to overcome the present divides of i. men-women,
ii. rural-urban, iii. the dominant castes and the depressed
sections, iv. the affluent and the impoverished, and v.
the forward and backward regions and states.
In a country like India, there are five problems with

the idea of ‘education market’. We are a country where
a) 77% working people have purchasing power of Rs.
20 per day (Sengupta Committee Report), b) most of
the rural girls drop out between standard 6th and 10th,
and rural boys fail to enter graduate studies due to
poverty ( Survey report by Pratham), c) Muslim children
have very insignificant presence beyond standard 10th,
( Sachar Committee Report), d) children of MBCs,
SCs, STs and De-notified Tribes have problem of access
to quality education even at the basic level, and e)
there are minimum facilities for children with disabilities,
So making a system of market of education will be a
guarantee of perpetuation of elite power and deepening
of disparities.
C) Shiksha Swaraj is an initiative of patriotic
Indians to underline the need of rapid reforms in
education to make it an instrument of nation building
through economic advancement, social harmony and
deepening of democratic values. Shiksha Swaraj
believes that India needs education to promote
economic empowerment, social justice and political
power for all, including the deprived sections of our
society. It includes the rural poor, urban marginals
and all citizens belonging to the weaker sections
including the women, SCs, STs, the OBCs and MBCs.
Education and nation-building have grown together
in the modern world system. There is no evidence to
support the claim that conversion of education from
public good and an essential ingredient of the duties
of welfare state into a private good and market
mediated resource has been helpful in creating
excellence in the field of knowledge or better rewards
for the best students, best teaches, and best
institutions. In the Euro-American countries,
education process has gone through secularization
and democratization, and not unethical
commercialisation. Right to education from primary
to post-graduate levels is the agenda of Shiksha
Swaraj with emphasis upon Saman (equal) – Sulabh
(accessible)-Sarthak (useful) Shiksha.
D) Politics is life line of all democratic societies as
it is the essential process of democratic nation-building
and citizenship. It is Nagarik Dharma. All citizens above
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18 years of age must engage in politics as a calling and
duty. It includes students also. But there is need to be
cautious that it does not get distorted into selfishness,
moneymaking and corruption. Politics of principles
promote peoples’ well being and all round happiness.
But un-principled politics with arrogance of power is
self-destructive as politicians get perverted from
servants of society to megalomaniac power seekers.
Students, and all others, must not get infected with the
virus of power for its own sake or Paise se Satta aur
Satta se Paisa. This is the essence of ‘good politics’
which is the basis of alternative initiatives of Swaraj
Abhiyan and several other citizen platforms in our
country.
E) NDA Government has been without an educational
strategy between 2014 and 2015 except trying to capture
the institutions of higher studies and research. There is
an open drive to ‘clean’ the educational system from the
Nehruvian and Marxian influences. It has become well
known that the first Human Resource Development
Minister Smriti Irani was subjected to pressure from the
ideologues of Hindutva organizations to change the form
and content of higher education of India to converge
with their ideological orientation without any delay. It
got reflected in the appointment of new directors, vice
chancellors, and post holders and members of the national
bodies of research. The aggressiveness and undue
interference of BJP central ministers, MPs, and party
functionaries in the functioning of institutions of higher
education stands well exposed from Hyderabad Central
University, Jawaharlal Nehru University to Allahabad
Central University, Aligarh Muslim University, and
Banaras Hindu University. The tragic death of research
scholar Rohit Vemulla, imprisonment and harassment of
JNUSU president Kanhaiya Kumar, inquiries against
Allahabad University president Richa Singh, resignation
of the director of IIT-Delhi and refusal to reinstate Dr.
Saibaba even after his bail by the Supreme Court are
some of the most outstanding examples of the drive to
deal with ideological and political adversaries through
misuse of state power by the proponents of
Saffronisation.
It is a sad chapter of violating autonomy of
institutions of higher education for petite politics. The
battle of ideas and power of perspectives cannot be
settled by lumpenising campus spaces and classroom
culture. It is going to hurt the process of democratic
nation-building in the long run. Furthermore it is a failed
approach. Because such anti-intellectual approach of
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‘capturing campuses’ creates resistance and allergy.
Earlier it was tried unsuccessfully during the 1970s by
the Emergency Raj to crush the waves of youth unrest
against corruption at high places and directionless
education system. In recent times, it did not work with
the Left Front Governments in West Bengal where
there was patronizing of party-intellectuals and proparty student activists in the educational institutions. It
created flight of talent and alienation of students. At
the same time, it is significant that the NDA has
presented their own blueprint of educational reforms
through T.S.R. Subramanyam Committee Report. But
we cannot predict about what next as there is a strong
lobby which wants to create a process of sanitization
of education in the name of cultural values and
Hindutva. In fact, there is need of de-colonization and
democratization of education to meet the challenges of
the age of knowledge power in the era of globalisation,
not Saffronisation.
F) Quest for knowledge and respect for scientific
orientation are essential ingredients of a healthy
educational system. Furthermore, there is need to
pay attention to five dimensions of our education
system – i. philosophy, ii. economics, iii. sociology,
iv. politics, and v. science of education to overcome
the consequences of inefficiencies and missed
opportunities of the last 70 years in our country.
We have to make education as a process and a
space of freedom of mind and adventure of ideas,
not playground of party politics. Similarly, there is
need to pay attention to putting an end to resourcecrunch which has been a bad legacy of the colonial
system and Congress Raj. More bureucratisation and
commercialization in the name of ‘educational
reforms’ is going to create strong resistance as the
world has entered age of knowledge and India will
not permit its politicians to keep our children behind.
G) Finally, there is a big difference between
‘promising reforms’ and ‘reform promises’. Today, the
promising reforms have to include 1. Universalisation
of education for all children upto 12th Standard, 2.
Expansion and autonomy of avenues of quality higher
education and relevant research, 3. Investment in
training good teachers and preventing wastage and
corruption, 4. Bridging the divides of language, gender,
class, region and nations through special programmes
of capacity building and talent harnessing., and 5.
Making educational institutions as training ground for
citizenship and cultivation of goodness.
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(Continued from Page 5)

of Narendra Modi’s appeal in almost every country that
he has visited to ‘make in India,’ process of privatization
has accelerated with Modi’s friends like Ambani and
Adani benefiting the most, there is no check on
unemployment or price rise. In the middle of war
mongering, decision about not to present a separate rail
budget from next year and disinvestment in 17 loss
making public enterprises raise an alarm. Is the
government trying to thrust important financial decisions
on the country amidst war hysteria?
We expect the government to stop talking about
war and instead focus on finding solution to Kashmir
problem. As a matter of state policy it should be
declared that India will have a peaceful and friendly
relation with Pakistan. This can happen by an instant
decision like the one taken by Narendra Modi when
he decided to stopover in Pakistan on his way from
Afghanistan. India and Pakistan have a shared culture
which provides a readymade basis for friendship. In
any case, since Paksitan denies involvement in terrorist
attacks over India, it should be convinced to join the
peace effort. One thing which can help the process
of normalization is increased interaction among
citizens. A closer relationship among citizens of the
two countries will also help resolve the Kashmir
problem easily.

has been done on these subjects although there has been
a large scale proliferation of Gandhian institutes.
Similarly, most people seem to be confused
about Gandhi’s concept of decentralization of power.
In a country of India’s size and diversities small
political and administrative units with well defined
powers alone can guarantee the active involvement
of the people. Likewise in the economic sphere accent
must necessarily be on self-sufficient village units. A
decentralized political system remains our best bet
against emergence of fascistic and militaristic
tendencies.
Unfortunately an impression has gained ground that
the real prestige of a nation is measured not in terms
of the well being and prosperity of the people but in
relation to the armed might of the state. This is a
fallacious argument which needs to be countered.
Unless the people of a nation are healthy in mind and
body any amount of stockpiling of arms will not boost
its image.
If Gandhi’s dream of Ram Rajya has remained
unfulfilled it is largely because we have failed to
strengthen democracy at the grassroots. The levers of
power are controlled by a handful of people at whose
whims and mercy democracy works.\

(Continued from Page 6)

obesity in affluent societies and the pangs of chill penury
in the underdeveloped countries calls for fresh thinking
on Gandhian lines.
The poor countries of the world particularly cannot
do without Gandhi who lit the torch of freedom in the
hearts of millions of people all over the world. His
understanding of socioeconomic problems and his deep
insight into human psychology were aimed at
liberating the downtrodden from their difficulties.
He made valuable contribution to politics by his
practical application of the nonviolent weapons of
satyagraha, fast and strike, demonstrating how
vulnerable modern states which depend on the
‘Big Lie’ are.
It is a pity that the scope of non-violent movements
or peaceful resistance against totalitarian or fascist
regimes has not been enlarged. In fact, no fresh thinking

(Continued from Page 14)

an effort were made to weave a consistent cloth, whole
threads were picked from anywhere, no matter where,
but the weaver’s sole object were to devise an
environment in which the individual could be good if he
wished to be good, then, I believe, together with that
unique weapon of civil disobedience this doctrine could
be incorporated into socialism with great profit to
mankind. A separate creed of Gandhism would perhaps
not be of a much use to the world. Socialism is already
on the world stage.
The doctrine is still open. That gives us hope, and if
some of these ideas from Gandhiji’s life and action can
be woven into a consistent cloth of socialism, the new
civilization may emerge and mankind may hope for an
age of peace and decent living.
[Speech; Hyderabad, August 1952]
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I was against surgical strikes
because I thought it would escalate
things and probably go to a point of
no return. But now that the strikes
have been made I back the
government. I am reminded of
George Bernard Shah, eminent
literary personality, who said that he
was a worst critic of the British
government but since it was in the
midst of war he supported it.
Probably, India had no option.
Terrorists, who were taking shelter
on the Pakistan soil and operated
from there, had to be punished.
Islamabad did not do anything to stop
or foil their activities. Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif has said that his
country would retaliate and perhaps
the attack near Baramulla area was
what he meant by revenge.
As India’s Chief of Air Staff, Air
Marshal Arup Raha, has said that
the reply to what happened at Uri
when Indian’s 19 soldiers were killed
by the terrorists is being given and
the Uri operation is not yet complete.
He said “it is still live,” without
commenting on the surgical strikes.
I don’t think that both India and
Pakistan, the nuclear powers, will
cross the red line. Escalation on the

border can be controlled up to point
but when events take over it will be
difficult to say what will happen on
the war theatre.
National Security Advisors of the
two countries, Ajit Doval and Sartaj
Aziz, have met and agreed to bring
down tension. Why couldn’t they
have done it before the surgical
strikes took place? Aziz must have
gauged the depth of anger in India
with all political parties backing Prime
Minister
Narendra
Modi
government. Nawaz Sharif, too, has
got sanctions from the political
parties in Pakistan. He had
convened a special meeting to
appraise the opposition of the
situation.
Public opinion in both the
countries has become hawkish. It’s
unfortunate that Pakistan is prepared
even for a nuclear war if it comes to
that. The people on both sides want
the end of daily tension and desire
the government of their country to
ensure that they don’t have to live
with such constant fears.
The SAARC summit would have
been an occasion when things could
have been discussed across the
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table. But all the countries have pulled
out from the meeting at Islamabad.
They say that the climate is not
conducive for the SAARC to meet.
Still there is no other venue where
all the countries in the region could
have met and talked on the situation
threadbare.
Pakistan should realize that its
behaviour is such that other
countries in the region are not willing
to accept its doings. But terrorists
like Hafiz Sayeed are openly
operating from the Pakistani soil.
India took the case to the UN but
China, Pakistan’s ally, used the veto
power and did not allow the UN to
formally declare Hafiz Sayed as a
terrorist. It was an unfortunate use
of veto power but China goes to any
limits to stand by its ally.
As a result, the deadlock
continues to the detriment of
democratic India. The situation can
escalate to dangerous proportions at
any time because Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif is always overlooked
by the army. This means that the
army does not have to go to the front
literally and yet lead the elected
Nawaz Sharif from its headquarters
at Rawalpindi.
The problem that Pakistan has to
reckon with is the uprising in
Baluchistan and the attack from
Afghanistan. Since both do not have
a full-fledged army to back them, the
war would be a limited one. No
doubt, the Americans have
withdrawn their troops from
Afghanistan but a small contingent
has stayed there at the specific
request of Kabul.
New Delhi is now openly
supporting
Baloch
leader
Brahumdagh Bugti, who has been
(Continued on Page 14)

Growing danger of agri-chemical multinationals
Bharat Dogra
The recent 66 billion dollar
purchase of Monsanto by Bayer is
one more sign of the comimg
together of seeds and agri-chemical
interests as well as growing
concentration of market in the hands
of few giant multinational companies
in these sectors.
In fact if we look at the trends
in world food and agriculture in
recent decades then these have
been dominated by the increasingly
desperate efforts by huge
multinational companies to increase
their dominance of the world food
and farming system. The way in
which patents were incorporated
into the WTO agenda and so in a
very clever way almost all countries
were forced to change their patent
laws in keeping with the interests of
developed countries provides a
glaring example of the highpowered forces at work to
implement this agenda of
dominance. The new patent laws
helped the food and farming giants
to tighten their grip on plants and
seeds resources of the developing
countries.
Genetic erosion of their plant
wealth has also proved very
expensive for farmers, particularly
those based in developing countries.
Due to the combined impact of
destruction of natural forests, and the
introduction of green-revolution type
agriculture, which replaced local
varieties over large areas by new
monocultures, genetic erosion has
been taking place on a massive scale
even in the tropical countries which
have been the original source of

much of the plant diversity. Soon
thousands of varieties of plants were
lost to these countries for ever.
However, already several of these
had been stored carefully in the labs
and gene banks of the developed
countries whose scientists had been
engaged in these collections for
several years. Suddenly, in the time
span of a few decades, the natural
advantage which some parts of the
world had enjoyed for millions of
years appeared to have been
reversed.
Today several experts agree that
most of collected genetic diversity
is stored in gene banks mostly in
Europe and North America. In a
handful of high-security institutions
of these and a few other countries,
the world’s most valuable raw
material is stored, and it is unlikely
that the countries of origin from
where most of this material came
will have free access to it.
Pat Roy Mooney brings out the
glaring injustice of this situation, “It
is a raw material unlike any other in
the world. It has not been bought. It
has been donated. It has been
donated by the poor to the rich. The
donation has been made under a
noble banner proclaiming that
genetic resources form a part of the
heritage of all humanity, and thus can
be owned by no one. But as the
primary building blocks of
agriculture, genes have incalculable
political and economic importance.
Industrialized governments - often
overruling the intentions of their
scientists - have come to hoard
germplasm and to stock seeds as part
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of the arsenal of international power
diplomacy. Private companies in
North - although glad to receive free
genes - are loath to divulge or share
the adaptations they draw from these
donations.”
It was noticed about two decades
back that the nature of the seed
industry was changing in several
countries, particularly the rich
western countries (although similar
changes were soon noticed also in
several developing countries). The
seed industry had earlier been based
on small firms. These firms were now
being gobbled by big companies,
especially companies which already
had big stakes in agri-chemical
industry - within a single decade,
chemical corporations spent over $10
billion in buying up seeds companies.
In fact the American Seed Trade
Association even organized a special
symposium on ‘How to sell your seed
company.’ Apprehensions were
rightly voiced that a small number of
giant companies will control seeds as
well as agri-chemicals, and that the
production of seeds can be given such
an orientation as to require high and
increasing amounts of agrichemicals. According to one widely
quoted estimate at least 27
corporations had initiated 63
programs to develop herbicide
tolerant crops. Already a few
multinational companies control a very
considerable part of the international
seeds sector and pesticides.
These trends were strengthened
further by the developments in the
controversial technology of genetic
engineering. A very important part
of genetic engineering research has
been devoted to herbicide-tolerant
plant varieties, for example cotton
which is tolerant to a herbicide called
bromoxynil.
(Continued on Page 15)
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Caste discrimination in Hyderabad University
Ghanashyam Shah
“Report of the People’s Tribunal
on Caste Discrimination & Police
Action in the University of
Hyderabad” which narrates the
circumstances leading a suicide of
Rohit who fought for freedom of
expression and speech. You might be
interested to browse the report: The
link https://www.academia.edu/
28717795/Report of the Peoples
Tribunal on Caste Discrimination
The main findings and
recommendations are the following.
The tribunal was organized by the
concerned teachers, writers, and
lawyers of Hyderabad. It was
chaired by Justice K. Chandru,
Retired judge High Court Madras.
Prof Govardhan Wankhede, TISS,
Bombay and I were the members.
The brief to the tribunal was to
examine the circumstances leading
to the suicide committed by Rohit
Vemula Chakravarthy, a Research
Scholar as well as the police action
subsequent to his death and the
existing caste discrimination practice
by the University. And, to recommend
among other things, besides protocols
to enable marginalized students to
fully participate and enjoy the
academic, political and social space
of the university more productively
and effectively; and to examine the
existing grievance redressal systems
to prevent caste discrimination in
the University of Hyderabad and
evaluate their effectiveness.
The Findings
? The issue raised by late Rohit
Vemula Chakravarthy and his

organization, (Ambedkar Students
Association) was a larger political
issue related to freedom of
expression and idea of India. There
was nothing ‘castesist’ in these
issues, as MHRD alleged and
persuaded the University to change
its earlier decision and take action
against the Dalit students. Instead
of looking at the issue in larger
perspective, the adversary of ASA
dubbed it ‘casteist, extremist and
anti-national’.
? The manner in which the
university authority conducted the
inquiry against Rohit and other Dalit
students give an impression of
targeting them for their political
position. At least that is how the Dalit
students and many perceived.
? Rohith’s suicide in the UoH is
not the first one. In less than ten
years, three other students had
committed suicide. The University
has done nothing to prevent
recurrence of suicides of students in
the past. This was despite the fact
that the earlier committees, appointed
by the University, consisted of the
university teachers, had made
recommendations to set right things
regarding student issues. What is
disturbing is that UoH has not yet
taken these suggestions made by
their own colleagues seriously.
? Even as early as the year
2013 the High Court of Andhra
Pradesh (now renamed as High
Court of Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh) in PIL No.106/2013 had
issued several directives to all the
Universities in the state to prevent
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recurrence of suicides. However,
neither the UGC Regulations of
2012 nor the Court directives nor
UOH Committee recommendations
have been implemented.

Regulation 2012. And, on the
priority basis, it must implement
all the Directives in the Order
passed by the High Court of
Andhra Pradesh in W.P (PIL)
No. 106/2013.

Recommendations
1. The University should
immediately implement the AP
High Court Order Interim
Measure No 3 that calls upon
the University for instituting a
Special Commission to review
disciplinary orders imposing
major penalties such as
rustication, expulsion from
hostels and stoppage of
fellowships in the case of all
students and especially those
from SC/ST/OBC and other
marginalised backgrounds.
2. Although at the University level,
there are entities such as Office
of the Dean, Students’ Welfare,
the Central Grievance
Committee, and SC/ST cell to
address any problems faced by
the students, there is no formal,
institutional mechanism in any
of the Schools for redressal of
grievances of students,
especially those who belong to
the marginalized categories. The
existence of such agencies
even at the University level and
the procedures to be followed
are not widely known to the
student community. The
doctoral committees, which may
be expected to take up this role,
exist more on paper than in
practice in all the schools.
3. The University should institute
as early as possible the
Grievance
Redressal
Committee headed by the
Ombudsman as per UGC
(Grievance
Redressal)

4. It appears that UoH has not yet
set up the Equal Opportunity Cell
headed by the Antidiscrimination Officer as per the
UGC (Promotion of Equity in
Higher Educational Institutions)
Regulations 2012. That has to
be done urgently. Simultaneously,
SC/ST cell to safeguard the
interests of SC/ST students; and
remedial coaching in English
language programme to improve
their academic performance
require review and to be made
more effective.
5. The university requires the
formation of a broad-based
“Students Counselling System”.
Such system needs to be
interactive involving students,
teachers and parents to address
common student concerns
ranging from anxiety, stress,
fear of change and failure to
homesickness and a slew of
academic worries.
6. The University should on priority
basis appoint anti-discriminatory
faculty advisors for SC/ST
students. It is a responsibility of
the advisors to work as
watchdogs to protect the
students against discrimination.
Moreover, they should also look
into the problems –personal and
academic- faced by the students
and advise them accordingly.
They should work as counsellors.
7. The University does not have
effective system encouraging
one-to-one student- teacher

relationship at all levels. The
students in general and those
belong to the marginalised
communities feel alienated in
the university system. Besides
classroom and laboratory
teaching, the teachers need to
make a special effort to
cultivate a one-to-one
relationship with all the students
so that when a student needs
guidance/advice s/he can
contact a teacher without fear.
This responsibility needs to be
interwoven with teaching and
guidance. If needed teacherstudent ratio needs to be
reduced so that all the teachers
get opportunities to spend time
with the students.
8. The teachers need to be more
sensitive towards the students
coming from the rural
background and of the
marginalised communities.
They need to self-introspect
critically regarding their bias and
approach towards the students
belonging to the different social
background than theirs. All the
three committees appointed by
the university have emphasised
this.
9. Universities in general and the
elite universities, in particular,
should not only be the centre for
disseminating knowledge but
they should also disseminate
knowledge in such a way that it
provides space to the subaltern
and empower them by
enhancing their capacity and
self-confidence. It is dangerous
if the dissemination of
knowledge reinforces and
legitimizes inequality in society.
The task of university needs to
inculcate values among
(Continued on Page 7)
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Subverting the Right to Education Act
Under the Right of Children to
Free and Compulsory Education Act,
2009, Section 12 (1) (c) admissions
of 25 children were ordered by the
Basic Shiksha Adhikari of Lucknow
in Navyug Radiance Senior
Secondary School. The school gave
admission to only two – Pakhi Rajput
and Asna Farhad. It first expelled
Pakhi Rajput because of the inability
of her parents to pay fees even
though the Act promises free
education from Classes I to VIII.
Asna’s parents were made to pay
Rs. 1,150 for dress and books and
another Rs. 2,650 were demanded
as fees for three months. When they
complained to the authorities Asna
was asked not to come on the last
day of an internal examination. Her
parents were given a visiting card
of the owner of school, Sudhir
Halwasiya, which identifies him as
a member of the state executive
committee of Bhartiya Janata Party.
The remaining students were never
admitted. It appears that Sudhir
Halwasiya considers himself above
the law of the land.
The Foreign Minister Shushma
Swaraj has recently asked the Delhi
government to admit a girl from
Pakistan Madhu to a school even
though she did not possess proper
documents. What can be more
heartening than making education
accessible to children who are denied
such an opportunity. However, this
step has been taken to put down
Pakistan. Indian government is ready
to embrace anybody who faces
discrimination in Pakistan. But one
wishes that the government displayed
the same amount of sensitivity
towards children of its own citizens.
If this was not the case Sudhir
Halwasiya would not have felt

emboldened to expel children
admitted under a national Act from
his school. Do the children living in
India not have the same rights as
Madhu from Pakistan?
One must also think about what
will happen to the Prime Minister’s
slogan relating to saving girl children
and educating them, ‘Beti bachao,
beti padhao?’ Both children expelled
by Sudhir Halwasiya are girls. Even
Atal Bihari Vajpayee ran a campaign
asking children to come to school,
‘Aao school chalen hum.’ It means
BJP is not really serious about its
intent to provide education to
children. It is a party which believes
more in publicity.
Advocate Abhishek Manu
Singhvi, associated with Congress
party, has decided to give his services
to an association of private schools’
owners against the RTE Act. Singhvi
is a senior lawyer and can make his
money on other cases. Is it morally
right to stand against an Act, which
promises fundamental right of
education to children, introduced by
his own party?
Similarly, Shanti Bhushan, who
was the law minister in Janata Party
government and was an important
figure in the Anna Hazare’s anticorruption movement decided to
appear for City Montessori School
last year when its owner Jagdish
Gandhi decided to oppose the
admission of 31 children ordered by
BSA. Social activists ran a campaign
requesting him not to defend a person
guilty of denying the children their
fundamental right.
Akhilesh Yadav considers
implementation of RTE Act Section

12(1)(c) as one of his achievements.
In 2015 CMS admitted 13 children
but only after a court case which
went on for more than four months
and when Supreme Court refused to
intervene. The UP government had
awarded Jagdish Gandhi Yash Bharti
in 2014 which carries with it a cash
prize of Rs. 11 lakhs and a monthly
pension of Rs. 50,000 per month.
After Jagdish Gandhi resisted the
order of BSA and fought a legal
battle against UP government, his
wife Bharti Gandhi was awarded the
Rani Laxmi Bai Bravery Award in
2016 on women’s day. It appears
that the bravery of Bharti Gandhi
was in opposing the admissions of
23 Scheduled Caste and 8 Muslim
children of which 6 were from Other
Backward Classes. The CM has
recently publicly praised Jagdish
Gandhi for giving admissions to many
poor children in CMS under the RTE
Act, exhibiting embarrassing
pusillanimity.
This year too Jagdish Gandhi is
opposing the admissions of 58
children. He is setting some
conditions which the children must
fulfill in order to avail the benefit of
the Act. It is a moot question that
when the BSA has ordered the
admission, he must have done so
after conducting his enquiry. Is
Jagdish Gandhi authorised to
conduct his own verification? It is
an open secret that Jagdish Gandhi
obliges influential people like
politicians, bureaucrats, judges and
journalists by giving their children
education for free or at very
concessional rates. When Jagdish
Gandhi can subsidize the education
of children of the rich, can’t he
accommodate a few underprivileged
children?
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Recently Jagdish Gandhi’s
daughter Geeta Gandhi Kingdon, who
now looks after the CMS and also
holds a position in University College
of London, spoke on ‘Access, Equity
and Quality of Education in UP,’ at a
seminar in Lucknow.
Jagdish Gandhi’s other daughter
Sunita Gandhi has started her own
school called City International
School. She is a Ph.D. in education
from Cambridge University and
has studied education system of 38
countries. She too refuses to admit
10 children in her school. She is
running an informal programme to

make all the children of Lucknow
literate but doesn’t believe in
sending all of them to regular
schools so that they can receive
formal education and use it to
transform their lives.
Another chain of prominent
schools, Virendra Swarup Public
School admitted two children Shan
Mohammed and Mohammed Zaid in
its Mahanagar branch but later
expelled them. Exxon Montessori in
Rajajipuram has admitted 9 children
but discriminates against them inside
the school by making them sit
separately.

Thus we see that whether it is
the big political parties or
influential owners of private
schools, none of them want the
children of the poor to receive
education alongside the children
of rich.
Socialist Party (India) is of the
opinion that privatization in the
field of education as well as in
health care must end and
government must nationalise all
educational and health care
institutions so that equitable quality
education and health care are
available to the poor also.

Dimensions of India-Pakistan conflict
While the world media and
Pakistan question the veracity of
Indian claims of surgical strike inside
the Pakistani border across Line of
Control in Kashmir where two
soldiers are reportedly killed, we
know for sure that five people have
died in police firing on protestors in
Hazaribagh, Jharkhand where tribals
were resisting the takeover of land
for mining by National Thermal
Power Corporation. Earlier 80
people were killed in Kashmir over
two months in protests in the
aftermath of killing of militant
Burhan Wani and two people were
killed in Ramgarh district of
Jharkhand in protests against NTPC.
Modi has said that blood and water
cannot flow together implying that
Pakistan cannot expect unrestricted
flow of water from rivers originating
in India and flowing into Pakistan if
it continues to support terrorists who
target India using Pakistan as base.
While it is true that terrorists have
attacked army camp in Uri who came
from Pakistan and earlier attacks
have also taken place in Pathankot

and Mumbai in which Pakistan’s
involvement cannot be denied but
how can we overlook the fact that
blood flows in India because of
Indian security forces too and not
just because of Pakistani terrorists?
The number of incidents of violence
inside India by security force far
outnumbers the incidents across the
border with origin in Pakistan. Modi’s
remark camouflages this sad reality
and is thus misleading. It may appeal
to blind nationalists but not to any
rational thinking citizen.
We are apparently attacking
Pakistan because we want to defend
our motherland. But what are we
doing with the motherland? Do people
living over the land have right over it?
If Modi government had its way, land
rights will be taken away from people.
It’ll no longer be necessary to ask
people before the government
acquires land. Modi government tried
thrice, fortunately unsuccessfully, to
dilute the Right to Fair Compensation
and Transparency in Land
Acquisition, Rehabilitation and
Resettlement Act in the interest of

private corporations. He had to
ultimately give up in the face of stiff
resistance from farmers and people.
The question is if the land is going
to be taken over by the government
to be handed over to corporations to
make private profit, is not Narendra
Modi violating the sanctity of the
motherland and merely using
people’s sentiments to rally them
behind him projecting a potential war
with Pakistan.
The sanctity of the motherland
must not be just preserved against
some foreign country but also
against any vested interest which are
out to acquire land on which the lives
and livelihood of local people depend.
When people defend their land
against government takeover it is
almost with same zeal, as they too
are willing to give up their lives, as
the soldiers defend the motherland
against the enemy. For the people
of Hazaribagh who were protesting
against NTPC, Pakistan is a distant
enemy but the immediate enemy is
local police and administration.
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The politics of nationalism has
very cleverly mobilized people behind
the government to defend the land
of the country but its economic
policies are heavily biased towards
private sector. Modi government has
opened the defence sector for
privatization. Hence, we’re in a very
peculiar situation. If the country goes
to war, it may as much be to protect
the motherland for the people as to
cater to the interests of the private
sector. The private companies selling
arms to India stand to benefit from
any war as India will place more
orders with defence companies.
Narendra Modi’s close friend Anil
Ambani has already been the largest
beneficiary of the deal with France
to buy Rafale jets. Modi government
is playing with the dangerous
combination of nationalism and
corporatization of defence sector.
From now on the country will have
to play the game of war to keep the
defence sector alive and kicking.
The media will go along with this as
it stands to gain from any kind of
sensationalism. In fact the media by
playing up the sentiment of jingoism
has created a war atmosphere which
doesn’t actually exist in reality. It is
thus doing a great disservice to the
people of the country.
India must also reconsider its
efforts to isolate Pakistan
internationally. In spite of its best
efforts the major powers are not
willing to consider Pakistan the rogue
state that India would like them to
do. A possible reason is the human
rights violations in Kashmir. India
recently denied entry to the United
National Human Rights Commission
in Kashmir. On the contrary,
Pakistan took international media to
border areas after the Indian surgical
strike. We cannot be blind to the
issue of human rights violations in
Kashmir and keep pointing out the
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atrocities committed by Pakistan
from across the border.
India is also trying to review Indus
Water Treaty signed with Pakistan
in 1960. The deal allowed Pakistan
to use waters of Indus, Jhelum and
Chenab whereas India was free to
use the waters of Ravi, Beas and
Sutlej. Even before India could
consider revising the treaty, China
has already demonstrated that it can
do the same with India that India
might consider doing with Pakistan.
China has stopped the water of the
Brahmaputra tributary. China
doesn’t have a water sharing treaty
with India like the Indus water treaty.
So, while India’s possible act will be
treated as illegal, China can get away
without attracting any criticism.
How sensitive the water sharing
exercise can be must be clear from
the ongoing Karnataka-Tamil Nadu
dispute. Had they been two countries
they might have even gone to war
over their respective claims on
Cauvery water. The Supreme Court
is trying their best to resolve the issue
which appears to be intractable. SC
has at least directed the people using
stern warning to refrain from using
violence. SC has also taken the
initiative of facilitating dialogue
between the executive heads of two
states with the objective of melting
hostilities. Hopefully, the issue would
be amicably resolved under the
guidance of SC. It shows that all issues
have potential solution and violence
is no answer to any problem.
India and Pakistan should learn
from the Karnataka-Tamil Nadu
dispute. They should give up violence
against each other and try to resolve
their outstanding disputes through
dialogue amicably.
–Sandeep Pandey

(Continued from Page 4)

students of mutual respect,
equality, and fraternity.
10. University has an important role
in creating and disseminating
knowledge in society. In order
to facilitate the task, it needs to
provide congenial space for
critical inquiry without fear.
Within the university boundaries,
no concept/idea/symbol is
sacrosanct. The academic
community enjoys the freedom
to express their views and
debate on all issues under the
sky without fear. Dissent is a
core of critical thinking which
needs to be allowed and
protected within the university
campus. University is not a
factory to manufacture robots.
It is a place to develop a critical
mind. Everyone has a right to
dissent, including dissent against
capital punishment. The
university of Hyderabad needs
to protect such freedom.
Dialogue and debate have to be
an integral part of academic life.
Without that, the university
would be dead.
Socialist Party (India)
National Conference of the
Socialist Party will be held on 14
and 15 (instead of 12-13, as
reported earlier) November,
2016 at Chediram Dharmashala,
Lucknow. Three delegates from
every such district in which party
members are enrolled so far will
participate in the National
Conference. State Secretaries
should communicate their names
and postal addresses to
Janakiprasad Goud, President,
U.P. State before 20 October,
2016.
–Pannalal Surana
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Why we must listen to Jayaprakash Narayan on Kashmir
Ramachandra Guha
On the 4th of October 1966 —
almost exactly 50 years ago — the
great Indian democrat Jayaprakash
Narayan spoke at a seminar on
Kashmir held in New Delhi. The
Valley was in turmoil; the popular
leader Sheikh Abdullah was under
arrest, and the state government
was widely believed to be both
incompetent and corrupt. ‘JP’ began
his talk by clearly stating that this
was a dispute between ‘the
government of India and the people
of the state’. JP believed that
Pakistan had no locus standi in
Kashmir, because of its past,
perfidious, actions. As he put it, ‘the
real desire of the Government of
Pakistan is to seize the valley. Twice
they tried to capture it by force, but
they failed’.
But even if one put Pakistan
outside the equation, the problem
remained. For, said JP in 1966,
‘perhaps there is more discontent
today amongst the people of the
state than at any earlier time. There
is more anti-India feeling among
them than before’.
How should the government react
to this discontent? JP was clear that
‘it will be a suicide of the soul of
India, if India tried to suppress the
Kashmiri people by force’. Rather
than rely on repression, what ‘the
Government of India can do is go
back to the 1947-53 days, that is, go
back to the time when the state had
acceded to India only in three
subjects [i.e. Defence, Foreign
Affairs, and Communications]. This
would mean providing for the fullest
possible autonomy’.

Back in October 1966,
Jayaprakash Narayan insisted that
if, in Kashmir, ‘we continue to rule
by force and suppress these people
and crush them or change the racial
or religious character of their state
by colonization, or by any other
means, then I think that means
politically a most obnoxious thing to
do’. He continued: ‘Kashmir has
cost us a great deal and it is time
that everyone who is a patriot in
this country thought seriously about
a really good solution. I have already
told you what I think is a really
good solution’ (i.e. fullest internal
autonomy).
JP’s concern for the dignity and
well-being of Kashmiris was of
long-standing. Many (but not all) of
his statements on the subject are
contained in JP on Jammu and
Kashmir, a book edited in 2005 by
the late Balraj Puri, himself a scholar
and democrat of conspicuous
integrity.
Two years before his talk in
Delhi in 1966, JP wrote an
essay on Kashmir in the
Hindustan Times. There he
remarked: ‘No matter how
aggressively we affirm that
Kashmir‘s accession to India is
final and irrevocable the world
does not accept it, the “azad
Kashmir” area remains under
Pakistan, the cease-fire line
remains, the two armies remain
facing each other, the minorities
in both India and Pakistan
continue to live in fear, discontent
in Kashmir simmers and might
have to be put down by force’.

JP pressed for justice in Kashmir
continuously through the 1960s and
1970s. He did so when Nehru was
prime minister, when Shastri was
prime minister, when Indira Gandhi
was prime minister. In June 1966
he wrote Mrs Gandhi a remarkable
letter about a problem that had (at
that stage) ‘plagued this country for
19 years’. JP believed ‘the problem
exists not because Pakistan wants
to grab Kashmir, but because there
is deep and widespread political
discontent among the people. The
people of India might be kept in the
dark about the true state of affairs
in the Valley, but every chancellery
in New Delhi knows the truth, and
almost every foreign correspondent’.
‘Kashmir has distorted India’s
image for the world as nothing else
has done,’ said JP to the prime
minister. The only way to get rid of
this black mark on Indian
democracy was to assure the
Kashmiris ‘full internal autonomy,
i.e., a return to the original terms
of the accession’.
JP’s letter to Mrs Gandhi
continued: ’To think that we will
eventually wear down the people
and force them to accept at least
passively the Union is to delude
ourselves. That might conceivably
have happened had Kashmir not
been geographically located where
it is. In its present location, and with
seething discontent among the
people, it would never be left in
peace by Pakistan.’
The prime minister wrote a
brief note back, thanking JP
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‘for sharing your views on
Kashmir ’. But no action was
taken on his letter. That was not
surprising, because Indira Gandhi
disliked JP.
However,
the
ruling
dispensation in New Delhi now,
50 years later, professes great
respect for JP, not least because
of his struggle against the
authoritarian regime of Indira
Gandhi. Indeed, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and several of his
Cabinet colleagues have spoken
feelingly of their own baptism in
the ‘JP movement’.
Modi and his ministers say they
admire JP. But can they, will they,
listen to JP on Kashmir? The
discontent in the Valley is wider
and deeper now than in 1966. A
major change since JP’s day is
the growing influence of radical
Islam in the Valley. JP would have
condemned this. But he would
have been even more critical of
the continuing repression by the
Indian State. He would have
noted, too, that in the world of
the Internet no longer can the rest
of India be kept in the dark about
what is going on in Kashmir.
JP on Jammu and Kashmir is
still in print. Perhaps the PM, the
PMO, the NSA and the home
minister should order copies, and
study its contents carefully. For
these words of JP are as relevant
in 2016 as they were in 1966: ‘It
will be a suicide of the soul of
India, if India tried to suppress
the Kashmiri people by force.’
And, further: ‘Kashmir has
distorted India’s image for the
world as nothing else has done.’
–HT

BHU’s Struggle against the autocratic VC
C. B. Tripathi
On October 2, 2016, Avinash
Janu has written a report on the
current state of deplorable affairs
at BHU that was posted on
Facebook by Diwakar Singh. It
makes such a sad reading to note
the depth of degradation caused by
the most incompetent and
communalist Vice-Chancellor Girish
Chandra Tripathi who claims to be
an economist but whose little
known works in Hindi are Shiva—
Tere kitne Roop (Shiva— How
many forms you have) and Mrityu
ke baad (After Death). The only
criterion for his selection as VC of
a prestigious University like BHU
by another uneducated arrogant
erstwhile HRD (Education)
Minister, Smriti Irani, was GC
Tripathi’s old loyalty towards the
RSS. On the very first day of
assuming the charge as VC of
BHU he is widely reported to have
boasted of his 40-year old
association with the RSS. Only the
other day he committed the faux
pas of remarking that when the
Central Government is being run by
the RSS (though a reality), what is
the harm in opening a shakha of
the RSS on the campus. He is such
a blot on the glorious tradition of
this great University which has seen
Vice-Chancellors of the calibre of
Mahamana Pandit Madan Mohan
Malviya, Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, Dr.
Amaranatha Jha, Acharya Narendra
Deva, Sir CP Ramaswamy Iyer, Dr.
KL Shrimali and the like. I also
recall the standard of nonpartisanship set up by Acharya
Narendra Deva who kept his
chairmanship of the All India Praja
Socialist Party strictly off the

campus. The most eminent person
to fill the vacancy in the post of
Pro-VC was Prof. Mukut Bihari
Lal, Professor of Political Science,
a student of Prof. Harold Lasky at
LSE, an acknowledged authority on
Marxism and an important leader
of the PSP. But Acharyaji
disregarded his legitimate claim to
be appointed the PVC lest anyone
allege partisanship on his part. He
appointed instead Prof. Narlikar,
Professor of Maths., as the PVC.
(His son is the eminent
astrophysicist Dr. Jayant Narlikar.)
And here is the present VC, GC
Tripathi, who takes pride in showing
off his RSS link and goal to
saffronise the national university.Let
us recount some of the misdeeds
of VC Tripathi. He has restricted
the working hours of the University
Library from 24 hours to 15 hours
(8 AM to 11 PM). As is well
known, poor students from eastern
UP, Bihar, MP and Jharkhand who
have to reside outside the campus
in cramped lodges and who cannot
afford to buy books used to study
late hours in the University Library,
specially during the examinations.
There was no justification for
depriving them of this facility. In
the Mohammad-bin-Tughlaq fashion
he has arrogated to himself the
authority to decide what the girls
staying in the Women’s Hostel will
wear, meal time and time to go out
with whom and when. PM Modi is
trying to instal Wi-Fi on
the ghaats of Varanasi but at the
University the students are
struggling for internet, library and
study facilities. He also observed
that there was no need for studying
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out of syllabus. When a student
delegation
submitted
a
representation with 500 signatures
he advised them to study under
street lights and threatened that if
they persisted he would get them
thrown out of the campus. The
hostellers are not allowed internet
use exceeding 4GB. Social
networking sites like Facebook and
UTube are already banned on the
campus. On May 9, 2016, nine of
the protesting students were not
allowed to appear at the exams and
were asked to leave the campus.
The
students
sat
on
a
peaceful dharna but
at midnight more than 1,000 PAC
jawans picked them up and took
them away from the campus.At
another end the daily wage workers
have been sitting on hunger strike
for 81 days, kidneys of two of them
were damaged but the University
authorities and the district
administration totally ignored them.
They have been on strike for three
months. Some of them have been
on indefinite hunger strike for 34
days
but
the
University
administration is paying no heed to
their legitimate demands. The
Hariharnath Committee set up to
inquire into their working conditions
had recommended in 1998 that until
all the daily wage workers were
employed as regular workers no
fresh recruitment should be made.
But during the last 18 years fresh
appointments were being made
while the old daily wage workers
have not been made permanent till
now. This when the VC and the
Executive Council of the University
had accepted this recommendation.
The VC, GC Tripathi wants to
impose his cultural values upon the
girls staying in the Women’s Hostel
who are not allowed to step out of
the hostel after 8 PM, are told about
their choice of dress and the way
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of conducting themselves. They are
subjected to various forms of
discrimination.What is to be done
in these circumstances? The
students of BHU with the glorious
tradition of taking a prominent part
in the freedom movement of India
as well as the movement of the
Nepalese people for freedom from
the autocratic rule of Ranas, should
throw out this non-academic RSS
man just as the then students of
BHU threw out the VC Govind
Malviya, autocratic and accused of
moral turpitude, under the able
leadership of Anandeshwar Prasad
Singh nearly seven decades ago,
despite the fact that Govind Malviya
was the youngest son of the founder
of the University, Mahamana
Malviyaji whom Mahatma Gandhi
used to call ‘Bade Bhai’. I had the
privilege of leading the biggest ever
student
movement
after
Independence with Lucknow as the
nucleus for the autonomy of student
unions in universities and colleges
in UP in 1953. Reportedly 14,000
students went to jail throughout the
State, three persons were killed in
the police firing at Lucknow on
November 1, 1953. The mile-long
procession taken out in the city
protested the midnight attack on the
Union building by 700 PAC
personnel called from Sitapur. They
took away the student leaders on
hunger strike and hundreds of
students who had assembled there
at short notice after we got the
secret info about the imminent
attack by the PAC on the orders of
the State Government based on
cock and bull reports from LIU that
the students had planned to blow
up the Tagore Library and the
Chemistry Lab that night. Out of
12 members of the Action
Committee 9 were taken into
custody, two went to their home
towns and I remained underground,

conducting the movement from my
hideouts changing every night and
not letting the CID catch me.
During that period we carried on
talks with the State Government
utilising good offices of senior
University dons and others.
Ultimately the strong State
Government led by Pt. GB Pant,
which was misled by the Health
Minister and Hon. Treasurer of LU,
CB Gupta, had to give up their stiff
attitude and accept our democratic
demands. We also had open support
of Rafi Ahmad Kidwai and moral
support of Prime Minister Nehru.
Dr. Rammanohar Lohia wrote an
article captioned The Lucknow
Revolt in the National Herald
wherein he wrote one paragraph
on me appreciating my responsible
leadership. The message I wish to
convey to my young friends of BHU
is that they are bound to succeed
in their cause provided their
movement is completely non-violent,
democratic and shuns abusive
language. Because of this welcome
trait of our movement, though I was
a confirmed socialist, even top
Congress leaders of the State like
Pantji, Dr. Sampurnanand and Pt.
Kamalapati Tripathi always liked
me. As a result of our movement
CB Gupta was defeated from three
constituencies in 1957 Assembly
elections. I learnt from Dr. PC
Joshi, then a leading leader of the
AISF at LU, many many years later
that in December 1953 the CWC
passed a resolution that in the future
no Minister should hold any office
in any administrative body of any
university and this resolution was
included in the Collected Works of
Jawaharlal Nehru published by
NMML. This episode convinced us
of the power of non-violence and
democracy that was a lasting
contribution of Bapu to national and
international politics.
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Intellectual Tolerance
Ramendra
Intellectual tolerance is an
essential pre-requisite for the
existence of democracy and
secularism in a multilingual,
multireligious and multicultural
society like India. In the absence of
intellectual tolerance, which includes
religious tolerance, our society will
be torn into pieces!
The issue of intellectual tolerance
has become very relevant at present,
because intellectual intolerance has
increased manifold in our country in
the last few years. Some authorsthinkers of our country have been
killed, just because their killers did
not like their views! I am talking about
Dr. Narendra Dabholkar, Govind
Pansare and M. M. Kalburgi. This
is nothing but height of intellectual
intolerance!
Instead of waxing eloquent about
ancient times, it is important for us
to focus on what is happening at
present in our social and political life.
In the last few years, some people
have even tried to glorify Godse, the
killer of Gandhi. On the other hand,
some persons from the highest
echelons of the ruling establishment
have demanded enactment of law
banning religious conversions.
Coming closer still, in 2015,
‘Ambedkar-Periyar Study Circle’
organized by students of I.I.T.,
Madras, was derecognized by the
institution. This was done after the
Central Human Resource Ministry
intervened on the basis of a complaint

by an “anonymous” person. The
study circle was restored after
massive protests throughout the
country.
The events in the Hyderabad
Central University climaxed in the
suicide of Rohith Vemula, a dalit
research scholar in January, 2016.
Earlier, the university had stopped
paying the amount of Rs. 25
thousand per month, which was
being paid to Rohith Vemula as
fellowship. Rohith Vemula was
associated with Ambedkar Students’
Association. The local B.J.P.
Member of Parliament had written
a complaint to the then Human
Resource Minister in the month of
August, 2015, alleging that the
Hyderabad University had become
a stronghold of “casteist, extremist
and anti-national politics”. In the
month of September, 2015,
the University had suspended
five students, including Rohith
Vemula. Consequently, in January,
2016, Rohith Vemula committed
suicide.
Even when the protests regarding
Rohith Vemula’s suicide were
continuing throughout the country,
the elected President of J.N.U.
Students’ Union, Kanhaiya Kumar,
was arrested on the charge of
“sedition”. At the time of his
production in the court, some
persons, related to the ruling party
at the Centre, manhandled him.
Later, the court released him on bail.
When Kanhaiya went to the
Hyderabad Central University to

express his solidarity with the
protesting students of the university,
the authorities banned his entry into
the university campus at the last
moment.
There have been many such
incidents violating intellectual and
political freedom in other universities
as well. There is no need to go into
details here. The incidents narrated
above are more them sufficient to
illustrate the attitude of the present
Union Government.
In September, 2015, before the
last Bihar Assembly elections,
Mohammad Aklaq was lynched to
death in Dadri, Uttar Pradesh, after
being “charged” with eating beef. In
July, 2016, about more than a month
ago, some dalits were beaten up in
Una in Gujarat by the so-called
“cow-protectors”, just because they
were skinning dead animals.
A strange environment of
intellectual and religious intolerance
is sought to be created in the country.
If the Union Government does not
agree with any idea or ideology, the
persons subscribing to that ideology
are being charged with “treason” in
a very light manner. Hate campaigns
are being carried on against religious
minorities. Writers-thinkers are being
killed, and Gandhi’s assassination is
sought to be justified.
Someone may disagree with
Gandhi’s ideas. Gandhi can be and
has been criticized from a humanist
point of view as well, particularly, his

Keynote address presented at the inaugural session of the 61st Conference of the Akhil Bhartiya Darshan Parishad
at Patna University on 10th September, 2016.
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views on religion and varnavyavastha. But, what is the meaning
of justifying Gandhi’s assassin,
Godse? This can only mean that if
you don’t agree with someone’s
ideas, shoot him! In fact, this is what
has been done with Dabholkar,
Pansare and Kalburgi.
Whether it is philosophy or any
science, knowledge grows by critical
thinking. There is no place for
intellectual intolerance in scientific
method. If scientists are not tolerant
towards different hypotheses, then
science will not be able to move
even a step forward.
Philosophy, in particular, grows
out of critical thinking. This was true
in ancient times and is true at present
also. Today, in Analytical Philosophy
central place is given to clarification
of concepts and logical evaluation of
beliefs. If we are not tolerant enough
even to listen to one-another’s
arguments, how are we going to
logically evaluate it?
In fact, in philosophy/knowledge
grows out of clash of opposite ideas
and intellectual struggle. In western
philosophy there has been a long
intellectual struggle between
materialism and idealism. In India,
Astika (orthodox) and Nastika
(heterodox) struggle has been going
on since ancient times, and is still
continuing in the 21st century. In
fact, the conflict has sharpened
further.
Whether we are Nastika or
Astika, we ought to be ready to listen
to and to evaluate one another’s
arguments. If possible, we should try
to remove or minimize our
disagreements by using logical and
scientific method. Where there is no
sufficient evidence to come to a
definite conclusion, we ought to
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suspend our judgments. If it is not
possible
to
remove
our
disagreements, then we ought to
learn to live peacefully and gracefully
with our disagreements. In no case,
we should turn our intellectual
disagreement into personal enmity,
conspire against one-another and
even indulge in violence.

This is the essence of intellectual
tolerance.
In absence of such intellectual
tolerance the future of philosophy will
itself be endangered. Therefore,
philosophers ought to be in the
forefront of the fight against
intellectual intolerance.

Childreen in poverty
India is home to over 30 per cent
of almost 385 million children living
in extreme poverty, the highest in
South Asia, according to a new
report by the World Bank Group and
UNICEF. The report ‘Ending
Extreme Poverty: A Focus on
Children’ said children are more than
twice as likely as adults to live in
extreme poverty. In 2013, 19.5 per
cent of children in developing nations
were living in households that
survived on an average of USD 1.90
a day or less per person, compared
to just 9.2 per cent of adults.
Globally, almost 385 million
children were living in extreme
poverty. The report said sub-Saharan
Africa has both the highest rates of
children living in extreme poverty at
just under 50 per cent, and the largest
share of the world’s extremely poor
children, at just over 50 per cent.
“South Asia has the second highest
share at nearly 36 per cent with over
30 per cent of extremely poor children
living in India alone,” it said, adding
that more than four out of five children
in extreme poverty live in rural areas
The report said children are
disproportionately affected, as they
make up around a third of the
population studied, but half of the
extreme poor. The youngest children
are the most at risk with more than
one-fifth of children under the age
of five in the developing world living

in extremely poor households.
“Children are not only more likely to
be living in extreme poverty; the
effects of poverty are most
damaging to children. They are the
worst off of the worst off and the
youngest children are the worst off
of all, because the deprivations they
suffer affect the development of
their bodies and their minds,” said
UNICEF Executive Director
Anthony Lake.
“It is shocking that half of all
children in sub-Saharan Africa and
one in five children in developing
countries are growing up in extreme
poverty. This not only limits their
futures, it drags down their
societies,” Lake said. Senior
Director, Poverty and Equity at the
World Bank Group Ana Revenga
said the sheer number of children in
extreme poverty points to a real
need to invest specifically in the
early years in services such as prenatal care for pregnant mothers,
early childhood development
programs, quality schooling, clean
water, good sanitation and health
care. Revenga said improving these
services, and ensuring that today’s
children can access quality job
opportunities when the time comes,
is the only way to break the cycle of
intergenerational poverty that is so
widespread today.
–Press Trust of India
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Harsh Vardhan
A committed socialist and former
member of Lok Sabha, Harsh
Vardhan passed away on 4th
October at Delhi’s All India Institute
of Medical Sciences. He was 68.
Born on 1st December 1947 to
Savitri Singh and Yogendra Pal
Singh, Harsh Vardhan was educated
at Lucknow University. While a
student, he came in contact with
Socialist leaders of that time like
Rajnarain, Madhu Limaye, Ram
Sewak
Yadav,
George
Fernandes, Arjun
Singh
Bhadoria, Ugrasen, Capt. Abbas
Ali, Brajraj Singh. He was active in
Samajwadi Yuvjan Sabha along
with Satyadev Tripathi, Devvrat
Majumdar, Mukhtar Anis, Mohan
Singh, Mohan Prakash and Rajnath
Sharma and others. He was
President
of
Uttar

Pradesh Samajwadi Yuvjan Sabha in
1974-77.He was very much active
in JP Movement of 1974 and
was member of Chatra Yuva
Sangarsh Samiti, Uttar Pradesh,
1974-77. During the Emergency he
was arrested and put behind the bars
in Lucknow Jail. He contested in
1977 and 1980 U.P. Assembly
elections unsuccessfully but got
elected in 1985 on Janata Party ticket
from
Pharenda
assembly
constituency in Gorakhpur district.
He was closely associated with
trade union and Kisan movements
and was President Uttar Pradesh,
Hind Mazdoor Kisan Panchayat in
1986-1989. During the same period
he was General Secretary, Janata
Party, Uttar Pradesh. In 1989 when
Janata Party merged into Janata Dal
headed by VP Singh, Harsh Vardhan

contested as a Janata Dal candidate
from Maharajganj Lok Sabha seat
and got elected to ninth Lok Sabha.
Later on he joined Congress party,
was Vice-President of UP Congress
Committee and got elected in 2009
to Lok Sabha as Congress party
candidate from Maharajganj
(Gorakhpur) in Uttar Pradesh.A
dedicated social worker and
committed to secularism, Harsh
Vardhan was Imprisoned on a
number of occasions for his
participation in student, youth and
socialist movements and suffered
imprisonment. He actively struggled
against police atrocities, injustice and
corruption and was proud of his
socialist leaning and legacy and
remained committed to its values.
–Qurban Ali

A puzzle called economics!
It was Abraham Lincoln who
said: “You can fool all the people
some of the time, and some of the
people all the time, but you cannot
fool all the people all the time”.
If he is alive today, Lincoln may
take back his above quote!
It is reported that the Japanese
save a lot. They do not spend much.
Also, Japan exports far more than it
imports. Yet Japanese economy is
considered weak, even collapsing.
Americans spend a lot and save little.
Also USA imports more than it
exports. Has an annual trade deficit
of over $400 billion. Yet, the
American economy is considered
strong and trusted to get stronger.
But wherefrom do Americans get
money to spend? They borrow from
Japan, China and even India.

Virtually others save for the US to
spend. Global savings are mostly
invested in US, in dollars. India itself
keeps its foreign currency assets of
over $50 billion in US securities.
China has sunk over $160 billion in
US securities. Japan’s stakes in US
securities is in trillions. Result: The
US has taken over $5 trillion from
the world. So, as the world saves for
the US - its citizens spend freely.
Today, to keep the US consumption
going, that is for the US economy to
work, other countries have to remit
$180 billion every quarter, which is
$2 billion a day, to the US! A Chinese
economist asked a neat question.
Who has invested more, US in China,
or China in US? The US has
invested in China less than half of
what China has invested in US. The
same is the case with India. We have
invested in US over $50 billion. But

the US has invested less than $20
billion in India. Why the world is
after US? The secret lies in the
American spending, that they hardly
save. In fact they use their credit
cards to spend their future income.
That the US spends is what makes
it attractive to export to the US. So
US imports more than what it
exports year after year. The result:
The world is dependent on US
consumption for its growth. By its
deepening culture of consumption,
the US has habituated the world to
feed on US consumption. But as the
US needs money to finance its
consumption, the world provides the
money. It’s like a shopkeeper
providing the money to a customer
so that the customer keeps buying
from the shop. If the customer will
not buy, the shop won’t have
business, unless the shopkeeper
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(habits don’t change, even with
taxes, do they?). Their traditional
postal savings alone is over $1.2
trillion, about three times the Indian
GDP. Thus, savings, far from being
the strength of Japan, has become
its pain. Hence, what is the lesson?
That is, a nation cannot grow unless
the people spend, not save. Not just
spend, but borrow and spend. Dr.
Jagdish Bhagwati, the famous
Indian-born economist in the US, told
Manmohan Singh that Indians

wastefully save. Ask them to spend,
on imported cars and, seriously, even
on cosmetics! This will put India on
a growth curve. This is one of the
reason for MNCs coming down to
India, seeing the consumer spending.
‘Saving is sin, and spending is virtue.’
But before you follow this neoeconomics, get some fools to save
so that you can borrow from them
and spend!

offered asylum in India. Following
his example, many Balochis who are
at the moment residing in Europe
and elsewhere will seek to come to
India. This will open another front
against Pakistan which India can
utilize to tell the world that the
uprising in Baluchistan was like the
one in East Pakistan, which liberated
itself to become Bangladesh in 1971.

Nehru was helpless because
Baluchistan was part of Pakistan
and he had accepted the
establishment of Pakistan at the
time of partition. Badshah Khan,
as Frontier Gandhi was called, was
now a citizen of Pakistan. Any step
from Nehru would have amounted
to a war and he naturally was not
prepared for it.

The surgical strikes are one such
option which he has exercised.
Nawaz Sharif’s threat of further
retaliation could lead to a worst
situation. Even Modi may not be able
to control when events take over.
They have their own ways of
expressing themselves and can mean
anything. It’s time that Pakistan pulls
itself back from abyss because it can
fall from the cliff.

The rebellion is a warning to
Islamabad that Baluchistan could
secede. In fact, it has Shias as a
majority like Iran and does not fit into
Pushto region which is all around.
Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, the
Frontier Gandhi, is from the region.
When I met him years ago his
complaint was that Jawaharlal Nehru
had not kept his promise to establish
an independent country for the
Pushto-speaking people.

Prime Minister Modi is a different
kettle of fish. Yet, his policy so far
has been give-and-take. He was the
one who invited to his swearing-in
ceremony all leaders of SAARC
countries. Modi also stopped at
Islamabad while returning from
Afghanistan to extend a friendly
hand despite furore at home. But
today the situation on the ground is
different and may force Modi to look
at things from another perspective.

funds him. The US is like the lucky
customer. And the world is like the
helpless shopkeeper financier. Who
is America’s biggest shopkeeper
financier? Japan of course. Yet it’s
Japan which is regarded as weak.
Modern economists complain that
Japanese do not spend, so they do
not grow. To force the Japanese to
spend, the Japanese government
exerted itself, reduced the savings
rates, even charged the savers. Even
then the Japanese did not spend

–Mathai Rajan Abraham

(Continued from Page 1)

That will be too dangerous for
the country. After all, Pakistan
should know by now that after
having fought three wars—in 1948,
1965 and 1971—its loss was far
greater than it could inflict on
India. Even it had to seek the good
offices of President Clinton to get
the Pakistani soldiers, who had
infiltrated the territory, from the
Kargil heights.
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by
Rohini Gawankar
Published by
Kamalakar Subhedar,
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Soon the genetic engineering
companies shifted to the even more
obnoxious technology of introducing
pesticide properties within the
plants. About these trends, the
Independent Science Panel has
said, “Bt proteins, incorporated into
25% of all trans-genic crops
worldwide, have been found
harmful to a range of non-target
insects. Some of them are also
potent immunogens and allergens.
A team of scientists has cautioned
against releasing Bt crops for
human use.”

Despite this clear view, shared by
many eminent scientists, the main
company involved is willing to go to
any length - bribery, coercion, lies,
manipulations - to spread its
obnoxious technology because its
objective is not food security, its
objective is only to tighten its grip on
food and farming system.
Genetic engineering is so
important in this quest for
dominance as this complex and
expensive
technology
is
concentrated to a large extent in

the hands of a few giant
multinational companies and their
subsidiaries. The story that started
with snatching the plant resources
of
tropical/developing/poor
countries, then, proceeded with
new patent/IPR laws gets
completed with genetic engineering.
This is the carefully manipulated
route which these companies,
blessed by their governments in
several cases (particularly the
USA), have followed in their race
for dominance of the world food
system.

Socialists Unity Conference
October 21-22, 2016, Mumbai, Maharashtra.
Such activists friends who have firm faith in democratic socialism have come together on a common platform
‘Hum Samajvadi’ (We Socialists). The platform has successfully organized Socialists Unity Conference in
Patna and Lucknow. Gaining from the experience of last one year, another large-scale programme is being
organized in Mumbai on 21-22 October 2016. There will be a special rally on 22 October. The conference
will be attended by participants from different peoples’ organizations, political activists
Different topics are to be discussed in this conference such as elimination of communalism, fascism and caste
in the light of the Constitution; economic crisis and globalization in the last three decades; natural calamities,
agriculture crisis and development; climate change as a global challenge; status and change in education
system; unorganized labour force, their contribution, security and rights; and gender justice.
21 October 2016. 10 am to 8 pm.
Venue: Damodar Hall, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Road, Jagannath Bhatankar Marg, Parel, Mumbai – 400012.
22 October 2016. 10 am to 1 pm.
Venue: Shirodkar High School Hall, Dr Borges Road, Near Nare Park,
Chamar Bagh Cross Road, Mumbai – 400012
Public Rally: 2 pm onwards at Azad Maidan ( Near Mumbai C.S.T Railway Station )
Medha Patkar, Dr Sunilam, Madhu Mohite, Sadasiv Magdum,
Suneeti S.R, Bilal Khan, Mdhuresh, Sudhakar Stave
for Hum Samajvadi - We Socialists
For more information, please contact :
Guddi samajwadiekjutata@gmail.com 09869059860 / 07738082170
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The games they play
Rajindar Sachar
Warmongers are anti-national
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Hans A. Baer
Pratap Bhaiya of Nainital
Chandra Bhal Tripathi

Misplaced blame game
Kuldip Nayar
Pakistan’s National Security
Advisor Sartaj Aziz has said that
there is no room for improvement in
relations between India and Pakistan
so long as Narendra Modi is the
Prime Minister of India. This is the
most undemocratic and anti-people
remark any person could have made.
That it comes from a top Pakistan
official is all the more disappointing
and deplorable.

Seventy years have gone by
and there is no normalization of
relations between the two countries
because of Pakistan’s insistence
on raising the Kashmir issue at
different world forums. It was agreed
between Zulfikhar Ali Bhutto and
Indira Gandhi at Shimla in 1970 that
Kashmir was a bilateral issue and
it has to be sorted out by the two,
without any interference of a third
party.

Modi is a duly elected Prime
Minister and he and his Bhartiya
Janata Party (BJP) were returned
to power in an open, fair election.
Dissent is a part of democracy but it
does not mean that a dissenter should
be given the No. 1 position. I do not
like the ideology of Modi and his
party but he is the Prime Minister of
India and I, as a citizen of the country,
accept him in that position.

Since the Kashmir problem
had remained unresolved I met
Lord Radcliffe during a visit to
London to know his view point. He
readily agreed to meet me but on the
condition that I would not discuss
the line which he had drawn between
India and Pakistan at the time of
partition. I assured him that I was not
renewing the issue because I had no
ulterior motive. But I just wanted to
understand the rationale behind the
line delineated.

Sartaj is only shutting his eyes to
the facts. His opinion does not count
in the face of reality: the return of
BJP and Narendra Modi at the polls.
Managing Editor : Guddi
The cat was out of the bag when the
D-15, Ganesh Prasad,
National Assembly, which he was
Naushir Bharucha Marg,
addressing, passed a unanimous
Mumbai - 400 007.
resolution on the “atrocities” in
Kashmir. Prime Minister Nawaz
Email : janataweekly@gmail.com Sharif also drew a blank at the UN
where he tried to raise the issue.

Editor :
G. G. Parikh

Lord Radcliffe lived at a flat on
the Oxford Street, London. When
he opened the door I thought that he
couldn’t be Radcliffe because I had
imagined that there would be fuss in
meeting the Lord. On the contrary,
when I went to his flat he asked me if
I would have a cup of tea. When I said
yes, he himself went to the kitchen
and prepared the tea.
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I knew that Lord Radcliffe had
refused to collect his fee of Rs.
40,000 which Lord Mountbatten had
offered him when he was approached
to demarcate the border between
India and Pakistan. As a sensitive
man that he was, Lord Radcliffe
thought that the blood of one million
people who took upon themselves to
migrate from one country to other
was on his conscience. That is the
reason why he refused to the collect
the fee.
He said he was surprised that the
two countries had gone to war on
Kashmir which he considered an
insignificant territory. He blamed
Lord Mountbatten for having given
a tehsil in Gurdaspur to connect
India with Kashmir. Without it, there
would have been no link of India
with Kashmir.
There was yet another evidence
of Lord Mountbatten’s antics when
a letter from him was retrieved from
the debris of a plane crash in the
northern part of Pakistan. The letter
was being carried by his personal
aide who was travelling in the plane.
Pakistan has quoted this incident as a
evidence of nefarious design by Lord
Mountbatten who was nourishing
the grievance against Pakistan for
not making him the joint Governor
General.
I was amazed by the disclosures
that Lord Radcliffe made when he
said that while drawing the line he
had given Lahore to India. But when
he realized that Pakistan would not
have an important place to locate its
capital, he had allotted it to Pakistan.
Pakistan has itself to blame for
the conditions prevailing in Kashmir.
When the British quit, Maharaja
Hari Singh of Jammu and Kashmir
announced his independence.
Pakistan sent its regular troops
(Contd. on Page 6)

The games they play
Rajindar Sachar
I feel anger that the present-day
politicians can act so low as to
use even the most delicate matters
of defence and security to their
partisan advantage. Previously, the
matter of defence was accepted
as the country’s concern. That is
why Jayaprakash Narayan, who
had been maligned for his anticorruption movement in Gujarat
by Indira Gandhi, had no hesitation
in agreeing to her request to go on
international tours to educate the
public about the delicate situation
in Bangladesh. No one played
politics with the country’s security
and dignity and the sacrifice and
planning of the defence forces.
Atal Bihari Vajpayee, the then
leader of the opposition, called Indira
‘Durga’. The Congress projected it
not as a victory of the Indian Army
for its brilliant strategy, rather it
was claimed as Indira’s personal
victory and strategy. Still, nobody
grudged it. It is common to give
credit to the current leader - just as
the Allies won the world war, but in
the UK, it was Churchill, and not
the coalition partner Labour Party,
who got the credit. It is a different
matter that England’s electorate
was sensible enough to realise that
post-war reconstruction required
a modest-looking Attlee than the
bumbling Churchill. The CPM is
now taking the same stand as the
Congress - not surprising - having
accepted in the West Bengal general
election the role of a junior partner,
it has to follow the lead given by
Rahul Gandhi. Need I remind the
CPM and CPI that in the war against
Hitler, they gave all credit to Stalin’s
leadership than to the unimaginably
courageous Red Army? It is natural

in politics. The Army does not want
public kudos, it only wants its due
recognition, dignity and respect.
Let Rahul also be updated that
because of this victory in East
Bengal, Indira preponed the general
election in the country by almost two
years. The election was due to be
held in February 1972, but Indira, in
the wake of the Bangladesh victory,
dissolved Parliament on December
27, 1970, and held fresh election and
obtained overwhelming victory unlike when parliamentary elections
were held in February 1967, the
Congress had won only 54 per cent
seats. No one accused Indira of foul
play, as Rahul has done now of
Modi. Everyone took it as a normal
political strategy which every party
is entitled to. What would Rahul like
to call his grandmother’s normal
political strategy?
Following the Uri attack, there
was a condemnation of the alleged
lack of proper response by the
government. The healthy conventions
of democracies that these matters are
left best to be determined by the
Army and its experts (along with
the mandatory consultation with
the Opposition, of course only on
general information and not strategic
details) was ignored by Modi, so
when the government owned up to
the strategic strikes inside Pakistan
area, the Opposition demanded
proof - an insult to the Army and its
achievements. And when pressed
to a corner, the government yielded
and purported to give proof; maybe
a little too self-congratulatory. There
the matter should have rested under
mature politicians.
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But then Rahul, who in the first
instance behaved like a responsible
opposition leader, soon let partisan
thinking take over and in a totally
unacceptable language attacked
Modi for ‘jawanon ke khoon ki
dalali’. To make his point stronger,
he referred to Raj Babbar’s film Insaf
ka Tarazu, proudly proclaiming that
‘Congress has given justice to the
people. Congress has respected insaf
ka tarazu which Modi has not’.
Would some of Rahul’s cronies
explain to him that Raj Babbar’s role
in the said film was that of a villainrapist and since he was protected
by his riches and cronies, the public
took upon itself to avenge the insult
to womanhood by killing the villain.
Is there any relevance to the present
situation?
These election strategies are
normal in a democratic state - every
political party is perfectly within its
rights to take political advantage.
I am surprised that the Congress
and the Left are behaving in such
a cringing and ‘unsportman-like’
manner.
In this game of one-upmanship,
Congress spokesperson correctly
taunted the BJP by reminding it
that as far back as 1965, it was Lal
Bahadur Shastri, Congress PM,
who crossed the LoC. But some
cynics may comment that though
the Congress wants to take the
credit for Shastri’s bold action, but
in reality, it acts so shamelessly that
none of the top Congress leaders,
including Sonia Gandhi and Rahul
Gandhi, considered it their duty to
pay homage at his samadhi on his
birth anniversary recently. Does one
take the revival of Barua’s insulting
slogan of ‘India is Indira’, with the
difference of substituting instead
Sonia or Rahul, as the Congress
philosophy?
(Contd. on Page 6)
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Warmongers are anti-national
Sandeep Pandey
The Indian government, after the
surgical strike on 29 September,
2016, details of which have not
been made very clear, in response
to the Uri attack on 18 September,
appears to be in a complacent mood
as a result of something which it
deems to be an accomplishment.
This is similar to the nuclear tests
conducted on 11 May, 1998. Even
then some BJP leaders indulged in
chest thumping, some were issuing
warnings and threats to Pakistan.
But before the end of that month,
Pakistan too conducted its tests,
taking India by surprise. Hence
those celebrating India’s success at
the border must be cautious. India
has not carried out a strike which
will deter Pakistan from attacking
India directly or through proxy in
future. When nuclear tests were
conducted we were told that India
now possessed a weapon that what
to talk of Pakistan even US would
be wary of it. But before Atal Bihari
Vajpayee could conclude his term
as Prime Minister, Pakistani forces
infiltrated in Kargil.
Just like the arms race between
Indian and Pakistan accelerated after
the nuclear tests, even though the
social indices of the two neighbours
are the worst compared to their
neighbours in South Asia, consuming
invaluable resources which should
have been spent on making basic
necessities of life available to its
citizens, competition in acquiring
material for mutual destruction
would receive a similar fillip after
the Indian surgical strike. It would be
underestimating Pakistan if we think
that it would be discouraged from

carrying out its regular incursions
in future because of our surgical
strike. The problem with arms race
is nobody knows when it’ll end.
With technological advancement
more sophisticated and dangerous
weapons become available. If one
country acquires a certain weapon
then it becomes mandatory for the
other to acquire something which
is of equal destructive potential.
The weapons are acquired for one’s
security. But they actually increase
the feeling of insecurity. First we
worry only about our security, then
we have to worry about the security
of our weapons too. For example,
countries possessing nuclear
weapons have to worry about their
security too. It is a matter of grave
concern for US that the Pakistani
nuclear weapons should not fall in
the hands of Islamist extremists.
Currently India has created a
situation which will trigger another
round of arms acquisition between
the neighbours. Countries which
will benefit are US, Israel, Russia,
Britain, France, China, etc., from
whom India and Pakistan will buy
their arms. The money which should
have been spent on education,
health care, food security, housing,
sanitation, to ensure that no child
is malnourished and no women
is anemic, will now be spent on
purchasing weapons. Hence, even
building an atmosphere of war is
a crime against the poor people of
both countries.
Rajnath Singh has declared that
the 3,323 km long India-Pakistan
border will be sealed. Boundaries
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are made by humans and they
have a history of changing. People
and material will keep moving
across India-Pakistan border because
people on both sides have relatives
and their religious places on the other
side. People want to travel across the
border. Two countries have cultural
affinity. Nowhere else in the world,
the language spoken in large part of
north India, known as Hindi in India
and Urdu in Pakistan, is understood
so well as in Pakistan. At a time
when European countries have made
borders irrelevant we are talking
about sealing our borders. West and
East Germany demolished the wall
between them. We want to build one
between India and Pakistan. If there
are governments in the two countries
in future who decide to make peace
then the money spent on sealing the
borders will go waste. Hence, the
effort should be to open the borders,
not seal them. Impregnable border
is sign of animosity, open border is
sign of friendship. Enmity is short
term, non-permanent, friendship is
long term, stable. Hence the decision
of Indian government to seal borders
lacks wisdom and is anti-people. It is
a waste of public resources. Is there
a guarantee that sealed borders will
prevent terrorists from invading?
Aerial attacks and through sea, like
the one in Mumbai, can still take
place. Worst, they can infiltrate,
physically and mentally. How will
the sealed border prevent somebody
inside India from being radicalized?
We should look for solutions so that
terrorists stop coming and people
stop becoming radicals. It requires
deeper introspection than a symbolic
gesture of sealing border.
People die in wars. It is not
always the terrorists or combatants
who die. As we saw in over three
months of protests in Kashmir, the
bullets of security forces killed

children, women and old too. Even
the family of soldier doesn’t want
him to die. They want to see him
return alive. His job is to protect
the border. He sacrifices his life
in very special circumstances. It
is the governments which create
situations in which the soldier may
have to sacrifice his life or he may
remain safe. If the governments are
not able to solve their problem with
neighbouring countries then soldiers
may have to sacrifice their lives.
If the governments show intent of
solving the problem then soldiers
may not be required to risk their
lives. War is a sign of failure of
government to solve the problem
with neighbours and peace is a sign

of success. A government which is
concerned about its citizens will
never want to go to war. On the
contrary, a government insensitive
towards its citizens will put their
lives in danger.
To create war hysteria in the
country is not patriotism but antinational, as it will lead the country to
disaster. It is not a sign of responsible
government which allows politics
of jingoism. The government and
the Bhartiya Janata Party may
temporarily gain from the war or
building the atmosphere of war, but
the citizens stand to lose in the long
term.

Stop using army and martyrs
for political gains
It is very unfortunate that the
present government is using the
Surgical Strike of 29th September
2016 by the Indian army following
the Uri attack on a army camp as an
excuse for whipping up war hysteria.
The Socialist Party denounces this
deed of the government completely.
What ought to have happened is
that the government in keeping
with its gravity and responsibility
should have directed the media and
war-mongers to desist from any
war hysteria. Instead it is in cohorts
with the media and war-mongers to
promote war hysteria. This is the first
instance of a government using the
armed forces and martyrs so directly
for vote politics.
The Socialist Party believes that
this is the government’s ploy to
distract public attention from its
failures and ensure its victory in
the upcoming polls in four states,
including UP. The other truth in
this episode is also the fact that

British sympathizers like RSS/BJP
are keen to register themselves as
patriots at the cost of the army and
martyrs. Otherwise, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi himself has often
made objectionable comments about
the Indian Army. In his last two years
of service it has become very clear
that he is basically the ‘pradhan
sevak’ of big corporate houses and
fanatical elements.
In this entire episode the
government and the media together
have weakened India’s position
versus Pakistan at the international
level. The irresponsible statements
against the army’s Surgical Strike
by some opposition leaders and civil
society activists have also further
damaged India’s position and fueled
war hysteria. Situations have been
so turned that even to ask legitimate
non-political questions about the
episode is now an act of treason.
(Contd. on Page 6)
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Resisting the rise of BJP
Varughese George
Prof. Irfan Habib`s letter to the
CPI(M) politbureau on June 26
seeking a positive approach to
Congress in the context of BJP`s
emergence deserves a considered
discussion. The traditional Left in
the country including the socialists
and communists is on the wane and
they alone cannot fight BJP is a
plain truth. The socialists who had
secured ten percent votes in the first
general elections could secure only
8.7 per cent votes in the last general
elections viz. 3.4% for Samajvadi
Party, 1.7% for Biju Janata Dal,
1.3% for Rashtriya Janata Dal,
1.1% for Janata Dal(United) 0.7%
for Janata Dal(Secular) and 0.5%
for Indian National Lok Dal. The
communist left who had secured
eight percent votes and 61seats in
Lok Sabha a dacade and half ago
secured only 4.5%votes and 12 seats
in the last Lok Sabha elections. It
consists of 3.2% to CPI(M) 0.8%
to CPI, 0.3% to RSP and 0.2% to
Forward Bloc. In the second general
elections the undivided Communist
party brought its 27 members to
Lok Sabha from nine states, but
now it is confined to three states.
The Congress party that secured
one fifth of total votes polled in the
last Lok Sabha elections cannot be
wished away when forming an antiBJP front.
This was the logic that the left
pursued when it had supported UPA1.
The UPA coalition partners and the
four left parties then agreed upon
a common minimum programme,
formed an UPA-Left co-ordination
committee and elected Somanath
Chatterjee as Speaker of Lok Sabha.

In this course of action the Left
had to make two compromises.
The first was the support extended
to the Patent Amendment Act in
Parliament that came as a corollary
to WTO regulations. The second was
that the Left allowed the government
to approach the IAEA for talks on
India-US civil nuclear agreement.
Achin Vanaik then commented that`
the move clearly signaled a softening
of Left`s original stand`. But still
the Left was able to put brakes on
UPA government`s design to further
disinvest public sector industries and
public sector financial institutions.
This dialectics can be applied
in the next Parliament elections
when the Left can make electoral
adjustment with the Congress as
crafted in West Bengal. But the
alliance in Bengal was lukewarm
and unenthusiastic and the masses
did not trust it. On the other hand
Nithish Kumar`s electoral alliance
with Congress in Bihar proved
highly successful since it was
wholehearted unlike in Bengal. If
the Congress, the Left and AIUDF
had joined hands together Assam
would not have been offered to
the BJP where the Congress had
had an uninterrupted rule of 15
years. The Congress should also
learn to live with the coalition
philosophy considering its abating
influence with only Karnataka, a
rather large state in South in its
fold along with some small states
in North. As early as1954 Congress
supported a minority PSP ministry
in Travancore-Cochin with Pattom
Thanu Pillai as Chief Minister whose
party had just 19 members in the

Assembly where the former had 45
members whose leader was none less
than Panampally Govinda Menon. In
1960 also the scenario was repeated
when Congress supported a PSP-led
government in the newly formed
state of Kerala. The Congress had 63
seats and the PSP had 20 seats and
again the Chief Minister was Pattom
Thanu Pillai of PSP. Such were the
times when coalition politics was
at an experimental stage and the
leaders were stalwarts who came
through the national movement.
Similarly if the Congress had shown
some patience in enduring the Union
governments led by Charan Singh,
Chandra Sekhar, V. P. Singh, Deve
Gowda and I. K. Gujral and not have
withdrawn support on flimsy grounds
and allowed space and time for the
growth of a democratic alternative,
the politics of this country would
have been entirely different. The
people became tired and weary of the
short-lived Janata governments and
BJP was catapulted to the position
of principal opposition and then
as ruling party between1999 and
2009 which had just two members
in Lok Sabha in 1984. The Left
also should understand that in
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh,
Gujarat and Rajasthan there is
no democratic alternative except
Congress to fight BJP.
The classic example of a BJP win
over a disunited opposition is UP
Lok Sabha elction of 2014. The BJP
won 71 seats and its ally, Apna Dal
two seats. The BJP`s vote share was
42.3% while SP got 22.2 per cent,
BSP19.6%, RLD 0.9% and Congress
7%. The non-BJP parties had secured
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more votes than BJP, but the secular
votes were divided. BJP`s first ever
victory from a constituency, Nemom
in Trivandrum to Kerala Legislative
Assembly is a pointer to the things to
come. In spite of a massive victory
the CPI(M)`s vote share was reduced
by two percent in 2016 compared
to the 2011 Kerala Legislative
Assembly vote share to it. This must
have been the reason for Prof. Irfan
Habib asking LDF to make alliance
with UDF partners to resist the rise
of BJP in Kerala.
(Contd. from Page 2)
because it did not accept the
Maharaja’s decision. India’s first
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru did
not accept the Maharaja’s accession
until he made Sheikh Abdullah, the
popular Kashmiri leader, in prison
at the time, as Prime Minister of
the state.
There was so much delay in Nehru
giving his nod to the accession that
the Pakistani troops reached the
outskirts of Srinagar airport. The
Indian forces were flown and they
reached at the nick of time to secure
the airport. Captain Rai was the first
casualty. Had the Pakistani forces
not wasted time in looting and raping
at Baramulla, they would have had
the control of the airport. If they had
done so, the entire story would have
been different.
Sartaj Aiziz, I think, is wrong
to pick on Modi because when he
stopped at Islamabad, Kashmir’s
accession was history. Modi has
had no hand in it. He started with all
the goodwill and visited Islamabad
to participate in the birthday
celebrations of Nawaz Sharif ’s
granddaughter.
Pakistan’s obsession is Islam,
the religion. Islam, that they made
the state religion. Since Modi is
considered an exponent of Hindutva

- he was an RSS pracharak - he is
blamed for all the wrong that had
happened to the Muslims in India
after partition. Posterity will confirm
that the border accepted on the basis
of religion is a permanent wrong
done to people on both the countries.
They remain segregated because one
is Hindu and the other is Muslim.

become the leaders of the world
if we start living peacefully, amid
mutual trust. If that sounds like the
ravings of a person who spent the
first 25 years of his life in Lahore and
cannot forget the common culture
of a Punjabi (which I believe still
exists in both Punjabs), let me be
so tainted.

I hope that the dream of
Pakistan’s founder Mohammad
Ali Jinnah comes true. He said that
the two countries would live like
America and Canada. They would,
Jinnah said, cease to be Hindus and
Muslims, not in the religious sense
but otherwise, and stop mixing
religion with the state.

(Contd. from Page 4)
This is a dangerous situation for
democracy.

(Contd. from Page 3)
Of course, the BJP conduct in
the post-strikes is also stinking. It is
a nauseating suggestion, as if these
strikes were given under the special
command of Modi or BJP president
Amit Shah. The abhorrent elections
strategy by the BJP in UP is openly
to whip up anti-Muslim sentiment.
Look at the way compensation was
given to the kin of the man who died
in hospital and was charged with the
murder of Akhlak in Dadri. Also,
the way in which actor Nawajuddin
was prevented by BJP and Shiv Sena
goons to participate in Ram Lila
when he volunteered to do so.
It is uncomfortable how Pakistani
actors are now being denied work
in India, even when all permissions
have been duly given. The only hope
of mutual goodwill and ultimate
peace between India and Pakistan
depends on keeping alive our
common lines of communication,
films, plays, music, and common
heritage, especially of Punjab on
either side.
India and Pakistan are like
Siamese twin. We can either destroy
ourselves by our animosity or

The army has its own way of
functioning. The Socialist Party
believes that the army’s job ought to
be left to the army. The government,
politicians and civil society activists,
must do their job. Their job is to
work towards alleviating deep rooted
problems like poverty, ill health,
hunger, malnutrition, illiteracy,
unemployment, etc. within the given
framework of independent and selfreliant economic policies. War will
claim many martyrs and also damage
the country’s economy.
Socialist Party invokes the
conscientious citizens of the country
to come forward and use their
discretion to neutralize the war
hysteria of all the war-mongers
including the government.
- Dr. Prem Singh
Spokesperson and General
Secretary, Socialist Party(India)
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Compensation most foul
October 8 will be remembered
as the date when India crossed the
Rubicon. Nothing as dramatic as
the “surgical strikes” happened on
this day.
On this date, the government
of Uttar Pradesh decided to award
a compensation of Rs 25 lakh to
the family of Ravin Sisodia, a
resident of Bisara, a village in Dadri.
Sisodia died in jail due to multiple
organ failure. The doctors and the
forensic report concluded that it was
a natural death. Sisodia wasn’t in
jail for some petty crime. Last year,
he was allegedly part of the crowd
which dragged a Muslim man,
Mohammad Akhlaq, out of his house
and killed him. Akhlaq’s death raised
indignation across the nation and led
to a wave of protests initiated by
writers against the state-sponsored
intolerance directed at minorities.
Only one death. An insignificant
figure when compared with the
numbers of Muslims killed in
Bhagalpur or Nellie or Gujarat or
the Sikhs killed in 1984 in Delhi
and elsewhere. But the shock it
generated was felt across the nation.
The act and its fallout played a
major role in the assembly election
of Bihar. The death of Akhlaq was
a result of the complete failure, not
only of the state’s organs, but also
of our polity. It was because of the
realisation of the enormity of this
failure that the UP government gave
a huge compensation to the family
of Akhlaq.
Compensation to Muslims in the
wake of communal violence has
always been an issue with Hindus.
I would call this compensation
envy or compensation complex —
which neighbours of the Muslim
victims suffer from. We have heard
complaints — most recently in
Muzaffarnagar — that Muslims are,

in fact, beneficiaries of communal
violence.
Hindus feel deprived and they
believe that the violence is in fact
invited by the Muslims themselves
for this compensation. They allege
that Muslims burn their houses
for state money. It also leads to a
hatred for Muslims as they are seen
helpless, seeking alms from the state
and unable to fend for themselves.
They are looked down upon as lesser
human beings living off the money
of the Hindus, who are the real and
major taxpayers.
The compensation for the death
of Akhlaq was made an issue by the
leaders of the BJP and the villagers.
Violent campaigns in the name
of cow protection even after this
death continued across states which
caused humiliation and claimed
more Muslim lives. All this led
the villagers of Bisara to feel that
killing of Akhlaq was a just and
pious act. The fiction of the killing
of a cow and eating beef turned into
fact through a sustained campaign.
Within a year, Akhlaq and his family
were converted from victims into
accused and suspects. They had
by their alleged act of killing of a
cow, sacred to Hindus, instigated
and lead the Hindus to express their
anger which led to the death of
Akhlaq. The courts have directed
the authorities to file a criminal case
against the family of Akhlaq.
In the imagination of the villagers
of Bisara, Sisodia and others became
victims and heroes at the same
time. We have seen agitation by the
villagers of Bisara demanding their
release and withdrawal of cases
against them. A similar agitation is
going on in Muzaffarnagar. These
agitations are led by locals blessed
by the RSS and the BJP. The BJP has
decided to remove the fig leaf: Its

leaders openly address the revengeseeking crowd and generate a sense
of injustice and anger in them.
Sisodia was a taxi driver. Did he
actually participate in the killing? It
was yet to be decided. But he was
an accused. And he died due to an
illness awaiting trail. Are such deaths
compensated by the state? We know
the answer. But the UP government
thought otherwise. By giving in to
bullying by the kin of the accused
— who refused to cremate Sisodia
if their demand was not met — the
government has created a dangerous
precedent. What is also unique
in this affair is the arrangement
through which this figure has been
achieved. The state government
pays Rs 10 lakh, 10 lakh will be
given by some NGOs and five lakh
by Union minister Mahesh Sharma
and Sangeet Som, a BJP MLA who
is also an accused in the communal
violence in Muzaffarnagar. It was
a deal brokered by the minister.
The state government agreed as it
did not want the impression that
Hindu deaths didn’t matter to go in
an election year. We need to notice
that the state government sheepishly
allowed its jurisdiction to be violated
by the Central minister.
Involvement of NGOs in this
compensation package is an
innovation. Why was this done?
Did the state government not
have sufficient funds? What is the
Central minister’s contribution doing
here? This single act is a complete
capitulation and surrender of its
authority by the UP government.
It will have grave implications for
the principle of division of powers
between the states and the Centre.
It is also an act that informalises
governance…
-Apoorvanand in Indian Express
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Pratap Bhaiya of Nainital
Chandra Bhal Tripathi
Pratap Singh, socialist leader
of Nainital, was my contemporary
at Lucknow University and a dear
comrade. He was an Advocate, a
PSP leader, Health Minister in the
UP Government led by Chaudhari
Charan Singh in 196, hugely popular
in Kumaon region as Pratap Bhaiya,
who had established 105 primary
schools in the region each of which
he visited once a year. I have not met
a person as meticulous as him in the
matter of time. Once in my presence
in his office a person came to see
him at 4:05 PM. He said to him:
“Sorry, your appointment was at 4
PM. Please fix another appointment
and come again.”
In 1953 the socialist youth from
all corners of India established
S a m a j w a d i Yu w a k S a b h a a t
Kashi Vidyapeeth, Varanasi. Soon
thereafter the UP branch of SYS held
a 15-day camp at Bhimtal, Nainital
District, which was inaugurated
by Acharya Narendra Deva and
addressed, among others, by Dr.
Lohia and Prof. Mukut Bihari Lal.
The participants included two PSP
MLAs, Narayan Datt Tiwari and
Ramdatt Joshi, poet Chandrika
Singh ‘Karunesh’, Kashi Nath
Misra, etc. We had very serious
discussions on Marxism, democratic
socialism, party’s policies and
programmes. Every morning we
used to do ‘shramdan’ and during
that short duration dug a hill road
nearby.
After the camp was over three of
us, viz., Pratap Singh, Gyanendra
Srivastava of Kanpur and myself,
decided to visit the beautiful hill
station of Mukteshwar at an altitude
of 10,000 feet where a branch of
the Indian Veterinary Research
Institute (Hqs. at Izatnagar, Bareli)

is located. There was no motorable
road then and we had to cover
25 miles on foot each way in the
hilly terrain. We halted for the
night at the Rest House, Ramgarh,
famous for apple orchards, where
Gurudeva Rabindranatha Tagore
had stayed probably several times,
a famous botanist Dr. Boshi Sen
had settled, and the great Hindi
poet Mahadevi Varma had a villa
for staying in the summer. Apart
from other works she wrote her
famous reminiscences Ateet ke
Chalachitra at Ramgarh.
Our main attraction was that
Acharya Narendra Deva was staying
at the Rest House at Ramgarh
because of which we had no difficulty
in securing accommodation at
Ramgarh for the night. Acharyaji
was dictating a book in Hindi
on Buddhism to a scholar whom
he introduced as a Panditji from
Varanasi. It is worth recalling that
Acharyaji was the greatest Indian
scholar of Pali. The original text
of the most important Buddhist
treatise Abhidhammakosha in
Sanskrit had become extinct. It was
available in Tibetan and Mahapandit
Rahul Sankrityayan had translated
it from Tibetan into Hindi. But
Acharyaji told me once that that
translation suffered from some
defects. As its French version was
available and Acharyaji was a good
scholar and speaker of French, he
translated that treatise from French
into Hindi. The Hindi book that he
was dictating in the Rest House
at Ramgarh became known as the
most authentic book on Buddhism
under the caption Bauddha Dharma
Darshan and published by the Bihar
Rashtrabhasha Prachar Samiti.
And the Panditji who was taking
dictation from Acharyaji was Pandit

Jagannath Upadhyaya who became
famous as the Marxist Buddhist
scholar and Professor of Pali at the
Varanaseya Sampurnanand Sanskrit
Vishwavidyalaya. It was one of
the most memorable occasions for
us. young socialists, to listen to
Acharyaji.
On our return to Nainital, which
used to be the summer capital of UP,
we learnt that Governor KM Munshi
and the Cabinet Ministers of UP were
staying there. At the instance of the
Governor, who was the Chancellor
of the State Universities, the ViceChancellors’ Conference had taken
an uncostitutional decision to make
membership of the university
student unions optional and have
indirect elections to the posts in
the unions. The reason was that in
those days it was only the socialists
and to a less degree the communists
who invariably got elected as
Presidents or other important officebearers in the student unions. The
ABVP was hardly effective and
the Youth Congress, with plenty of
funds provided by the Congress,
was a non-entity. To subvert this
situation Governor Munshi, who
was a Congressman with inclination
towards Hindutva elements, and C.
B. Gupta, Health Minister and Hon.
Treasurer of Lucknow University,
had hatched this conspiracy. We had
a strong reason in our favour that the
Constitution of our Union, enforced
by the University three decades ago,
provided that before making any
amendment to the Constitution the
General Body of the students would
have to be consulted. We wanted this
right to be consulted to be honoured
by the authorities as we were sure
that the overwhelming majority
of the students would support us.
Therefore, Pratap Singh, Gyanendra
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Srivastava and myself met Guptaji
at the famous ‘Flats’ of Nainital and
requested him not to enforce the
decision of the Vice-Chancellors’
Conference until the General Body
of the students was consulted. But
the arrogant Guptaji in his gruff
voice threatened us: “Why should
we consult you? We will see you.”
We kind of warned him that when
the University reopened this would
be a burning issue and the authorities
could not take away our democratic
and constitutional right.
The result was that as anticipated
the new session started with meetings,
processions, strike and ultimately
hunger strike by seven student
leaders in the Union building. Soon
the agitation spread all over UP. A
Students’ Action Committee was
formed with myself as Chairman and
11 members including the former
Secretary of the Union, Robin Mitra,
and Pratap Singh. On the midnight of
October 31, 1953 a contingent of 700
PAC from Sitapur surrounded the
Union building, arrested the hunger
strikers, hundreds of students and 9
out of 12 members of the Students’
Action Committee. I escaped
from the Union building and went
underground, changing my shelter
and conducting the movement.
Pratap Singh went away to Nainital
and J. P. Tiwari to Faizabad. The
next morning a huge procession led
by Shehla Husaini was taken out
which broke the police cordon. That
day unfortunately three lives were
lost in police firing. Ultimately the
State authorities and Guptaji had to
yield and we won on both counts of
compulsory membership and direct
elections. A Union Minister, Rafi
Ahmad Kidwai, openly supported
our cause and we were able to win
moral support of Prime Minister
Nehru whom we called upon in the
first week of September 1953 in his
office, though he did not express his
view publicly. He heard patiently
our case. After our victory Dr. Ram
Manohar Lohia wrote an article
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captioned The Lucknow Revolt in the
National Herald. In that struggle, in
which 14,000 students went to jail
all over the State, Pratap Singh stood
like a rock.
Years later, in 1967, when I was
working as Deputy Commissioner
for SC&ST at Chandigarh, one day
a large car appeared at my office and
I was pleasantly surprised to find
my old friend, Pratap Singh who
had become Pratap Bhaiya for the
people of Kumaon by then and was
the Health Minister in Chaudhari
Charan Singh’s cabinet, coming to
see me. He said that he proposed
to set up a PGI at Lucknow and for
that purpose he had come to see the
PGI, Chandigarh. He took me to the
PGI to introduce me to the Director
of the PGI, Chandigarh.
Pratap Bhaiya established a
unique institution named Shaheed
Sainik Vidyalaya at Nainital
which provided free board and

lodging, uniforms, books, etc. (all
facilities completely free) to children
of any soldier from any part of
India who died in a combat with
the enemy. He was permitted by
the Ministry of Defence to use the
nomenclature, the colour of the
uniform and the syllabus of the
official Sainik Schools. Once I had
gone with my wife and younger
daughter in 1989 to visit Nainital,
Bhimtal, Kainchi, Almora, Ranikhet
and Kausani when Pratap Bhaiya
invited me to address the students of
that idealistic institution. I became a
bit emotional recalling the ideals and
goals during the freedom movement
and the degeneration that had set in,
our working together in the student
and socialist youth movements
with Acharya Narendra Deva as our
mentor and icon. Pratap Bhaiya’s
wife was a great source of strength
to him and was a leader for women’s
empowerment. I salute the memory
of the unassuming socialist couple.
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Toward Democratic Eco-socialism
Hans A. Baer
This essay is guided by two
imperatives: (1) how do we live
in harmony with each other on a
fragile planet of limited resources,
which have become unevenly
distributed; and (2) how do we live
in harmony with nature, particularly
as humanity lurches forward into
an era of potentially catastrophic,
anthropogenic climate change that
to a large degree is a by-product of
the capitalist world system. Social
systems, whether they exist at the
local, regional, or global levels, do
not last forever. Capitalism, as
a globalizing political economic
system committed to profit
making and continual economic
growth, has created a treadmill
of production and consumption
that is heavily dependent upon
fossil fuels and has resulted in
greenhouse gas emissions that drive
climate change. While capitalism
has produced numerous impressive
technological innovations, some
beneficial and others destructive,
which are very unevenly distributed,
it is a system fraught with numerous
contradictions, including: growing
social disparities within most
nation-states, authoritarian and
militarist practices, depletion of
natural resources, environmental
degradation, including global
warming and associated climatic
changes, species extinction, and
population growth as a by-product of
poverty. Even more so than in earlier
stages of capitalism, transnational
corporations and their associated
bodies, such as the World Bank, the
International Monetary Fund, and
the World Trade Organization, make
or break governments and politicians
around the world, although the
extent to which this is true varies
from country to country. Although

capitalism has been around for about
500 years, it manifests so many
contradictions that it has become
increasingly clear that it must be
replaced by a “next system” or
an alternative world system—one
oriented toward social parity and
justice, democratic processes, and
environmental sustainability, which
includes a safe climate.
Reconceptualizing Socialism
Numerous observers have viewed
the collapse of Communist regimes
in the former Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe as an indication
that capitalism constitutes the
end of history and that socialism
was a bankrupt experiment that
led to totalitarianism, forced
collectivization, gulags, ruthless
political purges, and inefficient
centralized planned economies. What
these commentators often overlook
is that efforts to create socialistoriented societies occurred in, by and
large, economically underdeveloped
countries. Historically, Marxists or
socialists have engaged in intense
debates as to whether the transition
from capitalism to socialism would
occur vis-à-vis revolutionary change
or more gradual change by way of
reforms in various parts of the world.
Revolutions involve sudden and
radical social transformations and are
often associated with varying levels
of violence, as was the case with
the American, French, Bolshevik,
Chinese, and Cuban revolutions.
The efforts of Lenin, Trotsky,
and other Bolsheviks to develop the
beginnings of the process that they
hoped would result in socialism
occurred under extremely adverse
conditions, including constant
external threat. Although the

Bolsheviks, particularly under the
dictatorial leadership of Stalin,
managed to transform the Soviet
Union into an industrial powerhouse
by the 1930s, a variety of external
forces, such as World War II and
the Cold War, and internal forces,
such as a centralized command
economy and a political system
of one-party rule, prevented the
development of socialist democracy.
With some modifications, the model
of bureaucratic centralism was
adopted by various other postrevolutionary societies after World
War II, starting with China in
1949. The contradictory nature of
Leninist regimes imploded first in
Eastern Europe in 1989, particularly
highlighted by the opening of the
Berlin Wall, and in the Soviet
Union in 1991. In the case of China,
its Communist leaders embraced
capitalist structures as a means
of rapid development to the point
that some scholars argue that it
now constitutes a state capitalist
society, entailing tremendous social
inequalities and environmental
devastation. The collapse of
Communist regimes created a crisis
for many leftists throughout the
world. Many progressives had hoped
that somehow these societies, which
were characterized in a variety
of ways, would undergo changes
that would transform them into
democratic and ecologicallysensitive socialist societies.
Democratic Socialism
Due to the shortcomings of
efforts to create socialism in the
twentieth century, the notion of
socialism has been discredited in
many quarters. This has prompted
various progressive scholars and
social activists who wish to preserve
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the ideals of socialism, such as
collective ownership, social equality,
and representative and participatory
democracy, to refer to their visions
of a better world in terms such
as radical democracy, global
democracy, and Earth democracy.
Nevertheless, it is important for
progressive people to come to terms
with the historical discrepancies
between the ideals of socialism and
the realities of what passed for it.
This is so they can reconstruct a
viable global socialist system, with
manifestations at regional and local
levels, that is highly democratic
rather than authoritarian, that ensures
that all people have access to basic
resources, and that is at the same
time environmentally sustainable. It
is my assertion that what I term postrevolutionary societies or what some
term actually-existing socialist
societies, exhibited, and in some
cases still display, positive features.
They also demonstrated, or still
show, notable negative features.
Unfortunately, all too many of the
negative features have been tragic
and horrific, to the point that they
have discredited the notions of
socialism and communism in the
minds of many people.
It is important for progressive
people to come to terms with the
historical discrepancies between the
ideals of socialism and the realities
of what passed for it.
Authentic socialism remains very
much a vision, one which various
individuals and groups seek to frame
in new guises. Numerous Marxian
scholars have asserted that socialism
is inherently more democratic than
capitalist societies could ever be
and, thus, democracy is an inherent
component of socialism. According
to Ralph Miliband in Socialism
for a Sceptical Age, three core
propositions define socialism: (1)
democracy, (2) egalitarianism,
and (3) socialization or public
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ownership of a predominant part
of the economy[1]. Although some
areas of a socialist society would
require centralized planning and
coordination, democratic socialism
recognizes the need for decentralized
economic, political, and social
structures that would permit
the greatest amount of popular
participation in decision making.
Socialist democracy would involve
not only democracy in the workplace
but also citizen involvement in
the operation of educational
institutions, health facilities, housing
associations, and other organizations
that impact people’s lives. Miliband
envisions three distinct economic
sectors:
• a predominant and varied public
sector;
• a sizable cooperative sector; and
• a sizeable private sector consisting
primarily of small and medium
companies that would play a
significant role in providing
various goods, services, and
amenities.[2]
In The Idea of Communism, Tariq
Ali argues that twenty-first century
socialism should include political
pluralism, freedom of speech, access
to the media, the right to form trade
unions and cultural liberty.[3]
Eco-socialism
In the past, Marxian political
economy has tended to give, at
best, passing consideration
to environmental factors, but
historically there have been
exceptions to this tendency. Various
Marxian theorists, including Herbert
Marcuse, Erich Fromm, E.P.
Thompson, and André Gorz have
served as precursors to presentday eco-socialism. Over the past
three decades or so, various leftists
have become more sensitive to the
environmental travesties that have
occurred not only in developed and
developing capitalist societies but
also in post-revolutionary societies.

Indeed, John Bellamy Foster argues
in Marx’s Ecology that Karl Marx
himself recognized that capitalism
is in a metabolic rift with nature.[4]
Eco-socialism seeks to come
to grips with the growth paradigm
inherent in capitalism and to which
post-revolutionary societies in the
past subscribed and still do today; a
case in point is China. Foster, in The
Ecological Revolution, asserts
revolutionary change entails
both political-economic and
environmental considerations[5] Ecosocialism has made some headway
among Marxist scholars in China.
Ariel Salleh, an Australian
sociologist, has served as a longtime proponent of socialist ecofeminism and Indian eco-feminist
Vandana Shiva asserts, in Earth
Democracy, that all beings, human
and nonhuman, have a natural right
to sustenance, and that a just society
is based on a living commons and
economic democracy.[6]
Democratic Eco-socialism
The concept of democratic ecosocialism constitutes a merger of
the earlier existing concepts of
democratic socialism and ecosocialism. It is imperative that
progressives reinvent the notion of
socialism by recognizing that we live
on a planet with limited resources
that must be more or less equitably
distributed to provide everyone
with enough, but not too much. As
delineated in Medical Anthropology
and the World, a textbook that I coauthored with Merrill Singer and Ida
Susser, democratic eco-socialism
entails the following principles:
• an economy oriented to meeting
basic social needs—namely
adequate food, clothing, shelter,
education, health, and dignified
work;
• a high degree of social equality;
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• public ownership of the means of
production;
• representative and participatory
democracy; and
• environmental sustainability.[7]
Democratic eco-socialism
rejects a statist, growth-oriented,
productivist ethic and recognizes
that humans live on an ecologically
fragile planet with limited resources
that must be sustained and renewed
as much as possible for future
generations.
The vision of democratic ecosocialism closely resembles what
world systems theorists Terry
Boswell and Christopher ChaseDunn in The Spiral of Capitalism and
Socialism term global democracy, a
concept that entails the following
components:
• an increasing movement toward
public ownership of productive
forces at local, regional, national,
and international levels;
• the development of an economy
oriented toward meeting social
needs, such as basic food,
clothing, shelter, and health care,
and environmental sustainability
rather than profit making;
• the eradication of health and social
disparities and the redistribution
of human resources between
developed and developing
societies, and within societies in
general;
• the curtailment of population
growth that in large part would
follow from the previously
mentioned conditions;
• the conservation of finite
resources and the development
of renewable energy resources;

• the redesign of settlement and
transport systems to reduce
energy demands and greenhouse
gas emissions; and
• the reduction of wastes through
recycling and transcending the
reigning culture of consumption[8]
Democratic eco-socialism
constitutes what sociologist Erik
Olin Wright in Envisioning Real
Utopias terms a real utopia, a
utopian vision that is achievable
but only through much theorizing
and social experimentation.[9] As
the existing capitalist world system
continues to self-destruct due to its
socially unjust and environmentally
unsustainable practices, democratic
eco-socialism seeks to provide a
vision to mobilize human beings
around the world, albeit in different
ways, to prevent ongoing human
socioeconomic and environmental
destruction.
While Stalin adhered to the
notion of building “socialism in
one country,” what developed in the
U.S.S.R. for complicated reasons—
historical, social, structural, internal,
and external—was the creation of a
highly authoritarian and draconian
social system that made a mockery of
the notion of Marxian socialism. In
keeping with Trotsky’s notion of the
“permanent revolution,” the creation
of socialism requires a global
process, the beginnings of which
we may be seeing rekindled in the
guise of the Bolivarian Revolution in
Latin America (albeit an experiment
with numerous contradictions) and
the emergence of new left parties in
Europe, particularly Syriza in Greece
which came to power earlier in 2015
and Die Linke, the farthest left party
in the German Bundestag. As global
capitalism continues to find itself in
economic and ecological crisis as it
lurches into the twenty-first century,
humanity faces the challenge of how
to shift from an ongoing trajectory of

human and planetary destruction. As
the existing capitalist world system
continues to self-destruct due to its
socially unjust and environmentally
unsustainable practices, democratic
eco-socialism provides a radical
vision to mobilize people around the
world to struggle for the next system.
Anti-systemic movements
are sure to be a permanent
feature of the world’s political
landscape so long as capitalism
remains a hegemonic politicaleconomic system. Various antisystemic movements, particularly
the labor, ethnic and indigenous
rights, women’s, anti-corporate
globalization, peace, environmental,
and climate movements, have an
important role to play in creating
a socio-ecological revolution
committed to both social justice and
environmental sustainability. Antisystemic movements are a crucial
component of moving humanity to
an alternative world system, but the
process is a tedious and convoluted
one with no guarantees, especially in
light of the disparate nature of these
movements.
Strategies for Transition
Reforms, despite the best of
intentions, are often problematic
in that they may serve to stabilize
capitalism, as has repeatedly been the
case around the world. In light of this
reality, André Gorz in Socialism and
Revolution differentiates between
“reformist reforms” and “nonreformist reforms.”[10] He uses the
term reformist reform to designate
the conscious implementation of
minor material improvements that
avoid any alteration of the basic
structure in the existing social
system. Between the poles of
reformist reform and complete
structural transformation, Gorz
identifies a category of applied work
that he labels non-reformist reform.
Here he refers to efforts aimed at
making permanent changes in the
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social alignment of power. In reality,
the distinction between these two
types of reforms is sometimes hard
to distinguish. But one distinction
might be whether they are initiated
by the powers-that-be or whether
they are initiated by the working
class, various other subaltern groups,
or anti-systemic social movements.
The transition toward a
democratic eco-socialist world
system is not guaranteed and will
require a tedious, even convoluted
path that anti-systemic movements
will have to play a central role in
creating. Marx viewed blueprints
as a distraction from the political
tasks that needed to be undertaken
in the present moment and, indeed,
pressing issues are paramount. But
history tells us that there always will
be immediate struggles that must
be addressed. I often find that when
people ask me what it would take
to make a transition to a democratic
eco-socialist world system, they are
seeking some basic guidelines on
how to move forward beyond merely
bumbling along haphazardly a step
at a time.
While not seeking to create a
blueprint per se for creating an
alternative world system, which
will be manifested in different
ways in the many societies around
the world, in this essay I delineate
the following system-challenging
reforms to facilitate a transition from
the present existing capitalist world
system to a democratic eco-socialist
world system:
• creating new progressive, anticapitalist parties designed to
capture the state;
• implementing greenhouse gas
emissions taxes at the sites of
production that include measures
to protect low-income people;
• increasing public ownership,
socialization, or nationalization
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in various means of production;
• expanding social equality within
and between nation-states and
achieving a sustainable global
population;
• building workers’ democracy;
• creating meaningful work and
shortening the work week;
• achieving a net-zero-growth
economy;
• adopting energy efficiency,
renewable energy sources, and
green jobs;
• expanding public transportation
and massively diminishing
reliance on private motor vehicles
and air travel;
• developing sustainable food
production and forestry;
• resisting the culture of
consumption and adoption of
sustainable and meaningful
consumption;
• introducing sustainable trade; and
• building sustainable settlement
patterns and local communities.
These transitional steps constitute
loose guidelines for shifting human
societies or countries toward
democratic eco-socialism and a
safe climate. But it is important to
note that both of these phenomena
will entail a global effort, including
the creation of a progressive global
climate governance regime. My
litany of proposed transitional
reforms is a modest effort to
contribute to an ongoing dialogue
and debate as to how to move
forward from the present impasse
in which the world finds itself today.
The application of my suggested
transitional reforms will have to
be adapted by many countries,
both developed and developing,
around the world. Furthermore, my

suggested transitional reforms are
not exhaustive of possible changes
necessary for creating an alternative
world system.
New left parties
The shift to a democratic ecosocialist world will require a
revolution of some sort that will
have to be played out in various
ways depending upon the national
context. Obviously the capitalist
class and its political allies around
the world will be resistant to such
a revolution. The larger question is
whether a democratic eco-socialistoriented revolution can be achieved
largely through peaceful measures
or whether it will entail violence, or
perhaps a mixture of both, depending
upon the country. Needless to say,
there is no easy answer to this
question. Nevertheless, while Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels indeed
envisaged an armed overthrow of
capitalism in some situations, they
also gave attention to achieving
reforms within the bowels of
capitalist societies and viewed such
efforts as vehicles for making a
peaceful transition from capitalism
to socialism.
Ultimately, achieving most of
the thirteen transitional reforms
that I delineated above may require
that new left or socialist-oriented
parties come to power and in a sense
“capture the state” and ensure that
there is a political resolve that will
guarantee their implementation.
For example, nationalization of
the means of production would
be difficult to achieve without a
leftist political party in power. Until
the election of Syriza in Greece
in early 2015, the possibility of
new left parties coming to power
appeared remote. However, as
events have already revealed, the
Syriza government faces formidable
struggle in seeking to achieve its
various demands as a member of the
European Union.
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But given the gravity of both the
global economic and ecological
crisis, including climate change, one
should not rule out the possibility
of political tipping points, just as
climate scientists speak of tipping
points that have set off a number
of irreversible climatic events. In
addition to Syriza, perhaps the most
prominent examples of new left
parties are the German Left Party
(Die Linke), Left Front in France,
Left Unity in the UK, and Podemos
in Spain. In the case of my adopted
country of Australia, I envision a new
left party as consisting of disaffected
Australian Labor Party-types, many
Greens, members of various socialist
groups, as well as independent
socialists and anarchists. At some
critical point, new left parties could
theoretically merge into a global left
party, a notion that exists mostly in
science fiction such as in W. Warren
Wagar’s A Short History of the Fu
Emissions Taxes
An emissions tax can serve
as a progressive climate change
mitigation strategy given the
seriousness of the ecological crisis.
It is imperative that humanity figure
out ways to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions quickly to keep the planet
in a relatively safe climatic state.
Much ink has been spilled on how
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
including weighing up the pros and
cons of emissions taxes and trading
schemes. Unfortunately, existing
trading schemes, including those in
the U.S., the Kyoto Protocol, and the
E.U., essentially grant corporations
and developed countries property
rights to emit greenhouse gas. The
emission allowance prices under
the E.U. Emissions Trading Scheme
have fluctuated wildly, from a high
of thirty Euros in April 2006 to three
cents at the end of 2007, to thirty
Euros during 2008, then down to
6.04 Euros in April 2012, and up to
9.80 Euros in August 2012.

Conversely, a carefully crafted
emissions tax has the potential
to serve as a transitional reform.
James Hansen, a retired NASA
climate scientist, has called for
a steep carbon tax at the site of
production as a strategy for quickly
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Ultimately, the record on the few
existing emissions tax schemes
found in various countries has
been modest or mixed in terms of
curtailing emissions or promoting
a shift to renewable energy sources.
Emissions taxes are, at best, only a
short-term solution, and a market
mechanism at that, and would
perhaps not be necessary if energy
production were publicly owned
rather than privately owned, which
is generally the case today around
much of the world. Public ownership
of utilities and mining could aid a
rapid transition from fossil fuels to
renewable energy sources. What is
needed are governments that exist
not to prop up corporate endeavors
but to seek to achieve social parity
and environmental sustainability.
An economy within
In an era of increasing
privatization of social and health
services, and even military activities
and prisons, raising the spectre of
public ownership, nationalization,
or socialization of the means of
production is taboo in conventional
economic and political circles.
Privatization is often justified in
terms of economic efficiency. While
state or government enterprises or
services can be terribly inefficient
for complex reasons, this does not
necessarily have to be the case.
There are numerous examples of
publicly owned enterprises that
operate relatively efficiently. Public
ownership could consist of a number
of social arrangements, including
state ownership, worker-owned
enterprises, and cooperatives.

It is important to note that public
ownership or nationalization of the
means of production does not in and
of itself constitute socialism, despite
the fact that people have often
assumed that it does. For example,
after World War II, the British state
nationalized heavy industry that
had been in decline for over fifty
years, but retained previous owners
in managerial positions. Australia
historically exhibited extensive
public ownership of various
productive forces, not only utilities
but also banks, manufacturing
operations, communication
networks, airlines such as Qantas
Airlines, and transportation systems.
Nevertheless, nationalization or
socialization of private wealth would
constitute an essential step toward the
creation of a democratic eco-socialist
society. This step would reduce the
power of the corporate class and
wealthy individuals to influence
elections around the world through
the support of selected candidates via
campaign contributions, favorable
media coverage, and even bribery.
Derek Wall in The Rise of the Green
Left maintains that eco-socialism is
founded on the principle of common
property rights.[12] What needs to be
guarded against is the increasing
privatization of water resources,
supposedly in the form of publicprivate partnerships under which
a small number of multi-national
corporations assert that they are
not buying or selling water per
se, simply managing its delivery.
The drive in many countries to
privatize electricity production,
communications, health care, and
an array of services also needs to
be resisted.
Increasing social equality
While some redistribution of
wealth has been achieved under
capitalism at various historical
junctures and particularly in
developed societies with strong
labor unions and left-of-center
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governments, social inequality
is an inevitable dimension of the
capitalist world system. Ultimately,
a shift toward greater social equality
or parity will require transcending
global capitalism and moving toward
a democratic eco-socialist world
system. Socialists have, over the
years, engaged in intense debates
about what sort of wage differentials
should exist under socialism. Frank
Stilwell in Changing Track argues
that a 3:1 ratio of the highest to
lowest incomes would be a tolerable
standard for a socialist society.[13] In
reality, there are other compensations
for work than material rewards, such
as the intrinsic rewards of intellectual
and even physical stimulation, and
the sense that one has contributed to
the greater good. Needless to say, as
long as rich people and corporations
exist, progressive taxation that
does not allow for tax loopholes
constitutes an important mechanism
for redistributing wealth.
Many middle-class
environmentalists who posit
population growth as the principal
ecological problem appear to want
to maintain more or less their present
material standard of living, albeit
on a planet with far fewer people.
However, in reality, bringing down
population growth will require the
eradication of poverty, which from
an eco-socialist perspective should
go hand-in-hand with creating a high
degree of social equality.
It is imperative that progressives
reinvent the notion of socialism by
realizing that we live on a planet
with limited resources that must
be distributed equitably to provide
everyone with enough, but not too
much.
Workers’ democracy
Wo r k e r s ’ e c o n o m i c o r
participatory democracy would
constitute an integral component
in a shift toward democratic eco-
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socialism. Democratic planning
needs to be part and parcel of the
production process, such as in
deciding what goods are needed and
whether they are environmentally
sustainable. Michael Albert and
Robin Hahnel in The Political
Economy of Participatory
Economics delineate a model of
participatory economics, which
they call Parecon (a shorthand
for “participatory economics”)
that would entail a network of
workplace and consumer-based
councils[14] Parecon, compatible with
the notion of democratic socialism,
seeks to fulfill four key values:
solidarity: a solidarity economy
should be based upon creating
solidarity among workers and
consumers;
diversity: a good economy would
take into account the wide variety of
preferences and choices that people
display both in terms of work and
consumption;
equity: an equity economy would
orient production, consumption,
and distribution towards achieving
equity; and
self-management: a participatory
economy will be highly democratic
in that workers have a strong input
in decision making.
While Parecon has been
criticized from various quarters for
not being sufficiently sensitive to
environmental factors, in recent years
Albert and Hahnel have emphasized
that, to be successful, Parecon
needs to incorporate environmental
protection and restoration.
(to be concluded)
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Socialists Unity Conference
October 21-22, 2016 Mumbai

In every discussion on the current conditions in the country, one constantly hears voices of
agitation and worry. On the one hand, India is being presented as the rising star on the international
platform, on the other hand, the general populace, labourers, farmers and all those who are
dependent on nature for their sustenance are being denied their right to live. It has been more
than 35 years now since 1980, when new economic policies were ushered in the country, and our
experience shows that these policies have only given rise to more economic inequality.
As the resources of the country are controlled by only a handful of people, vast numbers of the
populace have been condemned to live below the poverty line. Our political leadership has failed
badly in presenting a path of development which is based on social, economic and political inequity
as well as destruction of nature. The proof of this can be seen in the rising numbers of peoples’
protests throughout the country as well as agrarian suicides.
The ruling classes are pulling out of administration in most of the States and slowly transferring
that control to the corporate sector. At the same time, they are systematically diminishing and
eliminating the space for stakeholders of society to differ, debate, have a differing viewpoint or
agitate against the dictatorial powers of the state. Corporatised political class of the country is not
only changing the policies but also the law of the land in order to facilitate foreign collaboration,
profiteering by national or foreign companies, consumerist development and hold of the market
over the society. Various policy level and legal changes such as Land Acquisition Act, Labour Laws,
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Insurance Plans, Forest Rights are such that one can clearly see the negative repercussions for the
farmers, tribals, Dalits and labouring classes. In such a scenario, we repeatedly hear statements
such as ‘No turning back’, and ‘There is no alternative’.
It is possible, indeed imperative, to answer such voices both at the theoretical level as well as at
the practical, by providing a political and economic alternative. Today, democratic socialists who
are in different fields and organisations wish to come together to answer the political leadership
that is disregarding the principles given by Gandhiji and Babasaheb Ambedkar and those which
have been inscribed in the Constitution of India. The Congress Socialist Party was established in
India on 21-22 October, 1934. Its leadership was packed with stalwarts such as Acharya Narendra
Deva, Rammanohar Lohia, Jayaprakash Narayan, S M Joshi, Yusuf Meherally, Nanasaheb Goray,
Minoo Masani, and Asoka Mehta. Today there are lakhs of activists in India who have been inspired
by the thoughts of these stalwarts. These activists are involved in bringing about change in the
country through constructive actions. They are also involved in Dalit, tribal, farmer, students, women
and other organisations. Such activist friends who have firm faith in democratic socialism have
come together on a common platform ‘Hum Samajvadi’ (We Socialists). The platform successfully
organised Socialists Unity Conferences in Patna and Lucknow and now, another large-scale
programme in Mumbai, on 21-22 October, 2016. The conference will be attended by participants
from different peoples’ organisations, political activists, writers, litterateurs, artists, and journalists
along with rural and urban labour. It is our firm belief that the conference will enable us to formulate
a new national level policy along with the establishing a structure of the movement.
The topics under discussion will include - elimination of communalism, fascism and caste in
the light of the Constitution; economic crisis and globalisation in the last three decades; natural
calamities, agricultural crisis and development; climate change as a global challenge; status and
change in education system; unorganised labour force and their contribution security and rights;
and gender justice.
Medha Patkar

Madhu Mohite
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Standing (from left): Farid Ansari, EMS Namboodiripad, Dinkar Mehta, Nabakrushna Choudhury,
PY Deshpande, SM Joshi, Soli Batliwala.
Sitting Middle Row (from left) Minoo Masani, Mohanlal Gautam, Acharya Narendra Deva, Dr Sampurnanand,
Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay, Jayaprakash Narayan, Nanasaheb Goray,
Sitting on ground (from left) Achyut Patwardhan, Purshottam Tricumdas, Charles Mascarenas.

Socialists are meeting on October 21and 22, 2016, in Mumbai on the same days as they met in
the city 82 years ago in 1934. To mark the occasion, the Janata Trust is bringing out this souvenir
which puts together material that explains the formation of the Congress Socialist Party and its
subsequent history till it ceased to exist in 1948, articles defining the current context, though not
in its entirety, and introduces three main institutions that are organizing this function. It is hoped
that the socialists who attend the meeting, and also those who could not but read it, will find this
effort worthwhile.
– JANATA
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The Second All India Congress Socialist
Conference, which was also the first Conference
of the All India Congress Socialist Party, met
in Bombay at Readymoney Terrace, Worli,
on October 21 and 22, 1934, the Subjects
Committee deliberations having commenced
on October 20.

Constitution,
Programme and
Resolutions of
the First Conference of
the Congress Socialist
Party,
Bombay, 21-22 October
1934

There were 137 delegates present representing
13 Provincial Congress Socialist Parties. The
delegates from each such Party were as follows:
U.P. 28, Gujrat 16, Bombay 15, Maharashtra
14, Andhra 13, Bengal 12, Kerala 10, Behar
9, Delhi 7, Berar 6, C.P. (Hindi) 3, Utkal 3,
Ajmer 1.
The Subjects Committee was formed of
not more than three representatives from
each Provincial Party plus the members of
the Drafting Committee which was appointed
by the First All India Congress Socialist
Conference (Patna, May 17, 1934).
Votes in the Open Session were taken
according to the bloc system, each provincial
delegation or bloc having 3 votes, which were
cast in a manner so as to give proportionate
representation to minority views.
The Conference commenced with the address
of the Chairman of the Reception Committee,
Comrade Purshottam Tricumdas. Thereafter
Comrade Sampurnanand was unanimously
elected as Chairman of the Conference,
Comrade Kamaladevi Chattopadhyaya having
withdrawn her name. The Chairman, after
making a few introductory remarks, called upon
the Organizing Secretary, Comrade Jayaprakash
Narayan, to read his report. After the report
had been read the Conference proceeded to
discuss the draft Constitution and Programme
of the proposed All India Congress Socialist
Party, which was submitted to the Conference
by the Drafting Committee referred to above.
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After prolonged discussion the Constitution and
Programme were adopted with amendments.
The Conference then passed the following
resolution which ushered into life the All India
Congress Socialist Party:

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Resolved that the All India Congress
Socialist Party be hereby formed on the basis
of the Constitution and Programme just adopted
by the Conference.

Achyut Patwardhan
Yusuf J. Meherally
Sorab Batliwala
Rohit Mehta
Substitute Members
Farid-ul-Haq Ansari
Rambriksh Benipuri

The second day’s proceedings began with
consideration of resolutions from the Subjects
Committee. After these had been disposed of
other resolutions which had been received in
time to be moved in the Open Session were
taken up. The Constitution and Programme
and the resolutions passed are published herein.

The Chairman there upon invited delegates
from the Provincial Parties to affiliate their
Parties to the All India Party. The following
Parties were affiliated: Ajmer, Andhra, Bengal,
Berar, Behar, Bombay (City), C.P. (Hindi),
Delhi, Gujrat, Kerala, Maharashtra, U.P. and
Utkal.

Upon an announcement by the General
Secretary that another session of the Conference
might be called after the sessions of the Indian
National Congress if the Executive Committee
considered it necessary, the Conference was
adjourned sine die.

With the formation of the All India Party
the Conference, hither to a Conference of
representatives of autonomous Provincial
Parties, automatically turned into a Conference
of the Party, its decisions becoming the
decisions of the Party.

In view of the fact that the basis of delegation
was membership of the Provincial Parties and
that such parties were in existence in only 13
out of the 20 provinces, it was encouraging to
find that as many as 137 delegates attended
the Conference. It showed what progress the
movement had made since the first Conference
was held at Patna only six months back. The
discussions that took place in the Conference
also showed the keen interest of the delegates in
the problems that were before them. It was clear
that the issues before the Conference were not
of mere academic interest but had great practical
and living value for the delegates.

The first day’s session concluded with the
election of Office-bearers and of members of
the Executive Committee of the Party. The
following Committee was elected:
1. Jayaprakash Narayan, General Secretary
2. M.R. Masani
3. Mohanlal Gautam Joint Secretaries
4. N.G. Gore
5. S. Nambudiripad
6. Narendra Dev
7. Sampurnanand
8. Kamaladevi Chattopadhyaya
9. Purshottam Tricumdas
10. P.Y. Deshpande
11. Ram Manohar Lohia
12. S.M. Joshi
13. Amarendra Prasad Mitra
14. Charles Mascaranhas
15. Naba Krishna Choudhury

This Conference had a unique significance,
held as it was on the eve of the sessions of the
Indian National Congress. Its decisions had a
direct bearing on those of the Congress and one
of the main purposes for which it was held was
to give a lead to the Congress rank and file and
rescue it from the back-sliding politics of the
Congress leaders. It is a matter of gratification
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that the Conference by raising fundamental
political issues and giving a clear verdict on
them succeeded to a considerable extent in
this task.

per year of which it shall contribute 25% to the
funds of the Party.
Annual and Special Sessions
The Party shall meet annually. The time and
place shall be fixed by Executive Committee.

Constitution
Name

The Secretary shall call a special conference
of the Party when directed to do so by the
Executive Committee or on the requisition of
at least three Provincial Parties.

The name of the Party shall be the All India
Congress Socialist Party.
Objects
The objects of the Party shall be the
achievement of Complete Independence, in the
sense of separation from the British Empire, and
the establishment of a socialist society.

The time and place shall be decided by the
Executive Committee.
Decisions of the Annual and Special Sessions
of the Party shall be binding on all affiliated
Parties and their members.

Membership
The Party shall consist of members of
the Indian National Congress who are also
members of a Provincial Congress Socialist
Party affiliated to the Party, provided that they
are not members
(a) of any communal organization or
(b) of any other political organization whose
objects and programme are in the opinion
of the Party inconsistent with its own.

Delegation
Provincial Parties shall be represented on the
basis of one delegate for every twenty members
or fraction thereof and the delegate or delegates
attending shall have the right to cast the number
of votes to which their Parties are entitled,
in such manner as to secure proportionate
representation to minorities.

Organization

Executive Committee

There shall be an affiliated Congress Socialist
Party in every Congress Province, including the
Indian States.

The Executive Committee of the Party shall
be elected by the Annual Conference and shall
consist of one general and four joint secretaries
and eleven other members. Five substitute
members shall also be elected to take the place
of absent members in rotation. Vacancies during
the year shall be filled up by the Executive
Committee.

The Provincial Parties shall be affiliated on
their acceptance of the objects and programme
of the Party except that they shall have freedom
to make such additions and alterations in
the immediate demands of the Party as are
necessary in view of local conditions.

Quorum of the Executive Committee
Eight members shall form of the quorum of
the Executive Committee.

Provincial Parties shall have power to
frame rules for the conduct of their affairs
provided such rules are not inconsistent with
the Constitution of the Party. Every Provincial
Party shall levy a membership fee of one anna

Auditing of Accounts
The Secretary shall submit audited accounts
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of the Party to the Annual Conference. The
Auditor shall be appointed by the Annual
Conference.

8. Encouragement and promotion of cooperative and collective farming by the
State.
9. Liquidation of debts owed by peasants and
workers.
10. Recognition of the right to work or
maintenance by the State.
11. ‘To everyone according to his needs and
from everyone according to his capacity’ to
be the basis ultimately of distribution and
production of economic goods.
12. Adult franchise on a functional basis.
13. No support to, or discrimination between,
religions by the State and no recognition of
any distinction based on caste or community.
14. No discrimination between the sexes by the
State.
15. Repudiation of the so-called Public Debt of
India.

Disciplinary Action
The Executive Committee shall have power
to take disciplinary action by way of suspension
of a Provincial Party or any member thereof,
subject to ratification by the next Conference of
the Party, provided that such decision is taken
by a two-thirds majority.
The Annual Conference of the Party shall
have power to disaffiliate a Provincial Party or
expel any member thereof.
Constitutional Amendments
Amendments to the Constitution or the
programme of the Party can only be made
at a Conference of the Party by a two-thirds
majority.

Plan of Action
1. Work within the Indian National Congress
with a view to secure its acceptance of the
objects and programme of the Party.
2. Organization of peasant and labour unions,
and entry into such unions where they
exist, for the purpose of developing and
participating in the day to day economic
and political struggles of peasants and
workers and intensifying the class struggle
of the masses and of creating a powerful
mass movement for the achievement of
Independence and Socialism.
3. Organization of, and participation in Youth
leagues, Women’s organizations, Volunteer
organizations, etc., etc., for the purpose of
getting their support to the programme of
the Party.
4. Active opposition to all imperialist wars and
the utilisation of such and other crises for
the intensification of the national struggle.
5. Refusal to enter or any stage into negotiations
on the constitutional issue with the British
Government.

Programme
Objective
1. Transfer of all power to the producing
masses.
2. Development of the economic life of the
country to be planned and controlled by the
State.
3. Socialisation of key and principal industries
(e.g. Steel, Cotton, Jute, Railways,
Shipping, Plantations, Mines), Banks,
Insurance and Public Utilities with a view
to the progressive socialisation of all the
instruments of production, distribution and
exchange.
4. State monopoly of foreign trade.
5. Organization of co-operatives for
production, distribution and credit in the
unsocialised sector of economic life.
6. Elimination of princes and landlords and
all other classes of exploiters without
compensation.
7. Re-distribution of land to peasants.
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6. Convening after the capture of power
of a Constituent Assembly elected by
local committees of deputies of workers,
peasants and other exploited classes for the
purpose of formulating a Constitution for
the Indian State.

17.
18.
19.

Immediate Demands
POLITICAL

20.

1. Freedom of speech and of the Press.
2. Freedom of association and combination.
3. Repeal of all anti-national and anti-labour
laws.
4. Re-instatement of all farmers and tenants
deprived of their lands owing to their
participation in the movement or restraint
on political grounds.
5. Release of all political prisoners detained
without trial and withdrawal of all orders
of externment, internment or restraint on
political grounds.
6. Free and compulsory primary education and
the liquidation of adult illiteracy.
7. Drastic reduction, by at least50% of the
military expenditure of the Government of
India. 8. Regulation and control of religious
endowments.

21.
22.

employers.
A living wage, a 40-hour week and healthy
quarters and conditions of work.
Insurance against unemployment, sickness,
accident, old age, etc.
One month’s leave every year with full
pay to all workers and two months’ leave
with full pay to women workers during
maternity.
Prohibition against employment of children
of school-going age in factories, and women
and of children under sixteen underground.
Equal wages for equal work.
Weekly payment of wages whenever
demanded.

AGRARIAN
23. Elimination of landlordism in zamindari
and talukdari areas without compensation.
24. Encouragement of co-operative farming.
25. Liquidation of arrears of rent.
26. Complete exemption from rents and taxes
of all peasants with uneconomic holdings.
27. Reduction of rent and land revenue by at
least 50%.
28. Abolition and penalisation of all feudal and
semi-feudal levies on the peasantry.
29. Penalisation of illegal exactions and forced
labour.
30. Freedom from attachment in execution
of rent or money decrees of homestead,
agricultural resources and that portion of
a peasant’s holding which is just sufficient
to maintain an average peasant family.
Resolutions passed by the 1st Conferenceof
the All India Congress Socialist Party

ECONOMIC
9. Municipalisation of Public Utilities.
10. Control of usury, direct and indirect.
11. Liquidation of debts owed by workers and
peasants.
12. A steeply graduated tax on ali incomes
including incomes from agriculture, above
a fixed minimum.
13. Graduated death duties.

Meaning of Complete Independence

CONCERNING LABOUR

1. This Conference declares that the
Congres’S goal of Complete Independence
must mean the establishment of an Independent
State in which power is transferred to the
producing masses and that such an objective
involves refusal to compromise at any stage

14. Freedom of labour from serfdom and
conditions bordering on serfdom.
15. The right to form unions, to strike and to
picket.
16. Compulsory recognition of unions by
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with British Imperialism.

of the so-called Nationalist Party on the issue
of the Communal Award as a communalist
and anti-national move which has started a
futile controversy over an issue which is of
no importance to the masses and which has
distracted attention from the real task of their
emancipation from exploitation.

India and the next War
2. This Conference considers that in view of
the international situation and the danger of the
sudden outbreak of a war in which the British
Empire may be involved, it is necessary for
the Congress to declare its opposition to the
participation by India in any war in which the
British Government may be involved and to
undertake forthwith the preparation of the entire
Indian nation to resist actively the utilisation
of Indian men, money and resources for the
purpose of such a war and to utilise such a crisis
for securing Swaraj.

Reactionary Policy of C.P.B.
5. (A) This Conference takes note of the
concerted attempts of the right wing to take
back the Congress to the discredited path of
constitutional agitation and to convert it into
an instrument of the Indian upper classes in
their bargains with British Imperialism. This
Conference is emphatically of opinion that
these attempts run counter to the creed of the
Congress and to the fundamental principles
and policies it has been following since 1920.
This Conference, therefore, resolves to resist
these attempts and to rescue the Congress from
the hands of the right wing by educating and
organizing the rank and file on the basis of a
clear-cut programme of national revolution
and to carry on a consistent propaganda for the
exposure of the reactionary aims, policies and
programmes of the right wing.

Congress and the Indian Princes
3. Inasmuch as the Indian States constitute
a political and military support to British
Imperialism and a source of feudal backwardness
and reaction, this Conference declares that the
interests of the people of the Indian State are
as much the concern of the Indian National
Congress as those of the people of British
India and that the abolition of the rule of the
Indian Princes can alone assure Complete
Independence for the whole of India and it
invites the people of the Indian States to fight
side by side with the people of British India in
the struggle for Independence.

5. (B) This Conference is of opinion that
parliamentary activities conducted by the
Congress shall be based on the theory of
revolutionary use of legislatures with the
following as its essential principles:

Socialist Solution of the Communal Problem
4. This Conference is of opinion that all
attempts made so far to solve the communal
problem, including those made by the Congress,
and the position taken up by the Congress
Working Committee on this question, have
been on a wholly false basis of recognition
of rights belonging to religious groups and is
of opinion that the problem can effectively be
liquidated only by the struggle for the economic
emancipation of the masses.

(i) Congress candidates shall go into
the legislatures as the representatives of the
exploited masses of India and in no other
capacity;
(ii) Parliamentary activity inside the
legislatures shall be closely linked up with
the activities of the exploited masses outside,
on the basis of their immediate economic and
political demands;

This Conference condemns the formation
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(iii) Every issue coming up before the
legislatures shall be approached and dealt with
from the point of view of the masses, their
economic and political emancipation forming
the only criterion;

to withdraw their candidatures if already
nominated; (ii) to decline to serve as members
of the Parliamentary Boards, Central or
Provincial, or any Committee formed for the
electoral campaign.

(iv) The least betrayal of the cause of the
exploited masses shall forthwith meet with
expulsion and merciless exposure;

(b) This Conference further calls upon
Provincial Parties to take disciplinary action
against such of their members as may contravene
the terms of part (a) of this resolution.

(v) No elected Congress candidate shall
accept ministerial offices because:
(a) The legislative, executive and judicial
machinery, present.and forth-coming,
is the creation of British Imperialism
and is intended solely for the purpose of
facilitating and intensifying the exploitation
of the Indian masses;
(b) Acceptance of ministerial offices will create
the dangerous illusion that the imperialist
State machine can be utilised for the good
of the masses, while its essential structure
is so designed as to automatically result in
their exploitation;
(c) A mass organization that stands for
complete independence as its immediate
objective must necessarily remain in the
opposition until complete independence is
an accomplished fact;
(d) Economic and political emancipation of the
masses is incompatible with the imperialist
and capitalist structure of state and society.
(C) Whereas the decision of the A.I.C.C. at
Patna for contesting the present Assembly
elections was not on the lines indicated
above, it should be rescinded and the
candidates standing on behalf of the
Congress should be withdrawn.

Conditions for Acceptance of Congress
Offices
7. This Conference is of opinion that no
member of a Congress Socialist Party should
become an officer-bearer in any Congress
organization except where (1) the Party is in a
majority or (2) the organization concerned has
resolved to carry out the immediate programme
of the Provincial Party and the Executive
Committee of the Party concerned gives
previous permission to accept office, and calls
upon those Congress Socialists who are officebearers in any Congress organization, except
such as those indicated, to resign their offices.
The Party in the Congress Session
8. All members of the Party shall support
resolutions or amendments moved on behalf
of the Party in the Subjects Committee or the
Open Session of the Congress.
Fundamental Principles of the Future Indian
State
9. This Conference is of opinion that to
enable the masses to appreciate what `Swaray
as conceived by the Congress will mean to
them, it is desirable to state the position of the
Congress in a manner easily understandable
by them. In order to end the exploitation of the
masses, political freedom must include real
economic freedom of the starving millions.
The Congress should therefore declare that the
future Constitution of the Indian State shall be

Socialists and Assembly Elections
6. (a) This conference calls upon members
of the Congress Socialist Parties (i) to decline
nomination as Congress or Independent
candidates for the Assembly election and
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based on the following fundamental principles:
1. Transfer of all power to the producing
masses.
2. Development of the economic life of the
country to be planned and controlled by
the state. 3. Socialisation of the key and
principal industries, e.g. steel, cotton, jute,
railways, shipping, mines, banks and public
utilities.
4. State monopoly of foreign trade.
5. Organization of co-operatives for
production, distribution and credit in the
unsocialised sector of economic life.
6. Elimination of princes and landlords and
all other classes of exploiters without
compensation.
7. Redistribution of land to the peasants.
8. Liquidation of debts owed by peasants and
workers.
9. Provision by the State of
(i) Work to every able-bodied adult.
(ii) Insurance against unemployment, old
age, sickness, accident, maternity, etc.,
10. “To each according to his needs and
from each according to his capacity”
to be ultimate basis of distribution and
production of economic goods.
11. Adult franchise on a functional basis.
12. No support to, or discrimination between,
religions by the State and no recognition
of any distinction based on caste or
community.
13. No discrimination between the sexes by the
State.

the immediate realisation of the following
among other demands and for the creation of a
powerful mass movement for the achievement
of Independence:
1. Freedom of speech and of the press.
2. Freedom of association and combination.
3. Repeal of anti-national and anti-labour
laws.
4. Release of all political prisoners and
prisoners detained without trial and
withdrawal of all orders of externment,
internment or restraint issued on political
grounds.
5. Re-instatement of all farmers and peasants
deprived of their lands owing to their
participation in the movement for National
Independence.
6. Free and compulsory primary education and
the liquidation of adult illiteracy.
7. Drastic reduction, by at least 50%, in the
military expenditure of the Government of
India.
8. Municipalisation of public utilities.
9. Control of usury, direct and indirect.
10. A steeply graduated tax on all incomes,
including incomes from agricultura:
sources, above a fixed minimum.
11. Graduated death-duties.
12. Liquidation of debts owed by peasants and
workers.
13. Freedom of labour from serfdom and
conditions bordering on serfdom.
14. The right to form unions, to strike and
picket.
15. Compulsory recognition by employers of
workers’ unions.
16. A living wage, forty hours’ week and
healthy quarters and conditions of work.
17. Equal wages for equal work.
18. Weekly payment of wages whenever
demanded.
19. Insurance against unemployment, sickness,
accident, old age, etc.
20. One month’s leave every year with full

Organization of Workers and Peasants
10. The Conference is of opinion that the
daily struggles of workers, peasants and other
exploited classes for their immediate economic
and political demands are an integral part of
the struggle for Independence. The Conference
therefore resolves that the workers and peasants
and other exploited masses, including those
of the Indian States, should be organized for
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

pay to all workers and two months’ leave
with full pay to women workers during
maternity.
Prohibition against employment of children
in underground mining and hazardous
occupations.
Elimination of landlordism in zamindari
and talukdari areas without compensation.
Abolition and penalisation of all feudal and
semi-feudal levies on the peasantry.
Encouragement of co-operative farming.
Introduction of scientific agriculture at State
cost.
Liquidation of arrears of rent.
Complete exemption from rent and taxes
of all peasants with uneconomic holdings.
Reduction of rent and land revenue by at
least 50 per cent.
Freedom from attachment in execution
of rent or money decrees of homestead,
agricultural resources and that portion of a
peasant’s holding which is just sufficient to
maintain an average peasant family.

enforcement of their immediate economic and
political demands.
This Conference resolves that a mass
campaign for raising the fundamental issue
of self-determination and to agitate for the
Constituent Assembly be immediately started
incorporating the immediate economic demands
of the oppressed and exploited masses.
United Front Against Imperialism
12. In view of the urgent necessity of
carrying forward the fight for Independence and
preventing a further spread of demoralisation,
it is resolved that the Congress Socialist Party
shall forthwith commence work with the object
of putting its programme into effect, irrespective
of the acceptance or rejection of its programme
by the Indian National Congress.
For this purpose the All India Congress
Socialist Party desires to act in cooperation
with other Parties having similar aims, within
or without the Indian National Congress,
and this Conference authorises the Executive
Committee of the All India Congress Socialist
Party to appoint a Sub-Committee to explore
the possibilities of joint action on specific issues
with the different labour and radical groups in
the country.

The Constituent Assembly
11. This Conference asserts that the right
of framing the constitution is the sovereign
right of the Indian people and declares that the
supreme authority which should promulgate the
constitution of India is the National Constituent
Assembly.

Mahatma Gandhi’s Retirement
13. This Conference condemns the tactics
adopted by the right wing of the Congress of
trying to focus public attention on personal
or sentimental issues arising out of Mahatma
Gandhi’s statement and proposals and to
sidetrack the fundamental struggle for
Independence.

This conference further declares that the
National Constituent Assembly cannot meet as
the result of a compromise with Britain but must
rise as a consequence of a victorious capture of
power by the Indian masses.
The Conference is of opinion that the
Constituent Assembly should be elected by
Local Committees of deputies of workers,
peasants and other exploited classes and that
the said Committees will arise out of the daily
struggles of the oppressed masses for the

Amendments to the Congress Constitution
14. This Conference desires that the present
Constitution of the Indian National Congress be
amended in the following manner:
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1. In Article 1
(a) After the work “Independence” add the
words “meaning the establishment of
an Independent State in which power is
transferred to the producing masses”.
(b) At the end of the clause add: (Note:
The above object involves the refusal
to compromise at any stage with British
Imperialism).

Congress Committees not less than one
month before the annual session of the
Congress.
13. In Art. 26, at the end add the words:
Which shall be circulated to the members
of the Subjects Committee not less than one
week before the first date of the meeting.
14. Add new Art. 34:
All elections shall take place according to
the system of the Single Transferable vote.

2. In Article 7 (i)
After the words “Art. 4” omit the words
“and paying a subscription of annas four
per year in advance, or 2000 yards of evenly
spun yarn of his or her own spinning”.
3. Delete Art. 7 (ii).
4. In Art. 7 (iii)
Omit all the words after “March 31st”.
5. In Art. 7 (iv a)
Delete the words “and does not habitually
wear khaddar”.
6. In Art. 8 para 5
Delete the word “fifty” and add in its place
“hundred”.
7. In Art. 8 para 5
After the word “electorate” delete the
words “and shall prescribe the procedure
to be adopted for securing the proportional
representation by a single transferable vote
or by any other method”.
8. At the end of Art. 19 para 3
Delete the full-stop and add the words “in
the following manner: The members of
the District Congress Committee (or when
the District Congress Committees are
primary organizations the members of their
Executive Councils) shall form an electoral
college”.
9. Delete Art. 19 para 5.
10. Delete Art. 22.
11. In Art. 24 delete the words “the President”.
12. In Art. 24 at the end add a new para:
The Annual Report of the Working
Committee shall be submitted to Provincial

Class Struggle and Confiscation of Property
15. This Conference is of opinion that the
resolutions passed by the Working
Committee of the Indian National Congress
at Bombay and later at Benaras concerning
class war and confiscation of property were
uncalled for and misleading.
This Conference claims that participation
in the class struggle and advocacy of
expropriation of property are not in any
way inconsistent with the Congress creed.
Government’s Reign of Repression
16. (a) This Conference emphatically condemns
the campaign of repression and terror now
being conducted by British Imperialism
in India: in the form of special legislation
in Bengal under which the death penalty
can be inflicted for minor offences and a
regime of martial law can be established
over whole districts, thousands of people
detained without trial and many other
outrages committed against the public
without restraint; in declaring illegal the
Khudai Khidmatgars, the Communist Party
of India, the Naujavan Bharat Sabha, the
Kirti Kisan Sabhas, the Anti-Imperialist
League, Youth Leagues and Seva Dais;
in promulgating the Emergency Powers
Act under which freedom of speech and
organization and more specially of the
press has been ruthlessly suppressed, labour
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leaders have been imprisoned and deported;
in suppressing the strike movement of the
workers and peasants by the use of armed
force; and finally in passing the Trades
Disputes Conciliation Act for the more
effectual suppression of the rising working
class movement.

his incarceration in such circumstances.
M.N. Roy’s Release
21. This Conference learns with deep concern
that Corn. M.N. Roy is seriously ill in
jail and demands his immediate and
unconditional release on the grounds of
health.

(b) This Conference resolves to launch an
immediate and countrywide agitation,
in co-operation with other organizations
having similar objects, and to organize mass
opposition to this regime of terror.

The “Congress Socialist”
22. This Conference resolves that the report of
the sub-committee which was appointed at
Benaras regarding the Congress Socialist
be referred to the Executive Committee for
necessary action.

Repression in the Indian States
17. This Conference condemns the action
of the Travancore, Baroda, Rewa and
other Native States which have taken
repressive measures against Congress,
labour and States, Peoples’ Organizations
and movements.

Party’s Membership
23. This Conference resolves that the Executive
Committee shall have power to frame rules
regarding the enrolment, nature, classes and
powers of members or Provincial Parties.

Bihar Tenancy Amendment Act
18. This Confernece is wholly opposed to
the recently enacted Bihar Tenancy
Amendment Act and condemns the action
of the Government of Bihar in siding with
Zamindars and sacrificing the interests of
the tenants.

Sub –Committee
24. (a) This conference directs the Executive
Committee of the Party to appoint the
following
Sub – Committees
Propaganda Sub – Committee.
Peasant Sub – Committee.
Labour Sub – Committee.

Solidarity with Workers and Peasants
19. This Conference extends its fraternal
greetings to all class organizations of
workers and peasants in the country and
declares its solidarity with them in their
day to day struggles.

(b) This conference also recommends that
the Propaganda Sub – Committee should
conduct an organ of the Party in English as
well as in Hindi and publish literature on
Socialism.

Greetings to Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
20. This Conference sends its greetings to Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru whose absence from its
midst is keenly felt and extends its sympathy
to him on the grave illness of Smt. Kamala
Nehru during his term of imprisonment and
condemns the Government for continuing

‘All India Congress Socialist Party.
Constitution, Programme and Resolutions of
the First Conference of the Party and Report
of the Organizing Secretary, 1934.
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What the Congress Socialist Party Stands
For?
The objects of the Congress Socialist Party,
as laid down in its Constitution, are “the
achievement of complete independence, in the
sense of separation from the British Empire, and
the establishment of a socialist society.”

India and Socialism

This is direct and simple enough. The Party
has two objects: The first is the same as that of
the Indian National Congress, except that the
Party wishes to make it clear that the complete
independence of India must include separation
from the British Empire.

Jay Prakash Narayan

The second object of the Party means that
independent India must reorganise its economic
life on a socialist basis.
Why?
The question at bottom is one of the values
and ultimate objectives, which once determined,
the rest becomes a matter of logical sequence.
If the ultimate objective is to the masses
politically and economically free, to make them
prosperous and happy, to free them from all
manner of exploitation, to give them unfettered
opportunity for development , then, Socialism
becomes a goal to which one must irresistibly
be drawn. If again , the objective is to take hold
of the chaotic and conflicting forces of society
and to fashion the latter according to the ideal
of utmost social good and to harness of all
conscious directives of human intelligence in
the service of the commonwealth, then, again ,
Socialism becomes an inescapable destination.
If, then, these be our objectives, it should
take little argument to show that Socialism is
as definitely “indicated” in India as elsewhere.
In India too there is poverty, nay, starvation,
on the one hand and wealth and luxury on the
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other; in India too there is exploitation; the
means of production here also are in private
hands. That is, the root evil of modern society,
namely, economic and social inequality, exists
in India too as does its cause; the exploitation
of the great many by the very few.

goal- which of course may be disputed- and
quite another, as latterly repeated ad nauseam,
that Socialism is moonshine; that it is unsuited
to the Indian climate; that Indian socialist are
merely adventuring in the realm of theory; that
they are only quoting a rusty old German Jew
who called himself Karl Heinrich Marx; and
the rest of the drivel.

And this is not the result of British rule. It is
independenT of it and will continue even after
it. The ending of the foreign domination would
not automatically solve Indian’s problem of
poverty; would not put a stop to the exploitation
of the vast many; would not in fact, mean the
accomplishment of any of the objectives which
we have started with. Economic freedom is
also indispensable.As far as we socialists are
concerned economic freedom means only one
thing to us- Socialism. Without Socialism,
economic freedom would be a sham, and
moonshine.

I do not desire to suggest that at Karachi, the
Congress should have outlined a full-grown
programme of Socialism. What it must do
however, is to accept such a minimum economic
programme as will, when put to practice, free
the masses from economic exploitation and
transfer full political and economic power into
their hands.
It is such a programme that the Congress
Socialist Party is advocating.
What, then does the Congress Socialist Party
propose? What must the Swaraj Government
do in addition to nationalising key industries
in order to realise the economic freedom of the
masses; in order to rid them of exploitation,
injustice, suffering, poverty, ignorance?

The present programme of the Congress falls
far short of these ideals. It might ameliorate the
conditions of the masses to a certain extent, but
it will neither rid them of exploitation nor out
them in power. Far from effecting revolutionary
changes in it, it leaves the economic structure of
society intact. It leaves the means of production
in the hands of private individuals, except in the
sphere of key industries. The entire economic
organisation, based as it is on the exploitation of
the poor and middle classes, is preserved. This
is not economic freedom. The preamble and
substance of the Karachi Resolution are at wide
variance with each other. What we endeavour
to do is to remove this variance and bring them
close together. When the Congress professes the
economic freedom of the masses, let it distinctly
state what that freedom means.

The measures that are necessary, in the
opinion of the Party to achieve this, are clearly
set forth in the Objectives section of the
Programme of the All-India Congress Socialist
Party.
Here they are:
1. Transfer of all power to the producing
masses.
2. Development of the economic life of the
country to be planned and controlled by the
state.
3. Socialisation of key and principal industries
(e.g., Steel, Cotton, Jute, Railways,
Shipping, Plantations, Mines), Banks,
Insurance and Public Utilities, with a view
to the progressive socialization of all the

The Congress may be unprepared for the
acceptance of such a minimum programme as
we advocate. But it is one thing to say that we
are not ready for any further definition of our
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

instruments of production, distribution and
exchange.
State monopoly of foreign trade.
Organisation of co-operatives for
production, distribution and credit in the
unsocialized sector of economic life.
Elimination of princes and landlords and
all other classes of exploiters without
compensation.
Redistribution of land to peasants.
Encouragement and promotion of
cooperative and collective farming by the
State.
Liquidation of debts owing by peasants and
workers.
Recognition of the right to work or
maintenance by the State.
“To everyone according to his needs and
from every one according to his capacity”
to be the basis ultimately of distribution
and production of economic goods.
Adult franchise on a functional basis .
No support to or discrimination between
religions by the State and no recognition
of any distinction based on caste or
community.
No discrimination between the sexes by the
State.
Repudiation of the so-called Public Debt
of India.

ownership, of functional property, which as
we saw, was the real villain of the piece-the
source of all our evils, or most of them. They are
further intended to establish the most eminently
reasonable of principles of social life-social
planning.

neefo&keÀ MegYes®íe
MelekeÀekeÀ[s Jeeì®eeue keÀjCeejer
Je keÀeceieejeb®ee DeeJeepe yeguebo keÀjCeejer
cegbyeF&leerue Heefnueer keÀeceieej mebIeìvee

cegbyeF& Heesì& ì^mì,
[e@keÀ De@C[ pevejue ScHuee@F&pe ³egefve³eve
(mLeeHevee : 3 ces 1920)
(mebueive : efnbo cepeotj meYee)

keÀj Yeuee mees nes Yeuee
meJee&le peemle Deevebo keÀesCel³ee
ieesäerle nesle Demesue lej
lees ogmeN³eebvee Deevebo osC³eele...
ökeÀJeer Je[&mJeLe&
De@[. Sme. kesÀ. Mesìîes

There are fifteen measures as we see. They
look forbidding; appear to be too drastic; too
extreme; too foreign sounding. They are, in
fact, simple enough, reasonable enough, just
and practicable enough. And as for their foreign
sound- well, they sound no more foreign than
the Constituent Assembly, the Legislative
Council, the Tariff Board, the siren of the cotton
mills or the hooting of the latest Cadillac (shall
we say?)

DeO³eme

De@[. Sme. Deej. DeHejepe
mejef®eìCeerme

Heesì& ì^mì keÀeceieej meove,
veJeeye ìBkeÀ jes[, ceePeieeJe, cegbyeF& 400010
otjOJeveer : 23776320/23772361/66566487
He@ÀkeÌme : 23754794
mbptdgeu@vsnl.net

They are all intended to establish the rather
simple principle that the abolition of private
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I came out late 1933 just when the Congress
was assembling in Bombay. There were only
two events that I considered of note at that
session: Gandhiji’s dramatic announcement
that he was going to resign from the Congress
membership and he was leaving Sabarmati
Ashram vowing to return there only after
Swaraj came. Though Swaraj did come, to him
it was a shattered one, and he never did go back
again. The other was a resolution to demand a
Constituent Assembly for framing the future
National Constitution for India.

On Congress Socialist
Party
Kamla Devi Chattopadhyay

At this period Marxism was in the air. Some
practical reality to it had been provided by the
triumphant rise of Soviet Russia overcoming
the combined onslaughts of the capitalist
countries. This had been capped by Pandit
Nehru’s account of his trip to the new Workers’
Republic. Communism was yet a ripple in
the vast mass of India. One also felt the need
for a more precise objective of freedom in
clearer pragmatic terms. True Gandhiji had
outlined the Swaraj of his dreams, which was
however far from our practising goals, nor was
our immediate path marked by such typical
landmarks as he indicated.
In this context Marxism seemed to provide
the precise and clear cut economic and social
analysis, the idea of an integrated classless
society, to a feudal-stricken, caste - ridden
country. To the youth it held keen allure.
When I came out of prison the Socialist
Party had already been formed. It is said to have
emerged in the prison cells with Jayaprakash,
Minoo Masani, Yusuf Mehrally, etc. Later
Narendra Dev, Purshoottam Tricumdas
and other intellectuals joined, as also large
numbers of young people who were excited
by Marxism, and eager for action . Before the
first Socialist Conference, Minoo Masani as
Party Secretary, discussed the proposed move
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with Pandit Nehru who recorded in a letter
his pleasure that a Socialist   group would
function in the Congress and influence the
ideology of that body and country. Nehru’s
reaction was sought as in his political writings
Nehru depicted the Indian struggle in a world
perspective, stressing the clash of class
interests as part of a global phenomenon.
But at no stage did he instigate, encourage
or support the Party as such nor did the Party
seek his patronage.

as a challenge to Gandhiji’s leadership and
therefore his ideas. They passed a resolution in
two successive Working Committee meetings,
dissociating the Congress from class war,
appropriation of private property  and the like,
as these posed a threat to non-violence.
I joined the Party and settled down in
Mangalore where in the rural areas I could
create a base for sound grass-root work and
organise social and economic groups for full
participation in community service. The Seva
Dal was still under a ban, so its activities were
at a standstill, and I could give undivided
attention to this.

The Socialist party declared its ideology as
Marxist which would determine its programme
so as to fulfill its task. At the same time it made
it clear that the Party as such did not represent
any single class. On the contrary it would unite
on its platform all anti-imperialist elements
to overthrow it and establish real Swaraj. It
acknowledged the National Congress as the
rightful vehicle of the Indian people’s freedom
struggle and therefore to stay within it.

Labour and peasant unions were unknown in
my region at the time. I could concentrate more
effectively on the former though industrial
and processing establishments were small.
A number of unions were soon humming
throughout the districts.

Unexpectedly enough Gandhiji welcomed
the Party within the Congress wanting to bring
various streams of thought into the broad
national movement. He however   expressed
that class was not the right path. I could assume
that this was an expression of his acceptance
of our bona-fides whatever the ideological
differences may be with his habitual liberalism.

The Worker’s Unions lent a piquancy to the
situation, particularly in the women-labour
unions. The districts had large concentrations
of women labour, cashewnut and coffee curing.
Very soon a crisis rose in the cashewnut
factories. The products were all for export and
greatest emphasis was on the neat, clean look
of each nut. For this, the thin skin clinging to
the nut used to be scraped out by the workers
with their nails. This naturally bruised the
fingers. Repeated requests for extra sharp
knives were ignored. So a strike was called.
It was quite an event and stirred up the entire
district, especially women, whose sympathies
were roused. This was my first taste of
conducting a labour strike and proves quite
an experience.  We had however a resounding
victory.

With the elder leaders who called themselves
‘ Gandhi-ites’ it was a different story. They
took the formation of the Socialist Party

The Socialist party grew rapidly, attracting
the younger elements from all walks of life,
also some maturer ones. A fresh spirit seemed

ts task within the Congress would be to help
prepare the Congress   for mass struggle. To
ensure this, membership of the Congress was
made obligatory for anyone who wished to join
the Party, which was now appropriately titled
the Congress Socialist Party. The members
were also enjoined to show respect to the
national leaders and maintain good relations
with them.
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injected into our otherwise humdrum life, since
Satyagraha had been called off by Gandhiji
after his release in 1933, after which the ban
on the Congress had been lifted . The political
tempo had therefore been in a low key.

sturbestres factorum tra me tris am det, veris mo
Cupiorum dit, nes consimuro ilicii perrio iam
tum porioris fore nonequitum menatus, consula
beriussolum imus perunum publicapero, Catis
intiam sulego terbissed re mant.

In 1936 Pandit Nehru took over as Congress
President. This created great expectations
among the youth. It was also hoped that the
working relations between the Congress and
the Congress Socialist Party would become
congenial. This hope was accentuated when
Pandit   Nehru took three members of the
Socialist Party  into his Working Committee,
which seemed like a break through, a concrete
sign that socialists were acceptable, not
just tolerated. They were Shri Jayaprakash
Narayan, Acharya Narendra Dev and Achyuth
Patwardhan. Apart from this gesture, Panditji
had not indicated any further leanings towards,
or visible sympathy with the Socialist Party.

Atilis consum dis rei se ere nocchicaudam
poridem ortilin teriae ad nonsterra, co et
vivatus, condeto ad permaio rurariam horum
ute inteme ius boneque novis An implicuterum
nium obse inclabe revideo, ut L. Optissena,
quo viderte, merita rei public tam re clerum
horum perebatris, vid ingulic eperideo,
Catusquis. Si publist ferum nonsult orudam
nos tare, nontiem iam intere ad milin senimius
in virmium fortum et fit in ine inc te erdium
iuspimus, sid rei su virmiu vignatanum inum se
eors pare, quidiente iam atam tero nu conternic
tea comne dice culi, cae consunte, consupi
oruniu crum, esimoen ihiliam sa consuppl. An
rem audem, quam in nos escessu ltodis; es cris.
Ahalium Romaiortem ut idemprio uteristrit;
in neret; nos ta me retiam quam tabitiae tu
inequos traequam dius morunte portienatu
conocch ilicat adductu condam, Catum
diempri ium intistr avoctas trente faticae tem
facienic mis, notemov isticon aut fordiena
no. Mandam nul virmaiorbem dena, quemnit
es etris in temquo hos eto morum urnius ius
ere pro consu intriam con dium iaecta ve,
condam dem cri pribusumus hil hostrum ius,
quit for atus mero, Cuperib enerri senit, quo
idem ussestantem involudem, Caterfex nos
vatudemunte ocus vissen test ala ala cons
egiliam nostre, sedeffrei in veribus, facives
tandieris, tus morte, quitiam, P. Fulabit forevil
tem vere acerete, esce remus, quam noximo
uterid non ac rehebem ad perem hostor uris
sentestris occhum ini tandem ad audet iam
morum tabem nes lia munum tandam etrum
pes facchuc tantil terusque ocres, fac ocaussa
destali conequi sensimo Casdamp liquod
faucem patis, meisquontiam num inte, ne ta,
notiam inatuus, ute tro hent.

Mula verem obsenductem invermius bonferf
ecomnor telari parem los iam num, cum cus
ingulvideat, firmiursulum ingultura condiem
mor acit, destem denatus simis fuis. moenit
is ia inatus eterfenatus hos bondam et; Cat
incerobse parbis. Ox se, noves licaes imium
inam me tem igna, nondum rem essul hostis ne
quon ses loc omne am us etellesiliu vit? Quit, ni
essulto rbitil hac tia res ad pra re cum nihicivatia
publiu quam dium, esena, adduci senimus, prit
poridicerum quod conem quam haest adduciam
istricibus patum aritus in diem pro veresti,
clere entrio verfici aectuam inc te ad consimuri
publium norum plicier etori, no. Do, unisuli
caequam pulin prora, sentruntem sum vivatim
peridioccit; hebatiam habem terum noterteat
Catemperis hebem ina, que nemoentum fur inc
tebatis senique ta, nonsultus sendam dii tus fac
virmanum nos convoc, ublibus egertus et L.
Terniquam aucon sessuppl. Mae dicatienatam
es convehe mureconeme ala quam obus interur
essicaperum, nonclut ponvoludemus pescere
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An incipient group of socialists emerged
for our discussions in Nasik prison(1932-33).
Among the main participants in these discussions
were Jayaprakash Narayan and myself. Others
who joined in were Achyut Patwardhan and
Asoka Mehta. My own early thinking and my
Labour Party background made it natural that
I should want a similar sort of development in
our country. Since I was also a nationalist, such
a development could only be a group within
the Indian National Congress which was a kind
of anti-imperialist front for the elimination of
British rule.

An abridge Chapter
from Minoo Masanis
autobiography-Bliss was
it in that to be alive.

I had met Jayaprakash late in 1932 before
getting arrested and convicted for a term in
Nasik prison. The next time I met him was
in January 1933 in the “B” yard of the Nasik
prison, where he had arrived before. We had
a year’s rigorous imprisonment ahead of us
both and so we were together till we left prison
at the end of that year. I could not have had a
more charming and considerate fellow prisoner.
A stranger among the several people from
Bombay in jail, J.P. soon won all hearts.

Life as a socialist
Agitator - Minoo
Masani

J.P.’s background was totally different
from mine. During his stay in the United
States as a student, he had come under the
influence of the communist party under the
leadership of Jay Lovestone and has, for all
the practical purposes, become a communist.
But there was one difference. J.P. was a patriot
and a nationalist and he was shocked that the
Communist Party of India should have taken
up positions altogether antagonistic to the
struggle for Indian independence and become
contemptuous of Mahatma Gandhi’s leadership.
While a communist in all other respects, he was
a dissident from the Moscow line which had
been laid down at the Sixth Congress of the
Communist International, Which was to treat
all groups of nationalists and even democratic
socialists as “social fascists” with whom no
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cooperation was possible and whose influence
among the people had to be undermined. That
was how J.P found himself “underground” in
1932.

When we left Nasik prison at the end of
1933, J.P. and I agreed that, as soon as we were
out, we would go ahead with the formation
of our proposed new party on the basis of the
programme we had prepared in prison. I lost
no time and in the middle of December I took
a train to Allahabad to visit Jawaharlal Nehru.
Though I had been following his public life
since the late twenties and had briefly run into
him in a London hotel in 1927, I had never
really met him and he had probably forgotten
all about me.

In later life, I was to meet Jay Lovestone
who,by the early 50’s, had been cured of his
communism and become political adviser to the
American Federation of Labour. I used to tease
him saying that by his anti-communist activities
he was doing penance and making reparation
for having helped J.P. become a communist.
With such different backgrounds, it was
natural that J.P and I found ourselves out of tune
on the question of democracy vs. dictatorship.
I was a staunch democrat of the British Labour
Party kind had and has little sympathy with
communist methodology or technique, though
I was a rather starry- eyed admirer of the
October Revolution in Russia. Obviously, I had
not considered whether these two conflicting
attitudes could be reconciled. J.P. on the other
hand was a staunch believer in the dictatorship
of the proletariat, whatever that may mean.
Marxism was the bedrock of his socialist faith.

Jawaharlal was kind enough to ask me to
stay with him in AnandBhawan during my short
visit of a couple of days. We got on extremely
well from the very beginning. We were both
modern and westernized men, though he was
considerably older. We were both socialists
and he was therefore naturally responsive and
sympathetic to what I had to say. Jawaharlal
looked at the plan we had drafted and was
willing to give us the support we needed.

When we stumbled across the discovery of
this basic disagreement, we could have agreed
to disagree, dropped the effort at working
together to create a new party and waited for
events. Being both young and impatient, we
were so keen on projecting socialism on the
political map of India and thus “developing
the anti-imperialist struggle” that we decided
to sweep these differences under the carpet,
and to go ahead without resolving this doctrinal
difference.

Dear Pandit Jawaharlal

Before we parted. I handed over to Jawaharlal
a letter dated December 19th 1933.

Some of us Congressmen in Bombay who are
socialists are attempting to form a Congress
Socialist Group or Party.
We feel that the lead you have given to the
Congress and to the country by emphasizing the
necessity of taking up a consciously socialist
and anti-imperialist position should be followed
by the organization of socialist within the
Congress.

Looking back, I have no doubt that this
was a rather opportunists attitude. While the
motives of opportunists often are, our ignoring
a fundamental disagreement was wrong, and
bound in course of time to boomerang. It was
not long before it did.

The Group it is proposed to form would carry
out the purpose you have in view by placing
before the Congressmen and the public of our
province (or, may be presidency) a programme
that would be socialist in action and objective.
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The Group would be socialist propaganda
among rank and file Congressmen with a view
to converting the Congress to an acceptance of
socialism. We would also carry on propaganda
among the workers (and peasants) at the same
time participating in their day to day economic
struggles.

alien domination the problem of political
independence has always taken first place. So
long as the Congress remains the nationalist
Congress this nationalist outlook is bound to
dominate the situation.But the world events as
well as the natural consequences of our mass
struggles have forced the Congress to think, to
some extents at least, in terms of economics.
Our direct action struggles were, to begin
with, purely political: however, the political
aspects became tinged with economic. The
Congress, nationalist as it was, began to talk
rather vaguely and idealistically in terms of
some social change. That process of change
of ideology is proceeding apace and is being
hastened by economic conditions as well as the
continuation of direct action.

It would hearten us to know that in the
formation of such a Group we shall have your
approval and support.
Yours fraternally,
M.R. Masani
On the same day, Jawaharlal gave me a
letter in the course of which he welcomed “the
formation of socialist groups in the Congress
to influence the ideology of the Congress and
the country.”

The time has undoubtedly come now when we
must think more clearly and develop a scientific
ideology. This is, so far as I am concerned,
one of socialism and I would, therefore, gladly
welcome the formation of groups to spread this
ideology. But it is not enough to talk merely in
terms of an academic ideology, especially at a
moment when our country is in the midst of a
struggle for freedom.

To M.R Masani
Allahabad December 19, 1933.
Dear Masani,
I have your letter. I would welcome the
formation of socialist groups in the Congress to
influence the ideology of the Congress and the
country. As you are aware, I have been laying
stress on the socialist ideal very much in my
recent speeches and writings. I feel that the
time has come when the country should face this
issue and come to grips with the real economic
problems which ultimately matter. All over the
world today people are being forced to think in
terms of economic and social change and we in
India cannot afford to remain in the back water
of pure politics.

This ideology must be tacked on to action and
this action, if it is to bear fruit, must be related
to the Congress struggle. Otherwise the socialist
group will become an ineffective, academic and
sterile Centre. Even to spread the ideology the
effective method is through action which is
coordinated to the direct action of the Congress
and labour and peasant organizations.
I lay stress on this because I have had sad
experience of individuals and groups putting on
the colours of socialist and advancing a brave
ideology and then doing nothing or, what is
worse, just criticizing and condemning others
who are carrying on the struggle. If a group
is meant to give shelter to such persons it is

The Congress is, as its very name implies,
a nationalist organization and it has so far
functioned on the nationalist plane. That
was inevitable because in a country under
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obvious that little can be expected from it. It has
become the fashion for some people to cover
their own ineffectiveness by strong criticism of
the Congress activities. Criticism of ideology
or methods must of course be free and welcome
but it must not be allowed to become an antirevolutionary weapon. Although ideologically
backward, the Congress is undoubtedly today
the most advanced revolutionary organization
in action in India. It must be strengthened and at
the same time directed towards newer channels.

a few days later on our behalf. This meeting
took place in a big hall in a half constructed
building in Worli in Bombay called Ready
money Terrace, not very far from the Pandal (
a temporary awning) which had been put up for
the Congress Session.
On the eve of the conference, I wrote an
article setting out the socialist view of the
political situation in the country. Talking about
the three groups in the Congress, I wrote:
The first is the bulk of active Congressmen
who are supporters of Mahatma Gandhi and
are occupied in carrying out constructive
programmes of the Congress namely Khaddar
(hand spun cloth), untouchability and prohibition
work…

I hope therefore this socialist group you
suggest will take part in action as well as
thought and will join the vanguard of the
struggle. I should like to make clear that in
the last but one paragraph of this letter I do
not refer to people who may differ as to the
present Congress programme. Personally I hold
that under existing circumstances the present
programme is suitable and gives us scope to
develop our struggle. But I know that other
comrades are of a different opinion and I respect
these comrades. In any socialist group both
these sets of opinion as well as others must have
full scope. What I referred to was the person
who has no notion of indulging in any action
now or later and finds satisfaction in brave talk
only. I attach considerable importance to action
as I feel that out of it alone will the masses
imbibe revolutionary ideas.

The second section is that composed of a
considerable section of the Congress leaders,
namely. The Congress Parliamentary Board.
It has in its ranks men with great intellect
and influence but it is rather as a result of the
process of demoralization through defeat than
of intelligent conviction that they have taken to
the constitutional path…
There remains a third section, and this time
a growing one, in the Congress, namely, the
Congress socialists. Since Patna they have
organized themselves into parties in most of the
Congress provinces and are going to hold an all
India Conference and form an All India Party
on October 21 and 22 in Bombay. This party is
essentially the party of youth: men over fortyfive years are few and far between in their ranks.
Though deprived of the leadership of Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru, who is still in jail, the party
has become an effective minority movement in
the Congress and bids fair to challenge soon the
hitherto unchallenged supremacy of Mahatma
Gandhi…

Yours sincerely,
Jawaharlal Nehru
By October 1934, about a dozen provincial
socialist parties and groups had been formed
wan we felt we could move on to form an All
India Party. Soon October 21 and 22, 1934,
the Second and All India Congress Socialist
Conference met in Bombay to form an All India
Party out of a federation of the provincial groups
and to formulate the resolutions and policies
which should be placed before Congress session

…..They believe that it is only by remaining
within the nationalist moment that it is possible
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to ensure the establishment of a socialist State
on the transfer of political power to the people
of this country.

organizations that were then in existence,
namely, the National Trade Union Federation
run by moderate veterans who had established
the trade union movement in India, the All India
trade Union Congress Socialist Party, and the
Red Trades Union Congress, which was the
trade union wing of the Communist Party of
India.

At Bombay this month these three forcesGandhi’s, Constitutionalism and Socialism- will
join issue. Political alignment being what they
are today, there is little doubt that Gandhi and
the Parliamentary Board will combine to repel
the socialist advance and succeed in doing so.

Idealists as we were, we talked of bringing
about unity between the three organizations.
This looked a difficult undertaking by any
standards since, after the Congress Socialist
Party was formed, the Communist Party of
India had applied the tag of “social fascist” to
the new group in line with the Sixth Congress
of the Comintern.

On October 20, our own conference started.
The delegates represented thirteen Provincial
Congress Socialist parties.
Jayaprakash Narayan in his report stressed
the fact that the party was within the Congress
and intended to participate in all Congress
activities but as a minority it would exercise its
right to propagate its views, to criticize and even
oppose policies which seemed to be wrong.

I remember seeing at that time a chart
emanating from this quarter which professed
to portray the alignment of political forces in
India. On one side of the battle line was the
Communist party of India, with such auxiliary
fronts as the Red Trades Union Congress and
the Indian People’s Theatre Association, and
on the other was a grand alliance consisting of
the British Government, the Indian National
Congress, and the Congress Socialist Party and
about every group one could think of.

Jayaprakash also dealt with the criticism of
the left wing that Socialism and Congress were
contradictory terms and the party should not
be with the Congress. Jayaprakash concluded
by saying:
The Congress Socialist Party is not the
party of any one class. It is not the party of the
working class alone. It is a political party uniting
on its platform all anti-imperialist elements and
its task is to lead such elements to the overthrow
of British imperialism and the establishment in
India of real swaraj for the masses.

It was against this background that we
bravely made our effort to bring about unity
within the trade union movement. The amusing
thing is that we succeeded.

There was then a discussion of the draft
Constitution and programme of the party
submitted by the drafting committee. After
prolonged discussion, the Constitution
and programme were adopted with several
amendments,and the party was formed.

With Best Compliments From

Gautam Electricals

The conference had to consider the new
party’s position vis-a-vis the three trade union
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It is full 50 years since the formation of the
Congress Socialist Party whose beginning can
be traced to a preliminary consultation held
at Patna in May 1934, where an organising
committee was formed with Jayaprakash
Narayan as convener. This was followed by the
regular all-India conference held in Bombay in
October where the constitution of the party was
adopted and the first national committee elected.

The Congress
Socialist Party and the
Communists

Being one of those who participated in
the two conferences, I can take legitimate
pride in the role played by that organization
in radicalizing the then congressmen and
developing a powerful anti-imperialist united
front in the 1930s. I was therefore extremely
happy when I was informed by one of those
who have been in the socialist movement for
the last half a century that the jubilee of those
two conferences is being observed. I was
asked to associate myself in some way with
this project. I shall certainly cherish the sweet
and bitter memories of the struggle inside that
party which took me from the Gandhi-Nehru
ideology to Marxism.

E M S Namboodiripad

Developments in India
Development inside the country (during
thirties) made the bulk of militant anti-imperialist
congressmen have a second look at the strategy
and tactics of the struggles against imperialism.
Following the Salt Satyagraha (Dandi March)
of 1930 and the second Civil Disobedience
Movement of 1932-33 was the compromising
politics of the national leadership represented
by Mahatma Gandhi, on the one hand, and the
advocates of the parliamentary programme,
on the other, radical Congressmen started
having serious reservations on the Gandhian
ideology, programme and policies. They
were disillusioned also of the parliamentary
programme advocated by a section of the top
leadership of the congress-a programme with
which Gandhi said he had reservations but

( Abridged from The Marxist, Volume: 03, No.
4, October-December, 1985)
(EMS Namboodiripad was one of the founder
members of Congress Socialist Party and he
was elected one of the joint secretaries in the
first CSP Conference held at Bombay on 2223 October 1934, along with Minoo Masani,
Mohanlal Gautam and N G Goray. Later on
he joined the Communist Party and was one of
the prominent leader of undivided Communist
Party. He was first elected Communist Chief
Minister of Kerala and become General
Secretary of CPI(M).He penned this article in
1984 on the 50th anniversary of CSP. Though
dated, is still relevant).
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which he “blessed”.

was held in October the same year in Bombay,
just preceding the all-India session of the Indian
National Congress. The two sessions of the
party were thus preparations on the part of the
socialists for the battle that was ahead in the
AICC and the Congress session. The attempt
was thus to clearly define the attitude of the
leftists to the problems being placed before
the Congress. Among the voluminous material
on the birth and development of the Congress
Socialist Party, a prominent place should be
given to a book written by Jaya Prakash Narayan
under the title, Why Socialism. That opened the
eyes of a large number of young Congressmen
and women who were groping towards a new
path since they had become frustrated with the
utter futility of the programmes and practices
adopted by the rightwing leaders of the Indian
National Congress.

On the other hand, the efficacy of the weapon
of working class strikes and other forms of
mass direct action was proved during the 193032 satyagraha. This made the mass of antiimperialist political activists look for ways and
means of organizing the working class, which
drew them towards communism and socialism.
The meeting of the All-India Congress
committee held in Patna in May 1934 and
the following all-India session of the Indian
National Congress held in Bombay in October
1934, became the seeds of a furious between
Gandhi, the Parliamentary programme-wallahs
and other sections of the right leadership, on the
hand, and the leftist headed by the socialists, on
the other. The newly born Congress Socialist
Party came out more or less as the “leader of
the opposition” to the “ruling group” in the
Congress, which consisted of the Gandhians,
the parliamentary and other rightists.

Striking a personal note, I may state that
JP‘s Why Socialism showed us, the young
Congressmen of Kerala, that the path mapped
out by socialism was far superior to Gandhism,
the parliamentary path as well as individual
terrorism-three ideological approaches which
were then contending for ascendancy in the
Congress. Why Socialism therefore became
the textbook through which we imbibed the
elements of the new ideology. This was true
of young Congressmen and women all over
the country who were all yearning for a new
ideology.

As for the communists, they had just come out
of the condition into which they had been driven
during the years of the Meerut conspiracy case.
Although the various communist groups had
come together under a centralized leadership
just before the formation of the CSP, the newly
set up all India center of the CPI had to work
underground, since the British government
imposed a ban on it. Their contribution to
the development of the left at this stage was
therefore, minimal.

The crux of JP’s book consisted not so much
in its advocacy of socialism as the ultimate
objective towards which India should move
after attaining freedom, as of its assertion that
the ideology of socialism enables the radical
Congressmen to rally the mass of working
people in the struggle for freedom. In other
words, socialism was not only desirable as the
final objective but also the effective method
for the country’s attainment of independence.

Genesis of the CSP
The Congress Socialist Party, as is known,
was directly born out of the above-mentioned
developments inside the Indian National
Congress. The first preliminary conference to
take steps to form the party was held in Patna a
couple of days before the AICC session in May
1934. The first regular all-India conference too
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The programme advanced in the book therefore
contained an exposure of the Gandhian
programme of khadi and village industries,
non-violent resistance, etc., the parliamentary
path advocated by another section of the rightwing Congress leaders with the full blessings
of the Mahatma himself and the programme
of individual terrorism practiced by groups of
revolutionaries throughout the country.

pointed out, was the only methods through
which the mighty British rule could be broken.
We saw in this the real alternative to the
satyagraha, parliamentary and terroristic
methods with which we were so far familiar.
The second incident occurred in February
1935 when a meeting of the first National
Executive of the CSP was being held in Nagpur.
In between the formal sessions of the executive,
JP held an informal meeting at which he outlined
his idea of developing the CSP in to an effective
organization in the struggle against the British
rulers. Pointing out how a bourgeois leader of
the Congress, Sardar Patel, created his Bardoli,
JP asked: “Can we not create our own socialist
Bardoli?” This was not meant, he clarified,
for merely realizing some economic demands
but for preparing the peasants to develop their
parallel governments. “Seizures of the thana”
as was the term he used to indicate the direction
in which the peasantry should be organized.

As opposed to every one of those methods
JP advocated mass struggles waged by the
industrial and agricultural labourers, the
peasants and sections of the working people.
The new perspective outlined and the new
programme advocated by Mahatma Gandhi, on
the other hand, would transform the Congress
from a fighting organization into a combination
of non-political Seva Sangh and an efficient
machine for waging electoral battles.
Once again striking a personal note, I cannot
but recall two incidents, which moulded my
political development. The first was JP‘s visit
to Kerala after the preliminary conference
held in Patna in May 1934. The visit was in
his capacity as the Secretary of the Organizing
Committee, which was to prepare for the
foundation conference of the CSP to be held
in October. The speeches he delivered during
that visit and the informal discussions he held
with us underlined the importance of organizing
the trade unions and the kisan sabha without
which no determined struggle could be waged
for independence, or could the compromising
policies of the Congress leadership be fought.
He sought to generalize the experience of the
strikes and hartals which took place during the
civil disobedience movement and pointed out
how these forms of militant mass action helped
in paralyzing the administration.

The two incidents mentioned here would
show that, although using the term socialist
and sharing many of the ideas of “democratic
socialism” with the leaders of the Socialist
International, JP was above which would
challenge the leading position occupied by
the established bourgeois leadership of the
freedom movement. The path shown by him
was so attractive to the young Congressmen and
women that thousands of them plumped for it
in a few months.
JP and his comrades, however, were not
operating in a vacuum. They had before them
the experience gathered by the first generation
of Indian socialists who declared themselves
to be communists and were working under the
leadership of the Communist International.
These pioneers could not, as was noted above,
consolidate themselves into a well-organized
party since imperialism put insuperable

Improving on this experience and developing
the united strength of the working class, he
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obstacles in their way. Furthermore, their
ideas of how the struggle for socialism should
be organized in India came into conflict with
those of the new group that was emerging
within the Indian National Congress. Questions
arose whether the Congress being bourgeoisie,
could develop into an instrument of struggle
for socialism.

of touch with congress and had no influence
on the national movement. Therefore, there did
not take place, as otherwise there would have, a
fusion of the emerging Congress Socialist Party
with the groups previously existing. Giving the
adoption of correct and sensible tactics by all
the parties concerned, there is every-likelihood
of such a fusion-taking place at a later stage.

The Meerut Thesis

“The immediate task before us is to develop
the national movement into a real antiimperialist movement-a movement aiming at
freedom from the foreign power and the native
system of exploitation. For this it is necessary
away its present bourgeois leadership and to
bring them under the leadership of revolutionary
socialism. This task can be accomplished only if
there is within the Congress an organized body
of Marxian socialists. In other words, our party
alone can, in the present conditions, perform
this task. The strengthening and clarification
of the anti-imperialist forces in the Congress
depends largely on the strength and activity of
our party. For fulfilling the party’s task it will
also be necessary to coordinate all other antiimperialist forces in the country.“Consistent
with its task, the party should take only an
anti-imperialist stand on congress platforms. We
should not in this connection make the mistake
of placing a full socialist programme before
the Congress. An anti-imperialist programme
should be evolved for this purpose suiting the
needs of workers, peasants and the lower middle
classes.

Serious discussions took place between
the spokesmen of the CSP and those of the
Communist Party of India, which had in the
meantime overcome the split in its ranks and
established a united all-India organization.
The results of these discussions were spelt
out in the document adopted at the second
national conference of the CSP held in Meerut
in January 1936. That document, popularly
known as The Meerut Thesis, runs as follows:
“The Congress Socialist Party grew out of the
experiences of the last two national struggles.
It was formed at the end of the last C d (civil
disobedience) movement by such Congressmen
as came to believe that a new orientation of the
national movement had become necessary; a
redefinition of its objectives and a revision of its
methods. The initiative in this direction could be
taken only by those, who had theoretical grasp of
the forces of our present society. These naturally
were those Congressmen who had cone under
the influence of, and had accepted, Marxism
socialism. It was natural, therefore, that the
organization that sprang up to meet the needs
of the situation took the description: ‘socialist’.
The word ‘Congress’ prefixed to ‘socialist’ only
signified the organic relationship–past, present
and future- of the organization with the national
movement.

“It being the task of the party to bring the
anti-imperialist elements under its ideological
influence, it is necessary for us to be as tactful
as possible. We should on no account alienate
these elements by intolerance and impatience.
The Congress constructive programme should
not be obstructed or interfered with. It should,
be scientifically criticized and exposed.

“The socialist forces that were already
inexistence in the country were completely out
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“In Congress elections, “we should not show
keenness to ‘capture’ committees and offices
nor should we form alliances with politically
undesirable groups for the purpose.

itself in the leadership also….
Our task within the Congress is not only to
wean away the anti-imperialist elements from
the bourgeois leadership but also to develop and
broaden the Congress so as to transform it into
a powerful anti-imperialist front.”

“This does not mean that the party shall not
carry on socialist propaganda from its own
platform. It must continue to do so-and do it
more systematically and vigorously.

Such a transformation of the Congress,
the Faizpur Thesis went on is necessary to
consolidate the socialist forces. “These forces
are unfortunately still divided. The party
from the beginning has stood for unity in the
socialist ranks… Apart from unity or agreement
among socialist ranks, it is necessary that the
forces of the left are also consolidated and an
understanding developed within its leadership.”
(Socialist Movement in India, Asim Kumar
Chaudhari, Cal., Appendix – II, pp. vi-vii,
emphasis added)

“It follows that the party’s own programme
must be a Marxist one: otherwise, the party will
fail to fulfill its task and leadership. Marxism
alone can guide the anti-imperialist forces to
their ultimate destiny. Party members must,
therefore, fully understand the technique of
revolution, the theory and practice of the class
struggle, the nature of the state and the processes
leading the socialist society.”
Conference in Faizpur

CSP-CPI Agreement

A year after The Meerut Thesis was adopted,
the third conference of the CSP was held
in Faizpur. It developed some of the ideas
contained above and said:

It can thus be seem that the leadership of
the newly formed CSP was making a bid for
bridging the gulf between the earlier groups
of socialist-communists and those who rose
within the ranks of the Congress in the wake
of the international and national development
of the early 1930s. Central to this perspective
was united action between the reorganized
all-India leadership of the Communist Party
of India and the Congress Socialist Party. A
formal agreement was arrived at between the
two parties. PC Joshi and Jayaprakash Narayan,
the General Secretaries of the two parties signed
a formal agreement on behalf of the two parties.

“It is the Congress that we must take as
the basis and starting point, and we must
attempt to make it an all-embracing united
front against imperialism. The Congress has
already succeeded to an extent in uniting wide
forces in the Indian people for the national
struggle and remains today the principal
existing mass organization of diverse elements
seeking national liberation…. While the
Congress is a mass organization, its leadership
is predominantly bourgeois. This leadership
is unable to develop, while the framework of
its conception and interests, the struggle of
the masses to a higher level. At the same time
it should be kept in view that the Congress
leadership is no longer undivided. Recently
a conscious left has been forming within the
Congress and this development is reflecting

That agreement played a big role in the antiimperialist upsurge of the years immediately
preceding the outbreak of the Second World
War. It helped in the unification of the trade
union movement as well as in the development
of the kisan and student movement, both
oriented towards the unity of all anti-imperialist
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forces. At the same time, it helped the radical
section of Congressmen, the emergence of a
well-organized left in the Congress organization
and a weakening of the hold of the right wing
leadership of that party. The electoral defeat
of Mahatma Gandhi’s candidate for congress
president ship, characterized by the Mahatma
as his own defeat, was the high watermark of
this developing unity of the left. The agreement
between the newly formed Congress Socialist
Party and the reorganized all-India leadership
of the CPI, however united not only these two
parties but a large number of anti-imperialist,
throughout the country. The top leaders of the
left in the Congress, like Jawaharlal Nehru and
Subhas Chandra Bose, were in broad agreement
with them.

among the various parties and groups were wide
and sharp. This was particularly true of the
difference between the communists on the one
hand, and other leftists, including the Congress
Socialists, and the mass of left Congressmen,
on the other.
The Congress socialist Party, as its very name
implies was an organization of Congressmen,
with its commitment to socialism being an
extension of the congressmen’s commitment
to the Gandhian, Nehruite and other ideologies
of the Congress party. For them and left
Congressmen, socialism was a development
from the resolution of the Lahore and Karachi
sessions of the Congress.
This political leadership of the CSP was
provided by Jayaprakash Narayan, who was
more convinced than anybody else in the CSP,
of the need for communist-socialist unity.
He was the author of Why Socialism, and
the chief architect of the Meerut and Faizpur
Thesis. Following as he did, the significant
developments in the world indicated the rapid
advances of the anti-fascist movement and its
betrayal by the bourgeois leaders of the western
capitalist countries, he was all for communistsocialist unity on a world scale. In India too, he
was for united action leading, if possible to the
merger of the communist and socialist parties.
He agreed with his anti-communist comrades,
like Masani, that cooperation with the two
parties would strengthen the communists. He,
however, did not mind it because, according to
him, the Socialist Party would also grow.

The pronouncements of Nehru as Congress
President for two years and Bose reflected the
views not only for these two individual leaders
but of the entire left inside the Congress as well
as outside.
Such a broad agreement among all the leftists
was possible because of the epoch-making
struggle between capitalism and socialism,
between war and peace, in world politics.
While stirring a large number of Congressmen
and drawing them towards socialism, these
historic developments helped those who had
already organized themselves in the communist,
socialist or other leftist parties to extend their
activities. The formation of the CSP helped in
the crystallization of process by providing a
forum where disillusioned Congressmen could
come together, organize united action with the
communists and other leftist forces outside
the Congress and help in the emergence of a
powerful anti-imperialist united front.

The situation, however, radically changed
in the latter half of the 1930s. The Moscow
trials against the Trotskyites, including several
top officers of the Red Army, made liberal
socialist like Jayaprakash indignant. They
began to doubt whether all that Masani and
company were saying against the Soviet Union

The work of developing a powerful antiimperialist front, however, was not smooth or
easy. The struggle was hard, since the differences
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and the communists were as baseless as they
had thought earlier. These doubts became
enormously strengthened when the Soviet
leaders signed the non-aggression treaty with
Nazi Germany.

organizations as well as to develop the Congress
as a radical anti-imperialist organization in
Kerala. It was this solid work in the urban and
rural areas of the state that made us leaders
of the trade union and the peasant movement,
members of the AICC, etc., making me the
Secretary of the Kerala Provincial Congress
committee and a member of the then Provincial
Legislative Assembly of Madras.

Break-up of Relations
The months preceding the outbreak of
the Second World War and the first years of
the war, therefore, led to a break-up of the
relations between the CSP and the CPI. Some
of the state, district and local units of the
CSP (including the entire membership of the
CSP in Kerala) transformed themselves in
their entirety from the CSP to the CPI. This
is ascribed by anti-communist historians of
the CSP to the wily machinations of the CPI
leaders who are supposed to have made several
known communists to “infiltrate into the CSP”
and disrupt if from within. Since I happen
to be one of those who are thus supposed to
have “infiltrated” himself into the CSP, I may
state the actual facts. I was elected one of the
four Joint Secretaries of the all-India congress
socialist Party along with Masani, Goray and
Gautam at the very first conference in October
1934.None of the delegates who attended the
Bombay Conference from Kerala (including
Krishna Pillai, A K Gopalan and myself) had
in fact any earlier contacts with the Communist
Party at that time. No question therefore arises
of “EMS, a communist, being permitted to
infiltrate into the CSP.”

Krishna Pillai, AKG and I, in other words
were Congress Socialist leaders in our own right
and not because JP or somebody else “put us
in charge” as the anti-communist “historians”
want the people to believe. Why, then, did the
congress Socialist of Kerala join the Communist
Party en bloc? Because they were tremendously
impressed by the gigantic strides taken by
the Soviet Union in its (first) five year plan.
They naturally came to the conclusion that
the socialist revolution in Russia showed the
revolutionaries of India, as the revolutionaries
of other countries fighting for freedom, the path
forward. They, therefore, joined the very first
group of congressmen who declared socialism
to be their final objective, the group headed by
JP, Masani, etc.
What happened in Kerala, however was no
exception. In several other states, the same
development took place. It was natural for those
who came into the socialist movement through
JP’s Why Socialism and whose convictions
were strengthened by the Meerut and Faizpur
Thesis to refuse to be subjected to the antiSoviet and anti-communist prejudices which
Masani and Co., tried to create in them. If
Socialism provided the more effective method
of winning independence, as JP pointed out
in why Socialism, the socialists cannot afford
to join the chorus of anti-sovietism and anti–
communism. JP, too, in the first years of the
CSP refused to toe the line of Masani and Co.,
though subsequently he succumbed to it. May

It was a year after the Bombay Conference
of the CSP that the late Krishna Pillai and I had
the first contact with the Communist Party of
India through Sundarayya. It took almost two
more years after this first contact in 1937 to form
the first unit of the Communist party of India
in Kerala. During this whole period, the CSP
leaders of Kerala worked as honest and loyal
workers in the cause of socialism, to develop
the trade unions, kisansabha and other mass
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others, including the entire CSP of Kerala and
of some other areas in the country, refused to
follow JP into the anti-communist camp.

the other hand, was able rapidly to overcome
its war-time isolation from the anti-imperialist
masses and come out as the most energetic
organizer of such heroic actions as Telangana,
Punnapra-Vayalar, Tebhaga, etc; it plunged
fully into such anti-imperialist actions as the
demonstrations in support of INA prisoners
and the RIN revolt. The role played in these
militant mass actions brought the Party once
again into the mainstream of the anti-imperialist
movement.

During the Quit India struggle of August
1942, and in the subsequent years, the CSP was
undoubtedly with the anti-imperialist masses
but they were only carrying out the decisions
of the congress. When the Congress gave up the
path of mass struggle and went in for negotiated
settlement with the British rulers, therefore, the
CSP could do nothing to prevent it. The CPI, on
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In 1927, Jawaharlal Nehru visited the Soviet
Union along with his father Pandit Motilal
Nehru and was greatly impressed with the new
Soviet model. After his return, he advocated
that the Congress also include in its agenda,
an economic programmeand planning, along
with its main objective of gaining political
independence. Around the same time (1927),
AcharyaNarendra Deva and Dr Sampurnanand
prepared a Socialist agrarian programme under
the aegis of the UP Congress Committee and
send it to the AICC members for theirperusal
prior to their Bombaymeeting in 1929.

Formation of the
Socialist Movement in
India

Jawaharlal Nehru got the AICC to accept
the UPCC’s Socialist Programme, and at the
1931 Karachi session of the Indian National
Congress, socialist pattern of development was
accepted as the goal for India and a resolution on
fundamental rights and economic programme
was passed (AICC, Papers, 45th Sessionof AICC,
29-31, March 1931, Karachi). According to
Nehru, who drafted the Karachi resolution
of the AICC, the origin of this resolution was
UPCC’s agrarian programmeresolutions of
1929. (Jawaharlal Nehru’s Autobiography
p266; and Nehru Abhinandan Granth p679).

Qurban Ali

Sometime in March 1930, DrSampurnanand
had published a booklet entitled "When We Are
in Power" which contained a comprehensive list
of the Socialist programmes. In his pamphlet
Sampurnanand called for the abolition of
the Zamindari system (India's Struggle for
Freedom: Role of Associated Movements: Vol
1, by Pran Nath Chopra, Xavier Arakal,1985,
p843; and “The Agrarian Drama: the leftists
and the rural poor in India”, by Amit Kumar
Gupta, Nehru Memorial Museum and Library,
1996, p516).
In the early 1930s Jayaprakash Narayan
returned from America, full of Marxist thoughts
and joined AICC. During the SaltSatyagraha
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-Dandi March in 1930, and civil disobedience
movement in 1931-32, many individuals
who believed in Socialist ideology and were
part of Congress Party at that time started
thinking of establishing a Socialist forum
inside the Congress Party. In the year 1932,
RammanoharLohia returned from Germany
after completing his PhD on ‘Salt-Satyagraha’
with a Socialist mindset and lots of ideas. It was
just a coincidence that people like Jayaprakash
Narayan, Minoo Masani, Charles Mascarenas,
Narayan Swami, M L Dantwala, Asoka
Mehta, AchyutPatwardhan, N G Goray were
lodged in Nasik Jail in 1932-33, in connection
with the Civil Disobedience Movement.
While in jail they all felt the need to form a
Congress Socialist Party with in the Congress
Partywedded to Marxism.

who believed in socialist ideology to attend the
foundation conference of Congress Socialist
Party (CSP) at Patna on May 17, 1934.The
foundation conference of CSP was presided
over by AcharyaNarendra Deva.
In the meantime the suspension of Civil
Disobedience Movement in July 1933 led to
the polarisation of the Congress between the
Right and the Left. Jawaharlal Nehru’s speeches
and writings at the time clearly showed his
inclination towards the latter. The consolidation
of the left forces became inevitable after the
Conference of the Congress leaders at Delhi
on 30th March to 3rd April 1934, when it was
decided by a majority to revive the All-India
Swarajya Party for the purpose of contesting
elections to the Assemblies. Mahatma Gandhi
too had given his approval to Council entry.
Dr Sampurnanand made it clear that “while
drafting his tentative socialist programme
he had consistently tried to keep before his
eyes India’s cultural, historical, political and
economic background making no attempt to
follow Leninism which recognized socialism
as a secular concept comprehending such
principles as the dictatorship of the proletariat;
class war and the classless society”. The goal
of his party was complete independence.
Sampurnanand’sprogramme included abolition
of Zamindari with due compensation,
nationalisation of key industries, etc.

On this basis Purshottam Tricumdas, Smt
KamaladeviChattopadhyay, MinooMasani and
Yusuf Meherally formed Bombay Presidency
Socialist Party in 1933.There were two basic
objectives behind this move, (A) To draw a
picture of Socialism in order to attract workers
and peasants into Congress fold with a Socialist
trend (B) To check the freedom struggle from
drifting into the Constitutional channel. At the
same time this group of ‘left wing’ Congressmen
disillusioned with the policy of Congress,
met at Poona in July 1933 for the purpose of
organizing a Socialist opposition group. They
elected a committee to draft a constitution
and programme which subsequently became
known as the “Poona Draft”. The meeting
was organised by Purshottam Tricumdas, Yusuf
Meherally, Smt KamladeviChattopadhyay and
AcharyaNarendra Deva (Selected works of
Acharya Narendra Deva, vol 1, p29).

According to noted communist ideologue
Rajani Palme Dutt, the appearance of a
“Congress Socialist Group” in Bombay gave
rise to widespread discussion in the ranks of
the Indian National Movement. The programme
of this group was issued bearing the signatures
of Krishna Menon, M Shetty, M R Masani
among others. It was issued with an approving
letter from Jawaharlal Nehru, who stated
that he “would welcome the formation of
Socialists groups in the Congress to influence

After this meet in Poona, Bombay Presidency
Socialist Party was formed and its draft Socialist
programme was issued in February 1934, in
Bombay. Later on this group invited all those
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the ideology of the Congress.” Later ProfN
G Ranga, President of the Andhra Provincial
Congress Socialist Party, observed that the
main object of the party was to convert the
Congress to Socialism (Class, Colonialism, and
Nationalism: Madras Presidency, 1928-1939 by
Kanchi Venugopal Reddy, p156).

Mohan Chaturvedi.Delhi by SmtSatyavati Devi,
Faridul Haq Ansari and Pandit Indra.Bengal
sent 20 delegates headed by Dr CharuBanerji
including two lady delegates, Hari Mohan
Chatterjee and Rajani Mukherjee. (Why
Socialism?by JayaprakashNarayan, All India
Congress Socialist Party, 1936 p160); H N
Mitra (ed), The Indian Annual Register, 1934,
Vol1, pp 340-44, Also see: APPENDIX 125
Proceedings and Resolutions (Selected Works,
Jayaprakash Narayan: 1972-1979, pp986-990).

It is important to note that earlier to this move,
in July 1931,Jayaprakash Narayan,Phulan Prasad
Verma and Baba Ranodar Das(later known as
Rahul Sankritayan)Prof Abdul Bari,Ganga
SharanSinha and AmbikaKanatSinha had
established the Bihar Socialist Party. There was
also the Punjab Socialist Party whose leaders
were BrijNarain, JeevanLalKapur, later a Judge
of Supreme Court, and Lala Feroz Chand but
after the formation of the CSP, the Socialist
Party in Bihar and Punjab merged into CSP.
(Selected WorksofAcharya Narendra Deva, Vol
1, pp xxviii-xxix).

To draft the party’s constitution, policy and
programme an eleven-member committee
was constituted. AcharyaNarendra Deva was
elected the president and Jayaprakash Narayan
as Secretary of this Committee respectively.
Following were the members of the committee:
Prof. Abdul Bari, PurshottamTricumdas,
MinooMasani, Sampurnanand, C C Banerjee,
FaridulHaq Ansari, RammanoharLohia, Prof
Abdul Aleem and Prof N G Ranga. Jayaprakash
Narayan was also authorized to appoint state
committees of the CSP.

Congress Socialist Party
On May 5, 1934, Jayaprakash Narayan, sent
a circular for CSP's Foundation Conference
on behalf of the Bihar CSP (Selected Works,
Jayaprakash Narayan 1929-35, p64).See also
Resolution of the Bihar Socialist Party, May
1934, and Agenda suggested by the Bihar
Socialist Party for the Congress Socialist
Conference at Patna May 1934 (Selected Works,
Jayaprakash Narayan: 1929-35, pp 258-260).

Delivering the First Presidential address at
the Foundation Conference of CSP the father
of the Indian Socialism,AcharyaNarendra Deva
said:
“Socialism has come to stay in this country
and is daily gaining strength and prestige inside
the Congress as well as in the Country. The
social foundation of this new school of thought
which has appeared within the Congress is the
democratic intelligentsia. Outside the Congress
among its adherents are representatives of
workers and to amuch smaller extent peasants
who constitute the real revolutionary elements
of an anti-imperialist Struggle.

Thus the foundation conference of Congress
Socialist Party (CSP) was held at Patna on
May 17, 1934.This conference of CSP was
presided by AcharyaNarendra Deva. About
100 delegates attended this conference from all
over India. Prof Abdul Bari was the president
of the reception committee. In the Patna
conference of CSP, Bombay was represented
by MinooMasani, PurshottamTricumdas and
C K Narayanan.Central Province by four
including RammamnoharLohia and Madan

As a matter of fact the working class is
the vanguard while the peasants and the
intelligentsia are only its auxiliaries. Most of us
today within the Congress are only intellectual
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Socialists, but as our long association with the
national struggle has repeatedly brought us into
intimate contact with the masses, there seems
to be no danger of our degenerating into mere
theories and Doctrines. We should try to broaden
the social basis of our movement by bringing
into our fold workers and peasants. I hope we
will not rest satisfied with initiating the educated
classes into the mysteries of Socialist thought. I
do not belittle the importance of the formation
of Socialist study circles and the creation of a
body of Socialist literature in Indian languages.
That is good work and most essential too. But
we must not forget that the real task before us
is the political education of the masses, the
carrying on of day-to-day agitation amongst
them on economic issues and their organization
into a politically conscious Class.

opinion that the confiscation and class war are
contrary to the Congress creed of Non-violence.
(Report of the History of the General Secretary,
November 1934-March 1936, AICC, pp3-4; The
Annual Register, 1934, Vol I, p344).
SOCIALISTS DIDN’T LIKE IT
AND ACHARYA NARENDRA DEVA,
SAMPURNANAND, SRIPRAKASA AND
JAYAPRAKASH NARAYAN ISSUED A
STRONGLY WORDED STATEMENT FROM
BENARAS ON JUNE 22, 1934.THESE
LEADERS ALSO MET MAHATMA GANDHI
UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF ACHARYA
NARENDRA DEVA AT BENARAS ON JULY
27, 1934 AND REQUESTED MAHATMA
TO USE HIS INFLUENCE TO GET THE
W O R K I N G C O M M I T T E E TO PA S S
THEIR “SOCIALIST PROGRAMME”.
GANDHIJI REBUKED THEM BUT GAVE
ASSURANCE THAT HE WOULD PUT
THEIR SUGGESTIONS BEFORE THE
WORKING COMMITTEE (Selected Works
of Acharya Narendra Deva, Vol 1, pp245-246;
The Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi, Vol
64, p237 and pp257-259)

It is only by working amongst the masses that
we can emancipate ourselves from reactionary
influences and shall be able to develop a
proletarian outlook. The great mistake that
we members of the intellectual classes are
apt to commit is to relegate the people to the
background. The truth is that we are always
willing to teach masses but never to learn from
them. This attitude of mind is wrong. We should
try to understand them and to act as faithful
interpreters of their desires and needs.”

S K Patil in his article in Bombay Chronicle
on August 10,1934 entitled “Where do they
differ? Socialist claim analyzed” had questioned
the need for the formation of Congress Socialist
Party. Jayaprakash Narayan responded to
S K Patils’ criticism with an article the
next day August 11, 1934, in the Bombay
Chronicle.In his article JP rebuts the main points
made by Patil. (Selected Works, Jayaprakash
Narayan: 1929-35, pp.73-77 and 263-265;
See also Comment by Jayaprakash Narayan
on Vallabhbhai Patels speech at Bombay, on
18th July 1934 (Selected Works, Jayaprakash
Narayan: 1929-35, pp68-69).

Soon after the foundation Conference of
CSP, a CWC resolution passed on June 18,
1934 stated, “while the Working Committee
welcomes the formation of groups representing
different schools of thought, it necessary in view
of those who talk about confiscation of private
property and necessity of class war, to remind
Congressman that the Karachi resolution as
finally settled by the AICC at Bombay in
August 1931, which always lays down certain
principles, neither contemplates confiscation
of private property nor advocacy of class
war. The Working Committee is further of the

Jawaharlal Nehru also expressed his anger
against the Congress Working Committee’s
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resolution in a letter dated August 13, 1934 to
Mahatma Gandhi. He stated that “it was nothing
but the trump of opportunism in the Congress
and blamed the CWC.Which had deliberately
encouraged vagueness in the definition of our
ideals and objectives.”

delegates attend this conference from all over
India. Out of twenty states, CSP was formed
in fourteen states by that time. Jayaprakash
Narayan was elected General Secretary
withMinooMasani, MohanlalGautam, N
G Goray and EMS Namboodripad as Joint
Secretaries respectively.

In reply to the criticism of Nehru, Gandhi
wrote on August 17, 1934.(The Collected Works
of Mahatma GandhiVol 64: 20 May, 1934 - 15
September, 1934)

According to Sampurnanand, quoted in
PattabhiSitaramyya, (The History of the Indian
National Congress, Vol 11, p180) the principles
adopted by the CSP at its first conference
were “transfer of all powers to the producing
masses, development of the economic life
of the country to be planned and controlled
by the state, socialisation of the key and
principal industries and services, instruments
of production and distribution and exchange.”
It also emphasised “the elimination of princes
and landlords and other classes of exploiters
without compensation.”

It is said that at that time CSP did not believe
in the Gandhian policy of Non-violence.
About Non-violence, AcharyaNarendra Deva
expressed serious doubts. Though he was a
votary of truth from very beginning, he did not
believe that freedom could be attained from the
British without violence. According to him the
failure of the Civil Disobedience Movements
and the advocacy of the constitutional
parliamentary methods had already depicted
the weakness of Gandhian methods. In “The
Task Before Us”,Congress Socialist, September
29,1934,Narendra Deva explained the role of
the Socilaists and the Socialist amendment in
the AICC moved by him. (Selected Works of
Acharya Narendra Deva, Vol 1 pp33-41).

First Conference, October 21-22, 1934
THE FIRST OPEN SESSION OF THE
ALL INDIA SOCIALIST CONFERENCE,
AT WHICH THE ALL INDIA CONGRESS
SOCIALIST PARTY WAS FORMALLY
I N A U G R AT E D , WA S H E L D AT
READYMONEY TERRACE, WORLI,
BOMBAY.IT COMMENCED ON OCTOBER
21 AND CONCLUDED ON OCTOBER 22,
1934.IT WAS ATTENDED BY OVER 150
PROMINENT CONGRESS SOCIALIST
DELEGATES FROM ALL PARTS OF THE
COUNTRY.

The right wing leadership of the Congress
believed that without independence all the talk
of Socialism, abolition of private property or
any other radical change in the economic system
is moonshine.Even a discussion about socialism
introduces an element of confusion and divides
our ranks.We must concentrate on political
independence and that alone.Jawaharlal Nehru
“Congress and Socialism”, cited in Indian
Annual Register 1936, Vol II, p344.

They included Dr Rammanohar Lohia
and Charles Mascarenas of Bengal, F H
Ansari of Delhi, Jayaprakash Narayan of
Bihar,Sampurnanad and Mohanlal Gautam of UP,
Dr Karnik of Poona, J Mukherjee of Allahabad,
P K Pillai of Madras, AchyutPatwardhan of
Maharashtra, and S A Brelvi, M R Masani and
Kamladevi Chattopadhyay of Bombay and P Y

While the churning about CSP was going on
among the rank and file of Congress Party, the first
CSP Conference was convened at Bombay on
21-22 October 1934. DrSampurnanandpresided
over this meet and more than hundred fifty
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Deshpande of Amraoti.

MEMBERS AGAINST VACANCIES: YUSUF
MEHERALLY, SAURABH BATLIWALA,
ROHIT MEHTA, FARIDUL HAQ ANSARI,
RAMVRAKSH BENIPURI.

THE FIRST CSP CONFERENCE ELECTED
FOLLOWING PERSONS FOR ITS NATIONAL
EXECUTIVE.GENERALSECRETARY:
J AYA P R A K A S H N A R AYA N . J O I N T
S E C R E TA R I E S : M R M A S A N I ,
MOHANLAL GAUTAM, N G GORAY,
E M S N A M B O O D R I PA D . M E M B E R S :
NARENDRA DEVA, SAMPURNANAND,
K A M L A D E V I C H AT T O PA D H YAY,
P U R S H O T TA M T R I C U M D A S , P Y
DESHPANDE, RAMMANOHAR LOHIA, S
M JOSHI, AMRENDRA PRASAD MITTRA,
CHARLES MASCARENAS, NABKRUSHNA
CHAUDHARY, ACHYUT PATWARDHAN.

(Report to the First Conference of the CSP,
Bombay, by Jayaprakash Narayan, 21st October
1934. (Selected Works, Jayaprakash Narayan:
1929-35, pp81-84). All India Congress Socialist
Party (AICSP) (1937), Constitution, Programme
and Resolutions of the First Conference of the
Party and Report of the Organising Secretary,
1934, Published at the Dadabhai Manzil
Congress House, Girgaum Bombay. (Selected
Works, Jayaprakash Narayan:1929-35, pp
260-272).
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The Genesis
The advent of socialist ideas in the West
at the beginning of the 20th Century brought
awareness of new values of equality and class
struggle in Indian society. The end of the
First World War also led to an unprecedented
economic crisis that lasted from 1923 till 1934.
In India this resulted in spiralling inflation and
increasing unemployment, depressing already
low standards of living and adding to the
general discontent. The situation, it was felt,
was a result of the capitalist and imperialist
policies of the British. Capitalism exploited
the working classes and produced conditions
of great hardship for the majority of the
population. Imperialism was also seen as a
form of capitalist class government intended to
perpetuate the slavery of the workers. Marxism
emerged as a dynamic critic of colonialism
and an important alternative to capitalism.
Its remedy for ending the exploitation of the
masses fired the imagination of a large number
of Indian intellectuals.

History of the Congress
Socialist Party 19341948
Sonal Shah*

Various radical groups and youth leagues
arose across the country at this time. A nebulous
left wing materialised within the Congress,
whose main spokesmen were Jawaharlal Nehru
and Subhas Chandra Bose. In November 1928,
an Independence for India League formed
under the presidentship of S Srinivasa Iyenger,
with Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas Chandra
Bose as joint secretaries. It operated as a leftoriented pressure group within the Congress,
demanding complete political, social, and
economic independence. In 1929, at the Lahore
session of the Congress, Jawaharlal Nehru, with
the help of young leftist Congressmen, got a
resolution for complete independence passed
and preparation for launching a disobedience
movement started, as the British government
had not conceded their demand for Dominion
Status made the previous year. After the
passage of this independence resolution, the

* Excerpted from Indian Socialsists: Search for
Identity, Popular Parakashan, Bombay 1994
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Independence League, having achieved its
objective, slowly disintegrated. (1)

and they viewed the withdrawal as proof of
the failure of non-violent methods to achieve
independence. (4)

The Communist Party was formed in 1925 at
the behest of the Communist International and
with the active help of the British Communist
Party. They made rapid strides initially through
their work in the labour field, but after 1928 their
strength declined precipitously. One of the main
reasons for this was the ultra-left course adopted
by the Sixth Comintern Congress in 1928. (2)
The Congress Party in India was criticized
as an instrument of "bourgeoise nationalism"
from whose influence the peasants and workers
had to be weaned away, and Gandhism, which
was seen as "revolutionary" by Lenin was now
regarded as an "openly counter-revolutionary
force". These extreme stands alienated the
communists from the freedom struggle and
from the masses and they lost their support
bases. M N Roy, a one-time member of the
Comintern, started his own radical group in
India in 1930 after he fell out with Stalin and
was subsequently expelled from the Comintern
in 1929. (3)

In this atmosphere of dejection and
disappointment, two trends arose within the
Congress. Both trends rejected the effectiveness
of Gandhian methods of struggle, but while one
trend veered towards constitutionalism and a
more right wing approach, favouring struggle
against the British from within the legislature,
the other wanted a more militant leftist line. The
latter led to the emergence of socialist groups
and, ultimately, to the formation of an all India
socialist organisation.
Early Beginnings
The first socialist group to arise within the
Congress was in Bihar in 1931. The Bihar
Socialist Party was formed as a reaction to
the withdrawal of the 1930 civil disobedience
movement, which Gandhi agreed to as a result
of an understanding with Lord Irwin, the then
British Viceroy. It was formed at the initiative
of Jayaprakash Narayan, who had returned to
India after eight years in the US, a confirmed
communist, determined to make the Congress
more socialist and more militant. (5) This
party, however, became moribund with the
resumption of the civil disobedience movement
in 1932, as most of its leaders got arrested while
participating in the movement.

The failure of the two civil disobedience
movements of 1930 and 1932 and the two
Round Table Conferences, which were an
attempt to arrive at some compromise between
the Indian nationalists and the British, led to a
lot of rethinking among Congressmen. Several
young men who were together in various
prisons during the Satyagraha movement,
found themselves questioning the validity of
Gandhi's method of struggle and his emphasis
on non-violence and constructive action. They
were critical of the vague and unclear picture of
freedom as depicted by the Congress. Because
of all these factors they were disillusioned with
the Congress leadership. Gandhi's decision in
1933 to suspend the Satyagraha movement
and concentrate instead on constructive work
embittered many Congressmen against him

Socialist groups also arose in Punjab,
Bengal,(6) Benares and Kerala. In 1933, in Poona,
Congressmen who were opposed to Gandhi's
idea of withdrawing the Satyagraha movement
met to discuss the feasibility of a socialist group
within the Congress. The task of preparing the
aims and objectives of such an organisation was
entrusted to Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay, Yusuf
Meherally and Purshottam Tricumdas.
The Congress Socialist Party, however, was
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really conceived in the Nasik Road Central
Prison where a number of Congressmen of
socialist, Fabian and militant nationalist bend
were fortuitously serving out their prison
sentences together during the 1932 civil
disobedience movement. Amongst them was
Jayaprakash Narayan, who had been arrested
in connection with organising underground
activities in the Bombay Presidency(7). Some
of the other Congress leaders who were in
the Nasik Jail and were instrumental in the
formation of the Congress Socialist Party
were: Minoo Masani, Asoka Mehta, Achyut
Patwardhan, N G Goray and M L Dantwala.
These leaders, along with Acharya Narendra
Deva, Rammanohar Lohia, Yusuf Meherally
and S M Joshi, constituted the core of the
leadership of the socialist movement.

secure his support for the socialist organisation.
In a letter to Masani dated December 19, 1933,
Nehru welcomed the "formation of socialist
groups within the Congress to influence the
ideology of the Congress and the country." (10)
Minoo Masani was made the General Secretary
of the Bombay group and among its founders
were N G Goray and Achyut Patwardhan from
the Nasik detenues and Purshottam Tricumdas,
Ishwarlal Desai, etc.
As many of the socialist groups were
unaware of the existence and working of the
other socialist groups, it was decided to bring
them together in a conference which was
advertised through the newspapers. (11) The
conference, organised by Jayaprakash Narayan
and the revived Bihar Socialist Party, was held
in Patna on May 17, 1934. Over a hundred
people participated with many representatives
of different groups and also a large number
of socialist-minded individuals. The All India
Congress Socialist Party (AICSP) was formed
at the conference with 58 votes in favour and
22 against. (12)

While in prison in 1932-1933, they had
ample time to discuss the drawbacks of the
civil resistance movement, the growth of
constitutionalism and the anti-national role
of the CPI and its subsequent alienation from
the national mainstream. They came to the
conclusion that in order to avoid the errors of
the communists and to have a greater influence
on the direction of the freedom struggle, it was
essential to form a socialist organisation within
the Congress. A blue print for the formation of a
nation-wide group was prepared and smuggled
out of jail. (8) According to some socialists,
had it not been for the negative attitude of
the communists to the freedom struggle, a
separate socialist party would never have been
conceived. (9)

Immediate Triggers
Two immediate factors precipitated the
formation of the Congress Socialist Party. One
was Gandhi's decision to withdraw the civil
resistance movement despite opposition, and
the second was the revival of the rightist Swaraj
Party within the Congress in March 1934.
The left wingers were of the opinion that
not only should the Satyagraha movement not
be withdrawn, but the reverse, such activity
should be increased and made more massbased. The freedom struggle was not succeeding
because “the Congress was largely a bourgeois
organisation” having a following amongst
the middle and upper classes. It would only
succeed if the masses were also drawn into it
and for this, it was necessary to broaden the

On the basis of the Nasik blue print, a
socialist party was formed in the Bombay
Presidency on February 25, 1934, which
included the Poona group. Minoo Masani,
after his release from Nasik Jail, had gone to
Allahabad to meet Jawaharlal Nehru, who was
looked upon as a great champion of socialism, to
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base of the Congress and widen its appeal.
The peasants and workers would be attracted
to the struggle if "Swaraj" held something for
them. The Congress had attempted to define
"Swaraj" for the first time in the Preamble to
the Fundamental Rights Resolution in 1931 at
the Karachi Conference, by stating that in order
to end the exploitation of the masses, political
freedom must include real economic freedom.
The Congress, however, had not clarified what
economic freedom meant. This clarification was
necessary to draw in the masses.(13)

strategy to prevent this drift to the right. Despite
the formation of the AICSP on May 17, 1934,
and their efforts at the Congress session, they
couldn’t muster enough support. The AICC
decided to participate in the Assembly elections
and the socialist amendment stalling the move
was defeated.
The Patna Conference of the socialists
decided to set up an organising committee
with Acharya Narendra Deva as chairman and
Jayaprakash Narayan as organising secretary
to draft a constitution and programme. JP
was to tour the country and establish as many
provincial parties as possible.

Secondly, the revival of the Swaraj Party
created great misgivings amongst the socialists.
Led by important Congress leaders like Dr
Ansari, K M Munshi, Bhulabhai Desai and
B C Roy, it seemed to be gaining influence
within the Congress. Their programme favoured
participation in the Assembly elections provided
for by the Joint Parliamentary Committee's
recommendations. They had adopted a highly
conservative attitude on economic and social
issues. Gandhi had responded favourably
to their programme. The left wingers were
afraid that if the Congress was swayed by the
Swarajists, the pace of the freedom struggle
would slow down even further and the appeal
of the Congress would become even more
limited. The only way to thwart the Swarajists,
according to them, was through the formation
of their own socialist organisation within the
Congress to systematically advocate and press
their view point.

In his presidential address, Acharya Narendra
Deva explained why the socialists had decided
to form a party within the Congress and not an
independent one or join the Communist Party.
The Congress, despite its defects, symbolised
the great national movement against British
imperialism and it had the potential to be "the
greatest revolutionary force in the country".
Though the socialists disagreed with Gandhi's
method of functioning, they acknowledged his
dynamic leadership and ability to mobilise the
masses. Acharya Narendra Deva was critical
of the communists because they had alienated
themselves from the freedom struggle. The
socialists were nationalists and were not willing
to join any anti-national group. He felt it was
a very narrow and short sighted attitude of
the communists to refuse to take part in the
national struggle simply on the ground: "that
the struggle is being principally conducted by
petty bourgeois elements of society." (14)

The formal announcement of the withdrawal
of the civil disobedience movement and the
launching of a parliamentary programme was
to be made at the All India Congress Committee
(AICC) meeting of May 18, 1934 in Patna.
The socialists resolved to have a conference
on the eve of the Patna AICC session. They
hoped, by meeting prior to the AICC, to rally
the socialist forces in the Congress and plan a

The AICSP was officially launched at
a conference in Bombay on October 2122, 1934. One hundred and fifty delegates
representing 13 provincial parties participated.
Purshottam Tricumdas from the Bombay
Socialist Party welcomed the delegates and
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Babu Sampurnanand from the Benares Socialist
Party presided over the conference.

and Purshottam Tricumdas belonged to the
Fabian socialist trend. Achyut Patwardhan and
Rammanohar Lohia were the more "gandhian"
leaders in the party.

The conference declared the objective of
the party to be the achievement of "Complete
Independence in the sense of separation from the
British Empire and the establishment of socialist
society." Membership of the party was open only
to members of the Congress. Also, no member
could belong to a communal organisation
or to another party whose objectives were
inconsistent with those of the CSP. It envisaged
working within and outside the Congress. Inside
the Congress, it aimed to secure the acceptance
of a socialist programme. Outside, it planned to
organise the peasants and workers and create a
powerful mass movement for independence.
Its programme included a planned economy,
socialisation of key industries and banking,
elimination of princes, landlords and any other
type of exploiters, and redistribution of land.(15)

These ideological differences amongst the
leaders led to differences on methods, policies
and organisation of the party. Initially these
differences were compromised because the
leaders felt it was necessary to stay together
for the sake of achieving independence. Also,
what united them was their "intensive personal
friendship" (17) and similar, urban, middle class,
highly educated background. They were also
young and idealistic, possessed a strict code of
ethics and had great "respect for values of truth
and decency". (18)
Jayaprakash Narayan was one of the most
significant cohesive factors, and the others
looked up to him for guidance. His views were
largely accepted by the party, and this partly
explains the party's initial emphasis on Marxism,
despite the fact that a significant number of the
leaders were non-marxist. Another reason for
the initial acceptance of the marxist outlook in
the party was their infatuation with the Russian
Revomlution.

The ideology of the Congress Socialist
Party was a blend of Marxism, democratic
socialism of the British Labour Party kind and
socialism tinged with Gandhism, with different
leaders, espousing each of the three ideological
trends. However, in the early years, the marxist
trend was the most dominant in the party.
Commenting on the differing ideologies among
the socialist pioneers, Masani writes, "I was a
staunch democrat of the British Labour Party
kind and had little sympathy with communist
methodology or technique though I was a rather
starry-eyed admirer of the October Revolution
in Russia....JP on the other hand was a staunch
believer in the dictatorship of the proletariat,
whatever that may mean. Marxism was the bed
rock of his socialist faith." (16)

Reactions Within The Congress
There were mixed reaction to the emergence
of a leftist party within their midst. Sardar
Patel and the right wing felt "threatened" at its
formation. They criticised the CSP programme
of “confiscation of private property” and class
war as being contrary to the Congress "creed
of non-violence" and accused the socialists of
indulging in "loose talk".(19)
Gandhi's reaction on the other hand was that
of a "sympathetic critic". (20) While he welcomed
the rise of the Socialist Party he was skeptical
of its programme because it seemed "to ignore
Indian conditions". He made his differences

Of the top socialist leaders Jayaprakash
Narayan and Acharya Narendra Deva were
the main exponents of the marxist strain.
Minoo Masani, Asoka Mehta, M L Dantwala
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with the socialists, especially on class relations
and on the question of ends and means very
clear.

Chandra Bose.

Nehru's attitude was very different. He was
widely acclaimed to be one of the foremost
socialists in the country. The Congress Socialists
had great hopes of his joining the party and
actively leading it. Acharya Narendra Deva
started and ended his presidential address at
the first All India Socialist conference in Patna
with references to "our great leader Jawaharlal
Nehru", regretting his absence at the conference,
as he was in jail at the time, and looking forward
to the time when he would be able to give them
advice, guidance and leadership.

The CPI was hostile to the formation of the
Congress Socialist Party because of the line laid
down by the Sixth Communist International
Congress of 1928. The Indian communist
leaders called the socialists "social fascists" and
saw their primary task to be that of "exposing"
the leftists within the Congress.

Reactions Of The Communists And The
Royists

M N Roy, on the other hand, had a more
calculating approach to the Socialist Party. He
was in prison when the CSP was formed. Roy
speculated that the CSP was likely to reduce
itself to a reformist-parliamentary group. If an
integrated communist party could work within
the Congress Socialist Party and unite the real
proletarian elements inside it and then break
away, a genuine socialist party could be created.
With this in mind, Roy directed his followers
to join the CSP. (25)

However, Jawaharlal did not join the party
after his release from jail or even at a later
stage. Purshottam Tricumdas writes, "He did
not raise a small finger to be of any help to us
at any time. Except mouthing vague generalities
about socialism he didn't do anything at all." (21)
Similar sentiments regarding Nehru have been
expressed by other socialist leaders. According
to Surendranath Dwivedy, he did not want to be
"connected with the organisation of the socialist
movement" (22) while Sampurnanand felt Nehru
was always quick to criticise the party but at
the same time "was never slow to exploit the
situation created by the existence of the party
within the Congress."(23) According to Lewis
Fickett's analysis, Nehru did not join the CSP
because he wanted to play the role of a national
leader and he felt that association with any
particular faction might rob him of this role. (24)

Socialist Unity Phase (1934-1940)
The socialists believed that in order to create
a strong anti-imperialist and socialist front it
was necessary to achieve co-operation and unity
with the different labour and radical groups in
the country. Ideologically, there appeared to be
many areas of agreement between all the leftist
groups and the socialists zealously pursued the
idea of left unity right from the inception of
the CSP.
The Royists joined the CSP and were active
within it from 1934 to 1936. In 1936, after
Roy was released from prison, he issued an
"ultimatum" to the socialists that he would join
the CSP only if he was made its sole leader. The
socialists were unwilling to accept his demand
and this angered Roy. (26) At a meeting in March
1937, in New Delhi, the Royists decided to
leave the CSP in a manner which would create

Many socialists fell let down by Nehru.
Though a large section of them led by JP
continued to support him, several socialists
like Sampurnanand were no longer willing to
accept his whims and "submit tamely to his
public rebukes." The only Congress leader who
openly supported the socialists was Subhas
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the impression of a break down of the party.
Though the CSP was organisationally not
affected much by their departure, it definitely
weakened the party's image. Thereby ended the
attempt at left unity with the Royists.

circular in 1937 addressed to the members of
the Communist Party giving details about the
infiltration tactics for capturing the CSP and
declaring that there could be only one genuine
revolutionary socialist party, namely the
Communist Party affiliated to the Communist
International. (28) Despite this evidence, a
section of the CSP leadership, "shut its eyes
to everything and put up patiently with all the
tricks of the Communist Party. It may have
done this out of its idealism about unity, but
this idealism was carried too far." (29)

Co-operation with the communists proved
even more disastrous. Despite the hostility of
the communists towards them, the socialists
made overtures in 1934 for co-operation and
joint functioning in the trade union field.
Describing the attitude of the communists,
Jayaprakash Narayan wrote, "For over a year
the Communist Party carried on its war against
us. Finally when the Seventh Congress of the
Communist International revised its policy,
the CPI made a volte face. Having burnt the
(Congress) flag only a few years before, the
communists now flocked to the Indian National
Congress. The CSP suddenly became a genuine
SP....This change was more than welcome to
us..."(27)

In the CSP Conference at Lahore in April
1938, the communists tried to capture the
party, by proposing an alternative list of
National Executive members, in which all the
socialist pioneers, barring JP, were replaced
by communist members. JP realised the game
of the communists, and the Congress Socialist
leaders rallied together to defeat them.
In 1938, Masani found another secret
communist circular, which he published under
the title Communist Plot against the CSP.
Jayaprakash Narayan felt something "drastic"
would have to be done about the communist
double dealings, but a few months later he had
second thoughts and felt the socialists should
"make another serious attempt at unity". Most of
the leaders were convinced that the communists
should be expelled from the party but because
of JP's vacillating attitude and his inclination
to give them another chance, the National
Executive did not take any action against them
and allowed things to drift. This policy of drift
gave an opportunity to the communists to
strengthen their hold within the party.

During the "popular front" phase as decided
by the Seventh Congress in 1935, the Indian
communists, like their counterparts in Italy,
France, etc. joined the bourgeois nationalist
struggle. In India they joined the Congress
Socialist Party and hence simultaneously the
Congress. The socialists were so keen on left
unity that they allowed the communists into the
National Executive and gave them prominent
places in the central and state organisations.
Soon, however, it became clear that the
communists were not genuinely interested in
left unity but were using the cover of the united
front to gain entry into the Congress Socialist
Party and wreck it from within. They infiltrated
into the socialist kisan sabhas, trade unions and
student bodies and started acquiring important
positions in them.

The internal destruction that was being
wrought by the communist tactics drove some
of the leaders of the National Executive to
resign. Minoo Masani, Rammanohar Lohia,
Asoka Mehta and Achyut Patwardhan resigned

The communist conspiracy became clear
only when Minoo Masani found a confidential
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from all executive positions in the party in July
1939, because they felt JP’s obsession for left
unity was highly detrimental to the socialist
movement. The others were persuaded to take
back their resignations, but Masani did not
withdraw his. In his resignation letter he stated,
"If some of us have come to think of these things
in a way which puts us in the position of being
looked on as obstacles to "socialist unity" and
brakes in the further "radicalisation" of the
party, it is much better that we cease to be such
obstructions and allow the dominant tendencies
of the party to follow their natural course." (30)

part of the party organisation in TravancoreCochin, Andhra and Madras. (31)
During the 1942 Quit India movement, the
communists played an even more condemnable
role. With the Russians joining the British and
the Allies in the war, the communists made a
volte face and overnight the "imperialist war"
became a "people's war" and they actively began
aiding the British. By this time the 1942 struggle
had started and the socialist leadership had
gone underground to organise the anti-British
resistance. The communists not only did not
help this revolutionary nationalist movement
but actually played the role of informers and
helped the British arrest the underground
leaders. They also used this opportunity, while
the socialists were in jail, to gain control of
the socialist dominated All India Trade Union
Congress, All India Students Federation and a
number of kisan sabhas. This struck the final
blow to any idea of socialist-communist unity.

Only the role played by the communists in
World War II and their anti-national activities
during the Quit India struggle forced JP and
the socialists to change their thinking. The
communist attitude to the Second World War
was at first similar to that of the socialists. They
were totally opposed to the "imperialist war"
and the war efforts of the British.
The hesitant attitude of the Congress to the war
gave them an excellent opportunity to condemn
the Congress leaders for compromising with the
British. The CPI's policy, however, underwent
a change. It began condemning the Congress
Socialist Party and every other progressive
group with which it had worked before. The
Congress Socialists suddenly became the
henchmen of Gandhi. The communists tried
to use the war to project themselves as the real
revolutionaries while denigrating the other
progressive organisations. They began inciting
strikes throughout the country to protest against
the British war effort.

The socialist unity phase brought out the
first major rift among the leadership, with
several leaders, especially Minoo Masani,
Rammanohar Lohia, Asoka Mehta and Achyut
Patwardhan unhappy with JP’s role. They
felt his over-enthusiasm for left unity and his
vacillating attitude was to an extent responsible
for the communists being able to usurp several
organisational bases of the socialists. They were
also frustrated with their inability to convince
the party about the communist plan till it was
too late. (32)
With Masani's departure from the party in
1939, the socialists lost an important leader and
one of the founders of the party. Another fall out
of the "honeymoon" with the communists was
a strong feeling of anti-communism and a deep
distrust of the communists. This anti-communist
attitude was to remain and affect the party's line
and decisions on policies and programmes even

When the communists declared war openly
on the CSP, the party was forced to expel them.
This decision was taken at the CSP Ramgarh
Conference in 1940. The communists wrecked
the party and took with them one-third to half of
the party in Bengal and Punjab, and the greater
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in later years.

provinces. In March 1937 the AICC adopted
a resolution accepting ministerial offices in
provinces where the Congress had a majority.
JP on behalf of the socialists, moved an
amendment opposing it, but was defeated by
135 votes to 78. (34) The socialists reacted by
helping to organise an anti-ministry committee
headed by Sardar Sardul Singh Caveeshar, but
this did not have much impact.

The Csp And The Congress (1934-1947)
The years 1934 to 1942 saw a constant tug of
war between the rightists and leftists within the
Congress. The socialists continuously tried to
pull the Congress towards adopting more radical
policies and programmes, while the moderates
and liberals who were a majority in the
Congress, resisted the CSP pressures at every
stage. Though the goal of both the groups was
identical – independence - they continuously
differed on the tactics and programmes to be
followed.

The socialists were afraid that formation of
Congress ministries would prevent the growth
of the "revolutionary mentality" that they
were trying to foster. Jayaprakash Narayan
commented in his General Secretary's report
to the Nasik Conference of the SP in 1948,
"Looking back, however, and in spite of the
years, I still believe it was wrong to have
accepted office then. While it yielded no
advantage, it gave birth to a mentality of power
politics within the Congress that threatens now
to become its undoing." (35)

"At first the CSP seemed to make considerable
headway within the Indian Independence
Movement, it was successful in securing
Congress passage of resolutions favouring
radical land reform, nationalisation of selected
industries, progressive labour legislation, and
party re-organisation." But, unfortunately, it
was greatly "circumscribed" by the conservative
Congress opposition and was unable to radically
change Congress policy. (33)

The socialist opposition towards the
provincial Congress ministries created
resentment at the provincial level against the
socialists and the relations between the two
became fairly strained. The situation was
especially bad in those provinces where the
socialists had strong kisan sabhas.

The CSP had declared its unequivocal
opposition to the new constitution proposed
by the British, called the Government of India
Act, 1935, and also to the proposals of the Joint
Parliamentary Committee on which the Act was
based, because it envisaged provincial elections
and holding limited office under the British. The
Congress, though it was dissatisfied with the
1935 Constitution, decided to stand for elections
and fight the Constitution from within the
legislatures. Despite their initial opposition, the
socialists ultimately helped the Congress in the
elections and some of them, including Acharya
Narendra Deva, even contested the elections.

The kisan sabha movement was started
in late 1929 in Saran District, Bihar, in an
effort to organise the peasantry. And many
Congressmen were actively associated with
it. It was suspended in 1930 to prepare for the
civil disobedience movement and was restarted
in 1933 by Swami Sahajanand. After 1934, the
leadership of the kisan sabhas was largely with
the Congress Socialists. The CSP resented the
soft attitude the Congress had adopted towards
the landlords and it continuously put forward
the peasants' viewpoint in Congress forums.
In Bihar, the kisan sabhas had several clashes

A bitter controversy arose after the elections
with regard to office acceptance. The Congress
had won absolute majority in 6 of the 11
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with the Congress ministers for giving in to the
pressures of the Zamindars. The AICC approved
of the actions of the Bihar government, and
the Bihar Congress Committee went to the
extent of deciding to take action against those
Congressmen who were associated with the
kisan movement. (36) Relations between the
kisan sabhas and the Congress deteriorated to
such a level that the Congress, at its Haripura
session in February 1938, passed a resolution
that its members could not associate with the
kisan organisations.

Bose tried to arrive at some reconciliation with
Gandhi, but failed.
In the Tripura Congress session in March
1939, Govind Ballabh Pant moved a resolution
that Bose should nominate his Working
Committee according to the wishes of Gandhi,
thus effectively reducing him to being a puppet
president. The. CSP faced a real dilemma. It
held the balance of power between Gandhi and
the conservatives on the one hand, and the left
wing including Bose, and the communists, on
the other. Whichever side the CSP voted with
was likely to win.

Another controversy between the CSP and
the Congress, a controversy which lasted up
to independence, was regarding the policies to
be adopted vis-a-vis the people in the Indian
Princely States. At the Haripura session, the
Congress. Socialists opposed a resolution which
forbade any kind of activity, parliamentary or
otherwise, in the name of the Congress in the
Indian States. The Congress did not want to
antagonise the Princes while the socialists felt
that the States were an integral part of India
and the State peoples' struggles should be part
of the national movement. Being in a minority,
the socialists were unable to prevent the passage
of the resolution.

The socialists were divided on the line they
should adopt. JP and the communists wanted
to vote for Bose. Masani, Lohia, Asoka Mehta
and Yusuf Meherally did not want to support
Subhas Chandra, because they felt this would
clearly polarise the nationalist movement into
two camps. Eventually, the CSP leadership
resolved their problem by deciding to abstain
from voting, because they were determined to
maintain the unity of the Congress at any cost.
Govind Ballabh Pant's resolution won. Bose
resigned from the Congress and formed his
own party - the Forward Bloc. A part of the CSP
in Bengal also left the party and joined Bose.
The CSP came in for a lot of criticism from the
leftists for this decision. (37)

In 1938, the Congress Socialists scored an
important victory within the Congress when
they succeeded in getting Subhas Chandra
Bose elected as Congress President. In 1939,
however, the socialists were embroiled in a
violent controversy regarding the continuance
of Bose as Congress President for the second
term. Pattabhi Sitaramayya contested for
the post against Subhas Chandra Bose. The
Congress Socialist, the official CSP weekly,
gave a call to the CSP members to vote for
Bose. The result was Bose won by 1580 votes
against 1375 votes for Sitaramayya. After the
elections, Gandhi issued a statement declaring
Sitaramayya's defeat to be his "personal defeat".

In September 1939, World War II was
declared. On many occasions previously, both
the Congress and the CSP had opposed war
preparations and British efforts to involve
India in them. But when war was declared, the
Congress leaders were hesitant about coming to
grips with the British government. The socialists
felt the war was an excellent opportunity to start
a mass struggle against the British to demand
complete independence. The Congress, on the
other hand, was keen on a compromise with the
British. In July 1940, the Congress Working
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Committee passed a resolution that if Great
Britain would allow the formation of a national
government in India, it would "enable the
Congress to throw its full weight in the efforts
for an effective organisation of the defence of
the country ". (38) Gandhi, however, was opposed
to the war on pacifist grounds and did not want
to aid it. The socialists carried on a campaign
against Indian involvement in the war and many
of them, including JP, were jailed in 1940-41.

1942. After his escape he was instrumental in
getting together a band of guerrillas called the
"Azad Dasta". They captured and set up parallel
governments in a number of villages through
terrorist and violent activities. Rammanohar
Lohia, Achyut Patwardhan, Aruna Asaf Ali
and other socialists organised an underground
network throughout the country. They along
with Usha Mehta and others operated an
underground radio station from Bombay.
Rammanohar Lohia and JP were arrested after
several months, while Achyut Patwardhan and
Aruna Asaf Ali escaped detention till the end.
These four leaders emerged as the heroes of
the '42 movement, and the socialists became
immense popular.

By 1942, all efforts of the Congress to reach a
compromise with the government had failed and
Gandhi decided to launch a movement against
the British. The socialists had drawn closer to
Gandhi because of their similar attitudes against
helping the British in the war. The socialists
were instrumental in persuading Gandhi to
launch a massive civil disobedience movement
and Yusuf Meherally coined the phrase “Quit
India”. They were vociferous in their support
of the historic "Quit India" resolution moved by
him on August 8, 1942, at the Congress meeting
in Bombay. In the resolution, Gandhi declared
the determination of the Congress to drive the
British out of the country. (39)

During this period, the socialists slowly
moved away from Marxism. New facts on
the purges in the Soviet Union and disturbing
accounts of the Russian dictatorship made
them increasingly critical of the Russian
experiment, while the distrust generated
against the communists and their methods out
of their own experiences drove them towards
democratic socialism and Gandhism. These new
shifts in ideology became increasingly apparent
after the Nasik Conference of the CSP in 1948.

Within a few hours of the passing of this
resolution, in the early hours of August 9,
all the members of the CWC were arrested.
The nationalist movement was suddenly
left without a central leadership or a definite
programme. The leadership of the freedom
struggle fell into the hands of the socialists who
played a "glorious role" in the 1942 Quit India
movement. The CSP was banned by the British
and many of its leaders went underground to
continue the resistance movement.

In 1945-46, after World War II, the socialists
were gradually released from jail. In 1946,
the ban on the Congress Soacialist Party was
lifted. There was an important question before
the socialists, whether to reorganise their party
or to remain as a loose left wing within the
Congress. A number of socialists including
Achyut Patwardhan and many from UP, Delhi
and Orissa wanted to have a loose group of
"Augusters" (those who had participated in
the 1942 struggle) within the Congress. The
majority, including JP and Narendra Deva felt
that the purpose of the CSP was not merely
to strengthen the anti-imperialist struggle,
but also to spread socialism in India, so an

Jayaprakash Narayan, who had been lodged
in the Deoli Detention Camp till the end of 1941,
was transferred from there to the Hazaribaug jail
along with other security prisoners belonging
to Bihar. He escaped from it on November 9,
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organised socialist party within the Congress
was necessary. The second opinion prevailed
and it was decided that a party with definite
rules, constitution and programme should be
organised.

large following, conflicts developed between
the socialist rank and file and the Congress
State leadership.
To contain the rift between the socialists
and the Congress, Nehru offered JP a seat on
the Congress Working Committee, but this did
not help improve matters. The CWC decided
to participate in the proposed Constituent
Assembly, but not in the Interim Government.
The socialist disapproval and dissent were put
forward by JP but it did not have any effect on
the Congress. It voted with an overwhelming
majority to endorse the Congress Working
Committee decision to enter the Constituent
Assembly. The socialists protested by boycotting
the Assembly elections.

Though the socialists had increased their
strength and popularity considerably by the end
of the war, their relations with the Congress did
not improve. The post-War differences with the
national movement revolved mainly around the
strategy to be adopted towards the British. The
end of the war brought a Labour government in
England which pledged independence to India.
In 1946, the Cabinet Mission was sent negotiate
transfer of power with the Congress and the slim
League, but could not arrive at any agreement
with Indian leaders. The Mission proposed the
setting up of a Constituent Assembly and an
Interim Government.

The Congress Working Committee later even
reversed its decision about not participating
in the Interim Government and decided to
accept the British offer. The Viceroy invited
Jawaharlal Nehru, President of the AICC to
form the Government. Acharya Kripalani
was elected President of the AICC in place of
Nehru. JP proposed the names of some socialist
leaders for the new Working Committee. The
Congress leadership, however, did not accept
them. Disappointed, JP resigned from the CWC.

The Congress was willing to negotiate with
the Mission on the basis of these proposals, but
the, socialists were totally opposed to them.
They felt this was a further attempt on the
part of the British to maintain "and perpetuate
communal and separatist divisions in the
country." (40) The socialists completely misread
British intentions because they were convinced
that further struggle and a repetition of the 1942
type of movement would be necessary to drive
the British out.

The Socialist Party Inside The Congress
(1947-1948)
The Congress Socialists had their first postwar conference at Kanpur from February 28
to March 1, 1947. They finally had to concede
that they were wrong in their understanding
of British intentions and they accepted that
transfer of power to India was imminent. On the
eve of the conference, the Congress President
announced that the socialists could stay within
the Congress provided they made certain
adjustments. "Anxious not to throw away the
common heritage of the national struggle, the
CSP accepted the suggestion—dropped the

Differences also arose between the
socialists and the Congress on the question of
representation in the Congress. The socialists,
after their success in the 1942 movement,
wanted greater representation for their members
on various Congress committees and more
important organisational positions. The
Congress, however, failed to do this to the
satisfaction of the socialists and this led to a
lot of bitterness and conflict. In states such as
Bihar and Bombay, where the socialists had a
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prefix "Congress" from its name, and by an
amendment to its constitution its membership
was thrown open to those who might not be
members of the Congress." (41) These changes
were in exchange for the "withdrawal of a
Congress Constitution Committee's proposal
to outlaw political parties within the Congress
ranks. The negotiated compromise, made with
the help of Gandhi's mediation, temporarily
prevented socialist leaders from being forced
out of the Congress and from splitting up among
themselves." The socialists were, however,
divided. A section of the party, disillusioned
with the Congress, wanted to separate from it.
This section included leaders like Aruna Asaf
Ali, who had come into the organisation during
the 1942 movement and did not really have any
loyalty to the Congress. The majority of the
leaders, however, were not inclined to leave.
In fact Lohia, in his address at the conference,
warned the party that dropping the prefix
"Congress" did not suggest that any one could
"abuse the Congress organisation which had
been built with the efforts of us all." (42)

however, the socialists abstained at Gandhi's
instance and the resolution accepting partition
was carried by 157 votes to 20.
After independence, the efforts of the
Congress leadership to throw out the socialists
increased. The attacks against the socialists
were led by Sardar Patel, who felt there was
no room in the Congress for such organised
opposition groups. After 1946, and till his death
in January 1948, Gandhi, more than any other
Congress leader, sought to keep the socialists
within the Congress. After Nehru became Prime
Minister, and Acharya Kripalani resigned from
Congress President ship Gandhi tried to get
JP or Narendra Deva to be made Congress
President, but he did not succeed against the
opposition of the right wing.
In January 1948, barely two weeks before
Gandhi's death, the socialists once again
discussed the issue of remaining within the
Congress at their National Executive meeting
in Bombay. The majority of the socialists were
still reluctant to take any hasty decision which
would result in their departure. Jayaprakash
stated that the Congress had within it certain
socialists, leftists, "constructive Gandhians"
and important leaders like Nehru and Maulana
Azad who were sympathetic to democratic
socialism. Gandhi was also a socialist in "his
own original way". With these elements within
the Congress, it was possible that these "forces
together could succeed in taking the Congress
and the country towards socialism". (43) This
approach shows that the socialists had come a
long way from being staunch critics of Gandhi
to acknowledging him as a unique kind of
socialist.

The policy statement adopted at Kanpur
emphasised democratic socialism for the first
time. It distinguished between democratic
socialism and totalitarian communism and
asserted that there could be no socialism without
democracy. Peaceful means of change in a
democratic set up were also accepted for the
first time. The change in ideology and outlook
brought the socialists even closer to Gandhi.
Their common antipathy against communalism
and partition strengthened the bonds between
them.
When the Mountbatten Plan regarding
partition was suggested, the socialists were
very vehement in their opposition. At the AICC
meeting in June 1947, the socialists and Gandhi
opposed partition, while Nehru, Patel and others
gave their support. When it came to voting,

Gandhi's death on January 30, 1948, however,
changed the situation for the socialists. It broke
one of the most important links the socialists
had with the Congress.
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The drive to secede from the Congress was
initiated by the Bombay socialists in February
1948. Relations between the local Congressmen
and socialists had become so strained that the
socialists decided to put up parallel candidates
to the official Congress candidates for the
Bombay Municipal elections in February 1948.
This move was strongly denounced by S K
Patil, the Congress strong man from Bombay.
Nehru termed the move of putting up parallel
candidates while remaining within the Congress
as "amoral". (44) The result was that the Congress
expelled 17 socialists for three years. (45)

seen at Nasik in the General Secretary's report
to, the conference. The General Secretary,
Jayaprakash Narayan, made a scathing criticism
of Stalinist methods in Russia in the report
and, at the same time, made a fervent appeal
for moral values in politics stressing the
importance of Gandhi's concept of means being
as important as the ends. (48)
The decision to leave the Congress split
the party. Many socialists including leaders
like Sampurnanand opted to remain behind in
the Congress. Those who stayed behind came
mainly from UP and areas where the socialists
had a prominent position and perhaps a lot to
lose by leaving the Congress.

In February 1948, the CWC decided to
amend its constitution to debar members of
any political party, communal or otherwise,
which had a separate membership, constitution
and programme from enrolling themselves or
continuing as members of the Congress. This
forced the socialists to take a decision. At the
Nasik Conference in March 1948, they decided
to leave the Congress. Acharya Narendra
Deva told the conference, "I have been so far
advocating that we should not quit the Congress.
Today I am telling you that we must get out of
the Congress." (46)
They justified their departure on the grounds
that: The Congress was not, and could never
become an effective instrument for achieving
socialism. It was not a party of the working
classes or the masses, but a party totally
identified with the government point of view.
Secondly, for democracy to be sustained, it was
necessary to have democratic opposition to the
ruling party. The Socialist Party alone could
provide such opposition which continued the
tradition of identification with "the struggles of
the dispossessed" and also helped maintain an
atmosphere conducive to democtracy. (47)

Though the socialists left the Congress,
they continued to maintain an ambivalent
attitude towards it. While a few delegates
at the Nasik Conference felt the socialists
should have nothing to do with the Congress,
the larger section of the party felt it would
be possible to co-operate with the Congress
in different areas. Narendra Deva stated that
though the Socialists and the Congress were
ideologically incompatible, the Congress
was not all reactionary. “There are still some
friends in the Congress - they may be sticking
to it for whatever reasons - whom we must
not disregard." Achyut Patwardhan echoed a
similar sentiment that there were many people
still within the Congress who were sympathetic
to the socialists. 'With such people we should
always co-operate, particularly on issues
which are non-controversial." At the same
time he warned the conference to "beware of
the communists. For the nth time I say, no
co-operation with those who have no faith in
democracy, no regard for the safety of the state
and whose loyalties are doubtful." (49)

Also their acceptance of some of the
Gandhian ideals by the socialists was clearly

While the experiences with the communists
made the socialists extremely bitter and resentful
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against them and many socialists became
totally anti-communist, their interactions with
the Congress did not create a similar strong
anti-Congress feeling in the majority of them.
Though they lost faith in the capacity of the
Congress to be an instrument of socialism and
its ability to really change the country, they still
felt that given a choice between the two parties
- the Congress and the CPI – the Congress was
preferable because it believed in nationalism
and democracy, while the communists did not.

enterprise. He was instrumental in the formation
of the rightist Swatantra Party in 1959.
Rammanohar Lohia emerged as the
firebrand of the socialist movement. Dynamic,
charismatic, but extremely volatile, he caused
the first major split in the PSP, when he and
his followers broke away in 1955. He played
a tremendous role in championing the cause of
socialism till his death in 1967. Asoka Mehta
caused another split in the PSP in 1964 and
joined the Congress. Purshottam Tricumdas
and M L Dantwala retired from politics after
the 1964 split. Only S M Joshi and N G Goray,
from the original founders continued to remain
active till the 1980s

***
This ambivalent attitude towards the
Congress affected the party's ability to be an
effective opposition party. A tragedy, as it
generated several misunderstandings among
socialists, and was an important factor in the
slow death of the Indian Socialist movement.
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A get-together of socialists from different
parties, and institutions took place at Yusuf
Meherally Centre, Tara, Panvel on 10th and
11th August. The meeting drew people from
most parts of the country and the proceedings
were conducted in the usual atmosphere of
socialist camaraderie. Lots of ideas were
mooted for furthering the ideological unity,
inter-organisations solidarity, and deepening the
camaraderie. Reflecting such collective moods
and a mission, a resolution was passed which
is presented below:-

Moving On
A Proposal from the
Socialist Meet

1. People of India have been suffering for
decades from violation of cardinal values,
guiding principles, and basic rights. Despite
several achievements, governance in India has
been marked by inequality, injustice, casteism
communalism and anti-democracy. ‘Socialism
was written into the Constitution, albeit, a bit late.
But since the economic policies, the governance
process, and development implementation were
not socialistic, people from various sectors
farmers, labours, dalits, adivasis, fisher folks,
youths, students, artisans, and women took to
the path of struggle. The successes achieved in
these struggles are; securing basic necessities
for poor, farmers, workers and scope for
democratic participation for the marginalised
communities. Yet, the political forces, and
economic policies have undermined not only
the dreams and aspirations of common people
but even their right to exist. Some of such
policies and practices include (1) Increase in
corporate power instead of people’s power (2)
Dividing the people on the basis of caste and
religion, (3) Manipulating economic policies
to support those exploiting natural resources
and common goods. Socialist comrades kept
fighting such divisive and exploitative policies
while maintaining contacts with like-minded
socialist and progressive forces.
2. Presently, the capitalist forces through
globalisation, liberalisation and privatisation
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have a field day. In every five year plan, the big
companies get exemption of millions of rupees
in taxes, customs. Consequently capitalists like
Ambani and Adani are pitted again 1.5 million
hapless farmers driven for years to committing
suicide. This has become a challenge for all the
progressives. Not only in the country, we have
multinationals from abroad entering the lifesaving sectors like water, electricity, education
and health. They have gradually taken over the
public goods as well as the public space. Now,
the new government at the centre is allowing
the MNCs with maximum profit incentive and
various concessions, there by undermining the
sovereignty, self-reliance, democracy, even the
livelihoods of common men and women.

regular elections, tons of black money is
changing hands during elections. To become
the Prime Minister by spending thousands
of millions of rupees and securing only 31%
of the votes only shows that fundamental
change is necessary and immediately in the
electoral process as well as representative
democracy. The present government, having
won the elections, by the power of money is
inclined towards a handful of capitalists. It is
making policies to cater to their profiteering
such as FDI, Land Acquisition Act, DMIC
corridor, Infrastructure projects, River linking,
change in labour law etc. Shall we keep quiet?
Commercialisation of education and growing
unemployment have alienated vast majority of
youth. We need to assuage their frustrations by
taking corrective steps.

3. The foundation of NarendraModi and
BJP’s politics is based on Hinduvta. This poses
a challenge in terms of escalating communalism
and insecurity of minorities. Millions of Indians
believing in secularism are deeply concerned.
After the sad and infamous developments
in Ayodhya, the riots in Muzzafarnagar and
Khandua are indicative of the concern that
sectarian violence, small and big will increase
under Modi. It is also likely that terrorism will
reveal in the country and internationally its
barbaric and dark side. Despite assaults on our
secular politics, our traditional and assiduously
nurtured multi-culturalism has been upheld
so far, but now in danger of dilution and
disintegration.

5. In the above context many socialists
from different peoples’ movement, political
parties and civil society organisations, got
together to discuss a common course of action.
They expressed their desire and determination
to move forward by drawing on the ideas
and inspirations from Gandhi, Vinobha,
Acharya NarendraDev, Lohia, Jayaprakash,
Ambedkar, Periyar, Marx, Mahatma Jyotiba
and SavitriPhule, Kamala Devi Chattopadhyay,
Maulana Azad, Yusuf Meherally and others.
They want to come together while maintaining
their separate identities. Not common minimum,
but a common maximum programme must be
the basis for such a united action.

4. The politics which has thrived on inflation,
unemployment has now fallen victim to
market economy. Instead of addressing basic
problems of the people there is systematic loot
of water, land, forest and minerals in the name
of development. Destruction of environment,
displacement, commodification of women,
torture of dalits, adivasis and women are
alarmingly rising. Casteism and communalism
are getting entrenched in electoral politics.
Instead of democracy consolidating through

6. This mission could be possible by
strengthening the people’s movement, by
expressing mutual solidarity, and by engaging
in politico-economic process. Further it is
necessary to fight the anti-people policies
pursued by both Congress and BJP, for the
defence of democracy and sovereignty and
by reaching out to the people to articulate
their exasperations and problems. There was a
consensus that we need to take radical steps to
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preserve the unique heritage and glory of our
freedom movement.

•

7. The meeting demanded prosecution of
those responsible for the murder of right-toinformation activist, Dr.NarenderDavolkar.

•

8. The Meeting decided to support
SikshaAdhikar March, which is planning
an All-India March for the sake of common
school system and against the privatisation of
government schools and commercialisation of
education.

•

9. It was decided in the Meeting to constitute
a small representative body to take the mission
forward. The responsibility for coordination
was assigned to Dr.Sunilam and delegates from
different parties, organisations from different
states. This Body will make common cause with
youth, workers, and farmers, women fighting
for the economic, political and social change.
It will also invite the participation of various
sympathetic progressive thinkers and activists.
• To discuss and implement this Resolution
another meeting will be convened on 30th

•
•
•

•
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October in Pune.
To recruit and engage youth in socialist
ideology and activities a cadre camp will be
organised on 13, 14, 15 December in Puri,
Orissa.
People’s movement will be launched on
issues of land and water ad workers rights as
well as against FDI, displacement, growing
inequalities, privatisation of common
properties.
To launch a nationwide dialogue and
movement for fundamental changes in
electoral policies.
To challenge the casteist and communal
forces and their evil designs
To embrace democratic socialism,
constructive activities, new technology for
genuine and equitable development.
To organise a nationwide march for a
democratic socialist alternative by involving
socialist communities, organisations and
movements.
The Meeting authorised Janata Trust to
call the meeting of socialist organisations,
individuals and parties.

keÀebiesme meesMe@efuemì heeìea keÀer mLeehevee kesÀ 82 Je<e& hetjs nesves kesÀ
DeJemej hej heìvee kesÀ SsefleneefmekeÀ Debpegceve Fmueeefce³ee ne@ue ceW
Dee³eesefpele meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpetìlee meccesueve ceW DeeS he´efleefveefOe
meceepeJeeoer Deeboesueve kesÀ 82 Je<e¥ kesÀ mJee|Cece Fefleneme keÀes
DeeojhetJe&keÀ mcejCe keÀjles nQ~ Deepe ner kesÀ efove heìvee kesÀ Fmeer
ne@ue ceW 100 meceepeJeeefo³eeW ves efceuekeÀj keÀebie´sme meesMe@efuemì
heeìea keÀe ieþve efkeÀ³ee Lee~ neueebefkeÀ, heeìea yeveeves keÀe efJe®eej
veeefµekeÀ pesue ceW ³egJee meceepeJeeefo³eeW kesÀ ceve ceW peæ[W pecee ®egkeÀe
Lee~ meceepeJeeoer Deeboesueve kesÀ oewjeve mebIe<eex ceW kegÀyee&veer osvesJeeues
meceepeJeeoer MeneroeW keÀes Þe×ehetJe&keÀ veceve keÀjles nQ~ meceepeJeeoer
Deeboesueve ves Deepeeoer kesÀ Deeboesueve ceW cenÊJehetCe& ³eesieoeve efo³ee
nw~ Deepeeoer kesÀ Deeboesueve ceW efJe<esMe leewj hej 1942 kesÀ Yeejle
íesæ[es Deeboesueve ceW meJee&efOekeÀ ³eesieoeve efkeÀ³ee Lee~ Deepeeoer
efceueves kesÀ legjble yeeo ieesJee cegefÊeÀ keÀe mebIe<e& meceepeJeeefo³eeW
kesÀ vesle=lJe ceW ®euee³ee ie³ee~ keÀebie´sme ceW jnles ngS keÀebiesme meesMe@
efuemì heeìea ves keÀebie´sme heeìea keÀer veerefle³eeW keÀes meJe&neje Jeie& kesÀ
he#e ceW ceesæ[e leLee ueieYeie nj cegÎs hej cenÊJehetCe& YetefcekeÀe ueer~
meceepeJeeefo³eeW ves KeguekeÀj meece´ep³eJeeoer <e[³eb$e keÀe KeguekeÀj
efJejesOe efkeÀ³ee leLee meebhe´oeef³ekeÀ eEnmee keÀes Kelce keÀjves kesÀ efueS
ieebOeer peer kesÀ meeLe me¬eÀer³e YetefcekeÀe efveYeeF&~

meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpegìlee
mececcesue
17 ceF& 2016, Debpegceve
Fmueeefce³ee meYeeieej, heìvee
heìvee Iees<eCee he$e-2016

keÀebie´sme ves oef#eCe hebefLe³eeW kesÀ neJeer nes peeves kesÀ ®eueles leLee
keÀebie´sme meesMe@efuemì heeìea keÀer veerefle³eeW keÀes ueeiet keÀjves kesÀ he´efle
menceefle veneR yeve heeves kesÀ keÀejCe keÀebie´sme meesMe@efuemì heeìea ves
he=LekeÀ nesves keÀe efveCe&³e efue³ee Lee~ leye mes ueskeÀj Deye lekeÀ
meceepeJeeoer Deeboesueve ves leceece Gleej ®eæ{eJe osKes nQ~ keÀF& yeej
efyeKejeJe Deewj efJeue³e ngDee nw, uesefkeÀve mJeleb$elee, ueeskeÀleb$e,
meceepeJeeo, Oece&efvejhes#elee, v³ee³e, meeoieer, mJeeJeuebyeve,
DebeEnmee-mel³eeie´n Deewj SkeÀpetìlee kesÀ cetu³eeW kesÀ he´efle he´efleyeÜlee
melele ªhe mes yeveer jner nw~ mejkeÀejeW ves peye keÀYeer efkeÀmeeve,
cepeotj, ceefnuee, ³egJee, oefuele-DeeefoJeemeer, efheíæ[e Deewj
DeuhemebK³ekeÀeW kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ veerefle³eeb yeveeves keÀer keÀesefMeMe keÀer
³ee veeieefjkeÀ DeefOekeÀejeW keÀes kegÀ®eueves kesÀ efueS keÀeues keÀevetveeW
keÀes meneje uesves keÀe he´³eeme efkeÀ³ee, meceepeJeeefo³eeW ves nj keÀoce
hej peveefJejesOeer veerefle³eeW Deewj keÀe³e&¬eÀceeW keÀes efJejesOe efkeÀ³ee nw~
osMe ceW keÀebie´sme ves peye veeieefjkeÀ mJeleb$elee efívekeÀj
DeeheelekeÀeue ueeiet efkeÀ³ee, leye meceepeJeeefo³eeW ves peesjoej mebIe<e&
efkeÀ³ee~ yeæ[s hewceeves hej meceepeJeeefo³eeW keÀes efiejHeÌleej efkeÀ³ee
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ie³ee, uesefkeÀve GvneWves keÀYeer ceeHeÀer ceebieves keÀe keÀece veneR efkeÀ³ee~
efyenej kesÀ íe$e Deeboesueve ves ueeskeÀvee³ekeÀ pe³e he´keÀeµe veeje³eCe
kesÀ vesle=lJe ceW osMeYej ceW mebIe<e& ísæ[e, efpemes 1974 kesÀ pesheer
Deeboesueve kesÀ veece mes peevee ie³ee~ ueeskeÀleb$e keÀer yeneueer kesÀ
efueS mebIe<e& keÀjves Deewj kegÀyee&veer osves Jeeues pesheer mewveeefve³eeW keÀes
nce ke=Àle%eleehetJe&keÀ ³eeo keÀjles nQ leLee ueeskeÀleb$e hej keÀesF& Yeer
mecePeewlee keÀYeer Yeer veneR keÀjves keÀe mebkeÀuhe keÀjles nQ~

He³ee&JejCeefJeoeW Üeje ®eueeS pee jns peveDeeboesueveeW keÀe meceLe&ve
keÀjves keÀe Ssueeve keÀjlee nw~
keWÀê mejkeÀej ves keÀe@jheesjsì keÀes DeefOekeÀlece cegveeHeÀe osves kesÀ
efueS ÞeefcekeÀ Deeboesueve Üeje iele [sæ{ meew Je<ees¥ ceW yeæ[er kegÀyee&efve³eeW
kesÀ yeeo neefmeue efkeÀS ieS Þece keÀevetveeW keÀes leesæ[e cejesæ[e nw~
cenbieeF& Deewj yesjespeieejer ®ejce hej nw~ pevelee mes ®egveeJe kesÀ
oewjeve efkeÀS ieS Jee³eoeW keÀes hetje keÀjves kesÀ yepee³e keWÀê mejkeÀj
osMe hej meebhe´oeef³ekeÀleeJeeoer mebef¬eÀCe, leeveeMeenerhetCe& SpeW[e
Leesheves hej Deeceeoe nw, efpememes os<e kesÀ mebJewOeeefvekeÀ cetu³eeW
keÀes Keleje hewoe nes ie³ee nw~ meceepeJeeoer keÀebie´sme meesMeefuemì
heeìea kesÀ ieþve mes ueskeÀj Deye lekeÀ Fve cetu³eeW kesÀ efueS mebIe<e&
keÀjles Dee jns nQ~ meccesueve ceW DeeS he´efleefveefOe mebkeÀuhe uesles
nQ efkeÀ mebJewOeeefvekeÀ cetu³eeW keÀes ye®eeves leLee Deece veeieefjkeÀ keÀes
ieefjceehetCe&, mece=× peerJeve megefveeqÍ®ele keÀjves kesÀ efueS nj kegÀyee&veer
osves keÀes lew³eej jnWies~

Fefleneme ieJeen nw efkeÀ meceepeJeeefo³eeW keÀes peye-peye jep³e
DeLeJee keWÀê ceW mejkeÀej yeveeves, ®eueeves ³ee Meeefceue nesves keÀe
DeJemej efceuee, leye-leye GvneWves pevekeÀu³eeCekeÀejer ³eespeveeSb
ueeiet keÀjves keÀe njmebYeJe he´³eeme efkeÀ³ee nw~ Fve meYeer he´³eemeeW
kesÀ yeeJepeto 17 ceF& 1934 keÀes Dee®ee³e& vejWê osJe peer keÀer
DeO³e#elee ceW pees he´mleeJe heeefjle efkeÀS ieS Les, nce Gve hej Deye
lekeÀ hetjer lejn keÀece veneR keÀj mekesÀ nQ~ Mees<ekeÀ JeieeX keÀe Kelcee
meYeer Glheeove keÀer <eefÊeÀ³eeW keÀe pevelee keÀes nmleeblejCe, GÐeesieeW
keÀe meeceeefpekeÀjCe leLee efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ yeer®e Yetefce keÀe hegve&efJelejCe
keÀe mehevee Deepe Yeer DeOetje nw~

³en meccesueve osMe kesÀ meYeer meceepeJeeoer efJe®eej kesÀ mebieþveeW,
heee|ì³eeW, J³eefÊeÀ³eeW mes Deheerue keÀjlee nw efkeÀ Jes SkeÀpetì neskeÀj
keÀe@jheesjsì efve³ebef$ele jepeveerefle leLee mebIeer SpeW[s kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ
SkeÀpetì neskeÀj mebIe<e& keÀjW, leeefkeÀ osMe kesÀ mebmeeOeveeW hej meceepe
keÀe efve³eb$eCe mLeeefhele efkeÀ³ee pee mekesÀ Deewj mebefJeOeeve hej nes jns
kegÀþejeIeele keÀes jeskeÀe pee mekesÀ~ meccesueve osMeYej ceW mebefJeOeeve
ye®eeDees-osMe ye®eeDees= je<ì^J³eeheer DeefYe³eeve ®eueeves keÀe efveCe&³e
ueslee nw~

osMe mebkeÀìkeÀeue kesÀ oewj mes iegpej jne nw~ mJeleb$elee
Deeboesueve kesÀ cetu³ees, meceepeJeeoer Deeboesueve kesÀ efme×ebleeW,
pesheer Deeboesueve kesÀ cetu³eeW ³eneb lekeÀ efkeÀ mebJewOeeefvekeÀ cetu³eeW
hej kegÀþejeIeele keÀjles ngS GvnW peæ[ cetue mes meceehle keÀjves keÀer
keÀesefMeMe keÀer pee jner nw~ osMe keÀer yenguelee, efJeefJeOelee ve<ì
keÀjves keÀer meeefpeMe j®eer pee jner nw~ peue, pebieue, peceerve keÀes
keÀe@jheesjsì keÀes meeQheves kesÀ veerefleiele HewÀmeues keWÀê mejkeÀej Üeje
efkeÀS pee jns nQ~ veeieefjkeÀeW kesÀ Deheveer hemebo kesÀ Devegmeej Keeves,
henveves, yeesueves, megveves, DeemLee jKeves keÀer efvepelee kesÀ DeefOekeÀej
keÀes Yeepehee-DeejSmeSme efíVe-efYeVe keÀjves hej Deeceeoe nQ~

With Best Compliments From

keWÀê mejkeÀej metKee he´YeeefJele efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer v³etvelece
DeeJeM³ekeÀleeDeeW keÀes hetje keÀjves, ³eneb lekeÀ keÀer heerves keÀe heeveer
Deewj heMegDeeW keÀes ®eeje, efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes cegDeeJepee Deewj HeÀmeue
yeercee GheueyOe keÀjeves kesÀ he´efle Goemeervelee Deewj mebJesovenervelee
oMee&³eer nw~ meJeex®®e v³ee³eeue³e ves metKee heerefæ[le efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ
he´efle mebJesoveMeeruelee efoKeeles ngS mejkeÀejeW keÀes efveoxMe efoS~
meccesueve mejkeÀejeW mes meJeex®®e v³ee³eeue³e kesÀ efveoxMeeW hej peuo
mes peuo Decceue keÀjves keÀer ceebie keÀjlee nw~

Suresh Krishnan
C-3, Sujata Apartments,
Manipada, Kalina
Mumbai – 400 098.

³en meccesueve osMeYej ceW efkeÀmeeveeW, cepeotjeW, oefueleDeeefoJeeefme³eeW, ceítDeejeW, veMeeyeboer, YetefceneveeW, ceefnueeDeeW,
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9 Deiemle, 1942 kesÀ Debie´speeW Yeejle íesæ[es, keÀjes ³ee cejes
Deeboesueve kesÀ 75JeW Je<e& ceW he´JesMe nesves kesÀ DeJemej hej nce
meceepeJeeoer mebmLeeSb Üeje meceepeJeeoer efJe®eej kesÀ efueS mecee|hele
meeefLe³eeW keÀe peve ¬eÀebefle efoJeme meccesueve Deiemle ¬eÀebefle kesÀ
oewjeve Menero ngS jeä^ YeÊeÀeW keÀes Þe×e hetJe&keÀ mcejCe keÀjles ngS
GvnW YeeJeYeerveer Þe×ebpeefue Dee|hele keÀjlee nw~ meccesueve Deiemle
¬eÀebefle keÀes 1857 keÀer ¬eÀebefle kesÀ yeeo keÀe Deepeeoer kesÀ Deeboesueve
keÀe meyemes yeæ[e Deeboesueve ceevelee nw, efpemeceW ueeKeeW keÀer
mebK³ee ceW Deece veeieefjkeÀeW ves Yeeieeroejer keÀer Leer~ ieebOeer peer keÀer
Deheerue leLee keÀebie´sme cenemeefceefle kesÀ DeeÔJeeve hej Meg© ngS Fme
Deeboesueve keÀe vesle=lJe [e@. jececeveesnj ueesefn³ee, De©Cee DeemeHeÀ
Deueer, De®³egle heìJeOe&ve, ³egmegHeÀ cesnj Deueer, Dee®ee³e& vejsvê
osJe, ueeskeÀvee³ekeÀ pe³ehe´keÀeMe veeje³eCe pewmes meceepeJeeefo³eeW
ves efkeÀ³ee Lee~ Deeboesueve kesÀ oewjeve Debie´speeW Üeje 538 yeej
efvenlLes veeieefjkeÀeW hej hegefueme ieesueer ®eeueve efkeÀ³ee ie³ee efpemeceW
50 npeej osMeYeÊeÀ Menero ngS, SkeÀ ueeKe mJeleb$elee mebie´ece
mesveeefve³eeW keÀes pesue ngF&~ meccesueve, Debie´speeW Üeje efkeÀS ieF&
¬etÀjlece oceve hej Dee¬eÀesMe he´keÀì keÀjlee nw leLee Jele&ceeve
efye´ìsve keÀer mejkeÀej mes Yeejleer³e veeieefjkeÀeW kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ efkeÀS
ieS peIev³e DehejeOeeW kesÀ efueS ceeHeÀer ceebieves keÀer ceebie keÀjlee nw~

peve ¬eÀebefle efoJeme meccesueve
9 Deiemle, 2016,
ieebOeer YeJeve, ueKeveT

meccesueve Deiemle ¬eÀebefle ceW ceefnueeDeeW, DeuhemebK³ekeÀeW,
oefueleeW SJeb DeeefoJeeefme³eeW keÀer yeæ[er mebK³ee ceW Yeeieeroejer keÀes
veesì keÀjles ngS ³en ceevelee nw efkeÀ Fve leyekeÀeW keÀer Deepeeoer
kesÀ Deeboesueve ceW cenlJehetCe& YetefcekeÀe keÀes FeflenemekeÀejeW Üeje
vepejDeboepe efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw~
meccesueve ceevelee nw efkeÀ Deiemle ¬eÀebefle kesÀ oewjeve efJeefYeVe
peeefleiele #es$eer³e Oeee|cekeÀ mecetneW kesÀ yeer®e keÀe³ece ngF& SkeÀpetìlee
Deewj meÓeJe DebiespeeW kesÀ yeebìeW Deewj jepe keÀjes kesÀ <e[îeb$e ceW
HebÀmekeÀj kegÀí Deefle cenlJeekeÀeb#eer vesleeDeeW Üeje ³eefo veneR leesæ[e
ie³ee neslee lees osMe keÀe efJeYeepeve jeskeÀe pee mekeÀlee Lee, pewmee
ieebOeer peer leLee meceepeJeeoer ®eenles Les~
meccesueve ceevelee nw efkeÀ SkeÀpetìlee keÀe³ece jnves keÀer eqmLeefle
ceW ueieYeie 50 ueeKe Yeejleer³eeW keÀes obieeW ceW ceejs peeves, Iee³eue
nesves, mecheefÊe yejyeeo nesves, efJemLeeefhele nesves mes ye®ee³ee pee
mekeÀlee Lee~ Fme heefjhe´s#³e ceW meccesueve [e@. jececeveesnj ueesefn³ee
Üeje 9 Deiemle keÀes peve ¬eÀebefle efoJeme kesÀ leewj hej ceveeS peeves
keÀer Deheerue kesÀ DeeOeej hej meYeer meceepeJeeefo³eeW mes nj Je<e& 9
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ceev³elee nw efkeÀ kesÀvê mejkeÀej peue, pebieue, peceerve, Keefvepe Je
lejbieeW keÀer DeefOekeÀlece cegveeHeÀe keÀceeves kesÀ efueS keÀe@jheesjsì Üeje
keÀer pee jner uetì keÀer Kegueer ítì osves kesÀ efueS ueieeleej veerefle³eeb
yeveeF& pee jner nQ efpemekesÀ ®eueles osMe ceW iewj-yejeyejer, YetKecejer,
yesjespeieejer, cenbieeF&, Demegj#ee keÀer YeeJevee, efkeÀmeeveeW Je iejeryeeW
keÀer Deelcenl³eeSb lespeer mes yeæ{ jner nQ~ [er.Sce.DeeF&.meer. leLee
mceeì& efmeìer pewmeer ³eespeveeDeeW kesÀ ®eueles yeæ[s hewceeves hej efkeÀmeeveeW
keÀe Yet DeefOeie´nCe keÀjves, efkeÀmeeveer Je ieebJe keÀes veä keÀjves leLee
iejeryeeW keÀes Gpeeæ[ves keÀe keÀece he³ee&JejCeer³e efJeYeeie kesÀ meeLe yeæ[s
hewceeves hej efkeÀ³ee pee jne nw~

Deiemle keÀes peve ¬eÀebefle efoJeme Dee³eesefpele keÀj MeneroeW keÀes ³eeo
keÀjs leLee meceepe ceW SkeÀpetìlee ueeves keÀe he´³eeme keÀjves keÀer
Deheerue keÀjlee nw~ meccesueve ceW DeeS he´efleefveefOe³eeW keÀes KegMeer
nw efkeÀ 75 Je<e& nesves hej osMe ceW meceepeJeeoer leLee mencevee
mebieþveeW Üeje 250 mes DeefOekeÀ mLeeveeW hej peve ¬eÀebefle efoJeme
kesÀ keÀe³e&¬eÀce Dee³eesefpele efkeÀS pee jns nQ~
meccesueve efJeYeepeve keÀer JeemleefJekeÀlee keÀes mJeerkeÀej keÀjles
ngS efJeYeepeve kesÀ yeeo yeves leerveeW meche´Yeg jeä^eW keÀer pevelee mes
1942 efkeÀ lejn keÀer YeeJeveelcekeÀ SkeÀpetìlee hegvemLee&efhele keÀjves
keÀer Deheerue keÀjlee nw leLee leerveeW osMeeW kesÀ veeieefjkeÀeW mes Deehemeer
cew$eerhetCe& mecyebOe keÀe³ece keÀjves keÀer efoMee ceW keÀejiej keÀoce
Gþeves keÀer Deheerue keÀjles ngS Yeejle-yebiueeosMe-heeefkeÀmleeve
cenemebIe keÀer efoMee ceW Deeies yeæ{ves keÀer Deheerue keÀjlee nw~

meccesueve Deepeeoer kesÀ Deeboesueve kesÀ oewjeve ieebOeerpeer Üeje
efkeÀS ieS veMeeyeboer kesÀ he´³eemeeW keÀes mcejCe keÀjles ngS kesÀvê Deewj
jep³e mejkeÀejeW mes veMeeyeboer ueeiet keÀjves keÀer ceebie keÀjlee nw leLee
osMe kesÀ peve mebieþveeW Üeje ®eueeS pee jns veMeeöcegÊeÀ Yeejle
Deeboesueve kesÀ meceLe&ve keÀer Iees<eCee keÀjlee nw~

meccesueve ceevelee nw efkeÀ efpeve mebkeÀerCe&leeJeeoer meeche´oeef³ekeÀ
keÀÆjJeeoer leekeÀleeW ves osMe keÀe efJeYeepeve efkeÀ³ee Lee Jes Deepe Yeer
osMe keÀes yeebìves kesÀ efueS he´³eemejle nQ~ efnvot-cegeqmuece-efmeKeF&meeF keÀer SkeÀpetìlee kesÀ ceeO³ece mes efJeYeepevekeÀejer leekeÀleeW
keÀe cegbnleesæ[ peJeeye osves keÀer osMeJeeefme³eeW mes Deheerue keÀjlee nw~
meccesueve keÀer ceev³elee nw efkeÀ ³en SkeÀpetìlee mebefJeOeeve kesÀ cetu³eeW
Deewj efme×ebleeW hej keÀesF& mecePeewlee efkeÀS efyevee ner mecYeJe nw~

meccesueve veMeeyeboer kesÀ DeefYe³eeve keÀes keÀevetveer peecee henvee
keÀj meKleer mes efyenej ceW veMeeyeboer ueeiet keÀjves keÀer he´Mebmee keÀjles
ngS GÊej he´osMe meefnle meYeer jep³eeW mes efyenej keÀer lepe& hej
veMeeyeboer keÀevetve yeveeves keÀer ceebie keÀjlee nw leLee 11 efmelecyej,
2016 keÀes efJeveesyee pe³ebleer kesÀ DeJemej hej osMeYej ceW meYeer
efpeueeW ³ee lenmeerue mlej hej efyenej keÀer lejn keÀe veMeeyeboer
keÀevetve meYeer jep³eeW kesÀ yeveeves kesÀ efueS efJeefYeVe cegK³e cebef$e³eeW
leLee he´Oeeve ceb$eer keÀes %eeheve meeQheves keÀe efveCe&³e keÀjlee nw~

meccesueve Jele&ceeve kesÀvê mejkeÀej keÀer mJeleb$elee, ueeskeÀleb$e,
meceepeJeeo, Oece&efvehex#elee, v³ee³e, meeoieer, mJeeJeuecyeve,
DeeEnmee, mel³eeie´n Deewj SkeÀpetìlee kesÀ cetu³eeW hej ueieeleej
kegÀþejeIeele keÀjves keÀer veerefle kesÀ he´efle osMeJeeefme³eeW mes Deeieen
keÀjles ngS Fve cetu³eeW keÀes ye®eeves kesÀ efueS nj kegÀyee&veer osves efueS
lew³eej jnves keÀer Deheerue keÀjlee nw~

meccesueve ceevelee nw efkeÀ osMe ceW veMeeyeboer nesves mes ve kesÀJeue
³egJee heeræ{er keÀes efoµeeYe´efcele nesves mes ye®ee³ee pee mekesÀiee yeequkeÀ
meeLe ner ogIe&ìveeDeeW, DehejeOeeW, Deelcenl³eeDeeW, ceefnuee eEnmee,
³eewve eEnmee, meeceeefpekeÀ leveeJe, DeJemeeo ceW Yeejer keÀceer ueeF&
pee mekeÀleer nw efpemekeÀer keÀercele DeeyekeÀejer mes he´ehle nesves Jeeues
jepemJe keÀer leguevee ceW keÀce mes keÀce ®eej iegvee nesieer~ meccesueve,
Mejeye keÀe keÀejesyeeo yebo keÀjs mejkeÀej leLee heehe keÀer keÀceeF& mes
mejkeÀejW ®eueevee yebo keÀjes kesÀ veejs osMeYej ceW yeguebo keÀjves keÀe
efveCe&³e keÀjlee nw~

meccesueve ceevelee nw efkeÀ efpeme lejn meceepeJeeefo³eeW ves Deiemle
¬eÀebefle, pes.heer. Deeboesueve kesÀ oewjeve Deie´Ceer YetefcekeÀe Deoe keÀer
Leer Gmeer lejn Deepe Yeer GmekeÀer mJee|Cece hejcheje keÀes Deeies
yeæ{eles ngS meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpetì neskeÀj mebJewOeeefvekeÀ cetu³eeW keÀes
ye®eeves leLee hegvemLee&efhele keÀjves keÀer SsefleneefmekeÀ YetefcekeÀe keÀe
efveJee&n keÀjWies~

meccesueve kesÀvê mejkeÀej Üeje uecyes mebIe<eeX kesÀ yeeo cepeotjeW
Üeje neefmeue efkeÀS ieS Þece DeefOekeÀejeW keÀes kegÀ®eueves hej
DeekeÀesMe he´keÀì keÀjles ngS kesÀvê SJeb jep³e kesÀ ÞeefcekeÀ mebieþveeW
Üeje Ieesef<ele 2 efmelecyej keÀer jeä^ næ[leeue keÀe meceLe&ve keÀjlee
nw~

meccesueve kesÀvê mejkeÀej Üeje efJekeÀeme kesÀ veece hej osMe keÀe
efJeveeMe keÀjves Jeeues cees[eveer cee@[ue keÀes jep³emeÊee keÀer leekeÀle
mes osMe hej Leesheves kesÀ kegÀeqlmele he´³eemeeW kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ mebIe<e&
keÀj jns peve DeeboesueveeW keÀe meceLe&ve keÀjlee nw~ meccesueve keÀer
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meccesueve keÀeceieejeW keÀe v³etvelece Jesleve ©. 18,000 he´efle
ceen keÀjves leLee Gmes cetu³e met®ekeÀebkeÀ mes peesæ[s peeves, mebefJeoe
keÀce&®eeefj³eeW keÀes efve³eefcele keÀjves, hegjeveer heWMeve veerefle yeneue
keÀjves, 7Jeeb Jesleve Dee³eesie keÀer efJemebieefle³eeW keÀes otj keÀjves,
Demebieefþle #es$e kesÀ cepeotjeW kesÀ efueS meJe&J³eeheer megj#ee keÀevetve
yeveeves, jsue, j#ee, yeercee #es$e ceW efJeosMeer hetbpeer hej jeskeÀ ueieeves,
mkeÀerce Jeke&Àme&-Deebieveyeeæ[er, ceO³eebn Yeespeve, DeeMee, jespeieej
mesJekeÀeW keÀes jep³e keÀce&®eeefj³eeW kesÀ yejeyej meceeve keÀe³e& keÀe
meceeve Jesleve oskeÀj jep³e keÀce&®eejer Ieesef<ele efkeÀS peeves, ®elegLe&
ÞesCeer keÀer Yeleea hej he´efleyebOe meceehle keÀj ®elegLe& ÞesCeer ceW efve³eefcele
keÀce&®eejer Yeleea efkeÀS peeves leLee jes[ mesHeÌìer efyeue Jeeheme efueS
peeves, Deeefo ceebieeW keÀe meceLe&ve keÀjlee nw~

keÀer pe©jle hej cenÊJehetCe& ®e®ee& Megª ngF& nw leLee mebmeeOeveeW
keÀer uetì kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ peve mebIe<e& osMeJeeefme³eeW keÀes ÒesjCee
he´ehle ngF& nw~ meccesueve mejoej mejesJej yeebOe hej iesì ueieeves
mes 45,000 heefjJeejeW keÀer peue nl³ee nesves keÀer DeeMebkeÀe kesÀ
he´efle kesÀvê mejkeÀej keÀes Deeieen keÀjles ngS iecYeerj heefjCeece
keÀer ®esleeJeveer oslee nw~ meccesueve yeebOe kesÀ iesì veneR ueieeves leLee
meYeer efJemLeeefhele heefjJeejeW kesÀ hegveJee&me, Pee keÀceerMeve keÀer jheì
ceW oes<eer heeS ieS DeefOekeÀeefj³eeW kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ keÀe³e&Jeener leLee
iegpejele kesÀ efJemLeeefheleeW Üeje 9 Deiemle mes Megª efkeÀS pee jns
Deefveeq½elekeÀeueerve DeveMeve keÀe meceLe&ve keÀjlee nw~ osMe Yej kesÀ
meceepeJeeefo³eeW Je he´ieefleMeerue leekeÀleeW mes jepeIeeì, yeæ[Jeeveer ceW
30 pegueeF& mes ®eue jns Deefveeq½elekeÀeueerve mel³eeie´n ceW Meeefceue
nesves keÀer Deheerue keÀjlee nw leLee mebIe<e& kesÀ 31 Je<e& hetje nesves kesÀ
DeJemej hej 16 Deiemle keÀes osMeYej mes he´Oeeve ceb$eer kesÀ veece
%eeheve meeQheves keÀe efveCe&³e keÀjlee nw~

meccesueve 16 Je<eeX lekeÀ meMeðe megj#ee yeue efJeMes<e DeefOekeÀej
DeefOeefve³ece Jeeheme efueS peeves keÀer ceebie keÀes ueskeÀj DeveMeve
keÀjvesJeeueer ¬eÀebeflekeÀejer Fjesce Mee|ceuee keÀer he´Mebmee keÀjles ngS
osMe kesÀ ueeskeÀleb$e SJeb ceeveJe DeefOekeÀej ceW efJeéeeme jKevesJeeues
J³eefÊeÀ³eeW Je mebieþveeW mes Fme mebefJeOeeve efJejesOeer peeveuesJee
DeefOeefve³ece kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ mebIe<e& keÀjves keÀer Deheerue keÀjlee nw
leLee Fjesce Mee|ceuee kesÀ mebIe<e& keÀes cebefpeue lekeÀ hengb®eeves keÀe
mebkeÀuhe ueslee nw~

meccesueve meJeex®®e v³ee³eeue³e kesÀ efveoxMeeW kesÀ yeeJepeto osMe
kesÀ 54 keÀjesæ[ metKeeie´mle efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes efJeefYeVe ³eespeveeDeeW keÀe
ueeYe mejkeÀejeW Üeje veneR efoS peeves keÀer eEveoe keÀjles ngS kesÀvê
mejkeÀej mes efkeÀmeeveeW keÀe keÀpee& Deewj efyepeueer efyeue ceeHeÀ keÀjves
keÀer ceebie keÀjlee nw~ kesÀvê mejkeÀejW ³eefo 69 Je<eeX ceW 35 ueeKe
keÀjesæ[ ©heS keÀcheefve³eeW keÀe keÀpee& ceeHeÀ keÀj mekeÀleer nQ leLee
De[eCeer pewmeer SkeÀ keÀcheveer leLee keÀe@jheesjsì keÀe 75,000
keÀjesæ[ keÀe keÀpe& yeQkeÀeW mes GheueyOe keÀje mekeÀleer nw lees efkeÀmeeveeW
keÀe 5 ueeKe keÀjesæ[ ©heS keÀe keÀpe& ceeHeÀ keÀjves keÀer kesÀvê
mejkeÀej mes Deheerue keÀjleer nw~

meccesueve efMe#ee, mJeemL³e Je heerves kesÀ heeveer keÀes meJee&efOekeÀ
ueeYe keÀceeves Jeeuee J³eeheej yeveeves keÀer mejkeÀejeW keÀer efvepeerkeÀjCe
keÀer veerefle keÀe efJejesOe keÀjles ngS ³en ceev³elee oesnjevee ®eenlee nw
efkeÀ efkeÀmeer Yeer keÀu³eeCekeÀejer jep³e keÀe henuee keÀle&J³e efMe#ee,
mJeemL³e Je heerves kesÀ heeveer keÀe DeefOekeÀej meYeer veeieefjkeÀeW keÀes
efveëMegukeÀ GheueyOe keÀjevee nesvee ®eeefnS~

meccesueve kesÀvê mejkeÀej mes efkeÀmeeveeW SJeb Demebieefþle #es$e kesÀ
ÞeefcekeÀeW kesÀ efueS he´Lece Jesleve Dee³eesie ieefþle keÀjves leLee kesÀvê
mejkeÀej kesÀ meyemes íesìs keÀce&®eejer kesÀ v³etvelece Jesleve kesÀ yejeyej
nj efkeÀmeeve-cepeotj heefjJeej keÀer Dee³e megefveeq½ele keÀjves keÀer
ceebie keÀjlee nw~ meccesueve keÀe ue#³e efkeÀmeeveeW keÀe Deelcenl³ee
cegÊeÀ, mJeeJeuecyeer ieebJe yeveekeÀj leLee efkeÀmeeveeW-cepeotjeW keÀes
GvekeÀe nkeÀ SJeb mecceeve efoueevee nw leeefkeÀ jeä^ keÀes cepeyetle
yevee³ee pee mekesÀ~

meccesueve meesMeefuemì heeìea (FeqC[³ee) leLee Dev³e mebieþveeW
Üeje meceeve efMe#ee he´Ceeueer nsleg ®eueeS pee jns Deeboesueve keÀe
meceLe&ve keÀjlee nw leLee G.he´. mejkeÀej meefnle meYeer jep³e
mejkeÀejeW mes Fueeneyeeo G®®e v³ee³eeue³e kesÀ v³ee³ecete|le megOeerj
Deie´Jeeue kesÀ HewÀmeues keÀes ueeiet keÀjves keÀer ceebie keÀjlee nw~
meccesueve vece&oe ye®eeDees Deeboesueve, peve Deeboesueve kesÀ
jeä^er³e mecevJe³e Üeje iele 31 Je<eeX mes mejoej mejesJej yeebOe
mes efJemLeeefhele nesvesJeeues heefjJeejeW kesÀ efJemLeeheve keÀes jeskeÀves
Je mechetCe& hegveJee&me kesÀ efueS ®eueeS pee jns Deeboesueve keÀe
meceLe&ve keÀjlee nw~ meccesueve keÀer ceev³elee nw efkeÀ Fme Deeboesueve
kesÀ ®eueles osMe ceW JewkeÀequhekeÀ efJekeÀeme keÀer veerefle³eeW keÀes yeveeves

meccesueve osMe Yej kesÀ efJeéeefJeÐeeue³eeW, ceneefJeÐeeue³eeW
ceW efMe#ee kesÀ YeieJeekeÀjCe, íe$e DeefOekeÀejeW hej kegÀþejeIeele,
Mew#eefCekeÀ mebmLeeDeeW keÀer mJee³eÊee hej nceues kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ íe$e
DeeboesueveeW keÀe meceLe&ve keÀjlee nw~
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meccesueve ueieeleej oefueleeW hej nes jns nceueeW keÀer eEveoe
keÀjles ngS Devegmetef®ele peeefle, pevepeeefle Del³ee®eej efveJeejCe
keÀevetve keÀes meKleer mes ueeiet keÀjves Je YesoYeeJe meceehle keÀjves
kesÀ efueS jesefnle Jesceguee DeefOeefve³ece yeveeves keÀer ceebie keÀjlee nw~
meccesueve ³en oesnjevee ®eenlee nw efkeÀ meceepeJeeefo³eeW keÀe ue#³e
peeefle efJenerve meceepe keÀer j®evee nw efpemeceW efkeÀmeer Yeer lejn
kesÀ peeefleJeeo keÀe keÀesF& mLeeve veneR nw~ meccesueve [e@. ueesefn³ee
leLee [e@. yeeyeemeenye YeercejeJe Decyes[keÀj kesÀ meæ[er-ieueer peeefle
J³eJemLee kesÀ mechetCe& Gvcetueve kesÀ GÎsM³e keÀes hetje keÀjves kesÀ
efueS he´efleye×lee peeefnj keÀjlee nw~ mejkeÀejeW Üeje ceefnuee
eEnmee keÀes jeskeÀves kesÀ efueS leceece keÀevetveer GheeS efkeÀS peeves kesÀ
yeeJepeto ceefnueeDeeW kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ eEnmee keÀer IeìveeDeeW ceW Je=ef×
nesves keÀes efJeOeeef³ekeÀe, keÀe³e&heeefuekeÀe, v³ee³eheeefuekeÀe Je ceeref[³ee
keÀer meecetefnkeÀ efJeHeÀuelee ceevelee nw leLee FmekeÀe cegK³e keÀejCe
efhele=meÊeelecekeÀ meÊee keÀe Je®e&mJe keÀe³ece jnvee Je Gmes jeskeÀves
kesÀ efueS jepeveereflekeÀ F®íe MeefÊeÀ keÀer keÀceer ceevelee nw~

meceepeJeeoer Deeboesueve kesÀ 82 Je<e& nesves kesÀ DeJemej hej
meccesueve GÊeÀ cegÎeW keÀes ueskeÀj 2 DekeÌìtyej keÀes leefceuevee[t
mes veeiehegj nesles ngS 12 DekeÌìtyej Yeesheeue kesÀ yeer®e SkeÀ ³ee$ee
efvekeÀeueves keÀe efveCe&³e keÀjlee nw~
meccesueve osMe kesÀ meceepeJeeefo³eeW, JeecehebefLe³eeW,
ieebOeerJeeefo³eeW, meJeexo³eer, Decyes[keÀjJeeefo³eeW SJeb peve mebieþveeW
mes SkeÀpetì neskeÀj efkeÀmeeveeW, cepeotjeW, DeuhemebK³ekeÀeW, ³egJeeDeeW
Je ceefnueeDeeW kesÀ he#e ceW melele mebIe<e& keÀjves keÀer Deheerue keÀjlee
nw~
Deiemle ¬eÀebefle kesÀ MeneroeW keÀe mehevee osMe ceW efkeÀmeeve Deewj
cepeotjeW keÀe jepe mLeeefhele keÀjvee Lee leeefkeÀ Deece veeieefjkeÀeW keÀes
nkeÀ Je mecceeve keÀe peerJeve neefmeue nes mekesÀ~ Fme meheves keÀes
meekeÀej keÀjves keÀe meccesueve ceW DeeS he´efleefveefOe mebkeÀuhe uesles nQ
leLee JewkeÀequhekeÀ veerefle³eeb osMe kesÀ mece#e jKeves kesÀ efueS 21-22
DekeÌìtyej keÀes cegcyeF& ceW SkeÀpetìlee meccesueve Dee³eesefpele keÀjves
keÀe efveCe&³e uesles nQ~
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The vision of socialism is an ever-attractive
proposition for the depressed, deprived
and dehumanised sections of humanity.
Why? Because it presents before them a
beautiful tomorrow with a rainbow out
of the desired togetherness of freedom,
justice, dignity, equality, prosperity, peace
and harmony. Economically, it has emerged
an alternative to capitalism since 19th century.
In terms of political order, since the early 20th
Century it has posed a challenge to monarchy,
feudalism, authoritarianism, colonialism,
imperialism, communist dictatorship and
Fascism. Socio-culturally, socialism provides
ways to go beyond sexism, racism, casteism,
communalism and xenophobic nationalism. It
encompasses individuals, collectives, culture,
ethnicities, nationhood, religion, party, market,
State, democracy, freedoms and human rights
in the journey from non-socialist systems to
a socialist society. Therefore, in the last four
centuries, every society and civilisation has
created its own trajectories of socialism through
the tumultuous times of the French Revolution
(1789-1799), The Industrial Revolution (17601820), the American Revolution (1775-1783),
and India’s First War of Independence (185760). Socialism is not a surefire way to success
as there have been more stories of failures and
deviations from ‘socialists in power’ so far. At
the same time, it has to be appreciated that every
failure in the quest for ‘a socialist tomorrow’
has paved the way for a better alternative set
of ideas, programmes and movements due to
the eternal value of giving priority to society
over self, justice over exploitation, peace over
war, universality over sectarianism.

Challenges before
socialism and socialists
in 21st century India
Anand Kumar

Two features of the 21st century
If the 19th century looked like an invitation
for socialism, the 21 st century so far has
been a period of disenchantment with idea
of equality and collective togetherness. With
individualism, inequality and ethnicity in
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The Indian Setting

ascent. The post-Soviet Union world order has
been marked with hegemony of globalisation
- centrality of corporate capital, spread of
consumerism, ecological crisis, ethnicisation
of societies under the banner of exclusive
nationalism, and steep rise of inequalities and
chronic poverty. There has also been decline
of freedom and new challenges to unity
in diversity. The institutional crisis in the
power systems of representative democracies
is reflected with swing to the right, spread
of xenophobia, identity politics and social
violence. Socialists of the industrialised
societies have been found to cooperate with
pro-capitalist parties to remain electorally
relevant and this has marginalized them
before the rising waves of intolerance and
terror.
People are restive around the world due
to loss of jobs, crisis of identity and fear of
“the other”. There is escalation in protests
as they are seeking alternatives. But they are
not interested in ‘the socialist alternative’ as
available today. Socialist programmes and
politics are viewed as part of the problem, and
not a solution.

In India, the situation is no better because
of paradigm shift in favour of market mediated
globalisation in 1990s. The last three decades
have been exposed to the consequences of
three Ms – Market economics, Mandalism,
and Mandir mobilisation. They have politicised
the fault lines in the economy (public sector vs
private sector), society (backward classes vs the
others) and culture (Hindus vs non-Hindus).
There is dominance of ‘identity politics’ in
the name of representative democracy. The
socialists are suffering from a crisis of identity
due to their softness on ‘electoral compulsions’.
Whether they promoted social justice in the
real sense of the term by changing the life
of millions affected by the caste system,
particularly the Mahadalits, Most Backwards
Castes, Pasamanda Muslims, Non-Hindu
Dalits, and De-notified tribes, is a matter of
debate. Because the advantages of identity
politics have been cornered by the neo-rich
and ‘forward’ sections of the Backward castes
and classes. The prime movers of this political
project around ‘social justice’ and ‘Hindutva’
have been success stories from the 1990s till
today.

The disenchantment with the Soviet
Communist model is total. And this is creating
the grounds for consolidation of non-socialist
(and to some extent non-democratic) tendencies
across the European Union, the UK and the
US. Of course, there is the Nordic pocket
of successful social democracies including
Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland.
Austria, Germany, France and the United
Kingdom have been also oscillating between
liberal capitalism and social democracy for
last several decades. They have been shining
examples of ‘sane’ society so far. But the
waves of ethnicisation and xenophobia fuelled
by financial crisis are creating cracks in these
countries also.

But there is no organic growth of the socialist
ideology and its economic, political and social
components. Socialists of today have no idea
or interest about the new grammar of global
economics and economic, political and cultural
consequences of consumerist globalisation.
There is no alternative agenda for promoting
triple justice - social, economic and political beyond demanding reservations in the private
sector and going beyond the limit of 50 per
cent in the public sector. There is no interest in
deepening of democracy and ensuring citizens
play a significant role in the affairs of the state
and society. No one seems to be interested in
the politics beyond the next elections and an
election is always round the corner – be it Lok
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Sabha, or Vidhan Sabha, or Zila Parishad, City
Municipality and the Gram Panchayats. The
desire of getting onto these elected bodies and
craving to get one’s kith and kin as political
successor is working like a sweet poison for
the socialists and socialism since 1980s.

been also found to walk together with Bharatiya
Janata Party overtly and covertly for share in
power in the name of ‘anti-Congressism’.
The second ‘fall’ of Indian socialists
In realistic terms, it is the second ‘fall’ of
socialists since independence. There has been
sizable success in the electoral arena with
viable size of vote banks in some of the major
theatres of national politics in north India. But
to an extent it is power without principles.
The centrality of parliamentary power has
made them prisoners of political pragmatism
beyond all proportions. These regimes led
by ‘socialists’ are seen to be captive of crony
capitalists. They are found to be promoting
economic agenda of liberal capitalism in
agriculture, industry and service sector. Their
political programmes were without any push
for further decentralisation beyond the 73rd74th Amendment introduced by Congress PM
Rajiv Gandhi in 1980s or states’ reorganization
since the formation of three states in 2000 by
NDA under PM Atal Bihari Vajpayee. Lack
of commitment for democratic institutions
including the cooperatives, District Boards,
City Municipalities, and Gram Panchayats
invariably created situations of lawlessness by
Robinhoods which invited charges of Jungle
Raj and Gunda Raj. There was no genuine
empowerment of women and other victims
of segregations in society and culture even
after nearly a quarter of century of being the
principal political force in and out of power at
the state and central levels.

At least two generations have been wasted
because of the unconscious surrender to
the symbolic supremacy of parliamentary
politics and electoral compulsions. It has
created two categories among the socialists or
followers who claim lineage of Gandhi-LohiaJayaprakash. There are successful socialists
and unsuccessful socialist groups in electoral
terms. The ‘successful socialists’ are trapped
in promoting nepotism rather than socialism.
They leave governance to a nexus of money
managers, crony capitalists and bureaucrats.
The unsuccessful socialists have lost the ‘will
to power’. They are seen to be associated
with either ‘political opportunism’ or nonparty civil society activities. Both ways there
has been dissolution of the socialist politics.
It has to be further added, that it is ironical
that the successful socialist groups and the
political opportunists have created infertile
spaces where nothing is happening for the
advancement of society towards a socialist
future. But the unsuccessful socialists have
proved to be fertilisers for protest politics all
over the country. Intellectually, socialists used
to be among the most competent theoreticians
since the time of Gandhi and Nehru. Today
there is poverty of ideas, information and
understanding even after mastering the art
of creating and sustaining ‘vote banks’ in
large states of India. They look like political
illiterates who are perpetually dependent upon
the Left parties ideologues to finding words and
sentences to present their viewpoint or ‘party
line’ about any national or global question.
They feel no shame in it as it helps them claim
space in ‘anti-communal politics’. They have

From 1930s to 1980s, the socialists were
known for their sound understanding of the
Indian society and culture which had helped
them in creating a growing social base among
the weaker sections of the society in 1950s
and 1960s. They had courage of conviction.
But the post-1980 politics of vote banks
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around ‘identity politics’ made them look like
architects of ‘dominant castes democracy’. It
created three consequences for socialist politics
– 1. There was drift of the most backward
sections including the Dalits and Mahadalits;
2. Growth of internal power conflicts between
the dominant castes; and 3. Politics of power of
the dominant castes promoted regional parties
as these were their sphere of influence. It left
no basis for capability building for establishing
an all India political instrument or vehicle
for carrying forward socialist policies and
programmes.

supremo syndrome in the party organization,
accumulation of assets beyond known means
of income, patronizing crime-politics nexus,
indifference about probity and ethics in public
life, and active engagement in nepotism. The
first fall of the socialists took place under the
influence of the infamous thesis of ‘compulsion
of a backward economy’ in 1960s. It argued for
surrendering to the political power of Congress
party which may create opportunities for
influencing the policies and programmes of the
newly created democratic state from inside. It
is another matter that most of such proponents
of the thesis of ‘compulsions’ were found to
be involved in splitting the Congress Party
between 1967-77 and landed together with
the non-compromising socialists in the Jail
during the Emergency Raj in 1975-77. In any
case, the first time, it was resisted by Lohia and
his followers which guaranteed continuity of
socialist stream of political alternatives to the
hegemonic Congress system. But this time, the
second ‘fall’ has been justified in the name of
Lohia’s thesis of’ preferential opportunities for
the backwards’ which included five categories
of society - women, Dalits, Adivasis, Backward
castes, and Pasmanda Muslims. It makes no
difference to the proponents of the post-Lohia
variety of social justice that there is huge deficit
of most of these categories in the prevailing
formulations of electoral politics of socialists
claiming to be connected with Gandhi-Lohia-JP
tradition of politics.

There is another serious issue before the
Indian socialists of today in the 21st century.
Politics of electoral pragmatism around identity
politics has caused a much deeper damage to
the idea of socialism and image of socialists in
Indian politics in recent decades. Originally, the
socialists in India were identified with ethical
politics. There life was synonymous with
selfless dedication for the cause of teeming
millions. They did not have power till 1960s
and were more known for losing electoral
battles against Congress minions. But they
were icons of virtues and moral authority in
public life. From Narendra Dev, Lohia and JP
to S M Joshi, N G Goray, Madhu Limaye, Raj
Narain, Mama Baleshwar Dayal, Rabi Ray,
Mrinal Gore, Pramila Dandavate, Karpuri
Thakur, Madhu Dandavate, Arjun Singh
Bhadauria, Sarla Bhadauria, Satya Narayan
Reddy, Golap Barbora, Surendra Mohan and
Kishen Pattanayak there was a galaxy of
shining examples of uncompromising socialist
icons. But there was no continuity after the
1980s.

Consequences of parliamentary pragmatism
of socialists
Socialist politics has degenerated to
personality politics. There are no ideological
instruments like training camps, research
cells, party literature, or policy workshops.
The idea of ‘party’ has become synonymous
with electoral machine. The links and networks
with mass organizations and fraternal groups,

A new generation of populist and pragmatic
parliamentarian socialists became successors
of this socialist heritage. That became the
beginning of unprincipled compromises
include loss of national perspective, promoting
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bodies and movements is non-existent. There
is no attention for leadership building beyond
distribution of electoral ‘tickets’. It is a decline
from party system to personality system.

to a powerful person. It has happened in
conjunction with two other mega events : 1.
Loss of credibility of one of the most efficient
democratic instruments of the people of India
since 1920s, Indian national Congress. It
is melting away due to designs of dynastic
politics and patronizing crony capitalism
and corruption at high places. 2. Decline of
Marxist left after 35 years of un-broken rule
in Bengal and Tripura and critical significance
in Kerala politics due to its deviation from
the path of alternative economic policies
and programmes. It was disappointing to
find them in collaboration with Congress
Raj in promoting the LPG ( Liberalisation,
privatisation and globalisation) paradigm
since 1990s. These developments together
have caused a nationwide vacuum which has
promoted consolidation of Hindutva vote bank
with open patronage of crony capitalism. They
have appropriated not only ‘Hindu religion’ but
also a) the idea of India by claiming monopoly
over nation, b) legacy of patriotism, and c) the
responsibility of protection of ‘ Indian culture’.

It is not that everything got destroyed all over
India due to preoccupation of parliamentary
success and getting into governance through
unprincipled alliances since 1980s. But there
has been continuously ‘diminishing return’ of
the socialist initiatives. The work of National
Alliance of Peoples’ Movements, Rashtra Seva
Dal, Samajwadi Jan Parisad, Hind Majdoor
Sabha, Hind Majdoor Kisan Panchayat,
Mahila Dakshata Samiti, Yusuf Meharally
Centre, Acharya Narendra Dev Samajwadi
Kendra, Lohia Samta Vidyalay Nyas, Lohia
Adhyayan Kendra, Vanvasi Panchayat, Janata
Weekly, Samayik Varta, Samanya Jan, Lohia
Academy, Institute of Social Sciences, Centre
for Social Research, Bharat Tibet Maitri Sangh,
Lokshakti Abhiyan, and Socialist Party of
India can be underlined in this context. There
is also a galaxy of inspiring social activists,
writers, and reformers who have made their
own modest contribution with consistency.
They have made it possible for the continuity
of craving for socialism beyond party politics
and parliamentary institutions. But it needs
more than such lamps of light in such a dark
night caused by globalisation accompanied by
chronic poverty, widening of inequalities and
ethnicisation.

What are the immediate consequences?
Socially, we are experiencing casteist,
communal and ethnic segregations. There in
increasing lumpenization of the public sphere
and stigmatization of civil society activists.
Secular, leftists, and progressive have become
questionable words. Economically, there
is continuity of jobless growth, regional
imbalance and decline of agriculture and
stagnation in manufacturing. No one is
convinced about the promise of ‘Acche Din
Ayenge’ as there is continuity of the dominance
of black money in our economy and politics
and no check on crime-politics nexus in
everyday life. There is open door policy for
crony capitalists and foreign investors despite
doubtful credentials. Politically, there is thrust
for centralization of power and erosion of
autonomy of institutions of substance including

Today, we have ‘party-less’ socialists due to
devaluation of political worker into a ‘ticket
seeker’ in a web of patron-client system. It
is quite a parody of JP’s vision of partyless
democracy. Similalrly, Lohia wanted the
socialists not be either Marxist or Gandhian
as to be a socialist needed a non-personality
perspective. The present setting needs only
cultivation of personal loyalty to neither a
vision nor a programme or organisation but
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judiciary, banks, universities, and research
bodies. Six pre-existing deficits have increased
further – development deficit, legitimacy
deficit, governance deficit, democracy deficit,
nation-building deficit, and citizenship deficit.

which is contingent upon patron-client system
in polity and economy irrespective of the
Constitution of India? Are we doomed to
be silent sufferers of the lumpenism of self
appointed ‘Rakshaks’ in the name of culture
and nation who do not care for the rule of law
and sanctity of our Constitution? This thinking
creates a new window for socialists to come up
with better alternatives in economy and society
by reinventing themselves in terms of ideas,
programmes, organization and activities.

Who needs socialism today?
In such a situation there are two interrelated changes in the orientation of Indian
people. First of all, people are becoming more
depressed about the possibility of reforming
our system of economy and government and
improving the status of citizens in the affairs
of state and economy. Practicing liberal
capitalism and promoting globalisation for
ten long years by Manmohan Singh - Sonia
Gandhi made us look for a better alternative.
But we are confronted with a bad situation
as the new regime is recasting our society
into a silence zone and economy is more
firmly in the clutches of crony capitalism.
From price rise to unemployment, there is
a growing list of disappointments among
all citizens. The weaker sections are feeling
greater degree of vulnerability. The cries from
Kisans all over the country, national strike by
the un-organised sector workers for increased
minimum wages, Dalits of Gujarat, Muslims
of Kashmir, UP, Maharashtra and Haryana,
Adivasi of Chattisgarh and ethnic minorities
of the North-Eastern states for saving from
injustices of the dominant groups and the state
apparatus deserve everybody’s attention and
response. The emergence of self appointed
culture protectors who are taking law into their
own hands with impunity and ignoring even the
appeal of the Prime Minister Narendra Modi
creates a sense of anxiety among all those
who value rule of law and dignity of ordinary
citizens. These straws in the wind can be put
together in one sentence for our attention and
considerations – is this Swaraj anymore? Or
we have to learn to live with crony capitalism

Secondly, there is growing respect and
support among the people, from the middle
classes to the masses, for those persons, groups
and organizations who can stand up for justice
and fairness against the pathology of the LPG
paradigm. It is being realized that the LPG
approach is creating crisis of Swaraj, which
was incomplete in any case. Suicide of farmers
has been one big issue for all to see the farce
of LPG related policies which were introduced
in 1990s with the promise of prosperity in
agriculture. Invasion of the Indian market by
foreign companies created loss of economic
opportunities for the native entrepreneurs and
traders. Consequences of commercialization
of health and education have pauperized the
lower middle classes and rural households
without any substantial difference in their life
chances. Crisis of education is manifested in
every state of India. It forced the Congress
regime to accept the need of ‘right to education’
for children upto 8th standard. The new regime
was also felt compelled to appoint a national
commission for educational reforms and the
Subramanyam Committee Report is a relevant
document for socialists to make use for
nation-wide consensus building for Shiksha
Swaraj. Similarly, the failures of market
mediated health policies have created a new
convergence to demand ‘right to health’ for
Swasthya Swaraj as the way out of the present
disappointments. From Hyderabad Central
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University and Jawaharlal Nehru University
episodes to the Dalit upsurge in Gujarat after
shameful Una episode, it is getting clear that
suffering in silence is not an acceptable option
for people who have not forgotten the dark days
of the Emergency Raj. The need of check and
balances was also demonstrated by the citizens
when they gave approval to untested group of
anti-corruption activists in Delhi Vidhan Sabha
and a strange coming together of long term
adversaries – JD (U), RJD and Congress - in
Bihar as a more acceptable choice vis-a-vis the
NDA. This makes the Indian socialists, among
others, again more relevant than the present set
of activists of the partners of the NDA.

political, social and ecological problems, it will
be not surprising to find many of those ideas
as part of the emerging consensus for a more
sustainable and humane way of nation building.
From clean drinking water and healthy
accommodation for all to Freedom from
Hunger, Jal-Jungle-Zameen under community
control, eliminating discriminations against
women, SCs, STs, the OBCs, the minorities and
the other marginal groups, Right to Education,
Right to Health, Rural Employment Guarantee
schemes, use of appropriate technology in
agriculture and industry - there is a new wave
of entitlements which were originally part
of the Indian socialist agenda. But most of
the socialists are not aware of it as we have
lost our way. How many of us are living a
life of a socialist in our personal capacity?
Where are the living examples of socialists
organized around three dimensional system
of spade, jail and vote? It is due to the crisis
of purpose caused by unnecessary fascination
with parliamentary power which took hold of
our collective imagination between 1967 and
1977. There is problem with the direction of
efforts which have become mostly electioncentric since 1980s.

In short, there is scope for revisiting
the socialist alternatives due to increasing
disenchantments among the masses,
particularly the youth about globalization and
crony capitalism. They are looking beyond
liberal capitalism for a better economic
model. The truth of growing corruption in
representative democracy in post-colonial
India from Panchayat to parliament is making
them think about deepening of democracy with
more participation and less representation.
Challenges to patriarchy and casteism and
other forms of dominations across religions and
regions in the social order is no ordinary source
of furthering social transformation beyond
the schemes of ‘reservations’ and statutory
commissions for women, SCs, STs, OBCs,
and the minorities. The mindless drive for
industrialization and urbanization have created
dangerous problems like pollution of water, air
and soil in most parts of the advanced cities and
progressive states of our country. It has created
a new relevance for the need of prioritising
the basic needs of all citizens against socially
dangerous consumerism being practiced by the
neo-rich and super rich sections of our society.
If we look at the socialist solutions offered
between 1930s and 1960s for our economic,

What next?
What is the guarantee that socialists can rise
to the occasion? Because it needs re-connecting
of the ideas of socialism with the evolution
of self consciousness at personal level and
dynamics of Indian social formation in the
context of the modern world system in terms of
not only economy and politics but also ecology
and culture. We are living in an age where there
is growing cry for Azadi Bachao in total sense
of the term – from personal and spiritual to
economic, social and political.
It is relevant to remind that the socialist
journey began with the dream of personal
transformation, social reforms, national
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freedom, democracy and socialism – Rashtriyata
aur Samajwad - in 1930s under the inspiring
guidance of Acharya Narendra Deva (1889 –
1956). Then the socialists got inspired by the reconceptualisation of socialism as togetherness
of seven revolutions – Saptakranti in the Lohia
era (1910 – 1967). We got re-juvenated and
expanded with the message of Total Revolution
in mid-1970s – Sampurna Kranti as propounded
by Jayaprakash Narayan (1902 – 1979). There
is need of a similar synthesising initiative
which can make us capable of taking the nation
beyond the limits imposed by the togetherness
of dominant caste democracy and the LPG
paradigm. The new initiative has to be anchored
in the hunger for Swaraj through individual,
collective, constructive, mobilizational and
legislative drive for a humane social order. It
means getting together with the movements
for gender justice, dignity for the Dalits,
Adivasi rights, protection of Minorities,
empowerment of the Most Backward classes,
restoring ecological harmony and decisive
engagement against chronic poverty and
regional disparities. Socialists for Swaraj can
be a meaningful banner.

There is no sign of moderation in the NDA
approach despite the much publicized promise
of inclusivity and cooperative federalism:
‘Sabka Saath- Sabka Vikaas’.
Congress has no capacity due to a long list
of missed opportunities and the burden of
mistakes in the recent past and limits of the
dynastic future. The Marxist Left has failed
to do it even after being better equipped and
informed about the issues of 21st century avatar
of capitalism due to their continuity with trade
unions and politics of masses in the countries
of Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and
North America. Most of the regional parties
have announced priority of province over the
nation-state. They are often run like family
enterprises without any commitment for
furthering democratic nation-building. They
are functional vehicles of power for provincial
and local elites of the regional dominant castes.
But they have no vision beyond their electoral
basis for the larger nation and humanity.
The markers of new political sociology of
India
The time has come to understand new
interrelatedness of economy and ecology on the
one hand and culture and politics on the other.
This fresh understanding has to be translated
into a set of programmes for revitalising
agriculture, industries and services beyond the
grip of corporate and black money based market
and corrupt elite commanded state. There is
pressure from below for re-centering citizens
and communities together to take command of
democratic governance for realizing sustainable
development. Low energy, high efficiency,
cost effective, eco-friendly and people-centric
system of production, exchange, distribution
and consumption with universal benefits is the
need of the hour. National and global capitalists
have failed in giving a suitable and sustainable
response around the world. This global failure

It is hard task in the face of continuity of
superficial successes in electoral games of today
due to the logic of dominant caste democracy
and trappings of crony capitalism. BJP is in
power with a broad alliance of contradictory
social forces on the basis of pragmatic power
sharing. It has no solution of the problems of
Indian economy as it is indifferent about balck
money and friendly with crony capitalism.
Furthermore, it is anchored in the ideas and
programmes of self defeating Hindutva
which is another name for majoritarianism
and religious hegemony. It is colliding with
the Indian ethos of unity in diversity and
Vasudhaiv Kutumbakam. It has been gripped
by ‘politics of othering’ which is legitimising
fringe elements and their misguided campaigns.
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has forced the United Nations to adopt a new 19
Point Charter for Sustainable Development. The
Indian socialists will have to upgrade their socio
economic understanding and come to terms with
the new imperatives at least to the level of the
United Nations Development Program.

6.
7.
8.

Indian socialists wanted to overcome the
ideological limitations of Euro-centric Marxism
and engage with the down to earth factors of
inequalities and exploitation like gender, caste,
race, religion, language, and nationality. They
developed better theories of caste, gender,
religion, language, democracy, nation-state
and world system through the writings of great
masters including Marx, Gandhi, Narendra
Dev, Jayaprakash, Ambedkar and Lohia. It
made them equipped with the Lohia line of
‘preferential opportunities’. But they got too
focused on dominant caste dynamics after Lohia
passed away in 1967 which made them victim
of the designs of the dominant castes. They
got lured by their votes and lost the capacity to
be front runners of social transformers of our
society into a casteless and classless society.
They have become myopic about ‘reservation’
as a passage to socialism and casteless society.

9.
10.
11.
12.

national average of around 5 per cent in
1950s to nearly 25 per cent
De-colonization of cultural spaces and
identities all over the country
Significance of land policies and water
politics
LPG related new power relations in the
village India
Increased opportunities of education
through affirmative action and educational
expansion
Increased migration due to agrarian crisis
and proliferation of modern occupations
Urban explosion and decay
LPG induced globalisation of economy and
consequential peoples’ movements.

They together need a new focus. But most
of the socialist oriented politicians and political
formations are largely engaged in statecentric caste conflicts through manipulation
of reservation policies for the SCs, STs and
OBCs. Even there it needs a comprehensive
program for addressing the problems inherent
in the intersectionality of castes with classes,
education and gender. It will take them forward
from flat ‘Mandalism’ which has mostly served
the ‘forward backward castes’. They have to
attend to the emerging opportunities of engaging
with a) all women and their movements,
including the OBCs, SCs and STs, and Muslims,
b) all MBCs (Most Backward Classes and castes
across religions) and their needs, c) Mahadalit
castes and occupational communities and their
grievances, and d) agenda of the denotified
tribes and communities for a better strategy of
inclusive socialist reconstruction with enlarged
social basis.

The 21st century Indian power matrix is
influenced by atleast following 12 changes
which have taken place since the passing
away of Gandhi-Lohia-JP and their immediate
followers. They are the following:
1. Declining significance of state power and
increased role of market forces
2. Increasing significance of politicization of
castes, ethnicities and religious identities
and communities
3. Enlargement of women movements for
gender justice
4. Politics of dignity and self respect prevailing
among the SCs and STs
5. Enlargement of the middle classes in all
castes, communities and region from an

Socialists were symbols of courage and
suffering as they continued the legacy of
civil disobedience for social causes in the
post-colonial India. It made them outstanding
warriors in the struggles for economic, political
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and social justice. But now there is new century
with a new generation which needs new
politics of voice, mobilization, resistance and
reforms. Right to Information activists are a
significant representative of the new political
culture and its practitioners. There is increasing
allergy to politics of personalities, mass rallies.
And a preference for persons of substance,
organizations with transparency and internal
democracy and activists with clarity of issues
and solutions of the problems. Of course, there
is a large segment of population which will
demand the old ways of political action as they
have been depoliticized in the last three decades
of personality politics and liberal capitalism
to treat politics as carnival and Tamasha and
elections as the only opportunity of bargaining
with the candidates and parties. This will
demand gradual and incremental change in
the strategies at the time of elections. But the
days of simple slogans are over. There is a
new language of politics and new grammar of
power where commitment for political reforms,
including party system reform and electoral
reforms are being demanded by the concerned
citizens. Socialism is about fundamental
reforms in the relation between economy,
politics and society by bringing citizen-society
nexus at the centre of all schemes of power and
authority. Therefore, the socialists in India today
will have to come forward with an unambiguous
and practical plan of comprehensive political
reforms to take India beyond the counterproductive aspects of electoral competitions
and representative institutions including our
Panchayat, Assembly and parliament.

losing their centrality with increasing role of
three Ms – money, media, and mafia. They have
become coupled with three pre-existing fault
lines - Caste groupings, Communal cleavages,
and Dominant families with traditional power
and appeal in ex-Princely pockets and areas.
These six factors have increasingly perverted
our parties and the party system. They have
also created an institutional crisis in Indian
democracy.
The socialists cannot afford to participate
in the political system to perpetuate it. It is
obvious that the present system of elections
and the prevalence of patrimonial parties are
not going to become irrelevant in the near
future. But there will be declining legitimacy
of electoral parties and parliamentary politics
unless there are reforms in it as they are found
to be promoting Netawad – Paisavad – Jativad
at the cost of citizenship, nation-building and
Swaraj. No scope is going to be available in
the present setting for Samajwad – socialist
reconstruction. They need radical reforms.
There can be better parties by practicing internal
democracy, transparency, accountability and
probity. There has to be a more pro-people
election system through more participatory
citizenship and supervisory mechanisms. From
bringing the political parties under Right to
Information to including right to recall has to
be in the new socialist agenda. They have to
lead the society to create spaces and instruments
for continuous social audit of the elected
representatives to put an end to ‘new aristocracy
through electoral legitimacy’. Because socialist
politics of tomorrow has to go beyond ‘electoral
opportunism’. It is a sure way to get back into
people’s estimation and peoples’ politics of
social transformation for Swaraj – personal,
political, economic, social and spiritual- which
was the original mission of the Indian freedom
movement.

It is also urgent to recognize that revival of
interest in socialism and faith in the socialists
is going to be associated with their capacity
to get integrated with common causes and
distanced from the concept of giving supreme
value to electoral politics. India continues to
need political parties and competitive politics
through elections. But today the elections are
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The subprime crisis in USA during 2008 is
considered to be the most devastating economic
event in recent history that has surpassed the
1929 Depression. The honeymoon period
advocated by Neo-classical Economists for
globalisation was not seen anywhere while
Nobel Laureates like Krugman noted in The
Economist July, 2009 that “the financial crisis
is a mockery of assumptions… Professors
need to think about the context within which
markets work.” It has exposed the conspiracy
of the Neo-imperialist forces to capture the
world economy by deceit through the so called
monetary policy of IMF and World Bank. It
is reported that the Dow Jone’s Stock Market
Index reached 14,000 points in 2007 due to the
financial manipulations of dishonest bankers in
the USA and crumbled to 6600 by 2009. It is
estimated by Goldman Sachs that every $100
billion loss would result in a corresponding
reduction in $1 trillion bank lending. This had
adversely affected consumption and business
investments in the US and resulted in Great
Recession. This was all due to five important
financial giants who control power to regulate
not only the American economy but the World
as a whole through their operations. They
are: Lehman Bros, Merrill Lynch, J P Morgan
Chase, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs and
few others. (It is reported in the media they
are now involved in funding both Republicans
and Democrats in US elections). However,
they have attributed the debacle to Housing
mortgage companies like Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac in USA who were responsible
for US credit default swaps. Several millions
of middle class and poor Americans lost their
savings and the Federal system was forced
to enter the market and announced economic
stimulus package of $168 billion in 2008 and
again $850 billion in 2009 to infuse investors’
confidence to halt the collapse of American
Capitalism. This has happened with state
support and with tax payer’s money. This is the

The World Economic
Crisis and India
K S Chalam
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biggest mockery about which the campaigners
of free trade such as Indian-origin economists
like Jagadish Bhagwati have said little and
further recommended ‘less state and more
governance’ to PM Modi, forgetting that it was
the State that saved the honour of Americans.

tried to use mathematical examples to explain
the falling rate of profit with the increase in
constant capital and declining surplus value
(with lower number of workers due to increase
in productivity etc) is only a discrete attempt.
He has also explained that Marx was collecting
data and information (even learnt Russian) to
understand the American system of capitalism
where presence of interest bearing capital and
credit have dissipated the tendency of falling
rate of profit. Therefore, we need to understand
the essence of Marx’s argument and not the
actual events.

We can see the unprecedented social
movements like Capture Wall Street; We
don’t pay Tax, collapse of some debtors in
Europe like Greece, Portugal etc during 200815 as an indication of what Marx, Lenin and
several others have predicted in the past about
capitalism and Imperialism. Out of several
concepts that Marx had developed in his treatise,
one aspect of Falling Rate of Profit, and Lenin’s
exposition of Imperialism seem to be relevant
now to understand the present Economic Crisis.
There has been a debate on the relevance of
Falling Rate of Profit of Marx in the present
conditions when wages have risen over a
period of time and profits have surged. There
are three important academic developments in
the Marxian Political Economy. The German
scholar and economist Michael Heinrich in his
“An Introduction to the Three Volumes of Karl
Marx’s Capital” published by Monthly Press
in 2012 and in his expository article in April
2013, brought out a contentious revelation.
The maligned theory of crisis of falling rate
of profit in Capital, according to Heinrich is
an edited version of Engels and not that of
Marx. As a German, Heinrich had access to
all of Marx’s material and found that 1865
manuscripts of Marx were edited by Engels
heavily revising to construct the third chapter
on “Law”. He has condensed it to divide it
in to four subsections and the original seven
chapters were reorganised in to seven parts.
Then what is the problem? Heinrich argues
that Marx was still researching and trying to
understand the dynamics of capitalist system
and the law was only a disparate theory and
not a comprehensive Law. The fact that he

The arguments of Heinrich are contested by
Michael Roberts through his blog. According
to Roberts, the falling rate of profit even
within the given theory is proved in the UK
and USA. He has estimated the rate of profit
by using the standard Marxist concepts of
organic composition of capital, surplus value
and rate of profit in the two most advanced
capitalist countries during 1963-2008. He
found that profits fell by 28 per cent organic
composition rose by 20 per cent and surplus
value fell by 19 per cent during 1963-75 in
the UK. It is estimated that between 1996
and 2008, profits fell by 11 per cent, organic
composition rose by 16 per cent and surplus
value remained secularly stagnant in the US. It
is in this context, we may cite what Lenin has
said about Imperialism exactly a century ago
in 1916 as that appears to be relevant now. He
has said that there are five essential features that
need to be satisfied for modern imperialism to
exist. They are:
1) The concentration of production and capital
developed to such a high stage that it
created monopolies, which play a decisive
role in economic life.
2) The merging of bank capital with industrial
capital, and the creation, on the basis
of this “finance capital,” of a “financial
oligarchy.”
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3) The export of capital, which has become
extremely important, as distinguished from
the export of commodities.
4) The formation of international capitalist
monopolies, which share the world among
themselves.
5) The territorial division of the whole world
among the greatest capitalist powers is
completed.

century that would continue to influence
our economic thinking. He was Adviser to
Tsipras government in Greece till recently, is
considered a Marxist thinker or atleast someone
influenced by his writings.
Piketty has brought out clearly that the
average rate of growth per capita output was
0.8 per cent per year from 1700 to 2012 or 0.1
per cent in the period 1700-1820, 0.9 per cent
in 1820-1913 and 1.6 per cent in 1913-2012
at global level. Citing Robert Gordon, Piketty
says that the rate of growth of per capita output
is destined to slow in most advanced countries,
starting with United States, and may sink below
0.5 per cent per year between 2050-2100. The
important contribution of Piketty appears to be
his law like account that, if the rate of return
on capital is higher than the rate of growth of
an economy, then inequalities are bound to
persist and increase. However, the inequality
with respect to labour is found to be moderate
while it is extreme with respect to capital. He
has developed a new concept called patrimonial
capitalism, where it is noted how the children
of billionaires inherit property without any
corresponding merit possibly. It is estimated
that at least three quarters of the financial assets
held in tax havens are from rich countries.
The study has clearly demonstrated in a
different jargon that 20th century capitalism
has increased the inequalities and raised the
concentration of capital in the hands of few
as projected by Marx in 19th century. Perhaps
the result is seen in terms of periodic crisis in
the system as distinguished from that of the
so called Business Cycles explained by Neoclassical economists.

Elaborating on Lenin, Bukharin has said
that imperialism is the result of two conflicting
tendencies in modern capitalism. Competition
tends to give rise to the concentration and
centralization of capital, and as this process
develops, the state comes to play an increasingly
active role in managing the economy. Bukharin
argued that there is, in fact, a tendency for
capital and the state to merge together on the
national level to form what he called “state
capitalist trusts.” We have seen in 2008 how
US government has bailed out the capitalists
through a government package with taxpayer’s
money.
There is no doubt some limitations in the
theories of Marx and Lenin when applied to the
twenty first century, but the basic formulation
of the fact that rising organic composition of
capital would increase the rate of surplus value,
remains valid. The contemporary financial
crisis as predicted by Lenin as a phenomenon
of financial oligarchy controlling the world is
the order of the day. It is interesting to note
that IMF Chief Lagardereported to have said
that there are only just 85 persons who control
half of the World’s Wealth (including few
Indians). Along with several such reports and
data sets on the accumulation of wealth and
capital in few hands, scholars like Thomas
Piketty have published analytical studies on
the ‘Capital in the Twenty First Century” after
the crisis in 2013. Piketty’s study is acclaimed
as one of the important contributions of the

Interestingly, we have supporting evidence
from a typical UNO trade association
UNCTAD. It has published very surprising
results contradicting the votaries of free
trade. The report for 2012 has noted that the
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trade between advanced and the developing
countries has caused inequalities in the latter.
The estimates of proportion of top quintile
share of income to the bottom quintile show
that inequalities are higher in developing
countries than in developed countries like the
UK. It is supported by the Gini ratios (measure
of inequality) ranging from 35 per cent in USA
to 50 per cent in Malaysia and India coming
in between with 32.5 per cent. It is noted by
the Report, that inequality of personal income
distribution is generally more pronounced
in developing countries than in developed
or transitional economies. As in developed
countries, the income gap narrowed during the
first three decades after the Second World War,
but during the period 1980–2000 there was a
general increase in inequality in all developing
regions.

humiliation set them on par with victims of
capitalism in America, Africa, Middle East
and other Asian nations who are in search of
an effective campaign that might bring them
together for a united struggle for emancipation.
As Piketty said, “Parliamentary institutions
and government of laws were never merely the
bourgeois institutions that Marxist intellectuals
used to denounce before the fall of Berlin Wall.
Yet, it is also clear that the ups and downs of
prices and wages, incomes and fortunes, help
to shape political perceptions and attitudes
and in return these representations engender
political institutions, rules, and policies that
ultimately shape social and economic change. It
is possible, and even indispensable, to have an
approach that is at once economic and political,
social and cultural, and concerned with wages
and wealth.” How do we do it is the greatest
challenge left to the present Intellectual class.
We hope those who are present here need to
ponder over this phenomenon and chart out a
programme of action.

India is no more an independent country
after 1991, though it is a republic with a
written Constitution. The ruling classes and
their institutional super structure including
the judiciary seem to be interested to maintain
the traditional inequalities and help preserve
the same in modern period. The imagined
contradictions between Capital and Religion
as arrived at by some on the basis of the
European experience seem to be subsumed
with innovations of a typical social category
of people in India. The emergence of the three
Ms, Media, Money and Mafia have eased the
methods of doing business with co-option of
middle classes who are the beneficiaries of
liberalisation. Poverty levels particularly among
the Dalits, Adivasis, Artisans and sections of
Muslim minorities have not declined and in fact
the inequalities have widened. Privatisation of
education, health and liberalisation of labour
laws broadened the disparities between the
poor and the rich. The frustration among the
unemployed youth of this proletarian class
due to unemployment, discrimination and

Thus, the studies of scholars belonging to
Marxist and Non-Marxist persuasions have
brought out clearly that the contemporary
World is in the grip of grave economic crisis
signified not only through 2008 Recession but
also throughspreading inequalities world over,
calling for an assertion that the trend should
be stopped right now. India being linked with
World capitalist operations through MNCs
and sovereign commitment by successive
governments through free trade, the day is not
too far to reach a precarious situation once
the remittances of the middle classes stop
with change in the policy of the West. The
consequences of the world economic crisis
need to be disseminated by every conscious
Indian, irrespective of political conviction
as the imminent threat is universal. ( Paper
presented at the All India Progressive Forum
conclave, August 13-14, 2016)
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Dr S Jaishankar, India's Foreign Secretary
and an alumnus of the School of International
Studies (SIS), Jawaharlal Nehru University
(JNU), is a clear-headed person. He has recently
defined his agenda for his, not yet slated,
meeting with his counterpart in Pakistan, that
they could meet to discuss the cross border
terrorism, and the issue of Pakistan's vacating
Pakistan Occupied Kashmir. As a product of the
SIS, and a specialist on International Relations
by discipline, Jaishankar knows the nitty-gritty
of the Kashmir issue, the untenable claim of
Pakistan over that integral part of the Indian
Union, and what remains to be negotiated with
Pakistan on it.

Kashmir Issue And
India-Pakistan
Relations
B Vivekanandan

Genesis of Kashmir Issue
In order to appreciate what Jaishankar has
stated in proper perspective, it is essential
to get back to the genesis of the Kashmir
issue, which is generally found missing in
many analyses which have appeared in the
media recently. A critical issue, which needs
a clear understanding, is: with whom vests the
sovereign right over the Jammu and Kashmir
State -- with India or with Pakistan?
For an answer, it is pertinent is to recall the
fact that, following the release of all princely
states of the British India from the British
Crown's Paramountcy, as per the Indian
Independence Act, 1947, as a prelude to grant
India Independence, all Princely States in India,
except 3 States, had decided to accede either
to India or to Pakistan before independence
on 15 August 1947. The principle and the
methodology uniformly followed for such State
accession was that, if the ruling Maharaja of the
Princely State, the State Government, and the
largest political party in the State had agreed to
accede the state either to India or to Pakistan,
that accession would be final. That was how
more than 600 Princely States had joined the
Indian Union or Pakistan before independence.
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Jammu and Kashmir State was one of the 3
Princely States which had not taken a decision
on the matter before 15 August 1947. And,
therefore, on the day of independence, Jammu
and Kashmir (J&K) remained as an independent
entity.

It is also imperative to understand the
sequence of developments which followed
J&K's accession to the Indian Union. Soon
after the accession, the Indian Army was sent to
J&K and the mopping up operation against the
tribal intruders was launched in right earnest.
The Indian army drove out the intruders from
several towns of the State. The ground situation
there was that when the intruders saw the Indian
army's operations against them, they ran out
of Kashmir and went to the Western side of
Pakistan's international boundary with India,
to escape their capture by the Indian army
from inside India's international boundary. As
the Indian army was successfully engaged in
clearing of the invading tribesmen from the
whole of Kashmir, including from the present
POK, in May 1948, Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru actively intervened, and asked the Indian
army to halt its operations in Kashmir, and
stopped it from completing the task of regaining
the possession of the entire Kashmir.

Accession and After
Taking advantage of that situation, on 20
October 1947, about 5000 tribesmen from
the North-West Frontier Province of Pakistan
invaded J&K, and indulged in plunder and
loot, and reached to about 35 miles away
from the State capital, Srinagar. For obtaining
military assistance from India, to drive out
the invaders, it became imperative for J&K
to take a decision on the question of the
State's accession, adopting the same principle
and the methodology which other Princely
States had adopted. As a result, the J&K
King, Maharaja Hari Singh, the Government
of J&K, and the largest political party of
the State, the National Conference, led by
Sheikh Abdullah, had unanimously decided
to accede J&K with the Indian Union, and
signed together the instrument of accession
on 26 October 1947. India duly accepted
it. And, the J&K became part of the Indian
Union. Thus J&K merged with the Indian
Union strictly as per the procedure followed
by other Princely States which merged with the
Indian Union. Therefore, Kashmir's accession
with India is final and irrevocable, and
legally binding on all contracting parties. The
international community has also accepted this
accession, which conferred the sovereign right
over J&K exclusively for India. Therefore,
unquestionably, the legal territorial right over
the whole of J&K, including of POK, is vested
with the Indian Union. Therefore, clearly,
Pakistan has no legal right over any part of the
J&K, including POK, which makes Pakistan's
occupation of POK also illegal.

It is noteworthy that Nehru had insisted
on halting the army operations while Major
General Kalwant Singh, Commander of Indian
forces in Kashmir, was reportedly pleading with
the Prime Minister to allow him to advance, and
give him five more days to complete the task,
and bring the entire territory of Kashmir under
India's possession. This was in the 4th week of
May 1948. Reportedly, Kalwant Singh informed
Nehru of the ground situation that there was
no resistance to the Indian army's advance
from anybody. But, since that part of Kashmir
had difficult terrain, the army would need at
least five days to climb up to reach Pakistan's
international border. But, Nehru remained firm.
The fact remains that if Nehru had granted
Kalwant Singh the requested permission, at
that decisive phase, to continue his mopping
up operation for five more days, there would
not have been a Kashmir problem for India
at all. It would have saved India from a lot of
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future troubles over Kashmir. In an interesting
account of the Indian army's operations in
Kashmir during its most decisive phase in May
1948, Russel Brines writes: "The flank attack
under the colourful General Thimmayya was
so successful that he captured Tithwal on May
23 and looked down on Muzaffarabad, only 18
miles away. Muzffarabad, now capital of Azad
Kashmir, was the political key to the campaign....
The threat to Muzaffarabad forced a Pakistan
withdrawal from the entire northern sector, but
the Indians stopped, apparently on their own
volition, and Pakistani brigade stabilised the
situation”. Had the Indian army was allowed to
advance and capture Muzaffarabad the Indian
army could have gone to reclaim the whole of
Kashmir. However, on Nehru's orders "to stand
where they are", the Indian army lined up in the
middle of Kashmir, which is now known as the
Cease-fire Line or the Line of Control (LOC).
When the Pakistani forces saw the Indian
army lining up on their own in the middle of
Kashmir, they re-entered Kashmir and formed
a parallel line inside Kashmir. After this act of
the Pakistan army personnel in May 1948 only,
Pakistan, for the first time, admitted, in August
1948, its army's presence in Kashmir.

the UN's capacity to find objective solutions to
such problems, and underestimated the scope of
manoeuvrings and manipulations of big powers
in the UN Security Council. Though Nehru
lodged a complaint on 1 January 1948 against
Pakistan's complicity with the tribesmen's
invasion of Jammu and Kashmir, under the
heading "Jammu and Kashmir Question",
following a sinister manoeuvring, the US
and UK representatives in the UN Security
Council - Warren Austin and Gladwyn Jebb
- had succeeded in rephrasing the heading of
the agenda of the UN Security Council from
"Jammu-Kashmir Question" to "India-Pakistan
Question", to confuse the issue and to widen its
scope by mixing the Jammu Kashmir Issue with
other Indo-Pakistan issues. It helped Pakistan
not to vacate from POK immediately, though
Pakistan had no legal right over that part of
the territory. Notably, these big powers did it
while they did accept also India's sovereignty
over J&K. Nehru was disappointed over this
kind of covert activities of big powers in UN
Security Council. According to Philip Ziegler,
Mountbatten's biographer, Nehru realised the
grave mistake he had committed in pinning
his hopes on the efficacy of the UN to do
justice in Kashmir. In February 1948, Nehru
told Mountbatten that he was disillusioned
with the United Nations. The change of the
original heading of the Agenda had put the
Kashmir issue on a different track, and helped
to prolong Pakistan's illegal occupation of a
part of Kashmir.

At the UN
Meanwhile, Nehru took the Kashmir issue to
the United Nations, on 1 January 1948, which
was uncalled for at that point of time. Since the
issue pertained purely the security of an Indian
State, and since Pakistan had repeatedly said
that it had no role in the tribesmen's invasion
of Kashmir, clearing of all intruders from the
whole state would have been accomplished
by the Indian army alone. But, Nehru seems to
have been obsessed with the idea of implicating
Pakistan responsible for tribesmen's invasion
of Kashmir. But, in the UN Security Council,
on 15th January 1948, Pakistan declared that
it had no role in the tribesmen's invasion of
Kashmir. In addition, Nehru had overestimated

Therefore, Foreign Secretary Dr Jaishankar's
position that the issue to be discussed with
Pakistan on the Kashmir Question is the
modalities of how to end Pakistan's illegal
occupation of POK peacefully, and the time
schedule for it, is legally and technically the
correct one. But, basically, it required political
decisions at highest levels in Islamabad. It
would save a lot of energy and resources
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of Pakistan for the welfare of the people of
Pakistan on the one hand, and free itself from
the position of an ally of anti-Indian forces in
the world, like China for example. But, it will
promote peace and welfare of the people of
Pakistan.

Indira Gandhi.
The second opportunity was during the
administration of the Janata Party Government,
headed by Prime Minister Morarji Desai.
Morarji Desai once narrated to me an inside
story. He said that once he got an Intelligence
Report that the Pakistan President, General
Zia-ul-Haq, was planning to increase the size
of the Pakistan Army. He did not wait for the
usual diplomatic channels to deal with the
matter. He picked up the telephone and dialed
Zia-ul-Haq and asked him directly: "General,
why you want a large army for Pakistan? If
Pakistan is in trouble, you tell me. My army
will be at your disposal." Zia was thrilled. He
could not believe that he was listening to the
voice of the Indian Prime Minister who was
promising him with the Indian Army's support
to defend Pakistan! The spirit with which
Morarji conveyed the Indian army's support
to defend Pakistan, moved Zia-ul-Haq beyond
description. That day, the Pakistan President
became a great admirer of Morarji Desai. He
trusted Morarji's words and gave up his plan
to expand the size of the Pakistan army. This
striking incident also reveals why President
Zia-ul-Haq conferred "Nishan-e-Pakistan", an
equivalent of "Bharat Ratna", on Morarji Desai.
It is my conviction that had the Morarji Desai
Government continued in power for its full-term
of 5 years, the Kashmir problem would have
been settled most amicably. But, the process
was not allowed to mature since the Desai
Government was pulled down by Indira Gandhi,
following the decision of that Government to
re-investigate the L.N. Mishra's murder case.

Missed Opportunities
In the past, India got a few opportunities to
solve the Kashmir issue amicably. One was in
1972, in the aftermath of the Indo-Pak war on
Bangladesh, in December 1971, which ended
up with the surrender of the Pakistan Army in
East Pakistan on 16 December 1971. It made
96,000 Pakistani military personnel as Prisoners
of War in India. In order to secure the release of
these prisoners of war, which was composed of
thousands of men in uniform hailing from elite
families of Pakistan, Prime Minister Zulfikar
Ali Bhutto came to India, in July 1972, to
meet and negotiate their release with the Indian
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. The two prime
ministers met at Shimla and negotiated the
terms, which included a solution to the Kashmir
issue, which had resulted the negotiations in a
stalemate. It led to a formal initial statement of
failure of negotiations, which had indicated one
more round of meeting between them later, after
Bhutto went back to Islamabad to consult his
colleagues in Islamabad, on the solution of the
Kashmir issue, and returned to the negotiating
table. But, in an unexpected turn of events,
at a one-to-one meeting between Bhutto and
Indira Gandhi, prior to their departure from
Shimla, Indira Gandhi gave in to a bluff of
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto on the Kashmir solution,
and she instantly agreed to release 96,000
Pakistani prisoners of war without solving
the Kashmir issue. Certainly, another round
of talks with Bhutto later, while keeping the
Pakistani POWs in Indian custody, would have
solved the Kashmir problem for ever. But Indira
Gandhi had thoughtlessly wasted that unique
opportunity. Bhutto did not keep his words with

Despite these missed opportunities to
amicably solve the Kashmir issue, and the recent
troubles in the Kashmir Valley, engineered
partly by some short-sighted anti-Indian
elements in the present Pakistani establishment,
and the ruckus it has entailed, which has
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bedeviled the current relationship between India
and Pakistan, I am optimistic about an amicable
solution to this problem, and the restoration of
close friendship between the two countries and
their peoples.

pursuit of adversarial relationship between the
two countries by any administrator - political
or military - for petty personal/political
advantages, is against the psyche of the people
of both countries.

India-Pakistan Relations

Compared to this, what is the nature and
level of commonality between Pakistanis
and the Chinese, who pretends to be friends?
Little. However, before Islamabad gets too
close to Beijing, it is better for the Pakistani
leaders to study the Chinese classic, The Art
of War, authored by Sun Tsu, which guides
the Chinese even in organising their personal
relationships! It would do some good for them
in the long-run. .

If policy makers in both New Delhi and
Islamabad make a hard assessment of the
future course of Indo-Pak relations in the long
run, they will find that its present adversarial
features are unsustainable and disastrous. If
they make also an equally hard assessment
of what India means for Pakistan, and what
Pakistan means for India, in the long-run it
would make them to realise how intertwined
are their destinies. Indeed, it would be a grave
mistake to frame their relationship as enemies
or potential enemies. Their people-to-people
relationship tells a different story. Their natural
affinity for each other is a fact of life.

However, whatever Pakistan does today
out of its shortsightedness, India should
treat Pakistan as a potential friend and apply
restraint in its responses. The Gujral Doctrine
should guide New Delhi in this matter. There
are valid reasons for treating Pakistan as
a potential friend. It may be recalled that
when free India was faced with the Chinese
aggression in 1962, Pakistan had adopted an
attitude helpful to India. On a request from
Jawaharlal Nehru, the British Prime Minister
Harold Macmillan and the US President John
F Kennedy, urged the Pakistan President,
General Ayub Khan, not to create any problem
for India in the Western border to enable India
to shift the Indian army from there to the
Himalayas to fight the invading Chinese. Ayub
Khan complied, and kept his words which he
gave to Macmillan and Kennedy. It enabled
India to shift its forces from the Western border
to the Himalayas to fight the Chinese.

A dispassionate look at the peoples of India
and Pakistan will show that they are one people
in two states. Wagha border does not give
any natural separating features. Geography,
language and culture, food habits, dress, and
innumerable other common features glue their
affinity for each other. It is natural for an Indian
or Pakistani to reach out with a spontaneous
expression of solidarity with one another
when they are in distress. What else could be
a credible explanation when the President of
Pakistan, General Ayub Khan could not refrain
from coming forward as a pallbearer of the
dead body of the Indian Prime Minister, Lal
Bahadur Shastri, and carried it to the aircraft
for sending it to India, when Shastri passed
away in Tashkent in January 1966. That is
the deeply laid sentiment that runs through
the veins of Indians and Pakistanis, which
we have to recognise. And, that attachment
survives all hate campaigns of vested interests
in both countries over the years. Therefore, the

Taking all aspects into consideration, in my
view, despite Pakistan's current bonhomie with
China, soliciting Beijing's support for it against
India, Pakistan is still a potential friend, and
should be treated as such. We should generate
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and keep an environment, which made the
Pakistan President Zia-ul-Haq to trust Prime
Minister Morarji Desai, natural and permanent
in Indo-Pak relationship. In concrete terms,
it means that Pakistan's security should be a
matter of India's concern too, and that both
countries should adopt policies which are
based on higher considerations and larger
framework, which should leave off the Kashmir
issue as a contentious issue between India and
Pakistan. Whether that could be achieved
through the formation of a confederation
between India and Pakistan, as suggested by
Jayaprakash Narayan, is a proposition which
both countries should consider in their larger
interests and for freeing the sub-continent from
manipulations of big powers by fermenting
hostilities between India and Pakistan.

international fora, and for acquiring war
material from abroad to fight wars, and ask
the question: were these exercises worth? The
answer is obvious.
Therefore, for the future wellbeing of the
people of India and Pakistan, their political
leaderships should put an end to this phase
of their acrimony drenched relationship, and
open up a new chapter on it, conducive to the
welfare of their people. It would mean that
both countries should look towards each other
for solace and support, instead of running after
distant powers to browbeat the other. 60 years
ago, France and Germany took such a historic
decision which has laid the foundation of the
present peaceful and prosperous Europe. India
and Pakistan can do the same in the Indian
sub-continent, and initiate a fresh start of
cooperation and development between them
which would place them high in the human
development index in the world. Economists
of both countries should jointly make an
assessment of benefits which would entail
such a good-neighbourly relationship between
them. This relationship should be insulated
from becoming a source of sorrow for any
of them. Rather, it should be made a source
of joy for the region. If partition caused pain
and agony 70 years ago, their coming together
again voluntarily, under whatever framework,
will be a great event to celebrate.

Since 1947, Indo Pak relationship has
been bedeviled by the Kashmir issue. The
issue is basically phoney, and contrived by
circumstances, as explained in the beginning.
As the princely state of Jammu and Kashmir
had acceded to India, and not to Pakistan, the
sovereign right over J&K vests squarely with
India. No amount of diplomatic manoeuvring
can erase this hard fact. Therefore, it is a futile
exercise for Pakistan to establish any claim on
that state, and, India is unlikely to concede any
such claim on Kashmir, even remotely. Igniting
wars and conflicts over it in the past have not
changed that basic fact. Any repetition of it
is unlikely to alter it either. Therefore, in the
light of what took place during the last 60
years, Pakistan must recognise this reality,
and detach the Kashmir issue from fretting
Indo-Pak relations, which has also become a
constant cause of drain on national resources,
and unnecessary loss of lives. Indeed, we must
sit back and count the amount of money and
resources which both countries have spent
during the last 60 years to ensure diplomatic
support for their respective positions in

In 1984, while participating at an
International Conference on Indian Ocean
Studies in Perth, Australia,
I made a proposal to build up the most
friendly partnership between India and
Pakistan. I proposed a pooling of destinies of
the two countries and establish a confederal
structure for them and Bangladesh, which
would also instantly make the Kashmir issue
redundant. My proposal was well received
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by other participants from the sub-continent.
Many years ago, Jayaprakash Narayan also had
envisioned such a positive political framework
for countries of the sub-continent to grow and
prosper together. However, a year after I spoke
in Perth, in 1985 we saw the birth of SAARC
- an inadequate fragile structure for integrated
functioning. Though 32 years have passed
after I spoke in favour of pooling of destinies
between India and Pakistan, I still consider it as
the most valid proposal which would insulate
the sub-continent from wars and conflicts, and
make it to face the future together and earn a
lofty position in the world.

unsustainable. We see expressions of mutual
attachment in abundance when we meet in a
3rd country in any part of the world. I have
experienced this during my innumerable visits
across the world during the last 45 years. The
spontaneity of it is amazing. How people of
India throng to see and meet Pakistani notables,
like Noorjahan, Imran Khan, and innumerable
others, for example, and make their visits
occasions for welcome celebrations, is an index
of the underlying warmth of the people of India
for the people of Pakistan, and vice versa.
Such expressions of sentimental attachment
has been noticed even among those who
held positions of supreme power, as already
detailed earlier. That deeply laid element
in our relationship should be kept in view
when we deal with Pakistan and its people.
The spirit and environment which made the
Pakistani President Zia-ul-Haq to trust the
Indian Prime Minister Morarji Desai should be
made a permanent feature of India -Pakistan
relations. In concrete terms, it means that
Pakistan's security should also be a matter of
India's concern, and that both countries should
adopt policies based on larger vision and
higher considerations, which should bypass
Kashmir as an issue of discord between India
and Pakistan. Whether that could be achieved
through the formation of a confederation
between India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, is
a proposition which both countries should
consider seriously in their larger interests.

Emotional and sentimental expressions
are generally discounted as factors of
diplomacy. But, it also becomes a factor
when its underpinnings are so widespread,
and expressed spontaneously off and on in the
conduct of relationship between neighbouring
countries, as it happened to the people in two
Germanys after 1945, who got integrated with
opposing ideological and military blocs. But,
those exterior measures could hardly dry up
their sentimental attachments for each other.
After 45 years of such contrived physical
separation, their sentiments for each other
surged out and asserted and led to the pulling
down of the Berlin Wall, and other barriers
which had kept them divided for so long, and
became one German people again in 1990.
If we look at the people-to-people attitudes
in India and Pakistan for each other, such
sentimental attachment exists widely between
them at the submerged level. As Indians and
Pakistanis constitute basically one people in
two states, like Germans between 1945 and
1990, the pursuit of an adversarial relationship
between them by any administration - civil
or military - for petty personal/political
advantages, is against the basic psyche of
the people of both countries, and therefore

If we make a hard assessment of the future
course of Indo-Pak relationship, despite its
present nuclear development and apparent
bonhomie with China, it would be a grave
mistake to view or treat Pakistan as India's
enemy or potential enemy. On the other hand,
a hard assessment would show that Pakistan
is a potential friend of India, and its future lies
on its friendship with India rather than with
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anybody else. India should keep in mind the
helpful attitude Pakistan had adopted towards
India, as explained earlier, during the Chinese
invasion of India in 1962. Therefore, taking all
aspects into account, it is my conviction that,
sooner or later, India and Pakistan will pool
their destinies together, and march forward
together hand-in-hand, by giving more content
to their symbiotic existence. The subterranean
warmth and affection which exists between
the peoples of both countries, which becomes
exuberant when people visits their brethren
on the other side of the border, or when they
meet abroad in a third country, which I have
experienced myself on many occasions, is a
pointer to the new close friendship that beckons
the two countries in the coming decades.
Therefore, despite their unpleasant posturings
and occasional skirmishes, India and Pakistan
do not pose any long-term security threat to
each other. India has no territorial ambition has
been repeatedly manifested in the past through
its deeds. In order to fortify that record, India
should follow the Gujral Doctrine to build up
of our relationship with all our neighbours,
including Pakistan. It will certainly yield rich
dividends for India, including our neighbours'
distancing themselves from the attempt of any
outside power, like China for example, to use
them as cat-paws against India.

issue, and stated that more than half-a-century
old UN resolution on Kashmir has become
obsolete and is of little relevance in today's
ground realities. It implied that propositions
like holding of a plebiscite in Kashmir is not
the right course now. He stated categorically:
"We cannot and will not mediate or resolve
the Kashmir issue. It is for you and India to
do so through dialogue." Reminding how
unsustainable it would be for Pakistan to
enter into an arms race with India, Clinton
told Pakistan: "Embarking an arms race [with
India] was an expensive way to squander the
country's wealth.... You cannot redraw borders
in blood." More or less the same is the present
British view on the issue.
The most poignant advice of Bill Clinton
to Pakistan is to become a 'good neighbour'
of India. How to become a 'good neighbor'
of India? For that Pakistan should refuse to
assist China's anti-India activities in India's
neighbourhood. A Chinese corridor through
POK to Gwadar port is inimical to it.
The Uri Attack and the Counter Attack
India-Pakistan relationship is passing
through a turbulent phase following the Uri
terrorist attack and the counter attack. We have
seen similar phases in the past too -- in 1948,
1965, 1971, and in 1999 -- followed by futile
wars. The recent Uri massacre has stirred up a
lot of emotions in India. In immature hands, it
can ignite even a war. However, we are aware
that in Pakistan, unlike in India, the civilian
authority is not in full command in decision
making. Behind the back of the civilian
authority, the army command too takes the
liberty of taking decisions of political nature,
and impose it on the civilian authority as a
fait accompli to shoulder the responsibility.
That was how the Kargil War took place
in 1999. The Kargil War was schemed and
engineered by then Pakistan Army Chief,

Clinton's Advice to Pakistan
Meanwhile, what Pakistan should do to
build a robust relationship with India has been
elaborated by US President, Bill Clinton, when
he visited Islamabad 16 years ago, in March
2000. He candidly conveyed to Pakistan
leaders that "Pakistan would have to choose
between peace and Kashmir". He told them
to give up their obsession with Kashmir, and
their belligerent attitude against India, and to
become a good neighbour of it by establishing
closer economic relations with India. He
ruled out any military solution to the Kashmir
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Parvez Musharraf, without the knowledge
of Prime Minister Nawaz Sheriff. Sheriff
himself had shared this fact with India's then
Defence Minister, George Fernandes. George
Fernandes told me that Nawaz told him that
if he knew about it earlier, he would not have
allowed that war between India and Pakistan.
George Fernandes found Nawaz Sheriff a
good man, who wanted a friendly relationship
with India. Keeping in view such possibilities,
New Delhi should apply utmost restraint in its
responses. War is not the only option and one
should not rush for it. There are other ways
too to convey strong disapprovals. What is the
great achievement of 20 dead bodies this side
and 38 dead bodies that side! That approach
is ordinary. However, even in such situations,
our response should be guided by the spirit of
Gujral Doctrine. It will yield good dividends
in the long-run. In my view, Prime Minister
Nawaz Sheriff is still the best bet for India
to lay a new path of India-Pakistan relations
based on cooperation and solidarity.

floral
artistry

It is imperative that India-Pakistan
relationship should be freed from its present
confrontationist mould, and reset its direction
towards provision of higher welfare of the
people, instead of wasting their money and
resources for ceaseless procurement of military
hard wares which, in a few years, usually
end up as obsolete junks. Pakistan should
re-draw the pathway of its basic approach
to India, and formulate a policy of strong
cooperation, and free itself from sticking on to
its untenable claim on Kashmir. A dear student
of mine in SIS from the Kashmir Valley, who
later joined the All India Services, once told
me that Kashmir's interest in Pakistan is its
trade interests and easy access. India should
safeguard that interest by keeping a soft border
between India and Pakistan. That is not an
impossible task in a cooperative and solidarity
framework of India-Pakistan relations.

bageecha
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My friend, have you been reading the
newspaper?
Yes? Then you must know what we are
doing, right?
Killing thousands of Kashmiri civilians
who just want to be free? Some would argue
and blame Pakistan for occupying Kashmir.
Some would do the same for India. But we’re
forgetting Kashmiris are neither Indian nor
Pakistani. They are Kashmiris. They want to be
just that. Nothing less, nothing more.

A Fight For Kashmir A Fight For Life
Anandi Pandey

But we? We are humans and we must do
what humans do the best. We must be selfish.
We must kill innocents. We must take away
whatever integrity they have. We must not even
consider them ‘humans’. Right now for us this
is a war between India and Pakistan. Not a war
for the freedom of Kashmir as a whole, but
between India and Pakistan. Everything else is
just.... a technicality. Ignore it.
You get that right? Apparently we need to
ignore the small 11 year-old boy, Nasir being
killed by pellets. We need to ignore that he was
killed. We need to ignore that his body was
stepped on by hundreds, leaving footprints,
even on his face. We need to ignore that his ears
had turned blue. Or that his fists couldn’t open
because his fingers were so terribly broken.
Also, that when his sister touched the back his
head, her hand was covered with blood. We need
to ignore that his back was marred in such a way
that it looked like a bubble wrap sheet and not
actually human skin?
And by the way, our government tells us
pellets are harmless. That they cannot murder.
He was just an 11 year-old boy for God’s
sake! What had he done to deserve this? He
must have killed. Oh no! Wait, that’s us. He
must have destroyed lives. No, no wait again,
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that’s still us. He must have at least brutally
hit another human being? Wait a minute, that
is still US!

newspaper. We call it the ‘Kashmir issue’. We
read about what is happening as facts.
‘A person was killed.’ How tragic.

What is even more unfortunate is that it isn’t
just 11 year-old Nasir. (Somehow even that
word undermines the situation.) Thousands of
innocent Kashmiri civilians, from infants to
90-year olds; from pregnant women to people
with disabilities are targeted. From brilliant kids
who could have had a bright future, to men and
women whose lives have been transformed.
From children like you and I, to adults like our
parents. They all are there. Innocent but dying.
If not physically, then mentally dying.

‘Indian military took an action.’ Way to go.
‘Pakistani military took action.’ Okay,
expected.
‘A curfew was imposed onto the people’s
life.’ Alright. Understandable.
NO! It’s not just understandable. We are
talking about actual human lives aren’t we?
We are talking about civilians being injured,
killed, and beaten aren’t we? We are talking
about living beings aren’t we?

Can you imagine yourself in that situation
for just a second? Can you imagine not being
able to go out of your homes without the fear of
being hit by pellets? Or killed? Can you imagine
only seeing army men with guns wherever
you turn? Can you imagine going to bed not
knowing if you’ll be alive tomorrow? Can you
imagine living constantly in fear? A fear that
could kill you from the inside, rotting your brain
till it has no life left.

How can we just dismiss this as a ‘fact’?
Or just another ‘event’? They deserve better.
Much better.
Be empathetic at least, you can do that, right?
Do anything.
But, I beg of you, do not dismiss it.

It makes you shudder and shiver with
paranoia, fear, disgust and what not, doesn’t it?
Me too my friend, me too.

Even if you think about it, talk about it, it
could help. You never know.

Now, know that this isn’t a situation, but
a reality. A reality happening a few thousand
miles away from you. While we are sitting in
our warm cosy blankets, drinking coffee and
watching television, they are dropping dead
like mosquitos, like after we apply a mosquito
repellent.

We read and then think, this will be over
eventually. Honestly, I don’t think this will ever
be over. This will be engraved in the minds of
thousands of Kashmiris for as long as they live.
That is, if they survive.
When we will recount our childhood to our
kids or our grandkids, we’ll most probably be
telling them of what toys we played with or
how we lied to our parents. Things that are
normal to us.

Sad. Really sad. And we call ourselves
humans.
It is something to think about. Something
to do something about. Why are we not doing
anything? We read about Kashmir in the

Them? They’d be speechless. Because to
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them what’s normal is blood, bullets, dead
bodies and fear. No child deserves to even listen
to such a nightmare, let alone live it.

us, fighting for life. Human beings fighting for
another second to breathe.
This is what we call democracy? Liberalism?
Socialism? Right to life?

However, it is not a nightmare in a dream. It
is a hell on earth, my friend. As real as you are.

Shame on us.

You breathe air, it breathes death. You eat
food, it eats humans. You bathe in water, it
bathes in blood.

Please, I beg, stop killing. Even if you are
silently killing by dismissing their reality.
Just think, not as an Indian or a Pakistani or
a citizen from any other nation, but as a human.
Think.

But we are still stuck in this heaven where
Indians create their own version, Pakistanis
create their own version, and the media sells it
to its readers. Readers like you and I. Readers
who need to understand, it’s not India versus
Pakistan. It’s innocent Kashmiris against all of

They deserve better. Much better.
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The PM, on the Seventieth Independence
day said, “It is our duty to make this
country as the best nation. We have to make
continuous efforts to realise our dream …”.
He said that there are high expectations
from the government. Nothing wrong with
people having high expectations from their
government unless it is because the basic
problems plaguing the people persist and
because of that, the meaning of Independence
is diluted for the majority in the country.

Seventieth
Independence Day:
Freedom not Just
Individual but
Collective

Nehru, in his `Tryst with Destiny’ speech in
1947 laid out certain lofty goals when he said,
“We end today a period of ill fortune and India
discovers herself again. The achievement we
celebrate today is but a step, an opening of
opportunity, to the greater triumphs…. Are we
brave enough and wise enough to grasp this
opportunity and accept the challenge of the
future?”

Arun Kumar

“That future is not one of ease or resting but
of incessant striving…. The service of India
means the service of the millions who suffer. It
means the ending of poverty and ignorance and
disease and inequality of opportunity.”
Today we need to ask, have we redeemed
“our pledge, not wholly or in full measure, but
very substantially?”
The Seventieth Independence day is special
because it provides the opportunity to reflect on
the past and assess the present so that correctives
maybe applied. It may also be asked, whether
Independence has bestowed all people the same
freedom or has meant the same thing for all
citizens? Will the goals of our Independence
movement that led to the overthrowing of the
yoke of colonisation be achieved in the near
future or have we strayed from the path set out
by the freedom fighters?
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Reflecting our Past

dictum of `last person first’ and bottom up
approach - from the village upwards. So, we
have not yet redeemed our pledge to our people
even partially, let alone substantially, in spite of
the material progress made since 1947.

The national movement during its struggle
against colonisation understood that problems
of “poverty and ignorance and disease and
inequality of opportunity” were social and not
individual. Individuals were not to blame; it
was their “ill fortune”. So, socio-economic
problems had to be dealt with collectively and
not individually. The state was given a large role
and the edifice of post-independence India was
accordingly set up in the 1950s.

All are Bharatvaasis
The trust placed by the people in the ruling
elite in 1947 has been shattered. Even elite
sections like, the Marathas, Patidars and Jats
are agitating for a larger share of the national
pie. The Dalits and Tribals have increasingly
expressed dissatisfaction with the state of affairs.
The Maoist movement persists in many parts of
the country and the separatist movements in
Kashmir and the North East refuse to die down
in spite of heavy army deployment and massive
expenditures by the Indian state. The threat of
IS is growing in India. All this is a sign of the
unemployed and unemployable youth revolting.
The poor standards of education in the country
and emphasis on rote learning results in a lack
of understanding of the future or of the current
state of our society. Consequently, with crisis of
unfulfilled expectations in their lives, the future
appears bleak to a large mass of the youth and
makes them susceptible to irrationalities.

Whether we think of per capita income,
consumption levels, industrialisation, literacy,
longevity, etc, there has been huge progress
since 1947. The rate of growth of the economy
jumped from 0.5 per cent during the colonial
rule to 3.7 per cent between 1950 and 1980. It
jumped to 5.3 per cent over the next two decades
and then to an average of 7.5 per cent. Now,
India is officially supposed to be the fastest
growing economy in the world.
But, the nation presents a picture of
contradictions. There are many billionaires
but it is home to the largest number of people
below the poverty line, largest number of
illiterates, homeless,…. Inequality is high and
increasing. Standards of education are poor with
50 per cent of children in the 8th class unable
to read 3rd level text. These children will never
be able to do any skilled job and will remain
poverty stricken so that high and extreme
poverty will persist for the next 50 years. The
black economy, signifying illegality, has grown
rapidly, leading to policy failure and setting
back development. Unemployment among
youth leading to frustration. For 368 jobs of
peon in UP, 23 lakh applied and among them
were Ph.D., M.Tech. and M.Com graduates.

Material progress is important but so is the
political, social and cultural aspect of life.
Equity and equality of opportunity are crucial
to exercise freedom. Large expenditures in
Kashmir (much of it wasted by corruption) has
not convinced a section of Kashmir to accept
accession to India. The dilemma is that those
who believe in freedom have implicitly become
the oppressors. Today, India faces a major
threat from within and not just from outside
its borders.
In 1962 at the time of Chinese aggression,
Lata Mangeshkar sang,

Our development paradigm since 1947,
based on trickle down and top down approach
has been flawed. Our rulers ignored Gandhi’s

“mat bhulo sima par, viron ne hai pran
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ganvaaye
Kuchh yaad unhe bhi kar lo”

person to the exclusion of the political and
social; the homo-economicus is the reality.

The border is now within the nation - in our
minds and hearts. The freedom fighters were
fighting at this invisible border - to convince
people that we can build a great India. They
believed that in the larger cause, the social
divides would dissolve. But the divide between
Marathas and Madrasis is exploited in Mumbai
or created between the Hindus and Muslims in
UP or aggravated between the upper castes and
the lower castes in Gujarat. Lata sang,

The dollar vote leads to the `marginalization
of the marginal’. That undermines democratic
institutions and leaves the poor to the mercy of
the markets which cannot cater to their needs.
What is freedom, if one’s child dies because
one does not have Rs 20 to pay for an injection?
More is better has led to growing consumerism
and unprecedented environmental destruction
impacting our climate and leading to our flooded
cities or massive destruction in Uttarakhand.
Demand is created where need did not exist.
How is one better off if the environment is
being destroyed which results in `cancer special’
running from Punjab to Ganganagar? What is
globalization worth, if the new international
division of labour leads to production based on
dirty technologies increasingly relocating in the
developing world?

“Koyi sikh koyi jaat Maratha
koyi gurakha koyi madaraasi
Sarahad pe maranewala, har veer tha
bhaaratavaasi”
In spite of repeated exhortations, we have
forgotten this `kahani’ of our freedom. Leaders
(political or others) seen as greedy and selfserving have lost the respect of the people.
Their exhortations largely fall on deaf ears. So,
freedom has taken on hues of the individual
- defined in individual terms and especially
by the powerful - while the collectivity has
taken a beating. It works selectively for the
powerful and rarely for the weak. Nehru said
in his speech,

Welfare maximization is based on
minimization of costs. Today, increasingly,
social conscience is considered to be a cost
to be minimized. So, one need not feel guilty
about one’s greed or anti-social actions. The
rich need not feel bad about the social waste
they indulge in or men need not feel bad about
the aggression against women. The distinction
between an `essential’ and a `luxury’ good has
been obliterated. One can buy a Bentley even
if people cannot buy food – this is `efficiency’
of the market. Consumerism has become the
`opium of the masses’, diverting their attention
from their real issues. Consequently, people have
become cogs in a big machine mechanically
consuming without being satisfied. Individuals
are increasingly cut off from the social as
reflected in horrific crimes against women,
young and the weak which stare at us from the
columns of newspapers daily.

“Peace has been said to be indivisible; so is
freedom, so is prosperity now, and so also is
disaster in this one world that can no longer be
split into isolated fragments.”
Breakdown of Collectivism
Today atomization is writ large, greed has
been raised to a new high pedestal and social
concerns are marginalized. These emanate
from the philosophy underlying marketization
which now pervades every social institution. Its
underlying principles are `dollar vote’, `more
is better’, `rational individual’ maximizing
welfare and so on. The stress is on the economic

Freedom that came with independence is
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provide it the social mooring for freedom in
its wider sense, is growing. This trend over
the last few decades has resulted in greater
anarchy and strife and we need to recognize it
and strive to reverse it.

increasingly only economic and, therefore,
for the powerful, losing its political and social
context. The contradiction between the
limited economic freedom for the individual
and the disintegrating collectivity that could

With
Best
Wishes
from0

Well Wisher
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Indian Socialism emerged as a progressive
ideology in the freedom struggle through the
Congress Socialist Party lead by Acharya
Narendra Deva and Jayaprakash Narayan along
with young revolutionaries like Dr Rammanohar
Lohia. But later on after Independence Dr
Lohia as a thinker and philosopher of Indian
socialism gave a new dimension to socialism
in Indian contest as different from communism
under Soviet umbrella. Lohia believed in
class struggle but he pleaded that unless caste
system was abolished, class struggle could
not be realised because caste hierarchy was
stronger and more entrenched than economic
class. He also analysed and developed the
meaning and practical application of socialism
through Mahatma Gandhi’s basic principles of
economic equality which is the foundation of a
society without exploitation. He believed that
socialism of modern India began with Gandiji’s
idea and conviction on the last man (the poorest)
as Daridra Narayan. Swaraj was the goal of
Independence. In Hind Swaraj in 1909 Gandhiji
had warned that European Industrial revolution
would destroy the basic source of livelihood
of common people as it would finish natural
resources and deprive the labour of work.
Inequality was also created through the mode
of production which was neither for the masses
nor by the masses.

People’s Movements
as part of Socialist
Revolution
Prafulla Samantara

Dr Lohia, to make socialism more real and
practical advocated small technology which
could help labour produce more. Gandhiji’s
Swaraj was for ownership of resources as
common assets belonging to society that and
he did nor believe in private property. Rather
he urged the rich and industrialists to hold their
property under trusteeship.
Though our Constitution adopted Gandhian
values to bring economic, social and cultural
justice to the people through Direct Principles
of the State Policy, our nation remained more
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a welfare state instead of socialist. After 1990,
through neo-liberalism and globalization, the
state has been on the capitalist path. At present
in the name of development, our natural
resources like mines, forests, rivers and land
are being massively exploited by corporates,
forcing the people to be displaced from their
right to resources and ultimately livelihood.
This is the threat not only to modem civilization
but also to the existence of the earth.

cent of people of our country are being denied
basic needs to live with dignity. This paradigm
of development under the global market forces
creates huge inequality. This is against Article
38 of the Constitution, which directs the state
to reduce inequality of the status. The present
industrialization through exploitation of mines
creates new poverty zones after displacement
of millions of rural and forest dwellers. The
smart city phenomenon is nothing but to have
luxurious towers and glittering roads and malls
on the graveyard of villages. This leads to have
a rich-luxury India in the midst of deserted rural
Bharat where poverty and exploitation will be
permanent. That is why a socialist revolution is
the need of the times to destabilize the corporate
regime in our democracy. The people who
fight the mighty corporates and the state as its
patron to protect resources are real freedom
fighters to end economic exploitation and to
bring economic and environmental justice. In
India after globalisation, there is no sovereignty
in economic decisions because our policy
decisions are being formulated and controlled
by the World Bank, IMF and other global
finance institutions under American imperialism
and European dominance So opposition to these
developmental projects is also a direct challenge
to capitalist forces. This is first character of any
kind of socialism. When the tribal communities
urge for community right over resources for
which the 5th Schedule of the Constitution has
provisions it is for the equal distribution of
production by equal mass participation.

It was the Rio summit in 1992 that people
throughout the world understood that global
warming was the main cause of climate
change. And an important cause of the climate
crisis are green house gases generated through
indiscriminate industrialisation and exploiting
non-renewable resources. People are being
forced out of their habitats deprived of their
right to life. That is why there are large number
of people’s movements, against displacement to
protect their rights over resources. Whether it
is against Vedanta Company to save Niyamgiri
or against Pasco to protect rich agro economy
and Khandadhar hills, or it is against Sardar
Sarovar Project to protect natural flow of river
Narmada and lives and livelihoods along with
natural habitats of lakhs of tribal’s, farmers and
fisherfolks, democratic struggles are resisting
national and multinational corporates who are
not only invading nature but also destroying
democratic fabric of polity and nation and
making the state subservient to global capitalist
imperialism. In the name of direct foreign
investment, the multinational companies have
been allowed not only into our kitchens but
also to access our mines and minerals as well
as to the security of our nation by inviting
them to invest in our defense industries.
Privatization and liberalisation has reduced the
responsibilities of the state on basic services
like health, education and housing. There is a
willful attempt to have a systemic process to
make every service privatised by which 70 per

This is the 2nd most important character of
socialism. To check the climate crisis, we have
to reduce high consumerism. The opposition
and protest against the unmindful use of fossil
fuels for industries is the welcome step to
bring the earth from brink of disaster to a state
with better agriculture, green forest cover and
clean natural flow of water in rivers. In this
regard, tribals’ struggle could stop mining in
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Niyamgiri in Odisha after the Supreme Court
Judgement endorsed the Gram Sabha decision.
Here the people, even they are illiterate resisted
democratically and could take decisions in
Gram Sabha against mining in Niyamgiri
which has rich forest, biodiversity and rivers
like Bansadhara and Nagabali take birth here.

The success of Gram Sabha in Niyamgiri
is a living example that India can have village
republics to realise the dream of Mahatma
Gandhi’s swaraj which can be foundation of
Indian socialism as an alternative to present
global capitalism.
The socialists should see and study that such
movements not only create people’s power
but also challenge global capital as enemy of
socialism. Agriculture is being corporatized by
economic policies and development process to
make India as corporate in place of socialist.

Tribals have shown maturity and democratic
sense of responsibility in conducting twelve
Gram Sachems in 2013 by which the
Government of India banned mining in Niagara
in the interest of tribal community’s habitat
rights and ecological democracy. The protection
of Niyamgiri is to mitigate the climate change as
the call of Paris conference in 2015. Therefore
the socialists should see that a national struggle
for protection of natural resources and to protest
corporatisation of our economy and politics
for an alternative sustainable development be
emerged. This will bring a political change
for equality and exploitation free economy as
one of seven revolutions of socialism doctrine
by Dr Lohia, Mahatma Gandhi had said, as a
prophet of non-violence and freedom that earth
has enough for every body’s need but not for
one’s greed. This was against high consumption
which is the cause of appropriating natural
resources by high technology and using fossil
fuel that the present ‘crisis of climate change
follows accumulation of green house gases due
to high consumerism. The people’s movements
resisting the destruction of natural resources
and polluting plants, it is for an alternative
development model based upon Gandhian
socialism. So far Pasco is concerned it had
come to take iron ores at cheaper price and to
make huge profits through technology for which
an agro-economy of 20 Thousand people in
coastal region as well as a forest economy of
20 thousand of tribal people of Khandadham
hills of Odisha would have been destroyed The
people’s struggle for ten tears did not allow our
it to be happened.

When the people, at the cost of their lives,
fight to protect agricultural land from being
diverted for non-agricultural activities they are
preserving resources for future generations.
This is valuable for food security as well as for
the sovereignty of our country. That is why let
the people who are committed for socialism as
a way of life strive to build a national struggle
along with people’s movements, to bring a
change in the system to make India a sovereign
democratic, republic, secular and socialist as per
the Preamble of our Constitution. Fights against
corporates as agents of capitalist imperialism is
the first act of national duty of a socialist activist
who has a dream of people’s politics free from
corruption, communalism and corporatisation.
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Twenty-five yean after the economic reforms
were unleashed the first-ever socio-economic
survey for rural areas, published in 2015, paints
a gloomy picture. Potraying a stark reality,
the survey says that for 70 per cent of India's
125-crore population, which lives in rural areas,
poverty is the way of life.
Rural India is poorer than what was estimated
all these years. With the highest income of
earning member in 75 per cent of the rural
households not exceeding Rs 5,000 a month
and with 5l per cent households surviving on
manual labour as the primary source of income,
the socio-economic survey had exposed the dark
underbelly of rural India. Considering that the
bulk of rural population comprises of farmers,
what the socio-economic survey tells is how
the reforms have very conveniently bypassed
agriculture.

Farmers are Paying
the Cost of Unjust
Economic Reforms
Devinder Sharma

The National Sample Survey Organization
(NSSO) consumption expenditure data for
2011-012, done a few years earlier, tells us the
same story. If you live in a village and spend
more than Rs. 2,886 per month you are among
the top 5 per cent of the country. For the urban
areas, the cutting off limit is Rs 6,383 per month.
That makes me as well as you, the reader, in the
same category as Mukesh Ambani, Ratan Tata
and Narayana Murthy. While we may fall in the
upper 5 per cent bracket but imagine the fate of
95 per cent of the population which is unable
to spend  more than Rs. 6,383 per month in the
urban areas every month? Isn’t that the real
India that we don’t want to talk about?
Now, let me break-up the rural income slab
for you. Economic Survey 2016 tells us that
the average income a farmer gets from farming
activities, including what he keeps for his family
consumption at home in 17 states of India, is
Rs. 20,000 a year. In other words, the monthly
income of a farmer in these states is a paltry
Rs. 1,666. On a national level, the NSSO works
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out the average monthly income that a farmer
derives from farming operations to be just Rs.
3,000 per family. Compare this with the basic
salary of a chaprasi at Rs. 18,000 per month and
it becomes obvious how agriculture has been
neglected all these years.
The deplorable condition of farmers is
certainly an outcome of economic reforms.
Simply put, economic liberation and economic
reforms or market economy, whatever you
prefer to term, it has not only bypassed the
majority of population but has been actually
a pre-requisite for the success of economic
reforms. Agriculture, like other unorganized
sectors, has been deliberately kept impoverished
so to make economic reforms work.
It was in July 1991, when Dr.Singh delivered
the historic budget speech as Fnance Minister
that opened up the country to economic
liberalization. I recall the speech wherein he
unshackled the industries from the control
regime and showered all bounties on industries
and in the very next paragraph acknowledged
that agriculture remains the mainstay of the
economy. But since agriculture is a state subject,
he left it to the state governments to provide the
much needed impetus to farming. But what he
forgot to say was that industry too was a state
subject and should have been left to the state
governments. The bias therefore was clearly
visible.
This was simply not unintended fallout of
the process of economic liberalization. It was
actually part of a design. Later, in 1996, the
World Bank directed India to move 40-crore
people out of rural areas to the urban areas
in the next 20 years, saying that land is a
precious asset in the hands of people who are
inefficient producers, meaning farmers. Since
the younger generations among farmers do not
know anything except farming, the World Bank
suggested that India set up a network of training

institutes to train these people to become
industrial workers. This should be accompanied
by land rentals and land acquisitions. This
suggestion was made in the 2008 World
Development Report by the World Bank and
a year later in 2009, India made provision for
setting up 1,000 Industrial Training Institutes
(ITIs).
Going by the World Bank prescription,
successive governments have been blindly
playing to the tune. As Prime Minister,
Manmohan Singh had time and again said that
70 per cent farmers in India were surplus and
need to shift to urban areas. RBI Governor
Raghurarn Rajan is on record saying that the big
ticket reform will be when India moves a large
share of the farming population to the cities.
And more recently, Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley has blamed agriculture for not being
able to provide subsistence to a large section
of the population thereby increasing inequality.
What he forgot to say was that successive
governments had deliberately starved agriculture
of financial resources and had kept the farming
population impoverished. This is evident from
the way agriculture remains a low priority
area when it comes to budgetary allocations.
In the 11th Plan, agriculture received only Rs
1 lakh crore as budget outlay for 5 years. In
the 12th plan period, agriculture got Rs l.5 lakh
crore. Incidentally, the budgetary support for
agriculture, which employs 52 per cent of the
population, is less than the annual provisions
being made for MNREGA. In addition, the
Minimum Support Price (MSP) for wheat and
rice had remained almost frozen with annual
increase in farm prices not exceeding 4 per cent
on an average. No wonder, 48 per cent farmers
want to quit agriculture if given an alternative.
In fact the plight of agriculture is not only
deliberate but has for all practical purposes
sustained the economic reforms. If the farmers
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were paid their economic due by way of let's
say a higher MSP, the industrial and business
sector would have gone for a toss because of
the additional cost involved for paying higher
labour wages that incorporates resulting high
food prices. At the same time, a higher price
for farm produce would have raised the cost
of production of many industries. In addition,
a high paying agriculture would have also
reduced the rate of migration and thereby
reduced the availability of cheaper labour for
infrastructure and real estate.
The reluctance on the part of the government
to implement the Swaminathan Committee
report, which recommends 50 per cent profit
over the cost of production, also stems from
the same concern. In a written affidavit before
the Supreme Court the government has made it
clear that providing a higher price would  distort
the markets. It is primarily for this reason that
the Ministry for Food and Consumer Affairs has
directed the State governments not to provide
any bonus for wheat and rice over and above
the MSP announced.
The real cost of economic reforms therefore
is being borne by rural India of which farmers
constitute the majority. The first ever Socio
Economic Census has clearly brought out
the stark reality. India’s performance when
measured as per the Human Development Index
too shows the burgeoning inequality. India ranks
130 among a ranking of 188 countries. The
economic reform that we talk about therefore
has largely been pro-rich. The rich 1 per cent
own 51 per cent of country's wealth. The
economic wealth of 15 families in India equals

the economic wealth of 600 million people.
Keeping agriculture impoverished all these
yeas has sustained the economic reforms. Going
by the income parity norms, the MSP for paddy,
which has been fixed at Rs 1,450 per quintal this
year, should have been Rs 5,100 per quintal. In
case of wheat, the MSP should be Rs 7,600 per
quintal. This is the legitimate right of  a farmer,
if we were to maintain a parity with other
sections of the society, which has been denied to
him. I have time and again stated that at the pace
at which the salaries of government employees,
college professors and school teachers has been
hiked, agriculture has been denied that parity as
a result of which farmers are dying.
The big bang reform India needs is essentially
in agriculture. Providing the rightful income
into the hands of farmers is what will push
domestic demand and at the same time revitalize
the rural economy. If the 7th pay Commission
is being seen as an economic booster, as it is
expected to create more demand for consumer
goods, imagine the kind of shot in the arm a
higher income in agriculture will give to the
Indian economy. If wheat farmers for instance
were to get Rs 7,600 per quintal as the MSP,
imagine the economic growth that will result
in the rural areas. In fact, the fact remains that
agriculture alone has the capability to boost the
Indian economy.
Unfortunately, agriculture is been knowingly
sacrificed to keep the present phase of economic
reforms somehow moving. In other words,
60-crore farmers are paying the cost of unjust
economic reforms.
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The Rss Assault On
Our Education System
Neeraj Jain

The early 1990s mark a watershed in the
country's post-independence political scenario.
On the one hand, the country's worsening
economic crisis led to the Rao–Manmohan
Singh economic reforms that heralded the
globalisation of the Indian economy. On the
other hand, it has also led to a gradual growth
of extreme right wing or fascist forces in the
country, that is, the Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh, and the innumerable front organisations
it has spawned. The Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP),
the political arm of the RSS, in fact formed a
coalition government at the Centre in 1998
that lasted for six years, and now has come to
power again in 2014, this time with an absolute
majority.
Since the BJP is a political party that contests
elections, it has to function within the overall
frame provided by the Constitution. Therefore,
even though it proposes several changes in the
Constitution, it swears by constitutionalism, rule
of the law, and claims to believe in democracy.
In contrast, its parent, the RSS, is a semisecret organisation. While it calls itself a
'cultural' and 'non-political' organisation,
its declared intention is to transform India
culturally, politically and socially into a
Hindu Rashtra. Indian population comprises
of thousands of distinct communities, marked
by differences in customs, language, caste,
religious beliefs, cuisine, location, and what
have you. The RSS believes that despite these
diversities, 80 percent of the Indian people are
Hindus. And so the RSS has created a network
of thousands of front organisations—together
called the Sangh Parivar—to cater to as many
of these different diversities as possible, with
the aim of creating a cultural homogeneity out
of this ocean of diversities. This is the essence
of Hindutva, the political ideology of the
RSS—welding the overwhelming majority of
the Indian people together as Hindus, so that
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they can be mobilised towards transforming
secular and democratic India into a Hindu
Rashtra. Note that Hinduism and Hindutva
are not identical, the former is a religion, the
latter a political ideology. Hindutva speaks of
a defined territory, a single culture and ethnic
origin, a single religion and language. It seeks
to replace Indian history with Hindu mythology,
and Indian philosophy with Hindu theology.
Hindus must have the same pitribhumi and
punyabhumi, ancestors and religion; all others
are foreigners.
The most important formula used by the
RSS for its cultural unification project is
borrowed from the Nazis: just like the Nazis
sought to unite the German nation against the
Jews, the RSS is seeking to unite the Hindus
against an imagined enemy, the Muslims and
Christians. In case it succeeds in this, then this
demographic majority can be converted into a
permanent political majority, and the RSS can
permanently rule the country by winning state
and central elections, and transform India as per
its ideological leanings.
The RSS, from the time of its founding
in 1925, has been an admirer of Hitler and
Mussolini and their fascist ideology. On the
lines of this ideology, it has built a centralised,
authoritarian organisation for itself. Several
aspects of its ideology have been copied
from Nazism and fascism, such as: defining
nationalism on the basis of religion and race,
in opposition to the definition of nationhood
descended from the French Revolution that is
based on the idea of equal citizenship for all
regardless of race, religion, etc.; preaching hate
for the minorities, calling them foreigners, and
demanding that they be deprived of all civil and
human rights; and contempt for democracy and
democratic norms, and strategic use of force and
violence to achieve its aims.

As we have shown in several of our writings,
there is no difference in the economic agendas of
the BJP/RSS and the Congress; on the contrary,
the BJP is implementing neo-liberalism more
ruthlessly and at an accelerated pace. The
difference between the two is in their political
and cultural agendas—the BJP is seeking to use
its political power at the Centre to additionally
implement the RSS agenda of transforming the
country into a Hindu Rashtra. One of the key
stratagems adopted by the BJP for this is taking
over all the institutions of liberal democracy,
and while keeping these institutions intact,
transforming them from within by filling them
with people belonging to or sympathetic to the
RSS. One of the important components of this
strategy is the saffronisation of the country’s
education system, and using it as a tool to
propagate Hindutva.
The Hate Network of RSS Schools
The RSS is deeply aware that the propagation
of its communal ideology of Hindutva among
the common people, especially the youth, is the
key to the success of its project of transforming
India into a Hindu Rashtra. Hence it is in
the ideological sphere that it has focused its
maximum efforts. What better place to start than
by indoctrinating the tender formative minds of
young children with its fascist ideology through
the education system.
The Nehruvian education system, for all its
limitations discussed in the previous chapters,
did try to promote secularism, respect for all
religions, scientific temper, democratic values
and humanism—all fundamental values of our
freedom struggle that were later enshrined in our
Constitution by our country's founding fathers.
The values the RSS wants to foster in children
are in exact opposition to these constitutional
values. In the initial decades after independence,
the RSS and its political arm, the Jan Sangh (that
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was later reconstituted as the BJP in 1980) were
very weak, and in no position to undermine the
Nehruvian education system. Therefore, soon
after independence, the RSS began efforts to
create its own network of schools to promote
its Brahmanical or Hindutvawadi ideology
among children and poison their minds with
hatred and distrust about minorities, especially
the Christians and Muslims, in the guise of
education.
The RSS inaugurated up its first school,
that it calls Saraswati Shishu Mandir, way
back in 1952, in Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh,
in the presence of RSS chief Golwalkar. The
number of schools steadily grew, and by 1977,
there were about 500 RSS schools with 20,000
students on their rolls. The RSS now set up an
all-India coordinating body for these schools,
the Vidya Bharti. The Vidya Bharati educational
mission is founded on the objective of training
children to see themselves as protectors of a
Hindu nation.
In the early 1990s, BJP formed governments
in several states like Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan and Himachal Pradesh.
This gave the RSS the opportunity to use state
patronage to rapidly spread its school network,
as well as saffronise the government education
system too. These governments encouraged
the growth of Vidya Bharti schools and even
permitted them to set their own syllabus and
conduct examinations for the lower classes
and run teacher training programmes. (In
2001, Goa‘s BJP chief minister, Manohar
Parrikar, even handed over management of
fifty-one government primary schools in rural
areas to Vidya Bharati.) By 1993–94 the total
number of schools run by Vidya Bharti was
claimed to be 6,000 with 40,000 teachers and
1,200,000 students. In 1998, the BJP came to
power at the Centre. This gave a further fillip
to the RSS school network, as the Central

government now began providing government
funds and other facilities to Vidya Bharti and
other RSS educational institutions in a big way.
Consequently the number of RSS-run schools
took a quantum leap.
Today, Vidya Bharti runs one of the largest
private school networks across the country,
catering mainly to lower middle class students.
According to its website, as of 2012–13, Vidya
Bharti had 13,465 schools (mostly primary and
middle schools, with a few higher secondary
schools too), 31.2 lakh students, 1.3 lakh
teachers, 49 colleges and training schools, and
9,806 schools for providing informal education
to children unable to attend formal schools
(called Sanskar Kendras and Single Teacher
Schools) with 2.4 lakh students and 8,900
teachers. Becoming a teacher in a Vidya Bharti
school generally requires a prior commitment
to the RSS agenda, which is further reinforced
by the training they receive.
Other RSS fronts providing education
include the Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram (VKA),
which specialises in hostels for Adivasi children
among other activities; Sewa Bharati (for
Dalits), and the Ekal Vidyalaya Foundation
(EVF) which runs single teacher pre-school
centres where children are taught basic
reading, writing, Sanskrit and sanskars or
good behaviour. The EVF alone runs more
than 52,000 schools with 14.6 lakh students.
The RSS has indeed created a mindboggling
network of educational institutions to spread
its ideology among the young.
In these schools, run by the RSS directly,
in order to indoctrinate students in Hindutva
ideological values, much attention is focused
on everyday rituals that punctuate the school
day. Thus, Sanskrit terms are used to address
teachers (Acharya); students are taught to touch
their feet as mark of respect; classrooms are
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named after Hindu sages; birthdays of Shivaji
and Jijabai, Vivekanand, Deen Dayal Upadhyay,
and Savarkar are celebrated as special days;
during the morning prayers and at the end of
the school day, children chant Brahmanical
shlokas in Sanskrit such as the Gayatri Mantra;
and so on.
The systematic rewriting of history is
a critical component of Hindu nationalist
ideology. The fascists blatantly manipulate
and often even fabricate historical evidence
to spread their version of history that renders
India as an exclusively Hindu nation and Indian
culture as Hindu culture, totally denying the
pluralistic nature of India. For propagating this
falsehood, two of their pet themes are:
Indian civilisation is synonymous with
Hinduism, which in turn is synonymous with
‘Vedic civilisation’; this Vedic civilisation is
portrayed as the fount of all things great in the
world.
Christians and Muslims are foreigners;
the Delhi Sultanate and the Mughal Empire
represented foreign rule and were anti-Hindu
regimes; all the evils that beset India are
traced to these Muslim invaders and Christian
missionaries.
The key component of the school curriculum
in RSS schools is to indoctrinate students with
this distorted, communalised history.
We give here a brief snapshot of the history
being manufactured by Sangh Parivar ‘scholars’,
some of which has already found its way into
Vidya Bharati textbooks. It is now being claimed
that humankind evolved and diffused from
“the upper Sarasvati region”, that is, northern
Haryana. RSS oracles denounce the view of
professional historians that Aryans migrated
to India from outside, probably from the IndoIranian borderlands and the Oxus plain, and

instead claim that they originated in India and
went out from here to civilise the world. But
this requires that the Rig Vedic age be pushed
back into remote antiquity, and so Rig Veda is
now supposed to have been composed around
5000 BC (and not 1500 BC as established by
professional historians). Everything of value
was first discovered by ‘indigenous’ Indians;
thus, bronze was being cast in India as early
as 3700 BC—a first in the world, writing
too had been invented here, Indians taught
Egyptians to build pyramids, and so on. This is
followed by claims about Vedic Mathematics,
Vedic Astronomy and Vedic Astrology, all
supposedly created 4,000 years and more ago.
This period therefore represented a ‘golden age’
of Hindu civilisation. The RSS believes in a
unitary Hindu identity having its origin in the
Vedas, and so it does not recognise cultural or
philosophical or religious strands that have their
origins outside the Vedic corpus. Therefore,
it does not recognise the contributions of
Buddhism and Jainism, more so because
they were critical of Brahmin priesthood and
emphasised Prakrit more than Sanskrit; RSS
textbooks do not acclaim Emperor Ashok
for his religious tolerance; they deny India’s
cultural diversity, and do not acknowledge
the contributions of Dravidians or Adivasis
or Dalits to the development of a composite
Indian culture; and they are also dismissive of
movements like the Bhakti movement, as they
are severely critical of Brahmanical religious
practices and superstitions.
Hindu–Muslim antagonism has provided the
main ground on which the RSS has flourished
since its birth in 1925. Portrayal of Muslims as
the biggest enemies is also the justification given
by the RSS for remaining out of the freedom
struggle and instead supporting the British.
Therefore, the most important component of
RSS’s history writing is portrayal of Muslims
as foreigners. RSS historians have fabricated
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an extremely distorted history of medieval
India, portraying it as a Muslim period, as a
period of foreign rule, in which two nations
(Hindus and Muslims) were always at war,
one brutally assaulting, other nobly defending.
To create hatred for Muslims and portray
them as destructive barbarians and immoral
degenerates, this period is described as a dark
age, wherein Muslims exploited the wealth
and surplus of Hindus, carried out large scale
massacres of Hindus, abducted Hindu women,
indulged in forcible conversions, and Muslim
kings revelled in temple destruction orgies. It
is even being claimed that all buildings built
by Muslim kings, such as the Taj Mahal and
the Red Fort, had actually been built earlier by
Hindus, and were simply misappropriated by
the Muslims. In this monochromatic version
of history, all evidence of syncretism, of the
enormous contribution of Muslims and Islam
to Indian culture, is excised from historical
memory.
A third crucial component of the RSS
distortion of history is their attempt to erase
their past as collaborators of the British colonial
rule, their opposition to the Constitution and the
national flag at the time of independence, and
their role in the partition of the country. And
so, today, they are proclaiming themselves as
the truest ‘nationalists’; in the books written
by RSS ‘historians’ on modern India for
schools, very few pages are devoted to the
freedom struggle, and even in these pages,
the RSS is shown to have played a key role
in India’s freedom struggle and Keshavrao B.
Hegdewar (the founder of RSS) is portrayed
as a one of its tallest leaders. The truth is the
exact opposite. The RSS and its leaders played
absolutely no role in the freedom struggle, and
RSS documents make it clear that the RSS was
actually opposed to the freedom movement, did
not consider colonial domination as injustice,
and the nationalism it espoused had no anti-

British or anti-imperialist content. On the other
hand, its shakhas systematically preached hatred
against Muslims, and its members engaged
in anti-Muslim riots. RSS sponsored history
books place the entire blame for partition on
Jinnah and the Muslim League, whereas the
truth is that the RSS too upheld the Two–Nation
Theory of the Muslim fundamentalists, and
its sole agenda during the freedom struggle
was to disrupt the unity of the Indian people’s
struggle against colonial domination through its
slogan of Hindu Rashtra. The RSS critiqued
the Constitution when it was drafted, lamenting
that India’s Constitution makers had ignored the
Manusmriti; today, it is trying to appropriate
the man who guided the drafting of the Indian
Constitution and publicly burnt the Manusmriti,
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, and claiming ideological
similarities with him. After independence,
the RSS refused to accept the tricolour as
the National Flag, denigrated it, and the RSS
organ Organizer (dated August 14, 1947) had
demanded hoisting of saffron flag at the ramparts
of Red Fort in Delhi. Today, it is attempting to
appropriate and jingoise this national symbol;
its HRD Minister has ordered all universities to
hoist large-sized national flags on appropriately
high flagpoles to instil the feeling of patriotism
on university campuses.
Way back in 1993–94, a National Steering
Committee on Textbook Evaluation set up by the
NCERT, consisting of widely respected eminent
scholars, conducted an evaluation of school
textbooks prescribed in Vidya Bharti schools,
and made the alarming diagnosis that many of
the Vidya Bharati textbooks were “designed
to promote bigotry and religious fanaticism in
the name of inculcating knowledge of culture
in the young generation”. We give below a few
examples of the kind of communal falsehoods
being preached in RSS-run schools. These
extracts are from just one of the textbooks
of Saraswati Shishu Mandir schools, Gaurav
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Gatha, the textbook for Class IV:

(pp. 52–53)

“Our land has always been seen with greedy
eyes by the marauders, barbarous invaders and
oppressive rulers. This story of invasion and
resistance is our 3000 year long Gaurav Gatha.
When this proud tradition actually began is
difficult to say because no books were written
at that time . . . but we believe that the first man
was born in this land. . . . To our ancestors these
marauders were like mosquitoes and flies who
were crushed. . . . Bacchus and Dionysis, among
the earliest invaders, suffered such a defeat that
feelings of terror ran in Greece. . . . Darius had
to face such a defeat that never could Iran raise
its eyes towards India.” (pp. 8–9)

“Delhi’s Qutb Minar is even today famous
in his (Qutbuddin Aibak’s) name. This had
not been built by him. He could not have
been able to build it. It was actually built by
emperor Samudragupta. Its real name was
Vishnu Stambha. . . . This Sultan actually got
some parts of it demolished and its name was
changed.” (p. 73)

“About 2200 years ago India’s trade was
spread far and wide; foreign markets were filled
with goods made in India. Heaps of gems and
jewels and gold and silver filled the treasures.
People of the entire world used to look to India
with greedy eyes. . . . Mahapadma Nanda had
so much wealth that if divided among the
population, every person would get Rs 50 lakh
each.” (pp. 12–13)
Because of Emperor Ashoka’s advocacy
of ahimsa (non-violence) and the growing
influence of Buddhism, “cowardice slowly
spread throughout the kingdom. . . . Victory
through arms began to be viewed as bad.
Soldiers guarding the borders were demoralized.
. . . The preaching of Ahimsa had weakened
north India.” (pp. 30–31)
“Arabs (barbarians) came to convert people
to their religion. Wherever they went, they had
a sword in their hand. Their army went like a
storm in all the four directions. Any country
that came in their way was destroyed. Houses
of prayers and universities were destroyed.
Libraries were burnt. Religious books were
destroyed. Mothers and sisters were humiliated.
Mercy and justice were unknown to them.”

Many of the Vidya Bharati booklets have a
section on ‘Sri Ramjanma-bhumi’. They present
RSS–VHP propaganda in the form of questions
and answers to be memorised:
Q. Who got the first temple built on the birth
place of Shri Ram in Ayodhya?
A. Shri Ram’s son Maharaja Kush.
Q. Who was the first foreign invader who
destroyed Shri Ram temple?
A. Menander of Greece (150 BC).
Q. Who got the present Rama Temple built?
A. Maharaja Chandragupta Vikramaditya
(AD 380–413).
Q. Which Muslim plunderer invaded the
temples in Ayodhya in AD 1033?
A. Mahmud Ghaznavi’s nephew Salar
Masud.
Q. Which Mughal invader destroyed the
Rama Temple in AD 1528?
A. Babur.
Q. How many devotees of Rama laid down
their life to liberate Rama temple from A.D.
1528 to A.D. 1914?
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A. Three lakh fifty thousand.

national level.

Clearly, by the time the students pass their
higher secondary examinations from RSS-run
schools, they will have become thoroughly
communalised, filled with hatred towards
minorities, ideal material for recruitment as
storm-troopers of the RSS.
On Women
The RSS upholds the values in the Manusmriti
more than the Constitutional values, and the
Laws of Manu clearly enjoin that: “A woman is
never fit for independence”, and that “Day and
night woman must be kept in dependence by
the males (of) their (families).” In keeping with
this patriarchal attitude towards women, the
school texts prescribed in the Sishu Mandirs and
Vidya Bharti schools glorify motherhood, and
stress that the woman’s primary responsibility
is towards her home and in ‘turning out good
Hindu citizens’. They extol the images of Sita
and Savitri to preach that a woman should
selflessly serve her husband and his family.
They carry stories projecting that ideal wives
are those who silently serve their husbands in
a way that will not disturb their pursuits. They
glorify jauhar as courageous, and claim that
women adopted it to defend their religion and
chastity, and say that the practices of sati and
child marriage were due to fear of the Muslims.
And so on . . .
Communalisation of the Government School
System
With the coming to power of the BJP at
the Centre in 1998, the RSS got a golden
opportunity to spread its ideology within the
government school network. And it seized it
with both hands. It immediately launched a
systematic attempt to promote its backward
looking and communal historiography in
schools through government institutions at the

As the first step, it replaced heads and key
personnel of all institutions that had anything to
do with education, such as the National Council
of Research and Training (NCERT), University
Grants Commission (UGC), Indian Council
for Social Science Research (ICSSR) and the
Indian Council for Historical Research (ICHR),
with people who were willing to implement
the saffron agenda. With its henchmen in
key positions, the BJP Education Minister,
Murli Manohar Joshi, now began a systematic
campaign to saffronise the education system.
The next important step was the trashing
of National Curriculum Framework (NCF) of
1988. The concept of the NCF had first been
mooted in the National Policy of Education
1986, that visualised it as a part of building a
National System of Education: “The concept of
a National System of Education implies that,
up to a given level, all students, irrespective
of caste, creed, location or sex, have access to
education of a comparable quality.” Building
a common educational structure across the
country required the framing of a National
Curriculum Framework, which “contains a
common core along with other components
that are flexible.” And so the NCERT drew
up a National Curriculum Framework in
1988, which was thereafter implemented
throughout the country. By the early 1990s,
almost every state and Union Territory in the
country had prepared new syllabi and textbooks
for elementary and secondary education in
accordance with NCF-1988.
To i m p l e m e n t t h e R S S a g e n d a o f
communalising education, the new Sangh
Parivar appointees to the NCERT now began
drafting a new NCF. In November 2000,
the Union Minister of HRD released a new
curriculum framework prepared by the
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new authorities of NCERT—the National
Curriculum Framework for School Education
(NCFSE), more popularly known as NCF-2000.
In a significant departure from NCF-1988,
which stressed democratic values, social justice,
and national integration through appreciation
of the commonalities of different subcultures,
NCF-2000 had a strong inject of the texts taught
in Vidya Bharati schools that propagate hatred
towards minorities. Defending the new NCFSE
in an affidavit before the Supreme Court, the
NCERT Director J.S. Rajput affirmed that the
previous curricular framework had erred by
overstressing secular outlook and neglecting
the spiritual heritage of the country, and this
was sought to be corrected in NCF-2000 by
introducing value education. And in this name,
it shamelessly introduced Brahmanical religious
education. This is quite contrary to the spirit of
the Constitution, one of whose central tenets
is secularism. The NCERT even sought to
downgrade the natural sciences by introducing
Vedic mathematics in the school curriculum,
which, as several eminent scholars have pointed
out, is neither Vedic, nor mathematics.
The NCERT arrived at this new curriculum
in an entirely arbitrary manner, without any
consultation with the Central Advisory Board
of Education (CABE), a body which includes
among its members the education ministers of
all states and Union Territories. Education being
a concurrent subject (involving partnership
between Centre and states), this was a clear
violation of federal norms as well as tradition;
the tradition followed since independence has
been to first discuss any major initiative in
education at the national level in CABE.
This was followed by deletion of passages
from the existing NCERT history books
written by eminent secular historians of the
country such as Romila Thapar, R.S. Sharma
and Satish Chandra. The deletions were not

done on the basis of recommendations of any
recognised body of historians, but were done
secretly—the Director of NCERT refused to
reveal the names of historians / persons on
whose suggestions these deletions were made.
Obviously, the deletions must have been made
on the recommendations of RSS ideologues.
The passages axed are based on historical
evidence. One of them relates to the eating
of beef in ancient times, which is drawn from
well-known sources such as the Shatapatha
Brahmana, the Vasishtha Dharmasutra and the
Brihadaranyaka Upanisad. Another deleted
passage is on varna and caste from the book
Ancient India by R.S. Sharma, wherein he
discusses which social groups formulated it
and what were their interests in doing so, and
why did the lower orders accept these divisions.
To make matters worse, the NCERT Director
also asserted that he would consult religious
experts before including references to any
religion in the textbooks, to avoid hurting the
sentiments of the community concerned. This
circumscribing of critical enquiry to the whims
of religious leaders will not only adversely
affect teaching of history and other disciplines,
will not only make it impossible to do scientific
research, but is in fact violative of the Indian
Constitution that urges citizens to develop
scientific temper and a spirit of critical enquiry.
These changes in the education system led
to widespread protests in the secular media and
by intellectuals across the country against the
communalisation of education. The BJP–RSS
retaliated by attacking secular historians. The
RSS Sarasanghachalak K.S. Sudershan called
those who were resisting the revisions of
the NCERT textbooks as “anti-Hindu Euro–
Indians”. Ironically, the historiography of the
RSS is essentially a colonial construct, first
propagated by the British historian James Mill,
who divided the history of India into Hindu
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period, Muslim period and British period, and
had argued that Hindus had suffered under
Muslim despotism and thus projected the British
rule as having freed them from this tyranny.
M.M. Joshi, the Education Minister, went to the
extent of branding the history written by these
scholars as “intellectual terrorism unleashed by
the left” which was “more dangerous than cross
border terrorism”.
Despite nationwide protests, the
Talibanisation of education continued. A new
syllabus based on NCF-2000 was adopted. New
textbooks based on this syllabus were introduced
in the 2002–03 academic session. (The HRD
Ministry was in such a tearing hurry to introduce
the new communalised textbooks that it refused
to allow the use of earlier textbooks, even
though some of these new textbooks became
available only after half the academic year
was over.) Most notably, the existing history
books written by some of India’s best known
and internationally acclaimed historians were
withdrawn altogether, and replaced by books
written by people whose chief qualification was
their closeness to the Sangh ideology. The BJP
ruled states too moved quickly to implement the
new NCF-2000, and revised their textbooks to
incorporate the Hindu nationalist framework.
The Indian History Congress, the national
organization of professional historians, alarmed
at this virulent poison being dished out to
children, published a 130–page report critically
analysing the presentation of history made in the
new NCERT textbooks. It sums up the changes
in the following words:
India is held to be the original home of the
Aryans. No concern at all is shown with the
origins of peoples speaking Dravidian and
Austro-Asiatic languages.
The Indian civilisation is supposed to have
its sole fountainhead in the ‘Vedic Civilisation’

which is given much greater antiquity than
historians have been willing to assign it so far.
The latter is claimed to have embraced the Indus
Civilization, now to be called ‘Indus Saraswati’
civilisation, which is thus entirely credited to
the Aryans.
All substantive, scientific discoveries (from
zero to decimal placement of numerals to
heliocentric astronomy) are supposed to have
been made in the ‘Vedic Civilisation’.
The Hindu religion is held superior to other
religions. The Upanishads are proclaimed as
‘the most profound works of philosophy in any
religion’. Both Buddhism and Jainism are held
to have emerged out of them. Hindus had no
sense of constraints about chronology, unlike
the Christians. Hindus, moreover, had been by
their faith true patriots. In the modern freedom
struggle too, they alone are held to have been
sincere, while the Muslims only dreamt of a
Muslim empire or a separate nation. Medieval
Muslims and modern Christians are also held to
have been deeply influenced by racism.
The caste system was all right in the
beginning; only ‘rigidities’ (not inequities or
oppression of Dalits) are seen in its later stages
and very lightly touched upon. The Dalits in
effect are excluded from history.
A neutral or even admiring stance is
maintained about practices such as sati or jauhar
in ancient and medieval India. Abductions
of women are described as a legitimate form
of marriage, not apparently inconsistent with
women being held in honour.
Foreigners have taught little or nothing to
Indians, while India has given so much to the
world in all realms of culture.
Muslims brought little new to India, except
oppression and temple destruction. All the dark
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corners are thoroughly presented in the narrative
of medieval India, as regards Muslims, while
they are coolly overlooked in that of ancient
India.
The rise of a composite culture is ignored
or downplayed. Kabir gets with difficulty a
sentence in the medieval India textbook (where,
on the other hand, Guru Gobind Singh appears
as a ‘devotee of Goddess Chandi’).
In modern India, ‘Muslim separatism’ is the
great bugbear, while Hindu communalism is
not even mentioned, and the Hindu Mahasabha
leaders appear uniformly as great patriots.
The growth of the great modern values of
democracy, gender equality, secularism, welfare
state, etc., is neglected, or passed over in silence.
There is little or nothing on Indian social
reformers like Ram Mohan Roy, Keshav
Chandra Sen, Jotiba Phule,and even B.R.
Ambedkar—since apparently traditional Hindu
society is not thought to have been in need of
reform.
The mainstream secular and democratic
elements in the National Movement are
presented as unimportant or mere obstacles to
the growth of (Hindu) ‘Cultural Nationalism’.
Harsh words are used for the Moderates; there is
a deliberate effort to either ignore or present in
unfavourable light Jawaharlal Nehru, and also
the Left, especially the Communists.
UPA and NCF-2000
Soon after the BJP introduced these new
textbooks in schools, the 2004 Parliamentary
elections were held. Communalisation of
education became a major issue in these
elections, and the UPA’s Common Minimum
Programme promised to “take immediate
steps to reverse the trend of communalisation
of education, which had set in the past five

years.” Fortunately for the country, the BJP
lost these elections, and the Congress-led UPA
came to power in May 2004. It appointed Prof.
Krishna Kumar, one of the most renowned
educationists of the country, as the new director
of NCERT. At the initiative of the new HRD
Minister, the NCERT now inititated a process of
drafting a new national curriculum framework.
For this, it set up 21 “focus groups”—made
up of educationists, academics and council
officials—to prepare “position papers”, on the
basis of which a steering committee headed by
Prof Yashpal finalised the National Curriculum
Framework-2005.
However, the BJP ruled states refused to
implement the new NCF-2005, and continued
to use their own communal textbooks. Not
only that, they have also introduced additional
textbooks written by RSS ideologues as
supplementary reading in schools. Thus, in
Gujarat, where the BJP has been in power
since 1998, the state government has prescribed
nine textbooks on the importance of Bharatiya
Sanskriti (Indian culture) and the ‘Hindu’ code
of conduct as supplementary reading for primary
and secondary schools in the state. Eight of
these books have been written by Dinanath
Batra, a long-time RSS activist. Even more
disturbing, yet not surprising, is that all eight
books have been endorsed by the then Chief
Minister and now Prime Minister, Narendra
Modi, who writes a message in each of the texts.
These books contain anecdotes like the story of
a king who was unable to have children and was
advised to worship cows, after which he was
blessed with several children. One of the books
advises that one of the ways of creating an ideal
society is for the youth to visit an RSS shakha
daily, while another blames the communists
and Orientalists for the “bad” education system
that is prevalent in India. Some of his gems on
science are: Pushpak Viman, a flying chariot
used by Rama, was the first aeroplane in the
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world; Vedic Maths is the real mathematics and
must be compulsorily taught in schools; Rishis
(sages) were scientists whose inventions in the
fields of technology, medicine and science have
been appropriated by the West. The ninth book,
Tejomay Bharat, is equally bizarre. It claims that
stem cell research originated in India thousands
of years ago, and as proof for this, gives the
story of Rishi Dwaipayan Vyas, who preserved
the aborted flesh from Gandhari in a cold tank
with specific medicines, and then divided it into
one hundred parts and kept them separately in
a hundred tanks full of clarified butter (ghee),
from which, after two years, one hundred
Kauravas were born. The book also claims that
what we know as the motor car existed during
the Vedic period.
BJP Back in Power in 2014: Saffron Agenda
Back Again
In 2013, during the last months of the UPA
Government, the NCERT began a process of
revising the NCF-2005. It selected 21 expert
panels to guide the revision. But soon after, in
the 2014 Lok Sabha elections, the BJP swept
to power once again, this time with a thumping
majority. Even before the new government was
sworn in, Dinanath Batra, a prominent RSS
‘educationist’, who was an important driving
force behind Murli Manohar Joshi’s educational
reforms during 1998–2004, announced to the
media, “I am meeting Narendra Modiji after the
swearing-in. We have already sent our demands.
Political change has taken place, now there
should be total revamp of education.” Soon
after the new HRD Minister, Smriti Irani, took
charge, Batra publicly declared that he had met
Irani and she has assured him of an overhaul of
the NCERT curriculum.
To abort the revision of the NCF, it
was necessary to force out the upright and
independent-minded director of the NCERT,
Parvin Sinclair. For this, the new HRD Minister

adopted the time-honoured tactic of instituting
an inquiry against Parvin Sinclair on absolutely
frivolous charges; Sinclair, a mathematician of
repute and an educationist, resigned in disgust.
Soon after, in September 2014, Irani asked
the NCERT to put the revision of the school
curriculum on hold.
Saffronising Educational, Cultural and
Research Institutions
The aim of the fascists is not just
communalising school education; they want to
communalise the entire educational and cultural
atmosphere of the country. And so, the RSS
is systematically and brazenly replacing the
heads of all important academic, cultural and
research institutions with individuals from the
parochial Hindutva stable. It does not matter if
these individuals are not suitably qualified to
head these important institutions, the RSS is
not concerned about the fact that the academic
quality of these institutions is going to be
seriously compromised by such appointments;
all that matters is that they must be capable
enough to transform them into vehicles for
saffron propaganda. It’s a repeat of what they
did in 1998 when they first came to power at
the Centre; the only difference is, this time
they are doing it more thoroughly. According
to newsreports, the RSS has drawn up a list of
680 top academic, cultural and research posts
in the country that need to be filled with saffron
supporters; by mid-2015, 160 appointments had
been made.
Here is a sample of the kind of appointments
being made.
History writing in India over the past
half century has produced some of the finest
historians, recognised both nationally and
internationally. Cocking a snook at this glorious
tradition, the new government in July 2014
appointed Y. Sudershan Rao, the head of the
Andhra Pradesh chapter of the RSS’s Akhil
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Bharatiya Itihas Sankalan Yojana (ABISY),
a historian with no significant publication in
the discipline of history, and notorious for his
anti-Muslim views, as chief of the prestigious
Indian Council of Historical Research (ICHR).
Rao believes that the Ramayana and the
Mahabharata are not myths but are truthful
accounts of actual events. He is a defender of
the Hindu caste system, and asserts that it had
worked well in ancient times and that it has
been wrongly interpreted as an exploitative
social system. One of his first moves after
his appointment was to disband the advisory
committee of the Council’s internationally
reputed journal, The Indian Historical Review.
The committee comprised renowned historians
such as Romila Thapar, Irfan Habib, Richard
Eaton, Muzaffar Alam and Satish Chandra, and
had been set up with the objective of having
an independent group of historians to oversee
the journal.
Subsequently, on February 24, 2015, the
entire Council of the ICHR was reconstituted
with 18 fresh appointees, setting aside the longstanding convention of re-nominating members
who had completed only one term. According
to one newsreport, 15 of the 18 appointees are
affiliated to the RSS.
Soon after, in June 2015, the country’s highest
policymaking body on education received the
same treatment. The government reconstituted
the Central Advisory Board of Education, now
headed by the new HRD Minister Smriti Irani,
a scholar whose qualifications are shrouded
in mystery, and filled it with yoga teachers,
Sanskrit scholars and even actors. These
‘educationists’ will now lay out the path to
develop India into a knowledge superpower.
Lokesh Chandra, an 87-year-old man, has
been appointed head of the Indian Council of
Cultural Relations (ICCR). His qualification

for the post: he claims that Modi is a greater
leader than Gandhi and is “an incarnation of
God”. The ICCR is the most ramified of India’s
education–research–cultural councils, with 10
centres and 100-plus university chairs abroad,
besides 20 regional offices. It offers over 3,000
scholarships and organises scores of cultural
performances and festivals—an enormous
source of patronage and prestige, which the
Modi government undoubtedly wants to use to
sectarian ends.
Baldev Sharma, former editor of RSS
mouthpiece Panchjanya, has been appointed
the Chairman of the National Book Trust—the
renowned publishing house that is supposed to
be an autonomous body under the Ministry of
Human Resource Development.
Kalyan Kumar Chakravarty, an Indian
Administrative Service officer with a PhD in art
history, has been arbitrarily removed as the head
of the Lalit Kala Akademi, the apex body to
support the visual arts; a culturally non-descript
but ‘reliable’ administrator has been appointed
in his place. The highly respected scholar and
Director of the Nehru Memorial Museum and
Library in New Delhi, Mahesh Rangarajan,
has been pressured to quit; newsreports say
that the government is planning to transform
this hallowed institution into a “Museum of
Governance” and restructure it to broadcast
the activities of the present government.
Venu Vasudevan, the man who successfully
transformed the long-moribund National
Museum into an active site for exhibition,
discussion and publication, during whose brief
tenure four dead galleries of the museum came
back to life and many landmark exhibitions
were held, has been transferred to the Sports
Ministry.
The chairperson of the Central Board of Film
Certification, the respected Leela Samson, has
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been forced to resign and has been replaced by
Pahlaj Nihalani, who crafted the BJP’s election
slogan “Har Ghar Modi, Ghar Ghar Modi”. One
of the important tasks that he has accomplished
as chief of CBFC—making a five-and-a-half
music video eulogising Modi and forcing
cinema theatres across the country to air it.
Probably the most doozy of the BJP
Government’s appointments is the choice
of Gajendra Chauhan to head the Film and
Television Institute of India. Chauhan, whose
most important qualification from the Sangh
Parivar’s viewpoint is that he has served as
the joint convenor of culture in the BJP, has
done small roles in nondescript TV soaps and
forgettable films like Jungle Love and Khuli
Khidki. There is nothing in his body of work
to show any kind of inclination to arts and
aesthetics. And yet the BJP has appointed
him to head India’s premier institution of film
and television—a post that has been headed
in the past by luminaries like Girish Karnad,
Shyam Benegal, Rajkumar Hirani and Adoor
Gopalkrishnan.
The RSS is appointing its men as Vice
Chancellors of universities across the country—
from Allahabad University to Hyderabad
Central University to even the Jawaharlal Nehru
University. One such appointment is that of
Girish Chandra Tripathi, a state functionary of
the RSS, as Vice Chancellor of Banaras Hindu
University, a post held earlier by luminaries
like S. Radhakrishnan and Acharya Narendra
Dev. Tripathi, a professor of economics at
Allahabad University, has no books or research
publications to his credit. Tripathi recently
terminated the contract of Dr. Sandeep Pandey
as a visiting professor in IIT-BHU, alleging that
he was indulging in ‘anti-national’ activities. An
amazing charge, considering that Dr. Pandey is
not only a highly qualified academic with a PhD
from University of California, Berkeley, he is

also a well-known Gandhian socialist activist
who has been associated with several grassroots
movements which earned him the prestigious
Ramon Magsaysay award (considered to be the
Asian Nobel) in 2002! But then for the RSS, he
was a thorn in their attempts to saffronise BHU,
and so he was unceremoniously dismissed.
On the other hand, RSS ‘volunteers’ have
been appointed as assistant professors of the
department of history, despite their doctoral
theses having been found to be plagiarised.
Mediocrities have no use for scholarship.
In July 2015, the government forced Nobel
laureate Amartya Sen to resign from the
chancellorship of Nalanda University.
Even India’s best science and technology
institutions are not being spared. In December
2014, the Director of IIT Delhi, Dr R.K.
Shevgaonkar, put in his papers. According
to newsreports, one of the reasons for his
resignation was the growing interference of
the RSS in the institution, including using the
technical knowhow of the IIT for research on
RSS’s pet themes like the cow. Two months
later, nuclear scientist Anil Kakodkar resigned
as chairman of the Board of Governors, IIT
Bombay, over differences with the HRD
Ministry over selection of IIT Directors,
accusing it of adopting “too casual a process
for such an important activity” and saying he
could not be a party to such “wrongdoing”.
For the first time in the history of the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research, India’s
premier scientific research institution, the
Prime Minister’s office vetoed the appointment
of the Sandip Trivedi as the institute’s new
director. Trivedi is a front-ranking theoretical
physicist and is the recipient of prestigious
awards, including the Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar
Award and the Infosys Prize. It was only after
intense criticism of the PMO’s interference
by academicians across the country, including
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public criticism by Bharat Ratna recipient and
renowned scientist Dr C.N.R. Rao, that the
PMO withdrew its objections and Trivedi took
over as director of TIFR in July 2015.
It is not that was no interference by previous
regimes in the cultural and intellectual life of
the nation. But what is new with the purges
being effected by the Modi Government is their
systematic, organised, communally driven and
ruthless character.
Assault on Our Universities
A most important component of the RSS
agenda to communalise the educational
atmosphere is to transform our universities into
instruments for Hindutva propaganda. For this, it
is not sufficient to appoint Sangh Parivar people
as heads of universities. In democratic societies
around the world, universities are considered to
be autonomous institutions, vibrant spaces that
promote critical inquiry and learning, encourage
young minds to generate and debate ideas.
This by implication means that they are places
that kindle concern for the oppressed, defend
the idea of pluralism, and foster tolerance and
respect for diversity of views. If universities are
to be reduced to factories producing mindless
automatons in the service of a mind-numbing,
virulent Hindu nationalism, then this very idea
of a university needs to be crushed, its autonomy
curtailed, its democratic spirit destroyed. And
so, the BJP has launched a violent assault on
our universities, blatantly interfering in their
functioning, targeting independent-minded
teachers and students. Dissenting voices,
especially communists, Ambedkarites and other
liberals, are being labelled as ‘anti-national’
and charged with sedition. It is not that earlier
regimes did not interfere in the functioning
of universities; but it is the first time (with
the exception of the Emergency) that a party
in power at the Centre has launched such a
widespread campaign against the freedoms

enjoyed by universities, even organised violent
onslaughts by vigilante groups, and attempted
to silence all deviant voices.
We briefly discuss the three most prominent
student groups / movements that the BJP has
attempted to crush during the past two years, in
IIT Madras, Hyderabad Central University and
Jawaharlal Nehru University.
IIT Madras
The Ambedkar–Periyar Study Circle (APSC)
was established by a small group of IIT Madras
students in 2014 on 14 April, B.R. Ambedkar’s
birth anniversary. The group of around 50
members organised discussions and talks
on a range of subjects including agriculture,
genetically-modified foods, the Industrial
Disputes Act, language politics, etc., that
attracted modest attendance. And it organised
celebrations around the birth anniversaries of
Ambedkar and Bhagat Singh.
In a well coordinated move, RSS students sent
a complaint to the MHRD about the activities
of APSC, and the ministry promptly responded
by sending a letter to IIT Madras on May 15,
2015 raising the matter of “the distribution
of controversial posters and pamphlets in the
campus” and “creating an atmosphere of hatred
among students by one student group” and
also disaffection against the Prime Minister
and ‘the Hindus’. The Dean of Students of
the institution—who had earlier expressed
his displeasure with the names of Ambedkar
and Periyar, amply exposing his Brahminical
proclivities—responded to this missive with
extraordinary alacrity by “derecognising” the
APSC on May 22, 2015 without giving the
students a chance to explain their case.
IIT Madras is supposed to be one of India’s
premier institutions promoting modern science
and technology. It is expected to promote student
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bodies that provoke debate on various issues and
promote scientific temper, like what the APSC
was doing. Yet, the IIT Madras clamped down
on this body, charging it with promoting hate.
Ironically, this same institution has allowed
right-wing organisations propagating Hindutva
to flourish on the campus—from RSS shakhas
to groups such as Vivekananda Study Circle;
it is these latter student bodies who in reality
polarise students along communal lines. In
contrast, when under the influence of right-wing
groups, IIT Madras decided to start a separate
vegetarian mess, the APSC had launched a
“wheat or meat, don’t segregate” campaign
against this move.
Till then, few outside IIT Madras knew about
APSC. Yet, within days of the Dean banning
the group, the APSC literally went “viral,”
provoking much-needed debate on the rights
of students to discuss contemporary political
and social issues on their campuses. Protests
were organised across the country, the RSS’s
anti-Dalit agenda stood exposed, and within
days (in the first week of June), the Dean was
forced to withdraw the ban.
Ambedkar Students Association (ASA), HCU
Eerily, the same pattern was repeated in
the University of Hyderabad (also known
as Hyderabad Central University or HCU).
Here again, the target of the BJP was a very
progressive and active student group, the
Ambedkar Students Association (ASA). The
ASA was born out of the turmoil created by
the pro- and anti-Mandal agitations in the mid1990s, and represented the first specifically
caste-based assertion on the HCU campus.
Two decades later, it had become a mature and
broad-based organisation. With its embrace
of non-Dalit issues, including protests against
attacks on minorities, today’s ASA represents
precisely the kind of ‘dangerous’ solidarity
that Hindutvawadi organisations fear. And so,

clashes between ASA and the student wing of
the BJP, the Akhil Bhartiya Vidyarthi Parishad
(ABVP), started escalating, culminating in the
ABVP hatching a conspiracy to suppress the
ASA with the help of big brother MHRD and
head honcho BJP.
The plot unfolded with the ABVP HCU
President Sushil Kumar filing a false complaint
against ASA members. Promptly, the BJP MLC,
Ramachandra Rao met with the then Vice
Chancellor Prof. R.P. Sharma, asking him to
take action against the ASA members. The BJP
Member of Parliament from Secunderabad and
Union Minister of Labour and Employment
Bandaru Dattatreya, an RSS member of 50 years
vintage and pracharak for two decades, also got
into the act and wrote to the MHRD against the
“casteist, extremist and anti-national” activities
of the ASA and demanded action against the
group. Smriti Irani promptly sent off not one
but five notices to the university administration,
suggestively asking it to take action against the
group.
Bowing to repeated pressure from the Centre,
the HCU administration suspended five ASA
members for a semester in August 2015. It
sparked off massive protests which forced
the Vice Chancellor (VC) to revoke the order
pending investigation by a new committee.
Meanwhile, the BJP appointed a new Vice
Chancellor to head the HCU, Prof Appa Rao
Poddile, who is infamous for being accused by
his own staff for being a casteist and who has
a two-decade long history of rusticating Dalit
students. As if appointed with a pre-planned
agenda, he immediately swung into action,
ordered a sham enquiry, and punished the five
Dalit students once again. The punishment
comprised their expulsion from hostels and
banning them from accessing library, hostel and
administrative building in groups. It amounted
to social boycott of the students, reminding one
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of the reign of Manusmriti vis-a-vis the outcaste
Dalits. These students—four of them being
sons of agricultural labourers and one without
both parents—who had crossed countless
obstacles to reach the University were pushed
back right into their ostracised existence as the
“untouchables”.
Nowhere to go, the students erected a shed
with the banners and posters outside the gate
of the university and began living there in
the biting cold of Hyderabad winter, without
money (their scholarships had not been paid
since last July) and without any arrangement
for sanitation or food. It was this humiliating
condition that drove one of the five suspended
Dalit students, Rohith Vemula, to take his life
on January 17, 2016. It was not suicide, but
“institutional murder”, planned and executed by
ABVP’s Sushil Kumar, and BJP’s Ramachandra
Rao, Bandaru Dattatreya and Smriti Irani.
As news about the tragic death of Rohith,
his incredibly moving suicide note, his life
story—including his indomitable struggle
against adversity that had brought him to one
of the best universities in the country—and
details about the conspiracy hatched by ABVP–
BJP–MHRD spread through the social media,
massive student protests erupted in campuses
across the country.
Jawaharlal Nehru University
The powerful student movement that swept
the country following the ‘murder’ of Rohith
Vemula put the BJP on the backfoot. Its
plans of winning over the Dalit students to its
Hindutva agenda were in tatters; not only that,
the participation of thousands of students in
these protests made it obvious that the ABVP
base among students was shrinking. So, the BJP
came up with a new, and an even more sinister
plan, to divert attention from its victimisation
of a brilliant Dalit scholar and student leader,

and win back its student following.
On February 9, 2016, a small far-left fringe
student group in JNU had organised a cultural
program, “The Country without Post Office”, on
the campus, so that sympathisers and supporters
of this group could voice and listen to the stories
of Kashmiri students in Delhi. The group has
no links to the Maoists, or to any of the militant
groups in Kashmir. It also has no history of
inciting or unleashing any form of violence on
the campus or outside. The ABVP–BJP–RSS
took advantage of the topic of the program, and
hatched a plan to subvert it and blow it up as an
issue of anti-nationalism on the JNU campus.
That it was all pre-planned, and an organised
conspiracy, is obvious from the way the events
unfolded following the program:
Some masked outsiders infiltrate the
gathering of students watching the program,
and shout anti-India slogans (the police has
yet to identify and arrest these outsiders);
some TV channels immediately begin to air
video clips of students shouting “anti-national”
slogans; BJP MP Mahesh Giri files an FIR at
the nearby police station; the newly appointed
Vice Chancellor of JNU gives permission
to the police to conduct raids on the campus
bypassing all internal mechanisms of the JNU
to deal with indiscipline, and without informing
/ consulting the Deans, rectors and proctors;
the police quickly move in and arrest JNUSU
president Kanhaiya Kumar on the draconian
charge of sedition accusing him of shouting
anti-India slogans—when Kanhaiya Kumar was
not even remotely involved in the organising
of this program; overnight, the BJP releases
a doctored video showing Kanhaiya shouting
those slogans; some television channels
immediately repeatedly telecast this video and
systematically whip-up mass sentiments of
people against him and JNU students, labelling
them as anti-nationals; when Kanhaiya Kumar
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is brought to Patiala House courts in Delhi
for bail hearing, the BJP goons in the garb
of lawyers in a pre-planned and orchestrated
attack beat up students, faculty members and
journalists within the court premises; despite
nationwide condemnation, the goons repeat the
attack two days later, despite specific Supreme
Court orders to ensure security for Kanhaiya
Kumar and restricting entry of outsiders inside
the court premises; a panel of senior lawyers
sent by the Supreme Court to investigate the
matter are also attacked by these hoodlums;
the Delhi police remain a silent spectator to this
complete breakdown of law and order, ignoring
Supreme Court orders—an indication of the
extent to which the country’s law and order
machinery has become a complete pawn in the
hands of the fascist forces; there is a deliberate
delay in granting of bail to Kanhaiya even
though it had become evident that he had been
falsely implicated, and the sedition law under
which he had been arrested was in any case
inapplicable in this case; in the days that follow
Kanhaiya’s arrest, students protesting against
government action in JNU in universities across
the country are labelled as anti-nationals and
brutally assaulted by ABVP activists.
Without a conscious strategy, perfect script
and meticulous planning, such a perfect show
would not be possible at all.
To Conclude
The RSS has been more than successful in
spreading its tentacles at the grassroots across
the country. It is this mass base that enabled the
BJP to sweep the elections in 2014. This success
has enabled the RSS to intensify its offensive
to unite the ‘Hindus’ against the Muslims and
Christians with the aim of transforming secular
and democratic India into a Hindu Rashtra.
There is no doubt. The very conception of India
as a socialist, secular, egalitarian and democratic
republic as visualised by our country's founders

and enshrined in the Constitution of India is
under threat.
Of course, progressive forces, especially
the students and youth, are fighting back. A
great movement is growing and spreading in
many universities, from Hyderabad Central
University and Jawaharlal Nehru University to
Jadavpur University and Allahabad University,
challenging the ABVP–BJP attempt to smother
critical thinking and critical voices. After the
lynching of 4 members of a Dalit family for
skinning a dead cow in Una in Gujarat, Dalits
have begun to mobilise in large numbers across
the country against the growing atrocities on
them, thereby tearing apart BJP–RSS plans to
co-opt them into the ‘Hindutva’ fold.
But these secular–democratic–progressive
movements still have a long way to go before
they can really challenge the BJP-RSS. While a
majority of the people believe in democracy and
the values of the Indian Constitution, presently,
they are mired in hopelessness and remain mute
spectators to this growing struggle between
critical thinking and silent veneration, between
secularism and communal hatred, between
democracy and totalitarianism. We need to find
creative ways to inspire them and involve them
in these struggles. More importantly, the secular,
democratic and progressive forces need to build
a united movement to combat the fascist threat.
The fascists are actually in a minority; it is
because the progressive forces are so disunited
that they appear to be so strong. The need for all
progressive forces who share the values of the
Indian Constitution to join hands has never been
greater . . .Hi, ut constem hui sulut corimus,
consulicam restris re, sum denat L. Muscios,
omnius consulv icaperfic ternum non voltus re
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fuemusa popubli stilnequo vid dees larid id ne
novivit. Serest L. Valegere consus consicatus
addum pec manturnum patere revivid furbit
ficit? Nostrae in ponsupi onsulab emurordies
cutentiam ignons viveheb atusus dionequiu
supplissit, Patum mor incessi lisunum Pati,
quonfec ves orio, munum poraeculudem demur
quo consuloc, quidiis Marit cam es, Ti. Lut vis
At inaris occi etre, quonsi face publique inticon
sena, qui con hempl. Locci ia videna, us popubli
casdame detraet runtem, teat vendam int, deatife
cricae oc, et; egerissa Scipio, etimo inatus,
nonsus, sum int? Udes ia vili, popoendam pareo
egerdi tum la di patilin tis cateridem poternit,
vius esti cristracipte ret rehebatia audamdi
ceperit nia rem duc ommoven temuncla deffrei
sinessi se ta, det vit? quem o uncus re tatiem
quo ver hostra catum se terdiorium nostatu
astabem, sed clut pro efactus, ta, publicapes
facchuc ientemnestim num nontellarius viris
pordien temeriam nonsuntertem ala conlocus.
Ta res plia populis.
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Remquemo acem cae nondica tquamqui tus
dienates verfendam dius potiste ommoerum
involtum quam terte, confecies? Eque hos
auctum terunc verfinp riorunt usquam pra
nihi, Patissilius avo, tursulis ocapessidiem
tis perum Romnosta mo et? Palestis, num
sen abi se orei tam practor ideortem tuam et
venaticusse manum tabus mantrar isupient?
Piocchum publiis nonclum ses los intem,
quideo nonfiriosto esse, vese niu ver hactam
egerniris, nos ventidemniu quis; in Etractudem
nontestra? Tora pra? Namquid effreis poste, ute
cre ad sultore nonvessides? An de que convem,
probuntertis nonsul hossimissa quem cribus
aperviris. Habusquam ium occhuc inc intratis
audam neque diem. C. Patque confecur perei
inatus iptid conte nequid perfecia verit; C. Grae
notimih ilica; note con Italari ptimus se, const?
quis conihil ut etratorus, Catil ubliquo nsuliquit.
Se notarisquam pon adhum in nisus aus, sena,
con ducont? Ahacciem ocrei conem qua rem
omnonscer quastiam rentilii se temo effrehem,
que confit ingulique cre, terfest num vocaetorus
haedest? P. me iae is, quis.
Vit, ne et; egero Catiusa vatum prescie
ntereoris vestraverem, ut am perdi iaelari, quit.
Elin Itam pat diisquem quam pro us, utere,
querfin su igno. Habi inticaelic omniam no.
Nam eris se non tem, quam am antil us et
L. essentea Senam mac ta non scio intius,
intemori sedes, deffre consu quiderfendam tam
trum, etorion timis remoltua elusu videtor host
coneris, nesisqu amenihilium maximol udestum
in Etri, Casdac me co C. For quodium patiame
natandu cient, nunium ademendam nimis, cre
tesis in iamdi, Caturnius, consum actum nirma,
nonferum ca ducepotimium viristabus ego patus
clegiliente, condet, ta, prionsi ntisquit, nor hi,
omnis conteatua re conihilla eo et, pri, ne con
sil ut ocus pris suam nos, quod notena pra L.
Satient. Ocultum morus iae morte caet; Catia

num nostrav oludac re noc, se mei cae vehenati,
senam ia inatis. Sp. Multorum ommod C. Vivis
octus condi, consci pectam ut vid condiena,
sisse, nos, culium sum su muresta mereis,
patuidetis. Simor publica vissus bonsus, fir
quam tes rei cone consimmorae opublic ividelia
receris facto adeperide dicerce rficamq uodiora
estatrare, Cupplic erumusa ella tas coeris ta
me rei publinvolus, nos, ublic venitasdam in
sedeatem inate, movenam teridemquis non
idiem ortemque oporum patqui clutem erae,
vemnost dienatis bondicata, niqui perat vigitum
nim videt omnora? Ublicastrit. Habentermis
mum nos non tusque tabus, st itam peraela rivate
in abussulibes tum tam et vit, que hilibus pos
facem tam imum. On reissen arbemus nequam
obsenit ad sim perum culica vivivigna, nos il
conestrae conertem verissum ponemurenat,
estri, consim inatiam ia se no. Opicitre,
Catquos bone cons plicaperri con hala quonlos
tienihilis halemorta renti praed desimprio et? Ita
condemunt. Ture, omnicer ibunte iae anumus
in senius, nihin hocum iaelabe mentes diem
turorum sendam iam achuctum in tem quo nonis
Ahaet; ium oratife rfendam horunteates! Etra re,
cit, contiendem furorit.
Ahacchi natiamp opublic tio comnes! Horum
audam. Serorsulabus mantratua primus pubit,
vigitatabem in dius iam, num ne facerdit.
Corbeffre acibuntio in tatum es conteme
rfectua niam num in terei consuli factam obus, pl.
Mulin vidinatum iactuusa dient? Quem tandam
morio inatuspio, quod audenam acchuid erisque
ere conerum coena, Cupionsunt, cri it, que hos,
cibuntia non inat, que tere ernisquam issidet
Catimih icultistra? Equam nost obus et? O tus
fit? Rem que omnora ame no. Testrum ina, C.
Valicup pliqui popopor teris? Misunternit, viris
consulis publinv erunum obsen Itamque furnihil
vit. An se andiurei premus, confecu perici prore
adhus cut firmilii coertatrox maiortam im di
cut rei sedo, vasdam ingulicipio untis ac tem
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hossert udacenatiam publibu llemus, nit, ipio,
nihilicaece il ure, apector emorae ingultorusa
des et verrari prisum paturnintiam porte in temei
te, P. Grae adeorum in sa nos Mae condam ia
conduciam norum id ia? quam hilin nihili, Ti.
Ximanu conihica nerioriste ad renihicae, pat, se,
pat audam inestilicae host nir inatili quideeste
me por ut vividic orisse is comne mus, sena,
oriptistrus, sedena si tea dius locchic iditandem
in Etra adhucibunum intra mena atidesi
poporum desimpo rbenique arbisque ca et L.
Nam iam verei inverent. Satquem restela tam
aus reviverit; etra? Nos nonte, corum ocaucis?
Patuus hiliam hum dem sa ta, quidet, avem istrur
quam di te ingultorae orum. et omnes fachum,
senatu vid clutus et; inatum hos consimum init.
Sere terit, que mus et imus deme hil vastrides
conculv isquodi nenat, feci patque maio verit,
mo hem manuntia coratuam etium haciemquam
tam, ustam occion verceris veroriberem vitus;
hor ut re, ferius andactum et; Cas cultoraribus
bonveroxim ide din vis. Opiost fir poptium
coericio, fatriae furi publiu ina, norendiemus
audactu rbeffreo, Patusqu onscerursus, es cas
sentemquam.
Go ventilia potis, Catis consulego atrum
artam iaedem publiam, o utero con iame tus.
Astatrarei in tem dium intemqu ideperu
satque faci terbem hilis, movem. Urbitit. C. Vere
din abuntilina, P. Evit inat fue resciptem aves
ventis? Lute, comaio iam nihilicaet popostius
o nessid fatriora telut inc fat consimihil horsus
nendam mortemqua quit; norem in sus veri
condin rem ses publia vicont.
Risules forem aut vir queris renihiliam
aperem nox nostem publius.
Horuntem ina, conum hoc timorio
nsimilicibus egerravo, cum se no. Locutella
patisup ionsuli ctamdi, Cast aurei inatum se no.
Habunum ina, culin aurei sedienat, ommorei
perfirissin vilicat elarbis, que fac fecultio urbes

habesserips, stionih ilinatum ingulle ssilia peris.
Vivitantrae tam quiditum ac vis sid senat.
Dec movernu ntercer feriam ommovid
emquis fure tium, que auctudemuri pribus,
tra venihil huid maiondienam, vid adet actum
quemus, silicul cor quemunt.
Us nessed atius aurox sent.
Gulic maion ad factur publis audem fit L.
Omnesim isquemus, us. Averibusquam in terum
adduc in sesseditiae auci pernum seditella ne aur
inc vigitusqueme mus consis consumu sciesim
me fora? Ca que tuus es vignora, sum det; es
ma, terionsupion sis adhucie ndenatius andiesid
suntem aut elare morumentis fuid scrionon ia
mor loc, ocatelicae, C. Fuis, confecultus, Casta
ditiae, que conde rei sendeffrem nonsultorte,
contristus estiam mus, finatus comnihi licondum
estem nos, utem crit; nihica audensus con vium,
Catquitemque condacrei es tessa rei pro, occhui
fachicu piervium tant, opublii in arium hus
consterfinam se notilica es aut ve, nost vis ompl.
Cae te, catandam, nem, noste tam pratium se nos
sus; Catus publis, quit audam tem ad Cupiores
et L. Sermanum te fectum et? Ostistilin
iamendam condici con ternu et ad ineque
culiquam egernum nostinc tus culturorbis Ad
se culiusquo intimus quemervivat. et gra? Ad
corem urbi factemur, ella proximm oentis, viur
ad forios Ad morissilius, coendenari pratus vis.
Sulibus convere, C. Opimusa taberis sulocto
tur. Sendelium tum iaeli ium tem ina, coerra
re, ut iam hum o isquonsua si pondemp estiur
atuam perces ta L. Cus perfex senihi, Ti. Tum
patus aceperox sil host vivissere, tis? Soltusq
uiderobus niris int. Vala simis? Do, ceri fue aute
con aut no. Facivis, tem nostere nteresi praribus
pra num dicae con suste, qua que te ex silienia
patum probserem der hos statius? Imore avolut
Cupios ex nont? Nost vit forist vidi impra patuiti,
Catiaecus o etod ignaret vistas nonintus cur aus,
constis, que cipsesulerem nos consci pat, vis;
hocapec ulius? Ote, ses conos, usquisquam
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acem iam a nostra deesse et adhust det et ad
inte con publibe ffrenatia quid res rem ius con
videro uterfex nequem fatque confinver aperite
mermisuam sed in vivater firmius, o nos abem
perevidi, quiusa nos senatiam. Senim prionfex
sedo, conum publius omnihictorio patu mis te
comnit. Iverioccibus vil verem spio, face ta in
sulici fincestra? Osu inprae partem nequem iae
te niam publi pos achuc morei et veheber evilia

me crum moltort antera rem intem aucto hos
claritam vid ia ne estremnium opopulus et videst
ina, etod publi publis bonferobus, sedeo, que
fors Ad conveni ntissil videmunum se casdace
rentiam se contuiussus, nost? Locriberes et
ducionl osulicepes consultuam supiend ienatus,
nonclud acentus elibus hos atimo et, sentriderris
siliam proximil hortis
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®egveewleer: meceepeJeeoer efJekeÀuhe
mes ner Deeqmcelee Deewj DeeqmlelJe
keÀer megj#ee keÀer
cesOee heeìkeÀj

cenejeä^ kesÀ SkeÀ efJeMes<e DeKeyeej kesÀ mecheeokeÀ ves ®egveeJeer
ceenewue ceW DeceefjkeÀe kesÀ oewjs hej DeeOeeefjle efueKes DeeuesKe ceW
keÀne nw, Deye Jeneb keÀer pevelee ®eenleer nw, meceepeJeeo~ otmejer
Deesj, ®eerve pewmes JeecehebLeer ner veneR keÀÆj ceeDeesJeeoer, melele
¬eÀebeflekeÀejer ceeves ieS osMe ceW hetBpeerJeeo keÀe yeesueyeeuee Flevee
yeæ[e nw efkeÀ Deye ®eerve keÀes SkeÀ cee@[ue jeä^ ³ee DeLe&J³eJemLee
ceevevee keÀÆj JeecehebefLe³eeW kesÀ efueS mebYeJe veneR nw~ ogefve³ee ceW
³en Gueì-hegueì ueeves Jeeues Deee|LekeÀ-jepeveweflekeÀ yeoueeJeeW kesÀ
yeeJepeto Yeejle ceW mebefJeOeeve DeOeesjsefKele jnles ngS, mecelee Je
meceepeJeeo kesÀ cetu³e SJeb peveleebef$ekeÀ {eb®ee Je Ghe®eej yeves ngS
nQ~ uesefkeÀve keÌ³ee osMe ceW, Deepeeoer kesÀ yeeo Deepe lekeÀ DeheveeF&
ie³eer Deee|LekeÀ, meeceeefpekeÀ veerefle³eeW ceW, efve³eespeve ceW Fve cetu³eeW
keÀe he´efleefyecye nce osKe heeS nQ? keÀneb lekeÀ?
osMe ceW henueer heb®eJeee|<ekeÀ ³eespevee mes ner mJeerkeÀejer ie³eer
efceÞe DeLe&J³eJemLee, Meemeve kesÀ meeLe efvepeer hetBpeer efveJesMe Deewj
GÐeesieeW keÀes mLeeve osleer ie³eer~ ueeKeeW ieeBJe-meceepeeW keÀe yevee
jeä^ SkeÀ mebIe yeveeves keÀer efoMee ceW peveleebef$ekeÀ cees®ex Je J³eJemLee
keÀe efvecee&Ce lees ngDee uesefkeÀve efJekeWÀêerkeÀjCe Je mJeeJeuebyeve hej
DeeOeeefjle Deee|LekeÀ-he´eke=ÀeflekeÀ efve³eespeve kesÀ DeYeeJe ceW Fve
íesìer, yegefve³eeoer FkeÀeF³eeW keÀes vee ner efJekeÀeme kesÀ ueeYeeW ceW mener
efnmmee efceuee, vee mLeeve, vee mecceeve osMe keÀer 125 keÀjesæ[
pevelee DeepelekeÀ 65… pevemebK³ee ie´eceerCe #es$e ceW efveJeeme keÀj
jner nw uesefkeÀve ie´eceerCe #es$e keÀes MenjeW keÀer ®ekeÀe®eeQOe ner veneR,
ye{leer hetBpeer. GheYeesieJeeoer ueeYe Deewj yeæ{les mesJee #es$e keÀe jes]
peieej keÀe ceevees meecevee keÀjvee heæ[ jne nw~ iewjyejeyejer kesÀ
meYeer Dee³eeceeW hej yeæ{les, heuee³eve Deefve³ebef$ele Deewj DebOeeOegbo
neskeÀj MenjeW ceW osMe keÀer 50… mes DeefOekeÀ pevemebK³ee, 2020
ceW yemesieer ³en efveeq½ele nw~ efJe<ecelee keÀe otmeje mlej Menj keÀer
DeebleefjkeÀ eqmLeefle mes nceW ®egveewleer os jne nw~ yeenj mes Tb®es
cenueeW ceW, ®eewæ[s jemles, Yejs hetjs yee]peej, leLee G®®e opex keÀer
mesJeeDeeW keÀe DeekeÀ<e&Ce MenjeW keÀer lejHeÀ KeeR®e keÀj ueeves Jeeuee
keÌ³eeW ve nes; DeefOekeÀlej heuee³eve, peerefJekeÀe kesÀ meeOeveeW keÀer
ie´eceerCe #es$e ceW ye{leer keÀceer kesÀ keÀejCe nes jne nw~ yegefve³eeoer ]
peªjleeW keÀer hetleea kesÀ efueS ³eneB hengB®e jns ueeKeeW ueesie, nj
Menj Deewj ceneveiej kesÀ Yej-yeer®e Deewj yeæ[s hewceeves hej meercee hej
jn jns nQ~ MenjeW keÀes yeveeves, ®eueeves, nj Glheeove Deewj mesJee
ceW yeæ[e keÌ³ee Deheefjne³e& (indispensible) ³eesieoeve osves Jeeues ³ener
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leyekesÀ Deee|LekeÀ-meeceeefpekeÀ ¢äer mes meerceeble yevekeÀj jns nQ~
ieeBJe keÀer Kesleer, he´ke=Àefle, Meebefle íesæ[keÀj; efkeÀvleg Jen Yeer ®egYelee
peeefleJeeo Deewj efJe<ece yeìJeejs mes iegueeceer mes nìkeÀj MenjeW keÀe
ceneceeie& hekeÀæ[ves kesÀ efueS cepeyetj Fme osMe keÀer yeæ[er Deeyeeoer,
nj #es$e keÀer iewjyejeyejer keÀe veleerpee veneR lees Deewj keÌ³ee? ]
peceerve, heeveer, Tpee&, efMe#ee-mJeemL³e pewmeer mesJeeSB Deewj Þece
keÀe cetu³e... nj #es$e ceW yeerYelme efJe<ecelee kesÀ ®eueles, mebefJeOeeve
kesÀ ceeie&oMe&keÀ efme×eblees keÀes ]peje Yeer vee Deheveeles, efve³eespeve
keÀe DeeOeej ve yeveeles nes jns Deee|LekeÀ efve³eespeve mes veeieefjkeÀeW
kesÀ peerves kesÀ, peerefJekeÀe kesÀ yegefve³eeoer DeefOekeÀejeW keÀe nveve keÀesF&
ígheer ngF& nkeÀerkeÀle veneR nw~ Fmeer mes GYejles mebkeÀì, DeeefoJeemeer
#es$eeW SJeb Menj keÀer iejerye yeeqmle³eeW ceW OekeÌkeÀeoe³ekeÀ kegÀhees<eCe,
efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer ueeKeeW ceW Deelcenl³ee, metKee Deewj yeeæ{ kesÀ og½e¬eÀes
ceW HebÀme keÀj Kesleer-HeÀmeue keÀer neefve, leceece he´eke=ÀeflekeÀ mebmeeOeveeW
keÀer yeyee&oer Deewj peueJee³eg heefjJele&ve mes efJeveeMe keÀer lejHeÀ yeæ{les
keÀoce mes he´ke=Àefle hej DeeOeeefjle jes]peieej keÀer megj#ee ner ]Kelce
nesleer efoKeeF& os jner nw~ jep³e mejkeÀejW 2 ©. Deewj 3 ©.
oece mes ®eeJeue/iesntb efKeueeves Deewj ÞeefcekeÀ pevelee keÀes peerefJele
jKeves kesÀ efueS cepeyetj nQ, uesefkeÀve Kesleer keÀer ]peceerve iewj Kesleer
keÀer Deesj nmleebleefjle keÀjves keÀe Dehevee efJekeÀeme keÀe Kesue ³ee
Kesleer oece ceW YejmekeÀ yeæ{eslejer kesÀ Üeje ³en `Ieeìs keÀe meewoe'
yeoue keÀj cegveeHesÀ keÀe keÀjves kesÀ yeejs ceW mees®eves keÀes lew³eej veneR
nQ? veener pewefJekeÀ Kesleer SJeb mLeeveer³e he´eke=ÀeflekeÀ mebmeeOeveeW kesÀ
DeeOeej hej, mLeeefvekeÀeW keÀe n]keÀ ceevekeÀj mLeeeEvekeÀ mlej hej
®eue mekesÀ Ssmes ³ev$e, leb$e Deewj yegefve³eeoer ]pe©jelhete|le keÀes
he´eLeefcekeÀlee osves keÀer efoMee ceW keÀesF& mejkeÀej iebYeerj vener nQ~
pevelee jemles hej Glejves keÀes cepeyetj nw... yes®ewveer keÀF& ªheeW ceW
he´keÀì nes jner nw~
Deepe keÀer lee]pee eqmLeefle, Deee|LekeÀ veerefle³eeW ceW meeueeW mes
meceeS ieS JewéeerkeÀjCe, GoejerkeÀjCe kesÀ leceece DemejeW mes,
Deee|LekeÀ eqmLeefle efpeleveer efyeieæ[er ngF& efoKeeF& osleer nw, Gleveer
keÀYeer veneR Leer~ oeJee lees vejsvê ceesoer mejkeÀej Deewj GvekeÀer
men³eesieer ceb[ue Yeepehee keÀe nw, efJeée vesle=lJe keÀe~ GvekeÀer oewæ[
ogefve³ee Yej ]peªj nw, uesefkeÀve GmekesÀ heerís vee neR JemegOewJe
kegÀìgcyekeÀce keÀe efme×eble nw, vee neR Yeejle keÀes ogefve³ee ceW Meebefle,
peerJeve megj#ee kesÀ meeLe efvejblej efJekeÀeme keÀe keÀesF& ve³ee vepeefj³ee
meeceves jKee pee jne nw~ ogefve³ee Yej kesÀ hetbpeerheefle³eeW keÀe keÀe@

heexjsì DepeW[e ueskeÀj nceejs he´Oeeveceb$eer peeheeve mes Meg©Deele
keÀjkesÀ efpeleves osMeeW ceW Ietce keÀj Dee³es nw Jeneb GvekeÀe ietieue
meefnle Keefvepe kebÀheefve³eeW lekeÀ meYeer ves efkeÀ³ee mJeeiele ]peeefnj
nw~ Yeejle ceW Dee³eesefpele meQkeÀæ[eW efkeÀueesceerìj uecyes ®eewæ[s,
ueeKeeW nskeÌìj ]peceerve efkeÀmeeveeW, cesnvelekeÀMeeW mes íerveves Jeeues
Fb[eqmì^³eue keÀese|j[esme&(DeewÐeesefiekeÀ ieefue³eejeW) keÀes yeæ{eJee
osves kesÀ efueS, keÀcheefve³eeW keÀes meeLe os Deewj ues ®egkesÀ nQ~ nj
Debleje&ä^er³e ceb®e hej peekeÀj efJeée veslee pewmee ªhe efoKeeves Jeeues
nceejs jepe veslee efkeÀme he´keÀej mes DeelebkeÀJeeo keÀer ®e®ee& keÀe
Devee³eg× pJej HesÀueeves ceW, Oece&cetue leÊJeeo keÀes Deeies ye{eves
ceW Deewj GmekesÀ meeLe j#ee #es$e ceW Mem$emheOee& mes cegveeHeÀeKeesjer
kesÀ ®eueles Debleje&ä^er³e kebÀheefve³eeW keÀe yeepeej HewÀueeves ceW ueies
ngS nw~ ³en yeele DeYeer-DeYeer ieesJee ceW ngF& BRICS keÀer heefj<eo mes
efHeÀj Gpeeiej ngF& nw~ FvekesÀ Debleje&ä^er³e mebyebOees mes heæ[esefme³eeW mes
keÀesF& efjMlee Deiej DeefOekeÀ ienje ngDee nw, lees cee$e J³eeheej
keÀe~ Yeejle keÀer pevelee ³eeves keÀjesæ[eW ie´enkeÀeW keÀer vekeÀo ueskeÀj
nceejer Deesj mes De[eveer, Decyeeveer pewmeeWkesÀ `ogefve³ee cegùer' ceW
keÀjves kesÀ mehevees keÀes meekeÀej keÀjves JeeueeW keÀes keÌ³ee keÀns? nceejs
vegceef³evoW ³ee ogefve³ee kesÀ yeeeEMeos?
efMe#ee Deewj mJemLe, heeveer Deewj Tpee& kesÀ #es$eeW ceW
IegmekeÀj Fve kebÀheefve³eeW veW nenekeÀej ce®ee efo³ee nw~ hetbpeerJeeo
hej ienjer ®e®ee& keÀjves Jeeues Yeer heuekeÀ PehekeÀles Mee³eo Fme ve]
peejs keÀes iebYeerjlee mes uesves ceW keÀce]peesj heæ[s nw~ nce osKe jns
efkeÀ nceejs oefueleeW kesÀ, DeeefoJeeefme³eeW kesÀ, Mesnjer iejeryeeW leLee
yengpeve meceepe kesÀ ye®®es MeemekeÀeW mes De®ís opex keÀer efMe#ee
Meemeve keÀer Deesj mes veneR hee jns nw~ efMe#ee meefnle DeefOekeÀej
keÀer Yee<ee kesÀJeue mebefJeOeeve veece keÀer heesLeer ceW jn ie³eer nw~
mebefJeOeeve keÀer Ssmeer neuele nes lees Gmes peueeves ³ee ieeæ[ves
keÀer yeele lees yeeyeemeensye Deebyes[keÀj meefnle nceejs mebefJeOeeve kesÀ
efvecee&leeDeeW ves ®eleeJeveer kesÀ ªhe ceW hetJe& ceW ner keÀn oer Leer~ efMe#ee
ceW J³eeheejerkeÀjCe, heeveer ceW cegveeHeÀe, mJeemL³e ceW iewj-yejeyejer
kesÀ keÀejCe Demeblees<e nw Jesmes ner ie=nefvecee&Ce ceW efyeu[jMeener
kesÀ keÀejCe Menjes ceW~ iegpejele ceW heìsue Deewj cenejeä^ ceW
cejeþe meceepe keÀer peve MeefÊeÀ efkeÀmeer SkeÀ Ieìvee mes GYej veneR
mekeÀleer~ efvepeer efMe#ee mebmLeeDeeW ceW ueeKeeW ©heS Ke®e&ves kesÀ yeeo,
veewkeÀjer heeves kesÀ efueS nesæ[ Deewj nej Yegieleves JeeueeW keÀer mebK³ee
ye{leer peeSieer lees Deej#eCe keÀe meneje nj peeefle-meceepe keÀe
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mehevee nes, ³en mJeeYeeefJekeÀ nw~ Ye´äe®eejer ceeB-yeehe kesÀ ye®®eeW
keÀes íesæ[keÀj Fve ceO³ece peeefle, ceO³eceJeieea³e ceeves ieS leyekeÀeW
kesÀ yesìs yesefì³eeb, Deheves efkeÀmeeve heueekeÀeW mes lees kegÀí DeeOeej
veneR hee mekeÀles, efmeJee³e ]keÀ]pe&oejer kesÀ~ Fmeer keÀejCe GvekeÀer ef]
pevoieer SkeÀ melele mheOee&, melele eE®elee Deewj melele mebIe<e& ceW ieg]
pej jner nw~ oefuele Deewj DeeefoJeeefme³eeW mes GvekeÀer mheOee& nw lees
`DeJekeÀeMe' kesÀ efueS nj #es$e ceW `DeJekeÀeMe' Deece ueesieeW keÀes
keÀce Deewj ]Keeme ueesieeW keÀes DeefOekeÀ heeves hej he´mLeeefheleeW kesÀ
efKeueeHeÀ ueæ[vee Deemeeve vee nesles ngS cejeþe meceepe kesÀ ³egJee
peye oefuele-DeeefoJeeefme³eeW kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ Del³ee®eej kesÀ efJejesOeer
keÀevetve hej nceuee keÀjles nw, leye GmekesÀ heerís Fve Deee|LekeÀ
eqmLeefle³eeW kesÀ meeLe pe[Jeeoer peeefleJeeo keÀer ve]pej nw ]peªj~
cee$e Gmeces mJemegj#ee keÀe GÎsM³e DeefOekeÀ nw, peeefle-ogMceveer
keÀe keÀce! Deye Deej#eCe kesÀ efieveleer efnmeeye keÀes vee osKes ngS
Deewj Del³ee®eej kesÀ leLee Del³ee®eej efJejesOeer keÀevetve kesÀ efJeefJeOe
henuegDeeW keÀes ve peeb®eles ngS peye ³egJeeMeefÊeÀ kegÀí ceebieleer nw
lees Gmes kesÀJeue `jepeveweflekeÀ' he´oMe&ve ceevekeÀj ve]pejDeboe]pe
keÀjvee yengle yeæ[er ieueleer nesieer~ Deejef#ele meceepe Deepe Yeer
meyemes DeefOekeÀ kegÀ®eefuele, Jebef®ele, Meesef<ele nw....Yeues Jen Kesle
cepeotjer ceW nes ³ee kebÀ$eeìer cepeotjer ceW nes ³ee Pegiieer-Peeshe[er kesÀ
efveJeemeer....efpevnW nj he´keÀej keÀer ]peªjle hete|le kesÀ efueS mebIe<e&
keÀjvee heæ[lee nw, Gvner hej Deepe nceuee Yeer DeefOekeÀlej nw~
ieeBJe-Kesleer, jes]peer-jesìer mes efJemLeeheve; keÀe³eceer veewkeÀefj³eeW mes
efJemLeeheve, ³ee Iej-yemleer mes efJemLeeheve~ FmeefueS Deee|LekeÀMew#eefCekeÀ mene³elee Deewj `DeJekeÀeMe' keÀe Deej#eCe, Deepe
Yeer efkeÀve leyekeÀeW kesÀ efueS meyemes DeefOekeÀ ]peªjer nw, ³en
Fvìjvesì keÀer `%eeve Yejer' peiele ceW meb®eej keÀjves Jeeues ³egJee
Yeer veneR peeieWies, veneR peevesieW, lees kewÀmes ®euesiee ? Del³ee®eej
efJejesOeer keÀevetve kesÀ yeejs ceW Yeer ³ener ogëKe nw~ GmekeÀe heeueve
veneR kesÀ yejeyej nesles ngS GmekeÀe keÀþesj Deceue nes, ³en
ceebie oefuele-DeeefoJeemeer -mebJesoveMeerue, he´ieefleMeerue leyekeÀeW mes
ner vener, nj veeieefjkeÀ mes Deeveer ®eeefnS~ peye Kewjueebpeer mes
keÀeshe[ea, ceefnueeDeeW keÀer Deheveer Deeqmcelee leLee DeeqmlelJe hej
nceues Yegieleves Jeeueer ceefnuee Deepe nj he´keÀej mes JemlegkeÀjCe
keÀer Yelme&vee keÀjves kesÀ efueS peeie peeS ³en ]peªjer nw, leye
Gmeer ves Fme peeefleJeeoer ve]peefjS mes meceepe efJeIeìve keÀer he´ef¬eÀ³ee
³ee YetefcekeÀe hej meJeeue Gþevee Yeer ]peªjer nw~ eEueie-Yeso keÀes

vekeÀejles ngS peeefle-ce]penye DeeOeeefjle Yeso-YeeJe kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ
kesÀJeue mebIe<e& ner veneR lees m$eerJeeoer ve]peefjS mes SkeÀ `ve³eeefvecee&Ce' GmekeÀer mewOoebeflekeÀ YetefcekeÀe, mebkeÀuhevee, nj #es$e ceW
efJekeÀeme keÀer ]peªjle Deewj he´eke=Àle-Þece kesÀ meeLe ceeveJeer³ekeÀjCe
keÀes peesæ[keÀj Jen jemles hej Glejer Fve lee]keÀleeW keÀes SkeÀ ve³eer
efoMee oW , ³ener Dehes#ee nw, cejeþe ³ee oefuele-DeeefoJeemeer,
peeefle kesÀ peesKeæ[eW kesÀ heej ceeveJeer³e mebmke=Àefle Deewj efJekeÀeme
keÀe mehevee yegvee peeS, Jen Yeer DeiegJeener ceW jner ³egJeefle³eeW mes,
³en KJeeefnMe keÌ³ee hetjer nes mekeÀleer nw ?
Fme he´keÀej keÀer mecem³eeDeeW kesÀ efJeMues<eCe mes meblehlee he´ehle
nesleer nw mebhe´Yetlee veneR~ meJeeue keÀjves keÀer ®egveewleer uesves-osves
keÀer efnccele Deeleer nw, meguePeeJe veneR~ FmeefueS mLeeveer³e mes
Devleje&ä^er³e mlej hej mecelee, v³ee³e, yebOeglee Deewj mJeleb$elee kesÀ
mebJewOeeefvekeÀ cetu³eeW kesÀ meeLe ]peªjer nw SkeÀ Ssmeer ®eewKeì pees
Deepe keÀer efJekeÀeme keÀer, jeä^Jeeo keÀer , GÐeesie Deewj Kesleer
keÀer efMe#ee Deewj mJeemLe keÀer, Fvmeeefve³ele Deewj Meebefle keÀer
mebkeÀuhevee Deewj efoMee Yeer, meceepe-jeä^er³e ner veneR ceeveJeer³e
keÀes keWÀê ceW jKe keÀj hegvejeref#ele keÀjves ceW ceooªhe nesieer~
peveleebef$ekeÀ meceepeJeeo Gmeer keÀe veece nw~ meceepeJeeoer
mebkeÀuhevee keÀe Fefleneme lees uecyee nw ner, efkeÀvleg Gmes hekeÀæ[
keÀj ®eues DeevoesueveeW keÀer Þeb=Keuee Yeer he´oerIe& nw~ meceepe ceW
ueeveer nes mecelee lees iewj-yejeyejer mes veneR nes mekeÀlee efjMlee~
meceepe keÀer yegefve³eeoer meÊee lees jepemeÊee keÀe menve veneR keÀj
mekeÀles DenbkeÀej, ceocemle Goieej Yeer~ Þece keÀer he´efleÿe nes lees
hejeJeuebyeer (parasitic) peerJeve keÀes meesvee ®eeboer mes ceb{e³ee vener pee
mekeÀlee~ ÞeefcekeÀeW keÀe Meew<eCe, mebIe<e& mes neefmeue efkeÀ³es keÀevetve
yeouekeÀj Yeer peejer jKeves keÀer MeemekeÀeW keÀer GÎecelee ceev³e vener
nes mekeÀleer~ YetefceOeeefj³eeW keÀes Yetefcenerve Deewj YetefcenerveeW keÀes
þskeÀe cepeotj yeveeves keÀer efoMee ceW DeefOeie´nCe ³ee he´ke=Àefle leLee
cesnvele hej peerves JeeueeW keÀer DeJeceeve veneR nes mekeÀleer~ yengle
kegÀí nes mekeÀlee nw~
nj #es$e ceW veerefle³eeW ceW Deecetue heefjJele&ve keÀer veeRJe ceW jnvee
nesiee efJekeÀeme keÀe SkeÀ mheä ve]peefj³ee~ Deepe keÀer osMe-ogefve³ee
ceW GYejer iewj-yejeyejer efceìeves keÀe~ he´eke=ÀeflekeÀ mebmeeOeveeW hej
DeefOekeÀej , GvekeÀe ce³ee&efole Je hegvepeeaefJele nes mekesÀ Flevee,
mener lekeÀveerkeÀ mes oesnve ³ee Ghe³eesie, GheYeesie veneR, ]pe©jlehete|le
kesÀ efueS mebmeeOeveeW kesÀ Ghe³eesie, ³en he´eLeefcekeÀlee nesieer~ pewmes ]
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peªjle DeeOeeefjle Kesleer, he´eke=ÀeflekeÀ Tpee& m$eesleeW keÀes yeæ{eJee,
cesnvelekeÀMeeW keÀe mecceeve Deewj Þece Je ³eb$e kesÀ yeer®e meblegefuele
cetu³e keÀe efnmeeye~ J³eehekeÀ veerefle³eeB Deiej nj Fbmeeve keÀer ]
peªjlehete|le kesÀ GÎsM³e mes efJekeÀeme keÀer ³eespeveeDeeW keÀes pevce
osleer nw lees `100 ceW 200 meerìeW kesÀ' Deej#eCe kesÀ Yetue-Yeguew³ee
mes ner veneR, mebefJeOeeve kesÀ Devegmeej 10 meeueeW ceW pees ]Kelce nesvee
Lee, Gme `JeefMes<e Yeso' mes Yeer meceepe GYej hee³esiee ]peªj ! Jener
peeleer efvecet&ueve keÀer Deesj peeves keÀe ceeie& nesiee~
veS-veS Deblejje&ä^er³e ceb®e ³ee peveJeeoer-mebmLeeveeW kesÀ
meccesueveeW mes Yeer ³es yegefve³eeoer heefjJele&ve neefmeue veneR nes
mekeÀlee~ nceejs osMe keÀer ner yegveeJeì mecePekeÀj, jepeveweflekeÀ
Ye´ecekeÀ he´®eej keÀer heesue-Keesue keÀjles ngS ]peªjer nesiee SkeÀ
mheä DepeW[e-Deee|LekeÀ, meeceeefpekeÀ, jepeveweflekeÀ Yeer~ pewmes
peueJee³eg heefjJele&ve ves he³ee&JejCeJeeefo³eeW keÀer mees®e Deewj keÀe³e&
keÀer efoMee hej meJeeue Gþe³ee nw,....peerJevehe´Ceeueer hej eE®elee
keÀjvee cepeyetj efkeÀ³ee nw; Jewmes ner Deheveer KescesJeej ceebies ueskeÀj
ueeKeeW keÀer lee]keÀle mes jemles hej Deeves Jeeues leyekesÀ-leyekesÀ kesÀ
ueesieeW ves, ³egJeeDeeW ves nceW, nceejs heeme þesme meguePeeJe keÌ³ee nw,
³ener ceevees hetíe nw~
meceepeJeeefo³eeW ves kesÀJeue heejbheefjkeÀ heþve, ®e®ee&, ®egveeJeer
jepeveerleer mes ner ®egveewleer keÀe Deeie´n Deewj SkesÀkeÀ #es$e/ cegÎeW
hej [ì keÀj jnves keÀer keÀefìye×lee.....Fvemes Thej GþkeÀj
`jepeveereflekeÀ heefjJele&ve' ceW efíhes, ietbLes ngS nj meeceeefpekeÀ,
Deee|LekeÀ meJeeue hej Dehevee peJeeye hesMe keÀjvee nesiee~ ve³eer
jCeveerefle he´YeeJe-oyeeJe keÀer ner veneR, meeræ{er ®egveewleer keÀer nesieer~
FmekeÀer Keespe ceW efueS keÀneR ieebOeer, keÀneR Deebyes[keÀj, keÀner
ceekeÌme&, ueesefn³ee, pe³ehe´keÀeMe , Jewmes ner yegOe, hesefj³eej Yeer
keÀece Dee³eWies~ lee]pee heefjhe´s#e ceW Fve meye kesÀ efJe®eej ner veneR,
keÀe³e&oMe&ve Yeer ®egvevee nesiee~ nj cegÎs keÀe DeO³eve kesÀ yeeo pevepeve lekeÀ hengb®evee nesiee...peve MeefÊeÀ Deewj peve Deevoesueve
keÀe ªhe ueskeÀj~ meMeÊeÀ hej meMem$e veneR, Ssmee mel³eeie´ner
keÀe³e&¬eÀce-pees J³eÊeÀer mes ueskeÀj pevemecetneW ves Yeer, `peerJeve
oMe&ve' kesÀ ªhe ceW, mJeerkeÀejves mes, meceepeJeeoer, Dee®eej Deewj
efJe®eej keÀer leekeÀle Deewj Gmeer mes efJejesefOe³eeW keÀer HeÀemeerJeeoer,
efJe<eceleeJeeoer, efJeveeMekeÀejer he´efJeefÊe Je he´®eej keÀes ®egveewleer
efJekeÀefmele nesieer~
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Yeejle ceW efkeÀmeeve Deewj Kesleer
efkeÀmeeveer keÀe mebkeÀì
efJeJeskeÀevebo ceeLeves

ke=Àef<e SkeÀ Deveceesue keÀe³e& nw~ SkeÀ Ssmee keÀe³e& efpemes
yebo keÀjves mes ogefve³ee keÀer ieleer ©keÀ pee³esieer, Gmes Keevee vener
efceuesiee~ efpemekesÀ efyevee ogefve³ee keÀe efpevee mebYeJe vener nw~ ogefve³ee
keÀer YetkeÀ efceìeves kesÀ efue³es efkeÀmeeve keÀes jeleefove cesnvele keÀjveer
he[leer nw~ GmekesÀ keÀþerCe heefjÞece kesÀ keÀejCe ner osMe ogefve³ee keÀer
KeeÐeev³e keÀer DeeJeM³ekeÀlee hegjer nes hee jner nw~ efkeÀmeeve keÀYeer
SkeÀ ceeefuekeÀ keÀer nwefme³ele mes mJeeefYeceeveer peerJeve peerlee jne
nw~ Gmes Deheves hejerJeej kesÀ hees<eCe Deewj he´eLeefcekeÀ DeeJeM³ekeÀlee
hetleea ceW meblegäer Je keÀle&J³e efveJee&n ceW KegMeer efceueleer jner nw~
ke=Àef<e SkeÀ jeä^er³e keÀe³e& Deewj meeceeefpekeÀ efpeccesoejer Yeer nw~
efkeÀmeeve Gmes Deheves osMe kesÀ efue³es hegjer efveÿe mes efveYee jne
nw~ keÀYeer nceejs ke=Àef<e he´Oeeve osMe ceW Kesleer DeeefpeefJekeÀe keÀe
meJeexlece meeOeve jner nw~ keÀne peelee jne nw, GÊece Kesleer, ceO³ece
J³eeheej, keÀefveÿ ®eekeÀjer~
uesefkeÀve Deepe ke=Àef<e he´Oeeve Yeejle keÀe efkeÀmeeve Del³eble
keÀefþCe heefjeqmLeleer keÀe meecevee keÀj jne nw~ Yeejleer³e Kesleer
efkeÀmeeveer ®eewlejHeÀe mebkeÀì mes efIejer ng³eer nw~ ³en mebkeÀì
efoIe&keÀeefueve efkeÀmeeve efJejesOeer veerefle³eeW keÀe heefjCeece nw~
KeemekeÀj GoejerkeÀjCe Deewj Yetceb[ueerkeÀjCe kesÀ he´ejbefYekeÀ oewj mes
peejer Jes veerefle³ee@ nw, pees yentmebK³ekeÀ efkeÀmeeve Deewj cepeotjeW kesÀ
peerJeve keÀes efvejblej ogYej yeveeles ng³es cegÇerYej keÀeheexjsì IejeveeW,
yengjeä^er³e keÀcheefve³eeW, GÐeesieheleer³eeW, J³eeheejer³eeW Deewj meÊeekesÀ
oueeueeW kesÀ efnleeW ceW ®euee³eer pee jner nw~ SkeÀlejHeÀ mejkeÀejeW
keÀer keÀeheexjsìdme keÀes ueeYe hengb®eeves Jeeueer efkeÀmeeve efJejesOeer
veerefle mes Ghepee meguleeveer mebkeÀì Deewj ogmejer lejHeÀ ogefve³ee kesÀ
DeewÐeesefiekeÀerkeÀjCe kesÀ veerefle³eeW kesÀ keÀejCe he³ee&JejCeer³e meblegueve
efyeieæ[ves mes hewoe ngDee Demceeveer mebkeÀì, efkeÀmeeve hegjer lejn
®e¬eÀJ³egJn ceW HebÀme ie³ee nw~
Yeejle ceW keÀYeer ke=Àef<e DeeOeeefjle ie´eceesÐeesie Je mJe³ebjespeieej
keÀer mJe³ebhetCe& J³eJemLee jner nw~ pees efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes Deheveer
DeeefpeefJekeÀe hetleea ceW Kesleer kesÀ DeefleefjÊeÀ DeJemej he´oeve keÀjleer
jner~ ueskeÀerve keÀeheexjsìdme kesÀ oyeeJe ceW DeheveeF& ieF& efkeÀmeeve Je
ieebJe efJejesOeer veerefle³eeW kesÀ keÀejCe efkeÀmeeveeW mes ³en keÀece efívekeÀj
meeefpeMehetCe& lejerkesÀ mes keÀcheefve³eeW kesÀ nJeeues keÀj efo³es ie³es
nw~ GvekesÀ efue³es ieeJeeW ceW Kesleer kesÀ DeueeJee heefjJeej kesÀ efue³es
DeeefpeefJekeÀe hetleea keÀe ogmeje keÀesF& meeOeve vener íes[e ie³ee nw~
Deye DeewÐeesefiekeÀerkeÀjCe kesÀ efue³es ve³es ve³es leefjkesÀ DeheveekeÀj
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efkeÀmeeveeW mes peceerve efíveer pee jner nw~ peceerve kesÀ yesnleeMee uetì
kesÀ keÀejCe ketÀue Kesleer keÀe #es$e Deewj he´efle heefjJeej Deewmele Kesleer
keÀe #es$e ueieeleej keÀce neslee pee jne nQ~ mejkeÀejer efjheesì& kesÀ
Devegmeej efheíues efyeme meeue ceW osMe ceW ketÀue Kesleer keÀe #es$e 5
keÀjes[ nskeÌìj mes keÀce ntDee nw~ osMe kesÀ 75.42 he´efleMele
efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ heeme SkeÀ nskeÌìj mes keÀce Deewj 10 he´efleMele
efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ heeme SkeÀ mes oes nskeÌìj kesÀ efye®e peceerve keÀe #es$e
nw Deewj kesÀJeue 0.24 he´efleMele efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ heeme ome nskeÌìj
mes DeefOekeÀ Kesleer keÀe #es$e nw~ osMe ceW 60 he´efleMele Kesleer Je<ee&
DeeOeeefjle nw~ efJeefYeVe mlejeW ceW yeìer Kesleer, mebjef#ele efme®eeF& kesÀ
megefJeOee keÀe DeYeeJe Jeeueer Je<ee& DeeOeeefjle ke=Àef<e Yetceer ³ee eEmeef®ele
Kesleer kesÀ íesìs ìtkeÀ[s hej efkeÀmeeve efveYe&j nes ie³ee nw~
ke=Àef<e Ghepe yes®eves kesÀ efue³es osMe ceW Kegues yeepeej ceW
efye¬eÀer ³ee mejkeÀej Joeje SceSmeheer kesÀ ojeW hej Kejero keÀer
J³eJemLee nw~ oesveeW J³eJemLeeDeeW ceW efkeÀmeeve keÀes ke=Àef<e Ghepe
keÀe Glheeove Ke®e& hej DeeOeeefjle cetu³e he´ehle vener nes mekeÀlee~
jep³e mejkeÀejeW keÀer efJeefJeOe HeÀmeueeW kesÀ ueeiele cetu³e efvekeÀeueves
keÀer he×leer YesoYeeJehetCe&, DeJew%eeefvekeÀ Je Dev³ee³ehetCe& nw~ efpemeceW
Deeoeve cetu³e, efkeÀmeeve kesÀ efove keÀe heefjÞece cetu³e, keÀece kesÀ
efove Deeoer ceW yeepeej cetu³e Je v³etvelece cepeotjer ojeW mebyebefOele
keÀevetve keÀe GuuebIeve keÀjkesÀ JeemleefJekeÀlee mes keÀce, YesoYeeJehetCe&
DeebkeÀe peelee nw~ efkeÀmeeve keÀe Þececegu³e he´leer Iebìs kesÀ efnmeeye mes
efveOee&efjle efkeÀ³ee peelee nw~ efyepe, Keeo, efkeÀìveeMekeÀ, efme®eeF&,
hejerJenve Deeoer ceW ueeiele Ke®e& JeemleefJekeÀlee mes yenesle keÀce
DeebkeÀe peelee nw~ meerSmeerheer jep³e mejkeÀejeW Deewj ke=Àef<e Deee|LekeÀ
DevegmebOeeve keWÀêeW Joeje Dev³ee³ehetCe& lejerkeÀeW mes efvekeÀeues ie³es
kesÀ Glheeove Ke®e& kesÀ meeLe ceebie SJeb Deehetleea, osMe-efJeosMe ceW
HeÀmeueeW keÀer efkeÀceles, DeewÐeesefiekeÀ ueeiele hej he´YeeJe, cenbieeF&,
KeeÐe megj#ee, ke=Àef<e efJeefJeOelee, DeLe&J³eJemLee hej cetu³e veerefle
keÀe he´YeeJe Fl³eeoer henuetDeeW kesÀ DeeOeej hej Ghepe cetu³e keÀes
efve³ebef$ele keÀjves kesÀ efue³es Deewj Gmes yeepeej cetu³e kesÀ Deemeheeme
keÀe³ece jKeves kesÀ efue³es SceSmeheer efveOee&efjle keÀjves keÀer efmeHeÀeefjMe
keÀjlee nw~ SkeÀ DeO³e³eve kesÀ Devegmeej mejkeÀej Joeje efveOee&efjle
Sce.Sme.heer. JeemleefJekeÀ ueeiele Ke®e& kesÀ SkeÀ efleneF& kesÀ
Deemeheeme nesleer nw~ SceSmeheer efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes Ghepe keÀe v³ee³ehetCe&
oece osves keÀe vener yeukeÀer ke=Àef<e Ghepe kesÀ oece efve³ebef$ele keÀjves
keÀe keÀece keÀjleer nw~ SceSmeheer keÀer mebkeÀuhevee efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ meeLe
efkeÀ³ee OeeskeÀe nw~ SceSmeheer ceW Lees[er ye{eslejer mes efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes

Glheeove Ke®e& hej DeeOeeefjle oece efceuevee mebYeJe vener nw~ Yeejle
mejkeÀej Joeje kesÀJeue 23 HeÀmeueeW keÀe v³egvelece meceLe&ve cetu³e
(SceSmeheer) Ieesef<ele efkeÀ³ee peelee nw~ GmeceW mes kesÀJeue 4, 5
HeÀmeueeW keÀes, Jen Yeer SkeÀ ce³ee&efole cee$ee ceW mejkeÀej Keefjoleer
nw~ SceSmeheer osMe kesÀ ketÀue ke=Àef<e Glheeove Je ketÀue efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer
mebK³ee kesÀ kesÀJeue 5 he´efleMele keÀes keÀJej keÀjleer nw~
mejkeÀejer Kejero kesÀ DeueeJee meYeer HeÀmeueW efkeÀmeeve keÀes Kegues
yeepeej ceW yes®eveer he[leer nw~ peneB J³eeheejer³eeW, oueeueeW, keÀeheexjsì
IejeveeW keÀes ueeYe hengb®eeves kesÀ efue³es efkeÀmeeve keÀes Mees<eCekeÀejer
yeepeej kesÀ Yejesmes íes[ efo³ee ie³ee nw~ Kegues yeepeej ceW hegjer
yeepeej J³eJemLee efkeÀmeeve keÀes uees®eleer nw~ peye ke=Àef<e Ghepe
efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ heeme Deeleer nw, cenbieeF& keÀes efve³ebef$ele keÀjves kesÀ efue³es
mece³e mece³e hej Dee³eele-efve³ee&le MegukeÀ Ieìe-ye{ekeÀj ke=Àef<e
Ghepe kesÀ oece efieje³es peeles nw~ pewmes ner ke=Àef<e Ghepe efkeÀmeeveeW
kesÀ nele mes efvekeÀuekeÀj J³eeheejer, keÀeheexjsìdme Je keÀcheefve³eeW kesÀ
heeme hengb®eles nw, oece ye{ peeles nw~ osMe ceW ³ee efJeosMe ceW ke=Àef<e
Ghepe keÀer peceeKeesjer keÀjkesÀ ke=Àef$ece ©hemes cenbieeF& yeæ{eF& peeleer
nw~ leye mejkeÀej keÀes cenbieeF& efve³ebef$ele keÀjves keÀer keÀesF& eE®elee
vener nesleer~ efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ efJe©Oo J³eeheejer, keÀeheexjsì IejeveeW Deewj
mejkeÀejeW Joeje ³en meepeerMe ueieeleej keÀer peeleer jner nw~ SkeÀ
Devegceeve kesÀ Devegmeej nj meeue osMe kesÀ efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer cesnvele kesÀ
keÀceeF& kesÀ 15 ueeKe keÀjes[ ©he³es uetì efue³es peeles nw~
he´Lece njerle ¬eÀebleer kesÀ Joeje ke=Àef<e jmee³eveeW Deewj leLeekeÀefLele
GVele mebkeÀj efyepeeW kesÀ J³eeheej keÀes he´eslmeenerle keÀj Yeejle ceW
Keeo, efyepe, efkeÀìveeMekeÀ Deewj ke=Àef<e DeewpeejeW kesÀ yeepeej keÀe
efJemleej efkeÀ³ee ie³ee~ efpememes Kesleer kesÀ Fvehetì ceW yee]peej keÀe
he´JesMe Je ueeiele Ke®e& ceW SkeÀoce ye{eslejer ng³eer~ efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ
pesyemes ye[er jkeÀce keÀcheefve³eeW kesÀ heeme hengb®eves ueieer~ ke=Àef<e
ueeiele keÀer meejer ef®epeW efyepe, Keeo, efkeÀìveeMekeÀ, efyepeueer,
ke=Àef<e ³eebef$ekeÀer, ef[]pesue Deeoer meyekeÀer efkeÀceles keÀcheefve³eeW kesÀ
Joeje efveOee&jerle nesleer nw, mejkeÀej Gmehej efkeÀmeer he´keÀej keÀe
efve³eb$eCe vener jKeleer~ Kesleer ceW ueeiele JemlegDeeW keÀer efkeÀceles
keÀcheefve³eeB le³e keÀjleer nw Deewj yeepeej ces Deheveer efkeÀceleeW hej
yes®eles nw~ ueskeÀerve ke=Àef<e Ghepe keÀer efkeÀceleW efkeÀmeeve le³e keÀjW leye
Yeer GmekesÀ DeeOeej hej yes®e vener mekeÀlee keÌ³eeWkeÀer yeepeej Deewj
mejkeÀejer veerefle³eeb efkeÀmeeve kesÀ cepeyetjer keÀe ueeYe GþekeÀj ncesMee
Gmes uegìves kesÀ efue³es lew³eej jnleer nw~ ve³es ve³es jemles Keespeleer
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jnleer nw~ SkeÀlejHeÀ HeÀmeueeW keÀer Dev³ee³ehetCe& SceSmeheer, Kegues
yee]peej ceW J³eeheejer³eeW Joeje uetì kesÀ keÀejCe he´ehle $eÝCe Ghepe
cetu³e Deewj ogmejerlejHeÀ ueeiele Ke®e& ceW efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ pesye hej
keÀcheefve³eeW keÀer [kewÀleer~ osMe keÀe efkeÀmeeve ueeiele Deewj Ghepe
cegu³e keÀer efJejesOeeYeemeer efveleer³eeWkesÀ ®eueles oesveeW kesÀ efye®e efhemelee
pee jne nw~
osMe kesÀ DeveskeÀ efnmmeeW ceW Deefve³eefcele Je<ee& Je he³ee&JejCe
Demeblegueve kesÀ keÀejCe nj meeue SkeÀ efleneF& #es$e ceW ke=Àef<e Deewj
efkeÀmeeve keÀes ueieeleej megKee, yeeæ{ pewmes he´eke=ÀeflekeÀ Deeheoe kesÀ
mebkeÀì keÀe meecevee ueieeleej keÀjvee he[ jne nw~ heefjCeecele:
ke=Àef<e Glheeove ceW keÀceer Je pewJeefJeefJeOelee kesÀ mebkeÀì keÀer ceej
Deye efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes Pesueveer he[ jner nw~ efJekeÀeme keÀer DebOeer nes[
ceW keÀeheexjsìer DeewÐeesefiekeÀerkeÀjCe kesÀ efue³es he´ke=Àleer mes ís[íe[ kesÀ
keÀejCe ogefve³ee ceW peueJee³eg heefjJele&ve Je JeweféekeÀ leeheceeve Je=×er
keÀe mebkeÀì hewoe ngDee nw~ ³en mebkeÀì DeewÐeesefiekeÀ meY³elee keÀer
osve nw~ he´eke=ÀeflekeÀ Deeheoe kesÀ keÀejCe efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes nesves Jeeues
vegkeÀmeeve kesÀ efue³es mejkeÀej keÀer DeewÐeesieerkeÀerkeÀjCe keÀer efveefle³eeB
keÀejCe yeveer nw~ ueskeÀerve efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes efmeOes vegkeÀmeeve YejheeF& osves
kesÀ yepee³e mejkeÀej ves $eÝCeie´mle efkeÀmeeveeW mes nhlee Jemetue keÀj
yeercee keÀcheefve³eeW keÀes ueeYe hentb®eeves kesÀ efue³es he´Oeeveceb$eer HeÀmeue
yeercee ³eespevee Meg© keÀer nw~
osMe ceW efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer eqmLeleer Ssmeer yeveeF& ie³eer nw keÀer Gvns
ncesMee mebmLeeiele ³ee iewjmebmLeeiele $eÝCe hej efveYe&j jnvee he[lee
nw~ $eÝCe yeQkeÀes mes efue³ee pee³es ³ee meentkeÀejer J³eJemLee mes oesveeW
kesÀ ®ejer$e ceW keÀesF& Deblej vener nw~ Jen SkeÀ uetì keÀer J³eJemLee
nw~ pees efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ Þece uetì keÀj ues peeleer nw~ ceguele: yeQkeÀ
J³eJemLee $eÝCekeÀes keÀes uetìkeÀj OevekeÀes keÀes ueeYe hentb®eeves kesÀ
lelJe hej keÀece keÀjleer nw~ Jen cesnvele keÀer keÀceeF& keÀes uetìkeÀj
DeceerjeW lekeÀ hentb®eeleer nw~ GmeerkesÀ efue³es yeveer SkeÀ mLee³eer
J³eJemLee nw~ me®e lees ³en nw keÀer, efkeÀmeeve Deheves Þece Deewj
he´ke=Àleer keÀer ceole mes Kesleer ceW SkeÀ oeves mes keÀF& iegvee hewoe keÀjlee
nw~ he´ke=Àleer efkeÀmeeve keÀes keÀF& iegvee DeefOekeÀ Jeeheme ueewìeleer nw~
ueskeÀerve ®eewlejHeÀe uetì kesÀ yeeo efkeÀmeeve kesÀ heeme kegÀí ye®elee
vener nw~ Kesleer mes he´ehle Deeceoveer yewkeÀeW kesÀ y³eepe kesÀ Devegheele
ceW vener ye{leer~ efkeÀmeeve keÀer meeueevee Dee³e mes DeefOekeÀ yewkeÀeW keÀes
meeueevee y³eepe nw, pees efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer cesnvele keÀer ye®eer keÀceeF&
keÀes uetìkeÀj ues peeleer nw~ keÀpe& kesÀ y³eepe mes nesvesJeeueer uetì ves

efkeÀmeeveeW keÀe Deee|LekeÀ mebkeÀì lees ye{e ner efo³ee meeLe ceW keÀpe&
Jemegueves kesÀ efue³es yevee³es ie³es peguceer keÀevetve ves efkeÀmeeve kesÀ
he´efleÿe keÀes neveer hentb®eeves keÀe keÀece efkeÀ³ee nw~ hegjer ogefve³ee ceW
yewkeÀ J³eJemLee keÀe peeue efyeíe nw, Jen meejer ogefve³ee keÀer cesnvele
keÀes uetìkeÀj mebheleer keÀes kesÀvêerle keÀj osleer nw~ ogefve³ee ceW cegÇerYej
ueesieeW kesÀ Mewleeefve³ele keÀer meblegäer kesÀ efue³es hegjer ogefve³ee keÀes
uetìves keÀe yeQkeÀ Yeer SkeÀ pejer³ee yeve ie³ee nw~ osMe keÀer mejkeÀej
efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes keÀpe& kesÀ cekeÀæ[peeue mes cegÊeÀ keÀjves yepee³e Gmes
keÀpe& ceW ?meevee ®eenleer nw~ efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ efue³es Je<e& 201617 kesÀ efue³es 9 ueeKe keÀjes[ ©he³eeW keÀer J³eJemLee keÀer ie³eer nw~
Kesleer DeeOeeefjle hegjkeÀ jespeieej keÀe DeYeeJe, Kesleer peceerve
keÀer Deuhe cee$ee, peceerve keÀe mlej, ¬eÀe@he he@ìve&, vewmee|iekeÀ
DeeheefÊe³eeW kesÀ keÀejCe HeÀmeue keÀer Deefveeq½elelee Deeoer heefjeqmLeleer
ceW he´ehle nesvesJeeues ke=Àef<e Glheeove ceW ueeiele Ke®e& lees ogj efkeÀmeeve
keÀes GmekesÀ Þece keÀe cegu³e Yeer he´ehle vener neslee~ SceSmeheer kesÀ
DeeOeejhej efkeÀmeeve keÀes meeue ceW Kesleer keÀece kesÀ efue³es efceuevesJeeueer
cepeogjer keÀes 365 efoveeW kesÀ efue³es efJeYeeefpele keÀjves hej he´efleefove
kesÀJeue 60 ©he³es cepeotjer he[leer nw~ mejkeÀejer keÀce&®eejerDeeW
keÀer cepeotjer efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer cepeotjer mes 13 iegvee mes 138 iegvee
DeefOekeÀ nw~ efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes ueeYe lees íes[ efopeer³es, hejerÞece cetu³e
Yeer vener efo³ee peelee~ Gmes efvejblej Ieeìs keÀer Kesleer keÀjveer he[
jner nw~ ³en heefjeqmLeleer oMekeÀeW mes keÀe³ece yeveer ng³eer nw~ osMe
ceW he´efle efkeÀmeeve heefjJeej Deewmele 47000 ©he³es keÀe $eÝCeer
nw~ hejerCeecele: ogefve³ee keÀer YetkeÀ efceìeves keÀe keÀece keÀjvesJeeuee
efkeÀmeeve Deewj GmekeÀe heefjJeej YetkeÀe nw~ keÀpex kesÀ peeue ceW hegjer
lejn HebÀme ®egkeÀe nw~ pees ke=Àef<e keÀue lekeÀ peerJeve keÀe cegueeOeej
Leer, Jener GmekesÀ ieues keÀer HeÀebme yeve ®egkeÀer nw~ Gmes heefjJeej kesÀ
meeLe mevceevehetJe&keÀ peerJeve ³eeheve keÀjvee mebYeJe veneR nes hee jne
nw~ osnele Deewj ieeJe keÀer eqmLeleer kebÀieeueer Deewj yeoneueer DeJemLee
he´ehle keÀj ®egkeÀer nw~ osMe ceW ieefjyeer jsKee kesÀ efve®es efpevesJeeues
ueesieeW ceW 95 he´efleMele mebK³ee efkeÀmeeve Deewj cepeotjeW keÀer nw,
pees Kesleer hej efveYe&j nw ³ee Kesleer mes efJemLeeefhele efkeÀ³es ie³es nw~
meYeer lejHeÀ mes Ghesef#ele efkeÀmeeve Fme mebkeÀì kesÀ ®eueles SkeÀ lees
Kesleer mes heuee³eve keÀj jne nw ³ee Deelcenl³ee keÀjves kesÀ efue³es
cepeyetj nes jne nw~
Yeejle ceW nes jner Deelcenl³eeDeeW keÀe iejeryeer, DeefMe#ee
Deewj Demegj#eerle jespeieej mes ienje efjMlee nw~ 90 he´efleMele
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mes DeefOekeÀ Deelcenl³eeSW iejeryeer mes Ghepes keÀejCeeW mes nes jner
nw~ ie´eceerCe Yeejle ceW efkeÀmeeve heefjJeej ceW njmeeue 60 npeej
mes DeefOekeÀ Deelcenl³eeSW nes jner nw~ iele efyeme meeue ceW efkeÀmeeve
heefjJeej ceW 12 ueeKe mes DeefOekeÀ Deelcenl³eeSW ng³eer nw~ efpemeceW
3 ueeKe Yetceer ceeefuekeÀ efkeÀmeeveeW keÀe meceeJesMe nw~ ie´eceerCe
Yeejle kesÀ efkeÀmeeve heefjJeej ceW he´leerefove 174 Deewj SkeÀ IeìW
ceW 7 Deelcenl³eeSW nes jner nw~ efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer ³en Deelcenl³eeSW
efkeÀmeer SkeÀ he´osMe lekeÀ efmeefcele vener yeukeÀer Deye hegjs osMeces nes
jner nw~ pees peer jns nw, Jen Yeer Del³eble kebÀieeueer keÀer efpevoieer peer
jns nw~ meYeer lejHeÀ mes Ghesef#ele efkeÀmeeve Fme mebkeÀì kesÀ ®eueles
SkeÀ lees Kesleer mes heuee³eve keÀj jne nw ³ee Deelcenl³ee keÀjves kesÀ
efue³es cepeyetj nes jne nw~ ueskeÀerve mejkeÀej efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer kebÀieeueer
keÀer eqmLeleer Deewj Deelcenl³eeDeeW keÀes iebYeerjlee mes mees®eves kesÀ
efue³es lew³eej vener nw~
osMe keÀer mejkeÀej efkeÀmeeve keÀer Fme yeyee&oer mes meblegä vener nw~
efJeée J³eeheej mebIeìvee kesÀ oyeeJe ceW keÀe@heexjsì Kesleer Je keÀe@vì^@keÌì
HeÀee\ceie (þskesÀ keÀer Kesleer) kesÀ ceeO³ece mes Jen osMe kesÀ efkeÀmeeveeW
keÀer GhepeeT peceerve osMeer-efJeosMeer yengjeä^er³e keÀcheefve³eeW keÀes
meeQheves keÀe keÀece keÀj jner nw, leekeÀer ogefve³ee kesÀ DeefcejeW kesÀ
efue³es ogefve³ee keÀer hegjs Kesleer keÀe Fmlesceeue efkeÀ³ee pee mekesÀ~
meeLener DeewÐeesieerkeÀerkeÀjCe kesÀ efue³es DeewÐeesefiekeÀ Jemeenle, mes]pe,
Fb[mì^er³eue keÀe@jer[esj, mceeì& meerìer, efjDeue Fmìsì Deeoer kesÀ
efue³es keÀjes[eW nskeÌìj Kesleer keÀer peceerve iewj Kesleer keÀe³e& kesÀ efue³es
efkeÀmeeveeW mes efíveer pee jner nw~ pevelee kesÀ efJejesOe kesÀ yeeJepeto
Yetceer DeefOeie´nCe keÀevetve ueeiet keÀjves keÀe he´³eeme ueieeleej peejer
nw~ Fme uetì mes Kesleer keÀe keÀjes[eW nskeÌìj #es$e Deewj keÀce nesiee~
hejerCeecele: ueeKeeW efkeÀmeeve Yegceerefnve neWies, Kesleer kesÀ Deewj íesìs
ìtkeÀ[s neWies~ osMe kesÀ meeceves KeeÐeeVe mJeeJeuebyeve Deewj megj#ee
keÀe mebkeÀì Deewj lespeer mes ye{siee~ KeeÐeeVe megj#ee keÀer ¢äer mes
osMe hegjer lejn hejeJeuebyeer yeve pee³esiee~ Kesleer ner vener osMe
kesÀ efkeÀceleer vewmee|iekeÀ mebmeeOeveeW heeveer, pebieue Deewj Keefvepe
efpemehej efkeÀmeeveeWkeÀe ner DeefOekeÀej nw, nj meeue ueeKees keÀjes[
©he³eeWkeÀer mecheÊeer yentjeä^er³e keÀcheefve³eeW kesÀ nJeeues keÀjves keÀe
keÀece Oe[uues mes efkeÀ³ee pee jne nw~
mejkeÀejW efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ DeefOekeÀejeW kesÀ meyebOe ceW efkeÀmeer Yeer
he´keÀej efJe®eej keÀjves keÀes lew³eej vener nw~ Jen osMe kesÀ efkeÀmeeveeW
kesÀ efue³es 2, 3 ©he³es keÀe Deveepe, cevejsiee ceW keÀece oskeÀj

efkeÀmeeveeW keÀe Dee¬eÀesMe jeskeÀvee ®eenleer nw~ efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes Je<e&
2007 ceW SkeÀ yeej keÀpe& ceeHeÀer kesÀ efue³es 70 npeej keÀjes[
©he³es DeeJebìerle efkeÀ³es Les~ GmekeÀe ueeYe efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes keÀce yeQkeÀes
keÀes ner p³eeoe ngDee nw~ ueskeÀerve Yeejle mejkeÀejves 200506 mes 2014-15 kesÀ oewjeve ome meeue ceW keÀcheefve³eeW keÀes
keÀcheveer keÀj, Deeceoveer keÀj, Glheeove MegukeÀ Deewj Dee³eele
MegukeÀ ceW ketÀue 45 ueeKe 17 npeej 4 meew 66 keÀjes[ ©he³eW
³eeves keÀer njmeeue Deewmele 4.5 ueeKe ©he³es keÀer ítì oer nw~
osMe ceW yeQkeÀes ves keÀeheexjsì keÀcheefve³eeW keÀes 1.14 keÀjesæ[ ©he³eeW
keÀe ?mee ngDee keÀpe& ceeHeÀ efkeÀ³ee nw~ keWÀê mejkeÀej kesÀJeue 1
keÀjesæ[ keÀce&®eejer³eeW kesÀ Jesleve Deewj YeÊeeW hej njmeeue 5.5
ueeKe keÀjesæ[ ³eeves ketÀue ye]peì kesÀ ueieYeie 28 he´efleMele mes
DeefOekeÀ jeMeer Ke®e& keÀjleer nw~ ueskeÀerve ke=Àef<e he´Oeeve keÀns peeves
Jeeues Yeejle kesÀ efkeÀmeeve Deewj ke=Àef<e keÀe yepeì ketÀue yepeì kesÀ 2
he´efleMele mes keÀce nw~ meece´ep³eJeeoer osMeeW Joeje DeeF&SceSHeÀ,
Jeu[& yeQkeÀ pewmes Deeblejjeä^er³e efJeefÊe³e mebmLeeveeW kesÀ ceeO³ece mes
mejkeÀejeW hej efvejblej oyeeJe [euee peelee jne nw keÀer KeeÐeeVe keÀer
meyeefme[er keÀce keÀer peeS~ meceLe&ve cetu³e, mejkeÀejer Kejero Deewj
meeJe&peefvekeÀ efJelejCe he´Ceeueer keÀes meceehle efkeÀ³ee peeS~
Kesleer DeeOeeefjle hegjkeÀ jespeieej keÀe DeYeeJe, Kesleer peceerve
keÀer Deuhe cee$ee, efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ Þece keÀe Mees<eCe, ke=Àef<e ueeiele keÀer
meYeer JemlegDeeW Keeo-efyepe-efkeÀìveeMekeÀ Deeoer hej yengjeä^er³e
keÀcheefve³eeW keÀes Dece³ee&o uetì keÀer Kegueer ítì, ueeiele Ke®e& ceW
Je=Ooer, oece efveOee&jCe keÀe Dev³ee³ehetCe& lejerkeÀe, ke=Àef<e GlheeoeW
keÀe DeueeYekeÀejer cetu³e, Kegues yeepeej ceW oueeueeW, Deeæ[efle³eeW
Je J³eeheeefj³eeW Joeje uetì, efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ meyeefme[er ceW keÀìewleer,
veieo Deewj J³eeheeefjkeÀ HeÀmeueeW keÀes yeæ{eJee Je yeepeej kesÀ efue³es
Glheeove, HeÀmeueeW kesÀ oece efve³ebef$ele jKeves kesÀ efue³es Dee³eele
efve³ee&le efveleer keÀe og©he³eesie, efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer mebmLeeiele Deewj
iewj mebmLeeiele $eÝCeie´mlelee, ke=Àef<e he´Je=Êeer kesÀ efJe©× keÀpe& hej
y³eepe keÀer ojW, yeQkeÀes Je meentkeÀejeW Joeje keÀpex hej Dev³ee³ehetCe&
y³eepe keÀer Jemegueer, njerle¬eÀebefle mes Ghepes Deblee|JejesOe, osMe keÀe
Dev³ee³ekeÀejer Je he#eheeleer ke=Àef<e yepeì, ke=Àef<e #es$e ceW efvejblej
Ieìlee meeJe&peefvekeÀ efveJesMe, efJeée J³eeheej mebIeìvee kesÀ oyeeJe ceW
yevee³eer pee jner efkeÀmeeve efJejesOeer veerefle³eeB, Yetceer megOeej Je Yetceer
efJelejCe veerefle³eeW keÀe DeYeeJe leLee yengjeä^er³e keÀcheefve³eeW Deewj
keÀeheexjsì IejeveeW Joeje mejkeÀej mecee|hele Yetceer næ[he DeefYe³eeve
kesÀ keÀejCe efvejblej keÀce nesleer ke=Àef<e Yetceer Deeoer DeveskeÀ keÀejCeeWmes
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efkeÀmeeve Deewj ke=Àef<e keÀes cejCeemeVe Deewj ueieYeie ueeF&ueepe
eqmLeleer ceW uee Keæ[e efkeÀ³ee nw~

nceW Deheveer jen {gbæ{veer nw~ nceW Fme ®egveewleer keÀe meecevee keÀjvee
nesiee~

osMe keÀer mejkeÀej efkeÀmeeve Deewj Kesleer-efkeÀmeeveer kesÀ Fme
iebYeerj mebkeÀì kesÀ efvejekeÀjCe kesÀ efue³es pees Ghee³e keÀj jner nw, Jen
efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ efue³es Deewj DeefOekeÀ KelejveekeÀ meeefyele nesves Jeeues
nw~ efJeée J³eeheej mebIeìvee kesÀ oyeeJe ceW mejkeÀej ogmejer njerle
¬eÀebleer kesÀ Joeje ke=Àef<e ceW leb$e%eeve Deewj hetbpeer keÀes ye{eJee osves kesÀ
efue³es he´³eeme keÀj jner nw~ keÀe@vì^@keÌì HeÀee\ceie, keÀe@heexjsì HeÀee\ceie,
ke=Àef<e ³eb$eerkeÀjCe, leb$e%eeve, pewJe lekeÀefvekeÀ Deewj peerSce HeÀmeueeW
keÀes ye{eJee oskeÀj ke=Àef<e mebkeÀì keÀe nue efvekeÀeuevee ®eenleer nw~
peerSce leb$e%eeve kesÀ ceeO³ece mes pewJeefJeefJeOelee, heejbheeefjkeÀ efyepeeW
keÀes meceehle keÀjkesÀ efyepeeW hej keÀcheefve³eeW keÀe SkeÀeefOekeÀej
mLeeheerle keÀjkesÀ efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes efyepe kesÀ efue³es keÀcheefve³eeW kesÀ Yejesmes
meewhee pee jne nw~ heefjCeece mheä nw, efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer Deewj uetì keÀer
pee³esieer, ueeiele Ke®e& ceW Deewj ye{eslejer nesieer, pewJe efJeefJeOelee
he´YeeefJele nesieer Deewj pevelee kesÀ Yeespeve ceW penj hejesmeves keÀe
keÀece nesiee~ SkeÀlejHeÀ ye[s hewceeves hej efve³ee&leesvcegKeer keÀeheexjsìer
Kesleer Deewj ogmejer lejHeÀ efJeéeyeepeej mes KejerokeÀj KeeÐeeVe keÀer
Deehetleea keÀe efJe®eej mejkeÀej keÀj jner nw~ efpememes efkeÀmeeveeW keÀe
mebkeÀì lespeer mes ye{siee, Gvns Kesleer mes nìeves keÀe keÀece Deewj lespe
nesiee~ osMe keÀer KeeÐeeVe keÀer DeelceefveYe&jlee meceehle nesieer~ ³en
eqmLeleer osMe keÀer Meebleer Deewj megjef#elelee kesÀ efue³es Keleje hewoe
keÀjWieer~

efkeÀmeeve Deewj Kesleer-efkeÀmeeveer efkeÀ eqmLeefle he´Lece njerle ¬eÀebefle
kesÀ yeeo mes ner ueieeleej efyeieæ[leer ie³eer~ 80, 90 kesÀ oMekeÀ
ceW efkeÀmeeve Deevoesueve ng³es, osMeceW efkeÀmeeve mebieþveeDeeW ves
SkeÀef$ele DeekeÀj Yeer mebIe<e& efkeÀ³ee, uesefkeÀve efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer eqmLeleer
ceW heefjJele&ve vener nes hee³ee~ veF& Deee|LekeÀ veerefle ueeiet nesves kesÀ yeeo
efkeÀmeeve Deewj Kesleer-efkeÀmeeveer efkeÀ eqmLeleer Deewj DeefOekeÀ iebYeerj
yeveleer ie³eer~ Meg© ceW efJeoYe& ceW Deewj Deye hegjs osMe ceW efkeÀmeeveeW
efkeÀ Deelcenl³ee keÀe oewj ®eue jne nw~ Deye Jen Fme ceesæ[hej Keæ[s
nw keÀer, Fme mece³e Deiej osMe kesÀ efkeÀmeeve, efkeÀmeeve mebieþve,
efkeÀmeeve kesÀ efue³es eE®eeflele ueesie SkeÀef$ele DeekeÀj keÀoce vener
Gþe hee³es lees ve efkeÀmeeve ye®esiee, ve Kesleer-efkeÀmeeveer~ Fmeefue³es
³en DeeJeM³ekeÀ nw efkeÀ osMe kesÀ efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ efue³es eE®eeflele meYeer
ueesie, efkeÀmeeve mebieþve SkeÀef$ele DeekeÀj Fme eqmLeleer kesÀ yeejs
ceW mees®es Deewj Fme heefjeqmLeleer keÀes yeoueves kesÀ efue³es SkeÀmeeLe
efceuekeÀj efvejblej he´³eeme keÀjW~

nceejs meeceves keÀF& yeæ[er ®etveewefle³ee@ nw~ SkeÀ lejHeÀ ke=Àef<e efkeÀ
Fme DeJemLee kesÀ efue³es efpeccesoej keÀeheexjsìdme, Deeblejjeä^er³e
efJeefÊe³e mebmLeeSb, [yuetìerDees, efJeée yeQkeÀ keÀe cepeyetle ieþpeesæ[
Deewj GvekesÀ efnle ceW keÀece keÀjves kesÀ efue³es osMe keÀer mejkeÀej Deewj
efJeosMeer Oeve hej heesef<ele Sve.peer.Dees. Deewj GvekeÀer veerefle³eeW keÀe
meceLe&ve keÀjves Jeeueer Yeejle keÀer he´cegKe mLeeefhele jepeveweflekeÀ
heeìea³eeb~ ³en meye SkeÀ ogmejeWkeÀe efnle heesef<ele keÀjves kesÀ efue³es
SkeÀmeeLe keÀece keÀj jns nw Deewj ogmejer lejHeÀ efkeÀmeeve Deewj
efkeÀmeeve mebieþveeW kesÀ efye®e keÀe efyeKejeJe, pees efkeÀmeeveeW keÀe efnle
lees ®eenles nw uesefkeÀve Jen SkeÀ meeLe Deeves kesÀ efue³es lew³eejer vener
nw~ keÀF& meejs efkeÀmeeve mebieþve peæ[ keÀes vener mecePe hee jns nw~
efpevneWves efyeceejer hewoe keÀer Gvnermes Fueepe keÀjvee ®eenles nw~ ³ener
keÀejCe nw keÀer Yeejle ceW efkeÀmeeveeW keÀer ce]peyetle leekeÀo vener yeve
hee³eer~ efpemekeÀe heefjCeece nceejs meeceves nw~ Fme heefjeqmLeleer ceW

Yeejle keÀe efkeÀmeeve Dee¬eÀesMe keÀj jne nw, DeveskeÀ efkeÀmeeve
mebIeìveeSW Deheves Deheves #es$e ceW Deheves mlej hej efkeÀmeeve
Deewj Kesleer efkeÀmeeveer kesÀ mebkeÀì mes Gyeejves kesÀ efue³es he´³eeme
keÀj jns nw~ ueskeÀerve ³en he´³eeme efJeéeJ³eeheer mebkeÀì kesÀ ®eueles
he³ee&hle vener nw~ meYeer ³en cenmetme keÀj jns keÀer osMe kesÀ meYeer
efkeÀmeeve mebIeìveeDeeW keÀes SkeÀmeeLe efceuekeÀj keÀece keÀjves keÀer
DeeJeM³ekeÀlee nw~ jeä^er³e efkeÀmeeve mecevJe³e meefceefle Fmeer he´³eeme
ceW nw~ GmekeÀe GÎsMe nw osMe kesÀ efkeÀmeeve mebIeìveeDeeW keÀes SkeÀ
meg$e ceW yeeBOevee~ efkeÀmeeve mebIeìveeDeeW keÀes SkeÀ GÎsMe kesÀ efue³es
SkeÀ meeLe ueevee~ efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ DeefOekeÀejeW kesÀ efue³es mebIe<e& keÀjkesÀ
GvekesÀ ceve ceW DeeMee Deewj efJeéeeme peieevee~ mejkeÀej mes mebJeeo
mLeeheerle keÀj meceeOeeve kesÀ efue³es keÀece keÀjvee~ efkeÀmeeve efJejesOeer
efveleer³eeW kesÀ efJejesOe kesÀ efue³es mebIe<e& keÀjvee~
mejkeÀej keÀes ³en DeefOekeÀej vener nw keÀer Jen efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ Þece
keÀer uetì keÀjW~ osMe ceW meYeer veeieefjkeÀeW keÀes meceeve DeefOekeÀej
he´ehle nw~ he´l³eskeÀ J³eÊeÀer keÀes Þece kesÀ yeoues DeeefpeefJekeÀe cetu³e
he´ehle keÀjves keÀe hetCe& DeefOekeÀej nw Deewj mejkeÀej keÀe ³en oeef³elJe
nw efkeÀ Jen GvekesÀ DeefOekeÀej keÀe mebj#eCe keÀjW~ efkeÀmeer Yeer J³eÊeÀer
kesÀ DeeefpeefJekeÀe he´ehle keÀjves kesÀ efue³es efkeÀ³es pee jns keÀe³e& ceW
mebIeìerle Deewj DemebIeìerle Yeso nces ceev³e vener nw~
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efkeÀmeeve Deewj ieebJe keÀer DeepekeÀer eqmLeleer SkeÀ ve³es he´keÀej keÀer
iegueeceer keÀer J³eJemLee nw pene@ ³en megefveeq½ele efkeÀ³ee peelee nw keÀer,
efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes kesÀJeue Glevee ner efceues efpememes Jen Kesleer kesÀ keÀece
keÀjves uee³ekeÀ MeeefjjerkeÀ #ecelee hee mekeWÀ Deewj Deheveer keÀue keÀer
eE®elee ceW, yeerJeer ye®®ees kesÀ YeefJe<³e keÀer yeesPe ceW keÀece keÀjves kesÀ
efue³es cepeyetj nes mekesÀ~ efkeÀmeeve keÀer nwmeer³ele Deepe SkeÀ Ssmes
iegueece keÀer nw, pees keÀnves kesÀ efue³es lees Dee]peeo nw, ueskeÀerve Deheveer
cepeea mes kegÀí vener keÀj mekeÀlee, Gmes ueesns mes keÀþerCe De¢<³e ]

peb]peerjeW mes yeeBOe efo³ee ie³ee nw~ mejkeÀej keÀes efYekeÀ ceeBiekeÀj
efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ iegueeceer kesÀ pees]Ke[ ìtìves Jeeues vener nw~ GmekesÀ
efue³es efkeÀmeeveeW keÀes hegjer iegueeceer keÀer J³eJemLee vekeÀejveer nesieer~
DeeDeeW nce neLe ceW neLe efceueekeÀj Deeies ye{Wies~ efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ
efue³es yeveeF& ie³eer iegueeceer keÀer J³eJemLee keÀes meceehle keÀjves kesÀ
efue³es mebIe<e& keÀjWies Deewj leye lekeÀ ueæ{les jnWies peyelekeÀ efkeÀmeeveeW
keÀes Dehevee v³ee³³e DeefOekeÀej he´ehle vener neslee~
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meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpegìlee kesÀ
cee³eves
[e@.megveerueced

meceepeJeeoer Deeboesueve kesÀ 82 Je<e& leLee Deiemle ¬eÀebefle
kesÀ 75 Je<e& hetjs nesves kesÀ DeJemej hej heìvee Deewj ueKeveT
ceW nce meceepeJeeoer mebmLee³eW Üeje meccesueve Dee³eesefpele efkeÀ³es
ie³es, efpemeceW 17 jep³eeW 500 mes 1000 kesÀ yeer®e meceepeJeeoer
he´efleefveefOe³eeW ves iebYeerj ®e®ee& kesÀ yeeo he´mleeJe heeefjle efkeÀ³es,
efpemeceW meceepeJeeoer Deeboesueve kesÀ mJeCe&efvece Fefleneme, veerefle
Deewj keÀe³e&¬eÀceeW keÀe GuuesKe efkeÀ³ee ie³ee~ Fme meccesueve ceW
heeefjle ng³es he´mleeJeeW leLee nce meceepeJeeoer mebmLeeDees kesÀ efveCe&³e
kesÀ cegleeefyekeÀ Deye 21-22 DekeÌìtyej keÀes keÀebie´sme meesMeefuemì
heeìea kesÀ henues meccesueve keÀer 82 JeeR Je<e&iee@þ kesÀ DeJemej hej
cegcyeF& ceW jeä^er³e meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpegìlee meccesueve Dee³eesefpele
efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw~
meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpegìlee meccesueve peye heìvee ceW ngDee leye
pevelee oue (³et.) kesÀ jeä^er³e DeO³e#e Deewj efyenej kesÀ cegK³eceb$eer
Þeer veerleerMe kegÀceej ves keÀne efkeÀ Jes meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpegìlee ®eenles
nw~ uesefkeÀve GvekesÀ ceeuee henveekeÀj efkeÀmeer keÀes veslee ceeve uesves
kesÀ yeeo Yeer SkeÀpegìlee veneR nes heeleer, Gvnesves mJeleb$elee mebie´ece
mesveeveer [e@. peer. peer. heeefjKe, peve DeevoesueveeW kesÀ jeä^er³e
mecevJe³ekeÀ keÀer ves$eer cesOee heeìkeÀj, efnvo cepeotj meYee kesÀ
ceneceb$eer njYepeve eEmen efme×è leLee jeä^ mesJee oue kesÀ ceneceb$eer
Þeer meoeefMeJe cekeÀotce mes Deheerue efkeÀ Jes meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpegìlee
kesÀ efue³es he´³eeme keÀjW leLee Jes Gme he´³eeme keÀe efyevee Mele& meceLe&ve
keÀjsieW~ Gvnesves meceepeJeeefo³eeW mes mebIe cegÊeÀ Yeejle leLee veMee
cegÊeÀ meceepe yeveeves kesÀ GvekesÀ Üeje efkeÀ³es pee jns he´³eemeeW ceW
men³eesie osves keÀer Deheerue keÀer~ oesveeW ner cegÎeW hej keÀece ®eue
jne nw~ osMe kesÀ he´Kej Oece&efvejhes#e, he´ieefleMeerue, yegef×peerefJe³eeW
kesÀ meeLe efceuekeÀj Fme efoMee ceW keÀe³e& efkeÀ³ee pee jne nw~ Fmeer
lejn veMee cegÊeÀ meceepe yeveeves kesÀ efueS efyenej mejkeÀej Üeje
ueeiet efkeÀ³es ie³es keÀæ[s keÀevetve keÀes efJeefYeVe jep³eeW ceW ueeiet keÀjeves
keÀer ceebie keÀes ueskeÀj cetueleeheer, efívoJeeæ[e, keÀìveer ceW 7-7
efove keÀer ³ee$eeDeeW kesÀ yeeo ceO³ehe´osMe kesÀ 25 efpeueeW keÀer veMee
cegÊeÀ ceO³ehe´osMe ³ee$ee kesÀ meeLe-meeLe 7 jep³eeW keÀer jeä^er³e ³ee$ee
keÀer pee ®egkeÀer nw, efpemekeÀe meceeheve [e@. ueesefn³ee kesÀ efveJee&Ce
efoJeme kesÀ DeJemej hej Yeesheeue ceW 12 DekeÌìtyej keÀes neue ner
ceW ngDee nw~ efpemeceW ve kesÀJeue meceepeJeeefo³eeW ves men³eesie efkeÀ³ee
yeequkeÀ veMee cegefÊeÀ kesÀ #es$e ceW keÀe³e& keÀj jner mebmLeeDeeW efJeefYeVe
heee|ì³eeW SJeb mebieþveeW ves meeLe efo³ee nw~ veMeecegÊeÀ ceO³ehe´osMe
³ee$ee keÀes yeæ[Jeeveer ceW 16 efmelecyej keÀes njer PeC[er efoKeeves
veerleerMe kegÀceej DeeS Les~ ³en henuee DeJemej Lee peye efkeÀmeer
meceepeJeeoer efJe®eej keÀer heeìea kesÀ DeO³e#e Deewj cegK³eceb$eer ves
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efkeÀmeer pevemebieþve kesÀ Deevoesueve kesÀ #es$e ceW peekeÀj meceLe&ve
efkeÀ³ee~ veerleerMe peer ves cesOee heeìkeÀj peer kesÀ vesle=lJe ceW 31 Je<eeX
mes ®eue jns vece&oe ye®eeDeeW Deevoesueve kesÀ mebIe<e& keÀe ve kesÀJeue
meceLe&ve efkeÀ³ee yeequkeÀ he³ee&JejCe DeeOeeefjle efìkeÀeT efJekeÀeme
leLee Kesleer keÀer meJeex®®elee keÀer JekeÀeuele keÀer Fmes meceepeJeeoer
SkeÀpegìlee keÀer efoMee ceW yeæ[s keÀoce kesÀ leewj hej osKee peevee
®eeefnS~
veerleerMe kegÀceej ves cegK³eceb$eer jnles ngS efJeMes<e Deee|LekeÀ #es$e
keÀevetve (S.meer.pes[) Yetefce DeefOeie´nCe keÀevetve (vejsvê ceesoer Üeje
ueeS ieS DeO³eeosMe) peer.Sce. ì^e³eue keÀe efJejesOe efkeÀ³ee nw~
neue ner ceW GvneWves mejmeeW kesÀ peer.Sce. ì^e³eue keÀe efJejesOe keÀjkesÀ
³en meeefyele efkeÀ³ee nw efkeÀ Jes kesÀvê mejkeÀej Üeje efkeÀmeeveeW kesÀ
efKeueeHeÀ yeveves Jeeueer efkeÀmeer Yeer veerefle keÀes mJeerkeÀej veneR keÀjles,
yesnlej neslee efkeÀ Fmeer mees®e kesÀ meeLe GÊejhe´osMe keÀer mejkeÀej
Yeer keÀe³e& keÀjleer, nebueeefkeÀ GÊejhe´osMe mejkeÀej ves mJeemL³e
SJeb peve keÀu³eeCe keÀer leceece ³eespeveeDeeW keÀes Deeies yeæ{e³ee nw~
peye ceguee³ece eEmen ³eeoJe cegK³eceb$eer Les leye ke=Àef<e ceb$eer DeMeeskeÀ
Jeepehes³eer Üeje peer.Sce. ì^e³eue keÀe efJejesOe efkeÀ³ee ie³ee Lee~
Yetefce DeefOeie´nCe keÀes ueskeÀj GÊejhe´osMe mejkeÀej ves Deheveer
Deueie jCeveerefle yeveeF& LeeR, oeojer ceW neF&keÀesì& kesÀ efveoxMe hej
peye efjueebFme hee@Jej he´espeskeÌì Üeje efkeÀmeeve mes DeefOeie´efnle keÀer
ieF& peceerve Jeeheme uesves keÀe efveoxMe efo³ee ie³ee leye mejkeÀej ves
he´espeskeÌì hej Deeies keÀe³e& keÀjves kesÀ efpeo veneR keÀer leLee efkeÀmeeveeW
keÀer peceerve GvnW Jeeheme efoueeveW ceW meef¬eÀ³e YetefcekeÀe efveYeeF&, keÀF&
yeej ieVee efkeÀmeeveeW keÀe keÀjesæ[eW ªhe³es keÀe Yegieleeve Yeer keÀje³ee
uesefkeÀve meceepeJeeefo³eeW keÀer ke=Àef<e veerefle GÊejhe´osMe mejkeÀej Üeje
yeveeF& Deewj ueeiet keÀer ieF& nes, ³en veneR keÀne pee mekeÀlee~
meceepeJeeo Deewj heefjJeejJeeo SkeÀ meeLe veneR ®eue mekeÀlee,
meceepeJeeoer heee|ì³eeW Deewj mebieþveeW ceW keÀF& yeej HetÀì nesleer jner
nw, efpemekeÀe keÀejCe meoe veerefleiele yelee³ee peelee nw~ uesefkeÀve
meYeer meceepeJeeoer ³en mJeerkeÀej keÀjWies keÀer HetÀì keÀe cegK³e keÀejCe
Dence, DeeflecenlJeekeÀeb#ee, vesleeDeeW keÀer Deehemeer he´efleÜbefolee,
F&<³ee Deewj peueve jne nw~ nebueeefkeÀ ìtì veerefleiele celeYesoeW
mes Megª ngF& uesefkeÀve mebieþve kesÀ Yeerlej vesleeDeeW kesÀ Deehemeer
efjMleeW ceW leveeJe leLee iegìyeepeer FmekeÀe he´cegKe keÀejCe jne~
meceepeJeeoer heeìea-ceguee³eceeEmen ³eeoJepeer ves ³eefo DeefKeuesMe
kegÀceej keÀe ®esnje meeceves jKekeÀj efJeOeevemeYee ®egveeJe peerlee
Lee, leye GvnW keÀece keÀjves keÀer ítì Yeer oer peeveer ®eeefnS Leer
leLee meceepeJeeoer veerefle³eeW keÀes ueeiet keÀjves kesÀ efueS meleled he´³eeme
nesves Les~ Þeer efMeJeheeue ³eeoJe keÀer meceepeJeeoea heeìea kesÀ mebieþve

hej hekeÀæ[ nw leLee ceguee³ece eEmen ³eeoJe kesÀ veece Deewj keÀece
hej meceepeJeeoer heeìea keÀes Jeesì efceuelee nw ³en meJe&efJeefole leL³e
nw~ Fme heefjeqmLeefle ceW heeìea ceW v³ee³ehetCe& keÀe³e& efJeYeepeve efkeÀ³ee
peevee Lee uesefkeÀve ³en veneR nes hee³ee efpemekesÀ ®eueles heeìea leLee
mejkeÀej keÀes peienBmeeF& keÀe meecevee keÀjvee heæ[ jne nw, FmekesÀ
heefjCeece heeìea Deewj mejkeÀej keÀes Yegieleves kesÀ efueS lew³eej jnvee
®eeefnS~ Dence cegÎe ³en nw efkeÀ Deieues Je<e& GÊehe´osMe ceW nesves
Jeeuee ®egveeJe ve kesÀJeue GÊejhe´osMe keÀer mejkeÀej Ssj meceepeJeeoer
heeìea keÀe YeefJe<³e le³e keÀjsiee yeequkeÀ Yeejleer³e jepeveerefle efkeÀme
efoMee ceW peeSieer ³en Yeer le³e nesiee~ GÊejhe´osMe ceW meceepeJeeoer
heeìea keÀer nej keÀe celeueye nw Oece&efvejhes#e leekeÀleeW keÀe keÀcepeesj
nesvee leLee meeche´oeef³ekeÀ leekeÀleeW keÀe cepeyetle nesvee~ GÊejhe´osMe
ceW ³eefo Yee.pe.hee. mejkeÀej yevee uesleer nw lees Deeieeceer ueeskeÀmeYee
®egveeJe ceW Yeepehee keÀes oesyeeje mes mejkeÀej yeveeves mes jeskeÀvee
yengle keÀefþve nes peeSiee FmeefueS meceepeJeeefo³eeW keÀes yengle mees®e
mecePekeÀj GÊejhe´osMe ceW ®egveeJe jCeveerefle yeveeveer ®eeefnS~
efyenej ceW peveleeoue (³et) Deewj jeä^er³e pevelee oue kesÀ
yeer®e meye kegÀí þerkeÀ veneR nw ³en meJe&efJeefole nw mejkeÀej ®eueeves
kesÀ efueS keÀesF& Yeer ve³ee meceerkeÀjCe yeveevee meceepeJeeefo³eeW kesÀ
efueS DeelceIeeleer nesiee~ meceepeJeeefo³eeW kesÀ mece#e meyemes yeæ[e
he´Mve ³en nw efkeÀ Jes iewj Yeepehee Jeeo keÀer veerefle DeheveeSieW keÀer veneR
? DeLee&led keÀebie´sme keÀes meeLe ueskeÀj YeeJeer jCeveerefle le³e keÀjsieW
efkeÀ veneR ? vesle=lJe kesÀ DeYeeJe ceW keÀebie´sme heeìea kesÀ meesefve³eejengue ieebOeer heefjJeej mes ef®ehekesÀ jnves kesÀ keÀejCe leceece jep³eeW
ceW keÀebie´sme keÀer eqmLeefle ce=le he´e³e nes ®egkeÀer nQ~ keÀebie´sme kesÀ ve³ee
vesle=lJe veneR GYejves osves, hetbpeerJeeoer meece´ep³eJeeoer MeefÊeÀ³eeW keÀer
efiejHeÌle ceW ®eueer peeves leLee keÀÆjJeeoer meeche´oeef³ekeÀ leekeÀleeW mes
ue®ej lejerkeÀeW mes efveheìves (mecePeewleeJeeoer jJew³ee) leLee Ye´äe®eej
ceW DeekebÀþ [tyes jnves kesÀ keÀejCe Deeieeceer ®egveeJe ceW Gþ Keæ[er
nesieer ³en mebYeJe efoKeeF& veneR oslee~ keÀebiesme osMe ceW jepe keÀjves
keÀes Dehevee pevceefme× DeefOekeÀej ceeveleer nw, Fme keÀejCe keÀYeer
Gmeves iewj keÀebie´sme leLee iewj YeepeheeF& mejkeÀej kesÀvê mejkeÀej
keÀes keÀYeer efìkeÀves veneR efo³ee, Ssmeer eqmLeefle ceW keÀebie´sme veerefleiele
Deewj he´e³eesefiekeÀ leewj hej efJeéeeme keÀjves ³eesi³e heeìea veneR nw~
keÀebie´sme keÀes veerefleiele yeoueeJe keÀjves nesies~ meecetefnkeÀ vesle=lJe
keÀes mJeerkeÀej keÀjvee nesiee~ Deye lekeÀ keÀer ieF& ieequle³eeW kesÀ
efueS ceeHeÀer ceebieles ngS DeeJeM³ekeÀ megOeej keÀjves nesieW~ keÀebie´sme
kesÀ Yeerlej keÀebie´sme meesMeefuemì heeìea kesÀ veece mes keÀe³e& keÀj jns
meceepeJeeoer vesleeDeeW keÀes heeìea íesæ[ves kesÀ efueS cepeyetj keÀjves
keÀer ieueleer mJeerkeÀej keÀjvee nesiee~ JeecehebefLe³eeW, meceepeJeeefo³eeW,
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#es$eer³e heee|ì³eeW kesÀ meeLe efJeéeemeIeele keÀjves keÀer ieueefle³eeW keÀes
mJeerkeÀej keÀj leLee FcejpeWmeer kesÀ efueS ceeHeÀer ceebie keÀj Deeies
yeæ{ves keÀe he´³eeme keÀjvee nesiee~ keÀebie´sme Meeefmele he´osMeeW ceW
keÀebie´sme keÀes Kego keÀes veerefleiele mlej hej meeefyele keÀjvee nesiee~
kesÀJeue ye³eeveeW mes keÀece veneR ®euesiee~ keÀebie´sme Deewj Yeejleer³e
pevelee heeìea ves osMe keÀes efÜ-Oe´gJeer³e eqmLeefle ceW æ{kesÀue efo³ee
nw~ Ssmeer eqmLeefle ceW #es$eer³e heee|ì³eeW Deewj meceepeJeeoer, JeecehebLeer
efceuekeÀj keÀesF& efJekeÀuhe Keæ[e keÀj mekeÀles nw~ ³en SkeÀ yeæ[er
®egveewleer nw~ keÀebie´sme kesÀ Fo&-efieo& Deiej jCeveerefle yeveeF& peeleer nw
leye keÀebie´sme keÀer Jeehemeer kesÀ efueS efme×ebleeW keÀes leekeÀ hej jKekeÀj
jepeveerefle keÀjves keÀe DehejeOe Fefleneme ceW ope& nesiee~ efpeme
lejn leceece efJeMues<ekeÀ ³en ceeveles nQ efkeÀ Yeepehee keÀes Jele&ceeve
eqmLeefle lekeÀ hengb®eeves ceW meceepeJeeefo³eeW keÀer Dehejes#e YetefcekeÀe
jner nw~ ³en yeele keÀebie´sme kesÀ yeejs ceW meceepeJeeefo³eeW keÀes ueskeÀj
Yeer keÀner pee³esieer~
henues DeVee Deevoesueve yeeo ceW GmeceW hewoe ngF& Deece Deeoceer
heeìea kesÀ he´³eesie keÀes hetje osMe DeeMee Yejer efveieeneW mes osKe jne
Lee~ uesefkeÀve DejefJevo kesÀpejerJeeue kesÀ meghe´erceeW cee@[ue leLee
efJe®eejnervelee kesÀ meeLe keÀece keÀjves keÀer Mewueer DeheveekeÀj Gme
hej leceece he´Mve ef®evn ueiee efo³es nw~ Deece Deeoceer heeìea kesÀ
³eesiesvê ³eeoJe, he´Meeble Yet<eCe, he´es. Deevevo kegÀceej pewmes pees ®esnjs
meyemes he´YeeJekeÀejer Les GvnW heeìea mes nìekeÀj, Deehe ves yeæ[e
DeelceIeeleer keÀoce Gþe³ee nw, efpemekesÀ heefjCeece Gmes Yegieleves
nesieW~ Deehe mes efvekeÀeues ieS vesleeDeeW ves mJejep³e DeefYe³eeve
®eueeves kesÀ yeeo veF& heeìea mJejepe Fbef[³ee yeveeF& nQ, Gmes
Dehevee ®egveeJeer DeeOeej yeveeves ceW JeÊeÀ ueiesiee, veF& heeìea Kego
keÀes meceepeJeeoer efJe®eej keÀer heeìea keÀnsieer ³en veneR keÀne pee
mekeÀlee~ nebueeefkeÀ mJejep³e DeefYe³eeve ceW meceepeJeeoer efJe®eej
jKeves JeeueeW keÀer yenglee³ele nw~ osMe ceW peve DeevoesueveeW keÀer
Deepe yeæ[er leekeÀle nw efpemeves Deehe keÀe meceLe&ve efkeÀ³ee Lee~
pevemebieþve KeguekeÀj mJejepe Fbef[³ee keÀe efkeÀlevee meceLe&ve keÀjWies
³en osKevee yeekeÀer nw~ peve DeevoesueveeW keÀe jeä^er³e mecevJe³e Fme
leekeÀle keÀe he´efleefveefOe mecetn nw~ hetvee meccesueve ceW Sve.S.heer.Sce.
ves Deheves mecetn keÀes ueeskeÀleebef$ekeÀ meceepeJeeoer mecetn Ieesef<ele
efkeÀ³ee nw, uesefkeÀve ³en ®egveeJeer nmle#eshe mes otj nw, Fme keÀejCe
GmekeÀer ®egveeJeer meceerkeÀjCe ceW keÀesF& efoue®emheer efoKeueeF& veneR
osleer~ Jen meerOes ®egveeJe ceW efkeÀmeer heeìea keÀe meceLe&ve keÀj ®egveeJe
keÀes he´YeeefJele keÀjves keÀer efoMee ceW Yeer he´³eemejled veneR nw~ uesefkeÀve
leceece pevemebieþve meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpegìlee kesÀ he#eOej nw leLee
osMe pevemebieþveeW keÀer he´ieefleMeerue, ueeskeÀleebef$ekeÀ, meceepeJeeoer

leekeÀleeW keÀes SkeÀpegì keÀjvee ®eenles nQ~ meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpegìlee
keÀer ¢ef<ì mes pevemebieþveeW, meceepeJeeoer efJe®eej keÀer heee|ì³eeW, 92
ueeKe keÀer meom³elee Jeeues ÞeefcekeÀ mebieþve-efnvot cepeotj meYee
keÀe SJeb 75 Je<e& hegjeves íe$e-íe$eeDeeW SJeb ³egJeeDeeW kesÀ yeer®e
keÀe³e& keÀjves Jeeues jeä^mesJee oue pewmes he´eceeefCekeÀ meceepeJeeoer
mebieþveeW keÀe SkeÀpegì nesvee meceepeJeeoer Deevoesueve kesÀ efueS
DeeflecenlJehetCe& nw~ Fme efoMee ceW jeä^er³e meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpegìlee
meccesueve ceerue keÀe helLej meeefyele nesiee~
21 JeeR meoer kesÀ meceepeJeeo keÀer meQ×eeflekeÀ J³eeK³ee,
JewéeerkeÀjCe, veerefpekeÀjCe leLee GoejerkeÀjCe mes efveheìves kesÀ
veerefleiele Deewj DeevoesueveelcekeÀ lejerkesÀ, meeche´oeef³ekeÀ MeefÊeÀ³eeW
keÀes hejemle keÀjves kesÀ leewj lejerkesÀ leLee JewkeÀequhekeÀ meceepeJeeoer
veerefle³eeW hej meceepeJeeoer J³eefÊeÀ³eeW mebieþveeW Deewj heee|ì³eeW keÀer
SkeÀ je³e nesvee peªjer nw~ nce Gcceero keÀjles nw efkeÀ Fme efoMee
ceW 21-22 DekeÌìtyej keÀe meceepeJeeoer SkeÀpegìlee meccesueve
cenlJehetCe& YetefcekeÀe efveYeeSiee~ meceepeJeeoer meceeiece keÀer pees
he´ef¬eÀ³ee 10-11 Deiemle 2014 ceW ³egmegHeÀ cesnj Deueer mesvìj
leeje mes Megª ngF& Leer, Jen SkeÀpegìlee kesÀ meboYe& ceW lespeer mes
Deeies yeæ{er nw~ JeecehebLeer heee|ì³eeW keÀer efkeÀmeeve meYeeDeeW kesÀ meeLe
efceuekeÀj yeves Yetefce DeefOekeÀej Deevoesueve ves Yetefce DeefOeie´nCe
DeO³eeosMe keÀes jeskeÀves ceW keÀece³eeyeer neefmeue keÀer nw~ #es$eer³e
mlej hej meceepeJeeoer, JeecehebLeer, pevemebieþveeW leLee Decyes[keÀj
Jeeoer, mebieþveeW keÀer SkeÀpegìlee ueieeleej yeæ{ jner nw~ ®eens Jen
keÀvnw³ee kegÀceej keÀe cegÎe nes ³ee efpeievesMe keÀe, jeä^êesn keÀe
meJeeue ³ee oefuele he´leeæ[vee keÀe meJeeue, meYeer keÀes ueskeÀj osMe ceW
J³eehekeÀ SkeÀpegìlee yeveer nw~ efpemeceW leceece mebYeeJeveeSb leueeMeer
pee mekeÀleer nQ~ meceepeJeeo, meeceeefpekeÀ v³ee³e, Oece&efvejhes#elee
pewmes mebJewOeeefvekeÀ cetu³eeW kesÀ Fo&-efieo& jeä^er³e Deevoesueve Keæ[e
keÀjves keÀer ®egveewleer ³eefo meecegefnkeÀ leewj hej meceepeJeeoer mJeerkeÀej
keÀjW leye Deeves Jeeues mece³e ceW meceepeJeeoer efJe®eej cepeyetleer mes
osMe ceW GYej mekeÀlee nw- hegve&mLeeefhele nes mekeÀlee nQ~ SkeÀ lejHeÀ
nceW veerefleiele efJekeÀuhe osMe kesÀ mece#e hesMe keÀjvee nesiee otmejer
lejHeÀ keÀÆjhebLeer meebhe´oeef³ekeÀ MeefÊeÀ³eeW Deewj keÀe@jheesjsì uetì
keÀer leekeÀleeW keÀes cewoeve ceW ®egveewleer osveer nesieer~ FmekesÀ efueS nce
jep³e kesÀ ¬etÀjlece oceve keÀes menves Deewj l³eeie keÀjves kesÀ efueS
nce efkeÀlevee lew³eej nw Fme hej ner nceeje YeefJe<³e efveYe&j keÀjsiee~
peceerveer mlej hej Dev³ee³e, Del³ee®eej, Ye´äe®eej, YesoYeeJe,
uetì leLee jesìer-keÀheæ[e-cekeÀeve, efMe#ee, mJeemL³e, jespeieej kesÀ
meJeeueeW hej ®eue jnW peveDeeboesueveeW mes pegæ[keÀj ner meceepeJeeoer
Deheves efJe®eej kesÀ YeefJe<³e keÀe efvecee&Ce keÀj mekeÀles nw~
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SkeÀ yeej efHeÀj DemebJesobveMeerue, Del³ee®eejer, iejerye efJejesOeer
Je meebhe´oeef³ekeÀ cenejeä^ ceW Yeepehee mejkeÀej ves cegbyeF& keÀer iejerye
yemleer³ees keÀes Gpeeæ[ves keÀe HewÀmeuee efue³ee nw ``Fme yeej leke&À
efo³ee pee jne nw efkeÀ cewvie´esJe kesÀ hesæ[eW keÀes ye®eevee nw FmeefueS
iejerye yeeqmle³eeW kesÀ Deefle¬eÀceCe keÀes nìe³eWies'' keÀne pee jne nw
efkeÀ cewvie´esJe mesue DekeÌìtyej ceW 1000 Iej leesæ[sieer.

meyekeÀes Iej osves keÀe leesæ[e
Jeeoe,
Deye nw Iej leesæ[ves keÀe Fjeoe
efyeueeue Keeve

Deepe Iej ye®eeDees Iej yeveeDeeW Deevoesueve DeeoMe& Ieesìeues
kesÀ Gpeeiej efkeÀ³es ngS keÀF& meeue nes ieS nw, hej efyeeÅu[ie p³ees
keÀer l³ees Keæ[er nw cee. neF& keÀesì& Üeje leesæ[s peeves kesÀ DeeosMe
kesÀ yeeo Yeer ``Deepe keÀF& meew nskeÌì³ej ceW yeves yeebêe kegÀuee&
keÀechueskeÌme (yeer. kesÀ. meer.) cewvie´esJe kesÀ hesæ[eW keÀes keÀeìkejÀ ner
yevee³ee ie³ee nw.'' nceejW Üeje ieS meeue cee. keÀueskeÌìj cegbyeF&
meyeDeye&ve keÀes SkeÀ efjheesì& oer ie³eer Leer~ ``Fme efjheesì& ceW cee.
neF& keÀesì& kesÀ GuuebIeve kejÀles ngS cewvie´esJe keÀeì kejÀ pees yeæ[syeæ[s he´espeskeÌì yevee³es ieS nw, GvekeÀer peevekeÀejer nw hejvleg Gme hej
Deepe lekeÀ keÀesF& keÀejJeener vener ngF& nw~ ``keÀe³e&Jeener Deiej ngF&
nw lees yesmeneje Je iejeryeeW kesÀ IejeW keÀes Gpeeæ[ves keÀer'' efheíueer
meeue cewvie´esJe mesue ves 4000 heefjJeejeW kesÀ Iej Gpee[s Les pees
yeeqmle³eeW cew jnles Les~ Yeepehee mejkeÀej ®eens keWÀê cew nes ³ee jep³e
ceW, ``meyekeÀes Iej'' osves keÀe Jeeoe hetje veneR kejÀles ngS ``meyekeÀ
Iej Gpeeæ[ves'' keÀe keÀe Fjeoe yevee³es ngS nw~''
³en Del³ee®eej keÀer no nw~ ``henues mes Fve yeeqmle³eeW ceW
jn jns ueesie pees Demebieefþle #es$e ceW keÀece keÀjles nw pewmes efkeÀ
efjkeÌMee Je lee]peer ®eeuekeÀ, Iejsueg keÀeceieej, yeebOekeÀeceieej,
FueskeÌì^erefMe³eve, keÀejheWìj, HeÀue-meypeer efJe¬esÀlee, Iej yewþkeÀj
efmeueeF& Fl³eeefo keÀe keÀece~ ``Fve keÀeceieejeW keÀer ye{leer cenieeF&
kesÀ keÀejCe Deeceoveer mes Ke®ex hetjs vener nesles Deewj keÀpee& ye{lee
®euee pee jne nw'' mejkeÀejer mketÀue Deewj DemheleeueeW ceW megefJeOee
De®íer vener nesves hej he´eFJesì ceW peevee heæ[lee nw~'' cenerves keÀer
DeeOeer mes p³eeoe keÀceeF&, he{eF& Deewj oeJee-oeª ceW ®eueer peeleer
nw Deewj yeeefkeÀ keÀe Ke®ee& keÀpex hes ®euelee nw~'' Ssmes ueesieeW kesÀ
efueS keWÀê mejkeÀej Üeje 8 meeue henues ``Demebieefþle'' keÀeceieej
meeceeefpekeÀ megj#ee keÀevetve, 2008, uee³ee Lee efpeme Hej cenejeä^
mejkeÀej ves DeYeer lekeÀ Deceue veneR efkeÀ³ee nw~ ``Fme keÀevetve kesÀ
lenle nj Demebieefþle #es$e ceW keÀce keÀj jns ueesieeW keÀe hebpeerkeÀjCe
keÀjkesÀ GvekeÀes Iej, FvMegjWme, efMe#ee Deeefo keÀer megefJeOee osvee
nw hejvleg Fme keÀevetve keÀes ueeiet veneR keÀjkesÀ cenejeä^ mejkeÀej
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iejeryeeW kesÀ nkeÀ ceej jner nw~ ``yeeqmle³eeW ceW jnves Jeeues ueesieeW
keÀes cepeotj ve keÀnkeÀj efpevekesÀ keÀejCe cegbyeF& Menj ®euelee
nw, ``Deefle¬eÀceCeOeejkeÀ'' yeesuevee Gmemes Yeer yeæ[e Dev³ee³e nw~
``GvekeÀe nkeÀ ceejkeÀj GvekesÀ mej mes íle Gpeeæ[vee, GvekeÀer
ef]pevoieer keÀes Kelejs ceW [euevee~ ``peerves kesÀ DeefOekeÀej'' keÀe
nveve nesves kesÀ meeLe-meeLe Del³ee®eej keÀer no heej kejÀvee nw~
Fme Del³ee®eej keÀe DeefOekeÀ he´YeeJe henues mes Pesueles Dee jns
peeleer³e Je Deee|LekeÀ Yeso-YeeJe oefueleeW, DeuhemebK³ekeÀeW Deewj
ceefnueeDeeW hej heæ[lee nw efpemekesÀ keÀejCe GvekeÀe mLeeve meceepe
ceW Deewj neefMe³es Deewj ®euee peelee nw~ Fme Deheceeve Deewj
Del³ee®eej keÀes peJeeye osves keÀe mece³e nw~ meye iejeryeeW keÀes SkeÀ
nesves keÀe mece³e nw~
nce he³ee&JejCe kesÀ ogMceve veneR nw yeequkeÀ nce ceeveles nw efkeÀ
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he³ee&JejCe Deewj ceeveJe keÀe men-DeeqmlelJe nes pees he=LJeer keÀer
mebj®evee keÀe DeeOeej Yeer ceevee peelee nw~ FmekeÀes J³eJenej ceW
Yeer uee³ee pee mekeÀlee nw Deiej kegÀí veJeervelece jmles DeheveekeÀj
pee@Fbì HeÀejsmì cewvespeceWì keÀer heoeefOe Deewj Menjer heefjJesMe keÀes
O³eeve ceW jKeles ngS SkeÀ ueeskeÀue meb³egÊeÀ osKe-jsKe meefceefle
keÀe Yeer ieþve efkeÀ³ee pee mekeÀlee nw efpemeces cewvie´esJe kesÀ hesæ[eW kesÀ
Deeme-heeme keÀer yeeqmle³eeW/efyeeÅu[ieeW ceW jnves Jeeues F®ígkeÀ Je
he³ee&JejCeJeeoer J³eefÊeÀ³eeW keÀes meefceefle keÀe meom³e yevee³ee peeS,
Gmeces Jeve-efJeYeeie Je hegefueme kesÀ Yeer DeefOekeÀejer meom³e jns~
ueeskeÀue meom³eeW keÀes cewvie´esJe hej efkeÀmeer Yeer he´keÀej kesÀ Kelejs keÀer
Keyej efceueves hej hegefueme Je meceyeeqvOele DeOekeÀeefj³eeW keÀer ceoo
mes Keleje legjble jeskeÀe pee mekeÀlee nw~

Jee{lee meeceeefpekeÀ efJeÜs<e
meJe&meceeJesMeer efJekeÀemeeuee
ceejkeÀ
megYee<e Jeejs

`ne Meent-HegÀues-Deebyes[keÀjeb®ee cenejeä^ Deens' ns JeekeÌ³e
p³ee cenejeä^ele efvel³e vesceeves SsketÀ ³esles, l³ee cenejeä^e®es
meO³ee®es Jele&ceeve mebJesoveMeerue ceveebvee DemJemLe keÀjCeejs
Deens. cenejeä^osMeer meO³ee ojjespe kegÀþu³ee vee kegÀþu³ee
Menjele he´®eb[ cees®ee& efveIele Deens. keÀOeer keÀOeer lej SkeÀe®e
efoJeMeer leerve®eej Menjele cees®ex efveIele Deensle. cejeþe
¬eÀebleer cetkeÀ cees®ex DeveskeÀ Menjeble efveIeeues, Depetve keÀener
Menjele efveIeCeej Deensle. Dees0 yeer0 meer0 Deej#eCe ye®eeJe
cees®ee& veeefMekeÀceO³es efveIeeuee. l³ee cees®ee&uee keÀenerpeCeebveer
Ye´äe®eeje®³ee DeejesheeJeªve leg©bieele Demeuesu³ee íieve YegpeyeU
³eeb®³ee meceLe&vee®es mJeªhe efoues. De@ì^e@efmeìer keÀe³eÐee®³ee
meceLe&veemeeþer cees®ex efveIeeues. Meesef<ele peeeflemecetneb®esner DeeCeKeer
keÀener cees®ex efve³eesefpele Deensle. Deej#eCeemeeþer DeefOekeÀ Jej®³ee
he´Jeiee&le meceeJesMe keÀjC³ee®es Deeéeemeve meÊeeOeeN³eebveer heeUeJes
cnCetve Oeveiej meceepee®es cees®ex efveIele Deensle. YeieJeeveie[eJej
hejbhejsves peceCeeN³ee ieoea®³ee DeeOeejs Deeheues jepekeÀejCe heg{s
vesC³ee®³ee ®e{eDees{erle nesCeejer jmmeerKes®e DeeefCe efleLes nesCeeN³ee
cesUeJ³eeletve efvecee&Ce Peeuesuee leCeeJe Je MeeeqyokeÀ efJeKeejner
cenejeä^eves DevegYeJeuee. peeleer DeeOeejerle cesUeJes ogozJeer Deensle,
ner Yee<eener he´mebieer SkeÀe®e peeleer®³ee cesUeJ³eeletve®e SskeÀeJeer
ueeieueer. DeLee&le®e mebmeoer³e ueeskeÀMeenerceO³esmeveoMeerj he×leerves
keÀece keÀjCeeN³ee peveDeeboesueveebvee cenÊJee®es mLeeve Demeles. Kejs
lej Deeheues cnCeCes ceeb[C³eemeeþer eEkeÀJee Deeheu³ee ceeieC³ee
mejkeÀejojyeejer Deeie´nhetJe&keÀ veeWoJeC³eemeeþer Meebleles®³ee
ceeiee&ves ueeskeÀ jml³eeJejGlejle Demeleerue lej les ueeskeÀMeener
efpeJeble Demeu³ee®es®e ue#eCe ceeveues heeefnpes. Meebleles®³ee ceeiee&ves,
þjuesu³ee efMemleerle, ceefnuee vesle=lJeeuee heg{s keÀjle, ceefnuee
Del³ee®eeje®ee cegÎe meceesj DeeCeC³eemeeþer ueeKeeW®es cees®ex efveIele
Demeleerue lej l³eeheeþerceeie®eer he´ef¬eÀ³ee DeeefCe YeeJevee mecepetve
Iesleueer heeefnpes.l³ee®e he×leerves mebj#ekeÀ keÀe³eoe jÎ nesT ve³es
cnCetve efveIeCeeN³ee cees®ee&uee eEkeÀJee yesjespeieejer®ee he´Íve HeÀÊeÀ
Deej#eCee®³ee ceeO³eceeletve®e megìsue DeMee Ye´ceeletve JesieJesieUs
peeleermecetn cees®ee& keÀe{le Demeleerue lej lesner mecepetve Ieslee
³esF&ue. mecepetve Ieslee ³esF&ue DeMeemeeþer keÀer, peeshe³e¥le ns cees®ex
Meebleles®³ee ceeiee&ves efveIele Deensle leeshe³e¥le mebJeeoe®eer MekeÌ³elee
efpeJeble Demeles.legce®ee he´Íve yejesyej Deens heCe legcner GÊej
®egkeÀer®³ee peeieer MeesOele Deeneble eEkeÀJee legce®³ee he´Ívee®es GÊej
vescekesÀ kegÀþs meehe[t MekeÀles, ne mebJeeo cees®ex keÀe{CeeN³eeMeer
nesT MekeÀlees. DeLee&le ne mebJeeo meÊeeOeeN³eebveer heg{ekeÀej IesTve
keÀjC³ee®eer iejpe Deens. l³eemeeþer mebJeeoe®eer iejpe DeeefCe
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leele[er meÊeeOeeN³eeb®³ee JesUer®e ue#eele ³esCesner cenÊJee®es Demeles.
De[®eCe DeMeer Deens keÀer, ns cees®ex megìîee megìîee he´Íveebvee
IesTve eEkeÀJee Deeheu³ee®e peeleerhegjles eEkeÀJee Deeheu³ee®e
peeeflemecetnehegjles he´Íve IesTve efveIele Deensle. osMeemeceesjeruemeceepeemeceesjerue iegbleeiegbleer®es ÒeÍve mees[JeC³eemeeþer®³ee J³eehekeÀ
YetefcekesÀ®ee ³eele DeYeeJe efomelees. lemee®e Deeheu³ee peeleer®³ee
KeN³ee eEkeÀJee keÀener JesUe peeCeerJehetJe&keÀ peesheemeuesu³ee
he´Íveeb®eer ³eesi³elee þmeJeC³eemeeþer eEkeÀJee l³eeb®eer v³ee³eesef®elelee
oeKeJeC³eemeeþer ogmeN³ee peeeflemecetneyeÎue nesle Demeuesueer
efJeKeejer ceeb[Ceer heCe meesyele efomele Deens. ner efJeKeejer ceeb[Ceer
cees®ee&le efpelekeÀer peeCeJele Deens l³eehes#ee peemle JesieJesieÈ³ee Jne@
ìdmeDehe ie´gheJej peeCeJele Deens. efJeefMeä he´Íveebmeeþer efvecee&Ce
kesÀuesu³ee efkeÀleerlejer Jne@ìdmeDehe ie´gheJej pevceeves JesieJesieÈ³ee
peeleeR®³ee DemeCeeN³ee J³eÊeÀer efJeefJeOe he´ÍveebJej DeepeJej JeeomebJeeoeletve menceleer Ie[Jeleevee efomele nesl³ee. l³ee®e J³eÊeÀer
meO³ee®³ee keÀeUele cee$e De®eevekeÀ Deeheeheu³ee peeleer®es he´Íve
ceeb[leevee ncejerlegcejerJej, he´mebieer SkesÀjerJej ³esleevee efomele
Deensle. Deeheueer YetefcekeÀe heìJetve osC³eemeeþer Deleee|keÀkeÀ, he´®eejer
cegÐeeb®ee DeeOeej Iesleevee efomele Deensle. Deeheu³ee De[®eCeeRvee
ogmejs peeeflemecetn®e keÀmes peyeeyeoej Deensle ns ceeb[leevee
ogmeN³ee peeleeryeÎue/peeeflemecetneyeÎue he´mebieer Devegoej, he´mebieer
Demeefn<Cet lej MesJeìer DeefleMe³e efJeKeejer Yee<esle ìerkeÀe keÀjleevee
efomele Deensle. ceuee ceePee DeefOekeÀej efceUeuee heeefnpes ns
ceeb[Ceejer J³eÊeÀer meceesj®³ee p³ee J³eÊeÀeryejesyej yeesuele Demeles,
leer J³eÊeÀermeg×e Yeejlee®eer®e veeieefjkeÀ Demeles ns efJemeªve peeles.
ceuee efMe#eCe efceUeues heeefnpes ns ceer ceeb[Ceej, ceuee veeskeÀjer
efceUeueer heeefnpes ns ceer ceeb[Ceej, heCe meJe& Yeejleer³eebvee ®eebieues
efMe#eCe DeeefCe meJe& Yeejleer³eebvee me#ece jespeieej efceUeuee heeefnpes
ns ceeb[CeeN³eeb®ee DeeJeepe ³ee ieoejesUele kegÀþtve®e keÀeb SsketÀ ³esle
veener; ne DemJemLe keÀjCeeje cegÎe Deens. mJeeleb$³eue{îeele
efJekeÀefmele Peeuesueer peeefleOece&efvejhes#e jeä^Jeeoe®eer YetefcekeÀe,
Yeejleer³e mebefJeOeeveeves Dehesef#euesueer Yeejleer³e veeieefjkeÀlJee®eer
YetefcekeÀe ³ee cees®ee&®³ee JeeJeìUerle G[tve peeleevee heentve peeCeleer
ceves DemJemLe nesCes mJeeYeeefJekeÀ Deens.
meebhe´le®³ee cees®ee¥ceO³es keÀenerpeCeebvee veJ³eeves Deej#eCe
nJes Deens lej keÀenerpeCeebvee efceUle Demeuesu³ee Deej#eCee®ee
he´Jeie& yeouetve nJee Deens.heCe l³ee l³ee he´Jeiee&le DeeOeerheemetve
Demeuesu³ee peeeflemecetnebvee cee$e veJes mheOe&keÀ vekeÀes Deensle.
ner meJe& ®e®ee& ceveceeskeÀÈ³ee mebJeeoeletve heg{s peele veener, lej

SkeÀceskeÀe®³ee peeleeryeÎue efJeÜs<eer Yee<ee Jeehejle®e heg{s mejkeÀles.
p³eebvee veJ³eeves Deej#eCe nJes Deens l³eeb®³eeleues keÀener peCe
DeepeJej, Deej#eCee®es ueeYeeLeea ns mejkeÀej®es peeJeF& Deensle
FLeheemetve les Deej#eCeecegUs iegCeJeÊee KeeueeJeles FLehe³e¥le
he´efleef¬eÀ³ee osle nesles. Deepener Deej#eCeemeboYee&le jep³eIeìvesleerue
lejlegoer DeeefCe efve³eceeb®ee oeKeuee osle SKeeÐee peeeflemecetneuee
Deej#eCe efceUC³eemeeþer keÀesCeles efvekeÀ<e hetCe& keÀjeJes ueeieleele
ns mecepeeJetve meebielee®e l³eeb®³eeleues keÀener peCe SkeÀoce Kejs
yeesuetve peeleele DeeefCe ceie Deecnebuee veener lej keÀesCeeuee®e
osT vekeÀe DeMeer YetefcekeÀe Iesleele. ceie ner Deeboesueves Deej#eCe
efceUJeC³eemeeþer Deensle keÀer Deej#eCe mebheJeC³eemeeþer Deensle
DeMeer MebkeÀe ceveele menpeheCes [eskeÀeJeles. Yeejleer³e meceepeeleerue
peeefleJ³eJemLee DeeefCe l³ee®e peeefleJ³eJemLesves npeejes Je<ee¥heemetve
SkeÀe ceesþîee peeeflemecetneuee ceeCetmeheCee®es DeefOekeÀej
veekeÀeju³eeves pes ceeieeme meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ mebef®ele le³eej Peeues Deens,
les ue#eele IesTve meeceeefpekeÀ v³ee³eemeeþer Deej#eCe Demeles ner
J³eJemLee mecepetve I³ee³euee DeveskeÀ peCe Depetvener KeUKeU
keÀjleevee efomele Deensle. p³ee peeefleJ³eJemLescegUs Deej#eCe
osC³ee®eer eqmLeleer efvecee&Ce Peeueer leer peeefleJ³eJemLee DeeefCe efle®es
og<heefjCeece mecepetve IesC³ee®eer efvekeÀ[ Deepener keÀesCeeuee Jeeìle
veener. l³ee®eyejesyej Yeejle ceeieemeuesuee jenC³eeme keÀejCeerYetle
þjuesueer ner peeefleJ³eJemLee p³ee Oecee&®³ee ceev³elesves GYeer
Deens, l³ee Oecee&®es efJe<eceleeJeeoer/Dev³ee³ekeÀejer mJeªhe heenlee
DeeJeM³ekeÀ Demeuesueer efJeOee³ekeÀ Oece&ef®eefkeÀlmee ne cegÎe ®e®exle
³eslee ³eslee keÀOeer ceeies he[lees les mecepelener veener.peeleeR®es megìs
megìs cees®ex lej efJeOee³ekeÀ Oece&ef®eefkeÀlmes®³ee ³ee DeeJeM³ekeÀ
®e®exuee DeeCeKeer ceeies {keÀueCeejs þjleerue. peeeflehe´Lesves kesÀJeU
Meesef<ele meceepee®es veJns, lej meJe&®e meceepee®es vegkeÀmeeve Peeues
Deens. ceUuesu³ee heeTueJeeìe mees[tve osle veJes jmles MeesOeC³eeme
ceveeF&, meenme/Oee[me keÀjC³eeme ceveeF&, JesieUe efJe®eej
keÀjC³eeme ceveeF&, JesieUe J³eJemee³e keÀjC³eeme ceveeF& DeMeer
JewefMe<ìîes DemeCeeN³ee peeeflehe´LescegUs DeeefCe efvejLe&keÀ Oeee|cekeÀ
keÀce&keÀeb[ecegUs Yeejleer³e meceepee®eer mepe&veMeeruelee ceejueer
iesueer, veJ³ee®ee MeesOe IesC³ee®eer he´Je=Êeer ceejueer iesueer, Oee[meeves
JesieÈ³ee Jeeìe Oegb[eUC³ee®eer ceeveefmekeÀlee oeyeueer iesueer DeeefCe
Yeejle ogefve³es®³ee ceeies he[uee. ner JemlegeqmLeleer ue#eele IesTve
peeeflehe´Les®ee efve<esOe, efvejLe&keÀ keÀce&keÀeb[euee vekeÀej, hejceséej
DeeefCe YeÊeÀeceOeu³ee ceO³emLeeb®eer nÎheejer DeeefCe Oecee&®eer
efJeOee³ekeÀ ef®eefkeÀlmee ner YetefcekeÀe Iesleu³eeves®e YeefJe<³eele
meJee¥®³ee he´ieleer®eer oejs GIe[leerue Demeb cnCeCeejs DeeJeepe, ³ee
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ieoejesUele #eerCeheCes®e Gceìleevee efomele Deensle. peeefleDeblee®es
DeeJeenve ³ee ìeskeÀekeÀ[tve veener lej efveoeve l³ee ìeskeÀekeÀ[tve
lejer SsketÀ ³eeJes ner DeeMee, DeeMee®e jenleevee efomele Deens.
meeceeefpekeÀ¢äîee ceeieemeuesu³ee p³ee peeeflemecetnebvee Deej#eCe
efceUeuesues Deens, l³eeleeruener keÀener Glmeener veslesceb[Uer
Deeheu³ee®e peeeflemecetneleerue DeefOekeÀ iejpet eEkeÀJee DeefOekeÀ
iejeryeeb®³eehe³e¥le Deej#eCee®es HeÀe³eos heesnes®eC³ee®³ee ¢äerves keÀesCeer
keÀener yeesuet ueeieues, lej DeMee meJee¥vee®e Deej#eCeefJejesOekeÀ
mecepetve l³eeb®³eeJej legìtve he[leevee efomeleele. Deej#eCe cnCepes
meJe& he´ÍveeJej®es SkeÀcesJe jeceyeeCe GÊej DeMee mecepegleerletve
pes les peeeflemecetn Deeheues Deeheues efkeÀ}Ás ue{Jele Demeleevee
DeeheCe meJe&®e Yeejleer³e veeieefjkeÀ Deenesle; Debeflecele: ³ee osMeele
pevceuesu³ee he´l³eskeÀeuee ®eebieues efMe#eCe DeeefCe he´l³eskeÀeuee me#ece
jespeieej efceUeuee heeefnpes DeeefCe l³eemeeþer ³eesi³e Demes Deee|LekeÀ
OeesjCe ne®e ceeie& MesJeìer meJee¥®³ee Yeu³ee®ee þjCeej ner YetefcekeÀe
FLesner DeYeeJeeves®e efomeles DeeefCe DeMee Deee|LekeÀ OeesjCeemeeþer
®eUJeUer keÀjCeejs meceepeele keÀe³ece DeuhemebK³e®e jenleevee
efomeleele.
De@ì^e@efmeìer keÀe³eÐee®eer DebceueyepeeJeCeer he´eceeefCekeÀheCes
nesl³es³e keÀe? De@ì^e@efmeìer keÀe³eÐeele Keìu³ee®ee efvekeÀeue ueeietve
DeejesheeRvee efMe#ee nesC³ee®es he´ceeCe efkeÀleer Deens? De@ì^e@efmeìer®eer
efkeÀleer he´keÀjCes he´l³e#eele heesueerme mìsMevehe³e¥le heesnes®eleele? De@
ì^e@efmeìer keÀe³eÐee®ee iewjJeehej neslees Demee DeeJeepe GþJeleevee
Demee iewjJeehej keÀjCeeN³eebvee he´l³e#eele ogmeje®e kegÀCeerlejer
Jeeheªve lej Iesle veener vee? Demee kegÀþueener DeY³eeme ve
keÀjlee De@ì^e@efmeìer keÀe³eoe®e jÎ keÀjC³ee®eer ceeieCeer keÀjCeejs
pemes SkeÀe yeepetuee efomeleele lemes®e ³ee keÀe³eÐee®ee Deefpeyeele®e
iewjJeehej nesle veener DeMeer þece YetefcekeÀe IesCeejsner ogmeN³ee
yeepetuee efomeleele. mJeleëuee Meesef<eleeb®es vesles cnCeJeCeejs DeeefCe
Meesef<eleeb®³ee ®eUJeUer®eer {eue Jeeheªve JeemleJeele cee$e mJeleë®eer
ogkeÀeveoejer ®eeueJeCeejs ieeJeesieeJe®es keÀener GLeU veslesmeg×e
JeeleeJejCe efyeIe[JeC³eeme keÀejCeerYetle Deensle. les mebK³esves keÀceer
Demeues lejer l³eeb®³eecegUs Meesef<eleeb®³ee ®eUJeUer®es®e vegkeÀmeeve
nesle Demeles, ns ue#eele IesTve DeMee Gìheìebie heg{eN³eebvee
DeeJejC³ee®eer YetefcekeÀe keÀesCeer I³ee³euee ueeieues lej l³eeb®³eeJej
mejmekeÀì meJeCe& ceeveefmekeÀles®es Demee efMekeÌkeÀe ceeªve keÀener peCe
ceeskeÀUs nesleele. Meesef<ele peeeflemecetneb®³ee v³ee³³e DeefOekeÀejeb®eer
®eUJeU me#eceheCes heg{s v³ee³e®eer Demesue lej Meesef<eleeb®³ee ceveele
DeefOekeÀejebyeÎue peeie=leer DeeJeM³ekeÀ Deens®e. heCe l³ee®eyejesyej

meJeCe& meceepeele pevce Iesleuesuesner DeveskeÀ peCe peeefleJ³eJemLes®ee
efve<esOe keÀjCeejs Deensle eEkeÀJee Meesef<eleeb®³ee v³ee³³e DeefOekeÀejebvee
ceveeheemetve ceeveCeejs Deensle ns ceeveues heeefnpes. Meesef<ele mecetneb®es
ns pes meJeCe&meceLe&keÀ Deensle eEkeÀJee meceLe&keÀ nesT MekeÀleele
l³eeb®³eeyejesyej®ee mebJeeoner Meesef<eleeb®³ee ®eUJeUermeeþer
DeeJeM³ekeÀ Deens, ³ee mecebpemeheCee®ee DeYeeJe keÀener peCeeb®³ee
JeeieC³eeyeesueC³eele efomelees. [e@0 yeeyeemeensye Deebyes[keÀjebveer
meJeCe& meceepeeleerue DeveskeÀeb®es menkeÀe³e& Deeheu³ee Deeboesueveebvee
heg{s vesC³eemeeþer efceUJeues nesles, ner meeOeer yeeyener Meesef<ele
meceepee®es keÀener GLeU heg{ejer efJemejleele. ieeJekegÀmeeyeensj®es
hegjesieeceer DeeefCe ieeJekegÀmee®³ee Deeleues hegjesieeceer ³eeb®eer
SkeÀpetì DeeJeM³ekeÀ Deens Demes DeeojCeer³e oeoemeensye ©heJeles
cnCee³e®es. Deepe ne DeeJeepe oesvner yeepetbveer GþeJee ³eemeeþer
efJeMes<e he´³elveeb®eer iejpe Deens.
meceepeemeceesj DeveskeÀ iegbleeiegbleer®es ÒeÍve efvecee&Ce Peeues
Deensle. efoJemeWefoJeme l³eeleerue iegbleeiegble Jee{le®e Deens.
DeMee JesUer mec³ekeÀ DeeefCe meJe&meceeJesMekeÀ efJe®eej keÀjle
ÒeÍveeb®eer oerIe&keÀeueerve GÊejs efceUJeC³eemeeþer meceepeeleerue
SkeÀefpevemeerheCee Jee{eJee, meeceeefpekeÀ meueesKee Jee{eJee ³eemeeþer
he´³elve DeeJeM³ekeÀ Deensle. meceepee®³ee, J³eÊeÀeR®³ee DeekeÀeb#ee
Jee{le Deensle. veJeer veJeer mJehves l³eebvee KegCeeJele Deensle.
³eele JeeF&ì keÀener veener. ns he´ieleer®es®e ue#eCe Deens; heCe
Jee{l³ee DeekeÀeb#ee DeeefCe keÀceer nesle peeCeeN³ee meesF&megefJeOee
ner heefjeqmLeleer leCeeJe efvecee&Ce keÀjles. ne leCeeJe Deeheehemeeble
Yeeb[Ces ueeJelees. heCe meesF&megefJeOeeb®ee efJemleej keÀeb nesle veener?
³eeuee peyeeyeoej keÀesCe ne ÒeÍve efJe®eeje³euee ne®e leCeeJe
Deeheu³ee meJee¥vee he´Je=Êe keÀeb keÀjle veener? DeeheCe Deeheeheu³ee
peeleerle®e peiet ueeieuees, peeleerhegjlee®e efJe®eej keÀje³euee
ueeieuees, mJeleë®³ee peeleer®ee/Oecee&®ee DeeflejskeÀer DeefYeceeve
DeeefCe ogmeN³ee®³ee peeleer®ee/Oecee&®ee ogmJeeme keÀª ueeieuees lej
Deeheu³eeuee veJ³eeves he[le Demeuesueer mJehves lej hegjer nesCeej®e
veenerle, efµeJee³e Deepe Deeheu³ee neleele pes keÀener Deens lesner
ieceJeeJes ueeiesue ns DeeheCe DeesUKeues heeefnpes. Deeheehemeebleu³ee
Yeeb[Ceebveer efceUle keÀener®e veener, heCe Deeheu³ee ogie&leeruee pes
Kejs peyeeyeoej Deensle les menpeheCes efvemeìtve peeleele. Jee{lee
meeceeefpekeÀ efJeÜs<e ne meJe&meceeJesMekeÀ efJekeÀemeeuee ceejkeÀ
Demelees. KeeCeejs one DeeefCe YeekeÀjer SkeÀ®e DeMee heefjeqmLeleerle
ner heefjeqmLeleer keÀe³ece DeMeer®e jenCeej ns ie=nerle Oeªve
Demeuesueer SkeÀ YeekeÀjer keÀesCe KeeCeej ne®e ®e®ex®ee cegÎe kesÀuee,
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lej Deeheu³eeDeeheu³eele®e Yeeb[Ces ueeieCeej ns mheä®e Deens.
heCe ³ee ieoejesUele KeeCeejs one Deensle lej YeekeÀjer one keÀeb
Leeheu³ee peele veenerle ne ÒeÍve efJe®eeje³e®es jentve peeles DeeefCe
one YeekeÀjer LeeheC³ee®eer peyeeyeoejer p³eeb®³eeJej meesheJeueer Deens
l³eebvee peeye efJe®eeje³e®esner jentve peeles.
cenejeä^ele DeeefCe Yeejleele pees Jee{lee meeceeefpekeÀ efJeÜs<e
efomelees Deens, JesieJesieUs peeeflemecetn SkeÀceskeÀebyeÎue p³ee
efJe<eejerheCes yeesuele Deensle ³ee®eer keÀejCes keÀe³e DemeeJeerle?
efJeMes<eleë meceepe ceeO³eceeletve(meesMeue ceeref[³eeletve)Deeheeheu³ee
meceepee®ee DeefYeefveJesMe DeeefCe ogmeN³ee®³ee meceepeeyeÎue
Demeefn<Cet Yee<ee Jee{les Deens ³ee®es SkeÀ keÀejCe, ceeie®³ee
efveJe[CegkeÀer®³ee he´®eejeleerue Deeéeemeveeb®eer Kewjele, l³eeletve
Jee{uesu³ee Dehes#ee DeeefCe he´l³e#eele Dehes#eehetleeahes#ee Gueì
efoMesves nesle Demeuesueer meÊeeOeeN³eeb®eer Jeeì®eeue ³eele Demesue
keÀe, nsner MeesOeues heeefnpes.
osMeele DeeefCe cenejeä^ele meÊeeblej nesTve Deelee yeje®e
keÀeueeJeOeer ueesìuee Deens. 2014hetJeea®³ee meÊeeOeeN³eeb®ee
Ye´ä DeeefCe mejbpeeceoejer keÀejYeej pevelesuee Keghele neslee®e.
efJekeÀemee®³ee ueeKe-keÀesìer ©he³eeb®³ee ³eespevee Ye´äe®eeje®³ee
ieìejiebiesle Jeentve peele nesl³ee DeeefCe mejbpeeceoej
jepekeÀejCeer Je l³eeb®es cetþYej yeieueye®®es ³eeb®eer Iejs Yejueer
peele nesleer. l³eeletve®e leeuegkeÀe heeleUerJejerue vesles DeeefCe
l³eeb®³ee veelesJeeF&keÀ-meceLe&keÀeb®ee GÎeceheCee DeefOekeÀ®e Jee{le
neslee. ueeskeÀMeener®ee®e DeeOeej Iesle leeuegkeÌ³eeleeuegkeÌ³eele GYes
jeefnuesu³ee veJ³ee mebmLeeefvekeÀ jepekeÀejC³eeb®ee pee®e celeoejebvee
Deme¿e Peeuee neslee. p³ee menkeÀej#es$eeves SkesÀkeÀeUer ie´eceerCe
Yeeiee®eer ¬eÀ³eMeÊeÀer Jee{efJeC³ee®es cenÊJehetCe& keÀece kesÀues, les
menkeÀej#es$e®e cees[tve KeeC³ee®es keÀece keÀjCeeN³ee menkeÀej
mece´eìeb®ee Ye´äe®eej, veeleueieMeener DeeefCe iewjJ³eJemLeeheve ueeskeÀ
heenle nesles. efMe#eCe he´meeje®³ee veeJeeKeeueer Dev³e jep³eebleerue
OeveJeeve efJeÐeeL³ee¥vee he´eOeev³e osleevee iejerye MeslekeÀN³eeb®³ee
heesjebvee efMe#eCemebmLes®³ee oejelener GYes jent ve osCeejs meÊeeOeejer
efMe#eCemece´eì keÀesCee®eer Iejs Yejle nesles nsner celeoejeb®³ee ue#eele
³esle nesles. leLeekeÀefLele cegÊeÀ DeLe&keÀejCeeves SkeÀe yeepetuee
ceO³eceJeiee&®³ee DeekeÀeb#ee ieieveeuee efYe[Jeu³ee nesl³ee. ogmeN³ee
yeepetuee ³ee®e cegÊeÀ DeLe&keÀejCeeves keÀäkeÀN³eeb®³ee ceveele kesÀJeU
efJekeÀemee®es mJehve HegÀueJeues veJnles lej efJekeÀemee®ee heePej Deepe
vee GÐee, heCe ³ee®e he´ef¬eÀ³esletve Deeheu³eehe³e¥le heesnes®esue ne Ye´cener
efvecee&Ce kesÀuee neslee. vejWê ceesoer ³eeb®³eemeejK³ee he´efme×er DeeefCe

keÀuhevee efJe¬eÀer keÀewMeu³eele lejyespe vesl³eeves meJe& he´keÀej®³ee
ceeO³eceeb®ee Kegyeerves Ghe³eesie keÀjle peveles®³ee efJekeÀemeefJe<e³ekeÀ
DeekeÀeb#eeb®es ªheeblej lelkeÀeueerve meÊeeOeeN³eeb®³ee efJejesOeeleerue
Demeblees<eele kesÀues. ns keÀjC³eemeeþer l³eebveer iegpejeleceO³es l³eeb®³ee
cegK³eceb$eerheoe®³ee keÀeUele Peeuesu³ee DeeefCe l³ee®emeesyele ve
Peeuesu³eener efJekeÀemee®es {esue ye[Jeues. efMeJee³e hejosMeeleuee
keÀeUe hewmee hejle DeeCetve he´l³eskeÀ Yeejleer³ee®³ee Keel³eele pecee
keÀª FLeheemetve les MeslekeÀN³eebvee GlheeoveKe®ee&Jej heVeeme ìkeÌkesÀ
veHeÀe efceUsue SJe{e YeeJe Mesleceeueeuee osT DeMeer DeveskeÀ
Deeéeemeves celeoejebvee efoueer. Deej#eCee®ee he´Jeie& yeouetve nJee
Demeuesu³ee Oeveiej meceepeeuee cebef$eceb[Ue®³ee heefnu³ee®e
yewþkeÀerle Demee efveCe&³e IesT, Demes Deeéeemeve FkeÀ[s cenejeä^ele
osJeWê HeÀ[CeJeermeebveer efoues. ³eeyeeyele DeeefoJeemeer meceepee®es
keÀe³e cnCeCes Deens ns l³eebvee ceenerle veJnles Demes veener; keÀejCe
meÊesle Deeu³eeyejesyej l³eeb®³ee®e he#ee®es DeeefoJeemeer efJekeÀeme ceb$eer
efJe<Cet meeJeje ³eebveer Oeveiej meceepee®eer ceeieCeer hetCe& nesT MekeÀle
veener Demes mheä efJeOeeve kesÀues. heCe legcner HeÀÊeÀ Deece®³ee neleele
meÊee Ðee; ceie p³eeuee pes nJes les Deecner DeeefCe HeÀÊeÀ Deecner®e
osT,DeMeer he´®eeje®eer efoMee Yeejleer³e pevelee he#eeves mecepetveGcepetve þsJeueer. heefjCeeceer Peeuesu³ee celeoevee®³ee peJeUheeme
31 ìkeÌkesÀ celes efceUJele Yeejleer³e pevelee he#eeuee ueeskeÀmeYesle
hetCe& yengcele efceUeues. DeveskeÀ Je<ee¥veblej DeeIee[er mejkeÀej®es
³egie mebheJele SkeÀe®e he#ee®es yengcele DemeCeejs mejkeÀej efo}
Áerle DeeqmlelJeele Deeues. mene ceefnv³eeb®³ee Deele cenejeä^elener
heejbheefjkeÀ men³eesieer Yeepehe-efMeJemesves®es mejkeÀej DeeqmlelJeele
Deeues. efJekeÀemee®³ee meboYee&le ceesþs ceesþs oeJes keÀjCeejs Deelee
meÊeeOeejer Peeues DeeefCe DeeIee[er mejkeÀej®³ee kegÀþu³eener
ce³ee&oe l³eeb®³eeJej vemeu³eeves efJekeÀemee®ee Jeeª Deelee ®eewHesÀj
GOeUt ueeiesue Demee efJeéeeme DeveskeÀebvee Jeeìt ueeieuee.
hetJeea®³ee meÊeeOeeN³eeb®³ee keÀeUele pevelesuee veeskeÀjMeener®ee
DevegYeJe keÀener HeÀej ®eebieuee ³esle veJnlee. DeheJeeo JeieUlee
heeb{je nÊeer yeveuesueer veeskeÀjMeener peveles®³ee DeefleMe³e
iebYeerj ÒeÍveeJejmeg×e yescegJe&leKeesjheCes DeeefCe eflelekeÌ³ee®e
DemebJesoveMeeruelesves Jeeieleevee celeoej heenle nesles. veJ³ee
mejkeÀejves l³eener yeeyeleerle ®eebieues he´Meemeve, peyeeyeoej he´Meemeve,
lelhej he´Meemeve, peveefnlee®es efveCe&³e þesmeheCes jeyeJeCeejs he´Meemeve
Deecner®e DeeCeCeej Demes oeJes kesÀues nesles. SketÀCe keÀe³e lej
Deelee meJe& DeeyeeoerDeeyeeo nesCeej Demee mecepe celeoejeb®ee,
veeieefjkeÀeb®ee keÀªve efouee iesuee. iegbleeiegbleer®³ee ÒeÍveeb®es
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megueYeerkeÀjCe keÀjle DeefleMe³e meesheer GÊejs ceeb[le, legcner HeÀÊeÀ
Deece®³ee neleele meÊee Ðee DeeefCe efveOee&mle jene Demee heefJe$ee
Iesleuee iesuee.
meceepepeerJeveele DeeefCe celeoejeb®³ee Jew³eefÊeÀkeÀ peerJeveele
Demes Deecetueeie´ heefjJele&ve Ie[Jetve DeeCeC³ee®ee oeJee keÀjCeeN³ee
veJ³ee meÊeeOeeN³eebveer efveJe[tve ³esC³eemeeþer®es neleKeb[s cee$e
pegv³ee meÊeeOeeN³eeb®es®e, heCe l³eeb®³eehes#eener DeefOekeÀ he´YeeJeerheCes
Jeehejues. l³eeb®³ee efveJe[CetkeÀ he´®eeje®³ee Ke®ee&ves keÀesìer®³ee
keÀesìer G·eCes Iesleueer. GcesoJeeje®³ee efveJe[CetkeÀ he´®eejKe®ee&Jej
Demeuesu³ee yebOeveeletve menpe heUJeeìe keÀe{CeeN³eebvee he#ee®³ee
Jeleerves nesCeeN³ee efveJe[CetkeÀ he´®eejKe®ee&Jej lej yebOeve veJnles®e.
ogmeN³ee yeepetuee DeeOeer®³ee meÊeeOeeN³eeb®³ee ceOeues Demeblegä
MeesOetve MeesOetve Deeheu³eele meeceerue keÀªve Iesleevee les Ye´ä
Deensle keÀer veenerle Demee kegÀþueener meejemeej efJe®eej kesÀuee
iesuee veener. pegv³eeb®es®e Ye´ä neleKeb[s Jeeheªve DeeefCe pegv³eeb®³ee
hewkeÀer®e DeveskeÀebvee meeceeJetve Iesle, efveJe[tve Deeuesu³ee ³ee veJ³eeb®es
®eefj$e DeeefCe ®eeefj$³e veeskeÀjMeenerves meJee¥le DeeOeer DeesUKeues.
ns veJes meÊeeOeejer Deeheues keÀenerner efyeIe[Jet MekeÀCeej veenerle
ns peeCetve, l³eebveer Deeheuee pegvee®e cnCepes®e peveleshe´leer
yescegJe&le DeeefCe DemebJesoveMeerue keÀejYeej efyeveOeemleheCes hegvne
megª kesÀuee. cenejeä^ mejkeÀejves DeeOeer®³ee oHeÌlej efojbieeF&
keÀe³eÐee®³ee Dehe³eMee®eer keÀejCes ve MeesOelee veJee mesJee nceer
keÀe³eoe DeeCeuee. pevelesuee nsueheeìs Ieeuee³euee ve ueeielee,
DeefOekeÀeN³eeb®es nele Deesues keÀjeJes ve ueeielee efouesu³ee cegoleerle
Deeheueer keÀeces nesleerue Demes Deeéeemeve efoues iesues. he´l³e#eele cee$e
les Deeéeemeve®e jeefnues.íesìîeeceesþîee mejkeÀejer keÀe³ee&ue³eeble
iesu³eeveblej veeieefjkeÀebvee nesCeeje cevemleehe, efojbieeF& DeeefCe
efKeMeeuee ®eeì veJ³ee mejkeÀej®³ee keÀeUelener lemee®e ®eeuet
jeefnuee.
Deee|LekeÀ OeesjCeeb®³ee yeeyeleerlener veJ³ee mejkeÀej®eer veerleer
DeeOeer®³ee mejkeÀej®³eehes#ee cenÊJee®³ee yeeyeleerle lejer JesieUer
efomele veener.
@ Mesleer #es$eekeÀ[s ogue&#e.
@ efveJe[keÀ GÐeesieheleeR®eer heeþjeKeCe.
@ efJekeÀemee®³ee yeeyele DeeqmLej DeMee Lesì hejkeÀer³e
iegbleJeCegkeÀerJej®e efYemle.
@ jespeieejefvee|celeer®³ee cenÊJehetCe& GefÎäe®eer Ghes#ee.

@ MeslekeÀN³eebvee Deefpeyeele keÀpe&ceeHeÀer osCeej veener DeMeer
þece YetefcekeÀe Iesleevee®e ceesþîee GÐeesieheleeRkeÀ[erue jeä^er³eerke=Àle
yeBkeÀeb®es ueeKees-keÀjes[es ©he³eeb®es keÀpe& Jemetue keÀjC³eeyeeyele cee$e
DeLe&hetCe& Goemeervelee DeeefCe
@ meJee¥le cenÊJee®es cnCepes efve³ee&lehe´Oeeve Deee|LekeÀ veerleerJej
DeefleefjÊeÀ Yej Je Iejsuet yeepeej ([escesefmìkeÀ ceekexÀì) GYee
keÀjC³eekeÀ[s ogue&#e.
ner veerleer ceeieerue heeveeJeªve heg{s ®eeuet jeefnueer. eEkeÀyengvee,
DeefOekeÀ megmeeì peele jeefnueer.
ceie l³ee®es og<heefjCeecener l³ee®e ieleerves efomee³euee ueeieues.
MeslekeÀN³eebvee mJeeceerveeLeve meefceleer DenJeeueevegmeej nceerYeeJe
osCeejer J³eJemLee GYeer keÀjC³eeSsJepeer meÊesJej ³eslee®e Deeþ
ceefnv³eeb®³ee Deele Demee YeeJe osCes ³eesi³e veener keÀejCe l³eeves
yeepeejele DeveeJeM³ekeÀ nmle#eshe nesF&ue DeMeer YetefcekeÀe meJeex®®e
v³ee³eeue³eele efouesu³ee MeheLehe$eele ³ee®e mejkeÀejves Iesleueer.
³ee mejkeÀej®³ee keÀeUele MeslekeÀjer Deelcenl³ee Jee{u³ee,
kebÀ$eeìer keÀeceieej OeesjCeeves mebIeìerle keÀeceieej DemebIeefìle
nesle jentve DemJemLelee Jee{ueer, DemebIeefìle/Demegjef#ele
keÀäkeÀjer meeceeefpekeÀ megj#esheemetve Jebef®ele®e jeefnues, efveJe[CetkeÀ
he´®eejefveOeer®³ee Keeuu³ee efceþeuee peeieC³eekeÀjlee cepeealeu³ee
ye[îee GÐeesieheleeRvee nJes les osleevee ogmeN³ee yeepetuee meesF&megefJeOeeDeYeeJeer íesìs GÐeesie cee$e De[®eCeerle Deeues, yeebOekeÀece
#es$eeleerue ceboer leMeer®e ®eeuet jeefnueer DeeefCe GÐeesie#es$eeves
Dehesef#ele GYeejer ve Iesleu³eeves jespeieejefvee|celeer Leb[eJeueer.
heefjCeeceer pevelesle DemJemLelee efomeCes mJeeYeeefJekeÀ nesles®e. veJ³ee
mejkeÀej®eer veJ³ee®eer veJeueeF& mebheueer Demee efve<keÀ<e& keÀe{C³eele
IeeF& nesCeej Demeueer, lejer JesieJesieUs mecetn Deeheueer veejepeer,
Demeblees<e veeWoJet ueeieues.
³ee Demeblees<ee®eer iebYeerj oKeue Iesle Deee|LekeÀ veerleerle meJee¥vee
meeceeJetve IesCeejer mebJesoveMeeruelee DeeefCe DebceueyepeeJeCeer®³ee
J³eJenejele heejoMeeaheCee DeeCetve mekeÀejelcekeÀ he´eflemeeo osCes
mejkeÀejmeeþer MekeÌ³e nesles Je Deens. cee$e meÊeeOeejer he#ee®³ee
DeeefCe l³ee®³eeMeer mebyebefOele efJeefJeOe mebIeìveeb®³ee vesleskeÀe³e&keÀl³ee¥®ee he´eflemeeo cee$e meceepeeuee Yeuel³ee®e efoMesves
IesTve peeCeeje efomeuee/efomelees³e.
@ leLeekeÀefLele ieesj#ekeÀebveer keÀe³eoe neleele Iesle megª kesÀuesueer
iegvnsieejer ke=Àl³es.
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@ cenelcee ieebOeerpeeR®³ee Kegv³ee®es GoeÊeerkeÀjCe.
@ jeä^YeÊeÀer®eer GLeU J³eeK³ee keÀjle megª Demeuesueer
meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ oeoeefiejer.
@ Yeejlee®es yengmeebmke=ÀeflekeÀ mJeªhe efJemeªve SkeÀe®e Oecee&®es
he´leerkeÀ DemeCeeN³ee `ieerlee' ³ee Oece&ie´bLeeme jeä^er³e ie´bLe cnCeeJes
³eemeeþer®ee Keìeìeshe.
@ Meesef<ele peeeflemecetnebmeeþer jep³eIeìvesves efouesu³ee
Deej#eCeeyeeyele Gueì megueì efJeOeeves.
@ ueeskeÀmebK³ee efve³ebef$ele þsJeC³eemeeþer meJee¥meeþer®e J³eehekeÀ
OeesjCe þjefJeC³eeSsJepeer SkeÀe efJeefMeä Oeceea³eebefJe©× iejU
DeeskeÀle, mJeOeceea³eebvee DeefOekeÀ cegues pevceeuee IeeueC³ee®es
DeeJeenve (ceefnuee cnCepes kesÀJeU cegueer-cegues pevceeuee
IeeueC³ee®es ³eb$e mecepele) keÀjC³ee®ee JeeJeotkeÀheCee.
DeeefCe Demes®e pes Dev³e he´keÀej megª Deensle l³ee®ee efve<keÀ<e&
SJe{e®e efveIelees keÀer, efJekeÀemee®³ee ÒeÍveeJej efceUeuesu³ee
peveeosMee®ee Jeehej meeceeefpekeÀ efJeÜs<ee®³ee keÀe³e&¬eÀceemeeþer
keÀªve ns mejkeÀej l³ee peveeosMee®ee®e Deheceeve keÀjle Deens.
³ee®ee SkeÀ DeLe& Demeener efveIet MekeÀlees keÀer, efveJe[CegkeÀe
eEpekeÀC³eemeeþer p³eeuee pes heeefnpes leer Deeéeemeves osCeeN³ee ³ee
mejkeÀejuee Deelee leer Deeéeemeves®e [esF&pe[ Peeueer Deensle cnCetve
eEkeÀJee Deee|LekeÀ DeeIee[erJej YejerJe keÀener keÀªve oeKeJelee ³esle
veener cnCetve Deee|LekeÀ DeeIee[erJejerue Dehe³eMe PeekeÀC³eemeeþer
ns mejkeÀej®e meceepeele ogner ceepeJeC³ee®es jepekeÀejCe keÀjle
Deens. ueeskeÀMeenerle mekeÀejelcekeÀ yeoueemeeþer YejYeªve
celeoeve keÀªvener he´l³e#eele pesJne celeoejeb®ee Dehes#eeYebie
neslees lesJne lees Dehes#eeYebie meeceeefpekeÀ ogjeJee DeeefCe hejmhej
DeefJeéeeme Jee{Jelees. DeeefCe mejkeÀej®e peWJne meeceeefpekeÀ
efJeÜs<eeuee KeleheeCeer Ieeuee³euee ueeieles lesJne lej mecem³ee
DeefOekeÀ®e efyekeÀì nesles. DeMee JesUer ns Dehe³eMe SkeÀe he#ee®es
Dehe³eMe jenle veener lej l³ee®es ªheeblej celeoejeb®ee ueeskeÀMeener
jepekeÀejCeeJej®ee efJeéeeme keÀceer Jne³euee keÀejCeerYetle þjles.
ceie ³ee®e keÀeUele meJe& peeleer-Oecee¥®³ee veeieefjkeÀebveer SkeÀ$e ³esTve
jespeerjesìer®³ee ÒeÍveeJej ue{s GYeejCes cenÊJee®es þjles. Deepe
Yeejleer³e meceepeeme DeMee Oece&efvejhes#e ue{îeeb®eer iejpe Deens.
Oece&efvejhes#eles®³ee cegÐee®eer HeÀej ®e®ee& ve keÀjlee pes cegÎs meJee¥vee
[e®eleele, pes cegÎs meJee¥meeþer mecem³ee yevetve jeefnues Deensle,
p³ee cegÐeeJej meJe& peeefleOecee¥®es ueeskeÀ SkeÀ$e ³esT MekeÀleele;

DeMee cegÐeebJej meJe& ueeskeÀebveer SkeÀpegìerves DeeJeepe GþefJeCes ns
Oece&efvejhes#e jepekeÀejCe®e Demeles. peveles®ee ueeskeÀMeenerJej®ee
efJeéeeme efìkeÀuee heeefnpes. cnCetve®e efJekeÀemee®³ee DeeIee[erJej
pes meJee¥meeþer MekeÌ³e Deens, les®e SkesÀkeÀìîeemeeþer ³eesi³e Deens
ner YetefcekeÀe ©peJele DeMee mJehveeb®³ee hetleeameeþer he´l³eskeÀeuee
³eesieoeve oslee ³esF&ue DeMeer heefjeqmLeleer efvecee&Ce kesÀueer heeefnpes.
l³ee mJehvee®³ee efoMesves meJe& peCe peesceeves keÀeceeuee ueeieleerue ns
heeefnues heeefnpes. ceesþîee DeeMesves efveJe[tve efouesu³ee mejkeÀejkeÀ[tve
DeMeer meJe&meceeJesMekeÀ DeeefCe J³eehekeÀ YetefcekeÀe Dehesef#ele Deens.
DeeefCe mejkeÀej pej DeMeer J³eehekeÀ YetefcekeÀe I³ee³euee le³eej
vemesue lej pevelesves leer l³eebvee I³ee³euee ueeJeueer heeefnpes.
@ Mesleer®eer Ghes#ee LeebyeJeCeeN³ee, Mesleerleerue meeJe&peefvekeÀ
iegbleJeCetkeÀ Jee{JeCeeN³ee DeeefCe Mesleceeueeuee jemle nceerYeeJe
osCeeN³ee,
@ veJ³ee #es$eeleerue Mesleceeue he´ef¬eÀ³ee GÐeesieeÜejs ie´eceerCe
jespeieej DeeefCe Mesleceeuee®eer cetu³eJe=×er keÀjC³eemeeþer ceole
keÀjCeeN³ee,
@ DemebIeefìle/Demegjef#ele keÀäkeÀN³eebvee meeceeefpekeÀ megj#ee
osCeeN³ee,
@ ueIegGÐeesieebvee he´eslmeenve osCeeN³ee,
@ mebhetCe& jespeieeje®es GefÎä þsJele he´l³eskeÀeme jeä^GYeejCeerle
mebOeer Je menYeeie osCeeN³ee,
@ osMeebleie&le mebmeeOeves DeeefCe ye®ele ³eebJej DeLe&keÀejCee®ee
hee³ee GYee keÀªve DeeJeM³ekeÀ efleLes®e Lesì hejkeÀer³e iegbleJeCegkeÀerme
hejJeeveieer osCeejer,
@ DeeefCe meJee¥le cenÊJee®es cnCepes efve³ee&lehe´Oeeve
OeesjCeemeesyele®e Iejsuet yeepeej ([escesefmìkeÀ ceekexÀì) me#ece
keÀjC³eemeeþer he´eOeev³e osCeeN³ee Deee|LekeÀ veerleermeeþer ³ee
mejkeÀejJej oyeeJe Jee{Jeuee heeefnpes. DeeefCens Jne³e®es Demesue
lej SkesÀkeÀe peeleer®es Je megìîee megìîee ÒeÍveeJejerue cees®ex ve
efveIelee, meJe& Yeejleer³eeb®es cees®ex meJee¥vee ®eebieues efMe#eCe Je meJee¥vee
me#ece jespeieej efceUC³eemeeþer®³ee ÒeÍveeJej efveIeeues heeefnpesle.
cenejeä^eleerue DeeefCe osMeeleerue meebhe´le®³ee DemebJesoveMeerue,
efJeKeejer JeeleeJejCeeves pes pes DemJemLe Deensle Demes meJe& peCe ³ee
efoMesves me¬eÀer³e nesCeej keÀer veener, ³eeJej heg{erue keÀeUele yejs®e
keÀener DeJeuebyetve Deens.
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peveDeeboesueveb, efJekeÀemeveerleer
DeeefCe jepekeÀejCe
megveerleer megueYee jIegveeLe

cegUele, Deeheu³ee osMeeuee 1947 meeueer efceUeuesueb mJeeleb$³e
DeeefCe ``ÒeosMe'' DeLeJee ``je<ì^'' cnCetve efceUeuesueer DeesUKe
ns peveDeeboesuevee®eb®e HeÀefuele Deens. Deeheueb cegK³ehe´Jeener
mJeeleb$³e Deeboesueve ns jepekeÀer³e Deeboesueve®e nesleb, heCe l³ee®eb
mJeªhe DeeboesueveelcekeÀ jeefnu³eecegUs l³eeceO³es DeveskeÀ he´Jeen
³esTve efceUle iesues Je les meMeÊeÀ, meJe&meceeJesMekeÀ nesle iesueb.
meeO³e-meeOeve efJeJeskeÀeheemetve lej meceles®ee Deeie´n OejCeeN³ee
DemebK³e ueneve-ceesþîee he´Jeenebveer ns Deeboesueve Ie[le iesueb
DeeefCe SkeÀe mejbpeeceer J³eJemLeskeÀ[tve ueeskeÀMeenerkeÀ[s Demee
³ee osMee®ee he´Jeeme l³eeletve Ie[uee. SjJeer DemebK³e íesìîeeíesìîee jep³eebceO³es DeeefCe mebmLeeveebceO³es efJeKegjuesu³ee DeeefCe
SkeÀceskeÀeble keÀener jepekeÀer³e veeleb ve meebieCee´³ee (eEkeÀJee Demeueb®e
lej les Me$eglJee®eb®e) ³ee he´®eb[ YetYeeieeuee ``osMe'' cnCetve
(mebIejep³eelcekeÀ keÀe Demesvee) DeeqmlelJeele DeeCeCeb ns efkeÀleer
he´®eb[ DeeJneve nesleb ns DeeheCe mecepet MekeÀlees. ogme´³ee yeepetves
³ee®e keÀeUele meceles®³ee efJeefJeOe ®eUJeUer mJeleb$eheCes lemes®e
mJeeleb$³e Deeboesuevee®ee Yeeie cnCetvener GY³ee jeefnu³ee DeeefCe
peele, Oece&, eEueie, Yee<ee DeMee efJe<eceles®³ee DeveskeÀ cegÐeebJej
meceepeele IegmeUCe nesTve, efJe<eceles®³ee efJejesOeele l³ee-l³ee
pevemecegneb®es efJeêesnner GYes jentve, mJeeleb$³e efceUshe³e¥le®³ee
keÀeUele meceles®eb cetu³e efkeÀceeve leeeqlJekeÀ heeleUerJej
mJeerkeÀejueb iesueb DeeefCe mebefJeOeeveele veeWoJeueb iesueb. eflemejerkeÀ[s,
mejbpeeceer DeeefCe l³eeveblej®³ee DeewÐeesefiekeÀ-Yeeb[JeueMeener
DeLe&J³eJemLeskeÀ[tve meceleeOeeefjle DeLe&J³eJemLes®eb efkeÀceeve mJehve
yeIele DeLe&J³eJemLes®eer keÀenerSkeÀ hegvej&®evee Peeueer DeeefCe ®eJeLeb
cnCepes, ``meeJe&peefvekeÀ efnle'', ``keÀu³eeCekeÀejer jep³e''
³eebÜejs meeceev³e-Jebef®ele ceeCemee®es nkeÌkeÀ peheC³ee®ee he´³elvener
Peeuee. cee$e ³ee meJee&uee®e, efJeMes<ele: DebceueyepeeJeCeer®³ee he´®eb[
ce³ee&oe jeefnu³ee DeeefCe l³eecegUs ³ee meJe&®e mebkeÀuheveeb®ee Peeuesuee
efJehe³ee&me DeeefCe efJeke=ÀleerkeÀjCe DeeheCe #eCees#eCeer heenle DeeefCe
DevegYeJele Demeuees, lejer ns meJe& heefjJele&ve keÀener ``DeeheesDeehe''
Ie[uesueb veJnleb lej l³eeceeies oerIe&keÀeU®eer efJe®eejhe´efkeÀ³ee,
meceepeele Peeuesueer IegmeUCe, yeoueuesueer cetu³eJ³eJemLee ns meejb
nesleb, DeeefCe l³ee meJee&®ee heefjheekeÀ cnCetve les mebefJeOeeveele,
mebmeosle, v³ee³eJ³eJemLesle, he´Meemeveele, cnCepes Lees[keÌ³eele
``jep³eJ³eJemLesle'' Gceìueb. ns meJe& p³eeÜejs Ie[ueb, les
peeCeerJehetJe&keÀ heg{s vesCeejb ``peveDeeboesueve'' nesleb, ns DeeheCe
mecepetve Iesleueb heeefnpes.
SJe{b meieUb Ie[le nesleb cnCetve®e mebefJeOeevee®³ee cemegoe
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meefceleer®³ee DeO³e#eheoer [e@. yeeyeemeensye Deebyes[keÀjebveer
DemeeJeb ³ee®ee Deeie´n ieebOeerpeeRvee Oejlee Deeuee, DeeefCe lejerner
meceles®eb SkeÀ-SkeÀ keÀuece mebefJeOeeveele meceeefJeä keÀjleevee
yeeyeemeensyeebvee kesÀJe{e ue{e ÐeeJee ueeieuee les DeeheCe peeCelees.
cee$e les®e mebefJeOeeve jeä^euee Dehe&Ce keÀjleevee yeeyeemeensyeebveener
ns hejKe[heCes meebieeJeb ueeieueb keÀer ``mebbefJeOeeveeleu³ee cetu³eebvee
pej peveMeÊeÀer®ee DeeOeej jeefnuee veener lej mebefJeOeevee®eb kesÀJeU
keÀuesJej®e efMeuuekeÀ jenerue.
ueeskeÀMeener, eEkeÀJee kegÀþuebner jep³e ns efleLeu³ee peveles®³ee
meleke&ÀlesJej DeeefCe meef¬eÀ³elesJej ®eeuele Demeleb, jep³ekeÀl³ee¥®³ee
ceveceeveerJej veJns. jepekeÀejCe cnCepes kesÀJeU mebmeo eEkeÀJee
efJeOeevemeYee veJns. jepekeÀejCe DeekeÀej Iesleb les meceepeele,
DeeefCe he´efleeEyeefyele nesleb, DeefYeJ³eÊeÀ nesleb les mebmeoer³e
he´CeeueerceOetve. efkeÀceeve, les lemeb Peeueb lej®e ueeskeÀMeener
efìkeÀles, heefjCeecekeÀejkeÀ yeveles. jepekeÀejCe-mebmeosle yemeuesues
ueeskeÀhe´efleefveOeer veJns, lej l³eebvee efveJe[tve osCeejs DeeefCe
l³eeb®³eeJej DebkegÀMe þsJeCeejs DeeheCe ®eeueJele Demelees. heCe
l³eemeeþer meceepe cnCetve l³ee jepekeÀejCeeuee ³eesi³e l³ee efoMesves
vesC³ee®eer peyeeyeoejerner Deeheueer®e Demeles DeeefCe leer SkeÀìîeeogkeÀìîeeves heej hee[C³eemeejKeer vemeu³eecegUs (MekeÌ³e lesJe{er
SkeÀìîee-ogkeÀìîeevesner heej hee[e³e®eer®e Demeles, lejerner)
mebIeefìleheCes, peveDeeboesueveebÜejs Deeheueb cnCeCeb veeWoJele
jentvener heej hee[e³e®eer Demeles.
mJeleb$e Yeejleelener DeMeer DeveskeÀ peveDeeboesueveb GYeer jeefnueer
p³eebletve osMee®³ee mebj®evesuee DeekeÀej efceUeuee, meceepee®³ee
OeejCeebvee meceles®ee DeeOeej efceUeuee DeeefCe Ke´³ee, peveefnlee®³ee
efJekeÀemeveerleer®ee Deeie´n Gceìuee. ceie lees Yee<eeJeej he´eblej®eves®ee
cegÎe Demees, Jebef®eleebvee cegK³e he´Jeenele meeceerue keÀªve IesTve
efJekeÀemee®eer mebOeer efceUeJeer ³eemeeþer jeKeerJe peeieeb®es he´eJeOeeve
Demees Jee ef®ehekeÀes DeeboesueveemeejK³ee DeeboesueveecegUs osMeeleerue
he³ee&JejCeJeeoeuee efceUeuesuee ceeleer®ee mheMe&-iebOe Demees. ``ceesþer
OejCeb cnCepes efJekeÀemee®eer leerLe&#es$eb'' ns efceLekeÀ lees[C³ee®eb
keÀece osKeerue SkeÀe peveDeeboesueveeves®e kesÀueb. cenejeä^elener
SkeÀ ieeJe SkeÀ heeCeJeþe, oefuele meeefnl³ee®³ee DeeefCe heBLej®³ee
[jkeÀeUerves Gceìuesuee oefuele meceepeeleuee GêskeÀ, cejeþJee[e
efJeÐeeheerþ veeceebleje®³ee efveefceÊeeves Peeuesueer meeceeefpekeÀ IegmeUCe,
mJeeleb$³e Deeboesueveele eqm$e³ee ceesþîee mebK³esves Gleju³ee nesl³ee®e,
heCe 1975 veblej KeN³ee DeLee&ves efJekeÀefmele Peeuesueer m$eerJeeoer
®eUJeU, osJeoemeer he´LesefJejesOeer Deeboesueve, veblej®³ee keÀeUele

meceepeeuee efJeJeskeÀe®³ee JeeìsJej vesC³eemeeþer keÀefìye× Demeuesueb
DebOeÞe×e efvecet&uevee®eb Deeboesueve, DeMeer efkeÀleerlejer peveDeeboesueveb
oeKeJetve oslee ³esleerue, p³eebveer meceepeele IegmeUCe Ie[Jetve
DeeCeueer, meceepeeuee efoMee osC³ee®ee he´³elve kesÀuee. l³ee®es
he[meeo meceepeele Je jepekeÀer³e he´efeÀ³eebceO³es, OeesjCeebceO³esner
Gceìuesues DeeheCe heenlees.
Deece®eer efhe{er p³ee peveDeeboesueveeletve keÀe³e&keÀlex yeveueer
l³ee pesheeR®³ee ``mebhetCe& ¬eÀebleer'' Deeboesueveelener ns®e Ie[uesueb
efomeleb. mepeielesves, peeCeerJehetJe&keÀ. l³ee Deeboesuevee®³ee YetefcekesÀle
Je he´ef¬eÀ³esle cetu³eheefjJele&vee®eer yeerpebner nesleer. l³ee Deeboesueveele
cegÎs nesles les Ye´äe®eej, kegÀ-efMe#eCe, peeleer³e efJe<ecelee,
yesjespeieejer, ns. cegÎs SkeÀe yeepetves meeceeefpekeÀ heefjJele&vee®es nesles
DeeefCe ogme´³ee yeepetves jepekeÀer³e. l³eeveblej®ee pevelee he´³eesie
(mebmeoer³e jepekeÀejCee®³ee OeeJeheUerle peveDeeboesueve #eerCe nesle
iesu³eecegUs) HeÀmeuee Demeb efomele Demeueb lejer, ³ee DeeboesueveecegUs
Peeuesueb peeiejCe, heefjJele&veeuee efceUeuesueer ieleer (- peer heg{s
ceb[ue DeeefCe Flej jepekeÀer³e he´efeÀ³eebceOetvener hejeJee|lele
Peeueer -), [eJ³ee, GpeJ³ee DeeefCe ceO³ececeeieea DeMee meJe&®e
jepekeÀer³e he#eebvee efceUeuesueer veJeer kegÀcekeÀ DeeefCe mebmeoer³e
jepekeÀejCee®³ee yeensj jentve mebmeoyee¿e jepekeÀejCe (lemeb
cnCele eEkeÀJee ve cnCeleener) heg{s vesle Demeuesueer keÀe³e&keÀl³ee¥®eer,
mebIeìvee-mebmLeeb®eer DemebK³e ueneveceesþer yesìb (leer yesìb®e
jeefnueer ne l³eeleuee meJee&le efvejeMeepevekeÀ Yeeie) ns meejb l³ee
peveDeeboesuevee®eb mebef®ele Deens. Yeejleer³e ueeskeÀMeener heefjhekeÌJe
keÀjCeejb les Deeboesueve nesleb, ns efveeq½ele.
p³ee, ``peveDeeboesueveeb®ee jeä^er³e mecevJe³e’ ³ee he´efeÀ³esMeer
ceer efle®³ee DeejbYeeheemetve, cnCepes l³ee mebkeÀuhevesheemetve mebyebefOele
Deens, leer he´efeÀ³ee osKeerue J³eehekeÀ jepekeÀejCee®³ee SkeÀe
Deheefjne³e&lesletve®e pevceeuee Deeueer. 1980 ®³ee oMekeÀe®³ee
GÊejeOee&le, pesJne cegK³ehe´Jeener jepekeÀer³e he#eebkeÀ[tve hetCe&
Ye´ceefvejeme Peeuee neslee DeeefCe l³eeb®ee keÀu³eeCekeÀejer cegKeJeìe
HeÀeìuee neslee DeeefCe l³ee®ee meJee&efOekeÀ HeÀìkeÀe keÀäkeÀjer Jeiee&uee
DeeefCe efJekeÀemee®³ee veeJeeJej efJemLeeefhele nesCee´³ee pevemecegnebvee
yemele neslee l³ee keÀeUele ³ee efJemLeeheve-efJe<ecelee-efJeveeMekeÀejer
efJekeÀemeveerleerefJe©× DeeJeepe GþJeCee´³ee peveDeeboesueveebveer
SkeÀ$e ³esTve ne ceb®e mLeeheve kesÀuee. peeieeflekeÀerkeÀjCe
(1991) DeeefCe yeeyejer ceMeero GodOJemle keÀªve DeeeÀcekeÀ
Peeuesueer meebhe´oeef³ekeÀlee (1992) ³ee heeée&YetceerJej Peeuesueer
ner peveDeeboesueveeb®eer SkeÀpetì nesleer. ceeieerue peJeUheeme 20
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Je<e¥ SkeÀe yeepetuee l³ee-l³ee he´Mveeb®eer peveDeeboesueveeÜejs le[
ueeJeleevee®e ogme´³ee yeepetuee meceles®³ee meJe& cegÐeebJej YetefcekeÀe
Iesle, ueeJetve Oejle, ner Deeboesueveb osMee®³ee jepekeÀejCeeuee
efoMee osC³ee®ee he´³elve keÀjleensle. l³ee®eyejesyej, DeefleMe³e
he´efleketÀue DeMee, jep³emeÊesJej keÀeheexjsìerkeÀjCee®ee DeeefCe
veJeYeeb[JeueMeener®ee hetCe& keÀypee Demeuesu³ee ³ee keÀeUele
iejerye-Jebef®eleeb®eer yeepet ueeJetve Oejle Deensle. vece&osheemetve Sveje@
vehe³e¥le, hueeef®ecee[eheemetve veboerie´ece-eEmeietjhe³e¥le, ueJeemeeheemetve
JesieJesieÈ³ee efþkeÀeCe®³ee mesPehe³e¥le®³ee ue{e³ee ue{lee-ue{lee®e,
``ue[Wies - peerleWies’ cnCele DeeefCe ue[Wies, lees ner peerleWies ns
peeCele l³ee-l³ee he´l³eskeÀ efþkeÀeCeer Del³eble leekeÀoJej DeMee
MeÊeÀeRvee veceJele Deensle. l³ee®eyejesyej, p³ee pevemecegnebmeesyele
ns keÀece keÀje³e®eb l³eeb®³eeleerue Debleie&le efJe<ecelee, mJeeLe&,
efnlemebyebOe ³eebceO³esner nmle#eshe keÀjle l³eebceO³esner heefjJele&vee®eb,
veJeefvecee&Cee®eb keÀece ner meJe&®e peveDeeboesueveb peeCeerJehetJe&keÀ
keÀjle Deensle. ogmejerkeÀ[s, ³ee ue{e³ee kesÀJeU mLeeefvekeÀ
ve jenlee osMee®³ee OeesjCeebceO³es heefjCeecekeÀejkeÀ nmle#eshe
keÀjle Deensle. ceeefnleer DeefOekeÀejeheemetve JeveDeefOekeÀejehe³e¥le
DeveskeÀ ueeskeÀeefYecegKe keÀe³eos peveDeeboesueveeb®³ee jsìîeecegUs®e
Peeues Deensle, ns FLes veeWoJee³euee nJeb. DeueerkeÀ[s®e Deeuesuee
Yetmebheeove keÀe³eoe v³ee³ehetCe& Je ueeskeÀMeeneruee meepesmee JneJee
³eemeeþer peveDeeboesueveebveer efpeJee®eb jeve kesÀueb DeeefCe l³eeveblej
lees keÀeheexjsìdmevee Oeee|peCee keÀjC³ee®es mejkeÀej®es he´³elve neCetve
hee[C³eemeeþerner.
mejkeÀej®³ee OeesjCeebJej DeeefCe keÀe³eÐeeb®³ee yeebOeCeerJej
Je DebceueyepeeJeCeerJej he´YeeJe ìekeÀC³ee®eb ceesþb keÀece
peveDeeboesueveeÜejs nesT MekeÀleb ³ee®eb þmeþMeerleheCes heg{s
Deeuesueb DeueerkeÀ[®eb GoenjCe cnCepes peveueeskeÀheeue
efJeOes³ekeÀemeeþer®eb Deeboesueve. SKeeoe keÀe³eoe JneJee eEkeÀJee lees
keÀmee DemeeJee ³eemeeþer meceepeeletve he´mleeJe, ceeieCeer, Deeie´n
nesCeb ³eeceO³es iewj eEkeÀJee ueeskeÀMeenerefJejesOeer Demeb keÀener®e
veener. efMeJee³e DeMeer ceeieCeer ueeJetve OejC³eemeeþer mebJewOeeefvekeÀ
ceeie& Deensle®e DeeefCe l³eeb®ee®e DeJeuebye ³ee Deeboesueveeves kesÀuee
neslee. ³ee®e keÀeUele efJeefJeOe IeesìeUs meceesj Deeues, l³eele
iegbleuesu³ee ye[îee jepekeÀejC³eebveener heo®³egle JneJeb ueeieueb.
keÀener lej oerIe&keÀeUemeeþer eEkeÀJee keÀe³ecemeeþerner jepekeÀer³e
heìueeyeensj iesues. ns keÀener kesÀJeU l³ee DeeboesueveecegUs Peeueb
Demeb veener, hejbleg l³eecegUs SkeÀ JeeleeJejCeefvee|celeer Peeueer,
ueeskeÀeb®³ee Demeblees<eeuee Goieej efceUeuee. Ye´äe®eejemeboYee&le

iebYeerjheCes keÀener he´efleefeÀ³ee osCebner efpeLes nem³eemheo yeveueb
nesleb, efleLes Ye´äe®eej ve keÀjCee´³ee ceeCemeeb®eb DeelceyeU DeeefCe
DeelceefJeéeeme Jee{Ceb DeeefCe Deieoer Menjer, ceO³eceJeieea³e,
le©Ceeb®³ee heeleUerJej keÀe Demesvee, Ye´äe®eejefJejesOee®eer
heefjYee<ee heesnes®eCeb, l³eebvee J³eÊeÀ JneJebmeb JeeìCeb ns osKeerue
keÀceer cenlJee®eb veener. peveueeskeÀheeue efJeOes³ekeÀe®³ee efveefceÊeeves
Peeuesueb peveDeeboesueve, l³ee®³ee heefjCeeceer 45 Je<e¥ he´uebefyele
jeefnuesuee ueeskeÀheeue keÀe³eoe DeeefCe l³eentvener cenlJee®eb cnCepes
Gþuesuee Ye´äe®eeje®ee cegÎe, l³eeuee meJe&otj efceUeuesuee heeeEþyee,
l³eeDeeOeejs Go³eeuee Deeuesuee ``Deece Deeoceer heeìea’ meejKee
heejoMe&keÀ jepekeÀejCee®ee Deeie´n OejCeeje he#e Je l³eeuee
efouueer efJeOeevemeYesle efceUeuesueb ³eMe, ns meJe& peveDeeboesuevee®³ee
yengDee³eeceer he´ef¬eÀ³es®eb HeÀefuele Deens. ns meJe& ueeskeÀMeeneruee
yeUkeÀìer DeeCeC³ee®eb DeeefCe leer DeefOekeÀ meceleeJeeoer, DeefOekeÀ
ueeskeÀeefYecegKe Je ueeskeÀmenYeeieer JneJeer ³eemeeþer®eb J³eehekeÀ
jepekeÀejCe®e Deens. ³eeceO³es p³eekeÀener $egìer, ce³ee&oe DeLeJee
oes<e jeefnues l³ee®eb JesieUb efJeMues<eCe keÀje³euee nJeb®e. cee$e
keÀenerSkeÀe ceeieCeermeeþer ceesþîee he´ceeCeeJej pevelee jml³eeJej
Gleª MekeÀles ns ³ee Deeboesueveeves hegvne SkeÀoe oeKeJetve efoueb
SJe{b Þes³e lej l³eeuee Ðee³euee®e heeefnpes.
efouueerleerue DeefleMe³e efveIe=&Ce DeMee meecegefnkeÀ yeueelkeÀeje®³ee
Ieìvesveblej DeMee®e leNnsves osMe {JeUtve efveIeeuee. yeIeleeyeIelee
peveGêskeÀ GYee jeefnuee. SkeÀe veJ³ee le´ns®eb peveDeeboesueve
DeekeÀej Iesle nesleb. veJ³ee efhe{er®eb peve Deeboesueve. l³eeuee efJeefMeä
veslee veJnlee, efJeefMeä efJe®eejOeeje veJnleer, efJeefMeä pevemebIeìve
veJnleb. lejerner les megmheä efJe®eejeOeeefjle jeefnueb. kegÀþsner ve
YejkeÀìlee, eEnmekeÀ Jee he´efleef¬eÀ³eelcekeÀ ve neslee, Del³eble
meb³eceeves hejbleg þeceheCes GêskeÀ J³eÊeÀ Peeuee DeeefCe heefjCeeceer
eqm$e³eeb®³ee Mees<eCeeuee, Demegjef#elelesuee, JemletkeÀjCeeuee
DeeJeepe efceUeuee. ns Deeboesueve Menjer, ceO³eceJeieea³e jeefnueb
DeMeer ìerkeÀe l³eeJej Peeueer peªj, Kes[îee-hee[îeele oefuele
m$eer G®®eJeCeea³e heg©<eer DeeeÀceCeeuee yeUer he[les leWJne Demee
DeeJeepe Gþlees keÀe, ne meJeeuener efJe®eejuee iesuee DeeefCe
lees ³eesi³e®e Deens. hejbleg ³ee SketÀCe IeìvescegUs Je efle®³eeJejerue
he´efleefeÀ³escegUs meJe&®e meceepeeuee peeie Deeueer, DeveskeÀ cetueYetle
he´Mveeb®eer ®e®ee& Peeueer, yeueelkeÀejemebyebOeer®ee keÀe³eoe J³eehekeÀ
yeveuee DeeefCe eqm$e³eeb®³ee efJeMes<ele: megjef#eleles®³ee he´Mveeuee Jee®ee
HegÀìueer - ns veekeÀejlee ³esCeej veener. Deelee meceueQefiekeÀles®³ee
he´Mvee®³ee efveefceÊeeves osKeerue ³ee SkeÀe (kesÀJeU He@À[ vemeuesu³ee)
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cenlJee®³ee meeceeefpekeÀ he´Mveeuee Jee®ee HegÀìueer Deens. pes efJe<e³e
ceesþîeeves yeesueC³ee®eer he×le veJnleer l³eebJej Kegueer ®e®ee& nesT
ueeieueer Deens. ns ueeskeÀMeener Je SketÀCe®e meceepe heefjhekeÌJe nesle
Demeu³ee®eb®e ef®evn Deens.
DeLee&le ogme´³ee yeepetves he´efleieeceer MeÊeÀer osKeerue keÀece keÀjle
Demeleele®e. l³ee peWJne he´YeeJeer yeveleele leWJne yeeyejer ceeqmpeo
hee[C³eemeejK³ee DemeY³e ieesäer Ie[leele, peeleer³e DeeefCe
Oeee|cekeÀ obieueer GmeUleele, 370 keÀueceeves keÀeMceerjuee
efceUeuesuee efJeMes<e opee& mebheJeC³eemeeþer keÀeeqMcejer³eleuee®e
DeeJneve efoueb peeleb, cenejeä^elener ieCeheleerheemetve ogiexhe³e¥le
DeeefCe ieeskegÀUeäceerheemetve nesUerhe³e¥le®es meCe meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ ve
jenlee l³eebvee Oeee|cekeÀ Deeqmceles®eb lejer ªhe efoueb peeleb eEkeÀJee
osJe-Oecee&®ee yeìyeìerleheCes yeepeej ceeb[uee peelees. ns meJe&
LeesheJetve SkeÀ Oece&efvejhes#e meceepe efvecee&Ce keÀjC³eemeeþer he´yeesOeve
DeeefCe melele®ee mebJeeo ner SkeÀ ®eUJeU®e yevet MekeÀles, heCe
leMeer leer he´YeeJeer yeveleevee efomele veener. Oeee|cekeÀ Jee peeleer³e
Gvceeo efvecee&Ce kesÀues peeleele l³ee keÀeUele hegjesieeceer MeÊeÀer #eerCe
DeeefCe efve<he´Ye Peeu³ee®eb DeveskeÀoe efometve Deeuesueb Deens.
lemeb heeefnueb lej ns keÀece keÀener peveDeeboesueveeb®eb, eEkeÀyengvee
SkeÀìîee peveDeeboesueveeb®eb veener. mebmeosle lej ns keÀece cegK³ele:
meÊeeOeejer DeeefCe efJejesOeer jepekeÀer³e he#eeb®eb®e Deens. cee$e
efJe<ecelee, Ye´äe®eej, efJemLeehevee®es cegÎs neleeUleebvee, l³eeJej
iebYeerj ®e®ee& osKeerue keÀjleevee les keÀOeer®e efomele veenerle. l³eel³ee cegÐeebJej yeensj Deeboesueveb eEkeÀJee Demeblees<e leerJe´ Peeuee lej®e
l³eeJej mebmeosle keÀener Ie[leb. meeceeefpekeÀ v³ee³e, ueeskeÀMeener,
efJekeÀemee®eer mebkeÀuhevee, peerJeveMewueer, DeMee meJe& cegÐeebJej
meceepeele peer keÀe³e IegmeUCe nesleevee efomeles leer ³ee jepekeÀer³e
he#eeb®³ee Üejs veJns lej efJeefJeOe cegÐeebJej keÀece keÀjCeejer
peveDeeboesueveb, meeceeefpekeÀ mebmLee-mebIeìvee, mecetn ³eeb®³ee
megìîee-megìîee keÀeceebcegUs DeLeJee J³eehekeÀ efyejeojercegUs®e.
DeeefCe Oece&efvejhes#eles®³ee cegÐeeJejner efYe[leevee efomeleele leer
osKeerue heefjJele&veJeeoer peveDeeboesueveb DeeefCe efJeMes<ele: J³eÊeÀer®e.
meceepeheefjJele&vee®eb Demeb keÀener efmeue@yeme Demele veener,
vee yuet eEhe´ì. meceepeeleu³ee DeveskeÀ ueneveceesþîee Ieìveebletve,
l³eeb®³ee meeKeUerletve les heefjJele&ve Ie[le Demeleb. cnCetve®e,
ceesþîee, J³eehekeÀ Deeboesueveemeesyele®e, íesìîee-ceesþîee ke=Àleerletve
melele l³ee efoMesves he´Jeeme ®eeuet þsJeeJee®e ueeiesue. ogmejb

cnCepes, meJe& ueeskeÀ meJe& keÀeU Deeboesueve keÀjle jenleerue Demeb
veener®e. kegÀþu³eener ceesþîee Deeboesueveelener ns Ie[uesueb veener.
heCe meceepe melele Deeboesefuele nesCeb cenlJee®eb Demeleb. lej®e
meceepe yeouesue, jepekeÀejCe yeouesue. mecelee, v³ee³e, Meeéele
efJekeÀemee®ee Deeie´n OejCee´³eebvee l³ee cetu³eebvee ceeveCeejb pevecele
le³eej keÀjeJeb ueeiesue.
p³ee osMeele, meceepeele Meesef<ele-Jebef®eleeb®eer®e yengmebK³ee
Deens, efleLes ns Kejblej keÀþerCe Demet ve³es. Deepe lej Meesef<eleJebef®ele meceepeebceO³es - ceie les peeefleDeeOeeefjle Demeesle DeLeJee
efJekeÀeme®e¬eÀele yeUer peeCeejs - SkeÀ peeie Deens, DeeeÀesMe
Deens. cee$e lees mebIeefìle nesCeb, meJe& Meesef<ele-Jebef®eleeb®eer DeeefCe
mecelee ceeieCee´³ee meJee¥®eer®e SkeÀpetì nesCeb DeeefCe leer Deieoer
efveJe[CegkeÀer®³ee jepekeÀejCeeJej he´YeeJe ìekesÀue FlekeÀer meMeÊeÀ
nesCeb ns iejpes®eb Deens. ³eeceO³es SkeÀ heL³e heeUCeb DeeJeM³ekeÀ
Deens, keÀer ner SkeÀpetì efJeÜs<eeJej veJns lej meecebpem³eeJej Je
meÓeJevesJej DeeOeeefjle Demee³euee nJeer. meceepeebvee lees[le
ve peelee meceepeebvee pees[le pee³euee nJeer. npeejes Je<ee¥®eer
peUceìb meeHeÀ Jne³euee JesU ueeiesue, leer meeHeÀ keÀje³eueener
nJeerle. cee$e leer keÀjle Demeleevee kesÀJeU peUceìb®e otj nesle
Deensle, ceeCemeebvee®e PeìketÀve ìekeÀueb peele veener³e ³ee®eerner
o#elee I³ee³euee nJeer. l³eemeeþer ®eUJeUerDebleie&lener Keguee,
efvee|Je<e mebJeeo Jee{e³euee nJee. keÀe³e&keÀlex DeeefCe jepekeÀer³e
efJe®eejJeble ³eeb®³eeleerue mebJeeoner Jee{Ceb DeeJeM³ekeÀ Deens,
pees keÀener keÀeUehetJeea menpe Ie[le neslee. Jew®eeefjkeÀ ceeb[Ceer
nesCeb, megìîee Ieìvee pees[tve ceeb[u³ee peeCeb, Deeboesueveeb®es veJes
HeÀe@cme& efJekeÀefmele nesCeb ns meJe& DeeJeM³ekeÀ Deens. ns meJe&
keÀe³e&¬eÀce SkeÀe®e SkeÀe he×leer®es, SkeÀe®e ceb®eeJej®es DemeCeej
veenerle lej lesosKeerue yengDee³eeceer, efJekeWÀefêle mJe©hee®es DemeeJes
ueeieleerue. DeLee&le ne JesieÈ³ee ®e®ex®ee efJe<e³e!
Deepe peeieeflekeÀerkeÀjCe DeeefCe veJeYeeb[JeueMeener®³ee ³egieele
peieC³ee®es meejs®e he´Mve efyekeÀì Peeuesues Demeleevee, Deeheu³ee
Del³eble J³eeefceÞe meceepeele keÀenerner heefjJele&ve DeeCeCeb ner
Del³eble DeJeIe[ keÀmejle Deens. hejbleg ceuee lej DeefuekeÀ[s
Demeb Jeeìt ueeieueb Deens keÀer ner®e FäeheÊeer Deens. iejeryeeb®³ee,
Meesef<ele-Jebef®eleeb®³ee, efJekeÀemee®³ee yeUeR®³ee SkeÀpegìeruee Deepe
Del³eble hees<ekeÀ DeMeer Yetceer Deens. l³eeb®eb jepekeÀejCe GYeb
jenC³ee®eer ner®e Kejer JesU Deens. iejpe Deens leer Deeheu³ee
meecegefnkeÀ F®íeMeÊeÀer®eer.
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[e@. Deebyes[keÀj - ueesefn³ee
meceepeJeeo !
ceOeg ceesnerles

keÀe@ûesme meesMe@efuemì Heeìea mLeeHevesuee 82 Je<ex HetCe& Peeueer.
`mJeleb$e cepetj He#e' [e@0 yeeyeemeensye Deebyes[keÀjebveer De@eiemì,
1936 mee}er mLeeHeve kesÀ}e l³ee}e 80 Je<ex HetCe& Pee}er.
Yeejleer³e mJeeleb$³e}{e SkeÀe SsefleneefmekeÀ JeUCeeJej Demeleevee,
mJeeleb$³e }JekeÀj®e efceUs} Deµeer HeefjefmLeleer 1942®³ee ogmeN³ee
cene³eg×eveblej le³eej Pee}er. [e@0 Deebyes[keÀj, [e@0 }esefn³ee,
pes0 Heer0 Dee®ee³e& vejWê osJe ³eebvee efye´ìerµe iesu³eeveblej keÀeBûesme He#e
meÊesJej Deeuee lejerner osMeeleerue oerveogyeÈ³eebvee lees v³ee³e osT
MekeÀCeej veener. cnCetve®e l³ee oesve He#eeb®eer mJeleb$ejerl³ee efveefce&leer
Peeueer. oesvner He#eebvee ceeveCeeje Jeie& ne iejerye neslee. peeleeR®ee
efJe®eej keÀjlee yengmebK³e oefuele meceepe ne `cepetj He#ee®ee'
DeeOeej neslee. oesvner He#e leÊJe%eeve cnCetve yebOeglJe-meceleev³ee³e ¿ee leÊJeebvee ceeveCeejs nesles. ueeskeÀMeenerJeeoer leÊJe%eeve
mJeerkeÀejCeejsner. Yeeb[JeueMeener DeeefCe keÀc³egefvePece ³eebefJe<e³eer
oesvner He#e ìerkeÀekeÀej nesles. l³eekeÀeUer l³eeb®³ee efJe®eejeb®eer
oKeue ceev³eJej `ìeFcme' meejK³ee Je=ÊeHe$eeletve nesle nesleer.
1936ceO³es meeJe&ef$ekeÀ efveJe[CegkeÀe peenerj Peeu³ee Demelee [e@0
Debeyes[keÀjeb®eer `ìeFcme De@eHeÀ Fbef[³ee'ceO³es ceg}eKele Òeefme×
Pee}er nesleer. l³eeJesUer yeeyeemeensye cnCee}s keÀer, ``keÀeBûesme
ner efHeUJeCetkeÀ keÀjCeeN³eeb®eer DeeefCe efHeUu³ee peeCeeN³eeb®eer
Peeuesueer SkeÀpetì Deens. jepekeÀer³e mJeeleb$³e efceUefJeC³eemeeþer
¿ee pegìer®eer DeeJeM³ekeÀlee Demesue. Hejbleg jeä^e®³ee Hegvej&®eves®³ee
¢äerves leer Del³eble efve©He³eesieer Deens''. keÀeBûesme meesMe@efuemì
Heeìea keÀeBûesme Debleie&le mLeeHeve keÀjC³eeceeieerue HeefjefmLeleer [eB.
yeeyeemeensye Deebyes[keÀjebveer peer cnì}er Deens l³ee celeeb®³ee
peJeUHeeme®eer YtefcekeÀe mebmLeeHekeÀ meceepeJeeoer vesl³eeb®eer nesleer.
mecekeÀe}erve ¿ee oesvener He#e Je l³eeb®es OegjbOej vesles ³eeb®³eebceO³es
l³eeJesUer keÀeb mebJeeo Pee}e veener? l³eebveer SkeÀ ogmeN³ee®es
vescekesÀ keÀe³e JeCe&ve kesÀ}s nesles, ns meceesj ³esle veener. Deepe®es
jepekeÀer³e ef®e$e Heeneru³eeJej keÀeUe®³ee Gojele SkeÀ jc³e
Heneì o[uesueer nesleer peer l³eeJesUer Gpee[ueer veener ³ee®eer me}
ceveeuee ueeieles, ns Kejs.
peevesJeejer 1952 meeueer ueeskeÀmeYes®³ee meeJe&ef$ekeÀ
efveJe[CegkeÀe Peeu³ee l³eeJesUer DeMeeskeÀ cesnlee ³eeb®³ee Heg{ekeÀejeves
`Òepee meceepeJeeoer He#ee'yejesyej efveJe[CetkeÀ DeeIee[er kesÀueer
nesleer. l³eeDeeOeer cegbyeF& Òeebleele 1937 ®³ee efveJe[CegkeÀe Peeu³ee.
[e@0 Deebyes[keÀjebveer SketÀCe 17 GcesoJeej GYes kesÀues Demelee 13
GcesoJeej ³eMemJeer Peeues nesles. 1927 meeueer ®eJeoej leÈ³ee®ee
ue{e efouee l³ee®ee v³ee³eeue³eeves 1937 meeueer `DemHe=M³eebvee
®eJeoej ®eÈ³ee®es HeeCeer efHeC³ee®ee nkeÌkeÀ' ÒemLeeefHele kesÀuee.
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DeewÐeesefiekeÀ keÀuen keÀe³eÐeele keÀeceieejebvee mebHe keÀjC³eeme
ceveeF& kesÀueer Demelee l³eeefJe©× cegbyeF&le Dee³eìkeÀ Heg{eN³eebmen
ceesþe mebIe<e& keÀjC³eele [e@0 Deebyes[keÀj DeeIee[erJej nesles. Heg{s
cepetjceb$eer cnCetve Peeu³eeJej keÀeceieej efnlee®³ee DeveskeÀ ieesäer
[e@0 Deebyes[keÀjeveber Heg{ekeÀej IesTve Ie[Jetve DeeCeu³ee. Ieìvee
cemegoe meefceleer®es DeO³e#e cnCetve l³eebvee SkeÀìîeebvee®e efkeÀleer
keÀece keÀjeJes ueeieues; l³eebveer efJeefJeOelesletve jeä^er³e SkeÀelcelee
efìkesÀue, ¢{ nesF&ue DeMeer jep³eIeìvee meeoj kesÀueer. l³ee®es
meJee¥veer®e keÀewlegkeÀ kesÀues. DeMee efkeÀleerlejer SsefleneefmekeÀ Ieìvee
Deensle p³ee®³eeceO³es [e@0 yeeyeemeensye Debeyes[keÀj kesÀJeU
DemHe=µ³e Jeiee&®es vesles veenerle, lej l³eebvee SkeÀ JeweféekeÀ ¢efäkeÀesve
Deens. DeefLe&keÀ-meeceeefpekeÀ HeefjefmLeleer®es DeekeÀ}ve DeeefCe
GHee³e ³ee®eer G®®elece mecepe Deens. Dev³e jepekeÀer³e J³eJemLesHes#ee
mebmeoer³e jep³eÒeCee}er®ee l³eeb®ee DeY³eeme meJee¥vee Deeke&Àef<ele
keÀjCeeje Demee Deens. Dee®ee³e& vejWê osJe, pe³e ÒekeÀeµe, [e@. }
esefn³ee DeeefCe Dev³e meceepeJeeoer vesles ³eeb®es efJe®eej Je ef®eblee
ner [e@. Deebyes[keÀjebmeejKeer®e nesleer. oesIeebleer} keÀeBûesme efJejesOe
ne meceeve Oeeiee HekeÀ[tve peevesJeejer 1951®³ee meeJe&ef$ekeÀ
efveJe[CegkeÀebceO³es keÀeBûesme®ee Hee[eJe mJeleb$ejerl³ee efveJe[CegkeÀe }
{Jetve veJns lej SkeÀef$ele Deeu³eeves keÀjlee ³esF&ue ¿ee jepekeÀer³e
efnleemeeþer ns vesles SkeÀ$e Deeues. keÀesCel³ee peeleer-Jeiee¥meeþer
DeeHeuee mebIe<e& Deens; DeeHeu³ee leÊJe%eevee®ee Hee³ee kegÀCee®³ee
efnleemeeþer Deens, ³ee®eer mHeälee ¿ee oesvner He#eeb®³ee OegjbOejebvee
Demeleener 1951 meeue DeeefCe lesner efveJe[CegkeÀebefveefceÊe SkeÀ$e
³esC³eeme Gpee[ues. [e@0 Deebyes[keÀj DeeefCe [e@0 ueesefn³ee
meceJesle®e meJe& vesles ³eeb®eer YetefcekeÀe-efJe®eej Je peveeOeej ³eebceO³es
meec³e nesles, lejerner oesvner He#eebveer SkeÀ$e ³esC³ee®eer efvekeÀ[ l³eebvee
Jeeìueer veener. ner Yeejleer³e jepekeÀejCeeleerue SkeÀ MeeskeÀebeflekeÀe®e
cnìueer Heenerpes.

keÀer, Heg{s 6 ef[meWyej 1956 jespeer yeeyeemeensyeeb®es ceneefveJee&Ce
Peeues. leesueeceesuee®es nesT Ieeleuesues meeceeefpekeÀ, jepekeÀer³e
Oe´gJeerkeÀjCe Leebyeues. SkeÀe jc³e Heneìs®es Gpee[Ces keÀeUe®³ee
Gojele o[tve jeefnues Je les Deepener Deens.
DeeÊeeHe³e¥le®ee Fefleneme Dee{eJee I³ee³e®es cnìues lej KetHe
efueefnlee yeesuelee ³esF&ue. Hejbleg Deepe meceepeJeeoer Deveg³ee³eer Je
l³eeb®ee He#e eEkeÀJee mebIeìvee DeeefCe [e@0 yeeyeemeensye Deebyes[keÀj
³eeb®es Deveg³ee³eer DeeefCe l³eeb®³ee He#e-mebIeìvee ³ee ceO³es efkeÀleer
ogjeJeuesHeCee efvecee&Ce Peeuee Deens, ns DeeHeCe mecepetve Deenesle.
SkeÀe DeJemLesle Deens keÀer, l³ee®ee DeLee&DeLeea HejmHejmebyebOe
keÀe³e ³ee®eer veerìMeer GkeÀue®e nesle veener³e. Heesnlee ³esle
vemeleevee HeeC³eele He[u³eeJej mJele:®³ee peieC³eemeeþer neleHee³e
ceejCes SJe{s®e ceeefnleer Demeles. lejuees lej lejuees veener lej
[gyeCes ns ¬eÀceÒeeHle Deens. leMeer®e DeJemLee Deens, DeMeeJesUer
kegÀCeer Jeeueer veener cnCetve ieÈ³eele lebyeesje De[keÀJetve YeìkeÀle
jenC³eeHes#ee meeN³eebveer SkeÀ$e ³esTve ³eeJej®ee GHee³e keÀe³e ns
MeesOeCes ns®e DeeHeu³ee neleer Deens. HeefjefmLeleer®eer DeeJneves ceesþer
Deensle. efleuee meeceesjs peeC³ee®eer DeeHeueer Gcesomeg×e leMeer
ceesþer®e Demeueer Heeefnpes. Feflenemeeleerue peeCeles-DepeeCelesHeCeer
Peeuesu³ee ®egkeÀe keÀMee ìeUe³e®³ee, ³ee®es Yeeve DeeHeu³eeuee
Deeues Heeefnpes!

[eB0 jececeveesnj ueesefn³eebveer 10 ef[meWyej, 1955 meeueer [e@0
yeeyeemeensye Debeyes[keÀj ³eebvee SkeÀ He$e ef}efn}s nessles. l³eeceO³es
l³eeb®³ee `cevekeÀeFb[' ¿ee DebkeÀele Yeejleeleer} `peeleerJ³eJemLee
efkeÀleer J³eeHetve Deens', ³eeefJe<e³eer oerIe& ef}KeeCe keÀjeJes Deµeer
efJevebleer kesÀ}er nesleer. legcner kesÀJeU DemHe=<eeb®es Heg{ejer veenerle
lej meJe& Yeejleer³eeb®es Heg{ejer Pee}s Heeefnpes. Deµeer YeeJevee
J³ekeÌle kesÀ}er nesleer. ceeieer} Jeeì®ee}erle SkeÀceskeÀebHeemetve Deblej
þsJetve ®ee}CeeN³ee ¿ee oesve He#e Je vesl³eebceO³es mebJeeo Je leesner
SkeÀceskeÀeb®es pes cenÊJe Deens, les DeesUKegve nesle Demeu³ee®eer
ner veeboer nesleer. [e@0 Deebyes[keÀjeb®es mJeemLe efyeIe[uesues nesles
DeMeeJesUer ne mebJeeo megª Peeuee neslee Je Yeejleer³eeb®es ogozJe
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Rashtra Seva Dal
(RSD)

Democracy, Socialism, Secularism and
Scientific Attitude.

Rashtra Seva Dal literally means an
Organization to serve the Nation. Rashtra Seva
Dal (RSD) was founded more than 70 years
ago, to be precise in June 1941, by the then
young Socialist leaders like S.M. Joshi, N.G.
Goray, Shirubhau Limaye and others. India was
under the British imperialist rule and the Indian
people were fighting for freedom. RSD was an
inseparable part of this struggle for freedom and
we are proud of this inheritance.
The founding fathers and leaders of the RSD
were very clear in their perception that mere
achieving political freedom was not adequate.
Sane Guruji, a great figure in Maharashtra's
literary and social field, believed that RSD was
a powerful instrument of social revolution.
Sane Guruji was the soul of the RSD. He said
"Revolution does not mean just a change but a
complete transformation of values. The most
vital element in any revolutionary movement is
the human element. Man must be at the centre
of things and not on periphery." RSD strives for
transformation by changing the human mind.
We hoist RSD Flag which has Red, Blue and
White colours and a wheel, spade and pickaxe
in the middle. We respectfully sing Jana Gana
Mana and conclude our programmes with the
shouts of ‘Bharat Mata Ki Jay’ (Victory to
Mother India)
RSD is a school without walls. It is not only a
youth organisation in a limited sense. The RSD
embraces children, youth, and senior citizens
irrespective of their caste, religion, gender,
class, race etc.
RSD works on ideas of Nationalism,

RSD tries to inculcate Equality, Rationalism
in the minds of children and youth. It tells to
build their character and develop moral fabric.
It believes that with this primary training, after
becoming citizens and voters of the Indian
Republic, they will be ideal citizens and
responsible voters.  
RSD organizes camps at various places,
during school and college vacations for children
and youth to give them intensive training. The
training is aimed at the physical, moral and
intellectual development of the trainees. They
are trained to be aware of the nature of Indian
society and its problems. The plural and multi
religious, multi lingual character of the Indian
society is described and its awareness makes
trainees tolerant, positive in thinking and
responsible in action.
RSD, in addition to regular study circles and
camps, has a number of programmes where the
children and youths can participate and develop
their personality. It has Kalapathaks i.e. cultural
troups where `Sainiks' as well as other members,
learn to sing, dance, stage dramas and enact
street plays. RSD too spread message through
entertainment.
It has Shramadan Pathak in the memory of
Sane Guruji, where the members of the RSD
join the villagers to construct an approach road,
clean a pond or dig a well. It tries to prepare
young generation for voluntary labour, for work
for social development. Labour is worship,
is the motto and 'service of the people is the
service of God' is the creed. RSD actively take
part in Literacy movement and tree plantation
programmes. Some of the units have undertaken
ambitious projects of water conservation and
village upliftment. The rural bias of the RSD
activities is for anybody to see to believe.
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RSD firmly believes in gender equality. In
all its activities, girls and young women are
actively involved and they participate freely
without any inhibitions.

Seva Dal Mandal members are elected by
various Rajya Mandals. The working committee
members also are elected by the Seva Dal
Mandal.

RSD has a publication division. It publishes
various books and pamphlets to spread its
message. It publishes a monthly 'Dal Patrika' to
report the activities of the RSD throughout the
country. RSD believes and honestly practises
internal democracy. All posts in the organisation
are democratically elected for a limited tenure
of two years. At the apex is the President
(formerly known a Dal Pramukh) of the RSD
and is elected by the Seva Dal Mandal.

For every State there is Working President
and working Committee who are elected by
Rajya Mandal members who in their turn are
elected by District bodies. The District bodies
are elected by bodies at Taluka and village level.
The organisation functions through regular
meetings at various levels. The membership of
the RSD is open to all adults who believe in the
values of the RSD. The institution of full time
workers is unique in RSD.

Hind Mazdoor Sabha

Hind Mazdoor Sabha (HMS) has its
origin as a historical imperative. In the
wake of India’s independence after nearly
two centuries of foreign subjugation,
the few national trade unions centres
were functioning as the labour wings of
different political parties that gave rise to
the growing realisation among workers of
the imperative need for the country’s working
class movement to be free from the misuse
by the Government, Employers or Political
parties. It was this realisation that made the
600 delegates participating in the founding
conference on December 24, 25 and 26, 1948,
with the mandate of over 6,00,000 workers
organised under 427 trade unions, to take
the historic decision to from an independent
and democratic labour movement under the
banner of Hind Mazdoor Sabha.

Free, Independent,
Democratic Union (HMS)

Since then the HMS has been functioning
as a truly independent and democratic trade
union centre, free from the pulls and pressure
of the political parties, employers and the
government. HMS, however, is not to be
construed as being apolitical. It stands for
industrial democracy, workers’ education,
cooperative movement and for building
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the trade union movement as an effective
instrument of the country’s socio-economic
transformation with social justice. The
national centre is inalienably committed to
the values of democracy as it believes that
the economic gains at the cost of liberty
and democracy are in the long run counterproductive. At the same time, the survival of
democracy is dependent on the betterment
of the working and living conditions of the
millions of economically active people who
are the real producers of the nation’s wealth.
HMS is against the concept of a marketdriven economy and privatisation as the
panacea for all the ills of human resource
surplus developing economies like India
with incomprehensible economic and social
disparities and formidable poverty and
unemployment. The free market is solely
profit oriented and has no social concerns.
For a country’s balanced development with
equity, the States should play a regulatory
role.
HMS is non-sectarian in its policies and
programmes. It is not merely demand and
conflict oriented. The all round development
of the workers and their families is its
constant endeavour and towards this end,
encourages and assists its affiliates to take
up various non-traditional activities, such as
elimination of child labour, gender awareness,
environmental protection, combating HIV/
AIDS, adult literacy and campaign against
social evils.
Hind Mazdoor Sabha affiliates throughout
the nation are making rank and file of the
union along with general mass aware about the
ill effects of bondage, gender discrimination
the social security of unorganised workers,
elimination of poverty, sexual harassment at

work place and in the society.
Hind Mazdoor Sabha has very strongly
opposed the unilateral labour laws amendments
in some labour friendly provisions of major
labour laws by the union Government and
also by some state Governments It has also
opposed corporatisation of Indian Railways
which is the life line for common people and
the cheapest mode of transport available to
last man in row.
Hind Mazdoor Sabha has been demanding
the inclusion on right to work as a fundamental
right under the constitution. Its youth
committee has been fighting for it since 1992.
Hind Mazdoor Sabha since it’s inception
is committed to empowerment of women and
optimum involvement of women activists up
to the level of decision making. It is one of
the few Central Trade Union which has a
democratically elected women committee
since 1994. It has 12 women in it’s National
Working Committee.
HMS is of the firm view that all these
objectives could he meaningfully achieved
by a single, strong and united trade union
movement and is constantly in pursuit of
this goal. It is with this understanding that
Hind Mazdoor Sabha, initiated and supported
every effort for trade union solidarity in the
country. The decade long efforts brought
first in 2009, all major central trade unions
could come on common platform, discussed
common issues, finalize a common charter of
demands, chalked out a common action plan
and successfully executed the same. It was a
historic event in the history of Indian Labour
Movement and Comrade Umraomal Prurohit
was the main source behind it.
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National Alliance of
People’s Movements
(NAPM)
Struggle Against Injustice
Inequity and Discrimination
Assertion of Rights and
Reconstruction Towards
Sustainability and Selfreliance

National Alliance of People’s Movements
(NAPM) is political process of coming together
of people’s movements, community groups,
rights activists, intellectuals and others who
while retaining their autonomy and identity,
are working together to bring the struggle for
people-oriented development to the centre-stage
of politics and public life. We strive to create a
society built on the values of samata(equality),
saadgi(simplicity), swavalamban(self-reliance).
The process started in 1992 in the aftermath
of Babri Masjid demolition with assertion
of religious secularism and in response to
unfolding of neo-liberal reforms with an aim to
bring systemic changes with focus on growth
with equity and social justice. The alliance took
a definite shape at Wardha in 1996 after a long
national tour of 15 states by senior activists of
many social movements, with formation of state
level units and a national convener’s team.
Ideological Roots
NAPM provides a forum for coming
together of diverse views and experiences
within a common framework of ideologies.
We conceptualise alternative development
perspectives and paradigm of sustainable,
equitable and just development with people’s
participation at every level. We draw from the
ideas of Gandhi, Ambedkar, Marx, Lohia, Jai
Prakash, Phule, Periyar and others, a truly non
violent, democratic view of people’s rights,
empowerment, struggle and reconstruction. We
work towards establishing a world where the
diversity of views, ethnicities, marginalities and
sexualities are respected. We work to abolish
discrimination based on caste, gender, religion
and ethnicity and dream of a socialist society
where everyone can earn a dignified livelihood
and lead anhonourable life. We stand opposed
to capitalism and predatory globalization
process which appropriates natural resources,
impoverishes communities dependent upon
them, destroys small trade and businesses and
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maximizes profit and establishes imperialist
hegemonic cultures.
What do we do?
Striving for radical change, NAPM works to
influence appropriate processes of democratic
development planning, choice of technology,
justice in the distribution of development
benefits and political processes. NAPM
promotes the use of alternative technology
in water, energy, housing, farming and other
sectors, towards building self-reliant lifestyles
and communities. It cares for the environment
to protect our livelihoods, climate and future
generations. We strive towards evolving spaces,
processes and initiatives where communities
can take the initiative, harness and have control
over the natural resources through local to
national struggle as an endeavour beyond
narrow electoral politics.
We question unjust and unjustifiable
displacement. We demand equity among all
working classes in social security. We fight
to expose corruption at panchayat level to big
infrastructure project related scams like Adarsh
Housing Society, Lavasa Hill City, Hiranandani
Garden or R&R in SardarSarovar Dam or in
various government programmes. We organize
to empower people and challenge the corrupt
business and political nexus.
We also question global powers like the
WTO and other multilateral trade agreements,
IMF, World Bank and other IFIs; and national
to global corporates changing national
priorities and policies towards privatisation of
services, forced acquisition and exploitation of
agricultural lands, rivers, ground water, forests,
minerals and other natural resources.
The dictum of ‘There is No Alternative’
continues to dominate the imagination of
political classes but we have struggled at

various fronts to keep reaffirming our vision
and plan for a just, appropriate and sustainable
development, decentralized democratic actions
to proclaim that ‘Another World is Possible!’
The process of bringing together movements
and supporting each other on issues, analyses,
strategies, struggle and resource and evolution
into a national movement has continued through
nation-wide campaigns like DeshBachao,
DeshBanao (Save the Nation - Build the Nation)
in 2003 and Sangharshprocess in 2007 and Jan
Sansad/ People’s Parliament 2010, Lok Shakti
Abhiyan 2012 amongst others. We are also part
of various issue specific campaigns / networks
like Right to Food Campaign (RTFC), National
Campaign for People’s Right to Information
(NCPRI), Pension Parishad, Coalition for
Nuclear Disarmament and Peace (CNDP), PakIndia People’s Forum for Peace and democracy
(PIPFD) and BhumiAdhikaarAndolan. We
have worked closely with political parties
and processes like Samajwadi Jan Parishad,
Socialist Party, People’s Political Front and
LokRajneetiManch to establish people’s
sovereignty and right to development planning
and self-governance, challenging corrupt,
callous and criminal politics and establish
clean and honest politics. We continue to
fight the global imperialism and religious
fundamentalism as the dual barriers impinging
upon people’s right to life and livelihood.
Our fundamental concerns today are
Paradigm of market oriented growth,
development-induced displacement,
privatization of public institutions, transfer and
destruction of national and natural resources,
depriving communities of livelihoods and taking
away of their democratic rights; unprecedented
rise and continued growth of communal and
religious forces promoting divisive politics
and an agenda of hatred and intolerance; the
uncontrolled growth of obscene wealth on the
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one hand, and the widening inequality, debt,
unemployment, hunger, atrocities and suicides
on the other; increased hold of unholy nexus
of corporates and investors over development
& economic policy and consequent loss of
sovereignty of nation and its people; complete
acceptance and unanimity among almost all
mainstream political parties on neo liberal
economic policy, and the need to promote a just
alternative in every sector; abuse of people’s
mandate by diluting pro-people legislations and
sound environmental laws and promoting big
infrastructure projects like industrial corridors,
nuclear projects, and signing of multilateral
free trade / load / aid agreements bypassing
the Parliament and other democratic processes
and institutions vicious cycle of State violence
and repression countered by militant violence
in various parts of the country and consequent
shrinking of democratic space; and systematic
targeting of non-violent and democratic forces.
Constituents
The focus of NAPM is to develop linkages
across the organisations of various sections
of unprotected workers, farmers, dalits and
other backward castes, minorities, adivasi,
laboring urban and rural poor, youth and women
groups as well as sensitive and supportive
intellectuals and other professionals. We have

gain support and strength from the organisations
of people affected by large dams, thermal &
nuclear projects, industrial corridors and other
destructive, elitist and anti community urban
infrastructure projects. Our constituents are
engaged in organizing of unorganized and
unprotected workers engaged in NREGA
programmes, construction, transport, agriculture
sector or inside forests, small and informal
industries and so on.
Get Involved.... Join Us!
We appeal to all likeminded organisations
and individuals to join our struggle and
constructive endeavour striving for a world
of equity, peace and justice, informed by the
vision of a casteless, participatory eco-socialist
society.
You can join as an organisational or individual
member by filling a form and contributing a
small fee and also volunteer with us in various
capacities. We require financial and resource
support from Indian sources. We value and
appreciate your contributions !Zindabaad !
Let’s unite to build people’s power and
people’s vision. We will save the nation, build
the nation! DeshBachao! DeshBanao!

With Best Compliments
From

Mumbai District Central Co.Op. Bank Ltd
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Schools refusing to comply with
RTE must be nationalised
Sandeep Pandey

The Basic Shiksha Adhikari
(BSA) of Lucknow has ordered
admission of a number of children
from disadvantaged groups and
weaker sections under the section
12(1)(c) of the Right to Education
Act, 2009 in many un-aided (read
Kashmir issue and
private) schools. However the district
India-Pakistan relations
administration or the state government
B. Vivekanandan
are unable to get children admitted
in City Montessori School (CMS),
Navyug Radiance Senior Secondary
School, City International School,
Virendra Swaroop Public School,
Toward Democratic
Saint Mary Convent, Saint Mary Inter
Eco-socialism - II
College and Delhi Public School. In
Hans A. Baer
addition Exxon Montessori School
in discriminating against the children
who have been admitted under this
Act. The biggest culprit is CMS which
is resisting the admissions during
second consecutive year. Its manager
Editor :
Jagdish Gandhi who was unable to
G. G. Parikh
prevent High Court from ordering
admission of 13 such children in his
Managing Editor : Guddi
school last year in spite of a legal
D-15, Ganesh Prasad,
battle that he fought against the order
Naushir Bharucha Marg,
of BSA, is opposing the admissions of
Mumbai - 400 007.
58 children again this year. The state
government is unable to force Jagdish
Email : janataweekly@gmail.com Gandhi to admit the children and
hence has proved to be ineffective.
It’s Mandir again
Kuldip Nayar

Jagdish Gandhi talks of world unity
and uses the names and photos of
Mahatama Gandhi and Vinoba Bhave
on his school buses but has proved
to be actually anti-poor. There is an
on-line signature campaign going on
addressed to the U.P. government
to take back the Yash Bharti award
given to him. There is also another
on-line campaign addressed to United
Nations Secretary General to take
back the Peace Prize given to him
by UNESCO for promoting values
of peace and tolerance in education.
Bhartiya Janata Party leader Sudhir
Halwasiya has also refused to admit
22 children in his Navyug Radiance
School. He expelled two children Pakhi Rajput and Asna Farhad - whom
he had earlier admitted. Similarly,
Virendra Swaroop School expelled
Shaan Mohammed and Mohammed
Zaid after giving them admission.
Socialist Party (India) has written a
letter to Minister, Humar Resources
Development, Prakash Javdekar to
recommend expulsion of Halwasiya
from BJP for not complying with
the national Act. There is on-line
signature campaign addressed to BJP
President requesting him to expel
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Halwasiya from the party.
Jagdish Gandhi’s daughter
Sunita Gandhi is also not willing
to admit 9 children in her school,
City International. Also Saint Mary
Convent, Janakipuram and Saint
Mary Inter College, Matiyari are not
willing to admit 6 and 5 children,
respectively. Delhi Public School
in Indira Nagar is not admitting two
children.
Exxon Montessori School has
admitted 8 students but is making
them sit separately, thus subjecting
them to discrimination, which is
against the law.
The State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights of the U.P.
Government has put up billboards
making an appeal to people to free
child labour and put them into school
so that they get back their childhood.
Now, if one were to actually free a
child labour where would one take
the child? The school where the
government may want the child to
study may not admit the child. The
U.P. Government is thus making a
mockery of underprivileged children
leaving their future uncertain.
Akhilesh Yadav is a smaller version
of Narenda Modi who heavily relies
on his publicity, even for the work
that he has not done or cannot do.
The U.P. Chief Minister Akhilesh
Yadav considers admissions under
section 12(1)(c) in U.P. as his
achievement. If all the unaided
schools of U.P. were to offer at
least 25 per cent of their seats in
preliminary classes to children
from disadvantaged groups and
weaker sections then about 6,
37,150 children would be able
to study for free. However, only
about 15,000 admissions have been
(Contd. on Page 21)

Between the Lines

It’s Mandir again
Kuldip Nayar
It is Mandir again. The controversy
over it comes to life whenever there
are elections. The Babri Masjid was
demolished in December, 1992. No
doubt, the blame for the destruction
is on the extremist Hindus, who
did not even care for the Supreme
Court’s advice to let the status quo
prevail. The controversy over it,
however, was practically over.
The then prime minister
Narasimha Rao connived at the
whole thing and promised to
demolish the small temple which
had come at the site in the wake of
destruction. But he knew that the
temple which had been built could
not be destroyed because of the
sentiments prevailing among the
Hindus.
Today, the talk is whether there
should be a park which the UP
government wants or the museum
that has the backing of the centre.
There is no mention of rebuilding
the mosque even at the distance
from the temple, the compromise
formula mentioned at one time. The
Muslims seem to be afraid to revive
the issue in the atmosphere of soft
Hindutava that has come to prevail
in the country.
Yet, the fact remains that the
secular India cannot rub off the
mark of shame from the forehead
till the Muslims see a mosque in the
vicinity of the temple. However, it is
difficult to imagine this in the rule of
prime minister Narendra Modi, who
has been a RSS pracharak and who
believes in its ideology.
India has lived with the Babri
Masjid topic, first as an issue in

the shape of controversy whether
the Ram temple stood there once
and then in the aftermath of the
Masjid’s demolition by some Hindu
extremists. It was a dastardly blow
to secularism which the country
has claimed as its ethos even
before independence. There were
widespread riots in December 1992
and January 1993, fanatic Hindus
leading mobs. The 1993 Mumbai
bomb blasts were the Muslims’
vengeance against the pulling down
of the Masjid on December 6, 1992.
The Justice Liberhan Commission
which took 17 years to submit its
report at least put a judicial seal on
what was known through mouth,
print or electronic media. The
report, rather late in the day tried to
reconstruct the sequence of events. It
brought to the fore the lesser known
facts that it was the RSS which had
planned the destruction at Faizabad,
some 10 kilometers from Ayodhya,
the site of dispute and it was not an
outpouring of frenzy at the spur of
the moment. It was a well planned
scheme. the RSS gave the roadmap,
the BJP provided the necessary
help to the Bajrang Dal, a militant
wing of the RSS, to execute the
demolition plan to the shame of the
Indian nation.
L. K. Advani, Murli Manohar
Joshi and the then UP Chief
Minister Kalyan Singh were some
of the witnesses. One picture which
appeared in most newspapers was
that of the gleeful Uma Bharti, then
a BJP light, riding the shoulders
of Joshi. Some BJP leaders shed
crocodile tears when they found that
the common people throughout the
country had reacted with anger and
disapproval.
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The most reprehensible aspect of
the episode is that a small temple
came up on the demolished site
overnight. I recall asking Narasimha
Rao certain questions about it. He
had invited a few senior journalists
to his residence to seek help to quell
the riots. I asked him how the Centre
had allowed a small temple to be
built after the UP government had
been dismissed and the central rule
imposed.
Narasimha Rao explained that
the central forces were flown from
Delhi but could not land at Lucknow
because the airport was engulfed
with fog. I told him that he did not
have to fly in troops from Delhi
because there was already a surfeit
of them at Ayodhya and around it.
Narasimha Rao had no answer but
told me emphatically that the temple
would not be there “for long.”
That was in December 1992.
The temple is still there. Hundreds
of pilgrims visit the place daily.
The government has vast security
arrangements to protect the small
temple. No political party has ever
raised the question of removing it
from there. It can be said without
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contradiction that if the BJP
government in UP was responsible
for the demolition of the Masjid, the
Congress was responsible for the
small temple to come up.
The Muslim psyche is hurt. The
Liberhan Commission’s findings
have put a balm which should have
healed the wounds of Muslims. On
the other hand, the government has
not taken any action against leaders
like Shiv Sena Chief Bal Thackrey,
although the Justice Srikrishna
Commission named him responsible
for the Mumbai riots in December
1992-January 1993. Some BJP
leaders mentioned by the Liberhan
Commission for riots in the wake
of the demolition are still in the
forefront of the party.
The Congress did not initiate any
action against those who took the law
in their hands during the Emergency
(1975-77) and committed the worst
type of excesses. In fact, the party
punished those who brought the
perpetrators to justice. But there was
a murder of values and institutions.
Even the fundamental rights were
suspended and the press gagged. The
then Attorney General proudly told

the judges that if some policemen
were to shoot any one of them dead,
they would not be able to haul them
up.
My worry is that without the
awareness of what is right and a
desire to act according to what is
right, there may be no realisation
of what is wrong. Over the years,
the dividing line between right
and wrong, moral and immoral,
has ceased to exist. The tug of
conscience, which was once there,
has evaporated.
The Liberhan Commission
provided an opportunity to set things
right. The guilty, however high in
office or politics, must be punished.
Democracy is nothing but the
independence of institutions. They
must be restored to the position that
the constitution has given them. The
demolition of the Babri Masjid was
a consequence of bigotry that took
over most people in the north at that
time and still lingers at some places
and in some organizations. The idea
of India cannot exist for long without
pluralism. The institutions have to
rise to the occasion.

Our rulers and the Coca Cola company!
Earlier Manmohan Government
rescued Coca Cola from paying the
damages to Plachimada people in
Kerala. Later Modi sarkar had saved
Coke in the same issue. Former
Home Minister Chidambaram and
the present Home Minister Rajnath
Singh are the Coke saviours by
returning the Bill passed by Kerala
Assembly.
F i l m maker Jharna Jhaveri
produced a documentary titled
‘’Charlie and the Coca Cola
Company’’ that exposed the
environmental damages inflicted
by the Cola company in their units

in various states of India. When this
film was sent to the Central Board
for clearance, Modi’s men again
came to the rescue of Coke. On
September 16, the CBFC decided
that the film ‘’Charlie and the
Coca Cola Company’’ was unfit
for public viewing. The board told
Jhaveri that her film did not qualify
as educational, and instead, was
“misleading” and appeared to be
‘’politically motivated’’. She has
now to move the court to get the gag
order of censor board overturned.
In the meanwhile, the internet
comes to the rescue of documentary

on Coca-Cola that the censor
board blocked. One half of Jharna
Jhaveri’s ‘Charlie and the Coca
Cola Company’, denied a censor
certificate, is out on YouTube.
Please go to the link and see how
is it ‘’misleading’’ and ‘’politically
motivated’’ as alleged by the
shameless censor board:
https://youtu.be/2rqtKm7SN68
Yankee Mata ki Jai!!
–Sankara Narayanan
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Kashmir issue and India-Pakistan relations
B. Vivekanandan
Dr S. Jaishankar, India’s Foreign
Secretary and an alumnus of the
School of International Studies (SIS),
Jawaharlal Nehru University, is a
clear-headed person. He has recently
defined his agenda for his, not yet
slated, meeting with his counterpart
in Pakistan, that they could meet to
discuss the cross border terrorism,
and the issue of Pakistan’s vacating
the Pakistan Occupied Kashmir.
As a product of the SIS, and a
specialist on International Relations
by discipline, Jaishankar knows the
nitty-gritty of the Kashmir issue, the
untenable claim of Pakistan over that
integral part of the Indian Union, and
what remains to be negotiated with
Pakistan on it.

uniformly followed for such State
accession was that, if the ruling
Maharaja of the Princely State, the
State Government, and the largest
political party in the State had
agreed to accede the state either to
India or to Pakistan, that accession
would be final. That was how more
than 600 Princely States had joined
the Indian Union or Pakistan before
independence. Jammu and Kashmir
State was one of the three Princely
States which had not taken a decision
on the matter before 15 August
1947. And, therefore, on the day of
independence, Jammu and Kashmir
(J&K) remained as an independent
entity.

Genesis of Kashmir issue

Taking advantage of that situation,
on 20 October 1947, about 5000
tribesmen from the North-West
Frontier Province of Pakistan invaded
J&K, and indulged in plunder and
loot, and reached to a point about 35
miles away from the State capital,
Srinagar. For obtaining military
assistance from India, to drive out
the invaders, it became imperative
for J&K to take a decision on the
question of the State’s accession,
adopting the same principle and the
methodology which other Princely
States had adopted. As a result, the
J&K King, Maharaja Hari Singh,
the Government of J&K, and the
largest political party of the State,
the National Conference, led by
Sheikh Abdullah, had unanimously
decided to accede J&K with the
Indian Union, and signed together
the instrument of accession on 26
October 1947. India duly accepted
it. And, the J&K became part of the

In order to appreciate what
Jaishankar has stated in proper
perspective, it is essential to get back
to the genesis of the Kashmir issue,
which is generally found missing in
many analyses which have appeared
in the media recently. A critical issue
which needs a clear understanding
is: with whom vests the sovereign
right over the Jammu and Kashmir
State - with India or with Pakistan?
For an answer, it is pertinent
to recall the fact that, following
the release of all princely states of
the British India from the British
Crown’s Paramountcy, as per the
Indian Independence Act, 1947, as a
prelude to grant India Independence,
all Princely States in India, except
three States, had decided to accede
either to India or to Pakistan before
independence on 15 August 1947.
The principle and the methodology

Accession and after

Indian Union. Thus J&K merged
with the Indian Union strictly as
per the procedure followed by
other Princely States which merged
with the Indian Union. Therefore,
Kashmir’s accession with India is
final and irrevocable, and legally
binding on all contracting parties.
The international community
has also accepted this accession,
which conferred the sovereign right
over J&K exclusively for India.
Therefore, unquestionably, the legal
territorial right over the whole of
J&K, including of POK, is vested
with the Indian Union. Therefore,
clearly, Pakistan has no legal right
over any part of the J&K, including
POK,, which makes Pakistan’s
occupation of POK illegal.
It is also imperative to understand
the sequence of developments
which followed J&K’s accession
to the Indian Union. Soon after the
accession, the Indian Army was
sent to J&K and the mopping up
operation against the tribal intruders
was launched in right earnest. The
Indian army drove out the intruders
from several towns of the State. The
ground situation there was that when
the intruders saw the Indian army’s
operations against them, they ran out
of Kashmir and went to the Western
side of Pakistan’s international
boundary with India, to escape
their capture by the Indian army
from inside India’s international
boundary. As the Indian army was
successfully engaged in clearing
of the invading tribesmen from the
whole of Kashmir, including from
the present POK, in May 1948,
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru
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actively intervened, and asked the
Indian army to halt its operations
in Kashmir, and stopped it from
completing the task of regaining the
possession of the entire Kashmir.
It is noteworthy that Nehru
had insisted on halting the army
operations while Major General
Kalwant Singh, Commander of
Indian forces in Kashmir, was
reportedly pleading with the Prime
Minister to allow him to advance, and
give him five more days to complete
the task, and bring the entire territory
of Kashmir under India’s possession.
This was in the 4th week of May
1948. Reportedly, Kalwant Singh
informed Nehru of the ground
situation that there was no resistance
to the Indian army’s advance from
anybody. But, since that part of
Kashmir had difficult terrain, the
army would need at least five days
to climb up to reach Pakistan’s
international border. But, Nehru
remained firm. The fact remains
that if Nehru had granted Kalwant
Singh the requested permission, at
that decisive phase, to continue his
mopping up operation for five more
days, there would not have been a
Kashmir problem for India at all. It
would have saved India from a lot
of future troubles over Kashmir. In
an interesting account of the Indian
army’s operations in Kashmir during
its most decisive phase in May 1948,
Russel Brines writes: “The flank
attack under the colourful General
Thimmayya was so successful that
he captured Tithwal on May 23 and
looked down on Muzaffarabad, only
eighteen miles away. Muzffarabad,
now capital of Azad Kashmir, was
the political key to the campaign....
The threat to Muzaffarabad forced a
Pakistan withdrawal from the entire
northern sector, but the Indians
stopped, apparently on their own
volition, and Pakistani brigade
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stabilised the situation” . Had the
Indian army was allowed to advance
and capture Muzaffarabad the Indian
army could have gone to reclaim
the whole of Kashmir. However,
on Nehru’s orders “to stand where
they are”, the Indian army lined up
in the middle of Kashmir, which is
now known as the Cease-fire Line
or the Line of Control (LOC). When
the Pakistani forces saw the Indian
army lining up on their own in the
middle of Kashmir, they re-entered
Kashmir and formed a parallel line
inside Kashmir. After this act of the
Pakistan army personnel in May
1948 only, Pakistan, for the first
time, admitted, in August 1948, its
army’s presence in Kashmir.
At the UN
Meanwhile, Nehru took the
Kashmir issue to the United Nations,
on 1 January 1948, which was
uncalled for at that point of time.
Since the issue pertained purely
the security of an Indian State, and
since Pakistan had repeatedly said
that it had no role in the tribesmen’s
invasion of Kashmir, clearing of
all intruders from the whole state
would have been accomplished by
the Indian army alone. But, Nehru
seems to have been obsessed with
the idea of implicating Pakistan
in the responsible for tribesmen’s
invasion of Kashmir. But, in the UN
Security Council, on 15th January
1948, Pakistan declared that it had
no role in the tribesmen’s invasion
of Kashmir. In addition, Nehru had
overestimated the UN’s capacity
to find objective solutions to such
problems, and underestimated
the scope of manoeuvrings and
manipulations of big powers in the
UN Security Council. Though Nehru
lodged a complaint on 1 January 1948
against Pakistan’s complicity with
the tribesmen’s invasion of Jammu
and Kashmir, under the heading

“Jammu and Kashmir Question”,
following a sinister manoeuvring,
the US and UK representatives in
the UN Security Council - Warren
Austin and Gladwyn Jebb - had
succeeded in rephrasing the heading
of the agenda of the UN Security
Council from “Jammu-Kashmir
Question” to “India-Pakistan
Question”, to confuse the issue and
to widen its scope by mixing the
Jammu Kashmir Issue with other
Indo-Pakistan issues. It helped
Pakistan not to vacate from POK
immediately, though Pakistan had
no legal right over that part of the
territory. Notably, these big powers
did it while they did accept also
India’s sovereignty over J&K.
Nehru was disappointed over this
kind of covert activities of big powers
in UN Security Council. According
to Philip Ziegler, Mountbatten’s
biographer, Nehru realised the grave
mistake he had committed in pinning
his hopes on the efficacy of the UN
to do justice in Kashmir. In February
1948, Nehru told Mountbatten
that he was disillusioned with the
United Nations. The change of the
original heading of the Agenda
had put the Kashmir issue on a
different track, and helped to prolong
Pakistan’s illegal occupation of a
part of Kashmir.
Therefore, Foreign Secretary Dr.
Jaishankar’s position that the issue
to be discussed with Pakistan on the
Kashmir Question is the modalities
of how to end Pakistan’s illegal
occupation of POK peacefully,
and the time schedule for it, is
legally and technically the correct
one. But, basically, it required
political decisions at highest levels
in Islamabad. It would save a lot of
energy and resources of Pakistan for
the welfare of the people of Pakistan
on the one hand, and free itself from
the position of an ally of anti-Indian
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forces in the world, like China for
example.

Bhutto did not keep his words with
Indira Gandhi.

Missed opportunities

The second opportunity was
during the administration of the
Janata Party Government, headed
by Prime Minister Morarji Desai.
Morarji Desai once narrated to me
an inside story. He said that once he
got an Intelligence Report that the
Pakistan President, General Zia-ulHaq, was planning to increase the
size of the Pakistan Army. He did
not wait for the usual diplomatic
channels to deal with the matter.
He picked up the telephone and
dialled to Zia-ul-Haq and asked
him directly: “General, why you
want a large army for Pakistan? If
Pakistan is in trouble, you tell me.
My army will be at your disposal.”
Zia was thrilled. He could not
believe that he was listening to the
voice of the Indian Prime Minister
who was promising him with the
Indian Army’s support to defend
Pakistan! The spirit with which
Morarji conveyed the Indian army’s
support to defend Pakistan, moved
Zia-ul-Haq beyond description. That
day, the Pakistan President became
a great admirer of Morarji Desai.
He trusted Morarji’s words and
gave up his plan to expand the size
of the Pakistan army. This striking
incident also reveals why President
Zia-ul-Haq conferred “Nishan-ePakistan”, an equivalent of “Bharat
Ratna”, on Morarji Desai. It is my
conviction that had the Morarji
Desai Government continued in
power for its full-term of five years,
the Kashmir problem would have
been settled most amicably. But, the
process was not allowed to mature
since the Desai Government was
pulled down by Indira Gandhi,
following the decision of that
Government to re-investigate the
L.N. Mishra’s murder case.

In the past, India got a few
opportunities to solve the Kashmir
issue amicably. One was in 1972,
in the aftermath of the Indo-Pak
war on Bangladesh, in December
1971, which ended up with the
surrender of the Pakistan Army
in East Pakistan on 16 December
1971. It made 96,000 Pakistani
military personnel as Prisoners of
War in India. In order to secure the
release of these prisoners of war,
which was composed of thousands
of men in uniform hailing from elite
families of Pakistan, Prime Minister
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto came to India,
in July 1972, to meet and negotiate
their release with the Indian Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi. The two
prime ministers met at Simla and
negotiated the terms that included a
solution to the Kashmir issue, which
had resulted in a stalemate in the
negotiations. It led to a formal initial
statement of failure of negotiations,
which had indicated one more round
of meeting between them later, after
Bhutto went back to Islamabad to
consult his colleagues in Islamabad,
on the solution of the Kashmir issue,
and returned to the negotiating
table.. But, in an unexpected turn
of events, at an one-to-one meeting
between Bhutto and Indira Gandhi,
prior to their departure from Simla,
Indira Gandhi gave in to a bluff of
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto on the Kashmir
solution, and she instantly agreed to
release 96,000 Pakistani prisoners
of war without solving the Kashmir
issue. Certainly, another round
of talks with Bhutto later, while
keeping the Pakistani POWs in
Indian custody, would have solved
the Kashmir problem for ever. But
Indira Gandhi had thoughtlessly
wasted that unique opportunity.

Despite these missed opportunities
to amicably solve the Kashmir
issue, and the recent troubles in the
Kashmir Valley, engineered partly
by some short-sighted anti-Indian
elements in the present Pakistani
establishment, and the ruckus it
has entailed, which has bedevilled
the current relationship between
India and Pakistan, I am optimistic
about an amicable solution to this
problem, and the restoration of close
friendship between the two countries
and their peoples.
India-Pakistan relations
If policy makers in both New
Delhi and Islamabad make a hard
assessment of the future course
of Indo-Pak relations in the long
run, they will find that its present
adversarial features are unsustainable
and disastrous. If they make also
an equally hard assessment of
what India means for Pakistan, and
what Pakistan means for India, in
the long-run it would make them
realise how intertwined are their
destinies. Indeed, it would be a grave
mistake to frame their relationship as
enemies or potential enemies. Their
people-to-people relationship tells a
different story. Their natural affinity
for each other is a fact of life.
A dispassionate look at the
peoples of India and Pakistan will
show that they are one people in
two states. Wagha border does not
give any natural separating features.
Geography, language and culture,
food habits, dress, and innumerable
other common features glue their
affinity for each other. It is natural
for an Indian or Pakistani to reach
out with a spontaneous expression
of solidarity with one another when
they are in distress.  What else could
be a credible explanation when the
President of Pakistan, General Ayub
Khan could not refrain from coming
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forward as a pallbearer of the dead
body of the Indian Prime Minister,
Lal Bahadur Shastri, and carried
it to the aircraft for sending it to
India, when Shastri passed away
in Tashkent in January 1966. That
is the deeply laid sentiment that
runs through the veins of Indians
and Pakistanis, which we have to
recognise. And, that attachment
survives all hate campaigns of vested
interests in both countries over the
years. Therefore, the pursuit of
adversarial relationship between the
two countries by any administrator
- political or military - for petty
personal/political advantages, is
against the psyche of the people of
both countries..
Compared to this, what is the
nature and level of commonality
between Pakistanis and the Chinese,
who pretend to be friends? Little.
However, before Islamabad gets too
close to Beijing, it is better for the
Pakistani leaders to study the Chinese
classic, The Art of War, authored by
Sun Tsu, which guides the Chinese
even in organising their personal
relationships! It would do some good
for the Pakistanis in the long-run.
However, whatever Pakistan does
today out of its shortsightedness,
India should treat Pakistan as a
potential friend and apply restraint
in its responses. The Gujral Doctrine
should guide New Delhi in this
matter. There are valid reasons
for treating Pakistan as a potential
friend. It may be recalled that when
free India was faced with the Chinese
aggression in 1962, Pakistan had
adopted an attitude helpful to India.
On a request from Jawaharlal Nehru,
the British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan and the US President
John F. Kennedy, urged the Pakistan
President, General Ayub Khan, not
to create any problem for India in
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the Western border to enable India
to shift the Indian army from there to
the Himalayas to fight the invading
Chinese. Ayub Khan complied, and
kept his words which he gave to
Macmillan and Kennedy. It enabled
India to shift its forces from the
Western border to the Himalayas to
fight the Chinese.
Ta k i n g a l l a s p e c t s i n t o
consideration, in my view, despite
Pakistan’s current bonhomie with
China and soliciting Beijing’s
support against India, Pakistan is
still a potential friend, and should be
treated as such. We should generate
and keep an environment, which
made the Pakistan President Zia-ulHaq to trust Prime Minister Morarji
Desai, natural and permanent in
Indo-Pak relationship. In concrete
terms, it means that Pakistan’s
security should be a matter of India’s
concern too, and that both countries
should adopt policies which are
based on higher considerations and
larger framework, which should
leave off making the Kashmir a
contentious issue between India
and Pakistan. Whether that could
be achieved through the formation
of a confederation between
India and Pakistan, as suggested
by Jayaprakash Narayan, is a
proposition which both countries
should consider in their larger
interests and for freeing the subcontinent from manipulations of
big powers by fermenting hostilities
between India and Pakistan.
In 1984, at an International
Conference on Indian Ocean
Studies in Perth, Australia, I made a
proposal to build up a most friendly
relationship between India and
Pakistan. The proposal was to
pool the destinies of India and
Pakistan and establish a confederal
structure for India, Pakistan and

Bangladesh. But, in 1985, we saw the
establishment of the SAARC, a weak
structure for integrated functioning.
However, as far as ties between India
and Pakistan are concerned, I still
hold that the best way is to pool their
destinies through the establishment
of a confederation between them and
make them caring for each other. It
would instantly make the Kashmir
problem redundant as well. multiple
benefits which can flow from it is
immeasurable.
Since 1947, Indo-Pak relationship
has been bedeviled by the Kashmir
issue. The issue is basically phoney
- and contrived by circumstances, as
explained in the beginning - as the
princely state of Jammu and Kashmir
had acceded to India, and not to
Pakistan, the sovereign right over
J&K vests squarely with India. No
amount of diplomatic manoeuvring
can erase this hard fact. Therefore,
it is a futile exercise for Pakistan to
establish any claim on that state and
India is unlikely to concede any such
claim on Kashmir, even remotely.
Igniting wars and conflicts over the
issue in the past have not changed
that basic fact. Any repetition of it is
unlikely to alter it either. Therefore,
in the light of what took place during
the last 60 years, Pakistan must
recognise this reality, and detach
the Kashmir issue from fretting
Indo-Pak relations, which has also
become a constant cause of drain on
national resources, and unnecessary
loss of lives. Indeed, we must sit
back and count the amount of money
and resources which both countries
have spent during the last 60 years
to ensure diplomatic support for their
respective positions in international
fora, and for acquiring war material
from abroad to fight wars, and ask
the question: were these exercises
worth? The answer is obvious.
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Therefore, for the future wellbeing
of the people of India and Pakistan,
their political leaderships should put
an end to this phase of their acrimony
drenched relationship, and open up
a new chapter on it, conducive to
the welfare of their people. It would
mean that both countries should look
towards each other for solace and
support, instead of running after
distant powers to browbeat the other.
60 years ago, France and Germany
took such a historic decision which
has laid the foundation of the present
peaceful and prosperous Europe.
India and Pakistan can do the same
in the Indian sub-continent, and
initiate a fresh start of cooperation
and development between them
which would place them high in
the human development index in
the world. Economists of both
countries should jointly make an
assessment of benefits which would
entail such a good-neighbourly
relationship between them This
relationship should be insulated
from becoming a source of sorrow
for any of them. Rather, it should be
made a source of joy for the region.
If partition caused pain and agony
70 years ago, their coming together
again voluntarily, under whatever
framework, will be a great event to
celebrate.
In 1984, while participating at an
International Conference on Indian
Ocean Studies in Perth, Australia, I
made a proposal to build up the most
friendly partnership between India
and Pakistan. I proposed a pooling
of destinies of the two countries and
establish a confederal structure for
them and Bangladesh, which would
also instantly make the Kashmir
issue redundant. My proposal was
well received by other participants
from the sub-continent. Many years
ago, Jayaprakash Narayan also had
envisioned such a positive political

framework for countries of the
sub-continent to grow and prosper
together. However, a year after I
spoke in Perth, in 1985 we saw the
birth of SAARC - an inadequate
fragile structure for integrated
functioning. Though 32 years have
passed after I spoke in favour of
pooling of destinies between India
and Pakistan, I still consider it as
the most valid proposal which would
insulate the sub-continent from wars
and conflicts, and make it to face
the future together and earn a lofty
position in the world.
Emotional and sentimental
expressions are generally discounted
as factors of diplomacy. But, it
also becomes a factor when its
underpinnings are so widespread,
and expressed spontaneously off
and on in the conduct of relationship
between neighbouring countries,
as it happened to the people in
two Germanys after 1945, who got
integrated with opposing ideological
and military blocs. But, those
exterior measures could hardly dry
up their sentimental attachments for
each other. After 45 years of such
contrived physical separation, their
sentiments for each other surged out
and asserted and led to the pulling
down of the Berlin Wall, and other
barriers which had kept them divided
for so long, and became one German
people again in 1990.
If we look at the people-to-people
attitudes in India and Pakistan
for each other, such sentimental
attachment exists widely between
them at the submerged level. As
Indians and Pakistanis constitute
basically one people in two states,
like Germans between 1945 and
1990, the pursuit of an adversarial
relationship between them by any
administration - civil or military - for
petty personal/political advantages,

is against the basic psyche of the
people of both countries, and
therefore unsustainable. We see
expressions of mutual attachment
in abundance when we meet in a
3rd country in any part of the world.
I have experienced this during
my innumerable visits across the
world during the last 45 years.
The spontaneity of it is amazing.
How people of India throng to
see and meet Pakistani notables
like Noorjahan, Imran Khan, and
innumerable others, for example,
and make their visits occasions for
welcome celebrations, is an index of
the underlying warmth of the people
of India for the people of Pakistan,
and vice versa.
Such expressions of sentimental
attachment have been noticed even
among those who held positions
of supreme power, as already
detailed earlier. That deeply laid
element in our relationship should
be kept in view when we deal with
Pakistan and its people. The spirit
and environment which made the
Pakistani President Zia-ul-Haq to
trust the Indian Prime Minister
Morarji Desai should be made a
permanent feature of India -Pakistan
relations. In concrete terms, it means
that Pakistan’s security should also
be a matter of India’s concern,
and that both countries should
adopt policies based on larger
vision and higher considerations,
which should bypass Kashmir as
an issue of discord between India
and Pakistan. Whether that could
be achieved through the formation
of a confederation between India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh, is a
proposition which both countries
should consider seriously in their
larger interests.
If we make a hard assessment
of the future course of Indo-Pak
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relationship, despite its present
nuclear development and apparent
Paki bonhomie with China, it
would be a grave mistake to view
or treat Pakistan as India’s enemy
or potential enemy. On the other
hand, a hard assessment would
show that Pakistan is a potential
friend of India, and its future lies
on its friendship with India rather
than with anybody else. India
should keep in mind the helpful
attitude Pakistan had adopted
towards India, as explained earlier,
during the Chinese invasion of
India in 1962. Therefore, taking
all aspects into account, it is
my conviction that, sooner or
later, India and Pakistan will
pool their destinies together, and
march forward together hand-inhand, by giving more content to
their symbiotic existence. The
subterranean warmth and affection
which exists between the peoples
of both countries, which becomes
exuberant when people visit their
brethren on the other side of
the border, or when they meet
abroad in a third country, which
I have experienced myself on
many occasions, is a pointer to
the new close friendship that
beckons the two countries in the
coming decades. Therefore, despite
their unpleasant posturings and
occasional skirmishes, India and
Pakistan do not pose any long-term
security threat to each other. That
India has no territorial ambition
has been repeatedly manifested in
the past through its deeds. In order
to fortify that record, India should
follow the Gujral Doctrine to build
up of our relationship with all our
neighbours, including Pakistan. It
will certainly yield rich dividends
for India, including our neighbours’
distancing themselves from the
attempt of any outside power, like
China for example, to use them as
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cat-paws against India.
Clinton’s advice to Pakistan
Meanwhile, what Pakistan
should do to build a robust
relationship with India has been
elaborated by US President, Bill
Clinton, when he visited Islamabad
16 years ago, in March 2000. He
candidly conveyed to Pakistan
leaders that “Pakistan would have
to choose between peace and
Kashmir”. He told them to give up
their obsession with Kashmir, and
their belligerent attitude against
India, and to become a good
neighbor by establishing closer
economic relations with India. He
ruled out any military solution to
the Kashmir issue, and stated that
more than half-a-century old UN
resolution on Kashmir has become
obsolete and is of little relevance in
today’s ground realities. It implied
that propositions like holding
of a plebiscite in Kashmir is not
the right course now. He stated
categorically: “We cannot and will
not mediate or resolve the Kashmir
issue. It is for you and India to do
so through dialogue.” Reminding
how unsustainable it would be for
Pakistan to enter into an arms race
with India, Clinton told Pakistan:
“Embarking an arms race [with
India] was an expensive way to
squander the country’s wealth....
You cannot redraw borders in
blood.” More or less the same is the
present British view on the issue.
The most poignant advice of Bill
Clinton to Pakistan is to become
a ‘good neighbour’ of India. How
to become a ‘good neighbor’ of
India? For that Pakistan should
refuse to assist China’s anti-India
activities in India’s neighbourhood.
A Chinese corridor through POK
to Gwadar port is inimical to the
neighbourhood.

The Uri attack
and the counter attack
India-Pakistan relationship is
passing through a turbulent phase
following the Uri terrorist attack
and the counter attack. We have
seen similar phases in the past
too - in 1948, 1965, 1971, and in
1999 - followed by futile wars. The
recent Uri massacre has stirred
up a lot of emotions in India. In
immature hands, it can ignite even
a war. However, we are aware that
in Pakistan, unlike in India, the
civilian authority is not in full
command in decision making.
Behind the back of the civilian
authority, the army command too
takes the liberty of taking decisions
of political nature, and impose
them on the civilian authority as
a fait accompli to shoulder the
responsibility. That was how the
Kargil War took place in 1999.
The Kargil War was schemed and
engineered by then Pakistan Army
Chief, Parvez Musharaf, without the
knowledge of Prime Minister Nawaz
Sheriff. Sheriff himself had shared
this fact with India’s then Defence
Minister, George Fernandes. George
Fernandes told me that Nawaz told
him that if he knew about it earlier,
he would not have allowed that war
between India and Pakistan. George
Fernandes found Nawaz Sheriff a
good man, who wanted a friendly
relationship with India. Keeping in
view such possibilities, New Delhi
should apply utmost restraint in its
responses. War is not the only option
and one should not rush for it. There
are other ways too to convey strong
disapprovals. What is the great
achievement of 20 dead bodies this
side and 38 dead bodies that side!
That approach is ordinary. However,
even in such situations, our response
should be guided by the spirit of
(Contd. on Page 14)
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Visit to Kashmir Valley
An all India team of the
PUCL visited the Kashmir valley
after the 100 th day of people’s
protests beginning 9 th July and
the government clampdown that
were taking place there. The
team was led by Dr. V Suresh,
General Secretary of the PUCL and
included Kavita Srivastava (National
Secretary), Ramdas Rao (National
Council Member) and Pragnya
Joshi (National Council Member).
PUCL member Prof. Jean Dreze
was with the team briefly. Also
accompanying the team were two
independent persons: Parul Abrol
(independent writer and journalist)
and advocate Mustafa. The team
stayed in the valley between 14th
to 22 nd October, with maximum
members staying between 17th to
22nd October 2016. The team visited
and met the injured and families of
the deceased in Batamaloo and Idgah
area of Srinagar, Batingu and Veesu
in Anantnag district, Churhat in
Kulgam district, Khrew in Pulwama,
and Shopian town.
The team members, had lengthy
interactions with families of people
booked under Public safety Act,
(PSA), families of the deceased who
had had lost their lives in firing or
other use of force by the security
forces, survivors of violence, doctors
of Shri Motilal Hari Singh (SMHS)
hospital, some of the injured people,
either admitted in the hospital or
outside, Human rights workers of
the Jammu and Kashmir Coalition
of Civil Society (JKCCS) along
with independent activists including
RTI activists, academics and student
leaders. The FFT also met several
ordinary people including young
protestors. The team met the office
bearers and senior lawyers of the

thousand member strong J & K Bar,
several press and electronic media
persons, young entrepreneurs and big
businessmen, retired bureaucrats and
Government personnel, Anganwadi
workers and daily wage earners.
The team also met with a few
Kashmiri Pandit families and a
prominent leader of Pandits in the
valley. The team members interacted
with policemen of the police station
of Pampore and visited the office
of the IG Kashmir but could only
talk to him over telephone. The
team was not allowed to meet with
Syed Ali Shah Gilani, the Hurriyat
leader under house arrest, by the
police guarding his house nor by the
Inspector General of Police whose
permission was formally sought.
The team could not also get an
appointment with the Chief Minister
of J &K, Ms. Mehbooba Mufti,
despite attempts to do so.
Some of the important facts of the
last hundred days are as follows:
Following the alleged extra judicial
killing of Burhan Wani on the 8th of
July, protests characterized mostly
by stone pelting demonstrations
broke out throughout the valley. The
government responded by heavy
and forceful military clampdown
which resulted in a continuing spate
of killings, injuries and arrests of
people which continues unabated
almost every day till the present. In
fact, the PUCL team was devastated
by the scale of all round human
suffering it witnessed in Kashmir.
The team learnt from JKCCS
reports, the media, through lawyers
and doctors, that from the 9th of
July to the 15th of October, the total
number of civilians killed by the

police and the security forces was
101 with the largest numbers of
those killed coming from Anantnag
district. It was reported that 12
people died due to pellets fired by
the forces. It was also learnt that 1
policeman too was killed in mob
violence.
Reportedly, a total of 15,000
persons were injured in this period
with 12, 344 being admitted in
various hospitals. About a thousand
persons were injured in the eye
due to pellets resulting in 300
cases of blinding, which included
a large proportion of school going
children. According to the same list,
4500 persons suffered injuries in
other body parts due to pellets and
shelling and 4664 were injured by
bullets. Over 8000 people have been
reportedly arrested, including 1000
from Srinagar city itself. More than
2300 FIRs were registered by the
police against the people; in contrast
complaints lodged by civilians
against security persons numbered
only about 7.
It was learnt that 382 individual
petitioners have challenged their
detention under Public Safety Act,
1978 in the J & K High Court. It
is estimated that about 434 people
were detained under PSA, including
human rights activist Khurram
Pervez and lawyer Zahid Ali. The
FFT was informed that 12 J & K
government employees were sacked
for allegedly supporting the protests.
Reports of vandalism and violence
during raids by the police, security
forces and the army were reported
by many. Beating of residents,
firing at transformers and making
them dysfunctional, cutting of water
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supply as for example in district
Bandipora, setting ablaze fields and
burning of a school by the security
forces were also reported by the
people.
Raids were conducted in the
offices of newspaper Greater
Kashmir which resulted in all
Kashmiri newspapers stopping
publication for five days. The
Kashmir Reader has been banned
since the 2nd of October. Immediately
after the 9th of July, all Pakistani
news channels were taken off the
air and initially the Government also
blocked 5 Indian news channels for
their reportage on Kashmir, which
was later withdrawn. According
to complaints by media persons,
curfew passes of journalists were not
honored by the forces including the
army. Many journalists complained
of beatings. Two journalists were
reportedly targeted with pellets
firing guns while doing their
professional duty. Senior photo
Journalist Danish Ismail’s house was
allegedly damaged. A crackdown
was conducted on voluntary
organisations who were organizing
relief work in the premises of SMHS
Hospital including providing free
medicines, ambulance services and
free food and tea. All email and
internet services remained closed
for most time throughout this period
from 8th July till 17th October, 2016.
Some of the key observations:
•

The anger against the security
forces was simmering since
2008 and 2010, when 67 and
144 killings had happened in a
government clampdown. The
killing of Burhan Wani, who
was a popular militant leader
amongst the youth, acted as a
vent and triggered this phase of
protest.
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•

•

•

Demand for Azadi, clearly
expressing alienation from India
with people very vocal about
their lack of faith in the Indian
State, was an all pervasive
voice across villages and cities,
professionals and the ordinary,
young and old and men and
women. This was reiterated
by the people the team met in
the valley in the light of the
continuing brutalities committed
by the Indian Forces against
unarmed civilians, in which
even women and children were
not spared.
The common people have lost
faith in the ordinary democratic
modes of redressal as they
believe that they are heavily
biased against them. For
instance no FIRs are registered
against offences committed by
the armed forces or the police,
and even if registered there is
never a fair investigation, much
less prosecution. They were of
the view the view that in the
face of overwhelming failure
of all the democratic institutions
in responding to their political
grievances and aspirations,
stone throwing has become the
only method of expressing their
sense of anger and frustration,
especially among the youth.
There was a majority
participation in the hartal
announced through the Hurriyat
weekly calendar. This hartal is a
complete shutdown of all private
establishments including public
and private transport from 7am
to 5pm every day but for 24
hours on Fridays with schools,
colleges and other academic
institutions completely closed.
Courts had partially reopened
when we visited. Hospitals,

Anganwadis, Pharmacies, PDS
shops, media houses were kept
out of the hartal, with tea and
bread shops being partially
open. It was also stated by most
that even if the hartal fizzles out
in a few days or weeks this time,
the agitation which has started
will not end but will continue
with bigger and more violent
eruptions in the future.
•

A difference between the protests
and collective action in 2016
and previous protests was said
to be over the overwhelming
support of ordinary citizens,
cutting across class, education,
professional and urban / rural
lines to the hartal call in 2016 as
contrasted to previous protests.
Even while the bulk of ordinary
Kashmiris supported the protest
action, there however remained
a small section of people who
were getting inconvenienced by
the continuation of the hartal.

•

There was acute anger against
the loss of lives of people
(particularly children, youth and
women) and injuries caused by
pellets, bullets and shells fired
by the security forces, including
the Army, Rashtriya Rifles (RR),
Central Reserve Police Force
and the J &K Police. Most of
the firing, according to people,
was unprovoked and targeted.
The use of pellets as a means to
curb protests was looked upon
as an instrument of blinding
and maiming the young. It was
argued as to why in situations
of equally violent protests
in Haryana and Karnataka,
pellets were not used as they
were against the Kashmiris.
This was cited as an instance
of discrimination against the
Kashmiris.
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•

•

•

For the first time in Kashmir as
many as six women were killed
and several injured. Perhaps
for the first time all women
public protests (juloos) and
the participation of women in
Janazas (funeral processions)
in large numbers was observed.
Young women were very vocal
and said that too much bloodshed
had happened and that there
could be no compromise this
time. While older women could
not believe that there could
be a Government who could
repeatedly kill masses of its
own people. There was the fear
of house raids by the forces and
women being violated.
It was shocking to learn that
security forces did not spare
janazas (funeral procession)
and the casualty wards / sections
of the hospital. Videos were
displayed showing shelling on
funeral processions. Doctors
talked of shelling inside the
casualty area of SMHS hospital,
of attacks on ambulances and
private vehicles carrying the
injured and causing delays which
led to patients succumbing to
death. It was also unbelievable
that many security men were
profiling the seriously injured
instead of ensuring quick
treatment.
The loss of livelihood leading
to a situation of hunger amongst
the poor was being handled by
Baitul Maal, the local mosque
committees which provided
money and food. Some people
gathered here for relief did
complain of the distress caused
by the long hartal that had
jeopardized the poor people’s
food security.

•

•

•

There was a general feeling,
with the young being more
vociferous, that lodging an FIR
or demanding compensation
with respect to the killings or
injuries of their loved ones was
of no consequence as there
were no cases where the army
or police or CRPF personnel
were convicted for their crimes
in the past. Some who went
to lodge FIRs were threatened
with dire consequences and
therefore refrained from lodging
cases. The paramount vocal
opinion regarding engaging
with the Indian state apparatus
was that we have no trust in
them, then why waste time
with them. They also felt that
in any case Martyrs were above
prosecution. Despite this, we
met some of the families who
had lodged FIRs but were not
hopeful of a tangible outcome
in view of the SC judgment in
the Tengpora case.
For the first time human rights
activists have been targeted and
the arrest of Khurram Pervez of
JKCCS shows that they want to
silence all dissent and support
that human rights activism
provides to the victims of human
rights abuse.
The banning of Kashmir
Reader shows the undemocratic
functioning of the State which
is uncomfortable with free
speech, a basic human right and
foundation of democracy. It is
difficult to avoid the impression
that the Indian State seems at
war with the people of a region
it claims as its integral part.
Repression by the armed and
other security forces is very
visible in the state.

•

T h e Te a m o b s e r v e d t h a t
the humanitarian crisis was
aggravated because the hospitals
did not get any support from the
Government of India by way
sending in medical specialists,
especially Opthalmologists,
nursing personnel and medicines
to the Valley. The lack of support
from the Government was
despite the observations made
by the team of AIIMS doctors
who visited in July, 2016 who
described the situation as “war
like”.

Interim recommendations:
1. The GOI should ensure the
release of Human rights defender
Khurram Pervez immediately and
withdraw all criminal cases against
him.
2. The GOI and J & K Government
should release all Hurriyat leaders
and hold unconditional talks with
them and representatives of the other
sections of the people, including the
youth, in order to break this impasse
and move towards a permanent
resolution of the Kashmir dispute.
3. All political leaders, activists
and young protestors detained under
the Public Safety Act, 1978 (PSA)
and other criminal charges should be
released immediately and all cases
against them should be withdrawn
or revoked.
4. The Government and security
forces should lift curfew and other
restrictions throughout the Valley
and cease all hostilities against the
civilian population. There should
be demilitarization of the Valley
including withdrawal of security
forces from civilian areas.
5. PSA, 1978 and AFSPA must
be repealed from the statute books.
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6. Facilitate the filing of cases
against members of the security
forces who indiscriminately killed
and injured and committed other
atrocities on the people.
7. Set up a judicial commission
headed by a sitting judge of the SC
to look into the alleged extra judicial
killing of Burhan Wani and other
similar cases.
8. The ban on Kashmir Reader
should be immediately withdrawn
and the publication be allowed to
function normally. The government
must also stop all persecution of
media, including by means of
denying giving advertisements by
the State and Central Government as
a means of pressurizing the media to
toe the government line.
9. There should be no curtailment
of the right to freedom and speech
expression of the media and also
of civil society organisations and
people. All peaceful protests should
be permitted.
10. The Government of India
and J & K Government should
immediately approve all files related
to granting `Sanction to Prosecute’
government, police, security and
army personnel found guilty of
having committed offences based
on criminal investigation in cases
pending in criminal courts and
which have not been cleared for long
periods of time.
11. The Government of India
should immediately ban the use
of pellets guns on protests and
demonstrations.
12. The current approach of the
State is premised on the fact that
they can militarily subjugate the
(Contd. on Page 22)
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A fight for Kashmir - a fight for life
Anandi

(Class XI student, Lucknow)
My friend, have you been reading
the newspaper?

bubble wrap sheet and not actually
human skin?

Yes? Then you must know what
we are doing, right?

And by the way, our government
tells us pellets are harmless. That
they cannot murder.

Killing thousands of Kashmiri
civilians who just want to be free?
Some would argue and blame
Pakistan for occupying Kashmir.
Some would do the same for India.
But we’re forgetting Kashmiris are
neither Indian nor Pakistani. They
are Kashmiris. They want to be just
that. Nothing less, nothing more.
But we? We are humans and
we must do what humans do the
best. We must be selfish. We must
kill innocents. We must take away
whatever integrity they have.
We must not even consider them
‘humans’. Right now for us this is a
war between India and Pakistan. Not
a war for the freedom of Kashmir
as a whole, but between India and
Pakistan. Everything else is just....
a technicality. Ignore it.
You get that right? Apparently we
need to ignore the small 11 year-old
boy, Nasir being killed by pellets.
We need to ignore that he was killed.
We need to ignore that his body was
stepped on by hundreds, leaving
footprints, even on his face. We need
to ignore that his ears had turned
blue. Or that his fists couldn’t open
because his fingers were so terribly
broken. Also, that when his sister
touched the back his head, her hand
was covered with blood. We need
to ignore that his back was marred
in such a way that it looked like a

He was just an 11 year-old boy
for God’s sake! What had he done
to deserve this? He must have killed.
Oh no! Wait, that’s us. He must have
destroyed lives. No, no wait again,
that’s still us. He must have at least
brutally hit another human being?
Wait a minute, that is still US!
What is even more unfortunate
is that it isn’t just 11 yearold Nasir. (Somehow even that
word undermines the situation.)
Thousands of innocent Kashmiri
civilians, from infants to ill 90year olds; from pregnant women to
people with disabilities are targeted.
From brilliant kids who could
have had a bright future, to men
and women whose lives have been
transformed. From children like you
and I, to adults like our parents. They
all are there. Innocent but dying. If
not physically, then mentally dying.
Can you imagine yourself in that
situation for just a second? Can you
imagine not being able to go out of
your homes without the fear of being
hit by pellets? Or killed? Can you
imagine only seeing army men with
guns wherever you turn? Can you
imagine going to bed not knowing if
you’ll be alive tomorrow? Can you
imagine living constantly in fear?
A fear that could kill you from the
inside, rotting your brain till it has
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no life left.
It makes you shudder and shiver
with paranoia, fear, disgust and what
not, doesn’t it? Me too my friend,
me too.
Now, know that this isn’t a
situation, but a reality. A reality
happening a few thousand miles
away from you. While we are sitting
in our warm cosy blankets, drinking
coffee and watching television, they
are dropping dead like mosquitos,
like after we apply a mosquito
repellent.
Sad. Really sad. And we call
ourselves humans.
It is something to think about.
Something to do something about.
Why are we not doing anything?
We read about Kashmir in the
newspaper. We call it the ‘Kashmir
issue’. We read about what is
happening as facts.
‘A person was killed.’ How tragic.
‘Indian military took an action.’
Way to go.

do that, right?
Do anything.
it.

But, I beg of you, do not dismiss

Even if you think about it, talk
about it, it could help. You never
know.
We read and then think, this will
be over eventually. Honestly, I don’t
think this will ever be over. This
will be engraved in the minds of
thousands of Kashmiris for as long
as they live. That is, if they survive.

Please, I beg, stop killing. Even if
you are silently killing by dismissing
their reality.
Just think, not as an Indian or a
Pakistani or a citizen from any other
nation, but as a human. Think.
They deserve better. Much better.
(Contd. from Page 9)
Gujral Doctrine. It will yield good
dividends in the long-run. In my
view, Prime Minister Nawaz Sheriff
is still the best bet for India to lay a
new path of India-Pakistan relations
based on cooperation and solidarity.

Them? They’d be speechless.
Because to them what’s normal is
blood, bullets, dead bodies and fear.
No child deserves to even listen to
such a nightmare, let alone live it.

It is imperative that India-Pakistan
relationship should be freed from its
present confrontationist mould, and
reset its direction towards provision
of higher welfare of the people,
instead of wasting their money and
resources for ceaseless procurement
of military hardware which, in a few
years, usually end up as obsolete
junks. Pakistan should re-draw the
pathway of its basic approach to
India, and formulate a policy of
strong cooperarion, and free itself
from sticking on to its untenable
claim on Kashmir. A dear student
of mine in SIS from the Kashmir
Valley, who later joined the All
India Services, once told me that
Kashmir’s interest in Pakistan is
its trade interests and easy access.
India should safeguard that interest
by keeping a soft border between
India and Pakistan. That is not an
impossible task in a cooperative
and solidarity framework of IndiaPakistan relations.

However, it is not a nightmare
in a dream. It is a hell on earth, my
friend. As real as you are.

‘A curfew was imposed
onto the people’s life.’ Alright.
Understandable.

You breathe air, it breathes death.
You eat food, it eats humans. You
bathe in water, it bathes in blood.

NO! It’s not just understandable.
We are talking about actual human
lives aren’t we? We are talking about
civilians being injured, killed, and
beaten aren’t we? We are talking
about living beings aren’t we?

But we are still stuck in this
heaven where Indians create their
own version, Pakistanis create their
own version, and the media sells it
to its readers. Readers like you and
I. Readers who need to understand,
it’s not India versus Pakistan. It’s
innocent Kashmiris against all
of us, fighting for life. Human
beings fighting for another second
to breathe.

Be empathetic at least, you can

Shame on us.

When we will recount our
childhood to our kids or our
grandkids, we’ll most probably be
telling them of what toys we played
with or how we lied to our parents.
Things that are normal to us.

‘Pakistani military took action.’
Okay, expected.

How can we just dismiss this as a
‘fact’? Or just another ‘event’? They
deserve better. Much better.

This is what we call democracy?
Liberalism? Socialism? Right to
life?
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Toward Democratic Eco-socialism - II
Hans A. Baer
Socialism is committed to the
notion of unalienated, fulfilling,
or meaningful work. Satisfying
work contributes to positive selfesteem and a sense that one is
contributing to society and one’s
fellow human beings. For most
people, unemployment can be
psychologically devastating. Even
for people over the traditional
retirement age of sixty to sixtyfive, depending upon the country
in question, work or employment
can be a fulfilling and meaningful
activity. A shorter work week would
permit everyone to be employed
and thus eliminate the “industrial
reserve army,” which is an inherent
feature of capitalist economies
but should not occur in a socialist
system. What Juliet Schor describes
in The Overworked American
applies more or less equally to
Australian culture, despite the
stereotype of Aussies being a
laid-back people. 15 Even though
Australian workers pioneered the
eight-hour work day, albeit in the
mid-nineteenth century when the
work week was six days rather than
five days, many full-time employed
Australians today are working over
eight hours a day.
It is difficult or impossible to say
what would be the optimal work
week. To some degree this would
vary from individual to individual.
Marx characterized humans as
Homo Faber or “Man the worker,”
but he was thinking of unalienated
labor where work and play are
intricately interwoven, as is often
the case in foraging societies. In
The German Ideology, Marx and

Engels envisioned a society where
one would be able “to hunt in the
morning, fish in the afternoon, rear
cattle in the evening, criticize after
dinner.”16 In a sense, working life
would never totally end as long as a
person had the mental and physical
capacity, and the desire to engage in
it. Thus, people should be given that
option of phasing into “retirement”
rather than simply going from
full-time employment to full-time
retirement. Work under socialism
and particularly under communism
will, in essence, contribute to human
development and allow people to
achieve their full potential.

would have to reduce their current
material standard of living.

A growing number of neo-Marxian
scholars, as well as non-Marxian
scholars, have been questioning
the economic growth paradigm.
For too long many socialists have,
like mainstream economists and
business people, bought into the
growth paradigm. As a result, many
socialists remained out of touch with
serious ecological considerations. A
serious redistribution of the world’s
resources would ensure an adequate
living standard for everyone on the
face of the planet. But this would
require a serious discussion about
how much is enough and, with
the elimination of poverty, the
recognition that global population
would begin to dwindle, thus placing
less strain on the eco-system.

Obviously, there are large sectors
of developed societies and smaller
sectors of developing societies that
need to undergo de-growth, except
for the abjectly poor of developing
societies and developed countries.
Those, such as homeless people
or indigenous peoples living on
reservations in North America and
Australia, need to undergo some
sort of development in terms of
access to nutritious food, decent
housing and sanitation, health care,
and education. Ultimately issues of
growth, de-growth, development,
and underdevelopment are intricately
interwoven with the redistribution
of resources. Following in part the
thinking of Herman Daly and John
B. Cobb, Jr. in For the Common
Good, I make a distinction between
growth and development.17 Growth
entails utilizing more and more
resources as part and parcel of the
capitalist treadmill of production and
consumption. Development entails
providing all people with adequate
food, clothing, shelter, health care,
education, and recreation. Under
such a scenario, in order to improve
the socioeconomic status of the poor,
more often affluent people, including
what is referred to in developed
societies as the “middle class,”
would have to reduce their current
material standard of living.

In order to improve the
socioeconomic status of the poor,
more often affluent people, including
what is referred to in developed
societies as the “middle class,”

Beyond a certain point, more food,
clothing, and shelter are superfluous
and certainly environmentally
unsustainable. How much health
care is necessary would depend

A steady-state economy
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upon each individual’s physical
and mental state, both of which
are not only interwoven but highly
variable. Health can be defined as
access to and control over the basic
material and nonmaterial resources
that sustain and promote life at a
high level of individual and group
satisfaction. In a socialist society
or a society seeking to construct
socialism, there would be greater
emphasis placed upon preventive
health care than curative health care.
Systems for sustainability
A crucial question is how much
energy, regardless of the source, does
humanity need. Given the demands
of global capitalism to continually
expand, under a business-as-usual
scenario, humanity will need
more and more energy in order to
feed the treadmill of production,
consumption, and population growth.
In a steady-state economy, energy
requirements could theoretically
level out or even eventually decline.
Energy efficiency is often hailed as a
mechanism for transition to a greenenergy economy, but in reality due to
the Jevons Paradox, or the “rebound
effect,” increased efficiency in
capitalist countries is associated
with increased economic growth
and consumption, thus in essence
canceling out the benefits of energy
savings. This is not to say that energy
efficiency is not a desirable goal, but
in order to ensure environmental
sustainability it has to be coupled
with a steady-state or zero-growth
economy, which would be part and
parcel of a democratic eco-socialist
world system.
A serious redistribution of the
world’s resources would ensure
an adequate standard of living for
everyone on the face of the planet.
A shift to renewable energy

sources—particularly solar, wind,
geothermal, and possibly ocean wave
energy—constitutes a significant
component of climate change
mitigation. A planned centralized
economy has the potential to facilitate
the transition to renewable energy
sources. Solar photovoltaic cells
and panels operate the best in sunny
locations and have the potential to
provide local power in remote areas,
such as much of sub-Saharan Africa
or even a developed society such as
Australia. Large wind farms operate
very efficiently in offshore locations,
such as the Baltic Sea in Europe or
the Bass Strait and Southern Ocean
of Australia. Geothermal energy as
a renewable energy source already
exists in several volcanic regions,
such as Iceland, El Salvador, Kenya,
the Philippines, and Costa Rica.
While acknowledging their
potential usefulness, various
scholars have observed that
renewable energy sources are not
a panacea for mitigating climate
change. Ultimately, the deeper
question that renewable energy
enthusiasts seldom ask is “how much
energy is needed in the first place?”
particularly in developed countries.
A large-scale transition to solar,
wind, and other renewable energy
sources will need to be coupled
with a decline in per capita levels
of consumption among the affluent
of the world, while allowing the
poor to draw on these new energy
sources to achieve access to basic
resources. Obviously some people in
the world, particularly the poor in the
developing world, desperately need
access to more energy but many of
the affluent, in both the developed
and developing worlds, need to
reduce their energy consumption,
often drastically, in order to achieve
environmental sustainability and a
safe climate. A shift to renewable

energy sources will require an
integrated approach in order to
grapple, for example, with the issue
of intermittency in particular with
solar and wind energy.
Aside from the matter of
renewable energy sources, ecosocialism needs to grapple with
developing a “socialist technology.”
The component parts of a socialist
technology, to some extent, already
exist in capitalist societies but are
not actively promoted by capitalism
because they are not as profitable.
The technology already exists to
make products that endure for a
long time rather than products
manufactured in such a way that
they will break down fairly quickly,
a case of built-in obsolescence.
Bicycles, smaller cars, trains, trams,
and buses, as opposed to large cars,
all could be part of a socialist or an
appropriate technology.
A shift to democratic eco-socialism
will entail creating green jobs, ones
that are not only environmentally
sustainable but also cater to people’s
social, educational, recreational,
and health care needs. The creation
of green jobs must be accompanied
by a “just transition,” which means
retraining displaced workers from
obsolescent and environmentally
destructive industries and enterprises
to environmentally sustainable ones.
Sustainable transportation
and travel
In Ecotopia, Ernest Callenbach
describes a fictional place situated
in northern California, Oregon,
and Washington State that has
transcended cars.18 Aside from the
question of whether such a place
could exist in the modern world,
the negative environmental impacts
of private motor vehicles require a
drastic shift to sustainable public
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transportation. A new urbanism that
seeks to make cities more liveable
and environmentally sustainable
has emerged around the world
and has begun to permeate urban
planning. Various cities—including
Singapore, Hong Kong, Zurich,
Copenhagen, Freiburg (Germany),
Vancouver, Toronto, and Boston—
are encouraging residents to rely
more on public transportation,
including trains, trams, and buses. A
global movement to make inner cities
car-free has emerged in recent years.
Sustainable transportation would
entail many other measures, such
as limiting the use of cars as much
as possible, making them smaller
and more energy efficient, and even
banning four-wheel-drive or sports
utility vehicles (SUVs), except
in special circumstances (such as
in rugged areas) and drastically
limiting air travel.
A new urbanism that seeks to
make cities more liveable and
environmentally sustainable has
emerged around the world and has
begun to permeate urban planning.
While shifting from cars to public
transit—particularly intercity trains,
suburban trains, trams, or light-rail
systems—would serve to diminish
greenhouse gas emissions, these
modes of transportation are not a
panacea. Much thought is being
given to the best form of public
transportation, such as train, tram,
or bus, in urban areas, depending
on the situation. Furthermore,
there is the issue of connecting
small towns and rural areas with
cities. Measures will need to be
taken to connect rural to urban
communities and to provide public
transportation, perhaps in the form
of regularly scheduled minibuses in
rural areas. Furthermore, it would
be possible to reinstate passenger
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rail service that serviced rural
communities in both North America
and Australia at a time in the past
when their respective populations
were considerably smaller than
today.
In capitalist societies, “time
is money,” and this dictates
rapid movement between places.
Conversely, in a more leisurelypaced world based on eco-socialist
principles, people might find slower
train travel—although faster than
presently exists in most parts of
North America and Australia—
to be a time to slow down by
reading, chatting with fellow
passengers, enjoying the passing
countryside, reflecting, and even
sleeping. A more sustainable form
of vacationing or holidaying would
entail trips much closer to home, by
train or bus, if possible rather than
to distant places either by plane or
car. Cheap package holidays by
airplane could become a thing of
the past. A simpler way would also
entail a disposal of or minimizing
the use of private motor vehicles
and reliance on alternative modes
of transportation, including simply
walking and cycling. Airships
would constitute a form of slow
travel given that they travel at
speeds of 150 to 200 kilometres
per hour. Transoceanic ships could
make considerable use of wind
power through the use of kites
or solid sails. Teleconferencing
also has the potential to eliminate
or reduce much air travel for the
purpose of conducting business or
attending conferences.
Sustainable food production
and forestry
A shift in food production away
from heavy reliance on meat,
particularly livestock, to organic
farming, v e g e t a r i a n i s m , a n d

even veganism would be more
environmentally sustainable and an
important form of climate change
mitigation. Drastic reduction of
current forms of meat consumption
and dairy production would greatly
decrease emissions from food
production, as well as health
problems. Small-scale organic
farming tends to be more fuel
efficient than industrial agriculture,
which relies heavily on petroleum,
chemical fertilizers, and pesticides.
All farming requires water, but
livestock production requires much
more water than does growing
crops. There is a strong need to shift
toward agro-ecology, which relies
upon farmers’ extensive knowledge
of local ecosystems and seeks to
transcend dependence on chemical,
oil-based agriculture. Crops such as
maize, wheat, sorghum, millet, and
vegetables can be grown in forested
areas that provide shade, improve
water availability, prevent soil
erosion, and add nitrogen to soils.
Agro-forestry blends trees and
shrubs with perennial crops and
the production of cattle, poultry
and other animals. The Coalition
for Rainforest Nations campaigns
for cash incentives to be offered
to developing countries if they
agree to conserve their forests.
Permaculture, which is a contraction
for “permanent agriculture,” a term
coined by Australians Bill Mollison
and David Holmgren, seeks to
integrate concepts from organic
farming, sustainable forestry, no-till
management, and the village design
techniques of indigenous peoples.
A shift toward vegetarianism
could reverse deforestation for
cattle production in the Amazon
Basin with most of the meat being
consumed not by Latin Americans
but by Europeans and North
Americans.
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In reality, most people in
developed societies and the more
affluent sectors in developing
societies will need to scale back
their consumption of material goods
as well as restrict the number of
holidays to far-a-away destinations
that they take.
There is an urgent need to expand
upon the urban farming that already
exists in many parts of the world,
particularly the developing world.
Laws that prohibit farming in cities
need to be repealed. Much urban
farming can be done on rooftops,
perhaps coupled with strategic
placement of solar panels. Despite
the horror stories associated with
the enforced collectivization of
agriculture in the Soviet Union
during the Stalinist era, Saral
Sarkar in Eco-Socialism or EcoCapitalism? asserts that the notion
of collective agriculture needs
to be revisited for a number of
reasons, including economies of
scale, particularly if it were based on
decentralized planning rather than
centralized planning that would not
account for regional variation within
a country.19
Resisting the
culture of consumption
Obviously, all humans need to
consume a certain amount of food,
clothing, and shelter in order to
sustain themselves. Capitalism,
however, converts “needs” into
“wants” through voluminous
and alluring advertisement and
as a compensation for alienation
in the workplace and everyday
social life. From an eco-socialist
perspective, Fred Magdoff and
John Bellamy Foster in What
Every Environmentalist Needs
to Know about Capitalism argue
that a democratic and egalitarian
economic system will have to limit

consumption levels to significantly
less than they generally are for most
middle-class people in developed
societies.20 Unfortunately, at least
in developed societies, resistance to
the culture of consumption remains
confined to niche groups. Jonathan
Neale in Stop Global Warming:
Change the World warns climate
activists not to talk about sacrifice by
ordinary people.21 My comments of
resisting the culture of consumption
are directed primarily to the affluent,
even the affluent in the working
class, who turn to consumerism as
a compensation for alienation in the
workplace and in everyday life in
developed societies. In reality, most
people in developed societies and the
more affluent sectors in developing
societies will need to scale back
their consumption of material goods
as well as restrict the number of
holidays to far-a-away destinations
that they take.
Sustainable trade
Over the past two centuries,
global production has resulted in a
tremendous cross-border trade of
goods and services. While increased
international trade has been enhanced
by free trade agreements and lower
transport costs, it relies heavily upon
oil and contributes to greenhouse gas
emissions in moving goods around
the world by ship or airplane, as well
as trucks and trains. Furthermore,
while developing countries, in
particular China, are often criticized
for their increasing greenhouse
gas emissions, an appreciable
amount of this is due to the fact that
developed countries are importing
cheap resources and manufactured
goods from developing countries.
International aviation and marine
fuels are exempt from international
taxation schemes.

The global food system has
undergone a tremendous rise in
“food miles”—a measurement of
the distance that sustenance travels
from the site of production to the site
of consumption. Vandana Shiva in
Soil Not Oil maintains that humanity
can reduce food miles by eating
diverse, local, and fresh foods,
rather than increasing greenhouse
gas emissions through the spread
of corporate industrial farming,
nonlocal supplies, and processed and
packaged food.22 There is the need
for the greening of shipping, which
would rely upon solar and hydrogen
energy-powered ships, sailing ships,
and kite sails. Also given that large
quantities of products are now
shipped by airplane and truck, there
is a strong need to revisit railroads
and waterways as less energyintensive modes of shipping.
Sustainable settlement patterns
Modern cities have evolved
following, in large part, the
dictates of capital with its need
for manufacturing, financial,
commercial, distribution, and
communication centers, as well
as the administrative demands of
government bureaucracies. As they
have grown, cities have gobbled up
precious farmland and natural areas.
Overall, cities are energy-intensive
places on a number of counts,
including in the operation of office
buildings, industries, residences,
shopping centers, recreational
facilities, restaurants, educational
institutions, hospitals, residences,
highways, parking lots, airports,
and so on.
While advocates of green cities
often argue that urban density
can serve to foster environmental
sustainability, in reality the
ecological and carbon footprints of
cities varies considerably between
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metropolises in developed and
developing countries as well as
within cities, depending upon
their residential patterns (e.g.,
McMansions versus slum dwellings)
and modes of transportation (e.g.,
a municipality with an excellent
public transportation system versus
a highly car-dependent one). The
ecological and carbon footprints
of cities extend far beyond their
boundaries because they rely upon
resources from a large hinterland
that literally encompasses much of
the world. Various proponents of
“sustainable cities” who maintain that
increasing urban density contributes
to environmental sustainability
downplay the historical connections
between density and economic
growth.
Theoretically, cities have the
potential of becoming much greener
than they presently are. During the
early twentieth century, various
socialists and anarchists pioneered
efforts, such as the Karl Marx-Hof
in Red Vienna and the Bauhaus
housing experiments in Germany,
to make metropolises more liveable,
both socially and environmentally.
A new urbanism that seeks to
make cities more habitable and
environmentally sustainable has
emerged around the world. It needs
to make a much stronger effort to
be socially inclusive and counteract
gentrification, which marginalizes
low-income people. Conversely, in
a democratic eco-socialist world,
there would be no poor people and
differences in income and wealth
would not be nearly great as they are
in capitalist societies.
A green or sustainable city should
include medium-density housing,
easy access to public transport, and
minimize reliance on automThe
development of green cities
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constitutes a highly imaginative
endeavor, one that will require
drawing insights from numerous
disciplines and fields, including
architecture, building construction,
urban planning, transportation
development, and last but not least the
social sciences. There has been quite
a bit of discussion on how to make
buildings more environmentally
sustainable through the use of green
roofs and walls, fritted glazing,
solar panels, and more efficient
lighting. A green or sustainable city
should include medium-density
housing, easy access to public
transport, and minimize reliance
on automobiles. Walkability should
be part and parcel of the green city,
which would allow people to walk
as much as possible to their work
sites, parks, recreational centers,
theaters, shops, and eating places
and contribute to a democratized
streetscape. Some psychologists
have developed the notion of ecopsychology, which stresses the
need for people, including urban
dwellers, to have contact with the
natural environment. Eco-villages,
which are increasingly found in
urban and rural parts of developed
and developing societies, constitute
pre-figurative social experiments
that potentially are part and parcel
of developing more sustainable
settlement patterns. Urban ecovillages can reduce car dependence
or eliminate it completely if they
are closely situated to good public
transportation.
Cities should be easily
interconnected with others via trains
rather than automobile or plane
transportation. Also, there is the
question as to the optimal maximum
population of a metropolis. Some
municipalities have become so
incredibly large that it almost defies
the imagination. The world now

has some twenty-eight megacities
each with populations of more
than ten million people: Tokyo has
37.8 million, Delhi 24.9 million,
Shanghai 22.9 million, São Paulo
20.8 million, Mexico City 20.8
million, and Mumbai 20.7 million
people. Obviously, there is no easy
answer to this question because it
depends upon the national context
and notions of population density.
Conclusion
The transitional steps that I
have delineated constitute loose
guidelines for shifting human
societies or countries toward
democratic eco-socialism. I do
not purport that my suggested
guidelines are comprehensive
because undoubtedly others could be
added to the list. As humanity enters
an era of increasingly dangerous
climate change accompanied by
tumultuous environmental and
social consequences, we will have to
consider alternatives that hopefully
will circumvent dystopian scenarios
caused by ongoing socioeconomic,
ecological, and climate crises if
business continues more or less
as usual. This essay proposes
the imagining and creating of a
democratic eco-socialist world
system as a real utopia, not just as a
vehicle for creating a safe climate,
but a more socially just, democratic,
and generally environmentally
sustainable world society, as well.
As noted earlier, democratic
eco-socialism rejects the capitalist
treadmill of production and
consumption, and its associated
growth model. Instead, it recognizes
that humans live on an ecologically
fragile planet with limited resources
that must be sustained and renewed
as much as possible for future
generations. While at the present
time or for the foreseeable future, the
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notion that democratic eco-socialism
may eventually be implemented in
any society, developed or developing,
or in a number of societies, may
appear absurd. However, history
tells us that social changes can occur
very quickly once social, structural,
and environmental conditions have
reached a tipping point.
As humanity proceeds ever
forward into the twenty-first century,
our survival as a species appears
to be more and more precarious,
particularly given that the impact of
climate change looms on the horizon
in a multiplicity of ways.
As humanity proceeds ever
forward into the twenty-first century,
our survival as a species appears
to be more and more precarious,
particularly given that the impact
of climate change looms on the
horizon in a multiplicity of ways.
I often hear climate activists in
Australia say that we do not have
enough time to transcend global
capitalism to be able to create a safe
climate for humanity. Thus, they
argue that climate activists need to
collaborate with more supposedly
progressive corporate leaders and
politicians in tackling the climate
crisis within the parameters of the
existing global political economy. In
my view, combatting climate change
and global capitalism go hand-inhand. While the more enlightened
corporate elites and their political
allies may permit some measures
that contribute to climate change
mitigation, they will certainly not
consciously permit the eventual
demise of global capitalism and
the emergence of a democratic
eco-socialist world system. As I
argue in Global Capitalism and
Climate Change, green capitalism
and existing climate regimes are not
sufficient to mitigate climate change

in any serious vein.23 How can we
expect the system that created the
problem to solve the problem?
My own sense is that overall
things will get worse, before they get
better, and there is no guarantee that
they will get better. Nevertheless,
while the capitalist world system
appears to be well entrenched,
there are numerous cracks in the
system. In his Commentary No.
205 of March 15, 2007, Immanuel
Wallerstein argues that in terms of
the foreseeable future:
I do not believe that our historical
system is going to last much longer,
for I consider it to be in a terminal
structural crisis, a chaotic transition
to some other system (or systems), a
transition that will last twenty-five
to fifty years. I therefore believe
it could be possible to overcome
the self-destructive patterns of
global environmental change into
which the world has fallen and
establish alternative patterns. I
emphasize however my firm
assessment that the outcome of this
transition is inherently uncertain
and unpredictable.24
Presenting a precise timeline of
transition from the existing capitalist
world system to a democratic ecosocialist world system is extremely
difficult, probably impossible.
It seems to me, however, that
stabilization of the Earth’s climate
system needs to occur within the
next two or three decades lest
large swathes of land become
uninhabitable for human beings as
well as nonhuman species.
Despite the daunting difficulties
that much of humanity currently
faces and will continue to face over
the course of this century, I think it
is important that progressive people

keep plugging away at challenging
the system in their conversations,
teachings, and writings while
staying involved in anti-systemic
movements by: struggling to
create new left parties, pointing
out alternative ways of organizing
the world along democratic ecosocialist principles, and listening
to critical input from other
progressive perspectives, including
eco-anarchism, eco-feminism, and
indigenous voices, to mention only
a few. Hopefully, as humanity finds
itself in an increasingly critical
situation, counter-hegemonic voices
will receive a greater reception
than they do now and will inspire
ordinary people to become more
politically involved in creating a
much-needed new world.
Humanity is obviously at a
crossroads, or perhaps more aptly
put, at several cross-roads: one being
business-as-usual; another a shift
to some variant of green capitalism
that has gained much support among
people somewhere left-of-center;
and, finally, an eco-socialist vision
that while muted at this point in time
will become stronger as the need
for it becomes more apparent to the
masses of humanity.
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(Contd. from Page 2)
ordered by the BSAs of different
districts all over U.P. Given the
experience in Lucknow the actual
figure of admissions secured would
be much lower. Hence only about
2% admissions have taken place in
U.P., as against the possible 25%.
If the CM considers this as his
achievement then we can only pity
him.
If Akhilesh Yadav cannot get
a simple task as getting some
children admitted to adamant private
schools, then how will he be able
to accomplish more difficult things
like freeing up encroached lands
or maintaining law and order. U.P.
has probably not seen a weaker
CM than him, who is afraid of
acting against some influential and
moneyed private school owners.
The new Lucknow District
Magistrate Satyendra Singh runs his
own private school, New Millenium.
When the DM himself has a vested
interest is protecting private schools
how may we expect him to work for
compliance of his own order under
the RTE Act and ensure admission
of children from disadvantaged
groups and weaker sections in elite
schools of the city? The time for
admissions is almost over in the
ongoing academic year. Is the DM
not interested in seeing the children

of rich and poor study together,
the main objective of the Act? He
did not clear the applications of
close to couple of hundred children
whose admissions were approved
by the BSA and Chief Development
Officer for over a month for no
apparent reason. This is not just
sheer negligence of duty but also
a violation of the right of children
under the Act.
All the above mentioned schools
are guilty of violation of the RTE Act.
Why are the hands of administration
and government tied? Would they
have taken things so casually if these
children belonged to the rich class or
were their own children?
The No Objection Certificate
given by the district administration
in order for these schools to obtain
recognition from some boards could
be withdrawn for the schools which
are not complying with the RTE
Act. Otherwise the schools should
be nationalised. The first step in this
direction would be to implement the
High Court order of Justice Sudhir
Agarwal making it compulsory
for people receiving government
salaries to send their children to
government schools. Only when the
1968 recommendation of Kothari
Commission in favour of Common
Schools Systems is implemented do

all the children stand a chance to get
equitable quality of education.
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Mend fences
On 14th October. 2016, terrorists
struck an Army base situated six km
from Shrinagar, the capital of the
State of J & K. One of our jawans
was killed, and eight injured - four
of them seriously.
Some time back, Pathankot Air
Force base had experienced similar
attack. While on a visit to that camp,
the Prime Minister had raised the
question - how could they reach
there? That base is situated wihin
the boundary of Punjab State. The
distance from the official IndoPak boundary is about 40 km.
Even if it is presumed that those
terrorists had come from PoK, by
crossing the LoC, how could they
traverse that distance unhindered
and unchallenged? What answer the
P.M. received from the officials was
not reported.
In between, the nation as also the
whole world has witnessed a number
of incursions by the terrorists across
the border, including the shocking
one at Uri followed by the muchtalked about ‘surgical strike’. And
still our border continues to remain
porous. Strange, nay shocking!
One-fourth of our armed forces
are deployed in J&K. Defence
Ministers, one after the other, have
been telling us that our jawans are
standing on the border patrolling
day and night, i.e. all the 24 hours.
And yet, every now and then, the
terrorists succeed in crossing the
border and assault targets at 30, 40 or
50 km away. What kind of security
is this?
Two explanations are possible.
Our jawans are not having required
equipment and materials. If that
be so, who is responsible for that?

Shortage of funds cannot be the
reason. Every Finance Minister,
supported by the whole nation, has
been saying that adequate budgetary
provisions are made. If there be any
red-tape bottlenecks, cannot they
be removed during the long period
of say 70 or at least 30 years (that
is, since the insurgency inside and
moblilsation of terrorists from across
the border)?
Or is it that, as is suspected by
some analysts, some of the jawans
on duty are lured by the bribes
(Contd. from Page 13)
Kashmiris by causing suffering and
crushing them economically and
politically. The ground situation, as
observed by the FFT, reveals that far
from silencing the ordinary Kashmiri
people, such brutal military methods
have only resulted in alienating the
local population by increasing their
sense of anger and injustice on one
hand and on the other hand making
them, especially the youth, more
resolute and determined to continue
the struggle for political resolution,
irrespective of the price they may
pay. There is thus an urgent need
for the Government of India to
revise this militaristic policy and for
Indian leaders to demonstrate greater
statesmanship in dealing with the
Kashmir issue by recognising the
political aspirations of the people
of Kashmir and charting a policy
which ensures the welfare, well
being, rights and dignity of the
Kashmiri people. As a first step,
the government should initiate
confidence building measures to
build a sense of trust and confidence
in ordinary residents of Kashmir

extended by the smugglers? It is a
well-known fact that there is going
on substantial illicit trade across the
border. Is our Central Government
incapable of curbing it effectively?
It is a fact that our western
neighbor is indulging in export of
terror. But we should concentrate
in doing what is within our control.
Plugging all the loopholes on the
border is certainly within our control.
Let our Government mend the fences
literally, and effectively.
–Pannalal Surana

The PUCL will continue to
dialogue with the people of Kashmir
through visits and other means. It
will also raise awareness regarding
Kashmir in other parts of the country.
It will also campaign for the release
of Pervez Khurram. The full report
will be released in November, 2016.
- Dr. V. Suresh, Kavita
Srivastava, Ramdas Rao,
Pragnya Joshi, Jean Dreze
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Renewed interest in
nuclear disarmament
In a resolution on 27 October,
2016, United Nations General
Assembly decided ‘to convene in
2017 a UN Conference to negotiate a
legally binding instrument to prohibit
nuclear weapons, leading towards
their total elimination.’123 nations
voted in favour, 38 against and 16
decided to abstain. Mexico, Austria,
Brazil, Argentina, Ireland, Nigeria,
South Africa, Indonesia, Philippines,
Jamaica, New Zealand were among
the leading countries which took the
initiative to revive an effort to fulfil
the initial commitment of United
Nations when it came into existence
and received overwhelming support.
The preamble of the UN Charter
begins with ‘to save succeeding
generations from scourge of war...’
As expected most nuclear weapons
possessing countries – United States,
United Kingdom, France, Russia,
Israel – voted against the resolution
while China, India and Pakistan
abstained. North Korea, which also
possesses the weapons, sprung a
welcome surprise by voting in favour.

This resolution is very timely
because of two reasons. First, real
possibility of a direct confrontation
between two nuclear weapons
Email : janataweekly@gmail.com possessing nations in a war for the
first time in the history between India

and Pakistan is haunting us, in which
a side on the verge of losing may
desperately use the nuclear weapons
which will provoke the other to use it
as well, resulting in wide scale mass
destruction on both sides. Second,
Donald Trump has indulged in loose
talk of employing nuclear weapons
which has scared people. The looming
threat has stirred people into action. If
we need a guarantee against the use
of nuclear weapons then a complete
ban on them and possible elimination
is required.
The only time these weapons have
been used was in 1945 by US over
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 1.5 lakhs
people died immediately in Hiroshima
and slightly less in Nagasaki. Many
more died due to long term effects,
especially due to radiation related
causes. The common diseases which
afflicted people were leukemia,
thyroid cancer, breast cancer and lung
cancer. In addition radiation caused
birth defects resulting in physically
or mentally challenged children being
born.
M.V. Ramana, who works with
the Nuclear Futures Laboratory and
Programme on Science and Global
Security at Princeton University, has
estimated the number of casualties,
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in an imagined attack on Mumbai,
in his book ‘Bombing Bombay –
Effects of Nuclear Weapons and
a Case Study of a Hypothetical
Explosion’ as between 1.6 lakhs and
8.66 lakhs for a bomb of the size and
type that was dropped on Hiroshima.
However, a typical more modern
hydrogen bomb, may kill between
7.36 lakhs to 86.6 lakhs people
immediately. Subsequent deaths and
disease will follow due to radiation.
India and Pakistan have enough
bombs in their arsenal that virtually
all cities in Pakistan and north
India could become a victim of
such large scale destruction. The
area would become inhabitable for
centuries to come because of the
effects of radiation. Agriculture,
a basic activity for survival would
not be possible on contaminated
soil and water will be too poisonous
to drink.
The only way to ensure that such
a scenario doesn’t become a reality
is to eliminate all nuclear weapons
from South Asia and the whole
world. It is encouraging to note that
five areas in the world comprising
of more than hundred countries
have committed themselves to not
to manufacture a nuclear weapon
or allow another county to install
one on their soil. They are Latin
America and the Caribbean, South
Pacific, Southeast Asia, Africa and
Central Asia. In addition Mongolia
is a self-declared nuclear weapon
free country.

It is sad that while Barack
Obama has publicly expressed his
commitment to support the cause
of a nuclear weapons free world,
the US government was involved
in fierce mobilisation to oppose the
UN resolution. The US thinks that
banning the nuclear weapons will
undermine its security even though
Obama said in Hiroshima, the first
incumbent US President to make a
visit here, ‘we must have the courage
to escape the logic of fear and
pursue a world without them.’ It was
primarily due to US efforts that as
many as 38 countries voted against
the resolution and 16 abstained
from voting. Most surprising
among these are Australia which
has voted against the resolution
and Guyana, Kyrgyzstan, Mali,
Nicaragua, Sudan, Uzbekistan and
Vanuatu, which abstained. These
are all countries which have earlier
committed themselves to being part
of nuclear weapons free zones.
Another surprise voter against
the resolution is Germany which
officially supports the idea of a
nuclear weapons free world but of
late its commitment seems to be
wavering. In the past Germany,
along with other North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation members, had
requested US to remove its nuclear
weapons stationed in European
NATO member states. In any case
there is a societal consensus in
Germany against nuclear weapons.
Canada voted against the resolution
but supports the Fissile Material

Cut-off Treaty which seeks a ban on
bomb making material.
Another society which supports
non-nuclearism is Japan because
of the suffering it has been directly
subjected to. Japan has adopted
three non-nuclear principles of
non-possession, non-production
and non-introduction of nuclear
weapons. Even then it voted against
the resolution.
India took a vague position.
India’s permanent representative
to the Conference on Disarmament
D.B. Venkatesh Varma said India
has been constrained to abstain on
the resolution and it is not convinced
that the proposed conference in
2017 can address the longstanding
expectation of the international
community for a comprehensive
instrument on nuclear disarmament.
While India’s frustration with the big
nuclear powers in blocking every
attempt towards total disarmament
can be understood, it should be on
board any attempt in that direction.
It is a saving grace that it did not
vote against the resolution under
US pressure. Varma stated that it has
chosen to pursue the path of nuclear
disarmament through negotiations
in the Conference on Disarmament.
As we approach 2017 the various
countries will have to take a clear
decision about how they would like
the posterior generations to view
them – as opponents or supporters
of nuclear weapons.

Time to reject dynastic politics
Samajwadi Party considers Dr.
Rammanohar Lohia as its main
ideologue-icon. Dr. Lohia was
severely critical of Jawaharlal
Nehru for promoting dynastic

politics. But Mulayam Singh seems
to have conveniently overlooked
this abhorrence of Dr. Lohia. Untill
recently most Samajwadi Party
hoardings would have pictures of

only family members – mostly
Mulayam Singh, Akhilesh, Shivpal
and Ram Gopal Yadav. For any
member of the SP with an iota
of self-respect it must have been
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embarrassing to acknowledge that
the party did not have any credible
leader outside the family. It was
almost as if one was not from the
family his loyalty to the party was
doubtful. Quite obviously the model
that Yadav family was following
was that of Nehru-Gandhi family.
The first family to practice dynastic
politics in India has now inspired a
number of other political families
within the country like those of
Sheikh Abdullah, Jagjivan Ram,
Vijayaraje Scindia, Devi Lal,
Chaudhary Charan Singh, Rajesh
Pilot, Jitendra Kumar, Sharad Pawar,
M. Karunanidhi, Lalu Prasad Yadav,
N.T. Rama Rao, Mufti Mohammed
Sayeed and many others whose next
generations have also emerged as
leaders holding important positions.
The Nehru-Gandhi influence was
also seen in the sub-continent on
Bhutto, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman,
Hussain Muhammad Ershad and
Bandaranaike families. In fact,
now it is becoming more of a norm
in India than exception that wife,
sons and daughters also try their
hands at politics, especially if any
position held by a politician is
vacated due to any reason. It is as
if the family considers it their right
to have another family member
replace their kin in position of
power. This essentially reflects the
feudal mentality of our society. It
is not just the family members of
a politician who take advantage of
their family’s political status but
even the common people return
the family members to power
legitimising their claim. In fact,
the family members of a politician
justify their claim on the basis of
mandate they receive from the
people in elections. However,
some of these family members
have no political inclination or
understanding of social-politicaleconomic issues and thus prevent
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more capable candidates from
serving people from positions
they capture. The Indian political
system has been heavily infiltrated
by dynastic politics which has
seriously damaged its democratic
character.
However, Mulayam Singh’s
family had taken the dynastic
politics to an extreme. Not only all
the important leaders came from a
family but the family in due course
of time has now acquired fourteen
positions of elected representatives
at some level or the other and new
aspirants like Aparna Yadav, married
to Mulayam Singh’s second wife’s
son, are knocking at the door.
But the total capture of power
at the top by family members is
now becoming Mulayam Singh’s
undoing. It almost reminds of feuds
in royal families. Mulayam Singh
will have to pay the price for having
killed any inner party democracy
and for having run the party like a
fiefdom. There are no independent
thinking tall leaders left in the party
who could guide the party in times
of crisis. It is only Mulayam Singh
who can call the shots and he has
to take the difficult decision of
choosing between his son and his
brother. He is himself to be blamed
for this situation. If he had any other
senior leaders they could have found
a solution going beyond the family.
It is a pity that even now all the
options that are being considered
are from within the family. Why
can Mulayam, Akhilesh or Shivpal
be the only possible candidates for
CM’s post? Azam Khan or Beni
Prasad Verma are senior enough
to be considered for this position.
In fact, a good way to resolve the
dispute in the family would be to
have somebody from outside the
family made the candidate for CM’s
post. This will also prove that the

party leadership is not synonymous
with the family and this is not a
royal family but a family as a part
of a democratic political party. Is
Mulayam Singh socialist enough to
give up his love for the family?
If the Yadav family does not
resolve its disputes then it is most
likely doomed. Even if they keep
together the scars left by ongoing
scuffle will continue to fester. It
will never be the same again. How
will be Yadav family members able
to work together with bruised egos
is unclear. On the other hand if they
break up, it is even more uncertain.
Mulayam Singh is the only one who
can assure mass votes for the party.
It will be expecting too much from
Mulayam to carry the party through
towards the fag end of his career.
Shivpal has always remained in his
shadow and is not a leader in his own
right. Akhilesh is still immature and
does not have a connection with the
grassroots or an understanding of
issues. Some of his decisions may
have to be reversed by any future
government. For example, he has
started giving a monthly pension
of Rs. 50,000 to recipients of state
government’s Yash Bharti award
which carries a cash prize of Rs.
11 lakhs. Such thing is unheard
of anywhere in the world. He has
revelled in splurging pubic money.
The infighting has badly damaged
the Samajwadi Party. If the family
is not able to salvage the party and
remain in the electoral fray then it
may also signal the beginning of
the end of feudal-dynastic politics
in India. It’ll be a good lesson for all
families practicing dynastic politics.
Maybe, this feud was needed to
reverse the trend of one of the
major ills afflicting Indian politics
now which makes a mockery of
democracy.
–Sandeep Pandy
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Between the Lines

Curse of triple talaaq
Kuldip Nayar
The Radiance is a weekly
journal of the Jamaat-i-Islamia,
a fundamentalist organization. It
carries on its front page an article
which says: First, you give us
account. Apparently, it means
the Hindus. The article is on the
triple talaaq. The Hindu Personal
Law came into being after first
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru’s
intervention. Marriages used to be
a sacrament for life and the Sikh or
the disabled had to go through the
rigours of marriage with no relief.
It was Nehru who introduced
divorce in the Hindu religion for
the first time. He was strongly
opposed by Dr Rajindra Prasad, who
was the chairman of the constituent
assembly and widely respected
leader throughout the country. Nehru
had his way because he controlled
the government machinery.
The Muslims have faced a similar
challenge for a long time. The triple
talaaq has no Quranic sanction but
it has been there for a long time.
Some women challenged it in the
Supreme Court which has said
that there should be an equality of
gender. The government thought of
issuing a questionnaire to find out
the consensus but refrained from
doing so.
The Muslim Personal Law Board
vehemently opposed this move.
It has no woman member and
continues to dictate terms without
any consultation with women. This
has been resented by the women
themselves but the Muslim Personal

Law Board continues to follow a
policy which doesn’t even entertain
their opinion.
The question is bound to come
up before parliament because the
different sections of the Muslims
community and even others are
agitated over the situation. Muslim
men continue to dominate and even
though they grant that the Prophet
wanted both men and women to
be equal. However, when it comes
codify this idea, the Board doesn’t
care.
Most Muslims countries in the
world, including Pakistan and
Bangladesh, have banned triple
talaaq. But the male chauvinism in
India is so strong that even a debate
on the subject is not possible. Even
a semblance of discussion is out
rightly rejected. The triple talaaq
continues to be invoked and the male
dominance remains undiminished.
Instead of debating on the
problem, the Radiance article tries
to divert the focus on triple talaaq.
When it says that let them first give
the account, it apparently makes the
problem as Hindu and Muslim. This
is unfortunate. The constitution has
included in the Directive Principles
a Uniform Civil Code, hoping that it
would be followed one day.
How can a debate take place
when the Muslim Personal Law
Board is straightaway opposed to
the questionnaire seeking people’s
opinion? Women hailing from
different parts of the country have

protested and demanded that they
should be consulted. The Narendra
Modi government is reluctant to
take any step lest it should be
misunderstood. But things cannot
be left at that point.
Parliament should step in first
to debate on the issue in both
houses and then find out how the
community, particularly the women,
feel on this question. Political
parties understandably want to
maintain silence because of electoral
considerations. Five states, including
Uttar Pradesh, are going to the pools
early next year and the Muslims are
the king makers.
Samajwadi Party leader Mulayam
Singh Yadav was able to garner
Muslim votes because he was
respected among the Muslims who
felt alienated towards the Congress.
This time the anti-incumbency factor
will come into play. Chief minister
Akhilesh Yadav appears to be
acceptable even though Azim Kham,
his cabinet minister, continues to
give out as if he is the custodian of
Muslims.
Congress vice president Rahul
Gandhi, indiscreet in his speeches,
is trying to get Muslims on his side.
But he doesn’t sell and it would be
probably better for Sonia Gandhi
herself to lead the party. There is
no Italian-tag attached to her any
longer. And she attracts the crowd
in her own name more than her son
does. This is a challenge for the
Congress which has staked its future
with Rahul but feels increasingly
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convinced that he does not go down
well with the masses. In fact, his
sister Priyanka Vadra has a better
popular touch than him.
It is a shame that a secular
democratic country has been
living with the practice like triple
talaaq fearing the annoyance of the
community. Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi bungled by bringing in
legislation to ensure a stipend for
the Muslim widow. It unnecessarily
fuelled the anti-Babri Masjid
agitation and during the P.V.
Narasimha Rao government the
mosque was demolished. The rest
is history.
In the same way, triple talaaq
cannot continue because it goes
against the grain of what is enshrined
in the constitution. In fact, it is
surprising that it has lasted so long
despite the directive principles to
have a common civil code. The
successive governments since
independence have evaded the
question. The Modi government may
also do the same. But this is not the
solution. The triple talaaq will have
to go, sooner or later.
The Radiance article has
erroneously made the question as
they and we, Muslims and Hindus.
This is a matter which the Muslim
community has to sort it out. But
it cannot stay hanging as it has
been the case since independence.
Whatever the Muslim Personal Law
Board’s objection, the questionnaire
must be issued to find out how the
community and the rest of people
feel about.
Probably, the winter session of
parliament will witness a discussion
on the subject. But even if it is not
slated, it should take place. No
(Contd. on Page 14)
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Giving power unto yourselves
Jawaharlal Jasthi
When the Supreme Court
promulgated the formation of
collegium in 1993 some people were
afraid that it will lead to a stalemate
if not direct confrontation with the
executive. In fact, the members
of the constituent assembly were
also apprehensive of the possibility
of the judiciary becoming so
independent that it may become
“an imperium in imperio”. They
took reasonable precautions to
prevent such a possibility. In spite
of it the judiciary unhesitatingly
and deliberately overstepped the
constitutional provisions and
declared itself supreme. It has now
taken the confrontational attitude
trying to dictate the executive to
behave as if the judiciary is the boss
of executive. Fortunately, executive
is showing restraint and taking it
cool. But how long can this tension
continue?
Judiciary is trying to push the
executive out of the area of selecting
and appointing judges to the higher
judiciary. The executive is after all
trying to apply the powers given
to it under the constitution. They
cannot be deprived of that right (or
responsibility, strictly speaking) in
the name of fictitious unbounded
independence of judiciary. They
forget that both the executive and
judiciary are the creatures of the
constitution and neither of them is
the boss of the other. They have their
own areas of operation defined under
the constitution. Greed for money is
justified in capitalism; but greed for
power is not accepted in a democracy,
particularly when there is a written
constitution. Both the executive and

the judiciary have pledged allegiance
to the constitution and promised to
uphold it. You cannot devise a
theory for your own satisfaction
and declare that the constitution is
not up to the mark and so can be
overridden. That is not the way to
understand the constitution. Judicial
theories and doctrines are devised to
enable better understanding of the
constitutional provisions but not to
find fault with it. That is against the
accepted principles of interpreting
constitutional law. Judicial review
demands restraint as well. Judiciary
cannot earn respect by seeking rights
that are not given by the constitution
and usurping rights that are given to
other branches by the constitution.
In order to see a worthy example
we may have to go back by two
centuries and see what John
Marshall, the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of the United States
has done in 1803. One of the major
cases that were decided by him
was Marbury Vs. Madison that has
established certain golden principles
in interpretation of constitution.
There was a change of Presidency
in 1801 when Marshall took over as
the Chief Justice. He was appointed
by John Adams, a Federalist and
he was succeeded by Thomas
Jefferson, a Republican. They were
at loggerheads. It was easy to create
a confrontation between the two and
there was a legal opportunity to do
so. But Marshall carefully avoided
that situation by sheer legal acumen
and genuine judicial temperament.
Before stepping down as President
John Adams appointed many of his
party men to judicial posts. He was
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so anxious to make the appointments
that he was sitting to the midnight
on 3 March, 1801 to sign the
commissions of appointments as the
next day is scheduled for Jefferson
to take office as President. Many of
the commissions were delivered but
some remained undelivered. Some
of those persons, led by William
Marbury approached Supreme
Court with a request to issue writ
of mandamus to the executive to
issue the commissions which were
already signed by the outgoing
President. Justice Marshall conceded
that Marbury had the right to get the
commission in the ordinary course.
If he delivers judgment to that
effect, there was every possibility
that the executive may dishonor
the same. The court has “neither
sword nor purse” to get its order
executed. It has to depend on the
executive only for the purpose. Then
it would undermine the authority
and respect of the court. It may
expose the defiant attitude of the
executive. But it would not add
to the credibility of the court. The
purpose was to solve the problem in
a judicious way. He looked around
law for the authority under which
he could take a decision. He found
that the constitution did not give
original jurisdiction to the Supreme
Court and there was no authority
to issue writs also. He could reject
the appeal on that ground. But the
petitioner was ready to point out that
the Judiciary Act, 1789 extended the
jurisdiction of Supreme Court to
original appeals and also gave right
to issue writs. If the Justice exercised
those rights nobody could find fault
with him. It would be perfectly
legal. But it will necessarily lead
to confrontation with the executive
and may undermine the credibility
of the court itself. So he refused to
accept the rights given to him by
the Act stating that the provisions

of the Act are invalid to that extent
as they are unconstitutional. What is
not given by the constitution cannot
be given by the Act of Congress, he
said. Power did not tempt him. His
judicious outlook prevailed and the
case was amicably settled. It became
the corner stone in interpretation of
constitutional law.
But what has happened with the
Indian constitution is different. In the
G.P.Gupta case (I Judges Case) the
court found unambiguously that the
discretion of the executive prevails
in the selection and appointment
of judges for the higher judiciary
according to the constitutional
provisions. It has irritated the legal
luminaries and some of the justices
as if the executive was given place
of superiority over the judiciary. It is
obviously a wrong understanding. It
only means that the constitution has
given certain discretionary powers to
the executive. The discretion carries
certain rights and responsibilities as
well. There was vigorous search for
ways and means to overcome this
insult to judiciary and to establish
its supremacy. Some of the senior
advocates approached the court
seeking declaration of the judgment
as null and void as it subordinated
the judiciary to the executive
which is against the concept of
independence of judiciary. A theory
was devised that the independence of
judiciary was the corner stone of the
constitution and the independence
will not be complete unless the
word “consult” used in Art.124 of
the constitution is interpreted as
“consent”. By that they tried to attain
constitutional base for their theory of
independence. But the fact that the
constituent assembly has discussed
both the terms and deliberately
chose ‘Consult’ was pushed aside.
It facilitated declaration of judiciary
supreme. In order to execute the

supreme powers they constituted
the collegium forbidding the
executive any hand in selecting and
appointing persons for judiciary.
But the executive could not afford
to ignore its responsibilities as
given under the constitution. They
allowed the collegium to suggest
names for consideration and tried to
apply their constitutional discretion
in finalizing the selection. That has
become a point of confrontation for
judiciary. Threats were made of dire
consequences unless the executive
follows the directives of the judiciary
to full extent. It is unequivocally
asserted that executive shall have
no say in selecting judges for higher
judiciary. If it is accepted it amounts
to the executive absolving itself of
its constitutional responsibilities. It
is doubtful whether there are any
countries, democratic or dictatorial,
where the judiciary tried to dictate
terms to the executive. After all, a
judicial theory cannot change the
constitution. As long as the provision
of Art.124 is there in the constitution
the executive has to apply its
discretion in selecting persons for
appointment as judges. Otherwise, it
amounts to dereliction of duty. The
judiciary that has declared allegiance
to the constitution and took oath
to uphold the constitution is now
trying to exercise powers beyond
the constitution and insisting that
executive flout the provisions of
constitution to honor its self-serving
theory of supremacy.
This is exactly the situation that
the constituent assembly wanted
to forestall, but it is precipitated
by greed for power. In fact the
executive surrendered its powers
by constituting the National Judicial
Appointments Commission. But
the judiciary struck it down on the
(Contd. on Page 18)
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Challenges before socialism
and socialists in 21st century India
Anand Kumar
The vision of socialism is
an ever-attractive proposition
for the depressed, deprived and
dehumanised sections of humanity.
Why? Because it presents before
them a beautiful tomorrow with
a rainbow out of the desired
togetherness of freedom, justice,
dignity, equality, prosperity, peace
and harmony. Economically, it
has emerged an alternative to
capitalism since 19 th century. In
terms of political order, since the
early 20th Century it has posed a
challenge to monarchy, feudalism,
authoritarianism, colonialism,
imperialism, communist dictatorship
and fascism. Socio-culturally,
socialism provides ways to go
beyond sexism, racism, casteism,
communalism and xenophobic
nationalism. It encompasses
individuals, collectives, culture,
ethnicities, nationhood, religion,
party, market, State, democracy,
freedoms and human rights in the
journey from non-socialist systems
to a socialist society. Therefore, in
the last four centuries, every society
and civilisation has created its own
trajectories of socialism through
the tumultuous times of the French
Revolution (1789-1799), The
Industrial Revolution (1760-1820),
the American Revolution (17751783), and India’s First War of
Independence (1857-60). Socialism
is not a surefire way to success
as there have been more stories
of failures and deviations from
‘socialists in power’ so far. At the
same time, it has to be appreciated
that every failure in the quest for ‘a

socialist tomorrow’ has paved the
way for a better alternative set of
ideas, programmes and movements
due to the eternal value of giving
priority to society over self, justice
over exploitation, peace over war,
universality over sectarianism.
Two features of the 21st century
If the 19th century looked like
an invitation for socialism, the 21st
century so far has been a period
of disenchantment with idea of
equality and collective togetherness
- with individualism, inequality and
ethnicity in ascent. The post-Soviet
Union world order has been marked
with hegemony of globalisation
- centrality of corporate capital,
spread of consumerism, ecological
crisis, ethnicisation of societies
under the banner of exclusive
nationalism, and steep rise of
inequalities and chronic poverty.
There has also been decline of
freedom and new challenges to unity
in diversity. The institutional crisis in
the power systems of representative
democracies is reflected with swing
to the right, spread of xenophobia,
identity politics and social violence.
Socialists of the industrialised
societies have been found to
cooperate with pro-capitalist parties
to remain electorally relevant and
this has marginalized them before
the rising waves of intolerance and
terror.
People are restive around the
world due to loss of jobs, crisis of
identity and fear of “the other”.
There is escalation in protests
as they are seeking alternatives.

But they are not interested in ‘the
socialist alternative’ as available
today. Socialist programmes and
politics are viewed as part of the
problem, and not a solution.
The disenchantment with the
Soviet Communist model is total.
And this is creating the grounds for
consolidation of non-socialist (and
to some extent non-democratic)
tendencies across the European
Union, the UK and the US. Of
course, there is the Nordic pocket
of successful social democracies
i n c l u d i n g N o r w a y, S w e d e n ,
Denmark and Finland. Austria,
Germany, France and the United
Kingdom have been also oscillating
between liberal capitalism and
social democracy for last several
decades. They have been shining
examples of ‘sane’ society so far.
But the waves of ethnicisation and
xenophobia fuelled by financial
crisis are creating cracks in these
countries also.
The Indian setting
In India, the situation is no
better because of paradigm shift
in favour of market mediated
globalisation in 1990s. The last
three decades have been exposed
to the consequences of three Ms
– Market economics, Mandalism,
and Mandir mobilisation. They
have politicised the fault lines in the
economy (public sector vs private
sector), society (backward classes
vs the others) and culture (Hindus
vs non-Hindus). There is dominance
of ‘identity politics’ in the name
of representative democracy. The
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socialists are suffering from a crisis
of identity due to their softness on
‘electoral compulsions’. Whether
they promoted social justice in the
real sense of the term by changing
the life of millions affected by
the caste system, particularly the
Mahadalits, Most Backwards Castes,
Pasamanda Muslims, Non-Hindu
Dalits, and De-notified tribes, is
a matter of debate. Because the
advantages of identity politics have
been cornered by the neo-rich and
‘forward’ sections of the Backward
castes and classes. The prime movers
of this political project around
‘social justice’ and ‘Hindutva’ have
been success stories from the 1990s
till today.
But there is no organic growth
of the socialist ideology and its
economic, political and social
components. Socialists of today
have no idea or interest about the
new grammar of global economics
and economic, political and cultural
consequences of consumerist
globalisation. There is no alternative
agenda for promoting triple justice
- social, economic and political beyond demanding reservations
in the private sector and going
beyond the limit of 50 per cent
in the public sector. There is no
interest in deepening of democracy
and ensuring that citizens play a
significant role in the affairs of the
state and society. No one seems to
be interested in the politics beyond
the next elections and an election is
always round the corner – be it Lok
Sabha, or Vidhan Sabha, or Zila
Parishad, City Municipality and
the Gram Panchayats. The desire of
getting onto these elected bodies and
craving to get one’s kith and kin as
political successor is working like a
sweet poison for the socialists and
socialism since 1980s.

At least two generations have been
wasted because of the unconscious
surrender to the symbolic supremacy
of parliamentary politics and
electoral compulsions. It has created
two categories among the socialists
or followers who claim lineage
of Gandhi-Lohia-Jayaprakash.
There are successful socialists and
unsuccessful socialist groups in
electoral terms. The ‘successful
socialists’ are trapped in promoting
nepotism rather than socialism.
They leave governance to a
nexus of money managers, crony
capitalists and bureaucrats. The
unsuccessful socialists have lost the
‘will to power’. They are seen to
be associated with either ‘political
opportunism’ or non-party civil
society activities. Both ways there
has been dissolution of the socialist
politics. It has to be further added,
that it is ironical that the successful
socialist groups and the political
opportunists have created infertile
spaces where nothing is happening
for the advancement of society
towards a socialist future. But the
unsuccessful socialists have proved
to be fertilisers for protest politics
all over the country. Intellectually,
socialists used to be among the
most competent theoreticians since
the time of Gandhi and Nehru.
Today there is poverty of ideas,
information and understanding
even after mastering the art of
creating and sustaining ‘vote banks’
in large states of India. They look
like political illiterates who are
perpetually dependent upon the
Left parties’ ideologues to finding
words and sentences to present their
viewpoint or ‘party line’ about any
national or global question. They
feel no shame in it as it helps them
claim space in ‘anti-communal
politics’. They have been also found
to walk together with Bharatiya
Janata Party overtly and covertly

for share in power in the name of
‘anti-Congressism’.
The second ‘fall’
In realistic terms, it is the second
‘fall’ of socialists since independence.
There has been sizable success in the
electoral arena with viable size of
vote banks in some of the major
theatres of national politics in north
India. But to an extent it is power
without principles. The centrality of
parliamentary power has made them
prisoners of political pragmatism
beyond all proportions. These
regimes led by ‘socialists’ are seen to
be captive of crony capitalists. They
are found to be promoting economic
agenda of liberal capitalism in
agriculture, industry and service
sector. Their political programmes
were without any push for further
decentralisation beyond the 73rd74 th Amendment introduced by
Congress PM Rajiv Gandhi in 1980s
or states’ reorganization since the
formation of three states in 2000
by NDA under PM Atal Bihari
Vajpayee. Lack of commitment for
democratic institutions including the
cooperatives, District Boards, City
Municipalities, and Gram Panchayats
invariably created situations of
lawlessness by Robinhoods which
invited charges of Jungle Raj and
Gunda Raj. There was no genuine
empowerment of women and other
victims of segregations in society
and culture even after nearly a
quarter of century of being the
principal political force in and out of
power at the state and central levels.
From 1930s to 1980s, the
socialists were known for their
sound understanding of the Indian
society and culture which had helped
them in creating a growing social
base among the weaker sections
of the society in 1950s and 1960s.
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They had courage of conviction. But
the post-1980 politics of vote banks
around ‘identity politics’ made them
look like architects of ‘dominant
castes democracy’. It created three
consequences for socialist politics
– 1. There was drift of the most
backward sections including the
Dalits and Mahadalits; 2. Growth
of internal power conflicts between
the dominant castes; and 3. Politics
of power of the dominant castes
promoted regional parties as these
were their spheres of influence. It
left no basis for capability building
for establishing an all India political
instrument or vehicle for carrying
forward socialist policies and
programmes.
There is another serious issue
before the Indian socialists of today
in the 21st century. Politics of electoral
pragmatism around identity politics
has caused a much deeper damage to
the idea of socialism and image of
socialists in Indian politics in recent
decades. Originally, the socialists
in India were identified with ethical
politics. There life was synonymous
with selfless dedication for the cause
of teeming millions. They did not
have power till 1960s and were
more known for losing electoral
battles against Congress minions.
But they were icons of virtues and
moral authority in public life. From
Narendra Dev, Lohia and JP to S M
Joshi, N G Goray, Madhu Limaye,
Raj Narain, Mama Baleshwar Dayal,
Rabi Ray, Mrinal Gore, Pramila
Dandavate, Karpuri Thakur, Madhu
Dandavate, Arjun Singh Bhadauria,
Sarla Bhadauria, Satya Narayan
Reddy, Golap Barbora, Surendra
Mohan and Kishen Pattanayak there
was a galaxy of shining examples
of uncompromising socialist icons.
But there was no continuity after
the 1980s.

9

A new generation of populist
and pragmatic parliamentarian
socialists became successors of
this socialist heritage. That became
the beginning of unprincipled
compromises including loss of
national perspective, promoting
supremo syndrome in the party
organization, accumulation of assets
beyond known means of income,
patronizing crime-politics nexus,
indifference about probity and
ethics in public life, and active
engagement in nepotism. The first
fall of the socialists took place
under the influence of the infamous
thesis of ‘compulsion of a backward
economy’ in 1960s. It argued for
surrendering to the political power
of Congress party which may create
opportunities for influencing the
policies and programmes of the
newly created democratic state from
inside. It is another matter that most
of such proponents of the thesis of
‘compulsions’ were found to be
involved in splitting the Congress
party between 1967-77 and landed
together with the non-compromising
socialists in the Jail during the
Emergency Raj in 1975-77. In any
case, the first time, it was resisted
by Lohia and his followers which
guaranteed continuity of socialist
stream of political alternatives to
the hegemonic Congress system.
But this time, the second ‘fall’ has
been justified in the name of Lohia’s
thesis of’ preferential opportunities
for the backwards’ which included
five categories of society - women,
Dalits, Adivasis, Backward castes,
and Pasmanda Muslims. It makes no
difference to the proponents of the
post-Lohia variety of social justice
that there is huge deficit of most of
these categories in the prevailing
formulations of electoral politics of
socialists claiming to be connected
with Gandhi-Lohia-JP tradition of
politics.

Consequences of
parliamentary pragmatism
Socialist politics has degenerated
to personality politics. There are
no ideological instruments like
training camps, research cells, party
literature or policy workshops.
The idea of ‘party’ has become
synonymous with electoral machine.
The links and networks with mass
organizations and fraternal groups,
bodies and movements are nonexistent. There is no attention
for leadership building beyond
distribution of electoral ‘tickets’.
It is a decline from party system to
personality system.
It is not that everything got
destroyed all over India due to
preoccupation of parliamentary
success and getting into governance
through unprincipled alliances
since 1980s. But there has been
continuously ‘diminishing return’
of the socialist initiatives. The work
of National Alliance of Peoples’
Movements, Rashtra Seva Dal,
Samajwadi Jan Parisad, Hind
Majdoor Sabha, Hind Majdoor
Kisan Panchayat, Mahila Dakshata
Samiti, Yusuf Meharally Centre,
Acharya Narendra Dev Samajwadi
Kendra, Lohia Samta Vidyalay
Nyas, Lohia Adhyayan Kendra,
Va n v a s i P a n c h a y a t , J a n a t a
Weekly, Samayik Varta, Samanya
Jan, Lohia Academy, Institute of
Social Sciences, Centre for Social
Research, Bharat Tibet Maitri Sangh,
Lokshakti Abhiyan, and Socialist
Party of India can be underlined in
this context. There is also a galaxy
of inspiring social activists, writers,
and reformers who have made
their own modest contribution with
consistency. They have made it
possible for the continuity of craving
for socialism beyond party politics
and parliamentary institutions. But
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it needs more than such lamps of
light in such a dark night caused
by globalisation accompanied
by chronic poverty, widening of
inequalities and ethnicisation.
Today, we have ‘party-less’
socialists due to devaluation of
political worker into a ‘ticket seeker’
in a web of patron-client system.
It is quite a parody of JP’s vision
of partyless democracy. Similalrly,
Lohia wanted the socialists not
be either Marxist or Gandhian
as to be a socialist needed a nonpersonality perspective. The present
setting needs only cultivation of
personal loyalty to neither a vision
nor a programme or organisation
but to a powerful person. It has
happened in conjunction with
two other mega events : 1. Loss
of credibility of one of the most
efficient democratic instruments
of the people of India since 1920s,
Indian national Congress. It is
melting away due to designs of
dynastic politics and patronizing
crony capitalism and corruption at
high places. 2. Decline of Marxist
left after 35 years of un-broken rule
in Bengal and Tripura and critical
significance in Kerala politics due
to its deviation from the path of
alternative economic policies and
programmes. It was disappointing
to find them in collaboration with
Congress Raj in promoting the
LPG (Liberalisation, privatisation
and globalisation) paradigm since
1990s. These developments together
have caused a nationwide vacuum
which has promoted consolidation
of Hindutva vote bank with open
patronage of crony capitalism. They
have appropriated not only ‘Hindu
religion’ but also a) the idea of
India by claiming monopoly over
nation, b) legacy of patriotism, and
c) the responsibility of protection of
‘Indian culture’.

What are the immediate
consequences? Socially, we are
experiencing casteist, communal
and ethnic segregations. There in
increasing lumpenization of the
public sphere and stigmatization
of civil society activists. Secular,
leftists, and progressive have become
questionable words. Economically,
there is continuity of jobless growth,
regional imbalance and decline
of agriculture and stagnation in
manufacturing. No one is convinced
about the promise of ‘Acche Din
Ayenge’ as there is continuity of
the dominance of black money in
our economy and politics and no
check on crime-politics nexus in
everyday life. There is open door
policy for crony capitalists and
foreign investors despite doubtful
credentials. Politically, there is
thrust for centralization of power and
erosion of autonomy of institutions
of substance including judiciary,
banks, universities, and research
bodies. Six pre-existing deficits have
increased further - development
deficit, legitimacy deficit,
governance deficit, democracy
deficit, nation-building deficit, and
citizenship deficit.
Who needs socialism today?
In such a situation there are
two inter-related changes in the
orientation of Indian people. First
of all, people are becoming more
depressed about the possibility of
reforming our system of economy
and government and improving
the status of citizens in the affairs
of state and economy. Practicing
liberal capitalism and promoting
globalisation for ten long years by
Manmohan Singh-Sonia Gandhi
made us look for a better alternative.
But we are confronted with a bad
situation as the new regime is
recasting our society into a silence
zone and economy is more firmly in

the clutches of crony capitalism. From
price rise to unemployment, there is
a growing list of disappointments
among all citizens. The weaker
sections are feeling greater degree
of vulnerability. The cries from
Kisans all over the country, national
strike by the un-organised sector
workers for increased minimum
wages, Dalits of Gujarat, Muslims
of Kashmir, UP, Maharashtra and
Haryana, Adivasi of Chattisgarh
and ethnic minorities of the NorthEastern states for saving from
injustices of the dominant groups
and the state apparatus deserve
everybody’s attention and response.
The emergence of self-appointed
culture protectors who are taking law
into their own hands with impunity
and ignoring even the appeal of
the Prime Minister Narendra Modi
creates a sense of anxiety among
all those who value rule of law
and dignity of ordinary citizens.
These straws in the wind can be
put together in one sentence for our
attention and considerations – is
this Swaraj anymore? Or we have
to learn to live with crony capitalism
which is contingent upon patronclient system in polity and economy
irrespective of the Constitution
of India? Are we doomed to be
silent sufferers of the lumpenism
of self-appointed “Rakshaks” in
the name of culture and nation who
do not care for the rule of law and
sanctity of our Constitution? This
thinking creates a new window for
socialists to come up with better
alternatives in economy and society
by reinventing themselves in terms
of ideas, programmes, organization
and activities.
Secondly, there is growing respect
and support among the people,
from the middle classes to the
masses, for those persons, groups
and organizations who can stand up
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for justice and fairness against the
pathology of the LPG paradigm. It is
being realized that the LPG approach
is creating crisis of Swaraj, which
was incomplete in any case. Suicide
of farmers has been one big issue for
all to see the farce of LPG related
policies which were introduced in
1990s with the promise of prosperity
in agriculture. Invasion of the Indian
market by foreign companies created
loss of economic opportunities for
the native entrepreneurs and traders.
Consequences of commercialization
of health and education have
pauperized the lower middle classes
and rural households without any
substantial difference in their life
chances. Crisis of education is
manifested in every state of India.
It forced the Congress regime
to accept the need of ‘right to
education’ for children upto 8 th
standard. The new regime also felt
compelled to appoint a national
commission for educational reforms
and the Subramanyam Committee
Report is a relevant document for
socialists to make use for nationwide consensus building for Shiksha
Swaraj. Similarly, the failures of
market mediated health policies
have created a new convergence
to demand ‘right to health’ for
Swasthya Swaraj as the way out
of the present disappointments.
From Hyderabad Central University
and Jawaharlal Nehru University
episodes to the Dalit upsurge in
Gujarat after shameful Una episode,
it is getting clear that suffering in
silence is not an acceptable option
for people who have not forgotten the
dark days of the Emergency Raj. The
need of check and balances was also
demonstrated by the citizens when
they gave approval to untested group
of anti-corruption activists in Delhi
Vidhan Sabha and a strange coming
together of long term adversaries –
JD(U), RJD and Congress - in Bihar
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as a more acceptable choice vis-a-vis
the NDA. This makes the Indian
socialists, among others, again
more relevant than the present set of
activists of the partners of the NDA.
In short, there is scope for
revisiting the socialist alternatives
due to increasing disenchantments
among the masses, particularly
the youth about globalization and
crony capitalism. They are looking
beyond liberal capitalism for a
better economic model. The truth of
growing corruption in representative
democracy in post-colonial India
from Panchayat to Parliament is
making them think about deepening
of democracy with more participation
and less representation. Challenges
to patriarchy and casteism and
other forms of dominations across
religions and regions in the social
order is no ordinary source of
furthering social transformation
beyond the schemes of ‘reservations’
and statutory commissions for
women, SCs, STs, OBCs, and the
minorities. The mindless drive for
industrialization and urbanization
has created dangerous problems
like pollution of water, air and
soil in most parts of the advanced
cities and progressive states of
our country. It has created a new
relevance for the need of prioritising
the basic needs of all citizens against
socially dangerous consumerism
being practiced by the neo-rich
and super rich sections of our
society. If we look at the socialist
solutions offered between 1930s and
1960s for our economic, political,
social and ecological problems,
it will be not surprising to find
many of those ideas as part of the
emerging consensus for a more
sustainable and humane way of
nation building. From clean drinking
water and healthy accommodation
for all to Freedom from Hunger, Jal-

Jungle-Zameen under community
control, eliminating discriminations
against women, SCs, STs, the
OBCs, the minorities and the
other marginal groups, Right to
Education, Right to Health, Rural
Employment Guarantee schemes,
use of appropriate technology in
agriculture and industry - there is
a new wave of entitlements which
were originally part of the Indian
socialist agenda. But most of the
socialists are not aware of it as we
have lost our way. How many of
us are living a life of a socialist in
our personal capacity? Where are
the living examples of socialists
organized around three dimensional
system of spade, jail and vote? It is
due to the crisis of purpose caused
by unnecessary fascination with
parliamentary power which took
hold of our collective imagination
between 1967 and 1977. There is
problem with the direction of efforts
which have become mostly electioncentric since 1980s.
What next?
What is the guarantee that
socialists can rise to the occasion?
Because it needs re-connecting
of the ideas of socialism with the
evolution of self-consciousness
at personal level and dynamics
of Indian social formation in the
context of the modern world system
in terms of not only economy and
politics but also ecology and culture.
We are living in an age where there
is growing cry for Azadi Bachao
in total sense of the term – from
personal and spiritual to economic,
social and political.
It is relevant to remind that the
socialist journey began with the
dream of personal transformation,
social reforms, national freedom,
democracy and socialism –
Rashtriyata aur Samajwad - in
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1930s under the inspiring guidance
of Acharya Narendra Deva (18891956). Then the socialists got
inspired by the re-conceptualisation
of socialism as togetherness of
seven revolutions – Saptakranti in
the Lohia era (1910-1967). We got
re-juvenated and expanded with
the message of Total Revolution in
mid-1970s - Sampurna Kranti as
propounded by Jayaprakash Narayan
(1902-1979). There is need of a
similar synthesising initiative which
can make us capable of taking the
nation beyond the limits imposed by
the togetherness of dominant caste
democracy and the LPG paradigm.
The new initiative has to be anchored
in the hunger for Swaraj through
individual, collective, constructive,
mobilizational and legislative drive
for a humane social order. It means
getting together with the movements
for gender justice, dignity for the
Dalits, Adivasi rights, protection
of Minorities, empowerment of the
Most Backward classes, restoring
ecological harmony and decisive
engagement against chronic poverty
and regional disparities. Socialists
for Swaraj can be a meaningful
banner.
It is hard task in the face of
continuity of superficial successes in
electoral games of today due to the
logic of dominant caste democracy
and trappings of crony capitalism.
BJP is in power with a broad alliance
of contradictory social forces on the
basis of pragmatic power sharing. It
has no solution of the problems of
Indian economy as it is indifferent
about balck money and friendly
with crony capitalism. Furthermore,
it is anchored in the ideas and
programmes of self-defeating
Hindutva which is another name
for majoritarianism and religious
hegemony. It is colliding with the
Indian ethos of unity in diversity

and Vasudhaiv Kutumbakam. It has
been gripped by ‘politics of othering’
which is legitimising fringe elements
and their misguided campaigns.
There is no sign of moderation in
the NDA approach despite the much
publicized promise of inclusivity
and cooperative federalism: ‘Sabka
Saath- Sabka Vikaas’.
Congress has no capacity due to a
long list of missed opportunities and
the burden of mistakes in the recent
past and limits of the dynastic future.
The Marxist Left has failed to do
it even after being better equipped
and informed about the issues of
21st century avatar of capitalism
due to their continuity with trade
unions and politics of masses in the
countries of Africa, Asia, Europe,
Latin America and North America.
Most of the regional parties have
announced priority of province
over the nation-state. They are often
run like family enterprises without
any commitment for furthering
democratic nation-building. They
are functional vehicles of power
for provincial and local elites of
the regional dominant castes. But
they have no vision beyond their
electoral basis for the larger nation
and humanity.
New political sociology
The time has come to understand
new interrelatedness of economy
and ecology on the one hand and
culture and politics on the other.
This fresh understanding has to be
translated into a set of programmes
for revitalising agriculture,
industries and services beyond
the grip of corporate and black
money based market and corrupt
elite commanded state. There is
pressure from below for re-centering
citizens and communities together
to take command of democratic
governance for realizing sustainable

development. Low energy, high
efficiency, cost effective, ecofriendly and people-centric system
of production, exchange, distribution
and consumption with universal
benefits is the need of the hour.
National and global capitalists
have failed in giving a suitable and
sustainable response around the
world. This global failure has forced
the United Nations to adopt a new
19 Point Charter for Sustainable
Development. The Indian socialists
will have to upgrade their socio
economic understanding and come
to terms with the new imperatives
at least to the level of the United
Nations Development Program.
Indian socialists wanted to
overcome the ideological limitations
of Euro-centric Marxism and engage
with the down to earth factors
of inequalities and exploitation
like gender, caste, race, religion,
language, and nationality. They
developed better theories of
caste, gender, religion, language,
democracy, nation-state and world
system through the writings of
great masters including Marx,
Gandhi, Narendra Dev, Jayaprakash,
Ambedkar and Lohia. It made them
equipped with the Lohia line of
‘preferential opportunities’. But
they got too focused on dominant
caste dynamics after Lohia passed
away in 1967 which made them
victim of the designs of the dominant
castes. They got lured by their votes
and lost the capacity to be front
runners of social transformers of our
society into a casteless and classless
society. They have become myopic
about ‘reservation’ as a passage to
socialism and casteless society.
The 21st century Indian power
matrix is influenced by at least
following 12 changes which have
taken place since the passing away
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of Gandhi-Lohia-JP and their
immediate followers. They are the
following:
1. Declining significance of state
power and increased role of
market forces
2. Increasing significance of
politicization of castes,
ethnicities and religious
identities and communities
3. E n l a r g e m e n t o f w o m e n
movements for gender justice
4. Politics of dignity and self
respect prevailing among the
SCs and STs
5. Enlargement of the middle
classes in all castes, communities
and region from an national
average of around 5 per cent in
1950s to nearly 25 per cent
6. De-colonization of cultural
spaces and identities all over the
country
7. Significance of land policies and
water politics
8. LPG related new power relations
in the village India
9. Increased opportunities of
education through affirmative
action and educational expansion
10. Increased migration due to
agrarian crisis and proliferation
of modern occupations
11. Urban explosion and decay
12. LPG induced globalisation of
economy and consequential
peoples’ movements.
They together need a new focus.
But most of the socialist oriented
politicians and political formations
are largely engaged in state-centric
caste conflicts through manipulation
of reservation policies for the SCs,
STs and OBCs. Even there it needs
a comprehensive programme for
addressing the problems inherent
in the intersectionality of castes
with classes, education and gender.
It will take them forward from flat
‘Mandalism’ which has mostly
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served the ‘forward backward castes’.
They have to attend to the emerging
opportunities of engaging with a)
all women and their movements,
including the OBCs, SCs and STs,
and Muslims, b) all MBCs (Most
Backward Classes and castes
across religions) and their needs, c)
Mahadalit castes and occupational
communities and their grievances,
and d) agenda of the denotified tribes
and communities for a better strategy
of inclusive socialist reconstruction
with enlarged social basis.
Socialists were symbols of
courage and suffering as they
continued the legacy of civil
disobedience for social causes in
the post-colonial India. It made
them outstanding warriors in the
struggles for economic, political
and social justice. But now there is
new century with a new generation
which needs new politics of voice,
mobilization, resistance and reforms.
Right to Information activists are a
significant representative of the new
political culture and its practitioners.
There is increasing allergy to politics
of personalities, mass rallies. And a
preference for persons of substance,
organizations with transparency and
internal democracy and activists
with clarity of issues and solutions
of the problems. Of course, there
is a large segment of population
which will demand the old ways
of political action as they have
been depoliticized in the last three
decades of personality politics and
liberal capitalism to treat politics as
carnival and Tamasha and elections
as the only opportunity of bargaining
with the candidates and parties.
This will demand gradual and
incremental change in the strategies
at the time of elections. But the
days of simple slogans are over.
There is a new language of politics
and new grammar of power where

commitment for political reforms,
including party system reform
and electoral reforms are being
demanded by the concerned citizens.
Socialism is about fundamental
reforms in the relation between
economy, politics and society by
bringing citizen-society nexus at the
centre of all schemes of power and
authority. Therefore, the socialists
in India today will have to come
forward with an unambiguous and
practical plan of comprehensive
political reforms to take India
beyond the counter-productive
aspects of electoral competitions
and representative institutions
including our Panchayat, Assembly
and Parliament.
It is also urgent to recognize that
revival of interest in socialism and
faith in the socialists is going to be
associated with their capacity to get
integrated with common causes and
distanced from the concept of giving
supreme value to electoral politics.
India continues to need political
parties and competitive politics
through elections. But today the
elections are losing their centrality
with increasing role of three Ms
– money, media, and mafia. They
have become coupled with three preexisting fault lines - Caste groupings,
Communal cleavages, and Dominant
families with traditional power
and appeal in ex-Princely pockets
and areas. These six factors have
increasingly perverted our parties
and the party system. They have
also created an institutional crisis in
Indian democracy.
The socialists cannot afford to
participate in the political system
to perpetuate it. It is obvious that
the present system of elections
and the prevalence of patrimonial
parties are not going to become
irrelevant in the near future. But
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there will be declining legitimacy of
electoral parties and parliamentary
politics unless there are reforms in
it as they are found to be promoting
Netawad-Paisavad-Jativad at the
cost of citizenship, nation-building
and Swaraj. No scope is going to be
available in the present setting for
Samajwad – socialist reconstruction.
They need radical reforms. There
can be better parties by practicing
internal democracy, transparency,
accountability and probity. There
has to be a more pro-people election
system through more participatory
citizenship and supervisory
mechanisms. From bringing the
political parties under Right to
Information to including right to
recall has to be in the new socialist
agenda. They have to lead the society
to create spaces and instruments for
continuous social audit of the elected
representatives to put an end to
‘new aristocracy through electoral
legitimacy’, because socialist
politics of tomorrow has to go
beyond ‘electoral opportunism’. It is
a sure way to get back into people’s
estimation and peoples’ politics of
social transformation for Swaraj –
personal, political, economic, social
and spiritual - which was the original
mission of the Indian freedom
movement.
(Contd. from Page 5)
doubt, the community has to decide
but it hasn’t happened so far. And it
looks odd that a secular democratic
country feels helpless to do away
with an anomaly that has been
prevalent for over six decades.
However reluctant the Modi
government may feel, it has to face
the reality and find a solution. It is
not Hindus versus Muslims; it is
some outdated thinking which does
not fit into the letter and spirit of the
constitution.

Bhopal “Encounter”’
NAPM expresses shock and
condemnation at the brutal killing
of 8 undertrials near Bhopal by
Madhya Pradesh police. Video
footage of the incident that has
emerged strongly suggests that the
‘encounter’ was staged. The footage
shows unarmed men waving their
bare hands; it shows no firearms on
or near the bodies of the 8 men; it
shows police shooting at men lying
on the ground inert and prone. The
initial statements of the Madhya
Pradesh Home Minister admitted
that the 8 men were armed with
nothing but sharpened spoons, while
the police later claimed that the 8
men had firearms and had fired at the
police. These mutually contradictory
statements also add to conviction
that the killing was a fake encounter.
The alleged escape of the 8
undertrials from the high-security
Bhopal Central Jail after killing a
policeman also call for an enquiry.
Is it really possible for undertrials to
escape from a high-security prison
with crude tools, killing a policeman
without being caught on surveillance
cameras? The 8 men were locked up
in different blocks at farther distance
which raises the doubts against
their escape together. We demand
the public release of video footage
of the whole day of all surveillance
cameras installed in the jail and
video footage of the confrontation

between police and 8 men.
The 8 men were allegedly members
of SIMI – a banned organization –
charged with various terror crimes.
They were yet to be convicted,
however. The Supreme Court has
held that mere membership of a
banned organization is no crime. We
have seen time and again how men
charged with terror crimes have been
proven innocent and acquitted, with
Courts commenting on the police
foisting false cases on innocent men.
These 8 men cannot be declared
‘terrorists’ without being established
in the court of law. If these 8 men
were indeed ‘terrorists’ as is being
alleged, then their crimes should
have been proven in Court so that
they could be duly punished. Extrajudicial killings of alleged ‘terrorists’
absolves the state from establishing
their ‘guilt’ while giving the state
and its pliant media machinery a
free hand to proclaim that ‘terrorists’
have been killed, strengthening
a larger narrative of communal
profiling.
Are we once again seeing a
replay of the Gujarat model of
‘encounters’? NAPM demands an
impartial, time-bound judicial probe
monitored by the Supreme Court, to
investigate the facts of the alleged
jail break as well as the killing of
the 8 men.

–Medha Patkar Prafulla Samantara, - Lingraj Azad , Dr. Sunilam,
Aradhna Bhargava, Meera, Suniti SR, Suhas Kolhekar,
Prasad Bagwe, Gabriele Dietrich, Geetha Ramakrishnan, C R
Neelkandan, P Chennaiah, Ramakrishnan Raju, Arundhati Dhuru,
Richa Singh, Sister Celia , Rukmini V P, Vimal Bhai, Jabar Singh,
Anand Mazgaonkar, Krishnakant, Kamayani Swami, Ashish Ranjan,
Mahendra Yadav, Faisal Khan, J S Walia, Kailash Meena, Amitava
Mitra Avik Saha, B S Rawat, Rajendra Ravi, Madhuresh Kumar
National Alliance of People’s Movements
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Communal Violence in Chhapra and Maker
The news of outbreak of communal
violence on 5th and 6th August 2016
in Maker village and Chhapra town,
both in Saran District (Bihar), was
disturbing. One Muslim youth by the
name Mubarak posted a derogatory
image that could have outraged the
religious feelings of Hindus in a
small WhatsApp group. Members
of the Muslim Community of Maker
Village (where Mubarak belonged
to) condemned Mubarak for posting
the derogatory image. In response
to the derogatory image, there was
a massive mobilization of Hindus
and communal riots broke out in
Maker Village on 5th August 2016
and on 6th August in Chhapra town.
Mubarak’s house was completely
damaged by Hindus who were
mobilized and so were other houses
and shops belonging to Muslims and
a mosque.
If the scale of the violence was not
very large as no lives were lost, the
fact that riots could occur in Bihar
which in recent State Assembly
elections had defeated hegemoniccommunal forces was worrying
enough. The news reports were
sketchy and did not give detailed
coverage of the riots. Centre for
Study of Society and Secularism
therefore thought it necessary to visit
the area with a team of prominent
citizens to interact with the survivors
and other stake holders and report
to all interested in knowing the
truth. The Team members were as
follows: VibhutiNarain Rai, former
DGP, UP and Ex-Vice-Chancellor,
Mahatma Gandhi Anatarashtriya
Hindi Vishwavidyalay; Vijay Pratap,
Director, SADED; Irfan Engineer,
Director, CSSS; Shahid Kamaal,
President, Bihar Rashtriya Sewa
Dal, Vinod Ranjan Gandhi Smarak

Nidhi, Uday, Convenor, Bihar All
India Secular Forum; Chok Tsering
Saran district
The district of Saran is in Saran
Division of north Bihar. Chhapra is
the principal town of the district and
is also headquarters of the district.
Hindus constitute 89.45% of the
population of Saran district, whereas
Muslims are 10.28% of the total
population. This can be compared
to the state-wide composition
of 82.69% Hindus and 16.87%
Muslims. The Scheduled Castes
population of the Saran District is
5.84%. Chapra is the most populous
town in the district. The total number
of households in Chhapra is 37,800.
Chhapra is a very important trade
centre in Bihar. In the manufacturing
sector the chief employers are
factories and small scale industries.
10.38% of the total population of
Chhapra lives in slums.
Maker is a rural area with total
number of households of 14,398. Its
total population is 76, 251 that has
shown 11.1% increase over the last
10 years. Though majority of the
population i.e. 55% are agricultural
labourers, there is a growing
awareness about education. Due
to limited livelihood opportunities,
there is substantial migration out of
Maker and Chhapra.
Maker village is spread out and
divided into various hamlets or tolas.
The tolas are more or less organized
according to caste and communities.
The Muslim hamlet is in midst and
surrounded by other tolas. There is a
High school in the village. The first
mosque was built about 30 years ago
and the second mosque was built
about 20 years ago. Before the two

mosques were built, people had to go
to Dakhin Tola, an adjoining village
to pray. Due to natural growth of
population, Muslim villagers felt
need of a mosque in the village. Thus
the above mentioned mosques were
constructed to facilitate old people
and others to offer their prayers.
Muslims are poorer compared to
the Hindus. Their land ownership
is marginal. A few of them are farm
labourers and others undertake
unskilled labour jobs. A very small
section has been doing a little better
off compared to others, Mubarak’s
family amongst them. Mubarak’s
family runs a small hotel which
fetched them enough income to
construct a pucca house with several
rooms, steel cupboards and other
furniture and amenities. Mubarak’s
elder brother was earning his
livelihood in Bhopal. The family
invested in Mubarak’s education and
sent him to Bengaluru. Migration
within and outside the country,
particularly to the Gulf countries for
livelihood and employment had also
enabled the community to marginally
improve their condition. Another
strategy for better livelihood was
focus on education and thus a small
section of the community was able to
marginally improve their conditions
compared to the past. However,
others reacted to this perspective
and said they are still worse off
compared to other communities.
Since last about 15 years, Muslims
have been celebrating Eid-e-Miladun
Nabi by taking out a procession with
Islamic flags. The flags are mistaken
to be flag of Pakistan. There is
display of swords, as is traditional
in such processions. The procession
converges on the mazaar (grave)
of Auliya Baba. As the procession
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passes through the village it evokes
sense of competition among a
section of upper caste villagers,
particularly those from Vaishya
caste. They started taking out Ram
Navami procession since last two
years. Some leaders of Hindus
participate in the Eid-e-Miladun
Nabi procession and likewise some
Muslim leaders/elders participate
in Ram Navmi procession. The
competitive celebration of festivals
leads to creation of loyalties to
the respective communities and a
solidarity bond within as opposed
to common bonds across the
communities between villagers.
These events are seen as sectarian
events and promote segregation and
even a sense of rivalry.
Visit to Maker: Talking to Muslims
in a mosque on 2nd September, the
summary of discussion was as under:
Ashutosh Kumar posted a video
that was derogatory to Islam on
a WhatsApp group that consisted
of Hindus and Muslims. In reply,
Mubarak, who is a resident of
Maker Village but presently studying
in Bengaluru, posted a video
derogatory to Hindu Goddess. The
members of the community were
strongly condemning the post of
Mubarak even though according
to them it was in response to a post
derogatory to Islam. The derogatory
post of Mubarak was made viral by
Hindu nationalists and they started
mobilizing popular opinion. Several
meetings were held to mobilize
people and incite them against
Muslims. On 4 th August, some
members of the Hindu community
went to Maker Police Station to file
a complaint. Members of Muslim
community were supporting the
Hindus in filing FIR against the
offensive post. They encouraged
Jaishankar Shah to file the FIR.

The SHO, Sanjay Gupta, of Maker
Police Station however, refused to
register the FIR of the incident as,
according to him, the complaint
did not pertain to Maker and that
the complainant should go to Parsa.
SHO Sanjay Gupta did not appreciate
the seriousness of situation and may
have tried to shirk from taking on
additional workload. Gupta took
refuge in ruse that crime was not
committed within his jurisdiction
as the offensive image was posted
from Bengaluru. The SHO should
have at least informed the SP about
the incident but he did not do so.
The refusal to register FIR became
an additional ground to mobilize the
Hindus to attack the Muslims.
On 5th August, mob was mobilized
in Rajendra Vidyalay in Maker
early morning at about 6.00 am.
Some 5,000 people gathered and
the BJP MLA Satwant Tiwari,
also known as Chokar Baba, was
also present. Before the Muslims
could comprehend their response,
the mob reached Chowk by 6.30
am and started attacking Mubarak’s
house. Whatever could be looted and
carried away was carried, including
jewellery. Except for the brick walls,
everything else was destroyed in
the house which included 3 steel
cupboards, furniture etc. and thrown
outside. They also tried to torch his
house. According to the brother of
Mubarak, the total loss they suffered
was to the tune of Rs. 15 lakhs.
After attacking Mubarak’s house,
they initially dispersed but returned
again after 15 minutes and attacked a
mosque and a few houses belonging
to other Muslims. Likewise they
returned three times attacking three
dozen Muslim houses and two
shops. Mohammed Siraj’s tempo
was attacked and its wind screen,
side glasses and rear view mirrors
were smashed. His godown was

attacked.
Role of police
As the mob was marching
from Rajendra Vidyalay to attack
Mubarak’s house, the police also
accompanied them. However,
they were outnumbered and illequipped. Muslims felt that the
police were silent spectators by
design and allowed the rioters free
hand. According to Siraj, when he
pleaded with Sanjay Gupta to control
the mob attacking his godown and
tempo, Gupta pulled out his gun and
pointed towards him and threatened
him. Muslims we talked to alleged
that the SHO, Sanjay Gupta, as well
as that of SP Pankaj Kumar Roy was
partisan.
The District Magistrate, Deepak
Anand we talked to, said that he
received a message at about 10.00
am on 5thAugust regarding the road
blockade by villagers on the issue
of the derogatory WhatsApp post.
The SP and the DM immediately left
to reach the spot and camped there
till 4.00 pm till peace was restored.
The SP and the DM promised the
mob that they would arrest Mubarak
who had posted the derogatory post.
They imposed Section. 144 of Indian
Penal Code and closed down the
access to internet in order to check
spread of rumours. In the evening
they called a meeting of the peace
committee.
On 6th August, Bajrang Dal had
called for a bandh. The DM took the
politicians into confidence to ensure
that the bandh would be peaceful.
There was a small procession of
about 100 persons in Chhapra Town.
Between 9.30 am to 10 am, riots
started in Karim Chowk in Chhapra
town. The DM reached the spot in
about 2 minutes. Muslim shops were
being stoned and tyres were burning
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at various nooks and corners. The SP
and the DM managed to disperse the
crowd. Within 2 hours, they cleaned
the city. On 7 th and 8 th August,
minor incidences of pulling down
loudspeakers from the mosque
continued but otherwise peace was
restored. According to the DM, 7 to
8 shops were damaged and wares
of about 51-52 hawkers were set
afire. The police force, according to
the Magistrate succeeded in saving
about 20 shops from being damaged
by the rioters. In Marhaura block and
Panapur too some minor incidents of
pushing each other between the two
communities took place.
The magistrate claimed that the
administration distributed Rs. 18
lakhs to 36 shops as compensation
according to the State Government
policy. The owners of the shops,
which were damaged in the riots,
were paid compensation upto Rs.
2 lakhs depending on the damage
suffered.
Findings and conclusions
1) The Act of posting derogatory
image outraging the religious feelings
of Hindus must be condemned at the
outset and the guilty person must be
punished in accordance with law.
2) What we found disturbing was
that even in state of Bihar where
the RJD-JD(U)-Congress alliance
Government is in power, communal
violence can be orchestrated with
ease by members of Sangh Parivar.
The riots did not happen overnight.
They were planned and mobilization
was undertaken for days if not
months. Though the Muslims firmly
believed that Mubarak had posted
derogatory image outraging the
feelings of Hindu community within
a closed WhatsApp group of the
area consisting of mixed religions,
that was in response to a another
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derogatory post outraging the
feelings of Muslims. However, the
derogatory post could not be verified
by us and the DM too did not verify
existence of any such message.
However, the Muslims were strongly
condemning the act of Mubarak
posting any derogatory image and
were supporting the demand of
strictest action within the law.
3) Mubarak’s post was extensively
circulated by the members of
Sangh Parivar with the intention of
outraging the religious feelings of
Hindus and mobilizing them into
their fold. A Hindu would not want
the post to be circulated. S/he would
straight head to police station to
lodge a complaint and get the guilty
punished and the image deleted.
Ashutosh Kumar, a member of the
WhatsApp group has been arrested
for circulating the derogatory post
of Mubarak. The post was getting
viral and the administration could
(or should) not have been unaware.
Be as it may, the post was made viral
and misused to mobilize Hindus.
In the mob of about 5,000 that
gathered on 5th August in Maker
was not spontaneous in response
to something that happened on the
night of 4thAugust or the morning
of 5th August. This indicates that
they had been mobilized on an
appointed day and time. Some
people who had gathered in Rajendra
Vidyalay returned as they did not
want to indulge in violence. The
mob marched towards Mubarak’s
house accompanied by scanty police
force. The mob was led by BJP
MLA Satwant Tiwari also known
as Chokar Baba. Nandu Tiwari of
Bajrang Dal too was there. The
DM told us in his narrative that on
6th August, bandh call was given by
the Bajrang Dal. In spite of assurance
of peaceful bandh on 6th, the mobs
started attacking Muslim shops. The

hand of the Hindu Nationalists in the
communal violence is evident.
4) Social media is being
extensively misused to promote
hatred against other communities
and for communal mobilization.
Communal riots need elaborate
planning and mobilization of
resources – lethal weapons and
massive mobs. Social media has
made mobilization of people
easier. Though the Indian state has
extensively misused S. 66 of IT
Act to muzzle any criticism of the
Government and any opposition
denying freedom of expression, the
section is nevertheless underutilized
as far as hate propaganda, particularly
against minorities is concerned.
Social media is increasingly being
misused to make a post (propagating
hate) viral and to spread rumours of
an impending attack by the members
of “other” community.
5) Inaction of the officials of
the State of Bihar is evident in
this particular case. The culture of
police officials behaving as lords
and rule unto themselves doesn’t go
well with the rule of law promised
by the Mahagathbandhan. How
the intelligence officials missed
the mobilization that was going
on using the objectionable post
is difficult to understand. Even
more difficult to understand is the
gross delay in communicating with
the DM regarding the outbreak
of communal violence in Maker.
Timely intervention and deployment
of security forces could have deterred
subsequent attacks and greater
damage. Timely arrest of Mubarak
for the post would have pre-empted
the excuse available to the rioters in
Chhapra and Maker.
6) Strictest action should be taken
against Sanjay Gupta, SHO of Maker,
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for his failure to register an FIR of
the offensive post and not making
adequate security arrangements in
Maker where the family of Mubarak
resided and the community therein
was the likely target. The DM said
they received information of the riots
only at 10.00 am whereas the mob
had gathered in Rajendra Vidyalay
at 6.00 am and by 6.30 am riots had
started in Maker. The mob attacked
Mubarak’s house and dispersed, was
emboldened to return after sometime
to attack other houses and mosques
and Sanjay Gupta informs the DM
only at 10.00 am!
7) The SP and DM called peace
committee meeting in Chhapra on
the evening of 5th August and despite
knowing that the situation was
volatile permitted the bandh and rally
on 6th August. The DM was either
naïve to believe in the assurance of
the Sangh Parivar members that the
rally would be peaceful when the
atmosphere was communally volatile
or intimidated by the overbearing
threats of communal elements within
the peace committee!
8) The DM also had his own
biases against the minorities. When
we informed him that the minorities
were still feeling insecure, he
promptly replied that minorities
in Pakistan too were insecure! We
reminded him that Pakistan was not
secular and had limited democracy
intermittently whereas India was
secular and democratic wherein all
the citizens of the country had been
guaranteed equality and security by
the Constitution. Such prejudices
may have influenced the decisions
taken and coloured the judgment
of the officials concerned. Antiminority bias among the bureaucracy
needs to be addressed and responded
to. Otherwise it will affect the
efficacy of the rule of law and

ultimately the secular character of
the state – the plank on which the
Mahagathbandhan won the state
elections.

discourse and polarization has been
very weak. The secular civil society
did not act promptly and effectively.
We feel that countering the communal
discourse and polarization is ardent
and long drawn task which should
be undertaken if we do not want our
democracy to be undermined.

9) The political response to the
communal violence in Chhapra and
Maker, to the increasing insecurity
among the minority, communal
(Contd. from Page 6)
sole ground that it does not uphold
the supremacy of judiciary which
has no constitutional base. When
a non-governmental organization
raised the question of constitutional
validity of the collegium, the court
summarily rejected it stating that
they have no locus standi. But when
the Supreme Court Advocates on

Record approached with a request
to nullify the judgment of I Judges
Case, they did not raise that question
of locus standi.
It is not difficult to solve this
problem if only there is a genuine
will on the part of judiciary.
jjasthi@yahoo.com

Spectre of Fascism
By

Neeraj Jain
Fascism comes to power on the basis of democracy,
then subverts it: negates freedom and euality, replaces
democracy by majority authoritarianism, mobilises the
majority to attack minorities and intellectuals
in the name of a false nationalism.
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Communal Violence in Chhapra and Maker:
The news of outbreak of communal
violence on 5th and 6th August 2016
in Maker village and Chhapra town,
both in Saran District (Bihar), was
disturbing. One Muslim youth by the
name Mubarak posted a derogatory
image that could have outraged the
religious feelings of Hindus in a
small WhatsApp group. Members
of the Muslim Community of Maker
Village (where Mubarak belonged
to) condemned Mubarak for posting
the derogatory image. In response
to the derogatory image, there was
a massive mobilization of Hindus
and communal riots broke out in
Maker Village on 5th August 2016
and on 6th August in Chhapra town.
Mubarak’s house was completely
damaged by Hindus who were
mobilized and so were other houses
and shops belonging to Muslims and
a mosque.
If the scale of the violence was not
very large as no lives were lost, the
fact that riots could occur in Bihar
which in recent State Assembly
elections had defeated hegemoniccommunal forces was worrying
enough. The news reports were
sketchy and did not give detailed
coverage of the riots. Centre for
Study of Society and Secularism
therefore thought it necessary to visit
the area with a team of prominent
citizens to interact with the survivors
and other stake holders and report
to all interested in knowing the
truth. The Team members were as
follows: VibhutiNarain Rai, former
DGP, UP and Ex-Vice-Chancellor,
Mahatma Gandhi Anatarashtriya
Hindi Vishwavidyalay; Vijay Pratap,
Director, SADED; Irfan Engineer,
Director, CSSS; Shahid Kamaal,
President, Bihar Rashtriya Sewa
Dal, Vinod Ranjan Gandhi Smarak

Nidhi, Uday, Convenor, Bihar All
India Secular Forum; Chok Tsering
Saran district
The district of Saran is in Saran
Division of north Bihar. Chhapra is
the principal town of the district and
is also headquarters of the district.
Hindus constitute 89.45% of the
population of Saran district, whereas
Muslims are 10.28% of the total
population. This can be compared
to the state-wide composition
of 82.69% Hindus and 16.87%
Muslims. The Scheduled Castes
population of the Saran District is
5.84%. Chapra is the most populous
town in the district. The total number
of households in Chhapra is 37,800.
Chhapra is a very important trade
centre in Bihar. In the manufacturing
sector the chief employers are
factories and small scale industries.
10.38% of the total population of
Chhapra lives in slums.
Maker is a rural area with total
number of households of 14,398. Its
total population is 76, 251 that has
shown 11.1% increase over the last
10 years. Though majority of the
population i.e. 55% are agricultural
labourers, there is a growing
awareness about education. Due
to limited livelihood opportunities,
there is substantial migration out of
Maker and Chhapra.
Maker village is spread out and
divided into various hamlets or tolas.
The tolas are more or less organized
according to caste and communities.
The Muslim hamlet is in midst and
surrounded by other tolas. There is a
High school in the village. The first
mosque was built about 30 years ago
and the second mosque was built
about 20 years ago. Before the two

mosques were built, people had to go
to Dakhin Tola, an adjoining village
to pray. Due to natural growth of
population, Muslim villagers felt
need of a mosque in the village. Thus
the above mentioned mosques were
constructed to facilitate old people
and others to offer their prayers.
Muslims are poorer compared to
the Hindus. Their land ownership
is marginal. A few of them are farm
labourers and others undertake
unskilled labour jobs. A very small
section has been doing a little better
off compared to others, Mubarak’s
family amongst them. Mubarak’s
family runs a small hotel which
fetched them enough income to
construct a pucca house with several
rooms, steel cupboards and other
furniture and amenities. Mubarak’s
elder brother was earning his
livelihood in Bhopal. The family
invested in Mubarak’s education and
sent him to Bengaluru. Migration
within and outside the country,
particularly to the Gulf countries for
livelihood and employment had also
enabled the community to marginally
improve their condition. Another
strategy for better livelihood was
focus on education and thus a small
section of the community was able to
marginally improve their conditions
compared to the past. However,
others reacted to this perspective
and said they are still worse off
compared to other communities.
Since last about 15 years, Muslims
have been celebrating Eid-e-Miladun
Nabi by taking out a procession with
Islamic flags. The flags are mistaken
to be flag of Pakistan. There is
display of swords, as is traditional
in such processions. The procession
converges on the mazaar (grave)
of Auliya Baba. As the procession
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passes through the village it evokes
sense of competition among a
section of upper caste villagers,
particularly those from Vaishya
caste. They started taking out Ram
Navami procession since last two
years. Some leaders of Hindus
participate in the Eid-e-Miladun
Nabi procession and likewise some
Muslim leaders/elders participate
in Ram Navmi procession. The
competitive celebration of festivals
leads to creation of loyalties to
the respective communities and a
solidarity bond within as opposed
to common bonds across the
communities between villagers.
These events are seen as sectarian
events and promote segregation and
even a sense of rivalry.
Visit to Maker: Talking to Muslims
in a mosque on 2nd September, the
summary of discussion was as under:
Ashutosh Kumar posted a video
that was derogatory to Islam on
a WhatsApp group that consisted
of Hindus and Muslims. In reply,
Mubarak, who is a resident of
Maker Village but presently studying
in Bengaluru, posted a video
derogatory to Hindu Goddess. The
members of the community were
strongly condemning the post of
Mubarak even though according
to them it was in response to a post
derogatory to Islam. The derogatory
post of Mubarak was made viral by
Hindu nationalists and they started
mobilizing popular opinion. Several
meetings were held to mobilize
people and incite them against
Muslims. On 4 th August, some
members of the Hindu community
went to Maker Police Station to file
a complaint. Members of Muslim
community were supporting the
Hindus in filing FIR against the
offensive post. They encouraged
Jaishankar Shah to file the FIR.

The SHO, Sanjay Gupta, of Maker
Police Station however, refused to
register the FIR of the incident as,
according to him, the complaint
did not pertain to Maker and that
the complainant should go to Parsa.
SHO Sanjay Gupta did not appreciate
the seriousness of situation and may
have tried to shirk from taking on
additional workload. Gupta took
refuge in ruse that crime was not
committed within his jurisdiction
as the offensive image was posted
from Bengaluru. The SHO should
have at least informed the SP about
the incident but he did not do so.
The refusal to register FIR became
an additional ground to mobilize the
Hindus to attack the Muslims.

On 5th August, mob was mobilized
in Rajendra Vidyalay in Maker
early morning at about 6.00 am.
Some 5,000 people gathered and
the BJP MLA Satwant Tiwari,
also known as Chokar Baba, was
also present. Before the Muslims
could comprehend their response,
the mob reached Chowk by 6.30
am and started attacking Mubarak’s
house. Whatever could be looted and
carried away was carried, including
jewellery. Except for the brick walls,
everything else was destroyed in
the house which included 3 steel
cupboards, furniture etc. and thrown
outside. They also tried to torch his
house. According to the brother of
Mubarak, the total loss they suffered
was to the tune of Rs. 15 lakhs.
After attacking Mubarak’s house,
they initially dispersed but returned
again after 15 minutes and attacked a
mosque and a few houses belonging
to other Muslims. Likewise they
returned three times attacking three
dozen Muslim houses and two
shops. Mohammed Siraj’s tempo
was attacked and its wind screen,

side glasses and rear view mirrors
were smashed. His godown was
attacked.
Role of police
As the mob was marching
from Rajendra Vidyalay to attack
Mubarak’s house, the police also
accompanied them. However,
they were outnumbered and illequipped. Muslims felt that the
police were silent spectators by
design and allowed the rioters free
hand. According to Siraj, when he
pleaded with Sanjay Gupta to control
the mob attacking his godown and
tempo, Gupta pulled out his gun and
pointed towards him and threatened
him. Muslims we talked to alleged
that the SHO, Sanjay Gupta, as well
as that of SP Pankaj Kumar Roy was
partisan.
The District Magistrate, Deepak
Anand we talked to, said that he
received a message at about 10.00
am on 5thAugust regarding the road
blockade by villagers on the issue
of the derogatory WhatsApp post.
The SP and the DM immediately left
to reach the spot and camped there
till 4.00 pm till peace was restored.
The SP and the DM promised the
mob that they would arrest Mubarak
who had posted the derogatory post.
They imposed Section. 144 of Indian
Penal Code and closed down the
access to internet in order to check
spread of rumours. In the evening
they called a meeting of the peace
committee.
On 6th August, Bajrang Dal had
called for a bandh. The DM took the
politicians into confidence to ensure
that the bandh would be peaceful.
There was a small procession of
about 100 persons in Chhapra Town.
Between 9.30 am to 10 am, riots
started in Karim Chowk in Chhapra
town. The DM reached the spot in
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about 2 minutes. Muslim shops were
being stoned and tyres were burning
at various nooks and corners. The SP
and the DM managed to disperse the
crowd. Within 2 hours, they cleaned
the city. On 7 th and 8 th August,
minor incidences of pulling down
loudspeakers from the mosque
continued but otherwise peace was
restored. According to the DM, 7 to
8 shops were damaged and wares
of about 51-52 hawkers were set
afire. The police force, according to
the Magistrate succeeded in saving
about 20 shops from being damaged
by the rioters. In Marhaura block and
Panapur too some minor incidents of
pushing each other between the two
communities took place.
The magistrate claimed that the
administration distributed Rs. 18
lakhs to 36 shops as compensation
according to the State Government
policy. The owners of the shops,
which were damaged in the riots,
were paid compensation upto Rs.
2 lakhs depending on the damage
suffered.
Findings and conclusions
1) The Act of posting derogatory
image outraging the religious
feelings of Hindus must be
condemned at the outset and the
guilty person must be punished
in accordance with law.
2) What we found disturbing
was that even in state of
Bihar where the RJD-JD(U)Congress alliance Government
i s i n p o w e r, c o m m u n a l
violence can be orchestrated
with ease by members of
Sangh Parivar. The riots did
not happen overnight. They
were planned and mobilization
was undertaken for days if not
months. Though the Muslims
firmly believed that Mubarak
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had posted derogatory image
outraging the feelings of Hindu
community within a closed
WhatsApp group of the area
consisting of mixed religions,
that was in response to a another
derogatory post outraging the
feelings of Muslims. However,
the derogatory post could not
be verified by us and the DM
too did not verify existence of
any such message. However,
the Muslims were strongly
condemning the act of Mubarak
posting any derogatory image
and were supporting the demand
of strictest action within the law.
3) Mubarak’s post was extensively
circulated by the members
of Sangh Parivar with the
intention of outraging the
religious feelings of Hindus and
mobilizing them into their fold.
A Hindu would not want the
post to be circulated. S/he would
straight head to police station to
lodge a complaint and get the
guilty punished and the image
deleted. Ashutosh Kumar, a
member of the WhatsApp group
has been arrested for circulating
the derogatory post of Mubarak.
The post was getting viral and the
administration could (or should)
not have been unaware. Be as
it may, the post was made viral
and misused to mobilize Hindus.
In the mob of about 5,000 that
gathered on 5th August in Maker
was not spontaneous in response
to something that happened on
the night of 4thAugust or the
morning of 5 th August. This
indicates that they had been
mobilized on an appointed
day and time. Some people
who had gathered in Rajendra
Vidyalay returned as they did
not want to indulge in violence.
The mob marched towards

Mubarak’s house accompanied
by scanty police force. The mob
was led by BJP MLA Satwant
Tiwari also known as Chokar
Baba. Nandu Tiwari of Bajrang
Dal too was there. The DM
told us in his narrative that on
6th August, bandh call was given
by the Bajrang Dal. In spite of
assurance of peaceful bandh on
6th, the mobs started attacking
Muslim shops. The hand of
the Hindu Nationalists in the
communal violence is evident.
4) Social media is being extensively
misused to promote hatred
against other communities and
for communal mobilization.
Communal riots need elaborate
planning and mobilization of
resources – lethal weapons and
massive mobs. Social media has
made mobilization of people
easier. Though the Indian state
has extensively misused S. 66 of
IT Act to muzzle any criticism
of the Government and any
opposition denying freedom
of expression, the section is
nevertheless underutilized as far
as hate propaganda, particularly
against minorities is concerned.
Social media is increasingly
being misused to make a post
(propagating hate) viral and to
spread rumours of an impending
attack by the members of “other”
community.
5) Inaction of the officials of
the State of Bihar is evident
in this particular case. The
culture of police officials
behaving as lords and rule unto
themselves doesn’t go well
with the rule of law promised
by the Mahagathbandhan.
How the intelligence officials
missed the mobilization
that was going on using the
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objectionable post is difficult to
understand. Even more difficult
to understand is the gross delay
in communicating with the
DM regarding the outbreak of
communal violence in Maker.
Ti m e l y i n t e r v e n t i o n a n d
deployment of security forces
could have deterred subsequent
attacks and greater damage.
Timely arrest of Mubarak for the
post would have pre-empted the
excuse available to the rioters in
Chhapra and Maker.
6) Strictest action should be taken
against Sanjay Gupta, SHO
of Maker, for his failure to
register an FIR of the offensive
post and not making adequate
security arrangements in Maker
where the family of Mubarak
resided and the community
therein was the likely target.
The DM said they received
information of the riots only
at 10.00 am whereas the mob had
gathered in Rajendra Vidyalay
at 6.00 am and by 6.30 am riots
had started in Maker. The mob
attacked Mubarak’s house and
dispersed, was emboldened to
return after sometime to attack
other houses and mosques and
Sanjay Gupta informs the DM
only at 10.00 am!
7) The SP and DM called peace
committee meeting in Chhapra
on the evening of 5 th August
and despite knowing that
the situation was volatile
permitted the bandh and rally
on 6 th August. The DM was
either naïve to believe in the
assurance of the Sangh Parivar
members that the rally would be
peaceful when the atmosphere
was communally volatile or
intimidated by the overbearing
threats of communal elements

within the peace committee!
8) The DM also had his own biases
against the minorities. When we
informed him that the minorities
were still feeling insecure, he
promptly replied that minorities
in Pakistan too were insecure!
We reminded him that Pakistan
was not secular and had limited
democracy intermittently
whereas India was secular and
democratic wherein all the
citizens of the country had been
guaranteed equality and security
by the Constitution. Such
prejudices may have influenced
the decisions taken and coloured
the judgment of the officials
concerned. Anti-minority bias
among the bureaucracy needs
to be addressed and responded
to. Otherwise it will affect the
efficacy of the rule of law and
ultimately the secular character
of the state – the plank on which
the Mahagathbandhan won the
state elections.
9) The political response to the
communal violence in Chhapra
and Maker, to the increasing
insecurity among the minority,
communal discourse and
polarization has been very weak.
The secular civil society did not
act promptly and effectively.
We feel that countering the
communal discourse and
polarization is ardent and long
drawn task which should be
undertaken if we do not want our
democracy to be undermined.
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Trump’s victory
Kuldip Nayar
When the country’s mood is the
right, you cannot expect it to vote
for Hillary Clinton who represents
the left-of-the-centre if not the left.
Donald Trump’s victory is an assertion
of the whites who constitute nearly 63
per cent and still have the phobia of
being a minority. It is an unfortunate
thinking but one cannot write it off
because that is what America is today.
Once again, the thesis of isolation
is coming to the fore. There have
been a substantial number of people
in America who believe that they
should go it alone and not bother
about what the rest of the world feels
about them. But this thought has not
captured America at the White House.
The outgoing President, Barrack
Obama, had two terms although he
represented the non-whites.
The policy of isolation has been
tried before in the country but the
people have come back to a secular
policy, which has recognized the
constitution more than the minority
or the majority. President Abraham
Lincoln was a Republican but he has
gone down in the history as the most
acceptable personality by the minority
as well.
Donald Trump has, no doubt,
outlandish views on Muslims but he is

bound to be influenced by the realities
of the world. America cannot afford to
have an anti-Muslim policy and still
expect trade with the middle-east and
other Muslim countries. The realities
of economics are bound to guide the
person at the White House.
In a country where unemployment
is the main problem, the promise
to give jobs has an appeal. The
young voters have been very much
influenced by this call because
they are in the market to seek job.
They have heeded to Donald Trump
because he, compared to Hillary
Clinton, represents that sentiment.
She is seen to support continuity.
If Hillary Clinton had won and had
to deal with a Republican Congress,
she would have moved towards the
middle as her husband did after the
Republican Revolution of 1994.
Hillary is regarded as more liberal
than Bill Clinton on economic issues.
On foreign policy, it is likely that a
Democratic victory would have led
to more international cooperation than
a Republican victory. Democrats are
generally more interested in promoting
multilateral solutions and diplomacy
than Republicans, illustrated by the
Obama Administration’s agreement
with Iran, which the Republican
candidates denounce.
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But in more ways than one, the
presidential election of 2016 was
a referendum on the eight years of
President Obama. When he launched
his campaign in 2007, Obama was
an untried candidate who hoped to
be a transformative president the
way Franklin Roosevelt and Ronald
Reagan had been, arguably the two
most significant presidents of the
1900s.
However, there are diverging
views on his achievement,
particularly after his final State of
the Union Address. President Obama
tried arguing why his presidency
had been successful. He pointed
out that 14 million new jobs were
created during his presidency.
These included 900,000 jobs in
manufacturing that have been added
during the last six years. The budget
deficit was reduced by three-fourths,
according to a transcript of his
speech. No doubt, Obama had
helped turn the economy around
by regulating the financial sector in
order to help prevent a new financial
crisis.
However, the major
disappointment of his regime was
his own admission of not succeeding
in bridging the divide between the
parties. He had hoped to be the
person to unite the country, but the
nation had ended up even more
divided than under President George
W. Bush. In addition, the economic
inequality had remained a major
challenge.
A president is both a head of state
and cabinet leader. President Obama
can point to significant legislative
success and economic progress as
a cabinet leader, but not everyone
sees him as a great head of state. As
for Hillary Clinton, their view was
more or less similar because she was
(Contd. on Page 10)

Indo-Pak goodwill –
The road to mutual prosperity
Rajindar Sachar
The collapse of the government
machinery, disgrace abounding,
permanent stain on India’s boast
of secularism and rationalism were
some of the instant thoughts that
came to me when I learnt of the
surrender terms of release of Karan
Johar film “Yeh Dil Hai Muskil”.
It is self-evident that this boosting
of Raj Thackeray by the Chief
Minister of Maharashtra (who
though is technically in partnership
with Uddhay Thackeray-Shiv Sena)
was a politically expedient selfinterest tactic.
Proudly the Chief Minister
announces that he has telephoned
Raj and a mutual settlement has been
arrived at under which Karan would
donate Rs. 5 Crores to the army fund
and has promised not to engage
Pakistani actors in future.
At this dark hour of cravenness, a
small message from a army veteran
shot up condemning the involvement
of the army in this petty politics and
making it clear that the army will
not accept this money. The pulse
of a common person in India is
sounder and more honest than that
of politician. In the cynical words
of George Bernard Shaw, “Politics
is the last resort for a scoundrel”
or even in the more cynical ones of
Samuel Johnson, “Patriotism is the
last refuge of a scoundrel”.
The undertaking given not to
engage Pak actors in future is an act
of disgrace of surrendering to ruffian
politics. Will Karan and others at

least now show their “penance” by
donating Rs. 5 Crores if not more
to the distressed farmers who are
committing suicide in Maharashtra.
It was then cynically suggested
that Pakistani actors can be engaged
if they condemn Pakistani attack
– is such a suggestion not only
disgraceful but is rather a selfinflicted wound, because then the
question may well be asked why
Indo-Pak trade which shows that
over the last 12 years it has grown
eight times from just 345 million
dollors to 2.6 billion dollars - India
exports four times Pakistani imports.
This is true even in the matter of
entertainment. A blow up by this
pseudo patriotism has resulted
in enforcing a complete ban by
Pakistan on Indian TV and Radio.
This fake patriotism will ruin both
the neighbours.
In my view in creating antiPak feelings, Prime Minister and
Defence Minister cannot escape
their responsibility. I say this
because in the wake of strategic
strike controversy (In which of
course Rahul’s intervention made
the Congress squirm) we witnessed
an even more embarrassing antics
of Parrikar, when he “enlightened”
the country by declaring that he
feels that army has been motivated
because of his training even though
as a small time RSS volunteer. Of
course, the Minister, gave main
credit to Modi’s leadership due to
his longer training in RSS Shakhas.
How laughable - what of 1965 war
with Pakistan which is legendary.
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The Prime Minister then was Lal
Bahdur Shastri, whose antipathy to
RSS is well documented.
PM’s comment that, “earlier
one had heard about Israel doing
such things – now the country has
seen that Indian Army is no less”,
was an ignorant bloomer - I am
sorry Modi made such a statement
without consulting the foreign
office who would have told him
that Israeli Army receives universal
condemnation for its barbarous
attacks on Palestine at every year at
meeting the U.N. General Assembly
meetings since over last 30 years.
This laughable matter of RSS
parade being the inspiration of
PM/others of training at RSS rally
is equivalent to the similar idle
and laughably parallel boast of
English aristocracy that , “Battle
of Waterloo against Napoleon was
won at the playing fields of public
school Eaton”.
It is unfortunate that in this
jingoism of hysteria being spread
by RSS pupils - Parrikar and Modi,
Congress party should try to outdo
this jingoism as was openly done by
the Congress leader Anand Sharma
demanding that government should
declare the terror attack against
the security forces at Udhampur
Pathankot, and Uri as “Acts of War”.
I am deeply sad that Rishi Kapur
should have said that “Indian
industry will not work with any
Pakistani actor in the future”. Has
Rishi forgotten one of his best
earliest film “Henna” made in 1991
where the heroine was Pakistani
film actress Zeba Bakhtiar and
which shot in areas of Pakistan –
the story of Pakistanis helping him
to cross Jhelum river in Pakistan
safely back to India by protecting
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him from Pakistani ruffians. It is
worth emphasizing that at that time
militancy in Kashmir (supported by
Pakistan) was at the highest level.
Such is the fear being spread that
it reminds me of somewhat similar
situation after the Second World War
in U.S.A. when Senator McCarthy
spread his anti-communist hatred
so viciously that he succeeded in
creating an atmosphere of terror
amongst established writers, cinema
actors, and there was a deadening
silence at any protest from the public.
But fortunately for free speech,
he overacted and tried the same
vilifying accusations against U.S.
Army. And then he met his nemesis.
The nation was jolted, people picked
up courage. As US Army reacted
in protest like our army, McCarthy
was thrown out of public life and
his career ended in dumps. Can
we not stop this mudslinging by
small time politicians at creating
a terror atmosphere for those who
want better relations with Pakistani
people and enjoying their talent
in films, Sufi Music and quawalis,
which is common heritage of both

our countries.
But unfortunately this mutual
boast at border killing by both
Pakistan and India are being treated,
as if it is a number of how many
goals in hockey match have been
scored against each other. What a
shame.
I am fond of seeing films (though
not a cinema buff). But as a penance
I will deny myself the pleasure of
seeing this film either in Cinema Hall
or even on T.V. because having spent
my first 25 years of life in Lahore
(Pakistan), I at least owe that much
to both the countries.
It is somewhat heartening to
read the statement issued by Hina
Jilani (Pakistan) Chairperson of
SAHR – a human right organization
representing India, Pakistan, Lanka,
Nepal, namely; “SAHR appeals
to the governments of India and
Pakistan to respect the sanctity of
LoC and IB. It also strongly urges
both governments to immediately
implement the Ceasefire Agreement
of 2003 in letter and spirit”.

NDTV ban
The group of ministers has banned
NDTV for one day. It seems that
the channel had exposed sensitive
information during the terrorist
attack on Pathankhot military camp.
The government has contended that
it has compromised the security
of the country and put the brave
soldiers at risk. It will be important
to know if NDTV news was the
only channel to show this sensitive
news. Also, does this unilateral
decision of the ministers not make
regulating bodies constituted by
the same government redundant?
It is quite possible that NDTV was

not the only one to broadcast this
irresponsible content. Then why
was only this channel singled out
for punishment. The accusation of
vendetta by the people in power will
not be totally misplaced. Further,
should not the agencies which are
supposed to regulate the behavior
of media be asked to investigate and
give opinion on this before lynching
in the manner of a kangaroo court!
If the action of the channel amounts
to almost treachery against out brave
jawans, what will you call the action
of the government which invites and
welcomes inspectors from Pakistan
(Contd. on Page 15)
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Freedom, not just individual but collective
Arun Kumar
The PM, on the Seventieth
Independence day said, “It is our
duty to make this country as the best
nation. We have to make continuous
efforts to realise our dream …”. He
said that there are high expectations
from the government. Nothing
wrong with people having high
expectations from their government
unless it is because the basic
problems plaguing the people persist
and because of that, the meaning
of Independence is diluted for the
majority in the country.
Nehru, in his `Tryst with Destiny’
speech in 1947 laid out certain
lofty goals when he said, “We end
today a period of ill fortune and
India discovers herself again. The
achievement we celebrate today is
but a step, an opening of opportunity,
to the greater triumphs…. Are we
brave enough and wise enough to
grasp this opportunity and accept the
challenge of the future?”
“That future is not one of ease or
resting but of incessant striving….
The service of India means the
service of the millions who suffer.
It means the ending of poverty and
ignorance and disease and inequality
of opportunity.”
Today we need to ask, have
we redeemed “our pledge, not
wholly or in full measure, but very
substantially?”
The Seventieth Independence
day is special because it provides
the opportunity to reflect on the
past and assess the present so that
correctives maybe applied. It may
also be asked, whether Independence

has bestowed all people the same
freedom or has meant the same thing
for all citizens? Will the goals of our
Independence movement that led
to the overthrowing of the yoke of
colonisation be achieved in the near
future or have we strayed from the
path set out by the freedom fighters?
The national movement during
its struggle against colonisation
understood that problems of
“poverty and ignorance and disease
and inequality of opportunity” were
social and not individual. Individuals
were not to blame; it was their
“ill fortune”. So, socio-economic
problems had to be dealt with
collectively and not individually.
The state was given a large role and
the edifice of post-independence
India was accordingly set up in the
1950s.
Whether we think of per capita
income, consumption levels,
industrialisation, literacy, longevity,
etc, there has been huge progress
since 1947. The rate of growth of
the economy jumped from 0.5 per
cent during the colonial rule to 3.7
per cent between 1950 and 1980.
It jumped to 5.3 per cent over the
next two decades and then to an
average of 7.5 per cent. Now, India
is officially supposed to be the fastest
growing economy in the world.
But, the nation presents a picture
of contradictions. There are many
billionaires but it is home to the
largest number of people below
the poverty line, largest number of
illiterates, homeless... Inequality is
high and increasing. Standards of
education are poor with 50 per cent

of children in the 8th class unable to
read 3rd level text. These children
will never be able to do any skilled
job and will remain poverty stricken
so that high and extreme poverty
will persist for the next 50 years.
The black economy, signifying
illegality, has grown rapidly, leading
to policy failure and setting back
development. Unemployment
among youth leading to frustration:
for 368 jobs of peon in UP, 23 lakh
applied and among them were Ph.D.,
M.Tech. and M.Com graduates.
Our development paradigm since
1947, based on trickle down and top
down approach has been flawed.
Our rulers ignored Gandhi’s dictum
of `last person first’ and bottom up
approach - from the village upwards.
So, we have not yet redeemed our
pledge to our people even partially,
let alone substantially, in spite of the
material progress made since 1947.
The trust placed by the people
in the ruling elite in 1947 has been
shattered. Even elite sections like,
the Marathas, Patidars and Jats
are agitating for a larger share
of the national pie. The Dalits
and Tribals have increasingly
expressed dissatisfaction with
the state of affairs. The Maoist
movement persists in many parts
of the country and the separatist
movements in Kashmir and the
North East refuse to die down in
spite of heavy army deployment and
massive expenditures by the Indian
state. The threat of IS is growing
in India. All this is a sign of the
unemployed and unemployable
youth revolting. The poor standards
of education in the country and
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emphasis on rote learning result
in a lack of understanding of the
future or of the current state of our
society. Consequently, with crisis
of unfulfilled expectations in their
lives, the future appears bleak to a
large mass of the youth and makes
them susceptible to irrationalities.
Material progress is important
but so is the political, social and
cultural aspect of life. Equity
and equality of opportunity are
crucial to exercise freedom. Large
expenditure in Kashmir (much of
it wasted by corruption) has not
convinced a section of Kashmir
to accept accession to India. The
dilemma is that those who believe
in freedom have implicitly become
the oppressors. Today, India faces a
major threat from within and not just
from outside its borders.
In 1962 at the time of Chinese
aggression, Lata Mangeshkar sang:
“mat bhulo sima par, viron ne hai
pran ganvaaye
Kuchh yaad unhe bhi kar lo”
The border is now within the
nation - in our minds and hearts.
The freedom fighters were fighting
at this invisible border - to convince
people that we can build a great
India. They believed that in the
larger cause, the social divides
would dissolve. But the divide
between Marathas and Madrasis
is exploited in Mumbai or created
between the Hindus and Muslims
in UP or aggravated between the
upper castes and the lower castes in
Gujarat. Lata sang,
“Koyi sikh koyi jaat Maratha
koyi gurakha koyi madaraasi
Sarahad pe maranewala, har veer
tha bhaaratavaasi”
In spite of repeated exhortations,
we have forgotten this `kahani’ of
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our freedom. Leaders (political or
others) seen as greedy and selfserving have lost the respect of the
people. Their exhortations largely
fall on deaf ears. So, freedom has
taken on hues of the individual defined in individual terms and
especially by the powerful - while
the collectivity has taken a beating.
It works selectively for the powerful
and rarely for the weak. Nehru said
in his speech,
“Peace has been said to be
indivisible; so is freedom, so is
prosperity now, and so also is
disaster in this one world that can
no longer be split into isolated
fragments.”
Today atomization is writ large,
greed has been raised to a new
high pedestal and social concerns
are marginalized. These emanate
from the philosophy underlying
marketization which now pervades
every social institution. Its
underlying principles are `dollar
vote’, `more is better’, `rational
individual’ maximizing welfare
and so on. The stress is on the
economic person to the exclusion of
the political and social; the homoeconomicus is the reality.
The dollar vote leads to the
`marginalization of the marginal’.
That undermines democratic
institutions and leaves the poor to
the mercy of the markets which
cannot cater to their needs. What is
freedom, if one’s child dies because
one does not have Rs 20 to pay
for an injection? More is better
has led to growing consumerism
and unprecedented environmental
destruction impacting our climate
and leading to our flooded cities or
massive destruction in Uttarakhand.
Demand is created where need did
not exist. How is one better off if

the environment is being destroyed
which results in `cancer special’
running from Punjab to Ganganagar?
What is globalization worth, if the
new international division of labour
leads to production based on dirty
technologies increasingly relocating
in the developing world?
Welfare maximization is based
on minimization of costs. Today,
increasingly, social conscience
is considered to be a cost to be
minimized. So, one need not feel
guilty about one’s greed or antisocial actions. The rich need not
feel bad about the social waste they
indulge in or men need not feel
bad about the aggression against
women. The distinction between
an `essential’ and a `luxury’ good
has been obliterated. One can buy
a Bentley even if people cannot
buy food – this is `efficiency’ of the
market. Consumerism has become
the `opium of the masses’, diverting
their attention from their real issues.
Consequently, people have become
cogs in a big machine mechanically
consuming without being satisfied.
Individuals are increasingly cut off
from the social as reflected in horrific
crimes against women, young and
the weak which stare at us from the
columns of newspapers daily.
Freedom that came with
independence is increasingly only
economic and, therefore, for the
powerful, losing its political and
social context. The contradiction
between the limited economic
freedom for the individual and
the disintegrating collectivity that
could provide it the social mooring
for freedom in its wider sense, is
growing. This trend over the last
few decades has resulted in greater
anarchy and strife and we need to
recognize it and strive to reverse it.
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Encounter deaths
Ravi Nair
There is a willing suspension of
disbelief in India – both in society
and in the courts – when it comes
to putting an end to extrajudicial
executions, euphemistically known as
encounter deaths. The contradictory
statements from official sources on
both the Bhopal and the Malkangiri
killings make it “curiouser and
curiouser,” just as Alice exclaimed
in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
& Through the Looking-Glass.
The Supreme Court stayed a
judgment of a five-judge bench
of the Andhra Pradesh high court
in 2009, and since then the apex
court has not been able to take up
the matter for further hearing even
when the life and liberty of citizens
are at stake.
The Andhra Pradesh high court
had stated that FIRs must be
registered against police officers if
they cause a death of a person in an
encounter. More importantly, the
court stated that the police were not
authorised to file closure reports
without judicial scrutiny.
Justice J.S. Verma, the former
chief justice of India and the former
chairperson of the National Human
Rights Commission (NHRC), while
delivering the 24th Dr. Ramanadham
Memorial lecture in 2009, expressed
his surprise at the Supreme Court’s
ex-parte stay on the court’s order,
which came in response to a petition
filed by the Andhra Pradesh Police
Association.
He pointed that the interim exparte stay violated Articles 20, 21
and 14 of the constitution and went
against Article 359 (emergency

provisions), which clearly lays
down that Articles 20-21 are nonderogable). He further stated that
“difficult” circumstances such as
terrorism or insurgency could not be
a justification for encounters.

prevalence of extrajudicial killings
demonstrates that the government
and the courts have failed to take
effective measures to ensure that
the right to life is respected in
practice.

International human rights
law prohibits the arbitrary
deprivation of life under any
circumstances. Article 3 of the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights states that “everyone
has the right to life, liberty and
security of person.” Article 6 of
the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
holds that “Every human being has
the inherent right to life. This right
shall be protected by law. No one
shall be arbitrarily deprived of his
life” and Article 4 of the ICCPR
states that this right cannot be
waived “even in times of public
emergency threatening the life of
the nation.”

Extrajudicial killings have
long been a part of India’s sociopolitical landscape. In the 1960s
the euphemism ‘encounter killings’
began to be used to describe
extrajudicial killings because of
the frequency with which officials
would claim that the deceased had
been killed in an encounter with
the police.

Moreover, under Article 2(3)(a)
and (b) of the ICCPR, state parties
are obliged to ensure that remedies
are available to the victims of
human rights violations and that
those remedies are effective.
Extrajudicial killings clearly
contravene the right to life.
The government ratified the
ICCPR in 1979, and by ratifying
an international treaty which
enshrines the right to life, India is
obliged not only to respect the right
to life in principle, but also to take
effective measures to ensure that
extrajudicial killings do not occur
in practice. Although the right
to life is enshrined under Article
21 of the Indian constitution, the

As an interest in the protection
of human rights increased during
the 1970s, a number of unofficial
inquiries into ‘encounter’ killings
were conducted. The Tarkunde
inquiry in Andhra Pradesh
investigated 19 cases of people
who were officially recorded as
being killed in ‘encounters’ in 1975
and 1976.
The inquiry concluded that the
police had shot all 19 people in
cold blood. In Punjab, the Punjab
Civil Rights Committee investigated
the ‘encounter killing’ of eight
members of an armed opposition
group between 1970 and 1976. The
committee concluded that each of
the eight men had been “murdered
by the police.” The committee also
commented on the lack of an official
investigation into the deaths and
noted that both the state and central
governments had turned down the
requests of relatives and associates
of the deceased to hold judicial
inquiries into the killings.
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Extrajudicial killings, however,
are not a historical phenomenon
and are not restricted to particular
areas of the country. As seen in
both Bhopal and Malkangiri, they
continue to the present day and occur
throughout India.
A number of factors compel the
conclusion that the government has
adopted a policy that effectively
sanctions the commission of
extrajudicial killings by its police
officers, the army and other security
personnel.
Firstly, the government has
failed to ensure an adequate
investigation of all complaints and
reports of extrajudicial killings.
Proper investigation is, of course,
a critical factor in the prevention of
extrajudicial killings, and without
the adequate investigation of
complaints, there exists little hope
for prosecuting and convicting the
perpetrators.
The government has, however,
not demonstrated a commitment
towards ensuring that all such
complaints are adequately
investigated. More importantly,
there is no independent body in India
that is empowered to investigate
such complaints. The NHRC has
not proven to be an effective body in
combating extrajudicial killings. Its
ineffectiveness is further exacerbated
by the government’s failure to give
adequate consideration and attention
to the body’s recommendations
in relation to human rights
violations generally, including
recommendations in relation to
extrajudicial killings.
For example, although the NHRC
has issued guidelines to be followed
by police in all cases of encounter
killings, it is clear that the guidelines
are generally not put into practice.
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The government has also done little
to ensure that the guidelines are
followed.
Secondly, the government has
failed to ensure the prosecution of
those who commit extrajudicial
executions. The government’s
failure in this regard extends beyond
the mere failure to prosecute as the
Indian law, through the doctrines
of sovereign and official immunity,
actually protects officials who
commit human rights violations.
Moreover, under the Code
of Criminal Procedure, 1973 a
sanction from the central or the state
government is required to arrest
or institute criminal prosecutions
against public servants, including
police officers and members of
the civil or armed forces. The
government has ignored repeated
calls to amend the law to ensure that
public officers who violate human
rights are no longer protected from
prosecution.
Thirdly, entrenched problems
within the judicial system contribute
to the climate of impunity that allows
extrajudicial killings to occur. The
reality of the Indian judicial system
is that long delays are the rule rather
than the exception, and such delays
are measured in years rather than
months. Such delays impede the
process of bringing to justice those
who commit extrajudicial killings,
in many cases making conviction
impossible due to the length of time
that has passed. The failure to ensure
that cases of extrajudicial killings
are concluded within a reasonable
period of time contributes to the
climate of impunity that allows
extrajudicial killings to continue to
occur throughout India.
Fourthly, successive governments
have failed to establish an adequate

compensation system in India. The
families of victims of extrajudicial
killings have no statutory right
to compensation. An effective
compensation system would operate
to deter government officials
from committing or authorising
extrajudicial killings, and encourage
the families of the victims to bring
their cases to court. In failing to
provide an adequate compensation,
the government is failing to meet its
obligations under international law.
Fifthly, it is well documented
that the armed and security forces
are rarely held accountable for the
commission of extrajudicial killings.
Moreover, a perpetrator is more
likely to be held accountable by way
of an internal disciplinary hearing
than under the general law. Although
it is very difficult to obtain accurate
information about such hearings, it
seems clear that the punishments
awarded – if at all – for serious
human rights violations are grossly
inadequate. If a member of the army
or security forces commits a serious
human rights violation, it constitutes
a serious criminal offence and that
person should be charged under the
general law and tried in a public
court.
Finally, the government has failed
to satisfactorily demonstrate its
opposition to extrajudicial killings.
Indeed, there is evidence that both
the central and state governments
actively encourage the practice. For
example, there is evidence that the
central and state governments have
funded non-state actors in Punjab,
Kashmir and Chhattisgarh who
commit extrajudicial killings and
have also rewarded police officers
who do the same.
Such actions strengthen the
conclusion that the government
(Contd. on Page 10)
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Withdraw the ban of telecast by NDTV India
The PUCL strongly condemns
the decision of the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting to
punish Hindi news channel, NDTV
India, for revealing “strategically
sensitive” information while
covering the Pathankot attack in
January, 2016 by ordering that the
Channel close down telecast for
a day between 9-10 thNovember,
2016. The decision is reminiscent
of the Emergency period when the
media was muzzled and is a chilling
reminder that the present BJP-led
NDA government will not hesitate
to crush freedom of the media, and
with it the right to freedom of speech
and expression of the people, if it
suits their political interest to prevent
dissent and democratic criticism of
its policies.
The Ministry based its decision
on an Inter-Ministerial Committee
which rejected the reply of NDTV
India. The Government had accused
NDTV India of compromising
national security by providing
details about the location of
terrorists, civilian dwellings, fuel
and ammunitions dump during the
Pathankot coverage in January,
2016; NDTV, in its defence, had
pointed out with facts and evidence
that the allegation was unsustainable
and unjustified as the information
had already been made public
and published by print media and
electronic media before its telecast.
The Committee however not only
rejected this as a “mitigating factor”
but also recommended that NDTV
India needed to be punished.

ethically unacceptable and factually
fallacious. It is not denied by the
Ministry that several print and
visual media had already made
public details which NDTV India
was accused of before NDTV India’s
coverage. While so the punitive
action against NDTV India smacks
of arbitrariness, discrimination and
clearly exhibits the true intent of the
NDA Government to crush anyone
from critically questioning the
Government’s policies, programmes
and actions. The vindictive action
against NDTV India is thus a
warning to other media agencies
of the fate that awaits them if they
challenged the government’s line.
The Editors Guild succinctly
outlined the threat posed by the
government’s action pointing out
that by, “imposing a ban without
resorting to judicial intervention or
oversight violates the fundamental
principles of freedom and justice....
This first-of-its-kind order to impose
a blackout has seen the Central
government entrust itself with the
power to intervene in the functioning
of the media and take arbitrary
punitive action as and when it does
not agree with the coverage”.
We cannot miss sight of the fact
that amongst the very first decisions
of the Modi-led Central Government
soon after being elected to power in
May, 2014 was to take vindictive
action against NGOs, especially
environmental NGOs and other rights
organisations which had challenged
different private industrial and
development projects as being
anti-people and environmentally
destructive, as threatening “National
economic security” by banning
them. Since then, the government has

politically sought to crush all dissent
groups and critics of the regime by
dubbing them as threats to “national
security” and criminalising dissent,
falsely prosecuting rights defenders
under the dreaded and anti-people
Unlawful Activities Prevention Act
(UAPA), National Security Act,
sec. 124A (anti-sedition law) and
so on. The latest decision is now the
unparalleled action to ban telecast
for a day between 9-10thNovember,
2016.
PUCL has always believed in the
indivisibility of the media’s freedom
of speech and expression and that a
free and independent media is a vital
prerequisite of democracy. PUCL
has always fought for the media’s
right to freedom of speech and
expression whenever governments
sought to silence and curb media
freedom, anywhere in the country.
The PUCL therefore calls upon
all democratic sections of society
to immediately raise their voices
demanding a revocation of the
Government of India’s decision
imposing ban on telecasting by NDTV
India between 9-10th November,
2016. PUCL also calls upon all
other media professionals and
organisations to stand unitedly and
collectively express its opposition
to the one-day ban on telecasting by
NDTV India.

The PUCL also calls upon
all citizens to continuously
remain vigilant and oppose all
anti-democratic and anti-human
rights actions and decisions of the
Government (both Central and State)
On the face of it, the decision
so that our precious fundamental
of the Inter-ministerial Committee
rights and freedoms are not crushed,
and the Ministry of Information and
emasculated and denied.
Broadcasting is legally untenable,
Prabhakar Sinha
V. Suresh,
National President,
National General Secretary,
People’s Union for Civil Liberties
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Confusions around “Hindutva”
Ram Puniyani
On October 25 (2016) the seven
member Supreme Court Bench
started hearing to revisit ‘Hindutva’
cases. These are group of cases
where the use of term HindutvaHinduism to be used during elections
is to be opined. One such case
was that of Manohar Joshi who
in his election speech said that if
he is voted to power he will work
for making Maharashtra as the
first Hindu state in the country. In
another incident Bal Thackeray,
Shiv Sena founder and supremo of
BJP associate Shiv Sena, said in
November 1987, declared that his
party is contesting elections “for the
protection of Hinduism, we do not
care for the votes of the Muslims.
The country belongs to Hindus”.
And “[The Muslims] should bear in
mind that this country is of Hindus,
the same shall remain of Hindus...
if Shiv Sena comes to power…
everybody will have to take diksha
(initiation) into Hindu religion.”
The 1995 Judgment, where
Justice Varma opined that the word
‘Hindutva’, “is used and understood
as a synonym of ‘Indianisation’, i.e.
development of uniform culture by
obliterating the differences between
all the cultures coexisting in the
country.” This came to be known
as ‘Hindutva as a way of life’,
judgment and became popular as
‘Hindutva judgment’, was used
by RSS combine to reinforce
their Hindu rashtra agenda. In
Guruvayoor temple case again
similar opinion was given. Also
one recalls that way back in 1966
in a case involving Satsangis, who
were asking for status of a separate

religion, the court had given the
similar opinion, that Hinduism is a
way of life, so where is the question
of Satsangis being given the status
of a separate religion? This does not
exhaust the list of such judgments in
this category.
Teesta Setalvad, eminent social
activist, has intervened in the court
in the matter with an application
stating that religion and politics
should not be mixed and a direction
be passed to de-link religion from
politics. The hearing of the case is
on. This is a great opportunity for
the court to clear the air about the
terms Hinduism and Hindutva. So
far many opinions have been given
that since Hinduism has so much
diversity, so it is not a religion and
that it includes all the communities
so ‘it’s a ‘way of life’ The words
Hinduism and Hindutva have been
used interchangeably many a times.
The confusion and nature of
the word Hinduism and Hindutva
emerge as Hinduism is not a prophet
based religion; with a clear cut
single Holy book the teachings of
the prophet or a single God. Its
nature is different from prophet
based religions like Christianity,
Buddhism, Islam and Sikhism for
that matter. It has been identified
with Vedas, where the life and norms
of Aryans is expressed. In matters
of faith starting from animism
to atheism may come under its
umbrella. The term Hinduism itself
came into usage from eighth Century
onwards. The term was coined by
those coming here from Central Asia
and they coined the word Hindu

as a derivative of the word Sindhu
which they had to cross to this part of
the sub continent. Essentially what
were prevalent here were multiple
religious traditions, Brahmanism,
Nath, Tantra, Siddha, Shiava
Siddhanta and later Bhakti also.
The first construction of Hinduism
takes place to refer to these diverse
tendencies. Later Hinduism as
religion starts being referred to
for the people around these sects.
Jainism and Buddhism were also
present in good measure. With
British coming the construction of
Hinduism became well delineated.
With seeds of communalism coming
up Hinduism started being contrasted
against Islam and Christianity in
particular.
In late early twentieth century
ideologue of Hindu nationalism,
Savarkar put forward the concept
of Hindutva in a sharper way to
present it as ‘whole of Hinduness’,
i.e. it includes Hindu religion as
conceived by them and also it
includes the politics of Hindu
nationalism. So inherent in the term
was religion, Hinduism, which had
the dominant part of Brahmanism,
and it was blended with the Hindu
nationalism. Hindu nationalism was
being projected by the upper caste,
landlord-kings sections of Hindus
who were weary of the emerging
“India as a nation in the making
and accompanying ideas of Liberty,
Equality and Fraternity. The Hindu
nationalists upheld the scriptures like
Manu Smiriti, while the majority of
Hindus led by Gandhi were aspiring
for secular democratic ethos.
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Hinduism is the most complex
umbrella where interpretations are
dominated by the caste factors.
Ambedkar does point out that
Hinduism is a Brahmanic theology.
Other streams of Hinduism. Nath,
Tantra, Bhakti, etc. have been
marginalized and undermined and
it’s around Brahmanical hierarchy
that Hindutva movement has
emerged. It’s clear that Hinduism
is not the religion of all the
Indians. Also that Hinduva has
been built around Brahmanical
stream of Hinduism. This complex
understanding needs to be
unraveled before opining on the
Representation of People’s Act.
In S. R. Bommai case the court
the Supreme Court recognized
the value of this understanding
of terms Hinduism-Hindutva.
Justice B.P. Jeevan Reddy wrote,
“To fight elections on a plank
of religion, was tantamount to
eroding the country’s secular
fabric.” But, barely a year later,
this was subverted when India’s
secular credentials came to be
undermined with the rulings
known as ‘Hindutva cases’.
The foundation of this
understanding is already there in
what Dr. Ambedkar writes, B.R.
Ambedkar, who played a sterling
role in the RPA’s drafting; his
aim was to ensure that the statute
conformed to secular principles.
“I think that elections ought to be
conducted on issues which have
nothing to do with… religion or
culture,”. Further that “A political
party should not be permitted to
appeal to any emotion which is
aroused by reason of something
which has nothing to do with the
daily affairs of the people.” This
is the spirit of Indian Constitution
which wants to separate religion
from politics

It is a Historic opportunity for
the Court to set the matters straight
and put the norms back to the basic
structure of Indian Constitution, the

values of secularism. And finally
Hindutva is revolving around
Hinduism which is religion to be
sure.

(Contd. from Page 2)
bound to pursue her predecessor’s
policy. On the other hand, many
voters saw Trump as a patriotic
person with gravitas who could be
a great head of state, in spite of his
arrogant behavior at times and big
ego.

the way Trump wants to punish
illegal immigrants.

Widespread anger at the federal
government is another key factor
that helps explain Trump’s support.
Trump generally received a lot of
support because he is an outsider
who is not a politician. For instance,
the entrance polls showed that a
majority were angry and dissatisfied
with Democrats. Trump is skeptical
of free trade and China’s currency
manipulation, and he wants to bring
jobs back to America. Trump is a
fighter and a successful businessman
who understands the economy, many
voters feel.
Trump, a billionaire, gets credit
for using his own money instead of
relying on rich donors and private
political action committees formed
to back presidential candidates.
Many people like that Trump is
not beholden to anyone and that
the Trump campaign has not spent
large amounts of money on negative
advertisements.
In an incisive and persuasive
New York Times commentary, Steve
Inskeep compares the New York
real estate magnate to President
Andrew Jackson of the 1820s and
1830s. Trump attracts a particularly
large group of supporters in the
disadvantaged Appalachia region, as
Jackson did. Jackson was a populist
who did well among a diverse group
of people and was tough on Indians

However, the unfortunate fallout
is that America would cease to have
active interest in what happens in the
world. For example, the complete
withdrawal of US troops from
Afghanistan would give a free run to
the ISIS which represents a radical
form of Islam. Even the Taliban
are not relevant. Pakistan’s Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif is conscious
of this but he has to move according
to the wishes of the army which
believes that the Taliban are required
to fight the radicals.
This is probably the time when
both India and Pakistan can have a
joint front to fight for the people in
the region. This would be good for
the two countries and also for the
world.
(Contd. from Page 7)
has adopted an official policy
sanctioning the commission of
extrajudicial killings.
It is clear that the government
has failed to establish effective
mechanisms to ensure the
accountability of the police, security
forces and the army. Moreover, the
government steadfastly refuses to
change laws that have been rightly
condemned as operating to protect
those who commit extrajudicial
killings. The government must be
reminded of its obligations under the
national and international law. The
right to life is the most fundamental
right and its continued abuse in
India through the commission of
extrajudicial killings must not be
tolerated.
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The RSS assault on our education system
Neeraj Jain
The early 1990s mark a watershed
in the country’s post-independence
political scenario. On the one hand,
the country’s worsening economic
crisis led to the Rao–Manmohan
Singh economic reforms that
heralded the globalisation of the
Indian economy. On the other hand,
it has also led to a gradual growth
of extreme right wing or fascist
forces in the country, that is, the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, and
the innumerable front organisations
it has spawned. The Bhartiya Janata
Party (BJP), the political arm of
the RSS, in fact formed a coalition
government at the Centre in 1998
that lasted for six years, and now
has come to power again in 2014,
this time with an absolute majority.
Since the BJP is a political party
that contests elections, it has to
function within the overall frame
provided by the Constitution.
Therefore, even though it proposes
several changes in the Constitution,
it swears by constitutionalism, rule
of the law, and claims to believe in
democracy.
In contrast, its parent, the RSS,
is a semi-secret organisation. While
it calls itself a ‘cultural’ and ‘nonpolitical’ organisation, its declared
intention is to transform India
culturally, politically and socially
into a Hindu Rashtra. Indian
population comprises of thousands
of distinct communities, marked by
differences in customs, language,
caste, religious beliefs, cuisine,
location, and what have you.1 The
RSS believes that despite these
diversities, 80 percent of the Indian
people are Hindus. And so the RSS
has created a network of thousands

of front organisations—together
called the Sangh Parivar—to cater to
as many of these different diversities
as possible, with the aim of creating
a cultural homogeneity out of this
ocean of diversities. This is the
essence of Hindutva, the political
ideology of the RSS—welding
the overwhelming majority of the
Indian people together as Hindus, so
that they can be mobilised towards
transforming secular and democratic
India into a Hindu Rashtra. Note
that Hinduism and Hindutva are not
identical, the former is a religion, the
latter a political ideology. Hindutva
speaks of a defined territory, a single
culture and ethnic origin, a single
religion and language. It seeks to
replace Indian history with Hindu
mythology, and Indian philosophy
with Hindu theology. Hindus must
have the same pitribhumi and
punyabhumi, ancestors and religion;
all others are foreigners.2
The most important formula
used by the RSS for its cultural
unification project is borrowed
from the Nazis: just like the Nazis
sought to unite the German nation
against the Jews, the RSS is seeking
to unite the Hindus against an
imagined enemy, the Muslims and
Christians. In case it succeeds in
this, then this demographic majority
can be converted into a permanent
political majority, and the RSS can
permanently rule the country by
winning state and central elections,
and transform India as per its
ideological leanings.
The RSS, from the time of its
founding in 1925, has been an
admirer of Hitler and Mussolini and
their fascist ideology. On the lines of

this ideology, it has built a centralised,
authoritarian organisation for itself.
Several aspects of its ideology
have been copied from Nazism
and fascism, such as: defining
nationalism on the basis of religion
and race, in opposition to the
definition of nationhood descended
from the French Revolution that
is based on the idea of equal
citizenship for all regardless of
race, religion, etc.; preaching hate
for the minorities, calling them
foreigners, and demanding that they
be deprived of all civil and human
rights; and contempt for democracy
and democratic norms, and strategic
use of force and violence to achieve
its aims.3
As we have shown in several of
our writings,4 there is no difference
in the economic agendas of the
BJP/RSS and the Congress; on the
contrary, the BJP is implementing
neo-liberalism more ruthlessly
and at an accelerated pace. The
difference between the two is in their
political and cultural agendas—the
BJP is seeking to use its political
power at the Centre to additionally
implement the RSS agenda of
transforming the country into a
Hindu Rashtra. One of the key
stratagems adopted by the BJP for
this is taking over all the institutions
of liberal democracy, and while
keeping these institutions intact,
transforming them from within by
filling them with people belonging
to or sympathetic to the RSS. One
of the important components of
this strategy is the saffronisation
of the country’s education system,
and using it as a tool to propagate
Hindutva.
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The Hate Network of RSS Schools
The RSS is deeply aware that
the propagation of its communal
ideology of Hindutva among the
common people, especially the
youth, is the key to the success of
its project of transforming India into
a Hindu Rashtra. Hence it is in the
ideological sphere that it has focused
its maximum efforts. What better
place to start than by indoctrinating
the tender formative minds of young
children with its fascist ideology
through the education system.
The Nehruvian education system,
for all its limitations discussed in the
previous chapters, did try to promote
secularism, respect for all religions,
scientific temper, democratic values
and humanism—all fundamental
values of our freedom struggle
that were later enshrined in our
Constitution by our country’s
founding fathers. The values the
RSS wants to foster in children
are in exact opposition to these
constitutional values. In the initial
decades after independence, the
RSS and its political arm, the Jan
Sangh (that was later reconstituted
as the BJP in 1980) were very weak,
and in no position to undermine
the Nehruvian education system.
Therefore, soon after independence,
the RSS began efforts to create its
own network of schools to promote
its Brahmanical or Hindutvawadi
ideology among children and poison
their minds with hatred and distrust
about minorities, especially the
Christians and Muslims, in the guise
of education.
The RSS inaugurated up its
first school, that it calls Saraswati
Shishu Mandir, way back in 1952,
in Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh, in the
presence of RSS chief Golwalkar.
The number of schools steadily grew,
and by 1977, there were about 500
RSS schools with 20,000 students

on their rolls. The RSS now set up
an all-India coordinating body for
these schools, the Vidya Bharti. The
Vidya Bharati educational mission
is founded on the objective of
training children to see themselves
as protectors of a Hindu nation.
In the early 1990s, BJP formed
governments in several states like
Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Himachal Pradesh.
This gave the RSS the opportunity
to use state patronage to rapidly
spread its school network, as well as
saffronise the government education
system too. These governments
encouraged the growth of Vidya
Bharti schools and even permitted
them to set their own syllabus and
conduct examinations for the lower
classes and run teacher training
programmes. (In 2001, Goa‘s BJP
chief minister, Manohar Parrikar,
even handed over management
of fifty-one government primary
schools in rural areas to Vidya
Bharati.) By 1993–94 the total
number of schools run by Vidya
Bharti was claimed to be 6,000
with 40,000 teachers and 1,200,000
students.5 In 1998, the BJP came
to power at the Centre. This gave
a further fillip to the RSS school
network, as the Central government
now began providing government
funds and other facilities to Vidya
Bharti and other RSS educational
i n s t i t u t i o n s i n a b i g w a y. 6
Consequently the number of RSSrun schools took a quantum leap.
Today, Vidya Bharti runs one of
the largest private school networks
across the country, catering mainly
to lower middle class students.
According to its website, 7 as of
2012–13, Vidya Bharti had 13,465
schools (mostly primary and middle
schools, with a few higher secondary
schools too), 31.2 lakh students,
1.3 lakh teachers, 49 colleges and
training schools, and 9,806 schools

for providing informal education
to children unable to attend formal
schools (called Sanskar Kendras and
Single Teacher Schools) with 2.4
lakh students and 8,900 teachers.
Becoming a teacher in a Vidya
Bharti school generally requires
a prior commitment to the RSS
agenda, which is further reinforced
by the training they receive.8
Other RSS fronts providing
education include the Vanvasi Kalyan
Ashram (VKA), which specialises in
hostels for Adivasi children among
other activities; Sewa Bharati (for
Dalits), and the Ekal Vidyalaya
Foundation (EVF) which runs single
teacher pre-school centres where
children are taught basic reading,
writing, Sanskrit and sanskars or
good behaviour. The EVF alone runs
more than 52,000 schools with 14.6
lakh students. The RSS has indeed
created a mindboggling network of
educational institutions to spread its
ideology among the young.
In these schools, run by the RSS
directly, in order to indoctrinate
students in Hindutva ideological
values, much attention is focused on
everyday rituals that punctuate the
school day. Thus, Sanskrit terms are
used to address teachers (Acharya);
students are taught to touch their feet
as mark of respect; classrooms are
named after Hindu sages; birthdays
of Shivaji and Jijabai, Vivekanand,
Deen Dayal Upadhyay, and Savarkar
are celebrated as special days; during
the morning prayers and at the end
of the school day, children chant
Brahmanical shlokas in Sanskrit
such as the Gayatri Mantra; and
so on.9
The systematic rewriting of history
is a critical component of Hindu
nationalist ideology. The fascists
blatantly manipulate and often
even fabricate historical evidence
to spread their version of history
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that renders India as an exclusively
Hindu nation and Indian culture
as Hindu culture, totally denying
the pluralistic nature of India. For
propagating this falsehood, two of
their pet themes are:
i)

Indian civilisation is
synonymous with Hinduism,
which in turn is synonymous
with ‘Vedic civilisation’; this
Vedic civilisation is portrayed
as the fount of all things great
in the world.

ii) Christians and Muslims are
foreigners; the Delhi Sultanate
and the Mughal Empire
represented foreign rule and
were anti-Hindu regimes; all the
evils that beset India are traced
to these Muslim invaders and
Christian missionaries.
The key component of the
school curriculum in RSS schools
is to indoctrinate students with this
distorted, communalised history.
We give here a brief snapshot
of the history being manufactured
by Sangh Parivar ‘scholars’, some
of which has already found its way
into Vidya Bharati textbooks. It is
now being claimed that humankind
evolved and diffused from “the
upper Sarasvati region”, that is,
northern Haryana. RSS oracles
denounce the view of professional
historians that Aryans migrated to
India from outside, probably from
the Indo-Iranian borderlands and the
Oxus plain, and instead claim that
they originated in India and went
out from here to civilise the world.
But this requires that the Rig Vedic
age be pushed back into remote
antiquity, and so Rig Veda is now
supposed to have been composed
around 5000 BC (and not 1500
BC as established by professional
historians). Everything of value
was first discovered by ‘indigenous’
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Indians; thus, bronze was being cast
in India as early as 3700 BC—a
first in the world, writing too had
been invented here, Indians taught
Egyptians to build pyramids, and
so on. This is followed by claims
about Vedic Mathematics, Vedic
Astronomy and Vedic Astrology,
all supposedly created 4,000 years
and more ago. This period therefore
represented a ‘golden age’ of Hindu
civilisation. The RSS believes in
a unitary Hindu identity having its
origin in the Vedas, and so it does not
recognise cultural or philosophical
or religious strands that have their
origins outside the Vedic corpus.
Therefore, it does not recognise
the contributions of Buddhism
and Jainism, more so because they
were critical of Brahmin priesthood
and emphasised Prakrit more than
Sanskrit; RSS textbooks do not
acclaim Emperor Ashok for his
religious tolerance; they deny
India’s cultural diversity, and do
not acknowledge the contributions
of Dravidians or Adivasis or Dalits
to the development of a composite
Indian culture; and they are also
dismissive of movements like the
Bhakti movement, as they are
severely critical of Brahmanical
religious practices and superstitions.
Hindu–Muslim antagonism has
provided the main ground on which
the RSS has flourished since its
birth in 1925. Portrayal of Muslims
as the biggest enemies is also the
justification given by the RSS for
remaining out of the freedom struggle
and instead supporting the British.
Therefore, the most important
component of RSS’s history
writing is portrayal of Muslims as
foreigners. RSS historians have
fabricated an extremely distorted
history of medieval India, portraying
it as a Muslim period, as a period of
foreign rule, in which two nations
(Hindus and Muslims) were always
at war, one brutally assaulting,

other nobly defending. To create
hatred for Muslims and portray
them as destructive barbarians and
immoral degenerates, this period
is described as a dark age, wherein
Muslims exploited the wealth and
surplus of Hindus, carried out large
scale massacres of Hindus, abducted
Hindu women, indulged in forcible
conversions, and Muslim kings
revelled in temple destruction orgies.
It is even being claimed that all
buildings built by Muslim kings,
such as the Taj Mahal and the
Red Fort, had actually been built
earlier by Hindus, and were simply
misappropriated by the Muslims.
In this monochromatic version of
history, all evidence of syncretism,
of the enormous contribution of
Muslims and Islam to Indian culture,
is excised from historical memory.10
A third crucial component of
the RSS distortion of history is
their attempt to erase their past
as collaborators of the British
colonial rule, their opposition to
the Constitution and the national
flag at the time of independence,
and their role in the partition of
the country. And so, today, they
are proclaiming themselves as the
truest ‘nationalists’; in the books
written by RSS ‘historians’ on
modern India for schools, very few
pages are devoted to the freedom
struggle, and even in these pages,
the RSS is shown to have played a
key role in India’s freedom struggle
and Keshavrao B. Hegdewar (the
founder of RSS) is portrayed as a
one of its tallest leaders. The truth
is the exact opposite. The RSS and
its leaders played absolutely no role
in the freedom struggle, and RSS
documents make it clear that the
RSS was actually opposed to the
freedom movement, did not consider
colonial domination as injustice,
and the nationalism it espoused had
no anti-British or anti-imperialist
content. On the other hand, its
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shakhas systematically preached
hatred against Muslims, and its
members engaged in anti-Muslim
riots. RSS sponsored history books
place the entire blame for partition
on Jinnah and the Muslim League,
whereas the truth is that the RSS
too upheld the Two–Nation Theory
of the Muslim fundamentalists, and
its sole agenda during the freedom
struggle was to disrupt the unity of
the Indian people’s struggle against
colonial domination through its
slogan of Hindu Rashtra.11 The RSS
critiqued the Constitution when it
was drafted, lamenting that India’s
Constitution makers had ignored
the Manusmriti; today, it is trying to
appropriate the man who guided the
drafting of the Indian Constitution
and publicly burnt the Manusmriti,
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, and claiming
ideological similarities with him.
After independence, the RSS refused
to accept the tricolour as the National
Flag, denigrated it, and the RSS
organ Organizer (dated August 14,
1947) had demanded hoisting of
saffron flag at the ramparts of Red
Fort in Delhi. Today, it is attempting
to appropriate and jingoise this
national symbol; its HRD Minister
has ordered all universities to
hoist large-sized national flags on
appropriately high flagpoles to
instil the feeling of patriotism on
university campuses.12
Way back in 1993–94, a National
Steering Committee on Textbook
Evaluation set up by the NCERT,
consisting of widely respected
eminent scholars, conducted an
evaluation of school textbooks
prescribed in Vidya Bharti schools,
and made the alarming diagnosis that
many of the Vidya Bharati textbooks
were “designed to promote bigotry
and religious fanaticism in the
name of inculcating knowledge of
culture in the young generation”.13
We give below a few examples of
the kind of communal falsehoods

being preached in RSS-run schools.
These extracts are from just one of
the textbooks of Saraswati Shishu
Mandir schools, Gaurav Gatha, the
textbook for Class IV:
•

•

•

“Our land has always been
seen with greedy eyes by the
marauders, barbarous invaders
and oppressive rulers. This
story of invasion and resistance
is our 3000 year long Gaurav
Gatha. When this proud tradition
actually began is difficult to say
because no books were written
at that time . . . but we believe
that the first man was born in this
land. . . . To our ancestors these
marauders were like mosquitoes
and flies who were crushed. . .
. Bacchus and Dionysis, among
the earliest invaders, suffered
such a defeat that feelings of
terror ran in Greece. . . . Darius
had to face such a defeat that
never could Iran raise its eyes
towards India.” (pp. 8–9)
“About 2200 years ago India’s
trade was spread far and wide;
foreign markets were filled with
goods made in India. Heaps of
gems and jewels and gold and
silver filled the treasures. People
of the entire world used to look
to India with greedy eyes. . . .
Mahapadma Nanda had so much
wealth that if divided among
the population, every person
would get Rs 50 lakh each.” (pp.
12–13)
Because of Emperor Ashoka’s
advocacy of ahimsa (nonviolence) and the growing
influence of Buddhism,
“cowardice slowly spread
throughout the kingdom. . . .
Victory through arms began
to be viewed as bad. Soldiers
guarding the borders were
demoralized. . . . The preaching
of Ahimsa had weakened north
India.” (pp. 30–31)

•

“Arabs (barbarians) came to
convert people to their religion.
Wherever they went, they had
a sword in their hand. Their
army went like a storm in all
the four directions. Any country
that came in their way was
destroyed. Houses of prayers
and universities were destroyed.
Libraries were burnt. Religious
books were destroyed. Mothers
and sisters were humiliated.
Mercy and justice were unknown
to them.” (pp. 52–53)

•

“Delhi’s Qutb Minar is even
today famous in his (Qutbuddin
Aibak’s) name. This had not
been built by him. He could
not have been able to build it. It
was actually built by emperor
Samudragupta. Its real name
was Vishnu Stambha. . . . This
Sultan actually got some parts of
it demolished and its name was
changed.” (p. 73)

Many of the Vidya Bharati
booklets have a section on ‘Sri
Ramjanma-bhumi’. They present
RSS–VHP propaganda in the form
of questions and answers to be
memorised:14
Q. Who got the first temple built
on the birth place of Shri Ram in
Ayodhya?
A. Shri Ram’s son Maharaja
Kush.
Q. Who was the first foreign
invader who destroyed Shri Ram
temple?
A. Menander of Greece (150 BC).
Q. Who got the present Rama
Temple built?
A. Maharaja Chandragupta
Vikramaditya (AD 380–413).
Q. Which Muslim plunderer
invaded the temples in Ayodhya in
AD 1033?
A. Mahmud Ghaznavi’s nephew
Salar Masud.
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Q. Which Mughal invader
destroyed the Rama Temple in AD
1528?
A. Babur.
Q. How many devotees of Rama
laid down their life to liberate Rama
temple from A.D. 1528 to A.D.
1914?
A. Three lakh fifty thousand.
Clearly, by the time the students
pass their higher secondary
examinations from RSS-run schools,
they will have become thoroughly
communalised, filled with hatred
towards minorities, ideal material
for recruitment as storm-troopers
of the RSS.
On Women
The RSS upholds the values
in the Manusmriti more than the
Constitutional values, and the
Laws of Manu clearly enjoin
that: “A woman is never fit for
independence”, and that “Day
and night woman must be kept in
dependence by the males (of) their
(families).” In keeping with this
patriarchal attitude towards women,
the school texts prescribed in the
Sishu Mandirs and Vidya Bharti
schools glorify motherhood, and
stress that the woman’s primary
responsibility is towards her home
and in ‘turning out good Hindu
citizens’. They extol the images
of Sita and Savitri to preach that a
woman should selflessly serve her
husband and his family. They carry
stories projecting that ideal wives
are those who silently serve their
husbands in a way that will not
disturb their pursuits. They glorify
jauhar as courageous, and claim
that women adopted it to defend
their religion and chastity, and say
that the practices of sati and child
marriage were due to fear of the
Muslims. And so on . . .15

15

Communalisation of the
Government School System
With the coming to power of the
BJP at the Centre in 1998, the RSS
got a golden opportunity to spread
its ideology within the government
school network. And it seized it
with both hands. It immediately
launched a systematic attempt to
promote its backward looking and
communal historiography in schools
through government institutions at
the national level.
As the first step, it replaced
heads and key personnel of all
institutions that had anything to
do with education, such as the
National Council of Research and
Training (NCERT), University
Grants Commission (UGC), Indian
Council for Social Science Research
(ICSSR) and the Indian Council
for Historical Research (ICHR),
with people who were willing to
implement the saffron agenda. With
its henchmen in key positions, the
BJP Education Minister, Murli
Manohar Joshi, now began a
systematic campaign to saffronise
the education system.16
The next important step was the
trashing of National Curriculum
Framework (NCF) of 1988. The
concept of the NCF had first been
mooted in the National Policy of
Education 1986, that visualised
it as a part of building a National
System of Education: “The concept
of a National System of Education
implies that, up to a given level,
all students, irrespective of caste,
creed, location or sex, have access to
education of a comparable quality.”
Building a common educational
structure across the country required
the framing of a National Curriculum
Framework, which “contains a
common core along with other
components that are flexible.” And
so the NCERT drew up a National

Curriculum Framework in 1988,
which was thereafter implemented
throughout the country. By the early
1990s, almost every state and Union
Territory in the country had prepared
new syllabi and textbooks for
elementary and secondary education
in accordance with NCF-1988.17
(to be concluded)
Reference at the conclusion of the article.

(Contd. from Page 3)
to the same scene of attack? No
doubt, it was on real time attack but
could the Pak contingent not have
people who will give information to
the terrorists about the layout of the
facility thus inviting future attacks?
Who will judge this action of the
government?
It is hardly ironic that this has
taken place at almost the same day
when Prime Minister while lauding
Ramnath Goenkaji had exhorted
the media to be ever vigilant and
be brave courageous like Goenkaji!
The media has shown halfhearted displeasure at this blatant
attempt by the government to muzzle
any kind of dissent or criticism of the
rulers. Will they be brave enough to
carry blank space in the editorials,
and protest on the TV screens even
if not a total blank out?
The reality is that the media
has already got the message and
even if they have not yet started
crawling you can clearly see the
drooping heads and the bent spine.
Who says we need an emergency to
keep the population in check? After
all the definition of patriotism has
been totally changed and there is a
whole lot of non-state actors to pass
judgement on it!
–Anil Bagarka
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Demonetization of currency
Kuldip Nayar
Raise in salaries, allowances
and perks of MPs
Chandra Bhal Tripathi
Anti-national role of RSS
Sandeep Pandey
The RSS assault on our
education system -II
Neeraj Jain

Controlling black via demonetization
Arun Kumar
The PM’s announcement that
high denomination currency notes
will soon be worthless paper caught
everyone unawares. Even the
government departments did not
know of it and would have to prepare
for its implementation after the TV
announcement. It is an attack against
the black economy no doubt but
questions will be asked about how
effective it would be and at what cost
to the economy? There will be an
immediate impact and also over time
as many unforeseen consequences
emerge. It is so complex that analysts
in the government or outside will
be discovering new aspects of it for
some time.

Do we have any experience of
such a move in the past from which
we can learn? In 1978, the Rs 5,000
and Rs 10,000 currency notes were
demonetized. Of the Rs 165 crores
of such notes that had been issued,
Rs 135 crores were returned with
Editor :
little impact on the black economy.
Not only that, the black economy
G. G. Parikh
continued to grow after that. The
Managing Editor : Guddi
move did not touch the lives of the
average citizens. The economy was
D-15, Ganesh Prasad,
small and the income of the average
Naushir Bharucha Marg,
citizen was tiny compared to now.
Mumbai - 400 007.
People carried mostly Rs.10 notes
and hardly any Rs 100 notes. So,
Email : janataweekly@gmail.com trade was not affected. So, it did not
touch the lives of the average person.

There were no queues at the banks.
The high denomination notes now
constitute around 80% of the Rs. 16
lakh crore currency in circulation.
Most of this is with business and not
individuals. Even if it is held mostly
by the well off with black incomes,
say, the top 3% of the population, it
would not amount to more than Rs.3
lakh per person and if businesses
hold most of it then the average
amount may not be more than Rs 1
lakh per person. Only a part of this
would be black money saved out of
the black incomes which cannot be
accounted for. These are averages
but some may hold crores in black
money. But, black savings in cash
may not be more than a few lakh
crores.
Of the current size of the black
economy of about Rs.90 lakh crores
this may be only a few per cent.
But clever rich and businessmen
will find ways to circumvent the
new regulations and convert a part
of their black into white. The black
economy in India is not parallel but
intertwined with the white economy.
So, just as in 1978, a very tiny part
of the black economy would be
demolished. The real worry ought to
be that the mechanisms of generation
of black incomes in different sectors
would be unaffected by this move
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and black income generation would
continue as before.
At what cost to the economy?
Household, business and industry
would be adversely affected as
transactions would become difficult
in the coming months. Large part of
the economy does not use plastic
money or cheques. Small businesses
will be hit hard and that is the BJP’s
core constituency. There would be
long queues at banks and a black
market may emerge in the currency
notes for exchange and for smaller
currency notes. There would be
premium for gold and foreign
currency – this was the case in
the 1980s with the Bearer Bonds.
Jan Dhan accounts are likely to
be used for converting black into
white. Havala may become more
active. Demand for discretionary
items would drop sharply in the
coming months. But sales in Malls
and from e-commerce based on
plastic money may rise. However,
in the net, dislocation of trade and
commerce is likely leading to a hit
for industry which has hardly been
growing recently.
Our poorly performing and leaky
bureaucracy would be unable to
handle such a complex operation at
such a short notice. Remember the
wheat trade nationalization in early
1970s which had to be reversed in
a few months’ time because of the
havoc it created. But the present
move cannot now be reversed even
if it fails. The government has taken
a big risk. Why? Recent steps to
control it via the foreign money
bill and the Income Declaration
Schemes failed. It wants to show
that it is serious about the black
economy after its promises during
the 2014 election. In conclusion, it
is unclear that the likely impact on
the black economy would justify
the costs that the economy would
have to pay.

Demonetization of currency
Kuldip Nayar
The debate over demonetization
of currency reveals that real estate
dealers have transacted business
only to the extent of five per cent
cash and 95 per cent on promise. The
gap is huge but it reflects the honesty
and understanding of both sides.
The Modi government fails,
however, to convey the impression
of integrity. The motive is being
questioned and the purpose doubted.
And the debate, unfortunately, has
got derailed because of too much
emphasis on the inconvenience, not
on the step itself.
There is no doubt that the money
stacked abroad or lying with the
anti-national elements goes out of
currency. But the baby has been
thrown out with the bath tub. Many
honest businessmen abroad will
be put to hard and arduous task of
converting the currency lying with
them. Some may go out of business.
But if it serves the overall purpose,
the step is worth taking.
Why the opposition parties have
got together is understandable. The
unaccounted money with which they
operate will not be simply there.
The BJP is also being blamed for
having told its own people about
the demonetization before hand to
enable them to send their money to
the bank.
Karnataka is an example where
some currency rupees were deposited
on the eve of demonetization. Good
or bad, the step has been taken and
it is in the national interest to get
together to make the step a success.
There are very few top civil
servants or leading politician without
the blemish of having a foreign bank
account. But the pressure in India to
bring back the black money stashed

abroad has been relentless and
this demand has become part of a
movement to eliminate corruption.
Instead of taking any concrete
step, the government seems to be
trying its best not to let the gamut
of black money come to light.
That is the reason why New Delhi
is seeking clarifications on the
Supreme Court’s indictment: “The
issue of unaccounted monies held
by nationals and other legal entities
in foreign banks is of primordial
importance to the welfare of the
citizens.”
This is not the first time that
the Supreme Court has taken the
government to task for dragging
its feet on corruption. Earlier,
the Supreme Court expressed
unhappiness over the way in which
the government was investigating
the cases connected with black
money. The Court had warned the
government not to presume that
the money hidden in Switzerland
was from the tax evasion. It could
be laundering of the money earned
through, drugs, terrorism or some
other criminal act. The government
is yet to give justification for
preferring the way of entering into
double taxation pacts with foreign
countries for having access to the
names of evaders.
Indian black money in Swiss
banks, according to Swiss Banking
Association report in 2006, was the
highest—as much as $1,456 billion.
The amount is reportedly more than
the deposits by all other countries
put together. Amount wise the figure
is about 13 times larger than the
country’s foreign debts. With this
amount, it is estimated, some 45
crore people in India can get Rs 1
lakh each.
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After clearing the entire foreign
debts, it is calculated that we would
be left with a surplus, almost 12
times larger than the total foreign
debts. If this surplus is invested,
the amount of interest will be more
than the annual budget of the central
government. So even if all the
taxes are abolished, even then the
central government will be able to
abolish most of them and still have
a cushion.
Expressing lack of faith in probe
the Supreme Court constituted a
Special Investigation Team (SIT)
headed by two retired Supreme
Court judges to chase all black
money related cases. The court
itself is supervising the pace of
investigation. While pronouncing
the verdict, the Supreme Court
observed: politicians, bureaucrats
and businessmen are known to park
their funds abroad and then try to
get them into the country through
foreign institutional investors’ route.
Very pinching remarks but
every word is true. I wonder if
there would be any effect on the
government which has shown little
agility to pursue the cases of black
money abroad. It is obvious that the
Congress-headed government does
not want certain names to come
in the public domain because the
disclosures would embarrass it.
Now the government has been
caught on the wrong foot. It received
some time ago as many as 26 names
from Germany under the double
taxation treaty. Berlin had got hold of
names of hundreds of beneficiaries
and had offered them to all the
countries for their asking. New Delhi
could not afford to say no. But why
the then Finance Minister Pranab
Mukherjee said that the names of
beneficiaries could not be disclosed?
If they are under obligation not to
disclose them, the fault is that of
New Delhi. The Supreme Court has
(Contd. on Page 7)
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Raise in salaries, allowances
and perks of MPs
Chandra Bhal Tripathi
The Joint Select Committe of
Parliament headed by Yogi (?)
Adityanath from Gorakhpur, the
notorious preacher of communal
hatred, is reported to have
recommended a raise of 100 per
cent in the salaries and allowances
of the Members of Parliament, the
President of India and the Governors.
As is common knowledge, the MPs
get a variety of allowances and
perks which together aggregate to
Rs.2,91,833 per month with the
following break-up:
We cannot compare their salaries
and allowances with those of the
British MPs or the members of the
US Congress considering the cost
of living and other factors. Compare
their qualities as well. Some of the
following characteristics of the
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Indian MPs cannot be ignored:
(a) A number of Indian MPs are
scarcely educated. Some Ministers
or even Prime Ministers have been
accused of filing false claims about
their educational qualifications while
filing their nomination papers before
the Returning Officer.
(b) A good number of them have
criminal records. Even those who
have stayed in jails on criminnal
charges are not only elected to the
Lok Sabha and the State Vidhan
Sabhas but also become important
Ministers both at the Centre and in
the States, thanks to the unique and
reprehensible institution of caste,
and the muscle power. In one State
a notorious criminal, on the support
of caste and muscle power, was

Monthly fixed salary
50,000
Constituency Allowance
45,000
Secretarial assistance & office expense
45,000
16,80,000
(iv) Daily Allowance @Rs.2,000 assuming
3,80,000
for 190 days
(v)
Return tickets 34, assuming average
4,08,000
one way ticket cost Rs.3,000 and
accompanied by one person
(vi) Rail travel lump sum
5,000
(vii) Water
4,000
(viii) Electricity (50,000 units free)
4,00,000
(ix) Furniture minimum assumption
75,000
(x)
Telephone
90,000
(xi) House Rent
4,20,000
(xi) Medical including for family
40,000
Total Allowances per annum
18,22,00,000
Total fixed amount & Allowances
Rs. 35,02,00,000 per
annum
Total fixed amount & Allowances
Rs. 2,91,833 per month
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elected as an MLA by popularising
one message in his constituencey:
“If you want to protect your life and
property send me to the Assembly.”
It had obvious double meanings.
One generous interpretation was
that the fellow, enjoying political
power and influence over the
bureaucracy, would ensure that the
life and property of the people in his
constituency was safe. The darker
(and the actual) meaning was that if
the voters did not elect him nobody’s
life and property (and possibly the
honour of their womenfolk) was
safe.
(c) There have been instances
where the candidates have allegedly
bought the party tickets.
I plead for two solutions to end or
reduce political corruption:
(A) Introduction of the
proportional representation system
of election in the country. Originally
a proposal was moved by Minoo
Masani as a Private Member’s
Bill in Lok Sabha in 1957 but was
defeated. If the political parties are
honest and want to curb the influence
of black money or money power as
such in Indian politics, at least 50
per cent of the seats in Lok Sabha
and State Vidhan Sabhas should be
filled on the basis of proportional
representation.
(B) The Parliament itself may
appoint a High Power Ombudsman
or at least a Joint High Power
Ethics Committee of Parliament
to investigate, on the basis of a
complaint or suo motu, into the
malpractices indulged in by the
MPs some of which are enumerated
below:
(a) Whether the household
expenses of an MP are allegedly met

by a liaison man of a business tycoon
which can be examined by checking
the bank accounts of the MP.
(b) Whether an MP has charged
money for raising a Parliament
Question (this has happened in India
as well as Britain).
(c) Whether an MP has been
bribed for floor crossing.
(d) Whether an MP has been
found guilty of moral turpitude
(e) Whether an MP has sublet his
flat, a part of his bungalow or the
outhouse. According to my personal
knowledge it was a wide-ranging
practice a few decades ago and I
find it diffficult to believe that the
moral standards of the current crop
of MPs have remarkably improved
since. Subletting of one room in
the bungalow or the flat or a part
or whole of the outhouse was very
common. In some cases, if the MP
was generous, he would allow a
Dhobi family to occupy a servant’s
quarter free of rent on the condition
that the Dhobi would wash and
iron the clothes of the MP and his
family and some special guests.
In one case an MP had let out the
outhouses and, to further satisfy his
greed, constructed unauthorisedly
two rooms in the outhouse block.
When the Directorate of Estates
or the concerned authority of the
Parliament held an enquiry he
asserted that he had constructed
the two rooms for his cows. The
cows were Ph.D. students of
JNU. I remember that when I was
working at Chandigarh in early
1960s Sardar Pratap Singh Kairon,
the much-maligned but a very
able administrator CM of Punjab,
had banned the presence of cows
or buffaloes within the city limits
(Chandigarh became a ‘C’ grade city

only in 1963). I wonder if Lutyen’s
Delhi observes any such rule. A
Government Babu subletting his
official accommodation is evicted
and debarred from any Government
accommodation for some years. Why
should the same principle not be
applied to the so-called law makers?
An MP subletting his flat, bungalow
or outhouse may be deprived of
Government accommodation for the
remainder of his term and paid house
rent allowance at the market rent of a
Type V or Type VI accommodation
as the case may be and not at the rate
of a five-star hotel suite.
The Central Election Commission
has the power to declare the
election of an MP as null and void
by following the prescribed legal
procedure on the submission of an
election petition. But there are no
effective or adequate laws to sternly
deal with the kind of cases cited in
the preceding paragraph. I submit
that while action with regard to
(e) has been suggested above, the
malpractices enumerated at (a) to
(d) warrant an MP being debarred
from the membership of the House
or awarded other punishments under
the general law of the land within a
fixed time frame by the Ombudsman
or the internal High Power Joint
Ethics Committee of Parliament.
In such a grim situation and
when many parts of the country are
facing serious problems like farmers’
suicides, drought, starvation,
alienation from land, unemployment
and under-employment it is utterly
heartless and insensitive on the
part of the MPs of the ilk of the
so-called Yogi to ask for doubling
their salaries and allowances. It is
staggering to find the number of
crorepatis in the Parliament today.
It will be an insult to the poor as
well as the thinking people of India
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to add further fat to the belly of these
crorepatis.
It is gratifying to note that Sitaram
Yechury has opposed the idea of
the MPs raising their salaries and
allowances themselves. But Yogis
want to prove that their achchhe din
(good days) have arrived. In view
of the above discussion is there any
justification for the bulk of the MPs
clamouring to raise their own salaries
and allowances in the coming winter
session of Parliament?
There have been instances in
the past when some selfless MPs
opposed proposals to increase the
salary and allowances of MPs.
There have also been instances of
old freedom fighters who refused
any civilian honour like Padmashri
or Padma Bhushan or even Padma
Vibhushan and any freedom fighter’s
pension. Unfortunately they belong
to a vanishing tribe, making the
field open to crooks and a part of the
bureaucracy of the Ministry of Home
Affairs to award freedom fighters’
pensions to those who were 7-8
year old during the 1942 movement.
Earlier such bogus freedom fighters
hailed from a particular State in
eastern India and now a new crop of
freedom fighters belonging to RSS,
who supported the British rulers,
has cropped up. What a distortion
of history!
On another note, the Adityanath
Committee has also recommended
raising the salary of the President of
India from Rs. 1.5 lakh to Rs. 5 lakh
per month. This has to be viewed
in terms of social equity. President
Rajendra Prasad got a salary of
Rs. 10,000 per month but enjoyed
so many perks and at that time the
Rashtrapati Bhawan employed more
than 300 workers. Dr. Rammanohar
(Contd. on Page 12)
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Stop the witch hunt
The People’s Union of Civil
Liberties strongly condemns the
action of the Chhattisgarh police in
registering an FIR (Cr. No. 27/2016
PS Tongpal dated 5.11.2016) against
DU Professor Nandini Sundar,
JNU Professor Archana Prasad
(also of AIDWA), Vineet Tiwari
of the Joshi-Adhikar Institute and
of the CPI, and Sanjay Parate of
the CPI(M), villagers Mangla of
Soutenar Namapara and Manju
Kawasi of Gadiras in the case of
the murder of a villager Samnath
Baghel, from Soutenar Namapara
village in Sukma on 4thNovember,
2016. While the death of this villager
is deeply regretted and deserves to be
diligently investigated, the FIR itself
indicates that there is absolutely no
connection between his murder and
these human rights defenders. PUCL
strongly denounces the Chhattisgarh
police for concocting a frivolous
and malafide FIR, and demands that
charges against them be dropped
immediately.
PUCL specially denounces the
reported threats issued by the IG of
Bastar Range, SRP Kalluri to send
special teams to Delhi to arrest these
academics. Apart from being a sheer
abuse of the law laid down by the SC
in `Joginder Kumar vs. State of UP’
case (1994) and `Lalitha Kumari’
case (2014) in which the SC has said
arrest is not required in all cases and
summons is sufficient requirement
of law to ensure investigation, such
brazen threats and intimidation are
meant to silence others from daring
to challenge police lawlessness.
The PUCL notes that in the above
FIR, the wife of the deceased has
claimed that her husband was killed
by Maoists, who said that he was
being punished for not following
the directives of a fact-finding

team lead by Dr. Sundar which had
visited the village in May 2016.
Even if we are to believe that
an unlettered village woman can
clearly remember and repeat the
six unfamiliar names above, which
she heard during this incident under
very dire circumstances, and even
accepting this unlikely story in its
entirety, it is evident that no crime
can be made out in the FIR against
the members of the fact finding
team and they certainly cannot be
held accountable and implicated
for murder on the basis of this
statement. However, in a move
characteristic of the malicious and
vindictive nature of the Chhattisgarh
police, all six members of the factfinding team have been booked
under serious charges including
IPC sections 302 (punishment for
murder), 450 (house trespass), 147,
148, 149 (rioting and participation
in unlawful assembly), 120(B)
criminal conspiracy, sections 25, 27
of Arms Act, and now also, sections
23, 38(2) and 39(2) of the draconian
Unlawful Activities Prevention Act.
The allegation about the involvement
of Prof. Nandini Sundar and other
academics, on the face of it, appears
artificial, contrived and fanciful and
manufactured to somehow rope in
the academics and rights defenders
from outside the area using the
charge of conspiracy.
The hostile actions of the
Chhattisgarh police against these
academics and activists, especially
pushed forward by SR Kalluri, IG of
Bastar, have to be seen against a long
history of persecution of anyone
who attempts to highlight the state
of police lawlessness that prevails
in the adivasi region. Some of the
events involving these academics
and activists are described below:
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1. In May 2016, the FF team
of the above named academics
and rights defenders had gone to
village Soutenar and Kummakoleng
where they documented how some
villagers were being forced into
police and CRPF camps on the
pretext of “surrenders”, while others
were fleeing the villages for the fear
of backlash from Maoists.
Instead of responding to the
suggestions of the team for a political
dialogue between all stakeholders,
including the government and the
Maoists, the Bastar police and the
Chhattisgarh political establishment
launched a vicious campaign against
the members accusing them of
instigating villagers against the
government and calling them
“anti-nationals”. At that time, the
police also got a few villagers
to write a complaint against the
visiting fact-finding team, which
the District Collector promptly
displayed on his personal facebook
page – a clear breach of criminal
law and legal propriety. The move
also indicated the hostility of the
District Administration, police
and Chhattisgarh government
to any expose of the police and
government’s role in creating
lawlessness and breakdown of the
criminal justice system in the adivasi
dominated Bastar region.
Prof. Nandini Sundar was one
of the petitioners in the notable
`Salwa Judum’ case (WPC 250 of
2007, pending before the Supreme
Court), in which the apex court
had held government policies
of arming vigilante groups to be
unconstitutional. The government’s
role in arming vigilante groups came
in for adverse comment and was also
deprecated by the apex court.
In one of the interim orders of the
Salwa Judum case, the apex court
ordered the CBI to investigate the

incidents in Morpalli, Tadmetla and
Timapuram villages of Chhattisgarh
resulting in the killing of 3 men,
rape of 3 women and burning down
of over 250 houses between 11th to
16th March, 2011; and also the attack
on Swami Agnivesh when he went
to deliver relief supplies on 26th
March, 2011.
Confirming the state complicity in
lawlessness of security forces and the
false staging of encounters and actual
commission of violence against
uninvolved villagers, in October,
2016 the CBI filed a chargesheet in
this case implicating 323 Special
Police Officers (SPOs) / policemen
as well as 114 personnel of COBRA
and 30 personnel of CRPF as having
participated in these operations of
arson, killings and rape. The police
and Chhattisgarh government had in
2011 strongly refuted involvement
of security forces in violence on
villagers and instead continuously
alleged that it was the Maoists and
villagers themselves who had burnt
down the houses.
The contempt for rule of law
and their disdain for the Supreme
Court’s orders was exhibited by
the state police in their response to
the SC’s October, 2016 order. The
Chhattisgarh police publicly burnt
effigies of Nandini Sundar and other
human rights activists who have
been questioning police tactics –
including Manish Kunjam, Soni
Sori, Himanshu Kumar, Bela Bhatia
and journalist Malini Subramaniam
– and chanting slogans “Goli
maron salon ko” (“shoot them with
bullets”). That this public burning of
effigies took place in a coordinated
manner at the same time on the
same day, in front of the district
police offices of all seven districts
of Bastar under the command of IG
Mr. SRP Kalluri clearly indicates
that this illegal action had obtained
sanctions from the highest levels.

It will be useful to note that the
CBI investigating team itself met
serious threats and intimidation from
the state police while completing
investigations.
PUCL strongly condemns the
Bastar police and Bastar IG SRP
Kalluri for subverting law and
vitiating the environment with terror
and hostility to such an extent that
it has now become impossible for
anyone – journalists, academics,
lawyers, adivasi rights leaders or
human rights workers – to carry on
with their work.
It should be noted that 5-judge
Constitution Bench of the Supreme
Court, in `Lalita Kumari v the State
of UP’, (2014) has held that “the
police can foreclose an FIR before
investigation when it is evident that
there is no ground to investigate the
same,” which is certainly the case in
the current FIR.
Keeping in mind the vindictive
nature of Chhattisgarh police and
their long history of repeatedly
persecuting Prof Sundar and human
rights workers over fictitious matters,
PUCL demands:
The Chhattisgarh Police should
immediately stop any coercive
action and desist from arresting Prof.
Nandini Sundar, Professor Archana
Prasad, Vineet Tiwari, Sanjay Parate,
and other persons who were part
of the Fact Finding Team in May,
2016 based on the trumped up FIR,
(Cr. No. 27/2016 PS Tongpal dated
5.11.2016).
Investigation of the murder case
in (Cr. No.27/2016 PS Tongpal dated
5.11.2016) be immediately handed
over to a central, independent
investigating agency, such as the
CBI.
(Contd. on Page 12)
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Lesson of USA election results
In recent years elections in several
countries considered to be more
mature democracies have brought
to power authoritarian, right-wing
leaders and governments. The
culmination of this trend can be seen
in the recent USA elections. This
trend may be further accentuated
as authoritarian, racist and extreme
right forces are gathering strength in
several European countries as well.
One significant impact of such
trends is clearly that the cause of
equality and justice will suffer
severe damage at a time when there
is increasing need for advancing it.
In addition most of these right wing
forces are also less committed to
environment protection while the
need for environment protection
is certainly now much more than
ever before in human history. As
a result remedial and protective
action even for survival issues like
climate change is likely to suffer
and this is likely to have truly
catastrophic consequences for future
generations.
The most important lesson
emerging from all this is that the
ideals of democracy and the ideals of
socialism should be brought closer to
each other. For too long it has been
assumed by too many people and
propagated by powerful interests
that capitalism and democracy are
natural allies. Actually the inequality,
ecological ruin, dominance and
greed rooted in capitalism cannot
co-exist easily, naturally and happily
with the precepts of equality and
freedom which are most important
for democracy. Sooner or later
capitalism starts destroying basic
ideals and precepts of democracy
as can be seen all over the world
and certainly now very clearly in
what are generally considered to
be the more mature democracies.
Hence trying to protect democracy

while remaining firmly in the grip
of capitalism cannot be a realistic
longer-term possibility.
Therefore those who believe
sincerely in the ideals of democracy
should also move closer to socialist
ideals as both these ideals and
precepts can be better protected
when these are closely linked to each
other. This challenge of linking and
taking forward the ideals of socialism
and democracy together should be
(Contd. from Page 3)
overruled the contention and has
asked the government to make the
names public. Still the government
is not agreeable to do so.
The BJP and its allies in the
National Democratic Alliance
have said that they have no money
abroad. This statement should act
as a pressure on the Congress and
its allies. Some of the allies may
begin to keep distance from the
government. It has no option except
to make the 26 names public. Then
the fat will be on fire.
I have never seen India so deeply

accepted very sincerely by more
and more people. Unfortunately in
some cases this sincerity is missing
and there are some thinly veiled
capitalist interests who merely
take the name of socialist ideals
to mislead people while remaining
tied to capitalism. We should warn
against such interests. The real
task ahead is to seek sincerely a
very creative linkage of ideals
and principles of socialism and
democracy.
–Bharat Dogra
immersed in corruption as it is today.
At the same time, I have not heard
so much criticism of government
before. What I miss is the resistance
and someone from the society
getting up and calling a spade a
spade.
Scrutiny by due process is
understandable, but the process is
so slow and so manoeuvered through
corruption itself that it is not possible
to catch or punish the guilty for
years. The government must devise
a machinery whereby allegation of
corruption is sifted for a prima facie
case within days.

Prem Singh
Dr. Prem Singh was unanimously elected president of the Socialist Party (India) for a two-year term in its 4th national convention held in Lucknow on 14-15 November 2016. Formerly
general secretary and spokesperson of the party Dr. Singh has
been active in the socialist movement from his student days.
He has presented a unique critique of neoliberal-communal
nexus through his writings and actions. He continuously works
in the interest of the deprived masses of the country and protests against, along with other like-minded people and organizations, violation of civil and human rights. Dr. Singh works
among the youth to make them understand that socialism is the
only alternative of capitalism.
Bhai Vaidya
Out-going president, Socialist Party (India)
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Samajwadi Jan Parishad

National Council of the SJP adopted the following resolution at its national
camp in Sangamner, Ahmednagar, Maharashtra, held on October 21 to 22, 2016

India, which is a pluralistic society,
has witnessed massive upheaval in
recent times. This upheaval is rather
leading to negativity, regressiveness
and backwardness in our perspective.
Oppression of Dalit community
and atrocities on them in this
country is not new. That’s why
our democratic and justice based
Constitution provides for extensive
remedies to this evil. But it is clear
from the recent events that such
tyranny is accelerating rather than
reducing. In Una, Gujarat, some
youth of Dalit community, who were
engaged in their traditional work
of taking off the dead animal skins
were attacked and brutally beaten
up in the name of Gauraksha. When
Dalits got together and resolved
not to undertake their traditional
profession of skinning dead animals,
they again had to suffer violence. It
all happened at a time when we have
a government which claims itself as
defenders of Hindus and projects
itself very keen to deliver justice.
Earlier, in our political resolution
of the last National Executive held
at Satna, we discussed suicides
(institutional murder) of Hyderabad
Central University dalit student
Rohith Vemula. Subsequently, Una
and similar many atrocities on Dalits
have been taking place. For all these
deplorable incidences, SJP holds socalled Hindu party BJP and its alma
mater RSS responsible.
It is noticed that the campaigns
being run in the name of Gauraksha
are mainly targeting Dalits and
backward Muslims, living in

underdog conditions. While the
self proclaimed Gaurakshaks were
beating Dalits involved in skinning
dead cows, and were creating
pressure on Muslims to give up
eating beef, Modi government
withdrew restrictions on beef tallow
export (which was in force since last
32 years) to encourage beef export. It
may be pertinent to mention here that
India is the second/ third largest beef
exporting nation in the world. Fact
of the matter is that conservative
and feudal forces of society are
hell bent upon restricting progress
of suppressed and Dalit groups.
The emergence of backwards and
dalits as a formidable force in our
democratic system is not palatable
to the RSS and its affiliates. They
use Hindu interests, Gauraksha, love
jihad, etc. as their weapon from time
to time to perpetuate oppression.
SJP hereby makes its stand very
clear on cow-protection and cowslaughter, that in a agriculture
dominated economy, useful animals
should not be killed for commercial
purposes. The abattoirs being run
by multinational companies and
other commercial firms should
be immediately closed and beef
export should be stopped. SJP also
agrees with principles of Gandhi
and Lohia that the cow should be
protected but not at the cost of Gopal
(humans). Beef consuming Muslim
or Christian communities should
be persuaded. But they should not
be stopped by force if they are
not convinced. Many states in the
country have banned cow slaughter
and same is legally classified as a

crime. Under these circumstances,
SJP strongly opposes delegation of
responsibility of cow protection or
any enforcement to any group or
gang or organization other than the
law enforcing agencies.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has also criticized the crime being
committed in the name of cow
protection and also gone to the
extent of branding such persons
as fly by night criminals, but his
statements have been superficial
and to lure the innocent masses.
Organised crime in this field is
being indulged by his people even
after his statement. PM should
categorically state his government’s
policy of meat export of cow and
other animals. The Prime Minister is
the head of the country’s executive.
So, he must take firm steps and not
indulge in mere rhetoric. Conversely,
during the chief minister ship of
Gujarat, Narendra Modi allotted in
large amounts, scheduled village
panchayat lands meant for cow
grazing to industrialists. Grazing
lands in Haryana is also not being
recovered by its BJP Government
from illegal occupation. More or less
similar situation remains in entire
country as far as public property and
cow grazing lands are concerned.
SJP demands that the government
should take immediate steps to
evacuate these illegal encroachments
and promote cattle raising.
Efforts of the central government
to resolve Kashmir dispute is yet
another issue in the direction of
establishing communal harmony.
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The political situation of Kashmir
and related conflicts are well known
since independence and partition
of India. Due to mistakes of Indian
Government and provocations of
Pakistan, many times this problem
has aggravated. Since the greater
part of Kashmir is with India, it
becomes our responsibility to create
and develop political, social and
economic structures of Kashmir.
Unfortunately, in the last seventy
years this initiative has not been
taken wholeheartedly. India in
particular has to answer, why such
Muslims who remained with India
during partition and supported
Gandhi in place of Jinnah and
ignored religious frenzy have
gradually driven away from Indian
sentiments. In Kashmir, situation
has changed now. Communal divide
is entrenched in this state as well as
in the rest of the country. There is
no emotional attachment amongst
Jammu, Ladakh and Kashmir Valley.
India’s policies will be considered
responsible for it. Overall, Kashmir
is a complex problem which requires
a political solution. At the same
time educational, economic and
social framework needs to be built
and strengthened. SJP believes that
current PDP-BJP government in the
state and BJP-led NDA government
in the centre has no political will to
solve the problem. On the contrary,
throughout the country, the BJPRSS is spreading communal frenzy
and taking political mileage. SJP
deeply condemns this trend. At
the same time SJP believes that
Kashmir issue should be handled
with utmost sensitivity with the
involvement of larger Indian polity
and through diplomatic options.
This will enable long lasting peace
and harmony in the larger part
of south Asia including Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Kashmir. Such
initiative will lead to a long lasting
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peace for Kashmir as well.
Ours is a secular country. This
clearly means that the state will not
favor or work in the interest of any
religion. All religions will be treated
with equanimity. But last week
the chief minister of Telangana,
Chandrasekhar Rao, has shaken
this value system by donating Rs
3 crore worth of crown to a Kali
Temple from state exchequer. This
is an atrocious act in a secular
state and SJP condemns it in the
strongest terms. FRI should be
immediately lodged against the chief
minister and he should be severely
punished for this anti-Constitution
indulgence. We are also aware of
the fact that in today’s world religion
has become an integral part of the
market and business in the name of
religion is running rampant. We also
demand that all religions be treated
by the state alike. The way Waqf
Boards take care of Muslim religious
property and Bihar, Rajasthan
have constituted Sthanam Boards,
institutions should be created all
over the country to minimise misuse
of religious properties. This sensitive
issue needs to be dealt with maturity
and care.
T h e c u r r e n t g o v e r n m e n t ’s
irresponsible chest thumping of
surgical strike is to take petty
electoral advantage. In the states
of Uttar Pradesh and Punjab, which
are going for elections, BJP is
cashing on sentiments by putting
photos of BJP leaders on posters
and is creating frenzy. We are
strongly condemning this attempt.
We demand that government should
not limit its valor to Pakistan and
recover our thousands of kilometer
of land from China including sacred
Kailash Mansarovar and Tibet from
Chinese occupation. Then only our
neighbourhood will be secured in
real sense.

Capitalism is evolving in a
new shape in India and abroad
during last several years. During
the last general elections capitalists
openly supported BJP and its prime
ministerial candidate Mr Modi. After
the formation of government these
groups are getting disproportionate
benefits at the cost of needy farmers
and workers.
Banarasi sari weavers employment
ended as a craftsman who was
weaving a sari in seven days has
been forced to compete with Surat
based mills that are making three
saris in a day. In the process weavers
have become jobless. The process
of elimination of such skill based
employment had started during
Rajiv Gandhi regime itself when
Ambani group was permitted to
import synthetic yarn. Laws were
changed frequently in favor of big
business and the goods reserved for
small and medium enterprises were
opened for big business houses.
Due to cheap goods made from
sophisticated machines, small and
medium enterprises have slowly
become unviable. The question of
unorganized workers is similar.
There should have a comprehensive
policy to benefit them by combining
with government welfare schemes
and they should be brought at par
with the organized sector labor.
Huge but scattered skills-based
industries in the country are being
destroyed by Modi government
while coining slogan of Skill India in
a false and fraudulent manner. In the
same sequence is issue of capturing
mines and minerals in the name
development, which we oppose in
totality and call for bringing the
process to a halt.
The current Modi government
is distracting public attention from
core issues such as the economic
dislocation and failures on all fronts
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and creating communal tension
in the country. By raising issue
of uniform civil code they want
cheap popularity in ensuing state
elections. The thrust of the BJPled government on the issue of
social justice is to tease Muslims
rather than reducing inequality.
The government is indirectly
encouraging unjust Sharia law to
unilateral divorce by the husband
by pronouncing talaq thrice. Rather
than taking up the issue of equality
among genders, they only want
to vex Muslim community. SJP
wishes to reiterate its cautious
reaction to this issue. Socialist
movement, from the beginning has
been in favor of equality of every
kind, including gender equality.
Equality in the ancestral property
and to ensure freedom of every
individual are the key points in this
regard. Socialists were the first to
demand a uniform civil code in the
country and awareness campaign
was carried out for this throughout
the country. SJP proposes that a
comprehensive study of private civil
laws and customs of all religions
and communities of the country
be carried out and discriminatory
elements should be culled out. An
egalitarian Common Civil Code may
thus be brought out which should
protect diversity of our society.
With this step forward, towards
freedom of the individual, marriage
and divorce laws should also be
reviewed, Thus a simple and smooth
process may be created where every
person is able to live with or separate
from a relation in accordance with
his wish. Here we insist that men
and women living with or breaking
up should be a process - simple,
rational and transparent. In addition
to defining marital relations of
different religions, the modern ways
of live-in-relations, etc must also be
defined and structured. The whole

process should be kept separate
from lies and frauds. The entire
process should actively involve the
progressive sections of different
communities and their views should
be paramount.
At its own level, SJP resolves to
review all related laws and propose
a common civil code to establish
our egalitarian philosophy before
society and governments to counter
the divisive ploys of communal
forces. We also believe that in a
sovereign nation every male and
female citizen is entitled to live
the life of an independent and
respectable individual and under no
circumstances derogatory epithets
like abandoned or separated should
be used
Although the issue of agriculture
is linked to economic relations, in the
agro-dominated country like India,
prominence and focus is required.
Noose of multinational companies
is tightening around gradually but
surely around necks of farmers.
Communalism and nationalism are
being hyped to grab land of farmers.
After throwing control of all food
grains and agricultural products
to market forces government is
now targeting pulses for crony
capitalists. The government has
just entered into an agreement with
African country Mozambique for
importing pulses for the next 21
years. While these imported pulses
will lead to lower payment to
farmers, big business houses will
reap huge profits. We have already
experienced the effects this year
when pulses imported at Rs. 50 per
kg were lying in port warehouses in
Gujarat whereas ordinary citizens
were compelled to purchase this
commodity at Rs 200 per kg.
Multinational companies are
competing with each other to capture

cultivated lands especially in Asia
and Africa, under a well planned
long strategy. These multinational
companies eventually wish to evict
farmers from their livelihood. Our
government is also proactively
supporting such conspiracy. The
country’s agricultural lands are
being occupied under the lure
of expressway, freight corridor,
rail corridors, airports, highways,
Industrial Corridor etc. We strongly
oppose any such futile use of
agricultural land and refute such
elusive development.
We also wholeheartedly oppose
the new trend of GM crops since
it is against traditional seeds and
sustainable farming. Recently GM
mustard has been much talk about
in the country. This is the situation
when GM crops are being opposed
in Europe and the US, because this
is anti-farmer, anti-environment
and, ultimately, anti-human beings.
SJP demands a comprehensive
peasants’ policy in the country
and vows to make efforts in this
direction on its own.SJP has decided
to work with farmers coordination
committee constituted for the
purpose on all India level. It will
wholeheartedly further the cause of
farmers-agitation for this objective.
Growing unemployment in the
country is a breeding ground for
discomfort and insecurity and in
many parts of country demand for
reservation by Jats, Marathas, Patels
and other caste based groups is
emerging fast and with immensity.
These are land-based castes who
have always been exploited at every
level. In fact, these agitations are
fatal side effects of globalization
dominated lopsided agricultural
policy. Small farmers around the
world are victims of this policy. Also
need to look at these movements.
These movements can become
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a major tool for system-reform
provided they could find the right
direction. Currently these caste
based movements have their own
limitations. These are purely caste
based or combination of several
caste outfits. Some of these have
been violent in nature as well. Many
caste based rallies being taken out in
Maharashtra these days are seeking
repealing of laws protecting Dalits
and women from harassment. Also
when assessing these agitations,
we should take a look at the past
experiences of such movements.
Movements led by Chaudhary
Charan Singh in Uttar Pradesh
and later led by Mahendra Singh
Tikait of Jat farmers were much
of the same nature. These trends
were grossly racial and anti-Dalit
and anti-reforms. For these reasons
in a few years these movements
could not sustain. SJP and Samata
Sangathan have been associated
with movement led by Tikait. In
this background we should assess
these caste based movements in
line with our core philosophy before
establish a dialogue with them. If
these caste-based farmer groups
rise above ethnicity and broadly
oppose globalization, liberalization
of economic policies, including
agricultural policy, and agree with
agricultural policy of SJP, then we
can support them.
Assembly elections in five States
are in the offing. Goa, Punjab,
Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh,
and SJP has its presence only in
UP. SJP’s Uttar Pradesh unit will
consider the possible role in the
election and may participate in
elections directly or during the
elections promote their policies.
–Chandrabhushan Choudhari
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Anti-national role of RSS
Sandeep Pandey
If there is one individual with
whom people associate India’s
identity all over the world it is
Gandhi. Gandhi is a source of
inspiration for many struggles
globally where the marginalised
fight against the oppressor and lately
the environmental movements.
The most despicable action
which resulted as the growth of
Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh’s
ideology was the killing of Mahatma
Gandhi. RSS will never be able to
wash away this sin irrespective of
howsoever Narendra Modi may
try to use him as mascot for his
sanitation campaign or may travel on
the train in South Africa from which
Gandhi was thrown out. It is also a
fact that some people inspired by
RSS ideology want to build a temple
for Nathuram Godse. What can be
more horrific than this – a temple for
the murderer of the father of nation?
Not only did RSS, main plank
of which is nationalism, keep away
from the freedom movement but
they also try to find fault with the
martyrdom of revolutionaries like
Bhagat Singh and Chandrashekhar
Azad.
Muslim League passed its
resolution in favour of Pakistan
in 1940. Sarvarkar had already
advocated the two nation theory
in 1937. Thus Muslim League as
well as RSS was responsible for
the partition. In 1947 geographical
partition took place but today RSS
is creating division in the minds of
people. The politics of communalism
is gnawing at the inner strength of

our society - communal harmony
among common people.
The first serial bomb blasts in
the country took place in Mumbai
as a reaction to the demolition of
Babri mosque. Since then terrorism
has become a phenomenon. It is not
just Muslim organizations which are
behind it. People associated with
Hindutva ideology have been found
to have been involved in at least
five bomb blasts incidents – twice
in Malegaon, Hyderabad, Ajmer
and Samjhauta Express. Hence
RSS is responsible for inviting the
problem of terrorism to India. If
Babri mosque was not demolished
it is quite likely that many incidents
may not have taken place. It is
inexplicable how people professing
to be nationalists, including former
army persons, carry out bomb blasts
within the country. What kind of
nationalism is this?
Violence is a part of RSS’s
s t r a t e g y. M a h a t m a G a n d h i ’s
assassination, violence related to
Babri mosque demolition, 2002
Gujarat genocide, abovementioned
five bomb blasts, communal
violence in Muzaffarnagar, killing
of rationalists Dabholkar, Pansare
and Kalburgi, killing of Mohammed
Akhlaq on suspicion of having
consumed beef, public beating of
four dalit youths in Una suspected
to have killed a cow, beating and
disappearance of Najeeb Ahmed,
the Jawaharlal Nehru University
student, are incidents which have
vitiated the atmosphere of country.
RSS which takes a moral position
against violence related to terrorism
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and naxalism not only justifies the
violence perpetrated by its cadres
but also glorifies it. The Hindutva
cadre has created an atmosphere
of insecurity for minorities, dalits,
tribals, women and anyone dissenting
with them. A culture of hooliganism,
with state patronage, prevails today.
Bhartiya Janata Party leaders give
sermons to Pakistani leaders to not
harbour demons but do the exact
same thing in our country.
The chest thumping after India
declared the successful testing of
nuclear weapons during Vajpayee
regime which resulted in a renewed
arms race with Pakistan and creation
of strife with neighbouring countries
by Narendra Modi government has
enhanced the external risk to India. It
was claimed after the surgical strike
in response to the Uri terrorist attack
that India has given a fitting reply to
Pakistan. But our soldiers continue
to sacrifice their lives on border. RSS
is taking full political mileage out
of our soldiers’ martyrdom. On one
hand soldiers die and BJP activists
take out motorcycle campaigns
raising Bharat Mata ki Jai Na Vande
Mataram slogans.
At one time ideological supporter
of Swadeshi, today the RSS has
permitted Narendra Modi to open
the defence sector for foreign
investment.
RSS has gone against each
and every slogan of its. It talks
of security but makes the country
insecure internally as well as
externally, it talks of making the
country strong but weakens it by
their communal politics, it talks
of Swadeshi but promotes foreign
investment and mega corporate, it
talks of merit in education but its
own intellectuals possess dubious
academic credentials, resulting in

lack of availability of intelligent
people in their set-up, it talks of
culture but anybody dissenting faces
the threat of being beaten up or even
murdered, it talks of protecting cows
but beef export goes up during BJP
governments in power, it talks of
Hindu unity but because it believes
in perpetuation of caste system it
treats dalits contemptuously.
The biggest damage that RSS
has done to this country is it has
shifted focus from the main issues
facing the common citizens of this
country, poverty, illiteracy, illness,
unemployment, malnourishment
of children, farmers’ suicides,
corruption to emotional issues.
Today the main issues for the
country have become security and
investment.
(Contd. from Page 5)
Lohia was known for revealing
startling facts in a simple language.
He observed that the ratio between
the lowest and the highest salary in
India in the public sector (a peon and
the President) was 1:100 whereas
maximum social equity prevailed
in Israel where this ratio was 1:3.
The social democratic Scandinavian
countries had a ratio of 1:7 and even
the so-called communist USSR
had a ratio of 1:40. Besides the
economic egalitarianism the then
Israel, like many countries in the
West, practised social equality, e.g.,
the son-in-law of its President was
a bus driver.
I wish the economists of today
explained to our people concepts
of socio-economic egalitarianism
in such simplistic terms instead
of producing tomes sitting in airconditioned rooms of the Niti
Ayog (an innovation of Narendra
Modi to do away with the Planning
Comission just as the airlines pilot

upon whom Prime Ministership
was thrust abolished the Ministry
of Education and renamed it as the
Ministry of HRD on the advice of
his IT buddy from Chicago - a land
where the Department of Education
is still called by that name.
(Contd. from Page 5)
In view of the seriousness of the
issue and the possibility of arrest of
the academicians, the NHRC should
immediately intervene and direct
the police to follow the law and not
arrest the academics and activists.
The NHRC should also take
note of the repeated subversions of
the criminal justice system by the
Chhattisgarh Police, to implicate
innocent persons for political ends
and their continued violation of
fundamental rights and human rights
of tribals and others in Bastar area
in particular and order a Full fledged
Enquiry.
Finally, the PUCL demands that
disciplinary and criminal action
should be initiated against all police
officials, from the SHO to the seniormost IG, who have been involved in
contriving this FIR and malevolently
subverting the law of the land in
order to incriminate Prof Sundar and
other members of her team.
–Prabhakar Sinha
National President,
V. Suresh
National General Secretary
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The RSS assault on our education system -II
Neeraj Jain
To implement the RSS agenda of
communalising education, the new
Sangh Parivar appointees to the
NCERT now began drafting a new
NCF. In November 2000, the Union
Minister of HRD released a new
curriculum framework prepared by
the new authorities of NCERT—the
National Curriculum Framework for
School Education (NCFSE), more
popularly known as NCF-2000. In
a significant departure from NCF1988, which stressed democratic
values, social justice, and national
integration through appreciation
of the commonalities of different
subcultures, NCF-2000 had a strong
inject of the texts taught in Vidya
Bharati schools that propagate hatred
towards minorities. Defending the
new NCFSE in an affidavit before
the Supreme Court, the NCERT
Director J.S. Rajput affirmed that
the previous curricular framework
had erred by overstressing secular
outlook and neglecting the spiritual
heritage of the country, and this was
sought to be corrected in NCF-2000
by introducing value education.
And in this name, it shamelessly
introduced Brahmanical religious
education.18 This is quite contrary
to the spirit of the Constitution,
one of whose central tenets is
secularism. The NCERT even sought
to downgrade the natural sciences by
introducing Vedic mathematics in the
school curriculum, which, as several
eminent scholars have pointed out,
is neither Vedic, nor mathematics.19
The NCERT arrived at this new
curriculum in an entirely arbitrary
manner, without any consultation
with the Central Advisory Board of
Education (CABE), a body which
includes among its members the
education ministers of all states and

Union Territories. Education being
a concurrent subject (involving
partnership between Centre and
states), this was a clear violation of
federal norms as well as tradition;
the tradition followed since
independence has been to first
discuss any major initiative in
education at the national level in
CABE.20
This was followed by deletion
of passages from the existing
NCERT history books written by
eminent secular historians of the
country such as Romila Thapar,
R.S. Sharma and Satish Chandra.
The deletions were not done on
the basis of recommendations of
any recognised body of historians,
but were done secretly—the
Director of NCERT refused to
reveal the names of historians /
persons on whose suggestions these
deletions were made. Obviously,
the deletions must have been made
on the recommendations of RSS
ideologues. The passages axed
are based on historical evidence.
One of them relates to the eating
of beef in ancient times, which is
drawn from well-known sources
such as the Shatapatha Brahmana,
the Vasishtha Dharmasutra and the
Brihadaranyaka Upanisad. Another
deleted passage is on varna and caste
from the book Ancient India by R.S.
Sharma, wherein he discusses which
social groups formulated it and what
were their interests in doing so, and
why did the lower orders accept
these divisions. 21
To make matters worse, the
NCERT Director also asserted
that he would consult religious
experts before including references
to any religion in the textbooks,

to avoid hurting the sentiments of
the community concerned. This
circumscribing of critical enquiry to
the whims of religious leaders will
not only adversely affect teaching
of history and other disciplines,
will not only make it impossible to
do scientific research, but is in fact
violative of the Indian Constitution
that urges citizens to develop
scientific temper and a spirit of
critical enquiry.
These changes in the education
system led to widespread protests in
the secular media and by intellectuals
across the country against the
communalisation of education. The
BJP–RSS retaliated by attacking
secular historians. The RSS
Sarasanghachalak K.S. Sudershan
called those who were resisting the
revisions of the NCERT textbooks
as “anti-Hindu Euro–Indians”.
Ironically, the historiography of
the RSS is essentially a colonial
construct, first propagated by the
British historian James Mill, who
divided the history of India into
Hindu period, Muslim period and
British period, and had argued that
Hindus had suffered under Muslim
despotism and thus projected the
British rule as having freed them
from this tyranny. M.M. Joshi, the
Education Minister, went to the
extent of branding the history written
by these scholars as “intellectual
terrorism unleashed by the left”
which was “more dangerous than
cross border terrorism”.
Despite nationwide protests,
the Talibanisation of education
continued. A new syllabus based
on NCF-2000 was adopted. New
textbooks based on this syllabus
were introduced in the 2002–03
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academic session. (The HRD
Ministry was in such a tearing hurry
to introduce the new communalised
textbooks that it refused to allow the
use of earlier textbooks, even though
some of these new textbooks became
available only after half the academic
year was over.)23 Most notably, the
existing history books written by
some of India’s best known and
internationally acclaimed historians
were withdrawn altogether, and
replaced by books written by people
whose chief qualification was their
closeness to the Sangh ideology.
The BJP ruled states too moved
quickly to implement the new NCF2000, and revised their textbooks to
incorporate the Hindu nationalist
framework.
The Indian History Congress, the
national organization of professional
historians, alarmed at this virulent
poison being dished out to children,
published a 130–page report
critically analysing the presentation
of history made in the new NCERT
textbooks. It sums up the changes in
the following words:24
1. India is held to be the original
home of the Aryans. No concern
at all is shown with the origins
of peoples speaking Dravidian
and Austro-Asiatic languages.
2. The Indian civilisation is
supposed to have its sole
fountainhead in the ‘Vedic
Civilisation’ which is given
much greater antiquity than
historians have been willing
to assign it so far. The latter
is claimed to have embraced
the Indus Civilization, now
to be called ‘Indus Saraswati’
civilisation, which is thus
entirely credited to the Aryans.
3. All substantive, scientific
discoveries (from zero to
decimal placement of numerals
to heliocentric astronomy) are

supposed to have been made in
the ‘Vedic Civilisation’.
4. The Hindu religion is held
superior to other religions. The
Upanishads are proclaimed as
‘the most profound works of
philosophy in any religion’.
Both Buddhism and Jainism
are held to have emerged out of
them. Hindus had no sense of
constraints about chronology,
unlike the Christians. Hindus,
moreover, had been by their
faith true patriots. In the modern
freedom struggle too, they alone
are held to have been sincere,
while the Muslims only dreamt
of a Muslim empire or a separate
nation. Medieval Muslims and
modern Christians are also held
to have been deeply influenced
by racism.
5. The caste system was all right in
the beginning; only ‘rigidities’
(not inequities or oppression of
Dalits) are seen in its later stages
and very lightly touched upon.
The Dalits in effect are excluded
from history.
6. A neutral or even admiring
stance is maintained about
practices such as sati or jauhar
in ancient and medieval India.
Abductions of women are
described as a legitimate form
of marriage, not apparently
inconsistent with women being
held in honour.
7. Foreigners have taught little or
nothing to Indians, while India
has given so much to the world
in all realms of culture.
8. Muslims brought little new to
India, except oppression and
temple destruction. All the dark
corners are thoroughly presented
in the narrative of medieval
India, as regards Muslims, while
they are coolly overlooked in

that of ancient India.
9. The rise of a composite culture
is ignored or downplayed. Kabir
gets with difficulty a sentence
in the medieval India textbook
(where, on the other hand, Guru
Gobind Singh appears as a
‘devotee of Goddess Chandi’).
10. In modern India, ‘Muslim
separatism’ is the great bugbear,
while Hindu communalism
is not even mentioned, and
the Hindu Mahasabha leaders
appear uniformly as great
patriots.
11. The growth of the great modern
values of democracy, gender
equality, secularism, welfare
state, etc., is neglected, or passed
over in silence.
12. There is little or nothing on
Indian social reformers like Ram
Mohan Roy, Keshav Chandra
Sen, Jotiba Phule,and even B.R.
Ambedkar—since apparently
traditional Hindu society is not
thought to have been in need of
reform.
13. T h e m a i n s t r e a m s e c u l a r
and democratic elements in
the National Movement are
presented as unimportant or
mere obstacles to the growth of
(Hindu) ‘Cultural Nationalism’.
Harsh words are used for the
Moderates; there is a deliberate
effort to either ignore or present
in unfavourable light Jawaharlal
Nehru, and also the Left,
especially the Communists.
UPA and NCF-2000
Soon after the BJP introduced
these new textbooks in schools, the
2004 Parliamentary elections were
held. Communalisation of education
became a major issue in these
elections, and the UPA’s Common
Minimum Programme promised to
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“take immediate steps to reverse
the trend of communalisation of
education, which had set in the
past five years.” Fortunately for the
country, the BJP lost these elections,
and the Congress-led UPA came to
power in May 2004. It appointed
Prof. Krishna Kumar, one of the
most renowned educationists of
the country, as the new director of
NCERT. At the initiative of the new
HRD Minister, the NCERT now
inititated a process of drafting a new
national curriculum framework. For
this, it set up 21 “focus groups”—
made up of educationists, academics
and council officials—to prepare
“position papers”, on the basis of
which a steering committee headed
by Prof Yashpal finalised the National
Curriculum Framework-2005.25
However, the BJP ruled states
refused to implement the new NCF2005, and continued to use their
own communal textbooks.26 Not
only that, they have also introduced
additional textbooks written by
RSS ideologues as supplementary
reading in schools. Thus, in Gujarat,
where the BJP has been in power
since 1998, the state government
has prescribed nine textbooks on the
importance of Bharatiya Sanskriti
(Indian culture) and the ‘Hindu’ code
of conduct as supplementary reading
for primary and secondary schools in
the state. Eight of these books have
been written by Dinanath Batra, a
long-time RSS activist. Even more
disturbing, yet not surprising, is that
all eight books have been endorsed
by the then Chief Minister and now
Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, who
writes a message in each of the texts.
These books contain anecdotes like
the story of a king who was unable
to have children and was advised to
worship cows, after which he was
blessed with several children. One
of the books advises that one of the
ways of creating an ideal society
is for the youth to visit an RSS
shakha daily, while another blames
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the communists and Orientalists for
the “bad” education system that is
prevalent in India. Some of his gems
on science are: Pushpak Viman, a
flying chariot used by Rama, was
the first aeroplane in the world;
Vedic Maths is the real mathematics
and must be compulsorily taught
in schools; Rishis (sages) were
scientists whose inventions in the
fields of technology, medicine and
science have been appropriated by
the West. The ninth book, Tejomay
Bharat, is equally bizarre. It claims
that stem cell research originated in
India thousands of years ago, and as
proof for this, gives the story of Rishi
Dwaipayan Vyas, who preserved
the aborted flesh from Gandhari in
a cold tank with specific medicines,
and then divided it into one hundred
parts and kept them separately in a
hundred tanks full of clarified butter
(ghee), from which, after two years,
one hundred Kauravas were born.
The book also claims that what we
know as the motor car existed during
the Vedic period.27
BJP Back in Power in 2014:
Saffron Agenda Back Again
In 2013, during the last months of
the UPA Government, the NCERT
began a process of revising the NCF2005. It selected 21 expert panels to
guide the revision. But soon after,
in the 2014 Lok Sabha elections,
the BJP swept to power once again,
this time with a thumping majority.
Even before the new government
was sworn in, Dinanath Batra, a
prominent RSS ‘educationist’, who
was an important driving force
behind Murli Manohar Joshi’s
educational reforms during 1998–
2004, announced to the media, “I
am meeting Narendra Modiji after
the swearing-in. We have already
sent our demands. Political change
has taken place, now there should be
total revamp of education.”28 Soon
after the new HRD Minister, Smriti
Irani, took charge, Batra publicly
declared that he had met Irani and

she has assured him of an overhaul
of the NCERT curriculum.29
To abort the revision of the NCF, it
was necessary to force out the upright
and independent-minded director of
the NCERT, Parvin Sinclair. For this,
the new HRD Minister adopted the
time-honoured tactic of instituting
an inquiry against Parvin Sinclair
on absolutely frivolous charges;
Sinclair, a mathematician of repute
and an educationist, resigned in
disgust.30 Soon after, in September
2014, Irani asked the NCERT to put
the revision of the school curriculum
on hold.31
Saffronising Educational, Cultural
and Research Institutions
The aim of the fascists is not just
communalising school education;
they want to communalise the
entire educational and cultural
atmosphere of the country. And
so, the RSS is systematically and
brazenly replacing the heads of all
important academic, cultural and
research institutions with individuals
from the parochial Hindutva stable.
It does not matter if these individuals
are not suitably qualified to head
these important institutions, the
RSS is not concerned about the
fact that the academic quality of
these institutions is going to be
seriously compromised by such
appointments; all that matters is
that they must be capable enough
to transform them into vehicles for
saffron propaganda. It’s a repeat of
what they did in 1998 when they
first came to power at the Centre; the
only difference is, this time they are
doing it more thoroughly. According
to newsreports, the RSS has drawn
up a list of 680 top academic,
cultural and research posts in the
country that need to be filled with
saffron supporters; by mid-2015,
160 appointments had been made.32
(to be concluded)
Reference at the conclusion of the article.
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Why not place a limit
on maximum income?
Sandeep Pandey
If the purpose of withdrawing
bigger denomination notes of
Rs. 500 and 1000 was to make it
difficult for people to store and use
black money why have new big
denomination notes of Rs. 2000 been
reintroduced? The idea of withdrawal
of big denomination notes was that
it’ll become difficult for people to
store and use black money easily.
It raises question on the motive of
the government. Soon black money
will be generated in new currency
notes. It is unimaginable that all the
corruption in government system
will come to an end and political
parties will stop using black money
to contest elections. There seems to
be some truth in the allegation that
the Bhartiya Janata Party converted
all its black money prior to the
withdrawal announcement to gain an
advantageous position in forthcoming
Uttar Pradesh elections vis-a-vis its
opponents.

- would spend on an average Rs. 1,25
crores for their election campaigning
when the limit imposed by Election
Commission was only Rs. 16 lakhs.
This implies that every candidate of
major parties was spending on an
average Rs. 1 crore of black money. It
is an open secret that politicians keep
black money. So far in the drive to get
black money deposited we have not
heard of a single politician or a party
president or treasurer having gone to
any Bank to deposit their money. It is
important to know what the parties are
doing. Because, unless there is curb
on usage of black money in elections
the existence of it will not end. While
the government is very tough with
citizens found with more than merely
Rs. 2.5 lakhs, it didn’t take any action
against Maharashtra Cooperative
Minister Subhash Deshmukh whose
vehicle was found with Rs. 91.5 lakhs
in old currency notes.

It is a well known fact that a
common use of black money is
D-15, Ganesh Prasad,
to contest elections. During the
Naushir Bharucha Marg,
last assembly elections in U.P. a
Mumbai - 400 007.
Hindi daily Hindustan predicted
that each of the candidates of four
Email : janataweekly@gmail.com big parties - Bahujan Samaj Party,
Samajwadi Party, BJP and Congress

The common people have been
harassed while the politicians must
have figured out ways to convert their
black money and also how to use it
in future. The government is guilty of
having wasted so much public time on
unnecessarily forcing people to stand
in long queues.
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The government has announced
various kinds of limits. There was a
limit of Rs. 10,000 on withdrawal at
a time from savings bank accounts
with maximum limit for a week
being Rs. 20,000. This limit, both
for one time and the week has now
been raised to Rs. 24,000. The
limit for withdrawal from current
account is Rs. 50,000. First it was
announced that limit on withdrawal
from Automatic Teller Machines
would be Rs. 4,000 one time and
Rs. 8,000 over a week, then it was
reduced to Rs. 2,000 per card per
day which has been increased to
Rs. 2,500 now. Limit on exchange
of old currency notes from bank is
now Rs. 2,000. If there is a marriage
in family a withdrawal of upto Rs.
2.5 lakhs can be made but this
provision has not been implemented
so far. A number of families in
which marriages were to take place
were put to great inconvenience and
embarrassment after November 8th.
Some select petrol pumps allow Rs.
2,000 cash on debit cards. Farmers
can withdraw upto Rs. 25,000 per
week against loans. Government
employees upto Group C level can
be given Rs. 10,000 cash from their
November’s salary. Deposits made
above Rs. 2.5 lakhs will require
PAN card.
Because of imposing limits of
all kinds the people are really at a
loss, especially the ones who don’t
have bank accounts or any of the
various cards mentioned above.
People have struggled to get not their
black money but legitimate income
converted to new notes. If one needs
bigger amounts now one will have to
plan in advance and pay number of
visits to bank to ensure that one has
the required amount by the deadline.
But a medical emergency comes
unannounced. How are people to
deal with this kind of situation?
(Contd. on Page 4)
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New dawn in Pakistan
Kuldip Nayar
The Dawn is a fairly respected
newspaper in the subcontinent.
It was founded by Qaid-e-Azam
Mohammad Ali Jinnah at Darya
Ganji in New Delhi to propagate his
cause of Pakistan. When Pakistan
was founded The Dawn started
appearing from Karachi. Since then,
the newspaper has continued its
publication from there.
It recently carried a story on the
growing differences between the
military and the civil government.
The perturbed Nawaz Sharif
government wanted the paper to
disclose the source of the story. But
it refused to do so. However, the
government approached the Press
Council of Pakistan, which has
upheld the rights of the paper not to
reveal the source.
A fairly countrywide debate has
begun in Pakistan on whether or not
the source should be disclosed. The
overwhelming public opinion is in
favour of The Dawn and supported
the newspaper’s right to withhold
the source.
For the newspaper to confront the
army, which governs the country in
the real sense, is a courageous step.
But it also shows the tenacity of the
Pakistan press and the weak-kneed
policy of the Sharif government.
One doesn’t know how the matter
will ultimately be resolved but at
present the Pakistan media has won
the bout.
The lesson that the Indian media
can draw from the newspaper’s
example is that however powerful
the government maybe, the media
can raise its voice as long as they

hold the ground. They do not have
to wilt against the government’s
pressure. If the story The Dawn has
broken is correct or the comment
it has made is without rancour or
prejudice, there is no need to afraid
of the powers that be.
This is a far cry from what
happened to the Pakistani media
some years ago. It would look
towards Islamabad and mould
its policy which mostly suited
the government of the day. The
misadventure of General Pervez
Musharraf at Kargil, when he
was the chief of army staff, was
accepted without demur. Even there
were instances of journalists were
being pilloried for stories which
did not show the government in
good light.
Unfortunately, the Indian media
of today does not measure up to The
Dawn example. The one-day ban by
the Information and Broadcasting
Ministry on NDTV for the Pathankot
coverage was defended by the
channel itself. Others stood apart
until the Editors’ Guild voiced its
protest. Subsequently, the channel
also filed a case in the Supreme
Court.
Meanwhile, the pressure applied
by other political parties, too,
mounted. The NDTV owner, Pronnoy
Roy, was told to appear before
the Information and Broadcasting
Minister where the channel was
offered a compromise formula. But
it goes to his credit that Roy did not
rescind from his stand.
Information Minister Venkaiah
Naidu looked small when he said
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that a one-day ban on NDTV was in
the interest of the nation. Who is he
to determine what is in the national
interest and who gave him the
authority. Apparently, the minister
realized the mistake and did not
pursue the matter further.
Indeed, the media scene has
changed. I recall what the then
editor of The Times of India, Shyam
Lal, telling that Shanti Prasad Jain,
the owner, did not even indirectly
tell him what the paper should or
should not carry. I knew Shanti
Prasad Jain and he really thought
that the owner was only a trustee as
Mahatma Gandhi had defined the
role of newspaper owners.
The role of Ramnath Goenka,
the owner of The Indian Express
was equally commendable. I was
working with the newspaper and I
know Goenka was at the end of the
road facing financial crisis because
of the Indira Gandhi government’s
ban on advertisements. But Goenka
did not budge even an inch and
gave his editors full freedom which
they used to express their antigovernment views freely.
In the face of the Emergency, The
Indian Express bore the wrath of the
establishment and yet continued its
lonely battle against it. There were
several instances of the newspaper
defying the censorship. The language
papers were bolder than the English
ones.
Today’s Indian media, by and
large, does not appear to be antiestablishment. The journalists
themselves prefer to go in the
direction of the wind that blows.
Even the integrity of most is
questioned unlike in the past.
There could be several reasons
attributed for this change in attitude.
One, the owners of the media houses
have come to consider newspapers
(Contd. on Page 4)
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Medieval wars were not
fought on religious lines
Bharat Dogra
Communal Harmony Week is
being observed from November
19 to November 25; its various
events culminating in celebration
of Communal Harmony Flag Day
on November 25. As communal
harmony has come under stress in
recent years due to propagation of
myths about hostility in historical
times, the communal harmony week
is a particularly good time to get rid
of these myths so that the foundation
of social harmony and inter-faith
harmony in our country can be
strengthened.
The long battle between Rana
Pratap and Akbar is well known, but
it is also important to recall that after
both Pratap and Akbar had left for
heavenly abode, their sons decided
to stop fighting, Amar Singh and
Jahangir reached a most honourable
agreement which appears to have
satisfied both sides. At this stage
the communal minded historians get
caught in their own trap. Because in
the earlier phase they have shown
nothing but hatred for Mughal
rulers, they are now forced to make
at least mild criticism of Amar,
while on a fair appraisal he comes
out as a valiant warrior and a fine
statesman, not afraid of struggle, yet
not held back by sheer pride when
the interests of his people demand
this.
In the 1857 uprising against
the British rule the Mughal king
Bahadul Shah Zafar, despite his old
age and weakness, became a symbol
of freedom for Hindu and Muslim
freedom fighters alike.

Most of the famous battles fought
during the years of the Mughal rule
have become embedded in public
mind as battles between Hindus and
Muslims and people are surprised
when told that Shivaji’s army had
a significant number of Muslims
and that all through Aurangzeb’s
prolonged fight with Shivaji several
Maratha nobles continued to occupy
an important place in the Mughal
court and army. The names of these
Maratha nobles in Aurangzeb’s court
are available in historical documents
and in fact historians have compiled
a list of such names. It is surprising
but true that the number of Maratha
nobles in Aurangzeb’s court was
higher than in the court of any other
Mughal ruler before him. It was also
common for several Hindu kings and
chiefs to have Muslim nobles.
Earlier at Haldighati Hakim Sur
and his Afghan soldiers had fought
valiantly on the side of Rana Pratap.
On the Mughal side there were a
large number of Rajput soldiers led
by Raja Man Singh. Still earlier at
the battle of Khanwa, Mahmood
Lodi and Hasan Khan Mewati had
fought on the side of Rana Sanga
against the army of Babar.
From these examples it should
be clearly known that the famous
battles of the days of the Mughal
rule were not battles between the
Hindus and the Muslims- instead
the armies which fought each other
were of a mixed composition. In
fact there are even instances when
Muslim fundamentalists had ganged
up against Muslim rulers, and then
the Mughal rulers had sent an army
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under the leadership of Hindu Rajas
to quell such rebellions.
Describing this rebellion Prof.
Satish Chandra writes, “The
rebellion kept the empire distracted
for almost two years (1580-81) and
Akbar was faced with a very difficult
and delicate situation. Due to the
mishandling of the situation by local
officials, Bengal and almost the
whole of Bihar passed into the hands
of the rebels who proclaimed Mirza
Hakim as their ruler. They even got
a religious divine to issue a Fatwa,
calling on the faithful to take the
field against Akbar. Akbar did not
lose his nerve. He despatched a force
under Todar Mal against Bengal and
Bihar and another under Raja Man
Singh to check the expected attack
by Mirza Hakim.”
When the Hindu king of Bikaner
was defeated by the King of Marwar,
his family sought refuge in the court
of Shershah Suri. When Humayun
was defeated by Shershah Suri, he
sought refuge with the (Hindu) King
of Amarkot. Akbar was born here.
Later in Ayodhya, Nawal Rai died
fighting for Nawab Safdarjung.
It is clear from the above examples
that the history of Mughal India is
not a history of fights between the
Hindus and Muslims. Kings fought
each other time and again, but
generally there were mixed armies
on both sides. Further heroes and
villains did not exist in any one
religion. On some occasions, the
persons who showed great valour
and large heartedness happened to
be Hindus, on some other occasions
they happened to be Muslims. In fact
the biggest heroes of this age were
those who rose above all sectarian
considerations to spread the message
of universal love and brotherhood –
men like Sant Kabir and Gur Nanak.

(Contd. from Page 2)

(Contd. from Page 3)

Even others will hesitate to help now
as they will worry about their own
cash situation. The influential people
are getting their notes converted
without standing in the queues.
Doors of banks open for them
outside the office hours and probably
the manager gets their transactions
done from his office itself.

or the television channels as
commercial ventures. Profit, not
principle, is their motive. It also
leaves no room for the handful of
honest journalists to pursue their
profession with full freedom.

If the government has decided
to place limits on the withdrawal
of amount from banks they should
also place a limit on other ways
of money transactions. By placing
these limits in a way Narendra Modi
has placed a cap on our expenditure.
He has similarly placed a cap on how
much one can spend on a wedding,
in which people in our country have
a tendency to overspend beyond
their earning capacity. In fact, it
is a good time, while the size of
economy has temporarily shrunk
because of unavailability of money
to also place a limit on people’s
incomes. Dr. Rammanohar Lohia
had famously said that the difference
between the income of poor and
rich should not be more than ten
times. That is a good standard.
There are professions in which
there is unlimited possibility of
making money. After huge amounts
have been made the earner tries to
evade tax and thus creates black
money. The minimum wages are
already decided. The government
should fix the maximum income
as ten times of that. If the prices of
essential items are kept under check
and privatization in education and
health care ends, the people may
learn to live in limited income. But
the real question is will the political
parties change their ways of using
black money in elections? Or, will
the culture of commissions and cuts
end which generates black money?
Are the politicians and bureaucrats
ready for it?

However, Bangladesh continues
to be an exception. The two leadingmost papers, The Star in English
and Prothom Alo in Bengali daunt
Prime Minster Sheikh Hasina who is
dictatorial in her methods and does
not brook any criticism. It’s tragic
to find that the daughter of Sheikh
Mujib-ur Rahman, who fought for
the independence of Bangladesh,
has muzzled dissent and falsified all
principles of her father.
The Dawn example should give
heart to the Bangladeshi media and
the rest of those in the subcontinent.
The freedom of the press is inviolable
in a democratic setup. It cannot be
compromised in any circumstances.
People themselves take vengeance
from the rulers who restrict their
freedom.
Indira Gandhi, whose centenary
birth anniversary is being celebrated,
is an example. Her Congress party
was swept out of power in the 1977.
So much so even she lost her own
seat in the election held when the
Emergency was relaxed. In any
democratic setup the sovereignty
lies with the people. And they have
shown again and again that they
are the masters to give verdicts on
political rulers.
By defying the government, The
Dawn has reminded the people of
Pakistan that they can confront the
military rulers and restore democracy
in the real sense. Political parties
have a vested interest in power.
People’s interest is in the betterment
and development. The latter should
prevail.
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Letter to President of India
2016 November 13,
Respected Rashtreapatiji
Subject: Representation against
appointment of Shri Avinash Rai
Khanna, Vice-President, Bhartiya
Janata Party (BJP) as a member
of the National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC)
The People’s Union for Civil
Liberties (PUCL) is an organization,
which has been consistently working
for protection and promotion of
human rights and civil liberties in
the country. It was established by
Shri Jayaprakash Narain, Acharya
Kripalani, Shri Krishna Kant and
others. Justice V.M Tarkunde, Prof.
Rajni Kothari, Justice Rajindar
Sachar (former Chief Justice of
Delhi High Court) and Shri K.G.
Kannabiran have been associated
with PUCL as its President. The
important judgments by the Supreme
Court on the issues taken up by
PUCL are: Telephone tapping case
(1997) 1 SCC 301; Fake encounter
in Manipur (1997) 3 SCC 463;
Disclosure of criminal background
and assets by candidates contesting
for Parliament and the State
Legislature (2003) 9 SCC 490;
Challenge to POTA (2004) 9 SCC
980; and Right to food which is still
pending before the Supreme Court.
We are seriously concerned about
the proposal to appoint Shri Avinash
Rai Khanna, Vice-President of BJP
as a member of the National Human
Rights Commission. We wish to
make it clear that our objection is not
personally against him, but is based
on the principle that a politician
should not be appointed to an
important and high level institution

like the NHRC, which is constituted
for protection and promotion of
human rights of the people of India
-a function, which can be performed
only by persons who are non-partisan
and above temptation of future
personal promotion and prospect.
Shri Khanna was earlier appointed
as a member of the State Human
Rights Commission, Punjab, but
resigned to become a member of the
Rajya Sabha and is not eligible for
other similar political appointment
in the future. Besides, a member
of a political party is expected to
promote the interest of his party and
is not trained to act with impartiality
and judiciousness required of a
member of the NHRC. Additionally,
a member of the NHRC, besides
having knowledge and practical
experience in matters relating to
human rights should also enjoy the
trust of the people that he would
stand to protect their human rights
from violation by the governments.
As a politician and a Vice-President
of BJP, which is a ruling party at the
centre and a number of states, Shri
Khanna cannot enjoy the trust of
the people whose rights he would
be expected to promote and protect
against the governments of his own
party if he is appointed to the NHRC.
The Protection of Human Rights
Act, 1993 was enacted pursuant
to the commitment of India
towards binding covenants, that is
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, ICCPR AND ICESCR. It
was realized that due to changing
social realties, emerging trends
in the nature of violence, greater
accountability and transparency
are required in the implementation
of existing laws, procedures and
system of administration of justice.

Keeping the growing concern about
protection of issues relating to
human rights that the said law was
enacted. Relevant parts of Section 3
and Section 4 of the Act of 1993 are
quoted below:
“ 3. Constitution of a National
Human Rights Commission:
(1) The Central Government shall
constitute a body to be known as the
National Human Rights Commission
to exercise the powers conferred
upon, and to perform the functions
assigned to it, under this Act.
(2) The Commission shall consist
of:
(a) a Chairperson who has been a
Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court;
(b) one Member who is or has been,
a Judge of the Supreme Court;
(c) one Member who is, or has
been, the Chief Justice of a High
Court;
(d) two Members to be appointed
from amongst persons having
knowledge of, or practical
experience in, matters relating
to human rights.
4. Appointment of Chairperson
and other Members:
(1) The Chairperson and [the
Members] shall be appointed by the
President by warrant under his hand
and seal;
Provided that every appointment
under this sub-section shall be made
after obtaining the recommendations
of a Committee consisting of–
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(a) T h e P r i m e M i n i s t e r —
Chairperson
(b) Speaker of the House of the
People — Member
(c) Minister in-charge of the
Ministry of Home Affairs in
the Government of India —
Member
(d) Leader of the Opposition in the
House of the People — Member
(e) Leader of the Opposition in the
Council of States — Member
(f) Deputy Chairman of the Council
of States — Member
Provided further that no sitting
Judge of the Supreme Court or
sitting Chief Justice of a High Court
shall be appointed except after
consultation with the Chief Justice
of India.”
As mentioned above, a person
who is going to be appointed as a
member should have knowledge
and practical experience in the
matters relating to human rights. His
stature and qualifications has to be
compared with the other members,
who consist of judge of the Supreme
Court or the Chief Justice of a
High Court. Under Section 4 of the
Act of 1993, the appointment of
chairperson and the members shall
be made by the President by warrant
under his hand and seal, after
obtaining the recommendations of
the Committee consisting of Prime
Minister, Speaker of the House of
People, Minister in-charge of the
Ministry of Home Affairs in the
Government of India, Leader of the
Opposition in the House of People,
Leader of Opposition in the Council
of States and Deputy Chairman
of the Council of States. PUCL

submits that the recommendations
made by the Committee are
recommendations under the Act.
These recommendations are not
binding on the Hon’ble President
as is the recommendation of the
Council of Ministers under Art. 74
of the Constitution. The President
is therefore free to not accept a
recommendation of the committee
in the interest of the people ,who
are the real stakeholders and of
the institution for which the
appointment is to be made . Under
s 4 of the Protection of Human
Rights Act, the President is obliged
to make an appointment to the
NHRC only after obtaining the
recommendation of the Committee
constituted for the purpose but is not
bound to accept the recommendation
of the committee.

We submit that appointment
of a political person would not
only be against the interest of the
people and incompatible with the
aims and objects of the highest
institution, which is constituted for
the protection of human rights, but
would send wrong signals to the
international community and to the
United Nations where the national
representatives have to periodically
submit the status of implementation
of human rights in the country.
We humbly request that keeping
in view the interest of the people of
India and the status and dignity of
NHRC, no member of a political
party should be appointed as a
member to the NHRC, especially, if
he is an important functionary of the
ruling party.
–Prabhakar Sinha,
National President, PUCL

37th Bhimsen Sachar Memorial Lecture
by
Hon’ble Justice T.S.Thakur,
Chief Justice of India
on

‘Independent Judiciary -Bastion of Democracy’
on Thursday 1st December, 2016 at 6 PM
at India International Centre
(Kamla Devi Multipurpose Hall)
40, Max Mueller Marg, New Delhi-110003
Kuldip Nayar to preside.
R.S.V.P.
Rajindar Sachar, Sanjiv Sachar, Sudhir Nayar
Servants of People Society
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar Memorial Committee
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Treatment of Native Americans vis-a-vis Indian tribes
Chandra Bhal Tripathi
On October 13, 2016
teleSUREnglsh circulated a video
describing how the US dealt with
Native Americans. By forcing their
children into boarding schools so
they could become “civilized.”
Dennis Banks, founder of the
American Indian Movement, shared
his personal experiences with Abby
Martin in The Empire Files.
A similar ‘civilising’ mission
I came across on the border of
Arunachal Pradesh and Assam about
three decades ago. As Lt. Governor
Raja of Arunachal Pradesh (earlier
known as NEFA) took strict action
against proselytisation of the tribals
living in remote areas of this State
(earlier a Union Territory and still
earlier a protected territory where
no Indian could go without a permit
- even Dr. Rammanohar Lohia was
prevented - that was the period
when the former English missionary
Verrier Elwin was the only window
to the tribal world for Prime Minister
Nehru). Camouflaging themselves as
Hindu sanyasins with Rudraaksha
maalaa the Christian missionaries
used to lure poor tribals of this
picturesque State with the promise of
providing free board and lodging and
all other expenses of their children if
they admitted them in the residential
primary schools that dotted the other
side of the border in Assam. Once
admitted, these tribal children were
not allowed to speak their mother
tongues, sing or dance in their
traditional way and, the worst was
that their parents were not allowed
to visit them nor were the children
allowed to visit their parents. As a
measure to counteract the Christian
influence the then authorities
encouraged setting up of an elite
public school known as Donyo Polo
at Itanagar that was controlled by the
Vivekananda Kendra of the distant

Kanyakumari that in turn was a
creation of the RSS. The present
National Security Adviser to the
Government of India, Ajit Doval
(pronounced Dobhal) is a retired
Director of the Intelligence Bureau
and after retirement he became
the Director of the Vivekananda
Institute in Chanakyapuri, New
Delhi, where now official functions
of the Government of India are
held. Evangelical programmes
of Christian missionaries and
saffronisation programmes of the
RSS are two opposite sides of
the same coin so far as the tribals
are concerned whose traditional
language, culture, religious beliefs
and customs are different from
those of the neighbouring dominant
communities of India. I am an
admirer of the Jesuit fathers who
came from Europe in the 19th
century and established good
schools and hospitals and, of course,
churches in the remote tribal areas
in Jharkhand but the role of some
of the Indian missionaries has
been vulnerable. The South Baptist
Mission based in the US also played
a dirty role of creating insurgency
in the North-Eastern States and
converting non-Christian majority
States into Christian majority
States after Independence. Political
problems in Nagaland and parts of
Manipur are largely their creation.
Reverting to the subject of speaking
mother tongue in a Jesuit school, I
remember that in the prestigious Don
Bosco School in Egmore, Chennai,
where my son studied in 1969-74,
a boy speaking Tamil or any nonEnglish language in the school
would be fined. But in a Jesuit school
in Vadodara where he studied for a
year preceding my Chennai posting
there was no such restriction on
speaking any non-English language.

Thank God, the ‘civilising’
forces in India did not resort to
annihilation of millions of the
indigenous population as they did
in the US, Canada and Australia. In
Australia the indigenous population
was reduced from several millions
to just about one hundred thousand
who were confined to a small corner
of the continent in a ‘National Park’
as if they were animals. That was
the demographic situation about 30
years ago when the Foreign Minister
of Australia addressed a seminar
at the Indira Gandhi National
Centre for the Arts, New Delhi, I
raised the issue of the annihilation
of the indigenous people of the
continent. Only Christian priests
were allowed to visit the National
Park for the obvious reason. The
Foreign Minister had no answer.
After a few years the Prime Minister
of Australia apologised for the
crimes committed by the forefathers
of the white Australians and the
present generation of the indigenous
people were offered compensation.
The Canadian PM followed suit
after a few years and today some
representatives of the First Nations
are occupying important positions
in the administration. The biggest
culprit, the US, never apologised
for the crimes committed by the
European colonisers upon the Native
Americans and ruthlessly weaning
them away from their cultural
moorings. It gave some compensation
to them but ensured that many of the
Native American groups became
addicted to alcoholism and drugs
and started opening casinos.
It is interesting to note that Verrier
Elwin of whom Ramachandra Guha
seems to be a fan had advocated
a National Park policy for India’s
(Contd. on Page 9)
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Socialist Party(India)

Action programme for six months
Today, there are two challenges
before our Indian Republic. A few
political organizations led by RSS
are conducting hate-campaign
against the minorities and thereby
disturbing smooth functioning of our
democracy. Secondly, international
capitalism is aggravating problems
of unemployment and inequality
of income and wealth thereby
thrusting great hardship over the
masses.
The 4th National Conference of
the Socialist Party (India) held on
14 and 15 November. 2016 has
called upon all its units and activists
to carry out the following action
programme and build up strong
popular support to the policies of
the Party:

1. To organize Hindu-Muslim
Bhaichara Sammelans at least
at hundred places.
2. To participantate in the rally
to strengthen solidarity with
the people of Kashmir on 23rd
March 2017 at Shrinagar that
would be organized by Rashtra
Seva Dal. Those who would
not be able to go there may
organize public demonstrations
at local places. It may be noted
that 23rd March happens to
be the day of martyrdom of
Bhagat Singh and also birth
anniversary of Dr. Lohia
3. To carry on mass awareness
campaigns to prevail over
the BJP to stop pro-capitalist

policies and allocate at
least 25 per cent of annual
Budget for Agriculture, Forest
Development and Dairy which
alone can help us achieve the
goal of full employment.
4. To c a r r y o n c a m p a i g n s
against privatization and
communalization of education
5. To h o l d f o u r r e g i o n a l
conferences on Electoral
Reforms
To complete Party membership
enrolment drive by 31st December
2016.; to conduct campaign to build
up Rs 25 lakh Party Fund with the
help of coupons of Rs 100, 500
and 1000.
–Pannalal Surana

An Appeal
The two-day 4 th National
Conferrence of the Socialist
Party(India) concluded in Lucknow
(UP) once again resolved to throw
out the yoke of neo-imperialism
imposed on the country in the guise
of liberalisation. I am of the firm
opinion that the Socialist Party will
soon attain its past glory by carrying
forward the legacy of the freedom
movement and socialist stalwarts.
I felt honored by felicitating
Mohammad Shoaib of Rihai Manch

from the dais of the Socialist Party
for his relentless efforts made for
the release of innocent Muslims,
particularly youths, from jail. Mr.
Shoaib, who is the national vice
president of the Socialist Party,
has successfully got released 11
innocent persons arrested and
implicated by the police on false
charges.
I welcome the decision of the
national council of the Socialist
Party to elect Dr. Prem Singh as

its president. He is known all over
the country for his commitment
for socialism, secularism and
democracy. I believe that the party
will become stronger under his
dynamic leadership.
I, further, would like to appeal
all like-minded individuals and
organizations to extend their
maximum support to Dr. Prem
Singh in order to re-strengthen the
struggle against the on-going nexus
of neo-liberal-communal forces.
–Rajindar Sachar
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(Contd. from Page 7)
tribes in a booklet published by the
Oxford University Press around
1940 which I read a few years later,
and after Independence he became a
patriot and nationalist and confidante
of Nehru. He tried and succeeded
in keeping Nehru away from Indian
anthropologists. In 1960 he was
not only appointed a member of
the Presidential Commission on the
Scheduled Areas and the Scheduled
Tribes headed by U N Dhebar
under Article 339 of the Indian
Constitution but he also drafted
the Report of that Commission. As
a (Senior) Research Officer who
started the Research Cell of the
Commission I am a witness to the
deliberate attempt by Dr. Verrier
Elwin to keep Indian anthropologists
out. An uninformed social worker,
Dayabhai Nayak, imagined that
all the anthropologists did was to
measure the head and the nose.
I have visited some settlements
of the American Indian tribes and
heard stories of the exploitation of
these indigenous people from my
anthropologist friends TN Pandey of
UC Santa Cruz and Gillian Darling
Kovanic of UBC Vancouver. At least
the policies and programmes for
tribal welfare and development in
India have been more egalitarian due
to Gandhian pioneers like Thakkar
Bapa and his disciples like LM
Shrikant and in the recent past due
to activists like BK Roy Burman,
BD Sharma and Medha Patkar. The
tribals themselves have to educate,
organise and struggle for achieving
the Constitutional safeguards for
them and protecting them from
industrial and mining sharks and
political and capitalist interests
responsible for their uprooting
from their lands and forests, deities
and cultural heritage in the name
of development and setting up
industrial projects and big dams
while advanced nations like the US
have given up the concept of huge
dams.
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The government says that the situation would settle down in 50 days.
How? As per data furnished by the Finance Ministry, Rs 17,50,000 crore
worth of currency notes were in circulation in October-end.
The government, through its demonetization of old 500Rs and 1000Rs
note made 14.5 lakh crore rupee (84%) invalid in the market, leading to a
currency crisis. As per FinMin, Rs. 50,000 crore dispensed to customers
in first 4 days (10-13 Nov). However, there is still a currency deficit of 14
lakh crore.
In India, most of the transactions carried out are in cash. As per an
estimate (carried out by Fletcher School at the Tufts University in 2012)
86.6% of transactions carried out in India were in cash. The economy is
going to take a big hit, with 84% of the cash being made illegal due to
demonetisation.
Printing of new currency began in August-September, and by October
2016, the RBI printed 480 million of Rs. 2000 denomination notes and an
equal number of new 500 denomination notes. Total value of these new notes
= 96,000 crore (1000 notes) + 24,000 crore (500 notes) = 1.2 lakh crore.
Time taken (between August-October) = 50 days approx. (guess estimate).
So, it took 50 days to print money of value 1.2 lakh crore. Going by this,
it would take approx. 500 days (One and a half year) to print the remaining
12.8 lakh crore needed to bring back the economy to its pre 8th Nov. state.
And the govt. wants to make you believe that in next 50 days it would
print 14 lakh crore, to make up for the present Currency Deficit?
If timely ameliorative measures are not taken, we are headed towards
an economic recession.
- Arun Srivastsava, Janta Ka Reporter
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The RSS assault on our education system -III
Neeraj Jain
Here is a sample of the kind of
appointments being made.

to one newsreport, 15 of the 18
appointees are affiliated to the RSS.34

History writing in India over
the past half century has produced
some of the finest historians,
recognised both nationally and
internationally. Cocking a snook
at this glorious tradition, the new
government in July 2014 appointed
Y. Sudershan Rao, the head of the
Andhra Pradesh chapter of the RSS’s
Akhil Bharatiya Itihas Sankalan
Yojana (ABISY), a historian with
no significant publication in the
discipline of history, and notorious
for his anti-Muslim views, as chief
of the prestigious Indian Council of
Historical Research (ICHR). Rao
believes that the Ramayana and
the Mahabharata are not myths
but are truthful accounts of actual
events. He is a defender of the
Hindu caste system, and asserts
that it had worked well in ancient
times and that it has been wrongly
interpreted as an exploitative social
system. One of his first moves after
his appointment was to disband the
advisory committee of the Council’s
internationally reputed journal,
The Indian Historical Review. The
committee comprised renowned
historians such as Romila Thapar,
Irfan Habib, Richard Eaton, Muzaffar
Alam and Satish Chandra, and had
been set up with the objective of
having an independent group of
historians to oversee the journal.33

Soon after, in June 2015, the
country’s highest policymaking
body on education received the
same treatment. The government
reconstituted the Central Advisory
Board of Education, now headed
by the new HRD Minister Smriti
Irani, a scholar whose qualifications
are shrouded in mystery, and filled
it with yoga teachers, Sanskrit
scholars and even actors. These
‘educationists’ will now lay out
the path to develop India into a
knowledge superpower.35

Subsequently, on February 24,
2015, the entire Council of the
ICHR was reconstituted with 18
fresh appointees, setting aside the
long-standing convention of renominating members who had
completed only one term. According

Lokesh Chandra, an 87-yearold man, has been appointed head
of the Indian Council of Cultural
Relations (ICCR). His qualification
for the post: he claims that Modi
is a greater leader than Gandhi
and is “an incarnation of God”.36
The ICCR is the most ramified of
India’s education–research–cultural
councils, with 10 centres and 100plus university chairs abroad, besides
20 regional offices. It offers over
3,000 scholarships and organises
scores of cultural performances
and festivals—an enormous source
of patronage and prestige, which
the Modi government undoubtedly
wants to use to sectarian ends.37
Baldev Sharma, former editor of
RSS mouthpiece Panchjanya, has
been appointed the Chairman of the
National Book Trust—the renowned
publishing house that is supposed
to be an autonomous body under
the Ministry of Human Resource
Development.
Kalyan Kumar Chakravarty,
an Indian Administrative Service

officer with a PhD in art history, has
been arbitrarily removed as the head
of the Lalit Kala Akademi, the apex
body to support the visual arts; a
culturally non-descript but ‘reliable’
administrator has been appointed
in his place. The highly respected
scholar and Director of the Nehru
Memorial Museum and Library in
New Delhi, Mahesh Rangarajan, has
been pressured to quit; newsreports
say that the government is planning
to transform this hallowed institution
into a “Museum of Governance”
and restructure it to broadcast the
activities of the present government.
Venu Vasudevan, the man who
successfully transformed the longmoribund National Museum into an
active site for exhibition, discussion
and publication, during whose brief
tenure four dead galleries of the
museum came back to life and many
landmark exhibitions were held,
has been transferred to the Sports
Ministry.38
The chairperson of the Central
Board of Film Certification, the
respected Leela Samson, has been
forced to resign and has been
replaced by Pahlaj Nihalani, who
crafted the BJP’s election slogan
“Har Ghar Modi, Ghar Ghar Modi”.
One of the important tasks that
he has accomplished as chief of
CBFC—making a five-and-a-half
music video eulogising Modi and
forcing cinema theatres across the
country to air it.39
Probably the most doozy of the
BJP Government’s appointments
is the choice of Gajendra Chauhan
to head the Film and Television
Institute of India. Chauhan, whose
most important qualification from
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the Sangh Parivar’s viewpoint is that
he has served as the joint convenor
of culture in the BJP, has done small
roles in nondescript TV soaps and
forgettable films like Jungle Love
and Khuli Khidki. There is nothing
in his body of work to show any kind
of inclination to arts and aesthetics.
And yet the BJP has appointed him
to head India’s premier institution
of film and television—a post that
has been headed in the past by
luminaries like Girish Karnad,
Shyam Benegal, Rajkumar Hirani
and Adoor Gopalkrishnan.40
The RSS is appointing its men
as Vice Chancellors of universities
across the country—from Allahabad
University to Hyderabad Central
University to even the Jawaharlal
Nehru University. One such
appointment is that of Girish Chandra
Tripathi, a state functionary of the
RSS, as Vice Chancellor of Banaras
Hindu University, a post held earlier
by luminaries like S. Radhakrishnan
a n d A c h a r y a N a r e n d r a D e v.
Tripathi, a professor of economics
at Allahabad University, has no
books or research publications to his
credit. Tripathi recently terminated
the contract of Dr. Sandeep Pandey
as a visiting professor in IIT-BHU,
alleging that he was indulging
in ‘anti-national’ activities. An
amazing charge, considering that
Dr. Pandey is not only a highly
qualified academic with a PhD from
University of California, Berkeley,
he is also a well-known Gandhian
socialist activist who has been
associated with several grassroots
movements which earned him the
prestigious Ramon Magsaysay
award (considered to be the Asian
Nobel) in 2002! But then for the
RSS, he was a thorn in their attempts
to saffronise BHU, and so he was
unceremoniously dismissed.41 On
the other hand, RSS ‘volunteers’
have been appointed as assistant
professors of the department of
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history, despite their doctoral
theses having been found to be
plagiarised.42
Mediocrities have no use for
scholarship. In July 2015, the
government forced Nobel laureate
Amartya Sen to resign from
the chancellorship of Nalanda
University.
Even India’s best science and
technology institutions are not
being spared. In December 2014,
the Director of IIT Delhi, Dr R.K.
Shevgaonkar, put in his papers.
According to newsreports, one of
the reasons for his resignation was
the growing interference of the RSS
in the institution, including using
the technical knowhow of the IIT
for research on RSS’s pet themes
like the cow.43 Two months later,
nuclear scientist Anil Kakodkar
resigned as chairman of the Board
of Governors, IIT Bombay, over
differences with the HRD Ministry
over selection of IIT Directors,
accusing it of adopting “too casual
a process for such an important
activity” and saying he could not be
a party to such “wrongdoing”.44 For
the first time in the history of the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research,
India’s premier scientific research
institution, the Prime Minister’s
office vetoed the appointment of
the Sandip Trivedi as the institute’s
new director. Trivedi is a frontranking theoretical physicist and is
the recipient of prestigious awards,
including the Shanti Swarup
Bhatnagar Award and the Infosys
Prize. It was only after intense
criticism of the PMO’s interference
by academicians across the country,
including public criticism by Bharat
Ratna recipient and renowned
scientist Dr C.N.R. Rao, that the
PMO withdrew its objections and
Trivedi took over as director of TIFR
in July 2015.45

It is not that was no interference
by previous regimes in the cultural
and intellectual life of the nation. But
what is new with the purges being
effected by the Modi Government
is their systematic, organised,
communally driven and ruthless
character.
Assault on Our Universities
A most important component of
the RSS agenda to communalise
the educational atmosphere
is to transform our universities
into instruments for Hindutva
propaganda. For this, it is not
sufficient to appoint Sangh Parivar
people as heads of universities. In
democratic societies around the
world, universities are considered
to be autonomous institutions,
vibrant spaces that promote critical
inquiry and learning, encourage
young minds to generate and debate
ideas. This by implication means
that they are places that kindle
concern for the oppressed, defend
the idea of pluralism, and foster
tolerance and respect for diversity
of views. If universities are to be
reduced to factories producing
mindless automatons in the service
of a mind-numbing, virulent
Hindu nationalism, then this very
idea of a university needs to be
crushed, its autonomy curtailed, its
democratic spirit destroyed. And
so, the BJP has launched a violent
assault on our universities, blatantly
interfering in their functioning,
targeting independent-minded
teachers and students. Dissenting
voices, especially communists,
Ambedkarites and other liberals, are
being labelled as ‘anti-national’ and
charged with sedition. It is not that
earlier regimes did not interfere in
the functioning of universities; but it
is the first time (with the exception of
the Emergency) that a party in power
at the Centre has launched such a
widespread campaign against the
freedoms enjoyed by universities,
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even organised violent onslaughts
by vigilante groups, and attempted
to silence all deviant voices.
We briefly discuss the three
most prominent student groups
/ movements that the BJP has
attempted to crush during the past
two years, in IIT Madras, Hyderabad
Central University and Jawaharlal
Nehru University.
IIT Madras
The Ambedkar–Periyar Study
Circle (APSC) was established
by a small group of IIT Madras
students in 2014 on 14 April, B.R.
Ambedkar’s birth anniversary.
The group of around 50 members
organised discussions and talks
on a range of subjects including
agriculture, genetically-modified
foods, the Industrial Disputes
Act, language politics, etc., that
attracted modest attendance. And it
organised celebrations around the
birth anniversaries of Ambedkar and
Bhagat Singh.
In a well coordinated move, RSS
students sent a complaint to the
MHRD about the activities of APSC,
and the ministry promptly responded
by sending a letter to IIT Madras on
May 15, 2015 raising the matter of
“the distribution of controversial
posters and pamphlets in the campus”
and “creating an atmosphere of
hatred among students by one
student group” and also disaffection
against the Prime Minister and ‘the
Hindus’. The Dean of Students of
the institution—who had earlier
expressed his displeasure with the
names of Ambedkar and Periyar,
amply exposing his Brahminical
proclivities—responded to this
missive with extraordinary alacrity
by “derecognising” the APSC on
May 22, 2015 without giving the
students a chance to explain their
case.

IIT Madras is supposed to be
one of India’s premier institutions
promoting modern science and
technology. It is expected to promote
student bodies that provoke debate on
various issues and promote scientific
temper, like what the APSC was
doing. Yet, the IIT Madras clamped
down on this body, charging it with
promoting hate. Ironically, this same
institution has allowed right-wing
organisations propagating Hindutva
to flourish on the campus—from
RSS shakhas to groups such as
Vivekananda Study Circle; it is these
latter student bodies who in reality
polarise students along communal
lines. In contrast, when under the
influence of right-wing groups, IIT
Madras decided to start a separate
vegetarian mess, the APSC had
launched a “wheat or meat, don’t
segregate” campaign against this
move.
Till then, few outside IIT Madras
knew about APSC. Yet, within days
of the Dean banning the group,
the APSC literally went “viral,”
provoking much-needed debate
on the rights of students to discuss
contemporary political and social
issues on their campuses. Protests
were organised across the country,
the RSS’s anti-Dalit agenda stood
exposed, and within days (in the first
week of June), the Dean was forced
to withdraw the ban.
Ambedkar Students
Association (ASA), HCU
E e r i l y, t h e s a m e p a t t e r n
was repeated in the University
of Hyderabad (also known as
Hyderabad Central University or
HCU). Here again, the target of
the BJP was a very progressive and
active student group, the Ambedkar
Students Association (ASA). The
ASA was born out of the turmoil
created by the pro- and anti-Mandal
agitations in the mid-1990s, and
represented the first specifically

caste-based assertion on the HCU
campus. Two decades later, it had
become a mature and broad-based
organisation. With its embrace of
non-Dalit issues, including protests
against attacks on minorities,
today’s ASA represents precisely
the kind of ‘dangerous’ solidarity
that Hindutvawadi organisations
fear. And so, clashes between
ASA and the student wing of the
BJP, the Akhil Bhartiya Vidyarthi
Parishad (ABVP), started escalating,
culminating in the ABVP hatching a
conspiracy to suppress the ASA with
the help of big brother MHRD and
head honcho BJP.
The plot unfolded with the ABVP
HCU President Sushil Kumar filing
a false complaint against ASA
members. Promptly, the BJP MLC,
Ramachandra Rao met with the then
Vice Chancellor Prof. R.P. Sharma,
asking him to take action against the
ASA members. The BJP Member
of Parliament from Secunderabad
and Union Minister of Labour and
Employment Bandaru Dattatreya, an
RSS member of 50 years vintage and
pracharak for two decades, also got
into the act and wrote to the MHRD
against the “casteist, extremist
and anti-national” activities of the
ASA and demanded action against
the group. Smriti Irani promptly
sent off not one but five notices
to the university administration,
suggestively asking it to take action
against the group.
Bowing to repeated pressure from
the Centre, the HCU administration
suspended five ASA members for a
semester in August 2015. It sparked
off massive protests which forced
the Vice Chancellor (VC) to revoke
the order pending investigation by a
new committee. Meanwhile, the BJP
appointed a new Vice Chancellor
to head the HCU, Prof Appa Rao
Poddile, who is infamous for being
accused by his own staff for being a
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casteist and who has a two-decade
long history of rusticating Dalit
students. As if appointed with a
pre-planned agenda, he immediately
swung into action, ordered a sham
enquiry, and punished the five Dalit
students once again. The punishment
comprised their expulsion from
hostels and banning them from
accessing library, hostel and
administrative building in groups.
It amounted to social boycott of the
students, reminding one of the reign
of Manusmriti vis-a-vis the outcaste
Dalits. These students—four of them
being sons of agricultural labourers
and one without both parents—who
had crossed countless obstacles to
reach the University were pushed
back right into their ostracised
existence as the “untouchables”.
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Jawaharlal Nehru University
The powerful student movement
that swept the country following
the ‘murder’ of Rohith Vemula put
the BJP on the backfoot. Its plans of
winning over the Dalit students to
its Hindutva agenda were in tatters;
not only that, the participation
of thousands of students in these
protests made it obvious that the
ABVP base among students was
shrinking. So, the BJP came up with
a new, and an even more sinister
plan, to divert attention from its
victimisation of a brilliant Dalit
scholar and student leader, and win
back its student following.

Nowhere to go, the students
erected a shed with the banners
and posters outside the gate of the
university and began living there in
the biting cold of Hyderabad winter,
without money (their scholarships
had not been paid since last July)
and without any arrangement
for sanitation or food. It was this
humiliating condition that drove one
of the five suspended Dalit students,
Rohith Vemula, to take his life on
January 17, 2016. It was not suicide,
but “institutional murder”, planned
and executed by ABVP’s Sushil
Kumar, and BJP’s Ramachandra
Rao, Bandaru Dattatreya and Smriti
Irani.

On February 9, 2016, a small farleft fringe student group in JNU had
organised a cultural program, “The
Country without Post Office”, on the
campus, so that sympathisers and
supporters of this group could voice
and listen to the stories of Kashmiri
students in Delhi. The group has
no links to the Maoists, or to any
of the militant groups in Kashmir.
It also has no history of inciting or
unleashing any form of violence on
the campus or outside. The ABVP–
BJP–RSS took advantage of the
topic of the program, and hatched a
plan to subvert it and blow it up as an
issue of anti-nationalism on the JNU
campus. That it was all pre-planned,
and an organised conspiracy, is
obvious from the way the events
unfolded following the program:

As news about the tragic death
of Rohith, his incredibly moving
suicide note, his life story—
including his indomitable struggle
against adversity that had brought
him to one of the best universities
in the country—and details about the
conspiracy hatched by ABVP–BJP–
MHRD spread through the social
media, massive student protests
erupted in campuses across the
country.

Some masked outsiders infiltrate
the gathering of students watching
the program, and shout anti-India
slogans (the police has yet to identify
and arrest these outsiders); some
TV channels immediately begin to
air video clips of students shouting
“anti-national” slogans; BJP MP
Mahesh Giri files an FIR at the
nearby police station; the newly
appointed Vice Chancellor of JNU
gives permission to the police

to conduct raids on the campus
bypassing all internal mechanisms
of the JNU to deal with indiscipline,
and without informing / consulting
the Deans, rectors and proctors;
the police quickly move in and
arrest JNUSU president Kanhaiya
Kumar on the draconian charge of
sedition accusing him of shouting
anti-India slogans—when Kanhaiya
Kumar was not even remotely
involved in the organising of this
program; overnight, the BJP releases
a doctored video showing Kanhaiya
shouting those slogans; some
television channels immediately
repeatedly telecast this video
and systematically whip-up mass
sentiments of people against him
and JNU students, labelling them
as anti-nationals; when Kanhaiya
Kumar is brought to Patiala House
courts in Delhi for bail hearing, the
BJP goons in the garb of lawyers
in a pre-planned and orchestrated
attack beat up students, faculty
members and journalists within the
court premises; despite nationwide
condemnation, the goons repeat the
attack two days later, despite specific
Supreme Court orders to ensure
security for Kanhaiya Kumar and
restricting entry of outsiders inside
the court premises; a panel of senior
lawyers sent by the Supreme Court
to investigate the matter are also
attacked by these hoodlums; the
Delhi police remain a silent spectator
to this complete breakdown of law
and order, ignoring Supreme Court
orders—an indication of the extent
to which the country’s law and order
machinery has become a complete
pawn in the hands of the fascist
forces; there is a deliberate delay in
granting of bail to Kanhaiya even
though it had become evident that
he had been falsely implicated,
and the sedition law under which
he had been arrested was in any
case inapplicable in this case; in
the days that follow Kanhaiya’s
arrest, students protesting against
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government action in JNU in
universities across the country
are labelled as anti-nationals and
brutally assaulted by ABVP activists.
Without a conscious strategy,
perfect script and meticulous
planning, such a perfect show would
not be possible at all.
To Conclude
The RSS has been more than
successful in spreading its tentacles
at the grassroots across the country.
It is this mass base that enabled
the BJP to sweep the elections in
2014. This success has enabled
the RSS to intensify its offensive
to unite the ‘Hindus’ against the
Muslims and Christians with the
aim of transforming secular and
democratic India into a Hindu
Rashtra. There is no doubt. The very
conception of India as a socialist,
secular, egalitarian and democratic
republic as visualised by our
country’s founders and enshrined
in the Constitution of India is under
threat.
Of course, progressive forces,
especially the students and youth,
are fighting back. A great movement
is growing and spreading in many
universities, from Hyderabad
Central University and Jawaharlal
Nehru University to Jadavpur
University and Allahabad University,
challenging the ABVP–BJP attempt
to smother critical thinking and
critical voices. After the lynching
of 4 members of a Dalit family
for skinning a dead cow in Una
in Gujarat, Dalits have begun to
mobilise in large numbers across
the country against the growing
atrocities on them, thereby tearing
apart BJP–RSS plans to co-opt them
into the ‘Hindutva’ fold.
But these secular–democratic–
progressive movements still have
a long way to go before they can

really challenge the BJP-RSS. While
a majority of the people believe
in democracy and the values of
the Indian Constitution, presently,
they are mired in hopelessness
and remain mute spectators to this
growing struggle between critical
thinking and silent veneration,
between secularism and communal
hatred, between democracy and
totalitarianism. We need to find
creative ways to inspire them and
involve them in these struggles.
More importantly, the secular,
democratic and progressive forces
need to build a united movement
to combat the fascist threat. The
fascists are actually in a minority; it
is because the progressive forces are
so disunited that they appear to be so
strong. The need for all progressive
forces who share the values of the
Indian Constitution to join hands has
never been greater . . .
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The historical juncture at which
India finds itself requires redefinition
and restructuring of the Socialist
movement. The present-day Congress
cannot entirely be separated from
the legacy of the pre-freedom Indian
National Congress, yet the former
entity has distinct characteristics
and must be organizationally
distinguished from its historical
predecessor. Moreover, with the
current decline of the Congress,
Socialists need to remind themselves
that they are legatees of the space
occupied by Indian nationalism since
1885. This includes the political
legacy of, for example, early Indian
nationalists like Badruddin Tyabji,
Dadabhai Naoroji and Gopal Krishna
Gokhale and the social legacy of
Mahadev Govind Ranade that had
inspired both Gokhale and Gandhi.
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the circumstances, it should not have
been difficult to foresee that unless
Socialists re-asserted themselves
as legatees of the Indian freedom
struggle as represented by the prefreedom Indian National Congress,
into which they were born and from
which they have sprung, the vacuum
left by the decline of the Congress
would inevitably be filled by other
forces.
It would not be meaningful, of
course, to claim this larger national
legacy, while neglecting the Indian
socialist space itself. So it is necessary
for Socialists to reclaim also the
entire Socialist spectrum and political
ferment represented by the founders
of the Congress Socialist Party in
1934. Socialists must not confine
themselves to a limited part of the
Socialist trajectory. They need to
come out of the time warp of the
post-independence Lohia-Nehru
controversies, particularly of the
1960s, with which some of them have
got near-permanently embroiled and
over which they have also become
immoderately embittered. Lohia
helped re-focus attention on five
important issues: civil liberties,
gender and colour-related inequalities,
mass poverty, social backwardness
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especially that entwined with caste,
and linguistic iniquities. Many of
these issues had engaged Indian
nationalists earlier - for example,
from Dadabhai Naoroji to Romesh
Chandra Dutt on the economic
aspects; to Gandhi, Abbas Tyabji,
Motilal Nehru, C R Das and Tagore
on civil liberties questions arising
especially out of the 1919 events
and after and Asaf Ali’s inquiries
on the NWFP and Bannu raids in
1938; to Narendra Deva and the
language-related contradictions in
the education system pointed out
by the Education Committee headed
by him in the United Provinces in
1938-39; to the Rashtriya Stree
Sabha of the 1920s, Desh Sevika
Sangh of the 1930s, Sarojini
Naidu and socialists Kamladevi
Chattopadhyaya, Rama Devi and
Malati Choudhury on questions of
the relation between nationalism
and gender; to the entire legacy
of constructive work associated
with the freedom movement, as
represented for example, by Thakkar
Bapa, Kaka Kalelkar, Ginwala,
Mithu Petit, Jugatram Dave,
Khurshed Naoroji, B F Bharucha,
Bibi Amtussalam, Perin Captain,
Walunjkar, Zakir Husain, Asha Devi
and Aryanayakam, and countless
others. Lohia’s own attachment to
India’s freedom movement and its
legacy was reflected in his refusal
to let go of the struggles that had
taken place in the areas that were
later included in Pakistan and his
concern for legendary figures like
the Frontier Gandhi, Khan Abdul
Ghaffar Khan, the Baluch Gandhi,
Khan Abdus Samad Khan and
Punjab’s Unionist leader Khizr
Hayat Khan Tiwana, on all of whose
post-partition years and days spent in
Pakistani prisons Lohia maintained
a vigilant watch.1
The issues Lohia identified
after independence were real
and unresolved and many still

remain so. The salience that
poverty measurement and poverty
studies came to occupy in Indian
economics and Indian planning,
undoubtedly received an impetus
from the dramatic manner in which
the question of the per capita per
diem earning was highlighted by
Lohia in the Lok Sabha in 1963.
Similarly, the urgency of the need
for affirmative action in favour of
“Other Backward Classes” was, in
an appreciable measure, inspired by
the importance attached by Lohia to
the advancement of these groups.
Language policy questions also
came to the fore, in part, because
of Lohia’s emphasis on correcting
the disadvantages attaching to a
non-English-medium education,
particularly in north India. Yet the
triumphalism sometimes indulged
in by a section of Socialists over
the Lohia-Nehru debates and such
passages-at-arms as the “3 anna
versus 15 anna” controversies
needs to be tempered with the
understanding that the bonafides
of the protagonists was not in
question.
The answers Lohia provided to
some of the social, linguistic and
cultural issues he raised are not
necessarily so complete or final
that they cannot be supplemented,
fine-tuned or re-thought.2 On other
issues too, remaining confined to
some of the debates of the 1960s
and the thinking that emerged then
has constricted the intellectual
growth of the socialist movement.
A similar point was once made also
by the late Kishan Patnaik in Janata
in 1980.3 It is useful to recall here
also that the late Surendra Mohan,
in an introspective article written
for Janata, had once pointed to the
connection between the negativities
in the opposition politics of the late
sixties and the negativities of the
post-Shastri establishment.

Another aspect of the matter is
worth appreciating. The writings of
Lohia and the politics of Lohia need,
to some extent, to be distinguished as
these are not necessarily congruent.
Speaking generally, I would
rate the writings of both Lohia
and JP considerably higher than
their politics - especially Lohia’s
politics in the 1960s and JP’s in
the 1970s. [Incidentally, this is
the reverse of what is true in the
case of Mahatma Gandhi whose
praxis would often race ahead of his
writings, phenomenal though these
themselves were; Gandhi himself
recognized this when he said that
his writings could be burnt for all
he cared and that it was his life that
was his message; in the same vein,
Nehru too had once observed how
much greater Gandhi was than his
“little books”.]
Every movement requires periodic
renewal; its dominant doctrines and
practices need to be reconsidered in
the light of experience. The political
alliances Lohia forged and also
the thinking associated with these
alliances certainly need to be rethought in the light of subsequent
experience and also the changed
circumstances in which the Congress
is no longer the force that it used
to be. The Socialist alliance with
the Jana Sangh in the run-up to the
General Elections of 1967 opened
the route to further such unthinking
linkages by Jayaprakash Narayan in
the mid-1970s and by V P Singh in
the late 1980s. The remedies sought
by Lohia, JP and V P Singh, and
especially the manner in which these
were sought, may have proved worse
than the disease. Few precautions
were taken by them in the forging
of their strategies and no adequate
steps taken for the ideological
training of cadres. Even if such
precautions had been taken, it should
have been obvious that aligning with
reactionary forces, whether tacitly
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or otherwise, would have long-term
deleterious ramifications for the
country.
Similarly, Socialists critically must
re-examine the caste-orientations
that have come to be associated with
some of them. This is so especially
where they graduate to running
governments. They need, to put it
as mildly as possible, to nuance their
approaches; religious sectarianism
can perhaps be obstructed but not
wholly countered through castecentric politics. Caste is relevant as
a social reality whose influence one
must seek to reduce and counteract; it is also relevant as a basis for
hostile discrimination which one
must seek to eliminate. Caste cannot
become an organizing-principle
in itself since such mobilization is
both intellectually and practically
self-defeating.4 In an introspective
article some decades ago, the late
Kishan Patnaik had also deprecated
attempts made by Socialists “to
bolster the middle caste lobbies
for electoral power politics”.5 The
Socialist movement needs to return
to Narendra Deva’s insight that the
institution of caste is essentially antidemocratic.
In their pursuit of democracy too,
Socialists must not confine themselves
to the civil liberties framework
which tends to restrict them to
pre-occupation with Constitutional
and legal transgressions like the
Emergency, while often neglecting
the social changes that underpin
such phenomena and also
developments like the growth of
fascist tendencies that sometimes
skirt these phenomena. The civil
liberties movement and the socialist
movement are distinct though these
may in certain respects overlap.
Socialists must positively reengage with the legacy of Jawaharlal
Nehru in his role as a great fighter

3

for Indian freedom and connect
with him just as the founders of the
Congress Socialist party had. The
founders of the Socialist movement
did not see themselves as being
apart from Nehru. Narendra Deva
in his presidential address at the
first session of the of the All-India
Congress Socialist Conference
at Patna on 17 May 1934 had
in his opening words referred to
Nehru in the following terms: “My
task is made all the more difficult
by the absence of our beloved
friend, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,
whose absence today we all so
keenly feel and whose valuable
advice and guidance would have
been of immense value to us on
this occasion”. Twelve years later,
Narendra Deva wrote a perceptive
appraisal of Nehru. Narendra Deva
recognized that “Jawaharlalji took
great interest in class-organisation.
He was elected President of the
All-India Trade Union Congress
in the year 1929 and it has been
his constant endeavour to make
the Congress interest itself in the
economic struggles of the workers.
He tried to bring economic questions
to the forefront. The resolution of
Fundamental Rights passed at the
Karachi Congress in 1931 was his
contribution. His activities brought
about a general radicalization of
political thought in the country.”6
On Nehru’s attitude toward
religion, Narendra Deva reflected:
“Religion in its institutional form is
repugnant to him as it is the bulwark
of reaction and the defender of
status quo. Its function in society
has been to make social inequalities
less irksome to the lower classes.
But he has no quarrel with that
purer form of religious faith which
inspires the conduct of individuals.
He, however, believes in ethical
social conduct and has a deep sense
of human values.”7

It was Nehru who, as Congress
President in 1936, had re-organised
the Congress headquarters and
given Lohia charge of its Foreign
Department. Nearly 40 years
younger to Gandhi and some 19
years to Nehru, Lohia wrote to the
latter on 23 May 1946: “….please
don’t forget that you and another
have influenced men like me so
much that there never has been a
place for a third nor ever shall be”. A
photocopy of Lohia’s letter to Nehru
was published by the socialist Bhola
Chatterji (1922-1992) in an article in
Sunday magazine some decades ago.
The socialist leader and
intellectual, Madhu Limaye, who
was close to Lohia and nearly three
decades younger than Nehru, was
conscious of the need “to take an
objective view and keep out my
personal likes and dislikes, prejudices
and predilections”; he refers to
Jawaharlalji as the “uncompromising
sentinel of Independence” and
acknowledges that he “gave a
new orientation to (the) Congress
policy and programme”; and that
“he championed the cause of the
peasantry” and “took up the case of
the workers working in mines and
the factories who were being treated
as slaves”.
Jawaharlal Nehru is an intrinsic
part of the nationalist legacy of Indian
freedom; nor can the Indian socialist
legacy be defined or recalled by
excluding him. On inter-communal
questions, which have a bearing on
the very definition of India, Nehru’s
record is par excellence and second
only to that of Mahatma Gandhi.
Socialists must re-engage
positively also with Jawaharlal
Nehru as the builder of postindependence India. Madhu Limaye
has fairly acknowledged Nehru’s
initiative in bringing about reform
in Hindu law in the 1950s. 8 It
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was Nehru who got the Congress
committed to a socialistic pattern
of society in its session at Avadi in
1955. The building up of the public
sector enabled India for long to
hold its own in a world that various
international powers sought to bend
to their own image. Stupendous
efforts were made under Nehru to
reduce India’s external dependence
on oil. How vital this effort was may
be gauged from the lengths to which
Western powers went in opposing
similar Iranian efforts under Prime
Minister Mossadegh against whom
a successful coup was organized
in the 1950s. [This latter story has
been documented by Christopher
de Bellaigue in his recent book,
Patriot of Persia : Muhammad
Mossadegh and a Very British Coup]
The building up of an independent
public sector tradition had other
ramifications as well. The emphasis
on research and development, 90
percent of which was done in the
public sector, induced a tradition
of self-reliance, partly squandered
by later regimes. In the case of
drugs, this tradition has enabled
Indian firms today to be prime
suppliers of relatively-low-priced
vital medication to countries with
similar problems as ours, such as
countries in Africa.
Nehru respected Parliament and
urged the judiciary, nurtured in
colonial times, to recognize social
concerns in a changing India. At
least two rounds of land reform
legislation, at the onset of the
fifties and sixties, took place under
Nehru’s leadership. Above all and
in spite of the bitterness ensuing
from the country’s partition in
1947, Nehru maintained intercommunal peace, with the first
major riot occurring only in the early
sixties. The extent to which Nehru
moulded the post-independence
Congress may be gauged from
remarks that Jayaprakash Narayan

made in July 1964, a few weeks
after Jawaharlalji’s death. JP was
reported to have said that leaving the
Congress in 1948 to form the Socialist
Party was a mistake committed on
account of “the wrong assessment
of the character of the Congress”.9
According to JP, “(m)ost of his
partymen thought at that time that
the Congress would slowly develop
into a conservative-cum-liberal party
just like ‘what the Swatantra Party
is today’. But history belied this
assessment”.10 [Ironically, the then
assessment may have provided an
accurate description of the later postEmergency Congress and especially
towards the last two decades of the
twentieth century.] Clearly, JP’s
assessment of Nehru’s administration
and Lohia’s understanding were
quite different. This consideration
too should induce Socialists to
broaden their understanding of
Nehru.
Socialists energetically must
counter the maligning and attempted
discrediting of Gandhi and of
Nehru by the Hindu Mahasabha,
the Bharatiya Janata Party, the RSS
and their associate organizations and
supporters. This tendency has been
in evidence for several decades;
but it has lately assumed a virulent
character. The direct attacks on
Gandhi which used to be made by
the RSS and its associates in the Jana
Sangh days have, since they proved
ineffective for their purposes, been
replaced with more subtle strategies
that would seek to invoke Gandhi for
such matters as cleaning-up while
ignoring his pluralism and mocking
his humanism. The direct attacks are
now made mainly by the Mahasabha
and its related organizations which
have sought even to glorify Gandhi’s
assassins. In the case of Nehru, the
direct attacks, combined with efforts
to erase his memory, are made by
the entire Mahasabha-RSS-BJPcontinuum. At the recent Indo-

African summit in New Delhi, the
tendency referred to here was carried
to the point where the African
dignitaries had to remind the current
Indian government of the shared
vision and positive contributions of
Gandhi and Nehru to Africa and its
struggles.
It is incumbent for socialists
in these times to defend not only
Gandhi’s but also Nehru’s legacy
against attacks from communalsectarian forces; when Gandhi and
Nehru are sought to be belittled,
especially by forces unfriendly to
the composite national struggle for
freedom, it is the entire struggle that
is sought to be traduced.
Socialists must seek to cultivate a
scientific approach to the evaluation
of Nehru. The currently dominant
Socialist attitude toward Nehru
induces some of them into making
overt and covert arrangements with
the BJP and its associates, just as
they had in the past with BJP’s
predecessors. This predilection needs
rectification. The Draft Platform of
the Socialist Party in 1972 had ruled
out any modus vivendi with the Jana
Sangh. Yet this formulation was
abandoned within a couple of years
of it being advanced.
As inheritors of the heritage of the
Indian freedom struggle, Socialists
naturally speak of Gandhi, Narendra
Deva, Jayaprakash, Yusuf Meherally
and Lohia. They have no difficulty
also in seeking bridges between
the social struggles of Gandhi and
of Ambedkar; although the latter
was an outsider to the political
struggle for Indian freedom, his
social legacies are correctly seen
by Socialists as being convergent
with their own objectives, as
Lohia himself recognized in the
fifties. Why then the contemporary
reluctance of a section of Socialists
to recognize their obvious affinities
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and convergences with Jawaharlal
Nehru? It is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that Nehru is unjustly
excluded for subjective and even
irrational reasons connected with
the Lohia-Nehru controversies and
because family domination emerged
within the Congress especially after
the crisis of the Emergency in 197577. Such exclusion is patently unfair
to Jawaharlal Nehru, attacking whom
has become a major organizing point
for Hindutva. Besides, to remain
silent in the face of such attacks
has the effect of denying the 20th
century history of the Indian nation’s
strivings and aspirations, a denial
which, of course, the Hindutva
forces ardently desire.
The crucial issue before the
country is the social fascism
associated with the ascendancy of
the currently ruling forces and their
associate organizations. Though it
is right in this context to focus on
protection of civil liberties and on
safeguards against a repeat of the
Emergency, it is necessary to go
beyond form and formalism. There
is an undeclared social emergency in
the country. Developments in rural
western Uttar Pradesh in the run-up
to the 2014 General Elections should
have left no doubt on that score. The
lives and property of members of
minority communities, Dalits and
poor peasants are endangered. These
forces operate with the support
of elements within the Central
and provincial state apparatus, the
business world and affluent nonresident Indians. The fight against
the malaise of corruption is only
one part of the larger question
of the accountability of power;
the latter subsumes within itself
struggles against governmental
malfeasance and misfeasance
in protecting citizens’ lives and
welfare. Such accountability and
protection is a solemn obligation
(Contd. on Page 15)
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Between the Lines

Dilemma before Sonia Gandhi
Kuldip Nayar
I wish I could agree with
Congress president Sonia Gandhi
that compassion was the distinctive
character of her mother-in-law,
Indira Gandhi. A person with an
iota of consideration for individual
freedom would not have detained
100,000 people without trial as she
did during the Emergency in 1975.
Not only that she also gagged the
press and moulded the society in
such a way that it had no hesitation
to cross thin line between right and
wrong, moral and immoral.
True, Indira Gandhi did help the
people of the then East Pakistan in
their struggle to free themselves
from the distant Rawalpindi and the
atrocities which the army committed
against the Bangladeshis. Sonia
Gandhi tells in a television interview
with Rajdeep Sardesai that the then
Prime Minister would tell them at the
dining table how the Punjabi army
was killing the people in Bangladesh
intentionally, without remorse.
Probably, the liberation of
Bangladesh was her finest hour and
the opposition leader Atal Behari
Vajpayee hailed her as Goddess
Durga for having divided Pakistan.
This obviated the danger of attack
on India from the eastern side.
However, the fact remains that the
partition formula which recognized
the two parts of Pakistan, East and
West, was not followed.
Pakistan never forgave India
for the separation although the
Hamoodar Rahman Commission

report on the Bangladesh war blames
people in West Pakistan for treating
the Bangladeshis as second class
citizens. This may be the real reason
why the Bangladeshis rose against
Rawalpindi and freed themselves
from its clutches.
During the birth centenary of Mrs
Gandhi, which is being currently
celebrated, two things will be
remembered, one commendable
and another condemnable. The first
relates to the liberation of Bangladesh
and the second is connected with the
Emergency.
As was probably agreed to before
the interview, Rajdeep does not ask
Sonia Gandhi any question about
the Emergency. Once he tries to
bring in Sanjay Gandhi but she
corrects him that the interview was
on Indira Gandhi. Sonia Gandhi
refuses to compare Prime Minister
Narendra Modi with Indira Gandhi.
She merely says that they were
two different people. She refuses
to elucidate even though Rajdeep
repeats the question.
At one time I too was on personal
terms with Mrs Gandhi. I met her
when the then Home Minister Lal
Bahadur Shastri was a member
of the Citizens Committee which
Jawaharlal Nehru had constituted
under her to reinvigorate the people
who felt dejected after the debacle
against China in 1962. Although I
was a mere information officer, she
had no qualms about treating people
at par.
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Despite our good relations, she
had no compunction in detaining
me during the Emergency. We never
met after the detention although
there were feelers from her side
expressing her desire to meet me. I
was too bitter to entertain the idea.
It was said about her that she was
the only ‘man’ in the cabinet. She
was assertive and clear in orders
she gave. The Emergency, however,
was thrust upon her by Sanjay
Gandhi and his cohort Siddhartha
Shankar Ray, then West Bengal chief
minister. Probably, she too realized
that it was her only chance to wriggle
herself out of the Allahabad High
Court verdict which had unseated
her. Indeed, it was a hard punishment
for a poll indiscretion.
But it was a judgment which
had to be respected. She not only
suspended the Constitution to do
away with the judgment but also
introduced authoritarianism which
was not a part of the democratic
governance. The entire parliament
caved in and the members, because
of fear, endorsed the Emergency
without a whimper. They, otherwise,
would criticize in private what she
did.
Most pathetic was the role of
the media. I recall that when the
Emergency was imposed there was
anger and more than a hundred
journalists assembled at the Press
Club at my bidding to condemn her
act. But when I tried to pick up the
threat after my detention for three
months, there was hardly anyone
to support me. Mrs Gandhi had
created so much of fear in the minds
of journalists that they were more
worried about their jobs than the
concept of the freedom of the press,
which they otherwise cherished.

The problem with the Congress
party today is that it has not gone
beyond the dynastic dependence.
And, somehow, the people are not
enamoured of the dynasty anymore.
Rahul Gandhi doesn’t sell although
he passionately and honestly
pursues the Congress principles
laid down by his great grandfather
Nehru. Priyanka, Sonia Gandhi’s
daughter, goes down well with the
masses. This is probably because
she reminds them of Indira Gandhi,
who still enjoys pre-eminence in
their thoughts.
All this is true, yet the Congress
has lost its relevance and the party
has to work hard to make people
believe that it can provide an
alternative. Prime Minister Modi is
still acceptable in spite of the steps
like demonetization of currency.
People believe that it was all for
their good even though they have
to face inconvenience.
It is a long haul for the Congress
to push out the BJP from power. The
biggest problem is that secularism is
not a concept as attractive as it used
to be once. The people themselves
have been influenced by Hindutva
thoughts. In fact, there is a soft
Hindutva in the country today. How
to resell the idea of India, that is
democratic and secular polity, is the
arduous task which the Congress is
facing today.
That is probably the reason why
Sonia Gandhi talked in terms of
compassion when she was giving
interview at the Anand Bhavan
in Allahabad. In a way she has
chalked out the programme before
the Congress on the eve of elections
in UP. Much will depend on how
the various parties fare in the state
polls.

That may influence the
parliamentary election in 2019
and give direction to the country,
including the Congress. The party’s
problem is that it has not won any
election so far since the advent of
Modi. Even in the Maharashtra
civic polls the BJP is ahead of
the Congress. Gujarat has gone
completely to the BJP. This should
worry the secular, liberal forces.
The BJP is entrenching itself and the
Congress is going down.
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State of affairs of higher education in india
Sandeep Pandey
In a country which neglects
its s chool education can we
expect a good quality higher
education programme? All the
governments, since 1968 Kothari
Commission recommendation
of Common School System was
made, have successfully evaded
implementation of the idea.
With the adoption of policies of
privatization, globalization and
liberalization as part of the new
economic policies since the early
1990s, two types of education
system can clearly be discerned.
The rich are sending their children
to private schools whereas the
poor don’t have any choice but
to send their children to substandard government schools
which forecloses any respectable
option for the child’s future. The
child attending the government
school would consider herself
lucky if she were to complete the
12 years of schooling. As there
is no teaching, a system is in
place which enables students to
pass their Board examinations by
mass copying in exchange for a
compulsory payment of Rs. 5,000,
with an option of somebody else
writing the examination in place
of the real candidate for double the
amount. In Bihar it is possible to
even be the topper in this system.
In the last academic year, Ruby
Rai, Saurabh Shrestha, Rahul
Kumar and Shalini Rai, had the
honour of being the fake toppers
and people who made it possible,
Lalkeshwar Prasad, Chairman of
Bihar State Education Board and
his MLA wife Usha Sinha are
behind bars.

The same parents who are
averse to sending their children
to government s chools w ant
their children to be admitted to
government institutions when
it comes to higher education
as the best of them like Indian
Institutes of Technology, All India
Institute of Medical Sciences,
Indian Institutes of Management
and National Law Schools are run
by the government. India is one of
the rare countries which allocate
more budget to higher education
than basic school education. The
Indian elite whose children do not
attend the government schools is
not bothered about the quality of
basic education in these schools
but ensures good quality in higher
educational institutions because
their children attend them.
The private schools run like
private corporations. In addition to
charging high fees their sole focus
is on performance. City Montessori
School, which claims to be the
biggest school in the world, with
20 branches in Lucknow, transfers
low performing students from
its school to other schools in
the city at the class IX stage so
that the performance of school
in Board Examinations is not
marred. Where the emphasis is on
securing marks, and unfortunately
the coaching institutions have
made the entrance examinations
to medicine, engineering and law
institutions extremely cut throat
competitive, the whole purpose
of education is lost. A child in a
private school with an aim to make
it to one of the elite engineering,
medicine or law institutes doesn’t

have time to think about anything
else. In fact, he is taught not to get
digressed from his single minded
pursuit.
Because of the foundation laid
during school education when the
student enters higher educational
institutions the same old approach
of securing marks is the priority
for students. Teachers do not
help improve the environment.
Independent thinking, inquisitive
mind is discouraged rather than
being encouraged. Understanding
the subject is not important,
securing marks is. Hence our
higher educational institutions
don’t produce enlightened citizens
and sensitive human beings which
a humane society would need.
They are more like products
of some mechanized operation
themselves ready to become a cog
in the wheel in some suitable setup
which pays them well. Neither do
they get an opportunity to devote
any time to meta level thinking
so that they may contribute for
the benefit of humankind at
a higher level and contribute
towards advancement of human
society. Indulging in philosophical
thinking is considered waste of
time.
Some students from modest
background, for example, from
Navodaya school do make it to the
elite higher educational institutions.
But it becomes another struggle for
them to cope with largely English
medium instruction. Some SC/
ST and OBC students make it to
these institutions taking advantage
of the reservation of seats for
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them. Chances of a SC/ST student
from a vernacular medium school
not performing well are higher
because of her weak socio-economic
background, which poses a dual
disadvantage for them. A recent
research on a survey conducted
of students from Indian Institute
of Technology at Banaras Hindu
University, Varanasi has shown that
the performance of students from
SC/ST category is lower than that
from general category by about a
grade point on an average.
In a World Economic Forum
ranking India’s higher education is
placed at 81st position out of 138
countries. According to another
ranking India’s Human Capital
Index, which includes physical
capacities, cognitive function and
mental health/abilities, India is at
105th position out of 140 countries,
last among all BRICS nations.
Considering that India was at one
time pioneer in the field of higher
education with Nalanda and Taxila
established at least a 500 years
earlier than the first University
which came into existence in Europe
and which used to attract students
from faraway countries, it is really a
pathetic state of affairs today. Except
for a few good quality institutions
which can be counted on fingers
most of higher education in today’s
India is farce. A country which
boasts of one of the largest scientific
and technological human power
depends on outside world for most
of its sophisticated technological
needs. Indian students who are
known to be involved in stupendous
research overseas fail to function
in domestic setups as a result their
contribution don’t directly benefit
India most of the time. No Indian
academician has been awarded a
Nobel for their work in India since
Independence.

Nuclear weapons should
not even be considered
Bharat Dogra
One extremely unfortunate aspect
of the recent escalation of hostilities
between India and Pakistan has
been that at times threats regarding
use of nuclear weapons have been
exchanged in a very irresponsible
way. Such threats should be
avoided even in hostile conditions
as the implications of use of nuclear
weapons are simply too disastrous
to be contemplated.
The ghastly tragedy resulting
from the use of nuclear weapons
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki is
well known. The existing nuclear
weapons have a capacity to cause
destruction which is a multiple of
over 10000 of what was caused in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Hiroshima, August 6, 1945
: Father Kleinsorge, a German
missionary, heard pathetic voices
of people asking for water. When
he managed to reach the place from
where the voice had come, he saw
nearly 20 persons, all of them in
similar condition - their faces were
wholly burned, their eye sockets
were hollow, the fluid from their
melted eyes had run down their
checks.
It is images such as these from
Hiroshima and Nagasaki which lead
several people to conclude that the
luckiest people in a place hit by
an atomic bomb are those who die
instantly.
Temperature at the hypocentre of
the explosion reaching the double
of what it takes to melt iron, the
face of a schoolgirl sitting almost a

kilometer away from this hypocentre
being burnt beyond recognition,
skin sloughing off scalded bodies,
badly injured starving people unable
to swallow anything because of the
stench of dead bodies - this was
the devastation caused by a 12.5
Kiloton bomb in Hiroshima which
killed and wounded as many people
as a mass raid of 279 aircrafts, laden
to capacity with bombs, striking at a
city ten times as populous.
Nearly one hundred thousand
people were killed within a few
minutes in Hiroshima and Nagasaki
after being hit by nuclear weapons
in 1945, but if we count the
longer-term deaths, those caused
by internal bleeding, leukaemia,
various other forms of cancer, then
the death toll is likely to be as high
as 3,50,000. In addition the next
generation continued to pay for this
cruelty in the form of children born
with mental retardation, physical
deformities and other serious health
problems.
So cruel was the devastation that
all of us must necessarily ask - we
certainly do not want Hiroshima to
happen to our friends, but do we
want it to happen even to our worst
enemies?
Despite this, the incredibly cruel
fact remains that humankind now
possesses nuclear weapons which
are many times more powerful than
the ones used in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, and efforts are constantly
on to increase the destructiveness
of these weapons. There are over
(Contd. on Page 15)
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Political Resolution of the Socialist Party(India)
passed in the 4th National Convention held
in Lucknow on 14-15 November 2016

Most of the established parties
do all sorts of things to grab power
during state and center elections.
False promises, personal allegations
and counter-allegations, communal
tension, casteism, regionalism,
lingualism, individualism, dynasty
politics, money & muscle power,
conspiracy and all such tactics
are used shamelessly. Superficial
sympathy is shown towards
deprived sections of society to
mislead the poor and working class
in order to bring them in respective
parties’ fold. The media, following
the maxim of ‘people buy what
they see’ serves up this anti-people
politics 24X7. In the midst of all
this cacophony, there’s no space for
meaningful debate on fundamental
issues like poverty, the complexities
of the chasm between the rich and
the poor, unemployment, illiteracy,
malnutrition, suicides by lakhs
of farmers, suppression of civil
rights, the increasing vulnerability
of tribals, dalits, women, minorities
and environmental destruction.
Actually, all mainstream parties
are in union since the beginning
of nineties on implementing
the policies of liberalization,
privatization, globalization,
consumerism, centralism and
jingoistic nationalism. These
parties frame their policies for the
profiteering of national and multinational corporate, following the
dictates of the World Bank, IMF,
WTO and other such organizations
which propagate corporate
capitalism. Thus, the main stream
political parties have become agents
for the sell-off of natural resources
- water, forest and land - to the big
corporate houses on throw away

prices.
The neoliberal capitalist era has
wreaked havoc at the global level
too. The powerful and so-called
civilized nations have pushed many
countries like Afghanistan, Iraq,
Libya, Syria, Egypt, Sudan, Congo,
Mali, Mozambique etc into long
term civil war or armed conflict
with the sole purpose of selling
arms, gaining contracts and getting
access to these countries’ oil, gas
and mineral resources for their
corporates. These nations ensure the
supply of funds and ammunitions
to terrorist organizations like the
Taliban, ISIS, Al Shabab, Hizbul
Mujahideen even though terror
incidents are happening in European
countries and America as well.
Due to all this millions of menwomen-children are condemned
to live in refugee camps for many
years. During the past years many
thousands of people setting out for
Europe via the Mediterranean Sea
have drowned in it. The human
traffic and drug mafia network
throughout the world is extorting
money from war ridden nations
in Asia and Africa and channeling
it back to Europe. It is also
forcing women into prostitution
and youngsters into debilitating
addiction on a large scale. The black
money of politicians, industrialists,
bureaucrats, brokers of all countries
is stored from Swiss banks to
offshore tax heavens. The United
Nations, UN Security Council,
European Union etc. have not
been able to find solutions to these
human civilization threatening
problems so far.

Through this national convention
Socialist Party calls upon likeminded people and organizations
in India and the world to reject
this capitalist-consumerist model
of development based upon
indiscriminate plundering of natural
resources by powerful nations
and corporate houses. They must
think of an alternative models of
development based on preserving
environment, equality, simplicity,
decentralization and co-operative
planning to eject the inhumanity out
of the vicious cycle of violence and
oppression.
In our state assemblies and
parliament, three-fourth of the
elected members are millionaires
winning elections with moneypower, who have nothing to do with
issues of poor and working class
people. It is obvious that there is
a need of fundamental reforms in
the election system too. Socialist
Party demands that expenses done
by parties should be added to the
expenses done by respective party
candidates. All political parties
should be brought under the ambit
of the Right to Information Act
(RTI) for their property and incomeexpenditures. Instead of declaring
the candidate with highest number
of votes as the winner, proportional
representational system based on
ratio of votes should be implemented.
Since the beginning of neoliberal policies, anti-laborer and
pro-industrialist changes have
been introduced in the labor sector.
Socialist Party demands that original
labor laws should strictly and
completely be implemented. If there
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is need of pro-labor change in labor
laws then trade union representatives
should be taken into confidence.
Socialist Party supports the 12 points
demand charter submitted by Hind
Mazdoor Sabha (HMS) along with
other trade unions.
The present government has
ignited a debate on Uniform
Civil Code targetting the Muslim
community. The Socialist party
believes that in a country like India,
consisting of various minorities, a
uniform civil code is neither possible
nor necessary. The sensitivity of
each religious group has to be
respected and the majority of
religious group has no right to foist
its own practices on other minorities.
Even amongst majority i.e. Hindus
different practices prevail. Thus
in North marriage between uncle
(Mama) and niece is unimaginable,
while in the south this practice is
quite prevalent.
The question of Triple Talaq is
being heard before the Supreme
Court and has no relevance o the
question of Uniform Civil Code,
which is a separate category.
The question of discrimination
against women is the real question
in this subject. The fact that many
Muslim Countries, including
Pakistan and Bangladesh do not
have instant Talaq under their law,
and many Muslim scholars in India
have openly said that under Islam
Triple Talaq as practised to be
found in India is not sanctioned.
Even Pakistan and Bangladesh do
not allow instant Triple Talaq. It
may be noted that in Bangladesh
Hindu Minority is still following
Hindu Law of pre-1947 period and
has opposed any reforms on the
line of those enacted since 1956 in
India. The Socialist Party condemns
the mala fide intention of RSS and
other communal bodies to heighten

tension amongst the minorities on
this subject.   
The Socialist party views with
great concern the continuous
deterioration of Human Rights
in Jammu and Kashmir: Schools
are closed under directive from
Hurriyat, children have been arrested
under Public Safety Act, the killings
by the security forces even of small
children and blinding by pellet guns
are grave matters of daily pain and
suffering. The Party demands that
the children should be immediately
released and all efforts should be
made to reopen schools through
process peaceful dialogue.
The party calls upon the central
government to immediately initiate
dialogue with all parties, groups,
and Hurriyat. There should be no
pre-condition for talks either from
the government, Hurriyat or other
groups. The central government
should withdraw Armed Forces
Special Powers Act (AFSPA) which
has been a long standing demand
of all human right bodies. At the
same time people of Kashmir
should be assured by the central
government that the Article 370 of
the Constitution will be maintained
strictly and that there will be no
dilution done in it.
Ever since the BJP has come to
power communal tensions have
increased in society. Minority
Muslims, dalits and tribals have been
violently and even fatally attacked.
Communal hysteria was whipped
up first in the name of ‘love jihad’
and then ‘goraksha’, which has left
the minorities and dalits feeling
very vulnerable and insecure. The
RSS and allied organizations are
doing all these acts. They have
an undeclared support of the BJP,
government and the Prime Minister.
All this is being done as a strategy
to manipulate the majority Hindu
vote bank. This government has

not even spared the national flag
and army for electoral gains. The
RSS, which worked for British rule
during the freedom struggle, is now
self-proclaiming to be nationalist
and blaming other political parties
and dissenting organizations and
people to be anti-nationals. It does
not appear that government believes
in the Constitution of India to run
the country. The Prime Minster and
his team have brought most of the
mainstream media into their fold
using state and corporate power.
This government has handed over
the economy to corporate houses
and the society to hooligans of RSS.
The government, with its intentions
of implementing the agenda of
RSS, has not only intervened in the
working of schools, higher education
and research institutions, but has
also harassed Dalit and weaker
sections’ students. The BJP has many
leaders from the Dalit, backward
and Muslim background, who are
not associated with RSS but are
silent. Congress and other regional
party leaders and governments are
not working effectively to curb
the activities of RSS that aim to
sabotage the constitutional setup
of India. In Uttar Pradesh, the
Samajwadi Party’s government has
not taken effective actions against
criminal acts sponsored by RSS. The
Socialist Party through this national
convention wants to alert people
of India that they should seriously
look into the intentions and actions
of RSS/BJP of dividing the society
and oppose them.
The Socialist Party inspired by
the inheritance of great leaders and
thinkers like Acharya Narendra
Deva, Gandhi, Dr. Ambedkar,
Bhagat Singh, JP, Dr. Lohia,
S M J o s h i, Yu s u f M eh er ally,
Achyut Patwardhan, Kamladevi
Chattopadhyaya, Sarojini Naidu,
Karpoori Thakur, Madhu Limaye,
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socialism and its pledge to establish
a socialist order uprooting neo-

liberal order in solidarity with the
working class.

Pledge
The policies of globalisation,
liberalisation and privatisation being
implemented in the country over the
last more than two decades have
pushed the Indian economy into a
deep external and internal crisis.
The external debt of the country
has crossed a record $480 billion.
To entice foreign investors into
the country, the ‘swadeshi’ BJP is
surrendering to their conditionalities.
Even defence and railways are being
thrown open to foreign investors; it
has quietly dropped its opposition
to FDI in retail sector, which will
destroy the livelihoods of crores
of small retailers; steps are being
taken to privatise the financial sector
and hand over control of lakhs of
crores of rupees of people’s savings
to speculators; it is bending over
backwards to meet US objections
to India’s nuclear liability law. Even
our independent defence policy
is being jettisoned and military
agreements are being signed with
the US that will make India into
a subordinate military ally of the
Americans.
The country is now being run
only for the profiteering of giant
foreign and Indian corporations.
On the one hand, the government
is giving tax concessions to the
rich and writing of their bank loans
to the tune of lakhs of crores of
rupees, as well as handing over
control of our infrastructural and
financial sectors and our mineral
resources to big private foreign and
Indian corporations for their plunder.
Throwing all democratic norms to
the winds, laws are being modified
to enable state governments to drive
out people from their lands and
forests, and hand them over to big
corporations for exploiting mineral

resources, or for building giant
infrastructural projects, big dams,
elite housing projects and so on.
And on the other hand, the
government is implementing
policies that have drastically
affected the livelihoods of crores
of common people. As it is, the
employment situation in the country
was precarious, with less than 10%
of the total jobs available in the
economy being formal jobs where
workers have some legal rights and
job security. To enable corporations
to maximise their profits, the
government is now demolishing
labour laws so that businesses can
eliminate even these limited formal
workers and replace them with
contract workers, hire and fire them
at will, pay them rock bottom wages
and force them to work for 10-14
hours without paying overtime
wages. Even in the unorganised
sector, job creation has considerably
slowed down. Livelihood of workers
in each and every sector, from fishworkers to farmers, from weavers
to garbage workers to daily wage
labourers, is being adversely affected
by neoliberal policies. Thus, in
agriculture, public investment is
falling; both input subsidies and
output support to farmers are being
drastically cut; farmers are finding
it difficult to access loans from
banks at subsidised rates, pushing
them into clutches of moneylenders
– all these policies have pushed the
farming sector into such deep crisis
that more than 3 lakh farmers have
committed suicide over the past
two decades. It is this worsening
of the unemployment crisis due
to two decades of globalisation
policies that is at the root of the
massive mobilisation of Jats in

Haryana, Patels in Gujarat and now
the Marathas in Maharashtra.
As it is, the Indian government’s
social sector expenditures were
very low; as a part of the neoliberal
reforms the present government
is now further reducing them. It
is because of these low welfare
expenditures of the government
that the majority of the people in the
cities are forced to live in subhuman
conditions in slums. The sharp cuts
being made in government spending
on education, and the resulting
privatisation and commercialisation
of education, has led to school and
college fees going through the
roof, pushing education beyond
the reach of the vast majority of
the population. The destruction
of our public health system has
made India the disease capital of
the world. Steps are being taken to
even eliminate our ration system
(PDS) whose aim was to keep food
prices in check and provide essential
food grains to the country’s starving
millions at subsidised prices.
Ta k i n g a d v a n t a g e o f t h e
worsening economic crisis, the BJP
had launched a huge propaganda
campaign during elections to the 16th
Lok Sabha held in April-May 2014,
promising the people ‘acche din’,
and swept the elections. However,
after coming to power, the Modi
government is implementing the
very same policies of capitalist
globalisation, only at a much faster
pace and in a blind manner. What
is new, and of even more serious
concern, is that the RSS/BJP are
simultaneously implementing a
regressive communal fascist agenda
to transform the secular India into a
‘Hindu Rashtra’ of their dream.
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In order to promote unscientific,
obscurantist mentality even in the
field of education and research
persons with RSS leanings are being
appointed as heads of all important
academic-cultural-research
institutions. Education is being
communalised. Simultaneously, the
RSS/BJP have launched a vicious
offensive to attack all ideologies and
progressive forces that can challenge
their fanatic Hindutva agenda in
the name of a false nationalism.
Even more serious and divisive
are pronouncements by RSS/BJP
leaders valorising Nathuram Godse,
the killer of Mahatma Gandhi. There
is no doubt that it is this atmosphere
of hatred and intolerance being
created by the RSS/BJP that have
given birth to the fanatic goons who
are responsible for the cowardly
killings of Dr. Narendra Dabholkar,
Comrade Govind Pansare and Prof.
M.M. Kalburgi.
The present spectre in the country
proves that neo-liberalism and
fascism are twin brothers; the former
creates the ground for the latter,
and the latter by its rejection of the
principles of democracy, makes it
possible for corporate houses to
continue with their accelerated profit
accumulation despite the worsening
economic crisis. This global
capitalist model of development is
pushing underdeveloped countries
like India into deep economic and
social crisis and also the world
towards an unprecedented global
ecological crisis.
It is at this critical juncture, when:
• Policies of capitalist globalisation
have pushed the country into an
unprecedented economic crisis;
• RSS/BJP are threatening the very
conception of India as a socialist,
secular and democratic republic
as enshrined in the Constitution

of India; and
• Earth is facing an environmental
emergency that is endangering
most species on the planet,
including our own We, the delegates to the 4 th
National Convention of the Socialist
Party (India) resolve to
* Establish an alternative socialist
model of development focussing
on village level agro-industries
and small scale industries which
provides decent and well paid
jobs to unemployed youth;
* Local people’s control over
resources and planning under
the doctrine of Chaukhamba Raj
(Four Pillar State) propounded by
Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia;
*Defend agriculture from
capitalist-imperialist onslaught
and promotion of innovative
methods of agriculture based
on sustainable and environment
friendly approach/policies; we
oppose GM foods;
* Fight against privatisation and
commercialisation of education;
we stand for an education system
that provides compulsory,
common, equitable and truly
good quality education to all
children/students from KG to
PG by the state; we stand for an
education policy that promotes
scientific and secular approach
in order to inculcate values of
democracy, secularism, gender
equality and elimination of caste
in students;
* Oppose FDI in the Defence and
pursue an independent defence
policy in order to combat neoimperialism;
* Fight against the ongoing
privatisation of public sector
corporations and public sector
financial corporations and pension
funds;
Thus Stands the Socialist Party
Upholding Brotherhood and Equality

* Support the ongoing struggles
of the workers’ unions against
government attempts to weaken
labour laws and extend our
support to their 12-point charter
of demands including decent
minimum wage, inflation-indexed
minimum wage and abolition of
contractualisation of labour as
voiced during the recent all-India
strike on September 2, 2016;
* Extend support to all peoples’
struggles taking place across the
country, whether it be people
fighting against destructive
nuclear and coal fired power
plants, or people fighting against
land acquisition for industrial
corridors or giant infrastructural
projects without their consent and
without adequate compensation
and rehabilitation, or farmers
fighting for more government
support for agriculture, or people
fighting against violation of
human rights and civil liberties,
or people fighting against the
atrocities on vulnerable sections
such as dalits, tribals, minorities,
women, children;
* Struggle for a health care
policy that reverses the present
privatisation of health care and
provide easily affordable and
good quality health care to all
people as a right;
* Put pressure on the Indian
government to renegotiate its
external debt with earlier colonial
powers and demand that it be
written off, and instead demand
compensation for 200 years of
British colonial rule that has
crippled our economy;
* Work for building a casteless and
genuinely secular society;
* Struggle for building a society
wherein women and men are
genuinely equal.
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Demonetisation of high-value currency in india
Chandra Bhal Tripathi
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
suddenly announced on the evening
of November 8, 2016 that from that
midnight Indian notes of the value
of Rs. 500 and Rs, 1,000 would
cease to be legal tender. Certain
relaxations were announced as a stop
gap measure until December 30,
2016. These orders were amended
on almost daily basis changing the
limits or expanding the number of
institutions and agencies where
the people could seek relief. India
witnessed the spectacle of millions
and millions of middle class, working
class, poor people and daily wage
earners standing for hours in serpentine
queues in order to change their old
notes into new notes within limits.
The worst sufferers were daily wage
earners, small vendors, vegetable
sellers, rickshaw pullers who did not
have any bank account and had their
meagre savings in the form of Rs. 500
notes. In majority of the cases they
would return empty handed because
after waiting for hours when their
turn came they were told that the
bank had run out of cash. The story
of the account holders wanting to
withdraw their own money for their
daily use was not much better as they
too had to stand in queues and return
disappointed due to the same reason
of want of adequate cash. Bulk of the
ATMs were non-functional as they
had not been recalibrated to suit the
size of the new notes.
Thousands of families in every
city went without two square meals
and in some cases even without one
meal because in the absence of
smaller notes they could not buy
their daily needs of food, vegetables

and milk. In Delhi a 22-year old girl
committed suicide after standing
in the queue at different banks for
three consecutive days but in vain.
The total amount of savings of this
family of daily wage earners was Rs.
4,000 in the form of now illegal Rs.
500 notes. Hunger, starvation and
frustration led this poor girl to take
this extreme step. Until a few days
ago the number of people who died
in the queues had reached 37. For
people in other countries, specially in
the West, this would appear incredible.
The press, at least with a semblance
of independence, was full of stories of
the unprecedented hardship suffered
by the common man on daily basis.
There were reports of deaths of patients
whose kin could not buy medicines.
Either they died at home or on the
way to the hospital. There was one
silver lining to be seen among some
compassionate small grocers who
came to the rescue of the unfortunate
lot by giving them food items on
credit. Until November 24 Kendriya
Bhandars, partly empty, sold their
items to customers against the old
notes provided you bought things
for exactly 500 or were prepared to
forego the small amount of the due
balance.
The agents, real estate fellows, the
moneylenders, the blackmarketeers had
a hey day by giving a needy person Rs.
300 in notes of smaller value against
an old note of Rs. 500 which is still a
legal tender until December 30, 2016.
Some generous ones might give you
Rs. 400 against an old note of Rs. 500.
And all this was happening under the
very nose of the administration. The

insensitiveness of the administration,
specially the police, can be gauged
from one incident at Sambhal in Uttar
Pradesh where a Superintendent of
Police and a lower level police official
have been suspended by the Chief
Minister Akhilesh Yadav who saw a
video of the police personnel caning
the people standing in a queue before
a bank.
How and why this chaotic situation
prevailed all over India and persists to
a less degree needs investigation. That
this should happen in a country where
the BJP led by Modi came to power
on the promises of good governance,
achchhe din, and bringing back the
huge amount of black money stashed
in foreign banks within one month of
coming to power, makes the Indian
Government and Narendra Modi
personally answerable to the people
of India.
It is due to the faulty electoral
system that with 31per cent of
popular vote the BJP won a majority
of Lok Sabha seats and formed the
Government at the Centre in 2014. To
quote the old cliche, power corrupts
and absolute power corrupts absolutely.
The country as well as our foreign wellwishers have been watching the efforts
of the present Union Government
to overhaul the liberal character
of our motherland and Talibanise
the country by its prgrammes of
saffronisation and Hindutva ideology.
But our people were least prepared
for the untold suffering unleashed
by PM Modi with ulterior intentions.
It is amazing that we have amongst
us paid intellectuals and journalists
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who sing paeans of Modi. The
other day I came across a very long
article by one such person which
was full of misleading statements
and irrelevancies, though admitting
that the Government ought to have
made adequate arrangements for
implementation of this policy of
demonetisation. There is plenty of
literature floating around the issue
of demonetisation. For the Hindutva
group Jawaharlal Nehru University is
a red herring to the bull as it imagines
the entire premier institution of the
country having been controlled by
communists of CPM variety because
of which it felt necessary to impose a
little known Professor of IIT Delhi as
the Vice-Chancellor of JNU. Here I
would like to refer to the views of a
non-communist eminent economist
and retired Professor of Economics
at JNU, Prof. Arun Kumar, who has
opined that demonetisation is not the
way to tackle black economy and it
will, in fact, affect the white economy
and may lead to recession.

deposits in banks during the quarter
July–September 2016 as compared to
any previous quarter.
Will the BJP be the beneficiary of
this exercise during the State Assembly
elections scheduled in early 2017 in
Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, etc.? Will the
Government be willing to declare
the amount of donations received by
the BJP from the corporate houses and
other businessmen under the RTI Act?
All political parties should be brought
under the purview of this unique Act.
It is universally known that the root
cause of black money and corruption
is funding of political parties and

politicians by the business class. Why
not adopt State funding of elections
to political parties proportionate to
the percentage of votes secured by
them in the last General Election? If
PM Modi has the guts he should bring
in this reform, otherwise he will be
treated as a party to black money and
corruption like UPA and some other
political parties.
Are the political parties including
the BJP prepared to adopt the system
of proportional representation for the
legislatures? That will eliminate the
root cause of political corruption.
But I have serious doubt about it.
When a PM like Nehru opposed the

megÒeefme× meceepeJeeoer ef®eblekeÀ

megjsvê ceesnve
keÀer íþer HegC³eefleefLe kesÀ DeJemej Hej
mce=efle meYee keÀe Dee³eespeve

I am not an economist but as a
layman and as a citizen of India I wish
to put seven questions to Narendra
Modi:

efJe<e³e : Jele&ceeve Heefj¢M³e ceW meceepeJeeefo³eeW keÀer YetefcekeÀe

How many people in India knew
beforehand about the imminent
declaration of November 8?
Officially at least 21 members of
the Board of the RBI including four
from the private sector knew about
it at least one month before when the
agenda of the Central Board meeting
was circulated to them. Did these
privileged people include leaders of
the ruling party (not its allies)?

JekeÌlee : Þeer jepekegÀceej pewve, Þeer njYepeveefmebn efme×t, [e@. Òesce efmebn,
megÞeer jsCet iebYeerj, Þeer kegÀceej ÒeMeeble, Þeer kegÀyee&ve Deueer, Þeer ³eesiesvê ³eeoJe,
megÞeer leeje, megÞeer jpeveerefleuekeÀ, Þeer Sve.[er. Heb®eesueer, Þeer jekesÀMe kegÀceej,
Þeer DeªCe, Þeer JeemleJe, megÞeer jefle efmebnJe Dev³e meeLeerieCe

It is said that the top sympathetic
corporate houses and party leaders were
alerted even earlier and, therefore, the
conversion of black money into white
took place in India on a large scale as
may be evident from abnormally high

DeO³e#elee : Þeer Mejo ³eeoJe, meebmeo

efoveebkeÀ : 17 efomebyej 2016 MeefveJeej
mece³e : mee³eb 3 yepes mes 6 yepes lekeÀ
mLeeve : ieebOeer Meebefle Òeefle<þeve, 223, oerveo³eeue GHeeO³ee³e ceeie&, efouueer
Dee³eespekeÀ
megjsvê ceesnve cesceesefj³eue HeÀeTb[sMeve SJeb pevelee ì^mì
mecHeke&À : Þeerceleer cebpet ceesnve : 9971526169, 011 / 22231810
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Private Member’s Bill on the subject
introduced by Minoo Masani in the
Second Lok Sabha, what can we
expect from the current crorepati
MPs? It will be interesting to compare
the financial status of the Members
of the First Lok with that of their
successors in the current Lok Sabha
and find which party has how many
crorepatis.

What happened to Modi’s preelectoral promise of bringing back
to the country all the black money
stashed in foreign banks within
one month of coming into power?
He also stated that the quantam
of such ill-gotten money was such
that hypothetically speaking, if this
money was distributed among the
1.3 billion people of India everyone
would receive Rs. 15 lakhs. Not one

but 30 months have elapsed since but
the Modi Government have adopted a
policy of deafening silence on the issue
for obvious reasons.

(Contd. from Page 5)
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fact depleted uranium weapons are
being freely used, and the chances of
use of tactical nuclear weapons have
increased. There is no guarantee yet
that full-blown nuclear weapons will
never be used.
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15000 such nuclear weapons in the
world.
Not only nations but even
terrorist groups have acquired an
awesome capacity to kill more
people than entire wars fought in
earlier generations. According to
Time magazine, terrorist outfits,
particularly when they have the
help of a foreign government, can
use nuclear weapons to kill around
a hundred thousand people.
Even without the wartime
use of nuclear weapons, merely
maintaining a huge nuclear complex
either for direct military purposes or
for supporting it can pose a threat
to the health and well being of
hundreds of thousands of people.
The efforts to reduce the risk
from nuclear weapons have not
made any significant progress. In

Introduction of Rs. 2,000 notes
is beyond anyone’s understanding
unless the objective is to facilitate
accumulation of black money in
lighter bulk.

As for the actual wartime potential
of nuclear weapons, it is clear that
a monstrous force which is several
hundred times more destructive than
what was seen in Hiroshima can be
unleashed in a future nuclear war.
The destructive potential of nuclear
weapons is already adequate to
destroy almost all life on earth, by
its immediate effect and longerterm impacts of environmental ruin,
cancers, genetic damage, starvation
and worse. So no matter where
these are being produced - in which
country and for what purpose - there
should always be only one answer to
nuclear weapons - No, no, no.
While the final aim is to free our
planet entirely from the threat of
nuclear weapons, more immediate
efforts are also needed to ensure that
whenever hostilities increase among
any nuclear weapon powers, at least
the use of nuclear weapons should
never be considered. In addition
urgent efforts are needed to prevent
terrorists from gaining access to
any nuclear weapons. Eliminating
all possibilities of use of nuclear
weapons should get top priority in
the near future.
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Farooq should resign
from Rajya Sabha
Kuldip Nayar
You can tell from the speeches of
Farooq Abdullah whether he is in
power or not. Obviously, he is in the
wilderness these days because the
speeches he is making are bitter and
blatantly against India to the integrity
of which he has sworn loyalty as a
Rajya Sabha member. His latest is
the support to the Hurriyat, which
advocates secession of Kashmir from
the country.
In his speech, he says: “I want to tell
the workers of National Conference
not be out of this struggle. I warn you:
We are a part of this struggle. We have
fought every time for the interests of
this state.”
Farooq will be well advised to
resign from the Rajya Sabha because
he cannot be with India and the
Hurriyat at the same time. In fact,
I am shocked how a person who
has been a Union Minister and
Kashmir’s Chief Minister can make
such a statement which runs counter
to the constitution. Significantly, he
addressed the gathering in Kashmiri.

Farooq is a person who has no
control over himself when he is
angry. He can say anything. I recall
Email : janataweekly@gmail.com that when once he addressed the
Aligarh University, he spoke like a

fundamentalist. I, sitting at the same
dais, chided him. In my speech, I said
that he reminded me of the Muslim
League days before partition when
Mohammad Ali Jinnah would say
that Hindus and Muslims were two
different nations and would make the
religion at the basis of nationality.
A couple of weeks ago, Farooq
wrote in a Srinagar journal that his
father Sheikh Mohammad Abdullah
would have been happy that the
Kashmiri youth had picked up the
gun to support their demand for
independence. I knew the Sheikh well
and I do not think that he would have
made such an irresponsible statement.
The problem with Farooq is that he
wants to remain in headlines. To do
so he would say anything. Is Farooq
confident that what the Hurriyat is
preaching is in the interest of the
people in Kashmir, much less India.
Has he ever weighed the repercussion
of the valley’s separation from the rest
of country? Kashmir is a land locked
territory and does not have an easy
success to any place except India.
The boys who are fighting against
the Indian forces are very clear about
what they desire. Only recently when
I was in Srinagar, many among them
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met me. They said that they wanted
the valley to be converted into an
independent sovereign Islamic state.
They did not favour integration with
Pakistan. Syed Ali Shah Geelani,
a separatist Hurriyat leader does
not represent them because he
now wants Kashmir to be part of
Pakistan, even at the expense of
undoing the partition arrangement.
In fact, the Maharaja of
Kashmir, Hari Singh wanted to
stay independent after the British
quitted. But tribals and the irregular
Pakistani forces (the regular ones
also) marched from the Pakistan
occupied Kashmir to Srinagar. They
would have captured it if they had
not stopped at Baramula to loot and
plunder.
At that time, Farooq Abdullah’s
f a t h e r, S h e i k h M o h a m m a d
Abdullah, released from the jail
on the insistence of then India’s
Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru,
organized the people’s militia during
the Maharaja regime and stalled the
forces marching towards Srinagar
till regular Indian forces landed at
the airport to push back the invaders
to the territory, what is now known as
PoK (Pakistan Occupied Kashmir).
Those who are saying all the time
that Kashmir is an integral part of
India are wrong in the sense that the
state of Jammu and Kashmir enjoys
autonomy as enunciated in Article
370 which says that except the three
subjects—foreign affairs, defence
and communications—the other
articles of the Cnstitution that gave
powers to the Central Government
would not be applied to Jammu and
Kashmir. The exception would be
made only with the concurrence of
the state’s assembly.
In other words, because of these
constitutional provisions, the State of
Jammu & Kashmir enjoyed the type
(Contd. on Page 4)

Learning from Hundred years
of Dravidian Movement
K. S. Chalam
The year 2016 being projected
as the centenary year of Dravidian
movement, there are desperate
and euphoric attempts by different
camps to evaluate the impact of
the movement on the non-Brahmin
population in India in general and in
the South in particular. One hundred
years of social history of the country
with two divergent movements, one
in the South in the form of Dravidian
self- respect and the other in the
West in the guise of Brahminical
Hindutva, started almost at the same
time, deliver contrasting narratives
today. The triumph of the so-called
Hindutva attributed to RSS and its
political arm BJP and the gloomy
presence of confused strategies of
fragmented Dravidian protest in the
political outfits of DMK, AIDMK
and umpteen number of so called
Dravidian parties in Tamil Nadu
seems to be a serious challenge for
scholars to analyse the historicity
of two contemporary phenomena.
Interestingly, the role of the Left
in the socio-cultural life of India
is said to be not outstanding as
they remained non-committal to
the ideological postures of the two
and the so-called secular Congress
and other parties are looked upon
by people with suspicion. The role
of the civil society in the area of
social reform, typically, appears to
be dismal?
The Dravidian movement
characterised as the South Indian
(composite Madras state) nonBrahmin revolt against the social
taboos imposed by the Brahminical
Hinduism is being reviewed by
scholars and commentators while
the champions are preparing to

celebrate the centenary year in
December 2016. It is noted that
the release of the non-Brahmin
manifesto issued by Thegarayar in
December 1916 is the beginning of
the movement. However academics
and some of the Dravidian activists
do not agree with the date of the
beginning of the movement. In fact,
Dr Subrahmanya Swamy wrote an
article in Frontline during the NDA1 regime in 2003 claiming that the
Dravidian movement began in 1916
and was being fading away now. He
made interesting observations on the
movement, being an activist from
Tamil Nadu settled in Delhi. Dr. K.
Veeramani, General Secretary of
D.K reacted to the article denying
the allegations and protested against
the distortions of Dr Swamy who
held that, “In 1932, the (Dravidian)
movement suffered a setback when
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar rejected the
British offer of separate electorates
for the Scheduled Castes, and sided
with Mahatma Gandhi to sign
the Poona Pact.” Dr. Veeramani
retorted saying, “But what happened
actually? Dr.Ambedkar accepted
the British Prime Minister Ramsey
McDonald’s Communal Award,
Gandhi stoutly opposed this and
undertook a fast unto death, saying
that he would give up the fast only
if his alternative proposal was
accepted. So Dr.Ambedkar was
put to intense, unfair psychological
pressure, rather coerced, and made to
sign the Poona Pact which, again, was
not fully implemented in the proper
spirit. The Scheduled Castes and
Dr. Ambedkar were betrayed. This
strengthened their disillusionment
with Gandhi and his party, and
brought them closer to Periyar and
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his followers.” It is interesting to
note that the Dravidian movement is
being evaluated with reference to the
presence of scheduled castes in the
movement and is being disparaged
for the kind of assaults perpetuated
against dalits in Tamil Nadu mostly
by the backward castes who are
supposed to have been inspired by
the Dravidian movement. Thus,
some commentators are inclined
to call the whole movement as
hoax. It seems the evaluation of
a social movement that has been
recorded as one of the greatest events
in the social history of modern
India whose leader Periyar EVR
was labelled as the Prophet of
New Age by UNESCO in June
1970 is a misdemeanour. There are
hundreds of studies on Periyar and
the movement undertaken both
by Western and Indian scholars
eulogising it as an epoch cannot be
simply wished away as an ingenuous
social outburst.
Scholars like M. S. Gore and other
social scientists have developed
parameters in contextualising and
evaluating the achievementsof a
social movement. It appears that
subjecting a movement like the
Dravidian ideology of protest in
terms of Dalit bashing is unwise as
Dalits are being subjected to lynching
not only in the South where a social
reform movement was present but
it is much severe even in the home
state of BabasahebAmbedkar like
Maharashtra where Phooley had
a similar initiative much before
Periyar. The evil is spread into
areas that were not known for such
brutalities before. It is exactly
for the reasons of discrimination,
humiliation and inhuman treatment
meted out to Dalits by caste Hindus
and the tenets of Manu Dharma
upheld overtly and covertly by the
Dvijas , Phooley, Periyar, Ambedkar,
Lohia and others critiqued
Brahminism and not Brahmins. As
one of the defenders of Dravidian
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movement N. Nandhivarman,
General Secretary, Dravida Peravai
put it, “the Dalit movement that is on
the rise at the dawn of 21st century is
a natural offspring of the Dravidian
movement. Wherever men claim
equality and whenever all human
beings seek equal rights, the spirit
of the Dravidian movement will
live there. No one can say that with
the withering away of the Soviet
Union, the Socialist movement is
dead; the same logic and historical
compulsions apply to the existence
of the Dravidian movement.” One
may still differ with the views of
the remorseful defendants, but we
cannot reduce a social movement
to a protest ideology merely on the
basis of its temporary setback or
unintentional flaws.
The greatest miscarriage of the
Dravidian movement appears to
be in its inward looking strategy
of programme of action limited
to select pockets of space, time
and families. There are several
impediments and shortcomings in
the expansion of the movement
beyond Tamil speaking areas. It was
perhaps due to the reorganisation of
erstwhile Madras state as Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala and
Tamil Nadu in 1956 reordering the
Dravidian speaking language regions
as four, the movement got divided?.
Perhaps it was at this juncture that
the Dravidian spirit got fragmented
and the Dravidian sensibility did
not go beyond Madras. Though
reformers like Tripuraneni, Thapi
and others in Andhra, Narayana
Guru, Ayyankali and others in
Kerala and Brahmanetara Parishat,
Veerashaivasangh, Dharmalingam,
DevrajUrs and others in Karnataka
protested against the hegemony
of Brahminism in social, cultural
and political life of the people,
they did not work however under
a single platform. In fact the above
movements in the South got their
inspiration from Justice Party and

Periyar. Yet, they did not go beyond
their immediate regional needs and
issues of the backward classes and
Dalits . It appears that they were
all together to fight for the First
amendment to the Constitution to
uphold caste based reservations
in the South based on Communal
order issued in 1920s. They could
do it in 1951 because the states
were not formed at that time and
Periyar and Ambedkar were alive
to lead the movement. But, the
Dravidian ideology seems to have
watered down to that of defending
caste based reservations after
independence and reorganisation of
the states. We cannot attribute the
failure of the movement to Periyar
alone as he became old and got
exhausted and internal bickering
in the movement through splits of
Annadurai, later Karuananidhi, and
MGR further shortened the life of
Dravidian upsurge.
A section of the critiques of
Dravidian movement subscribing
to the exclusionary vision from
that of a section of the Dalits,
reading the rationalist outburst of
the Black shirts as negative due
to their allegiance to Christianity,
Islam and other faiths is not really
conducive to make comments by the
dispassionate observers. It seems the
derisive elements have failed to look
at the emergence of Hindutva and its
expanding tentacles in Tamil Nadu
heartland as a threat to the Dravidian
concept. Tactically, RSS as per a
report in The Hindu in November
2014, appropriated the Dravidian
symbols such as celebrating the
1000 th year of the coronation of
Chola King Rajendra I and was able
to attract people in the age group
of 25-40 . The paper has cited Mr
Sadgopan saying that, ‘as the number
of people coming to RSS grows, the
BJP will get ideologically committed
individuals,’ and it has gained
confidence after the resounding
victory in Parliamentary elections.
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We do not have such statements by
others who are joining the opposite
camps. There seem to be very few
attempts as of now to evaluate the
impact of the new developments in
the South on the social tensions.

scholarship in India as compared
to the Palestinian, Jewish, African,
etc identity movements based on
common threads of links of blood,
genetics, language, culture and
history.

Dravidian movement is not an
upshot of Periyar or Tamilians and
is not directly related to the socalled non-Brahmins alone. The
concept Dravida as per pundits is
a derivative of Tamil in Sanskrit
and Periyar asserted ‘there is only
one language, and she is Tamil’.
He went on to say that, “ it is my
firm conviction that the Kural was
especially created to demonstrate
that the arts, culture, ethics and
conduct of the Tamils were vastly
different from and antithetical to
those of Aryans”. In my Dravidian
University Foundation day lecture
I tried to bring out the origin of the
word citing Iravatham Mahadevan,
Asko Parapola and others that the
name ‘Harappa’ itself constituted
two Dravidian words Hara and Appa
typical to South India. The Kharavela
Hathigumpha inscription contains
reference to Tramira countries and
so on. Therefore, the Dravidian
movement should have been an
all-inclusive and culturally diverse
campaign to bring in the historical
significance of the first settlers in
India. In fact a careful reading of
the movement shows that several
diverse movements are integrated
and Periyar is shown as the leader
of the movement. As EVR himself
agreed that the Dravidian nation
is very old and he wanted to bring
in reform to bring all the groups
together. In fact the self-respect
movement, anti-Brahmin movement,
caste-based reservations, atheism
and social reform are distinct genres
of a large species of a binary called
Aryan-Dravidian classification in
Indology/Dravidology that remained
an orphan in academic discourse
in an age of post-colonialism. This
appears to be typical to Indian

The contemporary political
situation in the world where Donald
Trump seemingly a German heir
won and some NRIs identifying with
him and the so-called fringe groups
in India parading openly supporting
him indicate that Periyar and the
Dravidian movement in a different
form would re-emerge if the present
trends are an indication. We wish
that Indians whose destiny was
sealed under the Constitution should
respect diversity and pluralism to

help create conditions of live and let
live. The Dravidian movement has
initiated a paradigm shift in our social
relations in recent years that need to
be carried with care. Otherwise the
nation would again get divided and
this time caste wars and communal
violence would be diverted against
those who are considered as
responsible in maintaining divisions
and despairs. Dravidian movement
might disappear now due to cunning
collusions and distortions of the
select few under the weight of the
movement’s own limitations in the
short run, but it would never vanish
as long as discrimination, indignity
and inhumanity are perpetuated in
the name caste, religion, colour,
language and culture.

(Contd. from Page 2)

of autonomy which other states do
not have. Subsequently, the Sheikh
Sahib had the state constituent
assembly pass a resolution that the
state of Jammu and Kashmir had
acceded to India irrevocably. Before
doing so, he sent Sadiq Sahib, who
became the state chief minister
later, to Pakistan to assess what
kind of polity Islamabad was going
to pursue.
After hearing Sadq’s view that
Pakistan wanted to be an Islamic
state, the Sheikh Sahib, a product
of people’s struggle to obtain
independence from the Maharaja
and the British, took no time in
joining India because he wanted the
state to be pluralistic. A democratic
India, where there would be religious
freedom, was the obvious choice for
him because Pakistan wanted to be
an Islamic Republic.
With the passage of time, the
Sheikh became the only liberal voice
which could be heard clearly in the
midst of challenges and counterchallenges by Hindus and Muslims.
I recall when I was released from

the Tihar Jail during the Emergency
my co-prisoners asked me to visit
Srinagar and request the Sheikh
to speak against the Emergency
because he was respected all over
the country. He had no hesitation
in issuing a statement that the
Emergency had overstayed and
should be withdrawn.
I wish Farooq had imbibed the
qualities of Sheikh Sahib and guided
New Delhi instead of flirting with
the separatists to harm India’s cause.
He is acceptable throughout the
country even though he is found
whimsical. He should think twice
before he gives even indirect help
to separatists. By announcing his
support for the Hurriyat he has
raised many questions in the minds
of people, both in Kashmir and the
rest of India.
Farooq should realize that his
constituency is the entire country.
When he says anything which tells
upon on India’s unity he confuses
people because they see him on
the side of India’s integrity, not its
dismemberment.
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Solidarity with the peoples of Kashmir
We, twenty five citizens of India,
representing people’s movements,
women’s organisations, trade
unions, human rights organisations,
youth organisations and individuals
who are journalists, writers and
filmmakers, from the states of
Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Jammu&
Kashmir, Karnataka, Kerala,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Manipur, Nagaland, Odisha and
Tamil Nadu, visited Kashmir from
11 to 20 November 2016 with the
objective of understanding firsthand, from ordinary people and
civil society, the situation of the
peoples of the Kashmir Valley that
has emerged over the past fourand-half months since the killing of
three Hizbul Mujahideen militants,
BurhanWani, Sartaj Sheikh and
Pervaiz Lashkariby the Indian Army
and J&K Police on 8 July 2016.
In the last 135 days, over 102
unarmed civilians have been killed
by the Indian Army, the J&K Police
and central paramilitaryforces.
More than 15,000 people have
been injured by armed firing and in
pellet firing and shelling, of which
around 7,000 are cases of severe
injury. A majority of those who have
been killed are young and many are
minors. This information has been
documented by the media.
Over the nine days, we visited the
districts of Anantnag, Bandipora,
Baramulla, Budgam, Ganderbal,
Kulgam, Kupwara, Pulwama,
Shopian and Srinagar.
We met with families of those who
have been killed bythe Indian Army,
the Border Security Force (BSF),
the Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF), and the J&K Police (JKP)

including the Special Operations
Group (SOG) and Special Task
Forces (STF). We met with families
of those who have disappeared or
have been jailed, including human
rights defenders. We also met
with victims grievously injured,
including being blinded by pellet
gunfire and PAVA shell fire over
these past four-and-a-half-months.
Apart from ordinary people of
the 10 districts mentioned above,
we met with lawyers including
the leadership of the J&K Bar
Association (JKBA);trading
and business communities
including the Kashmir Economic
Alliance (KEA),Kashmir Fruit
Growers & Dealers Association, and
district-level traders federations;
state government employees
and their unions including the
Employees’ Joint Action Committee
(EJAC); students’ unions; human
rights defenders including the
Jammu Kashmir Coalition of Civil
Society and the Association of
Parents of Disappeared Persons;
political organisations and parties
including the Jammu Kashmir
Liberation Front (JKLF), other
member parties of the All Party
Hurriyat Conference,Jammu &
Kashmir Peoples Democratic Party
(PDP), and the Muslim League;
Kashmiri Pandit community
including the Kashmiri Pandit
Sangharsh Samiti (KPSS); relief,
voluntary and social welfare
organisations including Kashmir
Centre for Social and Development
Studies, Firdous Educational Trust
for Orphans as well as scholars,
academics, journalists, doctors and
other medical practitioners, artists,
and theatre professionals.

Following the, alleged
extrajudicial, killing of 8 July there
have been large, unprecedented
protests across the Kashmir valley
starting on 9 July, the day of
Burhan Wani’s funeral. These
unarmed protests have been met
with sustained attack by the
Indian Army, J&K police and
paramilitary, including with the
use of pellet guns, PAVA shells
and firearms. We learnt of several
deaths caused by targeted killings
of unarmed civilians by armed
forces in the absence of protests
or demonstrations. Most deaths we
came across have been caused by
injuries waist-above, without any
warning fire. Deaths and injuries
caused by pellet guns too are all
above the waist and preponderantly
at eye level causing blinding or
long-term ophthalmic damage. In
the case of deaths, we learnt that
the J&K Police has lodged ‘cross’
FIRs using similar and repetitive,
if not identical, charges of the
victim being ‘anti-national’. These
government actions amount to a
violation of the right to life.
Families that have pursued
the legal remedy to identify the
representatives of the Indian Army,
J&K police and paramilitary,
including those granted immunity
under the Armed Forces (Jammu
and Kashmir) Special Powers
Act, 1990, who engaged in
acts of killing innocent people,
have become targets of repeated
arrests, torture and raids. These
government actions amount to
criminal intimidation and have
served as a deterrent to many
families from pursuing the course
of justice.
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Of the papers of those who have
been arrested, especially under the
Jammu and Kashmir Public Safety
Act, 1978 (PSA), that we were able
to look at, the charges lack prima
facie substance and employ similar,
if not identical, language. We spent
a morning attending proceedings
at the J&K High Court. In all the
cases involving arrests under the
PSA, including the case of PSA
filed against human rights defender
Khurram Pervez, the Government
Counsel merely sought to delay
cases by seeking more time to file
documents when in fact the FIR/
case dossier forms the basis of
the arrest. We came across several
cases of those who won their release
through the courts, being promptly
rearrested on the basis of new
FIRs filed against them by the
government.Cases of arrests of
minors, including under the PSA,
were also brought to our notice.
These government actions amount
to a violation of the principles of
natural justice.
Families of detained and arrested
persons also brought to our attention
instances of grievous custodial
torture by government interrogators
in police stations and jails, indicating
the levels of impunity enjoyed by
the Indian Army, under the Armed
Forces (Jammu and Kashmir)
Special Powers Act, 1990, and the
state police, under the Jammu and
Kashmir Public Safety Act, 1978.
Peoplealso reportedthat multiple
wings of the intelligence were in
operation, causing fear, mistrust and
suspicion among people.
In the towns and villages where
there were killings by the Indian
Army, J&K police and paramilitary,
we met with ordinary people who
narrated a cycle of search and
seizure raids following killings,and

of indiscriminate firing, including at
funerals and memorial gatherings.
In several of these instancesthe
Indian Army, J&K police and
paramilitarybroke windows and
destroyed household goods,
livestock, and food rations in peoples’
homes. In several of the villages and
towns we visited, the armed forces,
during their search and seizure
operations, routinely destroy the
local electricity transformer or substation, denying the entire village
or locality access to electricity.
These government actionsamount to
handing out collective punishment.
Women spoke of being subjected
to violence and molestation by
the Indian Army, J&K police and
paramilitary, and reported several
instances of verbal and physical
abuse during the search and seizure
operations. Paramedics working
in the government health system
reported that during this period they
witnessed a significant increase in
the number of miscarriages, which
were caused by physical violence.
These government actions amount
to a violation of every law and the
international covenant that is aimed
at protecting women from sexual
and other forms of violence.
We were very moved by the
extraordinary efforts of the doctors,
nurses and paramedics of the state’s
public health system in responding
to the huge number of cases of
those injured bythe Indian Army,
J&K police and paramilitary. Most
of them, at various points in the
last four-and-a-half-months, have
worked twenty-four hours a day,
two to three days at a stretch. We,
however, found that many doctors
were harassed by government
intelligence to reveal the identity
of their patients. The J&K police
and paramilitary have also raided
hospitals, including in one instance

a women’s ward. We met with
ambulance drivers who were
intimidated and threatened by
the armed forces for ferrying the
injured. We learnt that pharmacies
and kitchens setup by relief and
social welfare organisations and the
business community, who stepped in
to assist the government hospitals in
meeting the extraordinary challenge
of saving lives, were disbanded by
the armed forces. In at least one
case, a key leader of this ‘critical
assistance’, as described by a senior
government doctor, was arrested
and jailed for over a fortnight.
These government actions against
emergency relief workers and health
professionals are in violation of
international covenants and India’s
own commitment to UN treaties.
We were witness to the closure of
local town and village mosques by
government authorities, across the
Kashmir valley, including the Jamia
Masjid in Srinagar and Jamia Masjid
in Shopian.These government
actions amount to violation of the
right to freedom of religion.
We were witness to the ban
on internet on mobile telephone
services.We also noted from media
reports of raids at newspaper
offices, the shutting down of all
newspapers in Kashmir for three
days in July, and the blanket ban
on the publishing of the newspaper
Kashmir Reader.These government
actions amount to a violation of
the right to freedom of speechand
internationally accepted norms of
freedom of the press.
We noted the targeting of J&K
state government employees,
including the summary dismissal
of 12 employees and the denial
of salaries, issuing of show cause
notices, and the suspension of
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several others. Office bearers of
government employees’ unions who
have protested these government
actions of unfair labour practice
have been detained or arrested.
These government actions amount
to a violation of the right to freedom
of association.
We witnessed the people’s
affirmative response to the strike
call issued by the All Party Hurriyat
Conference through the nine days
that we were in Kashmir. We see this
as the resilience and resoluteness
of the resistance of the peoples of
Kashmir against the actions of the
Indian state.
Nearly every voice that we heard
of the Kashmir peoples talked of the
long-standing Kashmir dispute from
the days of India’s independence and
partition, the division of Kashmir
between India and Pakistan in
1948, and the sustained efforts of
the peoples of Kashmir to assert
their right to self-determination.
From common people we heard
articulate accounts of what they
have faced from the Indian state and,
in particular, of the sustained attack
on their democratic rights from
1989 onwards. The failure of the
Indian state and every government
since independence to address the
political sentiments of Kashmir’s
peoples is a source of both hurt and
enormous resentment.
We heard from every quarter
we spoke tothat, in this present
phase, the BJP government at
the centre and the PDP-BJP
government in J&Khas refused to
address the strongly felt sentiments
of the peoples of Kashmir. The
stubbornness of the BJP government
at the centre and the PDP-BJP
government in J&K to dialogue with
the people of the Kashmir valley
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and their representatives is well
documented in the media.The PDP,
in our meeting with them, confirmed
Delhi’s policy of non-dialogue and
non-compromise and set out their
support for this policy.
We also noted that, over these
four-and-a-half-months, the BJP
government at the centre has sought
to create a war-like situation with
Pakistan along the border of J&K,
employing the alleged Uri attack to
build a Hindu majoritarian sentiment
against Kashmir, Pakistan and those
of the Islamic faith.
We conclude that the BJP
government at the centre and the
PDP-BJP government in J&K are
engaged in actions that amount to
a complete violation of universally
accepted human and democratic
rights and of the very Indian
Constitution they claim to want
to impose in the Kashmir valley.
With use of government force and
the rest of the machinery at their
disposal, the government has acted
and continues to act in grievous
violation ofthe right to life, the right
to free speech, the right to freedom
of association, the right to freedom
of religion, the right to freedom of
press and the principles of natural
justice. We are also distressed by
the fact that senior members of the
BJP government have made, and
continue to make, inflammatory and
provocative statements against the
peoples of Kashmir. Regrettably,
the parliamentary opposition has
lacked the political courage and
will to call upon the accountability
of government actions.
We also conclude that the actions
of the BJP government at the centre
and the PDP-BJP government in
J&K are acts of vengeance aimed at
forcing the peoples of Kashmir into

subjugation by using every possible
force available to government for
breaking the peoples’resolve for a
democratic settlement to achieve
their aspirations.As representatives
of diverse peoples’ movements, trade
unions and other organisationsin
India, and as India’s citizens,we
can say without reservation that
the actions of the Indian state
in Kashmir amount to profound
violation of democratic and human
rights. Hence, we call upon the
Government of India to forthwith:
Recognise the Kashmir dispute
and accept that its resolution can only
come through a political solution,
not through military intervention
and a suppression of all human and
democratic rights;
Withdraw the army and other
paramilitary forces including the
Central Reserve Police Force,
Border Security Force and Indo
Tibetan Border Policefrom civilian
areas of Jammu and Kashmir;
Repeal the Jammu and Kashmir
Public Safety Act, 1978 and the
Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir)
Special Powers Act, 1990;
Release all political prisoners
and, in particular, all prisoners
arrested under the Jammu and
Kashmir Public Safety Act, 1978;
Grant access to the UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights
for a UN fact-finding mission in
Jammu &Kashmir;
Establish a judicial tribunal under
the supervision of the Supreme
Court to examine all cases of extrajudicial killings, including that of
BurhanWani;
Enter into an open and transparent
dialogue, without pre-conditions,
with all sections of the Kashmir
(Contd. on Page 16)
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Social sciences and public policy in India: Need of reciprocity
Anand Kumar
India is engaged in democratic
nation-building after successful
culmination in 1947 of a century
long freedom mobilizations from
foreign rule into a sovereign
republic. It has mobilized all
kinds of intellectual and material
resources for it. This process has
gone through three distinct cycles
since independence: 1. Planning for
self reliance (1950-1971); 2. Politics
of poverty eradication (19711984); 3. Combining economic
liberalism and social justice about
gender, caste and ethnic groups
(1984-2014). A new cycle has been
initiated around centrality of cultural
nationalism after the Lok Sabha
elections of 2014 which has brought
in National Democratic Alliance led
by Narendra Modi as prime minister
and Bharatiya Janata Party as the
dominant party.
It is strange that there has been
decline in the significance of social
sciences in these seventy years of
nation-building while we witnessed
increasing intensity of mobilizations
for socio-political reforms in the
context of gender, caste, religions,
languages, and ethnicity. The social
scientists are found to be lagging
behind the social activists in most
of the instances. There has been
change of role of social scientists
from ‘partner in progress’ during
the years of Prime Minister Nehru
(1947-1964) to ‘selective support’
in the short period of Lal Bahadur
Shastri (1964-966) and long years
of Indira Gandhi (1966-1984) with
an interval during 1977-1979 and
‘increasing exclusion from public
policies’ since 1984. It is a strange

situation where the space of public
policy is seen to be occupied by
politicians and social activists at the
cost of social scientific inputs.
It has created an atmosphere
of ad-hocism, benign neglect
and lack of sustainability in the
sphere of public policy in all major
domains. A glance at the fate of
some of the major episodes of public
policy making may be sufficient
to sense the growing gaps in the
interdependence between public
policies and social sciences. Let us
mention a few examples about it: 1)
Justice Verma Committee Report on
violence against women, 2. Justice
Sacchar Committee Report on the
deteriorating condition of Muslims,
3. Prof. Arjun Sengupta Committee
Report about the conditions of
workers in the un-organised sector,
4. Bandopadhyay Committee Report
about the challenge of extremist
activities in a large number of
Indian districts, 5) Indrajeet Gupta
Committee Report on electoral
reforms, and 6) Prof. Yashpal
Committee Report on educational
reforms. All these reports have four
common features: i. They are about
some of the most burning problems
of nation-building in India; ii. Each
report received wide support from
intellectuals, media and aggrieved
sections of the society; iii. All the
committees, with people of substance
as members, were appointed by the
highest authority of the country;
and iv. All the reports remain least
implemented so far - this lack of
commitment of the power elite to
engage in public policy making
process on the basis of careful

deliberations and considerations
is quite suicidal as it promotes
cynicism as well as lack of trust in
the policymaking process. But there
is no effort from the side of policy
makers or social scientists to get
closer to each other for sustained
dialogue and deliberations and
course correction.
A situation of concern
The problem of interfaces between
social sciences and public policy has
been a recurring concern of social
scientists as well as the public policy
makers since the emergence of ‘3
Ms’ as the new imperatives of nationbuilding in early 1990s – Mandal
Report based reservations for the
Other Backward Classes, Mandir
mobilisation, and Market-centric
initiatives. There is need on the part
of the social scientists to be aware
about their social responsibilities
which include a meaningful role in
public policy system. On the other
hand, it is relevant and necessary
for the public policy making to be
in constructive interaction with the
social sciences to avoid trappings
of populist politics and political
opportunism at the cost of national
objectives and consensual progress.
Social sciences are the source of
authentic knowledge of the social
realities. A socially indifferent
social science has no relevance or
influence in society, including the
policy makers. They are treated as
‘ivory tower intellectuals’. A public
policy regime without organic
relationship with the social sciences
is often victim of short sightedness
as well as the conspiracies of the
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vested interests. It causes a) maldevelopment, b) governance crisis,
c) legitimacy deficits, and d) limit to
citizenship building due to wasted
opportunities and failed programs.
Therefore it is always helpful for
both - the public policy making
system and the community of social
scientists - to keep enquiring about
the nature and result of mutual
interfaces.
Some features
Let us try to identify the essential
features of this relationship as it has
evolved in the last seven decades
since independence from the foreign
rule.
First of all, it is an uneven
relationship where economics is the
privileged social science due to our
national emphasis upon ‘economic
planning and development’.
Secondly, it is a state-centric.
There has been primacy of state in
establishing and promoting social
sciences through the state funded
research centres and universities.
The LPG paradigm has not created
much change in the centrality of
state funding in the context of social
sciences in the last two decades as the
private universities and foundations
have adopted an attitude of benign
neglect towards social sciences due
to their preference for ‘technology’
over social philosophy, history,
sociology and psychology and
‘management’ over ‘politics’.
Thirdly, the social scientists are
found to be working under two
pressures - western paradigms and
state patronage. They have shown
limited capacity for autonomy from
‘Western and corporate ‘dominance’
and commitment for ‘people-centric’
social sciences. Increase in the
centres of studies and research in
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social sciences has created some
difference since the 1980-90s.
But the barriers between the elite
institutions and masses’ concerns has
not lowered much due to calculated
indifference of the state and policy
makers towards non-English and
non-metropolitan sites of knowledge
generation about the dynamics of
social realities.

change in the status and relevance
of social scientists.

Fourthly, there is some change at
the ground level with changes in a)
the composition and interests of the
power elite, b) enlargement of the
social basis of democratic system,
and c) increasing social mobilizations
and protest movements. It has
impacted the character of social
sciences and their priorities in
teaching and research.

It seems that there are few major
problems in promoting a meaningful
bonding between the public policy
system and social scientists these
days. Our system is developing
legitimacy deficiencies that make
power elite nervous about dissent
and criticism. Then there is the
reality of transition from statecentric public policy framework
to market mediated public policy
initiatives. It has ideological barriers
which are preventing meaningful
dialogues not only between the
policy establishment and the
social sciences, but also within
the community of social scientists.
Moreover, the universities and
research institutes based social
scientists are found to be inclined
towards a bit ‘sanitised’ version of
the social issues and their solutions.
It makes them ‘un-trustworthy’ in
the eyes of the affected sections of
our society.

Fifthly, the social scientists are
finding new constituencies and
relevance in the context of public
policy discourses in the recent times.
It is due to emergence of a ‘rainbow
of protest politics’ as exemplified
by i. new urgency about the gender
issues, ii. the Dalit assertion,
iii. the problems of dignity and
security of the tribal communities,
iv. crisis of confidence among the
minorities including the Muslims
due to majoritarian thrusts in the
public sphere and public policies, v.
ecological concerns, displacements
and disasters, vi. anti-corruption
protests, vii. ungovernable pockets
of extremist and separatist politics,
viii. propensity of social violence,
ix. new legitimacy of identity
politics and vote banks, and x.
disenchantment with liberalization
driven industrialization and
consumerism. The introduction
of new policies in promoting
gender justice, social justice,
health, education, employment, and
governance reforms are some of the
most outstanding examples of this

Finally, the interface between
social sciences and public policy
has been deeply affected by politics
of knowledge and corporate lobbies
within the LPG framework of
policymaking.
What is wrong?

Let us not forget that all
democratic regimes must learn to
live with differences and dissent
by maintaining commitment for
sustaining the culture of dialogue.
In historical terms, the heretics,
radicals and rebels have been always
there among the social scientists.
But their presence should be utilized
by our policy establishment and
knowledge systems as ‘catalytic
agents’. But often they are getting
marginalized by their fraternity as
well as the public policy patrons
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due to their unorthodox ways and
views. They are labeled as ‘public
intellectuals’, ‘dissenters’ and ‘too
theoretical and academic’ and
treated with benign neglect. There
has been always a silent conflict
between the ‘relevant and respected’
social scientists and ‘heretic’ and
‘marginal’ social scientists with
reference to analysis and assessment
of public policies, their meaning,
functions and relevance. It is
interesting that this conflict has been
a relevant source for hegemonic and
counter-hegemonic trends in social
sciences which created spaces for
new initiatives and voices. Given
the Indian experience, we can safely
suggest that so far the relationship
between social sciences and public
policy has been informed by the
triple imperatives of i) democratic
nation-building, ii) constitutional
commitment of justice - economic,
social and political, and iii)
intervention in the dynamics of social
changes, including traditionalization,
modernization to globalization. But
it has been a relationship between
two extremely unequal entities
bordering patron-client system due
to lack of insufficient autonomy of
the social scientists and ‘distant’
relationship between the social
sciences and non-state aspects of our
national life, including the dynamics
of market forces and post-colonial
communitarian issues.
In a national dialogue held in
1970s, it was observed there are
four kinds of social scientists who
have been available for various
roles in public policies: 1. Liberal,
2. Managerial, 3. Marxist, and 4.
Moralist. We can add a few more
categories today. But it is evident
that we have moved far away
from the 1970s as the setting for
public policies has changed due
to increasing relevance of new

realities created by the togetherness
of global factors and regional-local
imperatives. The status of social
sciences has been also affected
because of our dissatisfactory role
in understanding and interpreting
the social changes which were
promoting new discourses of
power and challenges before the
people. The experts of modern
Indian history and political
science are still baffled about
the causes and consequences of
major shifts like the expansiondecline expansion of the Maoist
influence, the rise and success
of JP Movement, the beginnings
and the end of the Emergency Raj
and the evolution of LPG regime.
Similarly, the sociologists were
found to be lagging behind the
women’s movement, the Dalit
assertion particularly the rise of
Bahujan politics, Mandal-Mandir
mobilizations, and failure of
nation-building process in Kashmir
and the Northeastern communities.
The economists continue to fiddle
with facts of poverty with changing
regimes at the states and the centre.
The way ahead
Our public policy setting is
marked by thee major changes. There
is the end of planning and rolling
back of the state. Then there has
been devaluation of the university
system due to commercialization
of higher education. We are also
witness to increasing primacy
of politics over academics since
1980s. Therefore, there is need to
create ‘intermediate spaces’ for
maintaining a critical minimum
relevance of social sciences in public
policy making and evaluation. These
intermediate spaces can mediate
between the social sciences and
public policy in a non-hegemonic
and contested political system in
democratic societies.

There are five such spaces which
need our attention and support :
1. Interdisciplinary platforms of
research and interaction;
2. Research institutes of interest
groups including the political
parties, the trade unions, the
informal sector labor, peasant
associations, chambers of
c o m m e r c e a n d i n d u s t r y,
professionals’ bodies and social
communities;
3. Continuous engagements of
social scientists with social
movements and protest processes
as ‘economics, sociology and
politics from below’;
4. Preventing primacy of pseudosocial scientists including failed
politicians, semi-educated
bureaucrats and social sciences
administrators in policy
discourses; and
5. Self-sustainable processes of
public education and opinion
building about contemporary
issues and problems by social
scientists through media, semiprofessional forums and mass
oriented literature dissemination
in popular language and
terminology.
We cannot wait for funding from
global or national agencies for
it because we are fast becoming
a nation which is suffering with
truth deficit about public policies.
Restoring truth in public sphere and
promoting peoples’ well being on
the basis of sound public policies
is expected from social sciences
as a social responsibility. It is our
contribution for promoting and
deepening Swaraj.
(Contd. on Page 13)
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Socialist Party (India)

Economic Resolution
Policies of liberalization,
privatization and globalization,
dictated by the World Bank, IMF,
WTO and other such world economic
institutions, are playing havoc world
over, particularly to the lives of
poor and weaker sections of society.
Despite repeated failures and shortcomings of these very policies, the
ruling establishment of India and the
world is pursuing them shamelessly
with even greater intensity. These
policies have resulted into the
greatest poor-rich divide ever! The
divide is also increasing among the
developed, developing and underdeveloped nations. On one hand
the luxuries enjoyed by the rich do
not know limits on the other hand
the poor are forced to suffer from
epidemics, natural disasters and to
live undignified life without basic
civic facilities. The neo-liberal
policies have resulted in immense
inequality and corruption during last
three decades.
But the governments, talking only
GDP, are not ready to listen anything
against these economic policies.
GDP is a poor economic indicator
and reveals little about the condition
of lives of poor. A developed nation
of Europe has shown increase in
GDP by including the earnings from
prostitution in its country. And here
in India, the present government is
changing the basis of price rise, GDP
and other indicators to somehow
show growth. The government
has shown the difference between
production and expenses to be more
than 1 lakh 30 thousand crores,
which if removed, will reduce the
growth rate by 2%.

Cheap imports, especially from
countries like China, are killing
the skills of the local craftsmen as
the work done by them is costlier.
Even big industries like garments,
engineering and machinery are being
pushed towards closure by cheap
imports. The MNCs in automobile,
mobile, electronics/computers
sectors are reaping huge profits.
The policy of minimum imports
in petroleum sector has been done
away with. These policies have
resulted into suicides of lakhs of
farmers, displacement of crores of
people, massive unemployment and
destruction of the environment.
The agrarian sector and tribal
population face the direct brunt
of these economic policies and
capitalist development model based
upon them. This year, in spite of
a good monsoon and a good farm
produce, the farmers have not got
good returns. This is reflected by
the increase in suicides of farmers.
The backbone of the agrarian sector
has been broken by the two and
half decades of implementation of
neo-liberal policies. The farming
is continually oriented towards
foreign needs and cash crops.
Local basic needs like pulses are
increasingly made dependent on
imports. Pulses are the only source
of protein in plate of poor and
that too has become unaffordable
now. The entire agrarian sector,
which includes seeds, pesticides,
fertilizers, is becoming more and
more dependent on MNCs. The
government is adamantly pushing
for introduction of GM crops, which
can cause irreversible, disastrous
impacts on health and environment.

In the name of breed improvement
indigenous animal husbandry, fish
farming, poultry and all such sectors
are being opened up for MNCs.
Local varieties of crops, fruits and
animals are disappearing. There is a
lesson that needs to be learnt from
the spread of epidemic diseases like
bird flu, mad cow disease, etc. But
who cares?
Since its beginning, the Modi
government has launched a
campaign of land grabbing, which
is being resisted by farmer unions
and unity of opposition parties. But
behind this thrust there are huge
corporations and MNCs, which
are eying the land of farmers and
tribals. Socialist Party, since its
inception, has been demanding
that all available land should be
equitably and appropriately used
and for the same purpose a land use
commission, which comprises of
representation of farmers and tribals,
should be set up.
It is not just land but all other
natural resources are also at stake.
There is a fast move to hand over
water of rivers to MNCs and big
industries. Red carpets are being
laid for big industrial houses, foreign
capital and foreign trade. But there is
no increase in either manufacturing
or in foreign trade. The government
is filling its coffers finding respite
in low crude oil prices and throwing
away huge amounts of money to
big business houses. The stock
market and commodity markets are
death fields for common investors
and farmers. For the last three
years there is no change in this
situation. Whether it be neem-
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coated fertilizers or copying of Israel
drip farming, all have turned out to
be total failures for farmers.
Neo-liberal economic policies
have caused havoc for tribal people.
So-called development programs
have resulted in displacement of
crores of tribals. Their land, minerals
below land, rivers, forest produce,
and even sand stones are sold to make
enormous money by corporates,
politicians and bureaucrats. Dalits
don’t own means of production and
this loot of land, forest and other
natural resources has eliminated
their chances of getting a share
of these resources. Availability of
land for residential purposes has
also become an issue in villages.
The retail sector, which has been
the backbone of agrarian and the
rest of our economy, is now under
grave threat from the FDI from
giant MNCs, like Wall Mart, Tesco,
Carrefour, Metro, etc.
The availability and condition of
employment has been worsening.
Government says that FDI is our
only option for fast economic
growth. So government is offering
big sops to MNCs. But the MNCs
have sophisticated manufacturing
which use automation to reduce

expenditure on salaries, and in turn
lead to a jobless growth. Crores of
degree holder youth are jobless.
This was when Modi, in his election
speeches, had promised 1 crore
jobs every year, but those jobs are
simply not there. The Socialist
Party believes in self-reliant and
independent economy that operates
on cooperative basis with a target
of total employment in the field of
agriculture, animal husbandry and
other small scale industries with
Indian capital. Agricultural land
should not be acquired. Irrigation
facilities and easy loans with
guarantee of profitable prices should
be provided to farmers.
Recently Rs. 500 and 1000
notes have been invalidated. Tall
claims are being made by the Prime
Minister that this demonetization
will end corruption, black money,
tax evasion, boom in property prices,
terrorism from across the border
and so on. These tall claims are
sufficient to show the hollowness
of demonetization. This decision is
made essentially to cover the failure
to bring back black money from
outside India. The claim of depositing
Rs. 15 lakh to each Indians’ bank
account by Modi was based on
estimation of this black money

parked outside India. This sudden
declaration of demonetization has
caused immense inconvenience
to the ordinary people. They are
standing in long queues for exchange
at the loss of wages. The Socialist
Party believes that black money
is an unavoidable result of the
capitalist-neoliberal policies. We
can see the same across the world.
The claim made by government,
which is implementing neo-liberal
policies on a much faster pace than
the previous UPA government, is
principally untenable.
The Socialist Party rejects the
neo-liberal economic policies
and demands that development
policies, which are decentralized,
complementary to the local
ecosystem, diverse and based on
sustainable development, should be
implemented. Only such pro-people
and pro-environment policies can
guarantee full employment and
balanced usage of natural resources.
Country’s wealth is its people and
resources. We see reflection of decentralized, diverse and sustainable
development’s clear vision in the
thoughts of Mahatma Gandhi,
Rammanohar Lohia, Jayaprakash
Narayan and Kishan Patnayak.

Defence Resolution
The present BJP government at
the centre is implementing anticonstitution neo-liberal policies
at a faster pace than the previous
UPA government. The most striking
example of this is increasing the
FDI limit in defence equipments
manufacturing to 100% from
the earlier limit of 49%; and the
government is working overtime
signing defence related agreements
with various foreign companies.

The only condition government has
put for this is that once FDI reaches
100% it will need government’s
permission. All other essential
restrictions and conditions imposed
on foreign investment in the Defence
sector have been removed. For
instance, under the Arms Act of
1959, the manufacture of small
weapons and ammunition was to
be done within the country only.
For this FDI was not needed. Now

this is not the case. Another thing
to be taken into account is that
earlier there was a condition for
FDI that it was supposed to transfer
technology to India. But now, even
this condition has been withdrawn.
This means that foreign companies
can now manufacture with old
technology or just acquire an Indian
company and do their business.
Therefore the biggest example of
“Make in Foreign” under the Modi
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government’s “Make in India”
campaign is of allowing 100% FDI
in Defence sector. This move is both
shocking and ironic as it encourages
“Make in Foreign” rather than
“Make in India”.
Another important restriction on
FDI in the earlier regime was that
foreign companies were required
to make a joint venture with the
original equipment manufacturer.
Now this condition has been
removed. This will make foreign
companies operate at the same
level as Indian companies. This
means stiff competition for Indian
manufacturers. It will not be long
before foreign companies take over
Indian companies.
The dangers of agreements
with foreign companies are not
just financial and technological.
There is always a danger of leaking
designs of defence equipments to
enemies. Recently a case validating
this suspicion came into light
when 22,400 pages of documents
leaked from the data bank of
French submarine manufacturer
DCNS, which has the contract
of manufacturing submarines at
Goa. Investigations show that the
leak occurred at some South Asian
location, and via China it reached
Pakistan. Though government has
ensured a probe, but so far there is
no action against the company. The
government has not even initiated
the cancelation of the contract of
manufacturing the submarines with
the French company. Meanwhile a
deal has been signed for purchase
of Rafale French fighter jets. It
is alleged that the said deal is the
costliest in the history of our defence
sector purchases. Government will
purchase 36 Rafale jets for a total
of Rs. 59,000 crores, which means
that each jet will cost a whopping
Rs. 1600 crores!
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Raising any question/suspicion
on defence related issues is fussed
about in an ugly way now-adays. Country’s Minister of State
for Home Affairs Kiren Rijiju’s
statement that a new culture of
questioning the defence forces is
taking shape and it is wrong is a
specimen of such mind-set. The
armed forces, security and defence
deals are being made a question of
patriotism and pride in such a way
that people, media and organisations
would desist from raising questions.
In such a scenario, we will not
even be in a position to address
corruption scams in the defence
sector like the Bofors scam. In our
democracy elected government and
the parliament take decisions on all
defence related issues. Therefore
questions and suspicion are raised
about the government and not the
armed forces. There is a conscious
attempt to soft-pedal the voice
against the present government in
the guise of armed forces.
The farce of government’s OROP
(One Rank One Pension) claim has
been exposed by the tragic suicide
of a 70-year old ex-army man. The
irony is that opposition parties like
AAP and Congress are making it an
emotional issue, which is being used
taken advantage of by the ruling BJP.
So, on one hand the government
is escalating tensions at the border
and signing new defence deals
with Russia, France and USA and
on the other hand soldiers coming
from poor and farmers’ families are
being abandoned to commit suicide.
Furthermore, there is an attempt
that playing politics and raising
emotional fervour in the name of
armed forces is a sole right of one
party i.e. BJP; and citizens/media
do not have a right to seek or furnish
information and to ask questions in
this matter!

The Socialist Party firmly believes
that when the present government
has jeopardized national security
and the interests of the armed forces
by opening the defence sector
to trade by foreign companies,
there should be maximum possible
transparency and discussion on
defence related issues. The Socialist
Party also demands that permission
for 100% FDI in the defence sector
be withdrawn immediately.
(passed in 4th National Convention
held in Lucknow on 14-15 November
2016)
(Contd. from Page 10)
Let us end this short essay with a
quote from Tagore from his foreword
to his monumental work Towards
Universal Man in 1892:
“ I once read a story of a poor man
who wanted to buy himself winter
clothes for winter and summer
clothes for summer. So he used to
save up all the money he could get
by begging. But he could not save up
enough to buy summer clothes until
summer was gone. This went on year
after year until God, moved by piety,
told the man that He would grant him
a wish. “All I ask for,” the man said,
“is this: let the vicissitudes of fortune
end, so that I no longer get winter
clothes in summer and summer
clothes in winter.” We too pray that
God would end the vicissitudes of
our education, and grant us winter
clothes in winter and summer clothes
in summer. God has put before us
everything we need, but we cannot
help ourselves to the right thing at
the right moment. And that is why
we live like that beggar in the story.
So let us pray to God to give us food
when we are hungry and clothes
when we are cold. Let us pray that
He would unite our language with
our thought and our education with
our life.”
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India versus India
Gopalkrishna Gandhi
Before entering into the theme,
I want to say that there is a deep
dichotomy, a fundamental two-ness
in the Indian psyche which can
be seen as an ‘India versus India’
phenomenon. We are as a people
steeped in the fatalistic acceptance
of anything that happens around us
as ‘given by kismet, ordained by
karma, etched on our foreheads as
the lines of Fate. And so, acceptance,
resignation, detachment are seen as
philosophically desirable, spiritually
advised and pragmatically sensible.
On the other hand, India has also
been the site of great reforms, of
revolutionary changes, campaigns,
agitations, movements for change
all of which are about anything but
quietist, accepting. They militate
against ‘kismet’. Fatalist acceptance
of the given on the one hand contrasts
with the anti-fatalist urge for change.
So we have two Indian mindsets at
the very taproot of our civilisation.
And our present preoccupation with
the famine of currency makes me
wonder whether we are to admire the
great patience being shown by our
people or lament the lack of protest
among them.
‘India versus India’ sounds like a
litigious title. Do I mean by it that
despite the money and the strain
involved in litigation, despite all
the time it takes up, legal action is
a favourite Indian habit, amounting
to an addiction? That we, as a
people, delight in taking one another,
especially relatives, to court or that
the Indian State rather routinely fills
its already over-crowded jails with
more and ever more under-trials,
many if not most of them innocent?

In truth I believe that to be quite
true. If we were to roll all Indians
who are plaintiffs and respondents
into two giant collectivities we
would have India versus India,
a Mahabharata of Mahabharatas
that neither Ramanand Sagar not
Peter Brooks would be able to
handle. Next to temples, mosques,
gurudwaras, the most favoured
place of recourse is the nyayalay.
We can be, in a generalisation with
exceptions discounted, as a people,
vivadi, adalatbaz. Where but in
India would private perceptions of
the public’s interest or the public’s
interest in individual hurt or the
travails of an identifiable group,
become a whole genre of litigation
- the PIL ?
If the awam seems to be an adept
in litigation, the State is on board as
well, keeping hundreds of thousands
of lawyers in silk, keeping attorneys
general, advocates general, solicitors
general, their additional alternatives,
and a platoon of public prosecutors
and standing counsel ceaselessly,
sleeplessly and thanklessly occupied.
Together they keep notaries public
ready with ink-pad and stamp paper,
clerks in the kindergarten of the
law but post-Docs in the legal
system, tippety-tappetyiing away
on their Remington or Olivetti
typewriters, rolling out vakalats,
affidavits, counters, anticipatory
bail applications, now in panic over
the famine of fifties, twennies and
tenners and the most prized of all, the
blue note ‘ikksau da note…please…
bas…thank you, soniye…’. The
precarious car slots for the judges
outside courts beside a mayhem of

mis-parked cars, autos, Media OB
vans, motor-cycles, fruit-juice, tea
and chat vendors all around and oh,
threading their course with grim
determination through the tangled
mass of dismayed men women ,
those streams, streams upon streams
of starched white shirts, shiny black
coats and gleaming shoes, heading
towards the equivalent of suryodaya
on a foggy morning in Kasi, which
is that moment when, in the hall
there is a sudden hush, chatter
ends, laughter freezes, all stand, the
Judges enter, take their seats, and as
the case on top of the day’s listing
begins, there comes to be intoned,
the mantra of mantras, litigant
India’s one and true suprabhatic
Aum, which is ‘Milord…’ And we
have India versus India.
But our laws, our courts, judges
and lawyers are not about litigation
alone. They have led to decisive,
courageous interventions. They
have nursed foresight, gestated
evolution, protected the intelligence
that conserves and the wisdom that
reforms. Husnara Khatoon v/s the
State of Bihar gives an example.
India has been notoriously sluggish
in the matter of prison reforms, on
the condition of prisoners. Kapila
Hingorani’s petition on behalf of
several prisoners won for 40,000
of them release. India versus India
stood in Husnara in the shape of
a thirst for insaf versus a fatalistic
surrender to kismet. Our laws and
our law courts have judged issues
on the claims of two faculties which
make humans of the homo sapien –
IQ and MQ, the intelligence quotient
and the moral quotient, better known

The Tenth Justice V M Tarkunde Memorial Lecture delivered at India International Centre, New Delhi on
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as the human conscience. With a
bandaged arm, elbow in sling, wrist
in a compress of crepe, every digit on
the palm wearing, like medallions,
square or round patches of bandaid, the bruised yet trusting Indian
salutes India’s pre-eminent site
where India’s IQ meets India’s MQ
– the Indian judiciary.
Every society through each
generation knows men and women
of high IQs and also men and women
of high MQs and, very significantly,
men and women, with both high IQs
and high MDs, showing thereby that
if it feels great to be smart but it also
feels good to have a sense of right
and wrong. Such persons are few in
number, but they are there. Among
them some, even fewer, add courage
to their conviction. They express
their views without hesitation. No
agar-magar stops them.
Ever since Gandhi used the
phrase ‘keeper of my conscience’
or ‘conscience-keeper ’ for
Rajagopalachari, it has been
overdone. That is one among the
minor hassles Gandhi has created.
Because of him now, every blunder
is a “Himalayan blunder’, every
hollow promise is ‘a post-dated
cheque’. And poor old Western
civilisation has become forever
‘a good idea’. Overuse however
is no reason to not use the phrase
‘conscience keeper’ when it is
right to use it, necessary to use it.
Individuals need conscience keepers
because their consciences frequently
doze off. Nations need conscience
keepers because their consciences
only occasionally wake up.
Jayaprakash Narayan was one
exceptional conscience keeperto
our beloved India - a country at
once wise and foolish, loving
and murderous, offering shelter,
sanctuary, sharanam, ashraya
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but also distancing, abandoning,
expelling, a country at once varied
and yet bonding, so united and so
hopelessly divided as to become
a spoonerist’s special : diversity
in unity…I mean… …university
in diversity…sorry….unity in
diversity. JP had humour aplenty
in him to laugh at that but he was
essentially the most earnest man I
have ever met. He knew how India
could be at war with a part of itself,
a part of India at war with India. He
said to Kashmiris - these are not his
exact words, but a paraphrasing of
what he said - ‘Countries, people,
behave in strange ways. You know
Pakistan and what it did to you in
1947-48. You know India and what
it did for you in 1947-48. You and I
can be proud of the Indian officers
and Jawans who laid down their
lives here, staving the invaders
off. Later, things have happened
between India and you that should
not have happened. I am ashamed
of those. I know you mistrust India.
I can understand why. India sees
Kashmir as part of its map, whereas
it should have seen India as part
of Kashmir’s mind. Your shikaras,
your bokharas, your walnuts, your
carpets, your summer breeze,
your winter snows have gone into
India’s consciousness, but India’s
great Constitution, its independent
judiciary, its free media, its resurgent
womanhood, has not enter your
minds. This is not your fault, it is
India’s. The way Sheikhsahib was
treated, the way your elections
turned into farces, hurt your izzat,
your Kashmiriyat is all shameful.
But, please, please do recognise the
fact that India is a Republic, whose
conscience though often asleep, even
comatose, can be and is awakened.
If shown its error, India can correct
its methods. I will do my best to
help it do so. Trust India, trust me.
Do not, and I repeat, do not go
with some delusive dreams which

could become the most horrible
nightmares’.
This was India versus India trying
the non-litigious road of mediation.
And at another end of the country
he told the diverse Naga people,
similarly, something like (again
not his exact words but certainly
his message), ‘You are a proud,
self-respecting people with a
distinct culture and history. India,
its hinterland particularly, is so
wrapped up in its own sense of glory
and greatness, real and imaginary,
that it does not have the time or
the temperament to appreciate
your heritage enough. Just as it
has branded all south Indians as
Madrasi, it has branded all of you
as Naga. It does not even know
that the Naga are many people,
at least 17 distinct people, with
distinct cultures, language, dress.
Most Indians think of you in terms
of red and black shawls, spears
and Republic Day parades. That is
India’s loss, not yours. India can be
mulishly adamant but somewhere it
knows how to correct itself, rectify
its errors. India can go wrong, India
cannot be evil. Trust it, not those
further to your north or east, who
tell you to look in their direction.
That way lies a steep fall into an
unknown valley’.
This was again India mediating
India.
JP was asked by the Indian state
to help solve the problem of dacoits
in the ravines of Madhya Pradesh.
He got through to them, which was
no small success. They wore belts
of bullets, their palms were red,
their fingernails, black. They were
ferocious, yet trapped. Trapped,
yet ferocious. The state had ronged
them in but was yet afraid to touch
them. A giant among the daku asked

R.N.I. NO. 1855/1957
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JP if they can trust the state. What
guarantee could he, JP, give them
that if they surrendered.Will they,
on surrendering, not be tried for
multiple murders and hanged? JP
said he could not guarantee that they
would not be, he could not speak
for the Indian state. But this much
he said he could guarantee them: If
after having been promised amnesty
due to Jayaprakash’s mediation
a surrendering dacoit is hanged,
Jayaprakash will die with him. That
was enough. The bullet belts were
unloosened, guns dropped. To be fair
to the Indian state, it kept its word to
JP. To a lesser man, one who was no
conscience-keeper , it may not have.

was shameful but what civil society
did was worse. In utter cowardice
it watched in silence and then went
about its business. In Faiz Ahmed
Faiz’s immortal words persons of
conscience are inconvenient and
unwelcome to the State and to
society. They suffer at the hands of
both the King and his loyal subjects.

Kashmir, Nagaland trusted him.
The denizens of Chambal’s ravines
put their faith in him. The south of
India, too, curiously, bonded with
him. He was, after all a socialist.
The south never saw him in terms of
a Hindiwala who without knowing
the next thing about, say, Tamil,
still insists on their speaking to
him in his language, a typical India
versus India signpost. JP was not the
shallow politician who would go all
vanakkam-vanakkam in Madras and
then in Hyderabad mix up his Tiru-s
with his Garu-s. He knew his India,
north-south, east-west. He knew its
boundaries and neighbours as well.
He knew the India that could hurt its
many Indias, the many Indias that
could harm India. Conscience is not
a mushy heart; it has a taut mind.

Such rare people, so rare as
to be countable on the fingers of

And yet what did the State do
to the same JP when he raised
his voice against corruption,
against dictatorship? Vinashakale
viparitabuddhi, JP said softly as
he was led to the van taking him to
prison, in 1975. What the state did

Hakim-e-shaharbhi, majma ‘eam bhi
The Governor and the populace,
both, send
Ti r - e - i l z a m b h i , s a n g - e dushnambhi
Calumny’s keen arrow, insult’s
hurtling stone

one hand, personify more than the
word ‘conscience’. Their restless
conscience stands four square against
its envious opponent, calm cunning,
its clever rival, conformism.
Wh en th eir co mmen ts ar e
addressed to or are about seats of
power, they suffer victimisation,
persecution, and worse. Even fewer
have the greater courage - temerity,
almost - to speak their minds not
just to the sovereign but to society,
to their own samaja. If the sovereign
can be vengeful, society can be
vicious. If the state can prosecute,
society can victimize. Its weapons
are ridicule, calumny, spite. Those
who speak up against an unjust
State are brave; those who speak up
against an unkind people are braver..
(to be Concluded)

(Contd. from Page 7)
peoples and their representatives in
order to bring about a resolution of
the Kashmir dispute that recognises
the aspirations of people to
determine their own destiny through
demonstrably democratic means.
We also call upon all Indian
citizens to recognise that the actions
of the Indian state in the Kashmir

valley are far removed from the
values of a democratic republic and
beyond the pale by any acceptable
norms of a civilised society in
the 21 st century. We call upon
all Indian peoples to ensure that
the injustices against Kashmir’s
peoples are brought to an end
and their democratic aspirations
addressed.
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Peoples Forum for Peace and Democracy; Bilal Khan, Ghar Bachao Ghar
Banao Andolan; DevisinghTomar, Narmada Bachao Andolan; Gautam Mody,
New Trade Union Initiative; Id Khajuria, Pakistan India Peoples Forum for
Peace and Democracy; Jatin Desai, Pakistan India Peoples Forum for Peace
and Democracy; Kavita Krishnan, All India Progressive Women’s Association;
Lakshmi Premkumar, Researcher; Madhuresh Kumar, National Alliance of
Peoples Movements; Medha Patkar, Narmada Bachao Andolan; Ujahid Nafees,
National Forum on Right to Education; Pfokrehil Kriiziini, Naga Peoples
Movement for Human Rights; Pramod Puzha, Journalist; Prajakta Dhulap,
Journalist; Khajuria, Pakistan India Peoples Forum for Peace and Democracy;
Shankar Mahanand, Janwadi Sanskritik Andolan; Soroj Mohanty, Peoples
Union of Civil Liberties (Odisha); S P Udaykumar, Peoples Movement against
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Recently we saw a debate on
Uniform Civil Code in the context of
triple talaq with the Prime Minister
saying that he can’t allow lives
of Muslim women to be ruined.
He said it is the responsibility of
the government to get Muslim
women their rights according to the
Constitution. Narendra Modi has also
said that his government believes in
a permanent and lasting solution to
the problem of Kashmir within the
framework of Indian Constitution.
While Narendra Modi’s sympathy
for Muslim women in laudable and
we only hope that Kashmir problem
will be solved one day, there is
something more basic which demands
the government’s attention and is
easier doable than the two problems
just mentioned.
The Indian Constitution initially as
part of the Directive Principles and
subsequent to the 86th amendment as
a fundamental right guarantees free
and compulsory education to children
in the age group of 6-14 years.

The 17 member Indian Education
Commission w i t h a n o t h e r 2 0
international experts advising it,
functional during 1964-66 under
Email : janataweekly@gmail.com the chairmanship of Professor
D.S. Kothari, the then chairman

of University Grants Commission,
came up with recommendation of a
common public education system.
While there is a Right of Children
to Free and Compulsory Education
Act in existence since 2009 it may not
be very difficult to verify the veracity
of ‘free and compulsory’ part of it as
one ventures out into Indian streets or
workplaces.
Even though Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
wanted the right to education to be
included in the Fundamental Rights
of Constitution of independent India
he had to be content to keep it as part
of Directive Principles due to stiff
resistance from the elite members
of Constituent Assembly. It was in
Unnikrishnan vs. State of Andhra
Pradesh, 1993 judgment that the
Supreme Court pronounced right to
education as a fundamental right till the
age of 14 years. Central Government
appointed the Saikia Committee
in 1996 to examine the feasibility
of making elementary education a
fundamental right. The committee
recommended that free elementary
education be made a fundamental right
through a Constitutional amendment.
Tapas Majumdar Committee was
formed in 1997 to look into financial
requirement for implementation
of this idea. The same year 83rd
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Constitutional Amendment Bill was
introduced but it faced opposition
because it had diluted some of the
provisions of right to education.
For example, it restricted the right
only to age group 6-14 years. A
lot of changes in the government’s
outlook towards education in this
period took place due to interference
of international financial institutions
in the education policy. In particular,
government’s commitment to the
cause of universal elementary
education was diluted and a clear
shift towards privatisation was
perceptible. The Bill was finally
passed as 86th amendment in
2001. But the then government
failed to get Free and Compulsory
Education Bill passed in spite of
making three attempts in 2003 and
2004 due to opposition. One of the
objectionable provisions was to
allow extra-Constitutional bodies to
take over the education programme
with no guarantee that they would
work within the framework of
Constitution. Finally during the
Manmohan Singh government Kapil
Sibal got an opportunity to draft a
fresh Bill. Principles of equality of
opportunity and social justice were
ignored in his exercise. The draft
presented in 2005 in the Central
Advisory Board of Education
was vociferously questioned by
educationist Anil Sadgopal and
others.Eventually another draft
Bill was introduced in 2008 which
became an Act in 2009. At least
25% children from disadvantaged
groups and weaker sections are
entitled for free education from
Class I to VIII in all schools now.
But this is simply insufficient if all
children in India have to have access
to education of equitable quality.
No government in history has been
willing to fulfil its Constitutional
obligation of providing resources
necessary for universalisation of
elementary education.
(Contd. on Page 11)

Between the Lines

Is Pakistan dividing India?
Kuldip Nayar
HomeMinister Rajnath Singh has
said that Pakistan is again trying to
divide India on the basis of religion.
He conveniently forgets history.
Pakistan was a consequence, not
the cause. The society was divided
and both Hindus and Muslims
had reached a point of no return.
Consequently, they had marshaled
themselves in two separate camps
with little contacts with each other.
True, the Muslim League under
the leadership of Mohammad Ali
Jinnah wanted a separate sovereign
Muslim state, but there was a time
when he had accepted the Cabinet
Mission Plan which gave the Centre
three subjects—Defence, Foreign
Affairs and Communications. It
was Jawaharlal Nehru who said the
constituent assembly could change
anything. That made Jinnah to go
back from the Cabinet Mission Plan
and he openly said that he did not
“trust” the Congress, which claimed
to represent the unity of India.
Rajnath Singh would do well to
change the agenda of his Bhartiya
Janata Party, the establishment of a
Hindu Rashtra. It is doing so with a
vengeance. After coming to power at
the Centre, the BJP has changed the
top honchos of institutions because
of the orders from its mentor, the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh.
Even the Nehru Centre which
imbibed the teachings of Jawaharlal
Nehru, an icon representing the
national freedom movement, has
been drastically disturbed. Satish
Sahney, the Chief Executive, is a
staunch RSS follower. The students
at the Film Institute in Pune have
been at the receiving end after

Gajndra Chuhan was appointed as
its head. No amount of protests
had made the government relent.
Appointments in other institutions,
too, had followed the same pattern.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has not taken any policy decision
which would reflect the Hindutva
philosophy. But his speeches and
actions suggest a lurch towards the
right. The society has a veneer of
soft-Hindutva, whether the Prime
Minister says so or not. After all,
the nation had returned him with
an absolute majority in the Lok
Sabha and he is making the party’s
agenda good.
The Muslims, who are roughly
12 crore, hardly count for in the
government affairs. The centre
has only one Muslim cabinetranked minister and he, too, holds
an insignificant portfolio. The
community does not voice its
demand any more as if it has already
accepted the number two position.
In fact, it is on a defensive mould
blaming itself for the partition of
the country.
Once I asked a Muslim luminary
at the Jamia Millia at Delhi why
the community was conspicuously
silent? He said that it now
wanted only safety for its life and
property and had realized that the
majority community doubted their
commitment to the country. The
Muslims, he said, were conscious
that they were behind the country’s
division and that they would be
mistrusted if they were to ask
anything more.
(Contd. on Page 11)
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Remembering P. Viswambharan
B. Vivekanandan
P. Vi s w a m b h a r a n , v e t e r a n
socialist leader from Kerala, is no
more. He passed away peacefully
at his home on 9 December 2016,
after a brief hospitalisation. He
was 92, and was a bachelor. As he
laid down, in a ‘Personal Note’ to
his brother’s son Ail Kumar, not to
perform any religious rituals after
his death, he was cremated adjacent
to his home, near Kovalam, without
any customary rituals. His body was
cremated with full state honours. A
large number of people, from all
walks of life, attended his funeral.
P. Vi s w a m b h a r a n w a s a n
extra-ordinary person. He was an
embodiment of value-based politics
in Kerala. He was a freedom fighter,
a Member of the Travancore-Cochin
State Legislative Assembly (195456), a Member of the Kerala State
Legislative Assembly (1960-64),
and was a Member of the Lok Sabha
(1967-71). In addition, he held
several positions in Kerala politics.
He became the State Secretary of
the Praja Socialist Party in 1964,
and the State Chairman of the
Socialist Party in 1971. He became
the State President of the Janata
Party in 1980, and, later, became a
Member of the Janata Dal’s National
Executive. During the Emergency,
he was the State Secretary of the
People’s Union for Civil Liberties
(PUCL). But, he never occupied
a ministerial position either in the
State or in the Centre. In his demise,
Kerala has lost a beacon of clean
politics.
P. Viswambharan was born on
25 June 1925 at Kovalam, near

Trivandrum. After completing his
school education in Trivandrum,
he did his higher education at Scott
Christian College, Nagarcoil, Arts
College and the University College
in Trivandrum. After graduation,
he joined the Law College,
Trivandrum, for doing his law, but
could not complete studies there,
as he got more deeply involved in
the freedom struggle and in state
politics.
Mr Viswambharan joined politics
as a student activist during the
‘Quit India’ movement and played
a significant role in the founding of
Students’ Congress in the Travancore
state. In politics, his mentors were
tall leaders, like Pattom Thanu
Pillai, Ponnara Sreedhar and T.M.
Varghese.7, Interestingly, owing to
his closeness with Pattom Thanu
Pillai, P. Viswambharan was given
the nickname “Kutty Pattom”
(Junior Pattom) by the political
circles in the state.
In the early years of his political
career, Viswambharan combined
politics and journalism, and became
notable for his news scoops,
including the most sensational
one pertaining to the assassination
attempt on Sir C.P. Ramaswamy
Iyer, then Diwan of Travancore
State. As an accomplished journalist,
Viswambharan made a mark. He
was associated with Malayalam
newspapers like Malayali,
Mathrubhoomi, Desabandhu, and
Swathanthrakahalam. He worked
also for the news agency, United
Press of India (UPI). He was the
founder General Secretary of

Travancore-Cochin Journalists’
Union.
M r Vi s w a m b h a r a n j o i n e d
the Socialist Party in 1949, and
remained its staunch votary till
he breathed his last, last week.
He believed in socialist ideals and
responded to public issues keeping
those principles and ideals in view.
He maintained a close relationship
with many top socialist leaders at
the national level. Among them
were Jayaprakash Narayan, Asoka
Mehta, Rammanohar Lohia, S. M.
Joshi, George Fernandes, Madhu
Dandavate, Madhu Limaye,
Surendra Nath Dwivedy, Surendra
Mohan, H.V. Kamath, G.G. Parikh,
Samar Guha, Samarendra Kundu,
and Pannalal Surana. Along with
Pattom Thanu Pillai, Ponnara
Sreedhar, Arangil Sreedharan, K.
Chandrasekharan, P. Kunjirama
Kurup, and Sivaramabharathi,
P. Vi s w a m b h a r a n p l a y e d a
significant role in building up the
socialist movement in Kerala. He
organised systematically many
Socialist Study Camps, in different
parts of Kerala, to generate a
stream of young, well-informed,
socialists in the state. Indeed,
those who attended these Socialist
Study Camps, have constituted
the unfailing support base of
the socialist movement in the
state ever since. It was during
these heydays that, in the 1967
General Elections, the Samyukta
Socialist Party won three Lok
Sabha Seats - P. Viswambharan in
Trivandrum, Arangil Sreedharan
in Badagara, and G.P. Mnagalathu
Madhom in Harippad - besides
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20 State Assembly seats from
Kerala. Looking back, Socialist
politics in Kerala in the 1960s and
1970s was fruitfully dominated
by a formidable triumvirate - P.
Viswambharan, Arangil Sreedharan
and K. Chandrasekharan.
Last time Mr Viswambharan
contested the Lok Sabha elections
was in 1977, when he contested, as
a Janata Party candidate, against the
Communist Party veteran M. N.
Govindan Nair, and lost. Pertinently,
a secret attempt was made at that time
to deny him the Janata Party Ticket
to contest from the Trivandrum Lok
Sabha constituency. And, therefore,
contesting from Trivandrum at
that time became a prestige issue
for Viswambharan, As the secret
move to deny him the Lok Sabha
ticket was known well in time, that
attempt to bypass him was squarely
defeated, and he was given the
Janata Party ticket to contest. Yet, he
lost that election. That was his last
electoral contest. Had he won that
election at that time, he would have
been in the central cabinet.
Mr Viswambharan made his
mark in the cooperative movement
of Kerala. He was associated with
a large number of cooperative
societies in the state. And, in this
he paid special attention to organise
cooperative societies in the coir
manufacturing sector. In his own
village, Pachalloor, he established a
successful coir cooperative society
- the Pachalloor Coir Cooperative
Society - which has grown into a
notable one in the state, and made
an impressive impact not only on
the manufacturing of innovative coir
products, but also on its marketing
outside the state, including in North
India. Indeed, this author had the
privilege of accompanying him
once from New Delhi to Ludhiana,

in Punjab, in search of new markets
for his coir cooperative society’s
products. For many years, he was
President of that coir cooperative
society. Besides, he was President
of the famous Alleppey Coir Central
Marketting Cooperative Society.
He was in its Director Board for
many years. For market promotion
of Coir products outside India, Mr
Viswambharan made three visits
abroad. In addition, he was a member
of the Executive Committee of the
National Federation of Industrial
Cooperatives for 20 years.
Mr Viswambharan was an
outstanding trade unionist. He was
President of many trade unions in
Kerala. He was active in organising
quarry workers, coir workers, port
workers, motor workers, textile
workers, and so on.
He was associated with many
non-political institutions too.
He was closely associated with
Gandhian institutions, like Gandhi
Smarak Nidhi, in Trivandrum.
Similarly, he was closely associated
with Mitraniketan, the world famous
rural development institute in
Vellanad, near Trivandrum. He was
a member of its Governing Council
for many years. He was a trustee of
the S.M. Joshi Socialist Foundation,
Pune. He took active interest in the
working of the Yusuf Meherally
Centre. He founded Janata Forum
in 1980 for discussing contemporary
issues and remained its president
since then. He played a big role in
the development of Kovalam as an
international tourist destination,
in the establishment of a Railway
Division in Trivandrum, and in
making the Trivandrum Airport as
an international airport.
He was a voracious reader,
and invariably did his homework

well before he made his major
speeches, whether in the Lok Sabha,
or in the State Assembly, or at
public meetings, or at Socialist
Study Camps. For students of
Kerala politics, he was a walking
encyclopaedia of Kerala’s political
history, and of political personalities
of the state. He regularly published
incisive articles in Janata on
political developments in Kerala. In
the last days of his life, he was, like
many other freedom fighters, deeply
disappointed, and concerned over
the decline of ethical standards, and
unabashedness, in today’s politics
in the state and the country. He was
concerned over the kleptocracy that
is growing in Indian democracy
through the establishment of
reciprocal nexus between some
new rich businessmen and the
political and administrative elite,
targeting public assets like natural
resources and minerals as objects
of their theft.
P. Viswambharan detested
parasitical politics, and had never
approved its use as a means of
self-aggradisement. In tune with
that, even for his elections, he
would refrain from approaching
vested interests for financial
contributions as he knew that the
vested interests would expect
reciprocal support for their unfair
actions. As result of this basic
approach, after every election he
contested, he had to sell his personal
property, without any remorse, for
settling the accounts. This author is
aware of such instances. That was
Viswambharan. Seldom we see
such examples in today’s politics.
That is why even his political rivals
never suspected his honesty and
integrity, and respected him and his
judgments.
(Contd. on Page 12)
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Progressive world politics
D. K. Giri
The Socialist International
(SI) operating since 1951 has
practically split. A new network
called Progressive Alliance (PA)
was created on 22 May 2013, at
Leipzig, Germany, coinciding
with the celebration of 150th year
of German Social Democratic
Party. According to the parties and
countries who founded the PA, SI
had become rigid, bureaucratic,
exclusive, ineffective and almost
dysfunctional. The office bearers,
mainly the Secretary General,
clung on to his position, and even
after several soundings refused
to step down. He assumed charge
in 1989 and continues till date. I
wrote an evaluatory piece of SI
on the eve of its Congress in Cape
Town, South Africa, citing some of
the organizational deficits (Janata,
April 2012). But they were not to
pay heed to criticism or suggestion.
Immediately after Cape Town,
the idea of Progressive Alliance
was conceived in a meeting on 15
December 2012 in Rome. Further
deliberations took place in Cascais,
Portugal (February 2013) and
Gothenburg, Sweden (5 April
2013), in the run up to its formal
launching on 22 May in Germany.
After four years of its functioning,
the General Assembly (Steering
Committee) of PA met in a working
session on 1 December, in Berlin
where I was present to discuss
“the way forward”. The Chairman
of Social Democratic Party of
Germany (SPD), who is now the
Deputy Chancellor of Germany,
shared his views and interacted with
the delegates.

How is PA different from SI? The
new network PA is quite different
from SI in its organizing principles, in
its outreach and activism. Unlike SI,
which includes only political parties,
PA has parties, think tanks, academic
institutions and individuals – all of
them subscribing to progressive
thinking and action. Ideologically
too, it is more inclusive, it admits
into its fold progressives, social
democrats, socialists, labour parties
and organizations, left liberals – a
broad social democratic ideological
family. It is active round the year in
most parts of the world, organizing
seminars, workshops, interventions
such as petitioning the governments
and leadership whenever they
violated democratic and human
rights accorded in their respective
political systems and international
statutes, etc. PA also builds and
strengthens regional ideological
networks like Network of Social
Democracy in Asia (SocDem Asia),
Arab Social Democratic Forum
(ASDF), and Central African
Progressive Alliance (CAPAC).
It works with other international
partner organizations like Socialist
International Women (SIW), Group
of Socialists and Democrats in the
European Parliament (S&D), Party
of European Socialists (PES), Party
of European Socialists Women
(PES Women), and the International
Union of Socialist Youth (IUSY).
Unlike SI, which has a big
organizational structure, PA is a
lean body with a Steering Committee
consisting of all its 130 members, a
Board of 30 elected by the Steering
Committee, and a Co-ordinator

elected by the Board, to run the dayto-day affairs of the Network, who
convenes the Steering Committee
and the Board and chairs them.
The Board appoints an auditor.
Contributions to PA are voluntary,
and all contributing members
constitute the Finance Committee.
The structure is lean and efficient,
has functioned well so far. In Berlin
meeting, it was decided that the
structure and functions of PA will
be reviewed in two years by the
Steering Committee.
I would like to reflect on the
opening speech of Sigmar Gabriel,
Chairman, Social Democratic
Party (SPD) Germany, and Deputy
Chancellor, Germany, and the
deliberations that took place on
the three documents adopted in the
meeting. They were the working
agenda of the PA, a new agenda
for peace and justice, and guiding
principles of PA. Sigmar Gabriel
made three main points in his speech.
First, the internationalism of social
democracy – he said when socialism
evolved in Europe, capitalism was
national but powerful, so in order to
fight capitalism, working class had
to embrace international solidarity,
like the slogan “workers of the
world unite” and so on. Presently,
it is the other way round, capitalism
is globalised and socialism seems
confined to national boundaries. This
needs to change. Socialism would
not succeed without international
solidarity. Second, socialists in
opposition keep in touch with its
partners in other countries but when
they come to power, they tend to
speak only to the governments of
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other countries not the comrades.
This was quite refreshing to hear
from the Chairman of SPD, which
I endorsed by giving an example
that a Socialist Head of State from
Europe came to India, came more
than once and did not meet any
Indian comrades who are partners
of his party and worse, he once
came and gave a memorial lecture
for a non-socialist, a former rightwing BJP member. Third he said,
we should actively support each
other across the countries. When
the German Social Democrats were
collecting money for Portuguese and
Spanish comrades, he was inspired
by the solidarity actions of Germans
and joined SPD. He was happy to
recall that Portuguese Socialist Party
was born in Germany. His speech
was received well and his party’s
commitment to support and promote
PA was deeply appreciated by the
members present.
On the documents, the Guiding
Principles consisted of PA’s
Commitment, the Agenda, and the
Structure. The Commitment is to,
“as progressive parties, make the
21st century, a century of democratic,
social and ecological progress.” In
order to accomplish this goal, PA has
a realistic and dynamic strategy –
“we have to understand the needs of
our fellow human beings and work
out modern political approaches
to satisfy these needs.” The rest
of the Commitment is reiteration
of social democratic approach and
recognition of newly emerging
issues like LGBT rights, racism,
climate change, securing peace
and human rights as “global public
goods”, and eradication of poverty
and hunger once and for all.
The working agenda contained,
among other things, a review of
activities so far, PA’s motivation and

obligation, the focus of PA’s work
and the way ahead. The learning
from its four years’ existence is
that PA is based on commitment of
individual parties whose initiatives
and projects, implemented along
with PA; “the strength of Progressive
Alliance lies in this commitment and
ownership.”
The motivation of PA is drawn
from its organizing principle
which is ‘inclusive’, PA enrolls
not only political parties, but also
progressive organizations and
movements. The obligation of PA is
to promote international exchange
and cooperation. PA collectively
underlines the urgent need of such an
obligation in the face of increasing
political and social challenges;
financial, economic, ecological
crisis and structural inequality,
the intensification of distortions
in democracy and the revival of
narrow nationalism. All in all, the
progressives should create a utopian
surplus in place of ‘dystopian
norm’ prevalent these days. PA
strongly and highly optimistically
believes that it is possible to create
a difference in the interest of many,
not a few. PA has three focus points
in its activities – programmatic
discussions, solidarity activities, and
exchange of campaigns. The first is
to generate clearer understanding of
issues at global level, the second is to
“come to the aid of all the comrades
throughout the world who are
suffering from political oppression
and persecution or whose stand for
our values requires the support of the
progressive community.
The third document was the “New
Agenda for Peace and Justice”. The
strategy for creating and realizing
the new agenda consists of putting
a progressive global, political and
economic system that puts people of

the centre. This is really revalidating
Mahatma Gandhi’s approach to
planning, strongly adhered to by E. F.
Schumacher in his legendary work,
“The Small is Beautiful, Economics
as if People Mattered”(1975). This
book comprised 25 essays by EFS
underlining people-centric planning
and people-friendly technologies.
The second element of the strategy is
internationalism, “We Progressives
have to offer policy solutions that
foster global cooperation rather than
confrontation embrace diversity and
create a climate of inclusion in the
globalizing work”.
The document lists several other
areas for advocacy and interactions:
(i) It emphasizes upon “Reinforcing
Common interest, alliances and
organizations”. Expanding and
reforming the United Nations is a
top priority. (ii) Democracy is the
most preferred political system as
it regulates conflicts and reconciles
differences. (iii) Human rights and
human dignity are non-negotiable.
PA will work with anyone who
defends human rights anywhere in
the world. (iv) For progress and
prosperity, peace is a social precondition. But permanent peace
can be secured only when structural
problems like inequality, hunger,
racism, social and political violence,
are eliminated. There are several
other social and economic, political
and religious factors that disturb
peace in almost all countries in the
world in varying degrees. They
have to be addressed as objective
conditions in order to ensure peace.
All documents underlined
solidarity. Active support has to
be extended to all those who are
at the risk of isolation, oppression
and persecution. The deliberations
(Contd. on Page 12)
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Demonization: Assault on the People
Ram Puniyani
The month old gamble of Mr.
Modi has put the whole country
in an unprecedented chaos. The
demonetization of 86.4 per cent of
the circulating currency in the form
of 500 and 1000 rupee notes has
put into jeopardy the life of major
sections of society. Nearly seventy
people have died in the queues to
withdraw the money from Banks/
ATMs. The daily wage workers
have to lose their daily earning
to withdraw the cash, many daily
wage earners had to go back to their
villages for lack of work, the small
trade has been damaged severely,
farmers are neck deep in trouble
while probably those holding the
‘black money’ don’t have to suffer
such an ordeal. The 80 per cent of the
estimated black money is stashed in
the overseas tax havens; roughly 15
per cent of such wealth is in the form
of real estate, gold and shares. It’s
only 5 per cent of money which is in
the form of currency notes. It is for
this five per cent quantum that 86 per
cent currency has been demonetized
and millions of people, who barely
make their two ends meet, have been
put to such a massive discomfort.
The impact of this is that the hard
earned money of the peasants and
common people in the cooperative
banks, agricultural credit societies,
housing societies and so on has
been frozen in a single stroke. The
agricultural-rural economy is close
to paralysis. The massive loans
of corporate houses have been
labeled as ‘bad loans’ and have been
waived off. All these expose that
the true intention of this assault is
not eradication of black money, but

to unleash a social engineering for
draining away the meager earnings
of the common people into the
coffers of corporate billionaires
through the banking system. This
move has full backing of those
who deal with black money or
those Corporate giants who stand
to benefit as their loans are being
waived off.
The response to this has been
very diverse. Most of those standing
in long queues have expressed
their opinions though their life and
sweat. While few among them have
also praised the effort by saying
that in the long run it will be better
for them. Most of the opposition
parties though disunited as usual
have vehemently criticized the
move of the government. Prominent
economists and substantial section
of media have scathingly criticized
the move of the government. The
critics of the Modi policy, again
as usual are being labeled as antinationals. Baba Ramdev, the fellow
traveler of Modi politics used
the word ‘Deshdrohi’ and RSS
groomed Devendra Fadanvis, the
Chief Minister of Maharashtra,
used the word Deshvirodhi for
these critics. The large section of
followers of Modi mania, despite
their discomforts are holding that
it is a good move. Their delusion
is that in the long term the system
will be better and they will benefit.
Modi launched an app to conduct the
survey to show that people’s opinion
is with him, while few surveys are
showing growing resentment against
this move.

It’s no mystery as to why this
measure must has been undertaken.
Two major Gujarati papers had
carried the news of demonetization
several months ago. Many are
arguing that it is to cripple the
opposition parties in the forthcoming
elections in UP and Punjab in
particular. The idea is to reduce
the campaigning capability of
opposition parties. There are reports
that BJP has purchased lots of real
estate just prior to demonetization.
The problem of ‘bad loans’ given to
the corporate are being aimed to be
solved through the public funding
for Corporate giants through the
banks, through the massive deposits
which is the goal of this move.
Modi campaign for power in
2014 was built around the promise
of Acche Din and bringing the
black money from overseas banks
and then depositing of 15 Lakhs
in everybody’s account. The social
scenario has worsened abysmally
during the last two years. The
prices of commodities reached sky
high during this period. Tur dal
has shot up from Rs. 60 to 150 per
KG. Despite the drastic fall in the
prices of crude oil in international
market from 119 per barrel to 30
per barrel, the petrol price in India
has come down only from Rupees
67 to 60 or so only. Corporates like
Mallya have made merry by running
away with huge debts. This along
with the non-realization of boastful
promises like rupee becoming
stronger viv a vis dollar are nowhere
in sight. The agrarian crisis has been
worsening. With the demonitisation
the production in unorganized sector
(Contd. on Page 12)
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60 years ago
….But how was Ambedkar’s death received at the
time? How did Indian political or thought leaders in
1956 react to the event as it happened? What, if anything,
did they say about Ambedkar and his legacy at the very
moment he left this earth? This column provides some
answers to these questions, based on a reading of some
old, faded microfilms of newspapers printed 60 years ago.
Ambedkar died in Delhi in the morning of December
6, 1956. Through the day the tributes kept pouring
in. Speaking to Parliament before it adjourned in his
memory, the prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, referred
to him as “the architect of the Constitution”, adding “that
no one took greater care and trouble over Constitutionmaking than Dr. Ambedkar”. Turning next to Ambedkar’s
great interest in the reform of Hindu personal laws, Nehru
remarked that he was “happy that he saw that reform in a
very large measure carried out, perhaps not in the form of
that monumental tome that he had himself drafted, but in
separate bits”. Above all, said Nehru, Ambedkar would be
remembered most “as a person, as a symbol of the revolt
against all the oppressive features of Hindu society”.
Nehru then turned to the paradox of Ambedkar joining
a government led by the Congress, a party he had so long
and so bitterly opposed. “When I invited him to join the
government,” remarked the prime minister, “some people
were surprised that I should do so because it was thought
his normal activities were of the oppositional type rather
than of the governmental type.”
Nehru continued: “Nevertheless I felt at that time that
he had played a very important part and constructive
role in the making of the Constitution. I felt that he
could continue to play [an] important constructive role
in governmental activity and indeed he did.”
The first part of Nehru’s tribute was generous,
recognizing as it did that Ambedkar symbolized “the
revolt against all the oppressive features of Hindu
society”. However, the second part was patronizing,
with the prime minister drawing attention to himself,
by speaking of how he was instrumental in persuading
this Opposition and indeed oppositional leader to join
his government.
The sources I consulted had no reports of any tributes
offered at the time by any leader of the Bharatiya
Jana Sangh, or of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh.
They seem to have stayed silent. However, one Hindu
conservative who did comment was N.C. Chatterjee of the

Hindu Mahasabha, and in terms even more patronizing
than Nehru’s. Chatterjee called Ambedkar “one of the
Greatest Hindu leaders of modern India”. Chatterjee
spoke of how Hindus like Dayananda Saraswati, Gandhi
and Savarkar had “strongly championed the cause of the
uplift of Harijan brothers and sisters”, adding: “But it
was Dr. Ambedkar who gave a new orientation to that
movement due to the spontaneous urge of one who was
directly afflicted by the terrible handicaps imposed by
the blight of untouchability”.
The Hindu Mahasabha leader downplayed two major
aspects of Ambedkar’s opposition to the caste system.
First, by seeing it as merely “spontaneous”, he ignored
the substantial intellectual critique that Ambedkar had
offered of the iniquitous and oppressive Hindu social
order, in books such as the Annihilation of Caste.
Second, Chatterjee ignored, or perhaps more accurately
suppressed, Ambedkar’s decisive rejection of Hinduism.
To refer to Ambedkar as “one of the Greatest Hindu
leaders” was dishonest. From 1935, Ambedkar refused
to see himself as a “Hindu”, and of course, he died a
Buddhist.
Consider next the comments on Ambedkar’s death by
the president of the republic, Rajendra Prasad. Back in
1949-50, Prasad had bitterly opposed Ambedkar’s (and
Nehru’s) attempts to reform Hindu personal laws. Now,
six years later, he sent a message calling Ambedkar “the
architect of our Constitution” and a “great personality”
in “Indian public life”. Meanwhile, the chief minister of
Ambedkar’s home state, Y.B. Chavan, claimed him as
a son of the soil, saying that the death was a great loss
“to India generally, and Bombay State in particular”.
While praising him in anodyne terms, neither the
president of Ambedkar’s country nor the chief minister
of Ambedkar’s state paid any attention to the radical,
egalitarian legacy that the man had left behind.
A more insightful assessment came from the young
socialist leader, Madhu Dandavate. He called Ambedkar
“a great scholar, an eminent educationist, the architect
of free India’s Constitution, a great rebel against social
injustice... [and] a dynamic force of social change”. I
think Ambedkar himself would have approved of the
ordering of these achievements; for the likes of Chatterjee
and Prasad, and even Nehru, forgot to remember that
he was also a considerable scholar. The best tribute to
Ambedkar’s memory, continued the socialist Dandavate,
would be to create “a society free from the evils of
casteism”.
Ramchandra Guha in Telegraph
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India versus India - II
Gopalkrishna Gandhi
Tagore’s famous poem‘Where the
mind is without fear’, when read or
recited in the original Bangla, has
a resonance that goes beyond its
great ring in the English translation
: Chittajethabhoy-shunno…
(Where the mind is without fear)…
uchchojethashir…(and the head is
held high…). Uchchashir, we have
as when Sakshi and Sindhu win
medals for India at the Olympics,
whenever Saina soars. And when
Dilip Tirkey, the great hockey champ
and an MP, sets about organising a
tribal village hockey tournament for
villagers from Odisha, Jharkhand
and Chhattisgarh and says :“The
region should develop as a cradle
of hockey instead of a nursery for
Maoists. The youth of the region
should pick up hockey sticks instead
of guns.” My shir is uchcho when I
read that. Also when Uday Kumar
designs the fantastic font of the
Indian rupee, combining the Roman
R with the Nagari Ra , the DollarPound-Yen double dashes drawn
across it. And when an academic of
the distinction of Nayanjot Lahiriis
awarded, for her magnificent work
on Ashoka, the American Historical
Association’s Richards Prize for the
best book in South Asian history. An
uchcho shir is only natural when
these wonderful things happen.
But as to bhoy – Boy, O Boy! The
Indian mind is not bhoy-shunno; it is
bhoy-purno today. Just consider how
cloven we are. A Kashmiri Pandit in
the Valley, in his own home, knows
bhoy, a Kashmiri Muslim in Jammu
is in khauf, a Naga in Manipur, a
Manipuri in Manipur itself, is in
fear. And when the Cauvery fever

climbs, Kannadigas in Chennai
and Tamilians in Bengaluru are in
fear, real fear. Karnataka number
plates vanish from Chennai roads,
TN plates from Karnataka. Dalits
in Bihar have been in bhoy of
organisations like the Ranvir Sena,
since they can remember. Senas are a
factor in Indian life, political, social,
cultural. What music one may hear,
who may or may not act in films are
all subjects of Senaic preoccupation
in Mumbai and in Mangalore. To
them may be added the devotional
fervour of an earnest group called
the Hindu Sena which organised a
yajna at Jantar Mantar some weeks
ago for Donald Trump’s victory.
Our one and only official Sena, our
Army, of which we are all justly
proud, with the Navy and the Air
Force is needed to protect us from
external aggression, to defend us.
Who are the other non-official Senas
guarding ? Who are they fighting?
India versus India is all one can say,
by way of answer.
Being in a minority in India is
not an ethnic condition as much as
it is a circumstantial state. You can
be in a majority one moment, in a
minority the next, You can be in a
majority in the bus terminus, in a
minority in the bus. You can be an
Indian while boarding a train, and
can become a Hindu or a Muslim on
the journey in one moment if your
phone or your radio gives a certain
type of news during the journey. You
carry your minorityism in you, you
carry your bhoy in you. A divisive
India, a suspicious India, a fearful
India is in potentiality always, and in
reality often, pitted against a diverse

India, the India that trusts, helps,
supports. There, India becomes its
own adversary, India versus India.
Acharya Kripalani said famously
once, and I quote from memory:
‘Gandhi ne ek badi ghalati kari.
Usne haemin sikhaya ki bairiyon se
kaise dosti karein. Usne yah nahin
sikhaya ki apnon se kaise dosti
karein’.
Partition re-drew India’s map.
Polarization is re-drawing India’s
mind. Extremists on both sides of
the Hindu-Muslim divide are at it,
vigorously. India versus India is
nowhere more visible today than in
the recent re-invoking of the demand
for a Uniform Civil Code. At a
public meeting in Chennai yesterday,
Dr Faizan Mustafa, Vice Chancellor
of the NALSAR Law University in
Hyderabad reminded his audience
that those organisations asking for a
common civil code now are the same
or descended from the ones that
had vigorously opposed the Hindu
Code Bill in 1949. Protecting certain
customs and practices in Hindu
society but wanting those in Muslim
society to be done away with, is a
contradiction that the ‘uniformists’
must address. The surge in the
Hindu right of compassion for
Muslim women would have sounded
less unconvincing had it been
accompanied by a simultaneous
concern for gender rights in India
as a whole. The Indian state and
the ruling party at the centre should
be uniform about reform. Equal
representation should be a call along
with uniform laws. Are Muslims
represented anywhere near their
proportion to their population in
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our Parliament, our Assemblies,
in the bureaucracy, police and
judiciary? Whether they are Hindu
or Muslim or whatever, opponents
of triple talaq should also oppose
the obscuring of Muslims from the
Indian polity, Indian society.
And here it needs to be said
Muslim responses to the uniform civil
code idea’s revival will be greatly
strengthened if Muslim opinion
acknowledges, in all fairness and
objectivity, that in the matter of postdivorce maintenance and security, a
great deal of improvement within
the Muslim fold is indeed overdue.
Likewise, Muslim aspirations for
equal opportunities in the Indian
polity and in its social and economic
organisations need to be paralleled in
the Muslim community’s eagerness
to end the huge disparities in itself.
The rich-poor divide in India’s
Muslim population, the gulf between
the Persian-Arabic-Urdu speaking
Muslims and, for instance, the Tamil
or Malayalam speaking Muslims is
phenomenal. And in action taken
against terror suspects it is the
poor Muslim who has to prove
innocence first. Reform is needed in
each section of society and in every
generation.

inaction in areas where reform is
due. Homogenising diversity is
not a step in equality; it is a design
in domination. Equally, keeping
much-needed reform out is not a
step in minority self-protection; it
is a sign of regressive self-isolation.
Freedom and evolution go together.
India is versus India when one
Indian community bullies another
Indian community into conformity
or submission. India is versus India
when one Indian community bullies
its own constituents into conformity
or submission.
In the ethnic enervations of India,
the most important contestations of
India get overlooked. These concern
the individual Indian. Dr Ambedkar
envisaged the individual as the basic
unit of the Indian polity, not the
village or the panchayat. He saw
in India every Indian, and in every
Indian, India. Can an individual sue
himself or herself? Can India really
be versus India? India has shown it
can. In matter after matter, Indians
have demanded and got relief from
India. And yet they have not got
their due.

If the swagger of dharmagurus
in Hindu India more than meets
its match anywhere it is in the
disproportionate hold of Islamic
clerics in the life of the Muslim
population. The grip of religious
leaders on the thoughts and fears,
suspicions and frictions of ordinary
Indian of all denominations is
increasing and threatens to widen
divides and deepen obscurantism,
superstition, bigotry and patriarchy.

The individual citizen has been
accorded dignity in Shreya Singhal,
where the Supreme Court struck
down Section 66A of the Information
Technology Act which was going to
invade privacy, in NALSA where the
court recognised transgender people
as a third gender; and in Novartis
where on an appeal from a judgment
of the Madras High Court, the court
struck down a patent granted to
Novartis over a cancer drug. If the
Indian is India then that India has
won in these cases over the India
which diminishes the individual.

The illiberal majority’s minority
baiting must not be matched
by illiberal minority silence or

The Courts however are as fallible
as any human institution and I would
be failing in my duty to the veracity

of Justice Tarkunde if I did not
place on record my disappointment
over some other orders in which
the Indian who is India has been
disregarded. In Bombay Dyeing
v. Bombay Environmental Action
Group, for instance, a PIL filed by
the Bombay Environmental Action
Group (Bombay Dyeing appealed
to the Supreme Court) the judgment
had the effect of depriving several
Mumbai residents the access to parks
and recreational spaces.
India’s ecological integrity
does not seem to be a worry to
most politicians, entrepreneurs,
administrators. The networking
of rivers is a matter in which I
had hoped our Courts would see
what is clear, namely, that rivers
are not just streams but a whole
set of inter-dependent and unique
natural properties which need to be
conserved, not an un-explored grid
that needs to be architected. Here,
the court issued a mandamus to the
Central government to link India’s
rivers, at the potential cost, as Shyam
Divan has pointed out, to India’s
ecological integrity. India versus
India could not have found a more
powerful negative example than in
this order.
India is exploited, misused,
disfigured by India. Our tobacco,
guthka, plastic and construction
lobbies seem to enjoy an indemnity
unheard of anywhere else in the
world. All of them strike at the heart
of life. The sources of our breath,
of the water we drink and give to
our children to drink contain either
their products or their effluents or
their debris or all of them. We are
breathing toxins, drinking the most
harmful substances that can be
imagined. As Chennai which choked
on its own real estate jungle knows
from last year’s experience, we are
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being sucked into our own chortling
sewers. Nowhere is India its own
enemy as in its losing battle against
the despoliation of its physical
environment.
We need chastising. We are all,
because of not doing enough, not
doing it in time, sinning against our
own children and grand children.
India is cannibalising itself. Who
will file a PIL for India’s natural
resources? Will India sue itself?
(Contd. from Page 2)

From the experience of countries
around the world, the only way
in which all children can receive
equitable quality of education is
when a common school system in
put in place. The government is
doing everything but this.
The question is what is more basic
– a Common School System or a
Uniform Civil Code? Is the misplaced
priority of government deliberate?
Can Narendra Modi allow the
lives of half the children in India
to be ruined? A government which
considers Constitution sacrosanct
when it comes to resolving the
problem of Kashmir doesn’t give a
hoot to it when its basic provisions
are violated in implementation of
fundamental right of children. When
will the children of India get their
Constitutional right?
Quite clearly political expediency
determines when the sanctity of
Constitution is to be invoked and
when it is to be junked.
The government has launched
a skills development programme.
But how does it expect the youth
who’re uneducated, under-educated
or ill-educated, having passed their
examinations using unfair means,
a widespread practice, to develop
any useful skillsto contribute to
the national economy? A country
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which aspires to be a world leader
cannot do so on the basis of poor
and substandard state of education
of its population. All countries which
have progressed have done so on the
foundation of sound education and
health state of their citizens.
The Prime Minister has a habit
of going and spending his time on
important festivals at the border to
boost the morale of our soldiers. He’ll
do a favour to the Indian education
system if he visits thegovernment
run schools of the country and
motivates the teachers and students
in classrooms. Nationalism is not
just going and expressing solidarity
at the border. It is also a national
duty to ensure that every child is in
school.
(Contd. from Page 2)

Home Minister Rajnath Singh’s
Martyrs’ Day speech has only
underlined the suspicion that the
hard core Hindus have about the
Muslims. The average Hindu
accommodates the average Muslim
and both, despite prodding by
the leaders, live and do business
amicably. The communal riots have
dramatically dipped and there are
instances when the Muslims have
helped the Hindus in rehabilitation
and vice-versa.
India must admit that it has not
been able to establish secularism in
the full sense, although democracy
has got planted. It is very much
visible during elections. The lack
of secular ethos is because of the
doubtful commitment by Hindus
who are in a majority. In fact, it
is their duty to put the minority
community at ease and give it
confidence.
I was recently at Srinagar. An
engineer who conducted me was a
Muslim. He complained that he did
not get any worthwhile job in the
rest of the country because of his

religion. When the private sector
found that he was a Muslim, even
though he had all the qualifications
for the job, he was not hired. That he
was a Kashmiri only aggravated the
situation further.
Even other Muslims find it hard
to get jobs in the rest of the country.
The private sector does not normally
hire them because of prejudice.
And they find it difficult to score in
open competitions since they have
not had the education in private
schools where the fee is steep.
The government schools lack the
facilities like good faculty and
environment which only add to their
woes.
I was Delhi editor of The
Statesman when a Muslim employee,
who had returned to India after his
education in England, complained
that he did not get a house in a decent
locality. To my horror, I found that
he was speaking the truth and that
it was not possible for a Muslim to
hire on rent a good accommodation
owned by a Hindu. That was in the
sixties. Even today, there is hardly
any change in the attitude by the
majority community.
Rajnath Singh should take steps
to ensure that the Muslims get
accommodation in localities which
have Hindus in majority. Otherwise,
there are bound to be areas which are
overcrowded and where the Muslims
feel safe. It’s of little use to have
the routine Iftar parties which every
government or, for that matter, party
leaders have to placate the minority
community.
Even in a sophisticated city like
Mumbai, the Muslims had to remove
their name plates at the time of riots
to hide their identity. It is a pity that
Hindu neighbours could not give
them enough confidence so that
they feel safe and mingle with them
without any inhibition. The feeling
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of security is what they want. It is
the duty of government to instill that.
For that the security forces would
have to stay above the religious pull.
It has been noticed that the force
when used in riot-ridden localities
tends to become parochial. The army
is often called to maintain peace
because it is not contaminated.
Rajnath Singh should take steps
to get rid of religious phobia in the
force that he commands. Instead,
he is giving speeches and blaming
Pakistan for the pernicious fallouts
of the country’s division.
(Contd. from Page 4)

Generally, P. Viswambharan
presented a tough exterior to ward
off any one trying to inveigle him
to support an unfair proposition.
Perhaps, this is an approach he had
imbibed from his mentor, Pattom
Thanu Pillai. But, like in the case
of Pattom Thanu Pillai, behind
this exterior is hidden a warm
hearted, fair minded person, who
would quietly go to any extent to
support truth and justice. He was a
good host and a decent guest who
valued personal friendship. He was
a politician par excellence. And,
he was a broad minded secularist,
and was more concerned about
the problems of common man. His
image as a clean politician earned
him universal respect. He will be
remembered for long as an icon of
clean politics in Kerala.
(Contd. from Page 6)
that followed brought out countryspecific issues which were
adumbrated, in principle, in the
documents. The members expressed
sympathy and solidarity for each
other and resolved to corporate
on a regular basis. It was felt that,
while meetings generate a climate
of confidence, unity and solidarity,
contacts between the meetings need

to be maintained for meaningful and
practical mutual support.
The progressive movement
launched and maintained by the
platform of Progressive Alliance is
the front-runner in the world today.
After the demise of communist
parties and their networks, and
inefficacy of Socialist International,
PA is a breath of fresh air and
looks promising. Its organization is
inclusive, flexible and dynamic, and
principles capture the contemporary
imagination while providing scope
for continued exploration. Its
open-mindedness in thinking and
transparency in organizing will
appeal to many and deliver desired
outcome.
P Vishwambharan was a
colleague of my parents –
Pramila and Madhu Dandvate
- in the socialist movement for
over sixty years. A frequent
visitor to our home, Mr
Viswambharan was more of
a family member to us. His
unflinching devotion to public
service, trade unionism and
social justice movement earned
him friends and admirers across
political spectrum.

of RSS combine, Modi’s ideological
pond has become bolder and has
thrown up non-issues, identity
related ones, in the public domain.
These emotive issues which took
off from the Ram Temple-Babri
Mosque dispute have been joined in
by issues related to holy cow, beef,
pseudo nationalism Bharat Mata
ki Jai, abolishing the autonomy of
education institutions, creating a
growing atmosphere of intolerance
leading to returning of awards by
eminent writers and social workers
has come to the fore. The deeper
issues related to poverty alleviation,
employment, malnutrition, health
and matters pertaining to agrarian
crisis have been buried under the
weight of pseudo nationalism. This
hyper nationalism has also worsened
the state of affairs in Kashmir
and relations with neighbors; with
Pakistan and Nepal in particular.
The demonetisation seems to
be a move which will benefit the
corporate world and is creating huge
suffering for the average people. The
propaganda, ‘this will benefit us’
has been created with great amount
of success. But can this deceptive
propaganda win over the reality for
so long?

–Uday Dandvate

Demonetisation in a nutshell
(Contd. from Page 7)
has come to a near-halt. It seems Mr.
Modi, taunted by opposition and
critics on his boastful promise, now
wants to claim that so many efforts
are being done in this direction. As
such the major area of non-taxed
money remains untouched. There
is a push towards cashless economy
where large number people seem to
be unprepared for that.
During last over two and a half
years the so-called fringe elements

Before November 8
• Total value of currency : Rs.
17.50 lakh crore
• Value of currency in Rs. 500,
Rs. 1,000 notes : Rs. 15.5 lakh
crore.
On December 10
• Amount deposited in banks in
Rs. 500 and Rs. 1,000 notes :
Rs. 13.23 lakh crore
• Value of new currency infused
: Rs. 5 lakh crore.
–The Indian Express
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Accidents - a leading cause of human distress
Bharat Dogra
Accidents are a leading cause
of human distress. One indication
of this is that over 3.5 million
people die in a typical year in the
entire world from various kinds
of accidents, while the number of
serious injuries caused by accidents
is many times more. Some of these
injuries are of a nature that, over a
period of time, these may end up
causing even more distress than
sudden deaths.
Taking the average for some
recent years, the available statistics
suggest that the number of fatalities
from all accidents is much higher
than total deaths from homicides,
suicides, war and civil strife all
combined. The latest available
factsheet prepared on this subject
by the World Health Organisation
(WHO) tells us that among the
various causes of death by injuries,
over 50% were caused by accidents
while 29% were caused by suicides,
homicides and war combined
together. 21% were caused by other
injuries (these again include some
accidental deaths).
Of course the situation can change
in a particular year if war and strife
related fatalities go up suddenly, but
then we should not forget that in the
case of catastrophic accidents (like
Bhopal and Chernobyl), accident
related fatalities too can increase
very suddenly.
Exact comparisons become a little
difficult as the category of ‘other
unintentional injuries’ in WHO data
is not well defined. If we assume
that about one-third are accidental
deaths (such as deaths caused by
choking, asphyxiation, injuries from
machinery, etc.) then we have the

startling statistics that at the world
level, over 3.5 million deaths in
a year are caused by all accidents
taken together, while the number of
deaths from suicides, homicides and
war together is about 1.6 million.
(Table 1).
Table 1
Approximate Number of Accident
Deaths in one year (in millions).
Road Accidents
1.3
Falls
0.5
Drowning
0.5
Fires
0.4
Poisoning
0.4
Others
0.4
Total
3.5
This is just one indication of
the high distress levels caused by
accidents. In addition we should
remember that serious injuries
caused by accidents are many times
greater than fatalities. As the WHO
says, “The millions of deaths that
result from injuries represent only
a small fraction of those injuries.
Tens of millions of people suffer
injuries that lead to hospitalization,
emergency department or general
practitioner’s treatment, or treatment
that does not involve formal medical
care.”
Serious injuries apart from being
very painful can cause disability
for varying lengths of time. Their
treatment can be very expensive
in countries lacking good public
health facilities. These can impose
a heavy burden on family members
and caretakers, apart from the pain
and disability suffered by the victim.
In the case of occupational
injuries, the number of injuries is
particularly higher compared to

fatalities - the available data shows
about 120 million accidents in a year
while fatalities are about 2,00,000
to 3,00,000. Thus in the case of
occupational accidents, injuries are
likely to be several hundred times
the fatalities.
However for all accidents
taken together we may take the
conservative estimate of 40 serious
injuries per fatality. This assumption
is less than what the factual data for
Britain tells us - 50 injuries for one
fatality. This gives us a figure of 140
million serious injuries caused by all
kinds of accidents in a year.
A serious accident affects not just
the direct victim but also the victim’s
family, close friends and dependents.
As a conservative estimate, we may
say that about 5 persons are affected
indirectly to a lesser or greater
extent per fatality and serious injury.
Thus about 720 million people,
including actual victims, are likely
to be affected directly or indirectly
in a serious way by accidents in a
typical year. This may well be an
under-estimate.
Thus counting both direct and
indirect victims, in a typical decade
about 10 per cent of the world’s
population is likely to be affected
by accidents.
As the mortality or serious injury
caused by accidents is so sudden, this
is likely to be much more painful,
traumatic and difficult to come to
terms with compared to mortality
and disability caused by long-term
illness and disease. The emotional
distress and coping problems are
likely to be much more in the case
of accidents.
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This is the most dangerous time for our planet
Stephen Hawking
We c a n ’t g o o n i g n o r i n g
inequality, because we have the
means to destroy our world but not
to escape it
As a theoretical physicist based
in Cambridge, I have lived my life
in an extraordinarily privileged
bubble. Cambridge is an unusual
town, centred around one of the
world’s great universities. Within
that town, the scientific community
that I became part of in my 20s is
even more rarefied.
And within that scientific
community, the small group of
international theoretical physicists
with whom I have spent my working
life might sometimes be tempted to
regard themselves as the pinnacle.
In addition to this, with the celebrity
that has come with my books, and
the isolation imposed by my illness,
I feel as though my ivory tower is
getting taller.
So the recent apparent rejection
of the elites in both America and
Britain is surely aimed at me, as
much as anyone. Whatever we
might think about the decision
by the British electorate to reject
membership of the European Union
and by the American public to
embrace Donald Trump as their
next president, there is no doubt in
the minds of commentators that this
was a cry of anger by people who
felt they had been abandoned by
their leaders.
It was, everyone seems to agree,
the moment when the forgotten
spoke, finding their voices to reject
the advice and guidance of experts
and the elite everywhere.
What matters now, far more than
the victories by Brexit and Trump,
is how the elites react

I am no exception to this rule. I
warned before the Brexit vote that it
would damage scientific research in
Britain, that a vote to leave would be
a step backward, and the electorate
– or at least a sufficiently significant
proportion of it – took no more
notice of me than any of the other
political leaders, trade unionists,
artists, scientists, businessmen and
celebrities who all gave the same
unheeded advice to the rest of the
country.
What matters now, far more
than the choices made by these
two electorates, is how the elites
react. Should we, in turn, reject
these votes as outpourings of crude
populism that fail to take account of
the facts, and attempt to circumvent
or circumscribe the choices that they
represent? I would argue that this
would be a terrible mistake.
The concerns underlying
these votes about the economic
consequences of globalisation and
accelerating technological change
are absolutely understandable.
The automation of factories has
already decimated jobs in traditional
manufacturing, and the rise of
artificial intelligence is likely to
extend this job destruction deep into
the middle classes, with only the
most caring, creative or supervisory
roles remaining.
This in turn will accelerate
the already widening economic
inequality around the world. The
internet and the platforms that it
makes possible allow very small
groups of individuals to make
enormous profits while employing
very few people. This is inevitable,
it is progress, but it is also socially
destructive.

We need to put this alongside the
financial crash, which brought home
to people that a very few individuals
working in the financial sector can
accrue huge rewards and that the
rest of us underwrite that success
and pick up the bill when their greed
leads us astray. So taken together we
are living in a world of widening,
not diminishing, financial inequality,
in which many people can see not
just their standard of living, but
their ability to earn a living at all,
disappearing. It is no wonder then
that they are searching for a new
deal, which Trump and Brexit might
have appeared to represent.
It is also the case that another
unintended consequence of the
global spread of the internet and
social media is that the stark nature
of these inequalities is far more
apparent than it has been in the past.
For me, the ability to use technology
to communicate has been a liberating
and positive experience. Without it, I
would not have been able to continue
working these many years past.
But it also means that the lives
of the richest people in the most
prosperous parts of the world are
agonisingly visible to anyone,
however poor, who has access to
a phone. And since there are now
more people with a telephone than
access to clean water in sub-Saharan
Africa, this will shortly mean nearly
everyone on our increasingly
crowded planet will not be able to
escape the inequality.
The consequences of this are
plain to see: the rural poor flock
to cities, to shanty towns, driven
by hope. And then often, finding
that the Instagram nirvana is not
available there, they seek it overseas,
joining the ever greater numbers
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of economic migrants in search
of a better life. These migrants in
turn place new demands on the
infrastructures and economies of
the countries in which they arrive,
undermining tolerance and further
fuelling political populism.
For me, the really concerning
aspect of this is that now, more than
at any time in our history, our species
needs to work together. We face
awesome environmental challenges:
climate change, food production,
overpopulation, the decimation of
other species, epidemic disease,
acidification of the oceans.
Together, they are a reminder that
we are at the most dangerous moment
in the development of humanity. We
now have the technology to destroy
the planet on which we live, but
have not yet developed the ability to
escape it. Perhaps in a few hundred
years, we will have established
human colonies amid the stars, but
right now we only have one planet,
and we need to work together to
protect it.
To do that, we need to break down,
not build up, barriers within and
between nations. If we are to stand
a chance of doing that, the world’s
leaders need to acknowledge that
they have failed and are failing the
many. With resources increasingly
concentrated in the hands of a few,
we are going to have to learn to share
far more than at present.
With not only jobs but entire
industries disappearing, we must
help people to retrain for a new
world and support them financially
while they do so. If communities and
economies cannot cope with current
levels of migration, we must do more
to encourage global development,
as that is the only way that the
migratory millions will be persuaded
to seek their future at home.
We can do this, I am an enormous
optimist for my species; but it will
require the elites, from London
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to Harvard, from Cambridge to
Hollywood, to learn the lessons of

the past year. To learn above all a
measure of humility.
- The Guardian

Appeal
As we all know that the
organizational network of Khudai
Khidmatgar has been spreading
steadily all across the country
at various levels in cities, towns
and villages and it is reaching out
to the rural populations at large.
The number of youth who have
the spirit and thirst of working
for societal development towards
harmony and peace have been
increasing each day and the true
Khudai Khidmatgars following
the footsteps of the great patron
Sarhadee Gandhi Khan Abdul
Ghaffar Khan.
Khudai Khidmatgar as an
organisation believes that there must
be some sort of practical orientation
and guidance so that young minds
develop better understanding
of peace and harmony with all
religions and all the sections in the
society. Besides this, our volunteers
expect basic assistance when they
are visiting the national capital New Delhi from other parts of the
country for rendering their service
and to be involved in organizational
activities, they require free and
secure accommodation in the city
as otherwise the accommodation is
very expensive in the city.
So we decided that we would
have accommodation facility
for ourselves. The hall would be
utilised for various activities of the
Khudai Khidmatgar like:
1. To avail the opportunity
for the youth from all sections
of the society so that they have
multicultural exposure and they
learn to respect tolerance and

diversity in the society.
2. To provide the residential
opportunity for Muslim youths
to involve them in various social
activism and social leadership
initiatives for their better practical
understanding.
3. To initiate the concept of
food bank (to distribute food to
the elderly, needy, students from
weaker economic background,
etc.)
4. To provide temporary
residential assistance for the
people coming from various parts
of the country with organisational
work or any other societal work to
the capital city-Delhi.
5. Conducting residential
orientation programmes for youth
to make them learn and understand
the concept of peace and harmony.
So, we decided to purchase
a hall near Jamia Millia Islamia
(Jamia University- Okhla) with
(20x50) 1,000/Sq ft. with the cost
of 14,000,00 to accommodate at
least 15 temporary residents for
aforesaid activities in a better way.
Some of our friends extended
their contributions for this
initiative and Rs.5,000,00 have
already been collected, now
we are expecting the remaining
amount to be contributed for the
planned “House for All-SABKA
GHAR” with your support.
We therefore appeal to you
earnestly to extend your financial
support for this initiative so that it
can become a reality.
- Faisal Khan
Khudai Khidmatgar
9999746196
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The Indian journey from a colonial
repressive social formation to a
democratic society based upon triple
justice - political, social and
economic - through peoples’
representation in governance and
participation in nation-building is a
fascinating story of collective human
imagination and endeavour. It has
attracted global attention because of
its achievements so far. But there is
no scope for glorification as our
democratic project needs to engage
in course correction as we are
lagging behind in so many ways. The
need of review and basic reforms
can be illustrated with two examples.
First, let us look at what are the
major deficits of Indian democracy
after 70 years of efforts of
democratization? There are at least
six major zones of deficiencies in our
system today – i. development
deficit, ii. governance deficit, iii.
legitimacy deficit, iv. democracy
deficit, v. nation-building deficit, and
vi. citizenship deficit. Secondly, we
need to check our ranking in the
world today, specially with
reference to our neighbor China and
other BRICS partners including
Brazil, Russia and South Africa in
terms of holistic well being of our

citizens. According to the latest
report of the United Nations
Development Program of 2015, India
ranked 130th out of a total of 188
nation-states in terms of human
development index with nearly 1/3rd
population living in conditions of
distress and destitution. The internal
variation between the constituent
provinces of our country presents
much more worrying picture. It is
causing restiveness for reforms
among the Kisans, women, youth
and several marginalized sections of
our society including the Dalits,
Adivasis and the minorities.
If a) furthering of human
development, b) celebration of
diversities, and c) strengthening of
civil society are three significant
indicators of the health of
democracy in any post-colonial
society then the relationships of our
democracy with development,
diversity and civil society are under
stress. The Indian engagement with
the paradigm of LiberalizationPrivatization-Globalisation (LPG)
since 1990s has made us enter a
phase of jobless growth. In more
nuanced terms, there is stagnation
in agriculture and allied sectors
causing flight from rural areas and
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crowding of the metropolitan centers.
Declining growth is being
experienced in the manufacturing
sector which is creating stagnation
in the labour market. Only service
sector is experiencing accelerated
growth with marginal elasticity of
employment due to capital
intensiveness of the sector.
Socio-culturally, the idea of India
was based upon recognition and
celebration of unity in diversity. But
the constitutional commitments for
striving for a republic of citizens based
upon secularism and socialism is
getting interrogated. There are
numerous instances to suggest that
the Indian state is found to be engaged
in managing the rise of
majoritarianism as well as minority
alienation. It is found to be related
with divisive consequences of
electoral competition which is directly
increasing the relevance of identity
politics. The civilizational and
communitarian cleavages of religion,
caste, ethnicity and regions are getting
politicized without complementary
growth of citizenship.
Historical sociology of democracy
and democratization - from Alexis de
Tocqueville to Charles Tilly and from
Srinivas and Kothari to Amartya Sen
and Ashutosh Varshney - suggest
that there is a positive correlation
between building of a democratic
polity and evolution of civil society.
Here development of democracy is
evaluated with help of four types of
indicators - nature of constitution,
substance of the polity, processes of
the power relations and procedures
of the legitimacy system. The case
of India looks very convincing on all
four counts. But a closer look makes
anyone recognize that our
democracy is facing four major
speed breakers - grip of the dominant
castes over dependent castes,
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primacy of patriarchal forces over
women, deep economic disparities
and identity politics. Similarly, the
making of civil society is suggested
to be taking place in the social
spaces within the triangle of family,
religion and state through voluntary
associations and civic activities for
secular and common causes. A
fertile ground for the expansion and
efficacy of civil society in India since
independence is found to be growing
as indicated by at least the following
features :
a) Assertion for justice and
representation in policy making;
b) Increasing electoral participation
by the women, minorities, Dalits,
and Adivasis;
c) Expansion of social basis of
politics beyond the educated
sections and modern occupational
classes;
d) Increasing frequency of social
mobilizations;
e) Increasing engagement in political
competitions and coalitions for
political power;
f) Pressure for reforms in
governance and electoral system;
and
g) Recognition of citizens’ role
beyond votes and political parties
through Right to Information and
Public Interest Litigations.
At the same time, there are major
indicators which suggest that the
parliamentary system of India and
political culture both need urgent
reforms to overcoming the deficits
of citizenship-building to further the
progress of civil society. They
include the following:
a) Under-representation of women
and Muslims;
b) Declining accountability and

responsiveness
representatives;

of

elected

c) Lack of financial transparency in
the election process and affairs
of the major political parties;
d) Corruption at high places of public
authority; and
e) Identity politics around caste,
ethnic, religious and regional
identities and interests.
Where we are going wrong?
It is true that the political
community of India was warned by
the makers of our Constitution at the
time of its adoption in 1949 itself
about the need to be engaged in
minimizing the contradictions of
togetherness of political equality and
social and economic inequalities in
shortest possible time after
independence. Otherwise we may
suffer catastrophic consequences in
the later decades was alerted by Dr
Ambedkar. It was also underlined
another stalwart of the Indian
freedom movement Dr Rajendra
Prasad that any Constitution is to be
carried forward not by the principles
enunciated in it but through the
quality of the persons and their
practices who will be assigned the
responsibility of representing the
citizens in the years to come. In other
words, there was underlining of i) the
ideological need of developing
democracy on egalitarian lines of
social and economic progress, and
ii) programmatic pre-condition of
promoting an altruistic political elite
through elections and social
mobilizations. Where are we today
in terms of the ideological
framework of our democracy and
what kinds of persons have come
forward as the representatives of our
people? What is their combined
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impact upon grassroots democracy
as manifested through local
governance and dynamics of civil
society
including
social
mobilizations?
A combined reading of some of
the most revealing studies as evident
through the reports of our national
committees and commissions
suggests that we are a ‘drifting
democracy with dangerous
deficiencies’. Why? Because a)
there is growing gap between the
needs of the women (Justice Verma
Commission Report on violence
against women); b) the dignity and
dreams of the minorities, particularly
the Muslims (Justice Sacchar
Committee report); c) there is rise
in attraction towards the extraconstitutional formations and their
extremist activities among the
weaker sections including the Dalits
and Adivasis (Bandopadhyay
Committee Report); and above all d)
no betterment of nearly 77 per cent
working population of our country
which is forced to live as ‘working
destitutes’ and surviving with
minimum purchasing power (Prof.
Arjun Sengupta Committee Report).
In short, all is not well with our
Swaraj at the level of common
person and daily governance in
villages and towns. It is because our
post-colonial Indian political class has
taken care of being correct at the
level of the formal macro-processes
like regular elections, free press,
space for political formations and
voluntary associations and
opportunities for citizens for local
initiatives. But our system leaders
have been equally negligent about
deepening the project of democracy
at the grass roots levels which
informs the daily lives of the millions
(Continued on Page 4)
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Between the Lines

Tragedy of Bangladesh
Kuldip Nayar
It is not understandable why the
properties and temples of Hindus are
being vandalized when the country
is in the midst of its liberation
celebrations. Forty five years ago
India, which has a Hindu majority
population, helped the people of then
East Pakistan wrest independence
from the unwilling hands of the armydominated West Pakistan. More than
2,000 Indian soldiers and officers
sacrificed their lives in the war
against Islamabad.
Above all, Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina is the daughter of Sheikh
Mujib-ur-Rehman who liberated the
territory through people’s movement
which he built. Her credentials of
fighting against religious forces
cannot be doubted. It is, however,
another matter that she has used the
action against fundamentalists as a
battle against opposition parties.
The Bangladesh Nationalist Party
(BNP) complains that her wrath is
directed against them because they
are the only alternative. The ruling
Awami League headed by Sheikh
Hasina, they complain, is using all
tactics to finish them. Even the
rumours have been set afloat that
they are anti-India so that Khalida
Zia’s image is tarnished.
I recall my meeting Sheikh Mujibur-Rehman at Dhaka soon after the
liberation of what is now called
Bangladesh and complained to him
that there was a lot of anti-India
feeling. I had gone to the Dhaka
Press Club and found the media

hands jibing that the smoked Hilsa
fish was available at Kolkata hotels
but not in Bangladesh. They also
strongly criticized New Delhi and
Kolkata for appropriating the gains
of liberation.
Lt. General Jagjit Singh Aurora,
who led the Indian troops, was
particularly mentioned for looting the
rich West Pakistanis who were
transacting business from the then
East Pakistan. Sheikh Mujib-urRehman told me that a Bengali did
not forget the good done by the one
who gave a glass of water: “Your
countrymen have died here while
helping the Mukti Vahini in liberating
the territory.” He said that secularism
in Bangladesh was deep rooted and
could not be ignored in any situation.
But strangely the secular identify
of Bangladesh is being questioned
now. The Jamaat-e-Islamia, which
was once part of the government
during the military regime of General
H. M. Ershad, is trying its best to
sell the Islamic way of governance
and wanted close relations with an
Islamic state in the world.
Fortunately, there is practically no
response to this in Bangladesh.
However, the unpopularity of
Sheikh Hasina has made the
Bangladeshis look not only anti-India
but soft Islamists. She is only busy
obliterating the followers of Begum
Khalida Zia, the main opposition
leader. In this fight, even the
secularists who are on the side of
Begum Zia are being dubbed as
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communalists and constantly
hounded.
Sheikh Hasina is now anxious to
entrench, and not part with power.
The opposition parties openly say that
they may not be able to remove her
in elections because she would not
hold a fair poll. She is already talking
of dynastic rule and consulting her
son in America openly in all
government matters.
In line with that thinking, the
Prime Minister is appointing her own
followers at key positions in different
universities and educational
institutions even though they lack
competence
and
literary
qualifications. In the process, she is
destroying the educational system
based on merit. But this does not
concern her because she believes
that in the name of secularism she
can put any of her loyalists at high
positions. She behaves as if it were
her birth right to rule.
A bill is sought to be enacted
where anyone challenging her father
or his rule would be considered antinational. This is, indeed, a strange
way of looking at democratic
traditions. But once this becomes a
law, stranger things can take place
in Bangladesh. The opposition
parties, which are her main targets
today, will be left with no voice to
raise in the days to come. The
environment would be more
authoritarian and dictatorial. And a
very few would be able to question
the government.
In all of her actions, Sheikh
Hasina has forgotten the welfare of
the country. The problem that
Bangladesh faces today, as it
celebrates its birth anniversary, is
how far the government has been
able to help people benefit through
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economic
development.
Unfortunately, this is not the case.
The Prime Minister counts her gains
only in terms of key jobs she has
given to her staunch followers.
The judiciary is no more
independent. There are no
collegiums to select judges as is the
case in India. The government
directly appoints them. And as the
first foreign minister of Bangladesh
Kamal Hussain, who was in town,
told, despite the independent judges
on the bench some tend to tilt
towards the establishment. They
behave as if someone is overlooking
their shoulders. Accordingly, their
judgments reflect a slant which does
not behove an independent judiciary.
The Hindu judges feel the pressure.
I recall the conversation which I
had with our High Commissioner at
Dhaka Subirmal Dutt. In reply to my
complaint that the plight of
Bangladeshi Hindus would be
unenviable he said that this point was
discussed before India’s help. It was
assumed that most of the one million
Hindus living there would migrate to
India and many of those staying back
would embrace Islam.
This may be true but it was never
imagined that the properties and
temples of Hindus would be
destroyed. The fact that there were
more than 200 million Muslims in India
would influence the Bangladeshi
Muslims not to do anything which
would alienate New Delhi and the
Hindu population of India.
Bangladesh has to renew its
ethos, the image of a secular
democratic country. Organisations
like the Jammat-e-Islamia would
drag it to fundamentalism. But that
was not in the mind of Sheikh Mujibur-Rehman, father of the nation,

who wanted to establish a country
which would not discriminate against
the minorities. Sheikh Hasina, to her
credit, wants to follow his footprints.
But she has become authoritarian,
and her action does not reflect that.
This is the tragedy of Bangladesh.
(Continued from Page 3)
of men-women on a daily basis. This
has invited the blame after 70 years
of freedom and parliamentary
democracy, that India is now trapped
in the syndrome of psephocracy in
the name of democracy where there
is declining role for citizens’
participation and effective
contribution in governance and
development. It has to do with lack
of
commitment
towards
decentralization of power and
authority even after a path-breaking
constitutional amendment exercise
for it through the 73 rd and 74 th
amendment act. It looks like a great
betrayal which deserves urgent
resistance through civil society
initiatives for political and electoral
reforms to save our constitution
from further abuse and make our
people act like life-guards of our
national project of democratic nationbuilding.
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Demonetization: the politics of public suffering
Prem Singh
There have been various and
repeated references to the suffering
of the public caused by the decision
of demonetization by the
government. The suffering of the
ordinary people due to this
astounding decision has been
criticized even by the High Court and
Supreme Court. Around 100 people
have died because of it. The
supporters of Prime Minster
Narendra Modi claim that people are
not distressed with this decision; they
are happy; if people were unhappy,
they’d be on the streets protesting
instead of queuing up outside banks.
But at the same time they are seen
threatening the sufferers and the
journalists who dare to highlight their
plight. However, at some point Modi
supporters could recognize the
suffering of all the people who are
queuing up outside banks from
morning till night. That is why they
constantly remind the people of the
hardships endured by soldiers on the
borders. The Prime Minister claimed
after the implementation of
demonetizing that suffering would be
over in four to five days, but later he
made an emotional appeal telling
people to brace for another 50 days,
for the country’s sake!
The public, specially the working
class, has suffered a lot after
demonetizing. The utterance of
some genuinely concerned persons
regarding the plight of the public
saying that those who are
responsible for this would be cursed
by the poor (garib ki haay lagegi),
is but a weak plea. Such poetic
justice pleas have no place in today’s
politics. In a democracy, no

government has any right to inflict
misery upon the people even for one
day. Dr. Rammanohar Lohia, in his
doctrine of immediacy, held that the
justification/legitimacy of every
action/decision must lie within that
action or decision. Any rationale
offered with reference to the future
good, merely help governments/
political parties unleash oppression
on people. In the case of
demonetizing too highly exaggerated
claims are being made for the
emergence of a ‘golden India’ in the
future as is seen in expensive
advertisement campaigns by the
government.
In the wake of the adoption of
neo-liberal economic policies, there
is a precipitous change in the attitude
of the ruling class towards the
suffering of the ordinary people. The
ruling class does not fear the power
of the ordinary people’s vote, or that
the suffering people could defeat it
in the next elections. In any system
when people are pushed to the brink
of desperation, the result will be
termination of life itself. In the era
of neo-liberalism, as per the Crime
Bureau record, around three lakh
farmers have committed suicide.
The situation continues. But it makes
no difference to governments and
politicians. Because elections are
fought with black money in nexus
with campaign companies, corporate
houses, electioneering strategists
and media. All these agencies decide
when and which party and leader will
form the government at the centre.
In this era of neo-liberalism footloose
specialists are directing political
parties and governments in India. In

this situation, ‘suffering of the public’
provides the path for political
verbiage and swindling. The prime
minister and his specialists, claiming
to end the difficulties of the public in
50 days, know very well that the
public will suffer even after that.
Whatever the considerations may
have been for demonetization six
months back, the misery of the
people was not one of them. The
misery of the people is no longer a
problem for politicians. The leaders
know that their campaign machinery
will win hands down against it. They
will manufacture consent for
themselves. The miserable people
will again vote-in those whose politics
favours only the corporates. The
ruling class makes such
arrangements that people view the
pain of continuous miseries like
suicide,
displacement,
unemployment, inflation, disease as
inevitable adage to their religion,
caste, region, etc. In this process the
people get progressively apoliticized. The situation of ‘there is
no-alternative’ is actually a result of
the public’s a-politicization. The
consequence is that it ceases to ally
with those parties and leaders who
seek to build a political alternative
that challenges the neo-liberal order.
The situation gets further complicated
when a majority of civil society and
peoples’ movement groups take on
the role of brokers which overtly or
covertly facilitates the established
order.
The foreign-funded NGOs act as
safety-valves in order to keep the
neo-liberal order intact. They divorce
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political workers from political work
and promote the process of apoliticization. The proponents of neoliberalism claim that there is no
alternative to neo-liberalism, nor is it
needed. If there are problems within
neo-liberal system, they make NGOs
sort them out. In the recent past the
whole hearted support of the civil
society and peoples’ movement
groups to the anti-corruption agitation
sponsored by two NGO heads
proved very damaging to alternative
politics against neo-liberalism. That
agitation was openly and actively
supported by RSS, corporate houses
and the likes of Ramdev, Sri Sri
Ravishankar and General VK Singh.
Anna Hazare had praised Narendra
Modi then, and is not adverse to him
even today. Not just this, the Aam
Aadmi Party, born right from the
womb of the corporate was
supported by the secular progressive
civil society, and still is, despite the
fact that this party clearly advocates
an anti-ideology stance for
everything, including the ideology of
the Constitution. For many of those
people, if Rahul Gandhi cannot be
the alternative to Modi, Kejriwal
might.
Post-1991, it is not just the public
that has been a-politicized, the civil
society too is undergoing the same.
Leaving aside a few exceptions,
hardly any intellectual of stature took
a decisive stand against Manmohan
Singh’s new economic policies.
Those who claim that Modi is a
calamity thrust upon the nation by
idiots, need to stop and reflect on
how genuine their concern for the
public’s suffering really is? Every era
yields its ‘yug purush’ in its own true
image. After Manmohan Singh, Modi
is the aggressive representative of
the Indian civil society cast in the
neo-liberal times. It is a false
reassurance that this was merely an
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election won by 31 percent of the
vote. Those greatly moved by the
distress of the public in the wake of
demonetization are searching for an
opposition to register their protest.
Post-1991 politics in India has
progressively turned unilateral, which
is neo-liberal. Nitish Kumar and
Naveen Patnaik are supporting
demonetization. Mamata Banerjee
and Arvind Kejriwal, both support
neo-liberalism and in this regard are
guided by the imperatives to
consolidate the Muslim vote bank.
In the debate on black money,
nowhere does it get mentioned that
it is the money looted from the
wealth generated by the working
class; and that the process of this
looting is accelerated with the
implementation of the new economic
policies in 1991. In India, neoliberalism is the name of the
interminable and unrelenting
sufferings of the working class.
Even after 25 years of neo-liberal
regime, there is unashamed
assertions about the ‘golden future’
it is supposed to usher. That means
farmers’ suicides, displacement of
tribals, the ever increasing army of
the unemployed, and the lives of the
crores of people working day and
night on dams-highways-bridgesairports-mega buildings is the price
to be paid for this ‘golden future’.
The working class will pay this price
in the future too. Imagine how many
generations of the working class will
be sacrificed to build 500 smart
cities? Who will be sacrificed in the
conversion of the country to the
digital/cashless mode? The
responsibility of children’s
upbringing, education, health and
entertainment in a democracy lies
with the state. But there is no place
for the children of the working class
in neo-liberal India’s present or
future. What can be more damning

for the politics of the country than
the fact that the public has come to
consider its destiny to slog and die
building the neo-liberal order?
Public suffering ought to be
alleviated: no one can disagree with
this in principle. One could begin
working in this direction. Parties
against Congress and BJP should
come together and tell the public that
they will root out the neo-liberal order
and frame their policies according to
the Directive Principles enshrined in
the Constitution. If the resolve is
honest, the 2019 election can be
easily won. Black money of the
corporates will not be needed for it.
The endorser of neo-liberalism often
turns out to be the endorser of neoimperialism. The freedom of the
nation, achieved after many
sacrifices eventually turns into
slavery in the clutches of neoimperialism. One should hope that the
supporters of Congress and BJP,
especially the young ones, will not
quietly witness this squandering of
freedom. They can support the
politics that opposes neo-liberalism.
Or force their parties to desist from
the path of neo-liberalism.
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Parliament disruptions: What has become of the Rajya Sabha
Harivansh
Nearly two-and-a-half years ago,
in June 2014, I received the honour
to serve as a Member of the
theRajya Sabha, courtesy the Janata
Dal (U) and its leader Nitish Kumar.
I often see photographs of former
Members and Chairmen, including of
Dr S Radhakrishnan, Dr Zakir
Husain, R Venkatraman and others
on the walls of the hallowed
corridors. I try to identify the faces
of Bhupesh Gupta, Chandrashekhar,
Atal Bihari Vajpayee, Piloo Modi,
Era Sezhiyan and many more whose
enlightened, informed and excellent
interventions and debates left a sharp
influence and probed our conscience
during my younger days. The
ideological debates in Parliament
inspired many of us to dream for the
country and to stand for the values
that had shaped independent India.
These photos on the walls of the
Rajya Sabha, from where emanates
the power of democracy, often haunt
me. It has been particularly difficult
these last few days to get past those
photos. Till 1 December (15th day
since the commencement of the
winter session) no business has been
allowed to occur in the House except
on the first day when a good debate
took place in the Rajya Sabha over
demonetisation. Regular disruptions,
chaos and high-pitched slogan
shouting have resulted in complete
pandemonium in the House. The
continuous ruckus usually leads to
the suspension of the House
proceedings and, sadly, it has become
a regular feature. I ask myself: is
this the only alternative left to us to
address the genuine grievances of
the public, the states and the nation?

I have witnessed the Chairman
and Deputy Chairman trying their
best to run the House smoothly and
peacefully; yet a sense of
helplessness persists - I must
acknowledge the efforts of the
Deputy Chairman, Prof P J Kurien.
He is often on his toes, pleading with
members to exercise calm and allow
the House to function. However,
members in the well pay no heed to
his words. I have great sympathy
and respect for Prof Kurien and
envy his patience, calmness, wit,
humour, and above all, his
commitment to run the House. The
unabated slogan shouting disrupts
normal activity and he is often forced
to adjourn the House. I introspect at
such moments, recalling that this is
the Upper House of distinguished
leaders and statesmen and valuable
contributors to society.
In the Constituent Assembly
debates, the Rajya Sabha was
envisioned as a House for reflective
and evaluative reasoning detached
from the ordinary, mundane and
routine engagements of everyday
life.
N Gopalswami Ayyangar termed
it as a House which may rein in the
“passion of the moment” as
reflective moment. Several members
of the Constituent Assembly
favoured a second chamber, as they
believed that erudite members of this
Rajya Sabha would be above the
narrow and parochial political
boundaries of the Lok Sabha. These
members of the Rajya Sabha would
be able to view legislations more
dispassionately, and thus enhance the

efficacy of the overall process of law
making. I am also reminded of Lok
Nath Mishra who described this
House as “a sobering House, a
reviewing House, a House standing
for quality and the members will be
exercising their right to be heard on
the merits of what they say, for their
sobriety and knowledge of special
problems; quantity, that is, their
number, is not much of moment”.
M Ananthasayanam Ayyangar
found this House to be a platform of
reflective consideration: “the genius
people who may have full play, and
it can make place for people who
may not be able to win popular
mandate.” Dr Radhakrishnan
stressed the significance of the RS
and stated, “There is a general
impression that this House cannot
make or unmake governments and,
therefore, it is a superfluous body.
But there are functions which a
revising chamber can fulfil fruitfully.
We are for the first time starting,
under the new parliamentary system,
with a Second Chamber in the
Centre, and we should try to do
everything in our power to justify to
the public of this country that a
Second Chamber is essential to
prevent hasty legislation. We should
discuss with dispassion and
detachment proposals put before
us.”
Its late chairman Krishan Kant in
his foreword to the book Emergence
of Second Chamber in India had
foreseen the possibility of a stalemate
that our current parliamentary system
is facing. He wrote, “the majorityminority party equation in the Council
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of States (Rajya Sabha) changes at a
much slower pace than in the Lok
Sabha. There may be occasions when
a party enjoying a majority in both the
Houses is reduced to a minority
during an election in the Lower House,
but remains a majority in the Rajya
Sabha. Some experts argue that this
position is an anomaly because it
derogates from the theory of mandate,
which holds that popular mandate, at
any given time, gives to the winning
majority an untrammeled right to
initiate legislations germane to that
mandate. The need to carry the
opposition majority in the Upper
House is, by inference, an anomalous
provision. There is the added danger,
that the Opposition in the Upper
House can use its majority to
embarrass the government of the
day.”
Our great leaders in the past
assured that during stalemates,
senior leaders of the political parties
will engage in consensus building.
Have we failed? Again I quote N
Gopalaswami Ayyangar. While
moving the motion for a second
chamber (RS), he said in the
Constituent Assembly: “After all, the
question for us to consider is whether
it performs any useful function. The
most that we expect the second
chamber to do is perhaps to hold
dignified debates on important issues
and to delay legislations which might
be the outcome of passions of the
moment until the passions have
subsided and calm consideration
could be bestowed on the measures
which will be before the legislature;
and we shall take care to provide in
the Constitution that whatever on any
important matter, particularly matters
relating to finance, there is a conflict
between the House of the People
and the Council of States, it is the
view of the House of the People that
shall prevail. Therefore, what we
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may really achieve by the existence
of this second chamber is only an
instrument by which we delay action
which might be hastily conceived
and we also give an opportunity,
perhaps to seasoned people who
may not be in the thickest of the
political fray, but who might be willing
to participate in the debate with an
amount of learning and importance
which we do not ordinarily associate
with a House of People.”
This is what our sagacious
leaders, our Constitution makers
thought of the role of the RS. It is
the sacred duty of all members of
this House to maintain and carry
forward this distinguished legacy.
When I see the Deputy Chairman
helplessly pleading with members
and then adjourning the House time
and again, I stare at the Visitors
Gallery asking myself how I would
respond to public queries about these
successive adjournments.
Our great leaders as the
architects of the world’s largest
democracy have taught us that
dissent and disagreement are nonnegotiable democratic values. But
even with our differences and
dissent, dialogue is essential without
which, people’s faith in the system
can easily erode.
I entered this House with a dream
to debate issues pertinent to our
country. Joblessness or the era of
jobless growth is the biggest
challenge that the country is facing
today. Since globalisation itself faces
serious contestations, I often ask
myself whether our economic
growth model has failed. I am eager
to hear the enlightened debates/
views of this House in the same spirit
that I heard the debate on the GST
Bill, in my view one of the best
debates in RS so far, - it was marked

by eloquence, knowledge and full
participation of members, above
party lines and narrow partisan
politics, keeping in view the interest
and future of the country.
Today I feel agitated about
several vital issues which need to be
looked into earnestly and
dispassionately. Many other
members of the RS may share my
views and sentiments. For instance,
the most recent Indore-Patna rail
accident must be discussed. It is
important to note that approximately
3,000 railway bridges are more than
100 years old, 32 of these 3,000 have
been classified as “distressed
bridges” but their usage beyond their
lifetime is not considered to be a
serious issue. Indian railway tracks
are hugely congested; some of the
sections are running either at 100
percent or above of its carrying
capacity. For example, in the
Mughalsarai-Ghaziabad section, a
train leaves the originating section
every two minutes. This high density
of train movement not only highlights
the superhuman efforts of the
railway employees but also
underscores the pathetic situation of
our railway infrastructure. The
serious governance issues are not
limited to railways alone but they
have spread to the whole of our civil
and defense transport and logistical
infrastructure, urban development,
defense preparedness, law and
order, employment generation and to
every other aspect of social,
economic and cultural lives of our
citizens. We have adopted this
chalta hai or jugaad approach and
in the last few decades this attitude
has landed us in a serious trap.
I am at a loss to comprehend why
these questions do not emerge as the
most pressing matters in our
Parliamentary debates.
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We must dig deep, find the causes
and suggest remedial measures. It
seems the whole infrastructure has
collapsed. Even the precarious
financial position of the railways (a
major part of their finances is taken
up by salaries and pensions) needs
to be debated thoroughly.
The situation on our borders after
the surgical strikes against Pakistan
needs to be discussed. The attacks
against our soldiers continue as
unabated cross border terrorism
poses grave threats to the country. I
feel pained and anguished when I
read about how China has encircled
us, having established ports in
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Burma.
Tibet is yet to acquire autonomy, and
with each passing day it appears that
its distinct cultural, social, religious
identity is being subsumed within the
dominant Han Chinese racial and
cultural practices. In recent times the
Chinese army has decided to
safeguard and operate the Gwadar
port in Pakistan. China and Pakistan
have also launched a direct rail and
sea freight service between
Kunming and Karachi.
Russia is also warming up to
Pakistan and US President elect
Donald Trump has assured Nawaz
Sharif of his cooperation and support.
China has extended its influence in
Central and South East Asia.
These issues bother me and I am
sure also agitate the minds of other
members as well.
The modernisation of the army
needs to be discussed; we must
initiate large-scale and fundamental
reforms to our administrative, police
and bureaucratic framework.
The working conditions of
paramilitary forces need to be
debated at length.
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The tussle between the judiciary
and executive has been on the rise
in the recent past. It is a serious
confrontation that may well
precipitate a constitutional crisis.
I have been equally disturbed
when I see or read how our defence
personnel guarding our borders are
attacked and media headlines scream
“lessons not learnt from past
mistakes”.
The issue of climate change needs
to be addressed. Delhi’s pollution
problem and air quality is a matter
of grave concern.
The on-going developments at
Nalanda University need to be
discussed.
The jailbreak in Nabha, Punjab had
been meticulously planned. It was a
high security jail from where the
Khalistan Liberation Force chief
was able to escape. It is being alleged
that there was a deal of Rs 50 lakh
for making this jailbreak possible.
There is an urgent need to discuss
all these serious issues and find long
lasting solutions.
Next year will be the one that
marks the centenary of the
Champaran Satyagrah, which gave
a new direction to the anti-colonial
struggle in India and an enduring
political legacy to the world. It is the
duty of the government and the
opposition as well to discuss how the
country should commemorate this
momentous occasion and revisit the
ideals of the satyagrah.
Being a witness to such anarchic
scenes in the House, I recall my old
friends who believed in the Naxal
ideology and always had derogatory
adjectives for our democratic
system. Those days we would

debate for hours to convince them
about the democratic virtues of our
Parliamentary debates.
This is clearly a question of
governance and efficiency. This
government was elected on the
promise of providing an efficient and
effective administration which is
responsive to the aspirations of the
country. But time and again
whenever there have been attacks,
there are headlines questioning the
efficiency of the government.
Responsibility must be fixed. This
country has a great tradition of
quality and moral leadership;
resignations were tendered even for
minor incidents by taking moral
responsibility. Do our Ministers
introspect their utterances, roles,
efficiency and governing capacity?
We are familiar with the axiom
that time and tide wait for nobody.
The world is changing at an
unprecedented pace and there are
multiple anxieties and insecurities. If
such serious issues are not debated
even at a time when the duration of
the Parliament session has been
gradually
shortened
since
Independence, then what future do
we promise to the younger
generation? We owe something to
our great leaders who sacrificed
their lives for this country and gave
us this House so that our democratic
traditions can remain vibrant and
inspire the future generations.
I have been asking myself why a
silent member like me (and there are
many silent members in all parties in
RS who adhere to rules and
procedures and completely respect
the words and instructions of the
Chair) remains unheard. How do we,
who do not rush to the well of the
House, navigate through this crisis,
restore our faith in the great
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parliamentary traditions of this
country?
There is a demand now that the
Prime Minister should sit through the
discussions on demonetisation. It
was reminded by a senior Congress
leader that when the 2G scam broke
out in 2013, the same BJP wanted
the then Prime Minister, Dr
Manmohan Singh to remain present
in the House during the entire
debate. There is a widely
acknowledged saying that as you
sow, so shall you reap. The BJP is
facing the same past karmas. But it
is my view that the Congress has
been a party of great leaders which
include Jawaharlal Nehru, Sardar
Patel and many others known for
their magnanimity and vision. They
would not have appreciated the
current discourse and disruptions.
The Congress leaders often make us
feel that they have the monopoly
over Gandhi’s legacy. Gandhi had
once said that an eye for an eye only
ends up making the whole world
blind. It is a great opportunity for the
Congress to offer a lesson on good
parliamentary behavior to the BJP
by allowing the House to run
smoothly.
We must appreciate the PM’s
position as the head of the
government, while demanding his
continuous presence in the House as
we desire. It is possible that his
presence is needed elsewhere than
at the Parliament always.
However, the PM should also find
time at regular intervals to be present
in the House when important issues
are being debated. There should be
a full-fledged debate on
demonetisation with a particular
focus on black money, benami
properties, bullion and gold, real
estate, drugs and even prohibition.
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It must be reiterated that there is a
direct connection between the black
money and the liquor and drug mafia.
More than 40 committees have been
constituted in the past to deal with
the problem of black money but
without success.
The
Indian
bicameral
parliamentary system may find
comparable legislative set up around
the world and it would be quite
informative to compare the
functioning of the Indian parliament
with the systems abroad. In the
United Kingdom the members of
parliament have a right to be heard
without overwhelming background
noise, and unparliamentary language
is not allowed. In the British House
of Commons, when grave disorder
breaks out, the speaker has the
power to suspend or to adjourn the
sitting. That power was exercised
very few times and was enforced
last time in 2004. In the House of
Lords, unworthy conduct by
Members has hardly ever been
reported. In the entire history of the
United States Congress, 20 Members
have been expelled: fifteen from the
Senate and five from the House of
Representatives. All these
expulsions have been triggered by
political reasons, treason charges or
scandals, hardly for bad behaviour
or disrupting the Congressional
procedures. In the Australian
Parliament the Speaker can direct a
disorderly member to withdraw from
the House for one hour. However, if
a member fails to leave the Chamber
immediately or continues to behave
in a disorderly manner he may be
named and the House can then
suspend him.
I come from a party which draws
from the legacy of Gandhi, Lohia,
Jayaprakash and is presently headed
by Nitish Kumar who has been in

public life for the last four decades.
He has held many distinguished
posts at the centre and has been the
Chief Minister of Bihar for the last
11 years (except the tenure of Jitan
Ram Majhi for a brief period). There
is intra-party democracy in the JD
(U) and Kumar gives opportunities
to all its members to raise people’s
concerns. It may be worth
mentioning that, following his
example, none of the members from
JD (U) has indulged in creating
ruckus or pandemonium in either of
the two houses of the parliament.
I ask myself every day before I
head to the Rajya Sabha about what
I would do in the House. As an MP
how do I repay the people for the
privileges and facilities I enjoy if I
am not able to raise their issues in
the House? Is it not an unnecessary
and unacceptable burden on the
exchequer if we are not able to raise
the problems of the people in the
House? I can only hope that the
great parliamentary traditions of this
country are restored and as
Members of this privileged House
we recognise our responsibilities and
accountability to the people of this
great country.

Footprints of A
Crusader
(The Life Story of
Mrunal Gore)
by
Rohini Gawankar
Published by
Kamalakar Subhedar,
Secretary, Samata Shikshan
Sanstha, Pareira Wadi, Mohili
Village, Sakinaka, Ghatkopar(W),
Mumbai 400072.
Mobile: 9820092255 /
Contribution: Rs.300+
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Equal Opportunity Commission
The Prime Minister’s High Level
Committee, headed by Justice
Rajindar Sachar, was constituted in
2005 by the then Prime Minister of
India Dr. Manmohan Singh to
prepare a report about social,
economic and educational status of
the Muslim community in the
country. The findings and
recommendations of the report
immediately became a topic of sharp
debate in political, social and
intellectual circles as it was
presented in the Lok Sabha on 30
November 2006. The report has
completed 10 years of its release on
30 November 2016. To mark this
occasion Socialist Yuvjan Sabha
(SYS), People’s Union for Civil
Liberties (PUCL) and Khudai
Khidmatgar organized a one-day
seminar in Gandhi Peace
Foundation, Delhi, on 22 December
2016. Scholars from various
disciplines including some
representatives of the Muslim
community participated in the
deliberations and reviewed the
progress of the report, particularly
the implementation aspect of its
recommendations, carried out by
central and state governments in the
last 10 years.
Following resolution was
deliberated upon and passed at the
end of the seminar{
The minorities, especially the
Muslims, have been the ignored
factor by all Central Governments.
Amongst
the
various
recommendations, the Prime
Minister’s High Level Committee
Report had recommended the
establishment of Equal Opportunity
Commission (EOC) as an instrument
to prevent discrimination against

minorities in the private sector like
housing, employment (since courts
cannot interfere in cases of
discrimination in private sector). This
recommendation
has
been
inexcusably violated and also
remained in cold storage.
The EOC can be set up by the
state governments without taking
permission from the Central
government. Hence this seminar
resolves that the present state
governments run by secular parties
should immediately establish the
EOC in their respective states.
A very urgent recommendation of
the Prime Minister’s High Level
Committee Report dealt with the
unfairness of divisions of electoral
constituencies which results in lesser
number of Muslims in the legislature
to which they are broadly entitled
based on the population. This anomaly
arises from the irrational demarcation
of seats in the legislature.
Thus in U.P. there is abundant
potential for substantial number of
Muslims to win seats. For instance,
in U. P. that sends the largest number
of members (80) to Lok Sabha, there
are 25- 52%, Muslim’s in 18 seats,
in 23 seats Muslims are 15- 24% and
in another 18 seats Muslims are 1014%. Similar is the demographic –
electoral reflection in most of the
states.” It was further pointed out
that delimitation of constituencies in
a fair manner is essential. But on the
contrary the constituencies with
substantial number of Muslims have
been reserved for S.C., and
constituencies with substantial
number of S.C. voters are
unreserved. This is unfair to both
Muslims and S.C. electorate.

The Committee had hoped that
it would receive the attention of the
Government immediately because
the Delimitation Commission was
at that time engaged in this
exercise and evidently any
suggestion or any exercise to be
done by it had to be undertaken
during the current term of the then
Delimitation Commission.
The Committee had concluded
that Muslims were thus denied
benefits in politics since assembly
constituencies where the voter
population from the community
was substantial were reserved for
scheduled caste candidates for
election. In all fairness it would
have been more equitable to
reserve those constituencies for
SCs where their voter population
is high rather than those where it
is low and the Muslims presence
is higher.
But, the High Powered
Committee’s suggestion was ignored
during the delimitation. This anomaly
is a reason for low representation of
Muslims in the legislatures. How
inequitable that important issues
related to the community are ignored
or don’t get the desired priority.
Somebody has to take the
responsibility for not taking concrete
action in order to remove this
anomaly. Mere lip sympathy is a
façade. The seminar resolves that a
concrete action should be taken in
this matter.
–Niraj Singh
President SYS
Ravikiran Jain
President, PUCL
Faisal Khan
President, Khudai Khidmatgar
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Demonetisation: yet another huge fraud on the people
Neeraj Jain
In a televised address at 8 pm on
November 8, 2016, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi announced that
currency notes of Rs 500 and Rs
1,000 denominations would no longer
be legal tender from midnight that
night. He stated that people holding
Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 notes could
deposit them in their bank and post
office accounts till December 30. He
further announced that new notes of
Rs 500 and Rs 2,000 will soon be
introduced. The Prime Minister
stated that this step was being taken
to curb counterfeiting and funding of
terrorism with fake notes, and most
importantly, to crack down on black
money in the country.
The total currency in circulation
in the country is around Rs 17.9 lakh
crore. Most of this is in Rs 500 and
Rs 1,000 notes, these accounting for
86% of the currency in circulation.
Therefore, till the government
replaces the abolished currency with
new currency notes, for the present,
14% of the currency has to serve
the task of the whole. The total value
of the Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 notes in
circulation is around Rs 15.44 lakh
crore, and these were printed over
a span of 15 years.1 To prevent the
economy from collapsing, the
government has to quickly replace
them. Even though the Prime
Minister claimed that the step was
being planned for more than nine
months, 2
the
monumental
inefficiency of the Modi government
becomes evident from the fact that
it made no advance preparations for
quick replacement of the old notes
with new notes. According to a
newsreport that quoted former

Finance Minister P. Chidambaram
and also a former RBI Deputy
Governor, even if the government
prints note for note, given the
capacity of the four currency note
printing presses in the country, it is
going to take at least six to seven
months for these printing presses to
print new notes to replace all the
scrapped notes.3 The printing of such
a huge quantity of notes requires
large quantities of paper and ink,
which are largely imported. Such an
elementary step of importing the
required quantity of ink and paper
was also not taken in advance - ink
is already in short supply and the
government recently floated a tender
for importing it.4 Once printed, the
notes must reach granular India 5,93,731 inhabited villages, 4,041
towns, 3,894 census towns and 1,456
urban patches.5
The sudden move without
adequate preparation for its
consequences has led to chaos
across the country. With 86% of the
currency sucked out of the system,
even though a month has passed
since
the
demonetisation
announcement, there is still no cash
with the banks. People were first
forced to queue up outside banks for
hours to exchange/deposit their old
notes. After that, they now have to
stand outside banks almost daily in
long queues to withdraw their money,
because even after standing in line
for hours, at the most people are able
to withdraw only Rs 2,000–4,000 at
a time. The worst hit are the daily
wage workers as they are forced to
forego a day’s wages in order to
stand in the queues. Dozens of

people have actually died waiting in
these queues.
Adding to the woes of the people
are non-functioning ATMs. Initially,
the problem was that the ATMs were
not calibrated to distribute the new
Rs 2,000 and Rs 500 notes. It was
only by early December that nearly
90% of the ATMs got recalibrated.
But even after that, the problem of
standing outside ATMs in long
queues has not reduced, as there is
not enough cash, and so either one
can withdraw only small amounts at
a time, or the ATMs run dry just 2–3
hours after being refilled.
The situation is worse in the rural
areas, where the banking network
is not so widespread and one bank
branch caters to several villages.
Banks often have no cash for 2–3
days, and even when they get cash,
it is so insufficient that people often
have to go home empty-handed after
standing in line for hours.
Another
proof
of
the
government’s inept handling of
demonetisation is the decision to first
introduce the Rs 2,000 note rather
than the Rs 500 note; it again shows
how much our policy makers are cut
off from the people. After standing
in queues for 3–4 hours, people are
still getting most of their withdrawals
in Rs 2,000 notes. This does not ease
their financial difficulties one bit,
as the shortage of lower value
currency notes has made it virtually
impossible for them use cash to buy
essential items like milk and
vegetables, as shops have no change
to pay back.
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BJP-RSS activists have put up
banners all over the country, asking
people to patiently wait in the long
queues as a sacrifice for the country
and claiming that Modi’s
demonetisation policy will soon end
black money and give the economy
a big boost, leading to a fall in housing
and food prices. Many people too
think that this step will indeed end
terrorism and curb black money, and
so the troubles being faced by them
are worth it.
Examining
the government claims
Let us examine the claims of the
government about the benefits of
demonetisation one by one.
i) Will demonetisation overcome
the problem of terrorist financing?
Terrorists need financing. They
use both banking channels and fake
notes. The major part of their
financing is done through banking
channels, using various innovative
techniques. That cannot be curbed
by demonetisation. And so far as
fake notes are concerned, to the
extent that terrorism is financed from
abroad, state actors are involved in
printing these fake notes. That too
cannot be curbed by demonetisation.
So, we are only indulging in selfdeception if we believe that
demonetisation is going to curb terror
financing.6
ii) Will demonetisation overcome
the problem of counterfeit notes?
According to RBI, there is only
Rs 400 crore worth of counterfeit
currency in circulation in the country
- a tiny amount of the total currency
in circulation of Rs 17.9 lakh crore.7
Is it really worth attempting to
eliminate such a small amount
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(0.022%), while giving so much
trouble to the ordinary people? And
very soon, the new notes will be
faked too. In the USA also, there are
a large amount of fake dollars in
circulation; the dollar is in fact among
the most counterfeited currencies in
the world.8
iii) Will demonetisation
significantly curb the black
economy?
People think that black money
means bundles of notes tucked away
in suitcases or pillows or lockers.
That is not the case. Then what is
black money? For this, it is important
to understand the difference
between three terms: black money,
black income and black wealth. All
three are different, and together
comprise what can be called the
‘black economy’. People mix up
these terms, and use them
interchangeably.
First you earn income; out of this,
you consume one part, and save the
rest. This saving, you invest in
various assets. That gives you your
wealth. Wealth is held as a portfolio
- you can put it in real estate, gold,
share market, etc. or hold it as cash.
Thus, cash is only one component
of your wealth. It can be as low as
1% of your wealth, or even less.
Coming to the black economy,
here, first, black income is generated
through a whole range of activities.
These activities can be entirely
illegal, such as the drugs trade or the
manufacture of fake medicines or
arms trade and so on. Or they can
be activities which are completely
legal, but are undeclared (either
wholly or in part) as people want to
avoid taxes. These can include:
under-reporting of income by doctors
or lawyers to save taxes; under-

reporting of profits by industrialists
by means such as overstating costs
(for example, by showing purchase
of raw material at higher than actual
prices) or understating production;
and under-invoicing and overinvoicing in international trade.
It is not the case that black activity
or black business is carried out with
cash, and white or normal activity is
carried out by cheque or credit card
or other such means. Normal
business also requires cash. So,
normal cash holding and black cash
holding are not two different things.
One may ask: that may be so, but is
it not that black business is more
dependent on cash transactions than
white? The answer to this also is no.
In both black and white business,
cash is held for shorter or longer
period, and then thrown into
circulation, and this is equally so for
both types of business. Therefore, if
currency is demonetised, both normal
and black cash holdings are affected
equally.
To put the same argument in
another way, black businessmen are
as much capitalists as white
businessmen. It is only misers who
hoard money; capitalists believe in
investing money to earn more money.
And so, black money holders, like
white money holders, also try to
expand their business by investing
their black money/income.
Therefore, just like white money
holders, black money holders also will
be holding only a small fraction of
their total income as cash at any point
of time.
The point we are trying to make
is, only part of the black income
generated is held as cash. Most
black money holders invest their
incomes in assets that yield returns,
such as buying land or shares with
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it, or send it abroad through various
means. A recent Hindustan Times
report has also given several
arguments to show that black money
hoarders keep very little of their
earnings as cash. It goes on to quote
a finance ministry official as
saying that ill-gotten wealth mostly
enters the formal economic system
through real estate and shell
companies.9
That part of black income which
is kept in cash is actually black
money; while that invested in assets
is black wealth. Demonetisation at
the most affects black money; it does
not affect black income generation,
not does it affect black wealth one
tiny bit.
Let us consider a concrete
example of black income generation
to understand this in greater detail.
An especially important sector
where black incomes are generated,
and where black incomes are
invested in a big way, is real estate.
Funds are taken out of the country
through various illegal means such
as hawala channels, or underinvoicing of imports, or overinvoicing of exports, or transfer
pricing. They are then brought back
into the country as foreign
investment or FDI (this is known as
“round-tripping”) through channels
such as the infamous Mauritus route.
Sham corporations are registered in
Mauritius, through which funds are
routed into India, often through a
mechanism called P-notes
(participatory notes, where the
ultimate investor is not identified to
the Indian market regulator Sebi).
The earnings on such investments
are not taxed in India because India
and Mauritius have a double taxavoidance treaty, while at the same
time the investors pay little or no
taxes in Mauritius too because of the
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tax structure there. The amendments
to the Indo–Mauritius Treaty done
earlier this year will not really have
much of an impact on this “roundtripping” of funds, as firstly, P-notes
are exempted from this amendment,
and secondly, there are other routes
through which such funds can be
routed into India without attracting
much tax, such as through
Netherlands.10 FDI flows into the
real estate sector have zoomed in
recent years. Between 2005 and
2010, FDI in India’s real estate and
housing market jumped 80 times. In
2010, nearly $5,700 million of foreign
funds were invested in the sector. It
is this infusion of black money into
real estate that has contributed to the
sharp and sustained rise in land
prices, which is making housing
unaffordable for an overwhelming
majority of Indians.11
We have discussed the roundtripping of black money in some
detail to explain how a major part
of black incomes is invested via
phoney legal means, through
banking channels. And that is not
going to be affected by
demonetisation. That will only be
curbed if the government takes
steps to curb the illegal parking of
funds abroad and round-trip back to
India.
Myth about black money
Before we go ahead to estimate
the size of the black economy, it is
important to discuss an issue being
raised by persons like Baba
Ramdev, who have these days
donned the mantle of “economics
experts”. They are claiming that the
central problem of the Indian
economy relates to “black money”,
and are trying to create the
impression that if this problem is
solved, poverty would vanish,

unemployment will decline and so
on. This view is wrong for a number
of reasons:
(i) Firstly, capitalism is all about
making profits. And therefore, under
capitalism, the line between what is
legal and what is illegal, the line
between ‘white capitalism’ and
‘black capitalism’, is a tenuous one.
Thus, when the government gives
tax concessions to the rich, the
savings made by the rich are
considered legal, but when ordinary
people do not declare their incomes
to save on taxes, that is considered
illegal; when the government
transfers land at throwaway prices
to the corporate houses, that is
considered legal, but when ordinary
people buy land out of their hard
earned savings to build a house and
under-report the land price to save
on taxes, that is considered illegal;
when pharma companies through
their network of Medical
Representatives encourage doctors
to prescribe unnecessary medicines
to patients, this is plainly unethical,
and should be labelled as black
activity, but it goes on in a big way.
And so on . . .
(ii) Then again, the definition of
what constitutes ‘black activities’
varies from country to country!
Thus, banks investing people’s
savings in the stock market is
considered illegal in India, but it is
perfectly legal in the United States.
(iii) Finally, even if there were
no black economy, the inherent law
of capitalism, which produces wealth
at one end and misery at the other,
would still operate. And this is
becoming worse in today’s era of
neoliberalism. The people who are
blaming the black economy for the
misery of the masses are actually
doing so to hide from the people the
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real reasons for their poverty and
unemployment.
All this is of course not to argue
that steps should not be taken to curb
the black economy. That should be
done. But it should be clear that this
is only one of the many problems
gripping the Indian economy, and
furthermore, is not the most important
problem. The most important
problem today is the economic
policies being implemented under the
name of globalisation-privatisationliberalisation. It is these policies that
are responsible for huge rise in
poverty and destitution, the worsening
unemployment situation, the rising
inflation, and the worsening
agricultural crisis which has pushed
more than 3 lakh farmers into
committing suicide over the past
decade.
Size of black economy
It is very difficult to make estimate
of the size of the black economy.
Estimates of the black income
generated every year vary from 25%
to 75% of the GDP. 12 An
authoritative analysis has been made
by Prof. Arun Kumar, an eminent
economist who was Professor at the
Centre for Economic Studies and
Planning at Jawaharlal Nehru
University. He estimates the black
income generation in India to be
62% of the GDP. This is fairly close
to the estimate made by a report of
the National Institute of Public
Finance and Policy in 2014 that
estimated domestic black money as
being equal to 70% of the GDP.13
The GDP in 2016 was about Rs 150
lakh crore, so 62% of that would be
roughly Rs 93 lakh crore. This then
is the size of the black income
generated in the economy in 2016.
Black wealth would be several times
this amount, as it has been
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Remembering Viswambharan
In the morning of Sunday last, I received a call from Rajashekharan
that “Viswamvbharan expired this morning.” I was speechless for a while.
I knew that Viswambharan had crossed 90 years. But a few months back
we had met and he was standing erect and was talking so energetically
about the happenings in the country: “We should pay more attention to the
problems of the unorganized workers. This globalization is bent upon
finishing cooperative movement. We will have to put a determined fight
to save the cooperatives....Most important thing is to build up devoted and
disciplined chain of cadres. The boys today don’t like to be lectured about
the importance of disciplined...” How could he say goodbye so soon?
It was in the seventies of the last century when I met him in the office
of the Indian Cooperative Union at Delhi. I was commissioned by an apex
cooperative body in Maharashtra to write a book on ‘Democratic Socialism
and Cooperative movement.’ Running through such a senior comrade in a
co-op outfit was a pleasant surprise for me. Most of our leaders were
active in trade unions and a few only on parliamentary front. “Yes, a few
of us in Kerala are very active in the cooperative institutions of the
fishermen as also of other handicrafts” he said.
During the dictatorial rule of Indira Gandhi, who had thrust
censorship on the press and put behind the bar all political activists
opposed to her(1975-77), I was touring different parts of the country
to coordinate the struggle for restoration of democratic rights of the
people. As there was a warrant against me, I had to change my name
and appearance . While on a visit to Thiruvananthpuran, I went to the
Kovalam beach to meet Viswambharan but had no idea about exact
location of his house. After alighting from a bus at the last stop, I
started enquiring. Somebody took me to a fisherman who was squatting
on the ground and vending the fish and said, “He is Viswambharan”. I
got perplexed. As I could not speak Malyalam, making enquiries was
so difficult. At last, I loudly uttered the words “socialist leader “.
Another elderly person waived me to follow him. When I knocked on
the door indicated by him, the old comrade himself opened the door
and greeted me very warmly. After a long chat followed by a delicious
lunch I took my leave.
It was after a long interval that we received him at Kurduwadi station.
He had travelled a long way to attend a meeting of the Socialist Front.
While welcoming the idea of rallying all the socialists together, he cautioned
us that it was an uphill task but we should put in hard work. From there, he
went to Barsi to meet Shaikh Abbas who had participated in the Shanti
Yatra from Kanyakumari to Rajghat. Viswambharan had helped a lot to
make that Yatra a success.
It was in May 2013 that he visited the second conference of the Socialist
Party (India) to extend greetings to the delegates.
And now, this sad news.
–Pannalal Surana
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accumulating over the years. Even
assuming a low figure of say three
times, black wealth would be around
Rs 300 lakh crore.
Let us now make an estimate of
the black money in the economy. It is
this black money that is circulating in
the economy as cash that the
government is attempting to curb by
demonetisation of Rs 500 and Rs 1,000
notes. The Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 notes
in circulation in the economy total Rs
15.44 lakh crore. But not all the notes
in circulation are a part of the black
economy, are not generated as black
income. Thus, for instance, a
significant proportion of our GDP around half, according to current CSO

estimates - is produced in the informal
sector, and around 85% of the
population relies on it.14 While the
incomes in this sector are mostly
unrecorded, the dominant part of this
is not ‘black’. It is true that the incomes
in this sector do not fall into the direct
tax net, but then these incomes are
too small to pay direct taxes; on the
other hand, due to the tax structure of
the Indian economy which collects
more revenue from indirect taxes
rather than direct taxes (70:30), they
anyway are subject to indirect taxes.15
In this sector come the income of
farmers and small traders and daily
wage workers and small service
providers and other such sections of
the population. Most of the

transactions in this sector are in cash.
Apart from this informal sector, a
significant portion of the cash in the
economy is also in businesses, like
petrol pumps, railway stations, airports,
etc., and this too is not black.
Therefore, of the total currency in
circulation, assuming that half is in the
informal sector, and of the remaining,
at least half is in businesses as legal
currency, that leaves just around
Rs 3 lakh crore as black money.16
Indeed, a former governor of the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI), D.
Subbarao, a supporter of the
demonetisation move, has also
mentioned this as the maximum
amount that can be rendered worthless
by this move.17
(To be concluded)
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